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The Most Fortunate EventThe Most Fortunate EventThe Most Fortunate EventThe Most Fortunate EventThe Most Fortunate Event
It is extremely rare for a Fully Self-enlightened Buddha to appear in

the world, and it is extremely difficult to attain the human existence.
So to come across the teachings of the Buddha, who is truly omni-
scient and omnipotent, in the present human existence is the most
fortunate event for us!

The teachings of the Buddha reveal the true nature of existence in
minute detail and provide us the most valuable knowledge how to
lead a noble and happy life and how to gain our liberation from all
suffering in order to enjoy the eternal peace and unique happiness of
NibbÈna in this very life.

TheTheTheTheThe     EssenceEssenceEssenceEssenceEssence     ofofofofof     thethethethethe     Buddha’sBuddha’sBuddha’sBuddha’sBuddha’s     TeachingsTeachingsTeachingsTeachingsTeachings
The essence of the teachings of the Buddha is the Four Noble Truths

and the Noble Eightfold Path which consists of the Noble Threefold
Training — the Training of Morality, the Training of Concentration
and the Training of Wisdom. The Noble Threefold Training can to-
tally purify the mind in seven stages by systematically developing
morality, concentration and wisdom and eradicating all defilements
(kilesÈs), such as ignorance of the Four Noble Truths, craving for
sensual pleasure, anger and hatred, which are the root causes of all
unjust, evil actions and all suffering in the world.

It is a glory of Buddhism to make intellectual enlightenment an es-
sential condition of salvation. In Buddhism morality, concentration
and wisdom are inseparable from one another. While morality forms
the basis of the higher life, concentration and wisdom complete it.

MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation     TakesTakesTakesTakesTakes     ananananan     ImportantImportantImportantImportantImportant     RoleRoleRoleRoleRole
The guidance for undertaking the Noble Threefold Training is fully

described  in ‘Visuddhi Magga’, compiled by Venerable Buddhaghosa
from PÈÄi Texts and Commentaries of TipiÔaka. Visuddhi Magga has
been translated into Myanmar language by Venerable NandamÈlÈ and
Venerable MahÈsÊ SayÈdaw, and into English by Pe Maung Tin under
the title of ‘The Path of Purity’ and into English by Bikkhu ©ÈÓamoli
under the title of ‘The Path of Purification’.
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On the foundation of pure Morality, the Training of Concentration
is accomplished by undertaking Tranquillity Meditation (Samatha
BhÈvanÈ), and the Training of Wisdom is accomplished by undertaking
Insight Meditation (VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ). So meditation plays the ma-
jor role in the Noble Threefold Training.

Nowadays many people all over the world are enthusiastically un-
dertaking meditation, usually without understanding the principles,
procedure and objective of meditation. In order to make the exposi-
tion of the Noble Threefold Training in Visuddhi Magga clearly and
easily comprehensible and readily accessible, ‘The Essence of Visuddhi
Magga’ is now written in simple, plain language in two volumes.

‘The‘The‘The‘The‘The     EssenceEssenceEssenceEssenceEssence     ofofofofof     VisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhi     Magga’Magga’Magga’Magga’Magga’
In Volume I the Training of Morality and the Training of Concen-

tration (Tranquillity Meditation) has been clearly described. In the
present Volume II the Training of Wisdom (Insight Meditation or
VipassanÈ) will be vividly and systematically described. In this des-
cription the teachings of the Pa-auk Tawya SayÈdaw, VenerableVenerableVenerableVenerableVenerable
ŒciÓÓaŒciÓÓaŒciÓÓaŒciÓÓaŒciÓÓa, DhammÈcariya and AggamahÈkammaÔÔhÈnÈcariya, will be
incoporated. Pa-auk Tawya SayÈdaw is teaching the Noble Threefold
Training at the present time in more detail than Visuddhi Magga and
he is teaching very successfully to meditators from all over the world.1

TheTheTheTheThe     FieldFieldFieldFieldField     ofofofofof     VipassanÈVipassanÈVipassanÈVipassanÈVipassanÈ     MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation
The field of vipassanÈ is entirely ultimate realities which make up

mind and body and which really exist in the universe. They constitute
the five aggregates which manifest as living beings, the twelve bases
which give rise to consciousnesses and mental factors, the eighteen
elements (dhÈtu) which show the absence of I, the twenty-two facul-
ties which have control over their respective fields, and the twelve
factors of Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) which beauti-
fully explain the round of birth-and-death of all beings in the thirty-
one planes of existence. As these entities represent the soil in which
wisdom grow and the first two Noble Truths, they must be investi-
gated penetratively and thoroughly in vipassanÈ.2

After developing the ‘purity of morality’ (sÊla-visuddhi) by moral
training3 and the ‘purity of mind’ (citta-visuddhi) by the training of
concentration4, the mind becomes totally pure and sparkling, radiating

very bright and penetrative light. With the help of this light meditators
can undertake insight meditation properly.

Then a meditator undertakes meditation on defining materiality (r|pa-
kammaÔÔhÈna) and meditation on defining mentality (nÈma-kammaÔ-
ÔhÈna). He analyzes mind and matter with wisdom, associated with the
right concentration, into their ultimate components — consciousnesses,
mental factors, and ultimate materialities (cittas, cetasikas and r|pas).
He defines each of these ultimate realities by its characteristic, func-
tion, manifestation and proximate cause to develop the ‘knowledge
of defining mentality-materiality’ (nÈmar|pa-paricchedaÒÈÓa) and the
‘purity of view’ (diÔÔhivisuddhi)5 correctly.

The compactness of mental groups (minds) and material groups
(r|pa-kalÈpas) must be broken (ghana-vinibbhoga) to penetrate into
the ultimate realities and the characteristic of not-self (anatta).6.7

Next the four causes — kamma, citta, utu (heat), ÈhÈra (nutriment) —
that give rise to materiality, and the causes that give rise to the cogni-
tive series of consciousness in the six sense-doors are discerned by
direct knowledge. Also the causes and the effects of Dependent Origi-
nation (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) are discerned and verified to clarify all
doubts, pertaining to the past, to the present, and to the future, and to
develop ‘the knowledge of discerning the causes of mentality-materi-
ality’, (PaccayapariggahaÒÈÓa) and ‘the purification by overcoming
doubt’ (ka~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhi).

It is clearly stated in Visuddhi Magga9 and Abhidhamma Commen-
tary10 “that one cannot emancipate from the round of misery without
discerning the causal relations of Dependent Origination.

Again, in undertaking vipassanÈ, all mentality and materiality, causes
and effects, internal and external, pertaining to the past, to the present
and to the future, are defined as impermanent (anicca), suffering
(dukkha), and not-self (anatta) in turn as directed in PaÔisambhida
Magga PÈÄi11, SaÑyutta PÈÄi12, Visuddhi Magga13, etc.

Many practical methods for investigating, discerning, and defining
formations in various ways are employed to get the results described
in PiÔaka literature, to develop ten insight knowledges, to achieve the
total purification of the mind, and to realize the highest goal of eman-
cipation from all suffering.
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Try to Achieve the Best GoalTry to Achieve the Best GoalTry to Achieve the Best GoalTry to Achieve the Best GoalTry to Achieve the Best Goal
As this final goal of the liberation from suffering and enjoyment of

eternal peace and bliss of NibbÈna is still possible in the Buddha’s
Dispensation (SÈsanÈ), all upright and able persons should undertake
the Noble Threefold Training enthusiastically and strenuously to
achieve this best goal in this very life!
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The Noble Path to Eternal BlissThe Noble Path to Eternal BlissThe Noble Path to Eternal BlissThe Noble Path to Eternal BlissThe Noble Path to Eternal Bliss

The Noble Path to Eternal Bliss is the Noble Eightfold PathThe Noble Path to Eternal Bliss is the Noble Eightfold PathThe Noble Path to Eternal Bliss is the Noble Eightfold PathThe Noble Path to Eternal Bliss is the Noble Eightfold PathThe Noble Path to Eternal Bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path dis-
covered by the Buddha and taught by the Buddha more than 2600
years ago. Many Arahants (Perfect Persons) have walked on this Path
and reached NibbÈna, enjoying eternal peace and unique happiness while
they were still alive and after they passed away.

The eight factors of the Noble Eightfold Path are classified as the
Noble Threefold TrainingNoble Threefold TrainingNoble Threefold TrainingNoble Threefold TrainingNoble Threefold Training known as:
1 Training of Morality,Training of Morality,Training of Morality,Training of Morality,Training of Morality, which eliminates gross, violent defilements,
2 Training of Concentration,Training of Concentration,Training of Concentration,Training of Concentration,Training of Concentration,     which eliminates all moderate defilements

that have arisen in the mind, leading to the purity of the mind,
3 Training of Wisdom,Training of Wisdom,Training of Wisdom,Training of Wisdom,Training of Wisdom, which eliminates all defilements together with

their roots or latent defilments leading to the noblest state called
Arahantship.
Thus the Noble Threefold Training systematically eliminates allThus the Noble Threefold Training systematically eliminates allThus the Noble Threefold Training systematically eliminates allThus the Noble Threefold Training systematically eliminates allThus the Noble Threefold Training systematically eliminates all

defilements (defilements (defilements (defilements (defilements (kilesÈskilesÈskilesÈskilesÈskilesÈs), which are the causes of all evil actions and), which are the causes of all evil actions and), which are the causes of all evil actions and), which are the causes of all evil actions and), which are the causes of all evil actions and
all suffering in the world.all suffering in the world.all suffering in the world.all suffering in the world.all suffering in the world.

TenTenTenTenTen     DefilementsDefilementsDefilementsDefilementsDefilements     (((((KilesÈsKilesÈsKilesÈsKilesÈsKilesÈs)))))11111

The defilements are ten immoral mental factors (akusala cetasikas)
which defile, debase, agitate, inflict and burn the mind whenever they
arise in the mind. The minds of worldlings are usually under their
influence and that is the reason why worldlings forget meritorious
deeds, brood over evil thoughts, enjoy sensual pleasure and perform
wicked actions. The ten defilements are:
1 Lobha or taÓhÈ — greed, craving, attachment
2 Dosa — anger, hatred, ill will
3 Moha or avijjÈ — ignorance, delusion
4 MÈna — pride, conceit
5 DiÔÔhi — false view, personality belief
6 VicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexity
7 Thina — sloth, idleness
8 Uddhacca — restlessness of the mind
9 Ahirika — moral shamelessness
10 Anottappa — moral fearlessness.
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Ignorance (Ignorance (Ignorance (Ignorance (Ignorance (mohamohamohamohamoha) is the leader of defilements. It blinds the mind) is the leader of defilements. It blinds the mind) is the leader of defilements. It blinds the mind) is the leader of defilements. It blinds the mind) is the leader of defilements. It blinds the mind
not to know and see the true nature of sense-objects and sensualnot to know and see the true nature of sense-objects and sensualnot to know and see the true nature of sense-objects and sensualnot to know and see the true nature of sense-objects and sensualnot to know and see the true nature of sense-objects and sensual
pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.pleasure. It makes us believe that sense-objects like men, women,
living beings and inanimate things really exist and that these sense
objects are permanent, pleasant, desirable and beautiful. But, in real-
ity , they do not exist for if we divide a person into head-hair, body-
hair, nails, teeth, skin, flesh, blood, bones, heart, livers, intestines,
etc., the person disappears. If we examine each of these body parts,
every part is disgusting. So a handsome actor or a beautiful actress is
just a bundle of filth. Everyone is disgusting and repulsive.

What really exist are the ultimate materialities and the ultimateWhat really exist are the ultimate materialities and the ultimateWhat really exist are the ultimate materialities and the ultimateWhat really exist are the ultimate materialities and the ultimateWhat really exist are the ultimate materialities and the ultimate
mentalities which make up body and mind, and these ultimatementalities which make up body and mind, and these ultimatementalities which make up body and mind, and these ultimatementalities which make up body and mind, and these ultimatementalities which make up body and mind, and these ultimate
materialities and mentalities have no form and no shape and theymaterialities and mentalities have no form and no shape and theymaterialities and mentalities have no form and no shape and theymaterialities and mentalities have no form and no shape and theymaterialities and mentalities have no form and no shape and they
are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and incessantly.are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and incessantly.are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and incessantly.are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and incessantly.are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and incessantly. So they
have the characteristics of impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha),
not-self (anatta), and repulsiveness (asubha). Being subject to inces-
sant dissolution of mentalities and materialities, which we cherish so
much as our body and mind, they really mean suffering.

So we are living in the illusive world with beautiful, pleasant sense
objects around us and we are happy and satisfied with our earnings,
and enjoyment of sensual pleasure merrily.

Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (mohamohamohamohamoha), greed), greed), greed), greed), greed
(((((lobhalobhalobhalobhalobha) or craving () or craving () or craving () or craving () or craving (tahÓÈtahÓÈtahÓÈtahÓÈtahÓÈ) becomes very active, always craving for) becomes very active, always craving for) becomes very active, always craving for) becomes very active, always craving for) becomes very active, always craving for
money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure.money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure.money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure.money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure.money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure. When
we get what we want, that is, when craving is momentarily gratified,
we feel happy. We do not know that greed will never relinquish its
characteris-tic of craving and attachment, and that the more it gets,
the more it desires.

The BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha said, “The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a
man’s greed.”man’s greed.”man’s greed.”man’s greed.”man’s greed.”

The Indian leader, Mahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma Gandhi, added, “The world has“The world has“The world has“The world has“The world has
enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”

We read in World History about mighty emperors like Julius Cae-Julius Cae-Julius Cae-Julius Cae-Julius Cae-
sarsarsarsarsar, Alexander the GreatAlexander the GreatAlexander the GreatAlexander the GreatAlexander the Great and King AsokaKing AsokaKing AsokaKing AsokaKing Asoka, waging wars, annex-
ing territories and properties, killing thousands of people. Were they
happy? No. They were acting under the influence of ignorance and
greed, and only greed and ignorance had momentary satisfaction. Julius

Caesar was murdered by his friend; Alexander the Great died young
from drinking too much alcohol, and King Asoka lost his power and
all wealth and died very poorly.

Based on the illusion that ‘men, women, persons’ exist, the wrong
view (diÔÔhi) takes that ‘men, women, persons’ really exist. One basicOne basicOne basicOne basicOne basic
wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is ‘personality-be-‘personality-be-‘personality-be-‘personality-be-‘personality-be-
lief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities andlief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities andlief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities andlief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities andlief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities and
materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.

‘Personality-belief makes people very selfish, self-centred, con-
cerned only with one’s welfare, having no regard for others’ welfare.
The dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can coupleThe dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can coupleThe dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can coupleThe dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can coupleThe dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can couple
with with with with with bad kammabad kammabad kammabad kammabad kamma (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful
abodes life after life.abodes life after life.abodes life after life.abodes life after life.abodes life after life.

The Buddha pointed out that to get rid of personality-belief is most
important and most urgent in life. It is as urgent as putting out the fire
on one’s head when the head is on fire and as removing the spear that
impales one’s chest and treating the wound immediately.

Also under the illusion of ignorance that ‘I or self’ exists, pride
(mÈna) becomes active, making one very conceited and arrogant, ready
to get into quarrels and wars. We should be aware of the saying: “Pride
will have a fall”.

WhatWhatWhatWhatWhat     isisisisis     SensualSensualSensualSensualSensual     Pleasure?Pleasure?Pleasure?Pleasure?Pleasure?22222

Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-
tiful and desirable.tiful and desirable.tiful and desirable.tiful and desirable.tiful and desirable. When these objects come in contact with the sense
doors — the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body and the mind
— pleasant feeling (sukha-vedanÈ) arises. We enjoy this pleasant feel-
ing with joy (pÊti) and greed-rooted consciousness. This pleasant feel-This pleasant feel-This pleasant feel-This pleasant feel-This pleasant feel-
ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-
tute sensual pleasure.tute sensual pleasure.tute sensual pleasure.tute sensual pleasure.tute sensual pleasure.

But they dissolve or perish soon after they have arisen. So sensualsensualsensualsensualsensual
pleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to sufferingpleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to sufferingpleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to sufferingpleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to sufferingpleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to suffering. Crav-
ing or hunger for more and more sensual enjoyment and exerting
constant effort to enjoy sensual pleasure are suffering.

Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-
sciousness. It leaves behind immoral sciousness. It leaves behind immoral sciousness. It leaves behind immoral sciousness. It leaves behind immoral sciousness. It leaves behind immoral kammakammakammakammakamma in the mental stream in the mental stream in the mental stream in the mental stream in the mental stream
when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,
billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.
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have the characteristics of impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha),
not-self (anatta), and repulsiveness (asubha). Being subject to inces-
sant dissolution of mentalities and materialities, which we cherish so
much as our body and mind, they really mean suffering.

So we are living in the illusive world with beautiful, pleasant sense
objects around us and we are happy and satisfied with our earnings,
and enjoyment of sensual pleasure merrily.

Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (Under the influence of ignorance and illusion (mohamohamohamohamoha), greed), greed), greed), greed), greed
(((((lobhalobhalobhalobhalobha) or craving () or craving () or craving () or craving () or craving (tahÓÈtahÓÈtahÓÈtahÓÈtahÓÈ) becomes very active, always craving for) becomes very active, always craving for) becomes very active, always craving for) becomes very active, always craving for) becomes very active, always craving for
money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure.money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure.money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure.money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure.money, wealth, property, power, fame and sensual pleasure. When
we get what we want, that is, when craving is momentarily gratified,
we feel happy. We do not know that greed will never relinquish its
characteris-tic of craving and attachment, and that the more it gets,
the more it desires.

The BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha said, “The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy a
man’s greed.”man’s greed.”man’s greed.”man’s greed.”man’s greed.”

The Indian leader, Mahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma Gandhi, added, “The world has“The world has“The world has“The world has“The world has
enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for one man’s greed.”

We read in World History about mighty emperors like Julius Cae-Julius Cae-Julius Cae-Julius Cae-Julius Cae-
sarsarsarsarsar, Alexander the GreatAlexander the GreatAlexander the GreatAlexander the GreatAlexander the Great and King AsokaKing AsokaKing AsokaKing AsokaKing Asoka, waging wars, annex-
ing territories and properties, killing thousands of people. Were they
happy? No. They were acting under the influence of ignorance and
greed, and only greed and ignorance had momentary satisfaction. Julius

Caesar was murdered by his friend; Alexander the Great died young
from drinking too much alcohol, and King Asoka lost his power and
all wealth and died very poorly.

Based on the illusion that ‘men, women, persons’ exist, the wrong
view (diÔÔhi) takes that ‘men, women, persons’ really exist. One basicOne basicOne basicOne basicOne basic
wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is wrong view which has plagued men for aeons is ‘personality-be-‘personality-be-‘personality-be-‘personality-be-‘personality-be-
lief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities andlief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities andlief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities andlief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities andlief (sakkÈyadiÔÔhi), interpreting the combination of mentalities and
materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.materialities as ‘I, you, he, she’.

‘Personality-belief makes people very selfish, self-centred, con-
cerned only with one’s welfare, having no regard for others’ welfare.
The dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can coupleThe dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can coupleThe dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can coupleThe dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can coupleThe dreadful thing about ‘personality-belief’ is that it can couple
with with with with with bad kammabad kammabad kammabad kammabad kamma (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful (wrong action) to throw one down to woeful
abodes life after life.abodes life after life.abodes life after life.abodes life after life.abodes life after life.

The Buddha pointed out that to get rid of personality-belief is most
important and most urgent in life. It is as urgent as putting out the fire
on one’s head when the head is on fire and as removing the spear that
impales one’s chest and treating the wound immediately.

Also under the illusion of ignorance that ‘I or self’ exists, pride
(mÈna) becomes active, making one very conceited and arrogant, ready
to get into quarrels and wars. We should be aware of the saying: “Pride
will have a fall”.

WhatWhatWhatWhatWhat     isisisisis     SensualSensualSensualSensualSensual     Pleasure?Pleasure?Pleasure?Pleasure?Pleasure?22222

Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-Under the illusion of ignorance, sense objects appear to be beau-
tiful and desirable.tiful and desirable.tiful and desirable.tiful and desirable.tiful and desirable. When these objects come in contact with the sense
doors — the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body and the mind
— pleasant feeling (sukha-vedanÈ) arises. We enjoy this pleasant feel-
ing with joy (pÊti) and greed-rooted consciousness. This pleasant feel-This pleasant feel-This pleasant feel-This pleasant feel-This pleasant feel-
ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-ing, joy and enjoyment with greed-rooted consciousness consti-
tute sensual pleasure.tute sensual pleasure.tute sensual pleasure.tute sensual pleasure.tute sensual pleasure.

But they dissolve or perish soon after they have arisen. So sensualsensualsensualsensualsensual
pleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to sufferingpleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to sufferingpleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to sufferingpleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to sufferingpleasure is transient, fleeting and a precursor to suffering. Crav-
ing or hunger for more and more sensual enjoyment and exerting
constant effort to enjoy sensual pleasure are suffering.

Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-Greed-rooted consciousness is unwholesome or immoral con-
sciousness. It leaves behind immoral sciousness. It leaves behind immoral sciousness. It leaves behind immoral sciousness. It leaves behind immoral sciousness. It leaves behind immoral kammakammakammakammakamma in the mental stream in the mental stream in the mental stream in the mental stream in the mental stream
when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,when it dissolves. So, while we are enjoying sensual pleasure,
billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.billions of immoral kammas are deposited in our mental stream.
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These These These These These kammaskammaskammaskammaskammas have the potential to send us to woeful abodes have the potential to send us to woeful abodes have the potential to send us to woeful abodes have the potential to send us to woeful abodes have the potential to send us to woeful abodes
again and again.again and again.again and again.again and again.again and again. So sensual pleasure is a prelude to suffering.3

AngerAngerAngerAngerAnger     isisisisis     mostmostmostmostmost     destructivedestructivedestructivedestructivedestructive
Now when we are in contact with unpleasant and undesirable sense

objects, anger (dosa) arise in our minds accompanied by painful mental
feeling (domanassa-vedanÈ). We get angry, dissappointed or frustrated
immediately and become unhappy.

Anger is the most destructive element in the worldAnger is the most destructive element in the worldAnger is the most destructive element in the worldAnger is the most destructive element in the worldAnger is the most destructive element in the world. As soon as
anger arises, ignorance, moral shamelessness, moral fearlessness, and
restlessness also arise in the mind, making the mind blind. So one can
no longer think rationally; one shall not feel ashamed, dreadful and
hesitant to commit evil actions, torturing, killing, destroying others’
lives and properties.

Inflated Inflated Inflated Inflated Inflated angerangerangerangeranger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit
crimes. Depressed crimes. Depressed crimes. Depressed crimes. Depressed crimes. Depressed angerangerangerangeranger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta- causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta- causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta- causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta- causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-
tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,
displeasure, worry, jealousy (displeasure, worry, jealousy (displeasure, worry, jealousy (displeasure, worry, jealousy (displeasure, worry, jealousy (issÈissÈissÈissÈissÈ), ), ), ), ), avarice (macchariya) avarice (macchariya) avarice (macchariya) avarice (macchariya) avarice (macchariya) and and and and and re-re-re-re-re-
morse (kuk-kucca)morse (kuk-kucca)morse (kuk-kucca)morse (kuk-kucca)morse (kuk-kucca) cause  cause  cause  cause  cause angerangerangerangeranger to arise, and  to arise, and  to arise, and  to arise, and  to arise, and angerangerangerangeranger, in turn, causes, in turn, causes, in turn, causes, in turn, causes, in turn, causes
mental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stressmental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stressmental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stressmental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stressmental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stress
and strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise toand strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise toand strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise toand strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise toand strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise to
stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-
gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.

Doubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great LossDoubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great LossDoubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great LossDoubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great LossDoubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great Loss
Sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ) is having doubt about the Buddha, the

Dhamma, the SaÑgha, and the Noble Threefold Training, because
one is ignorant of their noblest attributes and the greatest benefits that
come from revering them or practising the Noble Training. So one is
deprived of billions of good kammas which can generate blissful re-
birth in the human realm and celestial realms again and again.

Sloth and torpor (thina-middha) make one idle, sleepy and inactive
not to perform meritorious deeds, again depriving one of billions of
good kammas.

The Noblest Battle against DefilementsThe Noblest Battle against DefilementsThe Noblest Battle against DefilementsThe Noblest Battle against DefilementsThe Noblest Battle against Defilements

Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-
emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,
ignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, weignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, weignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, weignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, weignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, we
shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy.shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy.shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy.shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy.shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy. They create

the illusion that wealth, power, fame and sensual pleasue are desir-
able and means to happiness, but they are actually luring us away
from meritorious deeds so that we shall be born in woeful abodes
after death.

Therefore, if we want to live peacefully and happily without any
worry, grief, sorrow and displeasure; if we want to escape from woe-
ful rebirth and put an end to suffering; if we want to be noble, ador-
able, in harmony with all and loved by all; if we want to enjoy great
bliss in blissful realms for many future existences; if we want to
expreience the ecstatic bliss of jhÈna or the unique peace and happi-
ness of NibbÈna in this very life, we must subdue, suppress and elimi-
nate all defilements so that they will never arise again in our minds.

The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path.The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path.The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path.The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path.The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path. We
must bravely and gladly fight against defilements by undertaking
strenuously the Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-
tion and Wisdom.tion and Wisdom.tion and Wisdom.tion and Wisdom.tion and Wisdom. This is the noblest, most beneficial and most es-
sential endeavour in life.

• Training of Morality• Training of Morality• Training of Morality• Training of Morality• Training of Morality

As lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing fiveAs lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing fiveAs lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing fiveAs lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing fiveAs lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing five
moral precepts of moral precepts of moral precepts of moral precepts of moral precepts of PaPaPaPaPaÒca-sÊlaÒca-sÊlaÒca-sÊlaÒca-sÊlaÒca-sÊla diligently without committing any diligently without committing any diligently without committing any diligently without committing any diligently without committing any
evil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless andevil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless andevil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless andevil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless andevil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless and
fautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holdersfautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holdersfautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holdersfautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holdersfautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holders;;;;;
bebebebebecause cause cause cause cause theytheytheytheythey will not be born in woeful abodes after death. will not be born in woeful abodes after death. will not be born in woeful abodes after death. will not be born in woeful abodes after death. will not be born in woeful abodes after death.

To develop greater joy, contentment and happiness, we should ob-
serve eight or nine precepts of Uposatha-sÊla5 on sabbath days and
auspicious days.

To practise meditation in a meditation centre we should develop
higher morality (adisÊla) by diligently cultivating the fourfold morali-
ty for overall purity called catuparisuddhi sÊla. This morality com-
prises the following four kinds of sÊla.
1 PÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊlaPÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊlaPÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊlaPÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊlaPÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊla — bhikkhus abide by 227 training precepts

with faith whereas lay devotees observe 8 or 9 moral precepts of
Uposatha-sÊla.

2 IndriyasaÑvara SÊlaIndriyasaÑvara SÊlaIndriyasaÑvara SÊlaIndriyasaÑvara SÊlaIndriyasaÑvara SÊla — guarding the six sense-faculties (eye, ear,
nose, tongue, body, mind) with mindfulness so that they are not
invaded by covetousness, illwill and other defilements.

3 ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊlaŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊlaŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊlaŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊlaŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla — leading the right livelihood by means of
energy, avoiding evil actions, evil speeches and a wrong liveli-
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These These These These These kammaskammaskammaskammaskammas have the potential to send us to woeful abodes have the potential to send us to woeful abodes have the potential to send us to woeful abodes have the potential to send us to woeful abodes have the potential to send us to woeful abodes
again and again.again and again.again and again.again and again.again and again. So sensual pleasure is a prelude to suffering.3

AngerAngerAngerAngerAnger     isisisisis     mostmostmostmostmost     destructivedestructivedestructivedestructivedestructive
Now when we are in contact with unpleasant and undesirable sense

objects, anger (dosa) arise in our minds accompanied by painful mental
feeling (domanassa-vedanÈ). We get angry, dissappointed or frustrated
immediately and become unhappy.

Anger is the most destructive element in the worldAnger is the most destructive element in the worldAnger is the most destructive element in the worldAnger is the most destructive element in the worldAnger is the most destructive element in the world. As soon as
anger arises, ignorance, moral shamelessness, moral fearlessness, and
restlessness also arise in the mind, making the mind blind. So one can
no longer think rationally; one shall not feel ashamed, dreadful and
hesitant to commit evil actions, torturing, killing, destroying others’
lives and properties.

Inflated Inflated Inflated Inflated Inflated angerangerangerangeranger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit
crimes. Depressed crimes. Depressed crimes. Depressed crimes. Depressed crimes. Depressed angerangerangerangeranger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta- causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta- causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta- causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta- causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-
tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,tion, mental depression, despair and fear to arise. Dissatisfaction,
displeasure, worry, jealousy (displeasure, worry, jealousy (displeasure, worry, jealousy (displeasure, worry, jealousy (displeasure, worry, jealousy (issÈissÈissÈissÈissÈ), ), ), ), ), avarice (macchariya) avarice (macchariya) avarice (macchariya) avarice (macchariya) avarice (macchariya) and and and and and re-re-re-re-re-
morse (kuk-kucca)morse (kuk-kucca)morse (kuk-kucca)morse (kuk-kucca)morse (kuk-kucca) cause  cause  cause  cause  cause angerangerangerangeranger to arise, and  to arise, and  to arise, and  to arise, and  to arise, and angerangerangerangeranger, in turn, causes, in turn, causes, in turn, causes, in turn, causes, in turn, causes
mental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stressmental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stressmental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stressmental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stressmental depression, mental stress and strain to arise. Persistent stress
and strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise toand strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise toand strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise toand strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise toand strain will damage good health and good life, giving rise to
stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-stomach-ulcer, high-blood pressure, chest pain, back pain, indi-
gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.gestion, sleeplessness, illness, suicide, etc.

Doubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great LossDoubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great LossDoubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great LossDoubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great LossDoubt, Sloth and Torpor bring great Loss
Sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ) is having doubt about the Buddha, the

Dhamma, the SaÑgha, and the Noble Threefold Training, because
one is ignorant of their noblest attributes and the greatest benefits that
come from revering them or practising the Noble Training. So one is
deprived of billions of good kammas which can generate blissful re-
birth in the human realm and celestial realms again and again.

Sloth and torpor (thina-middha) make one idle, sleepy and inactive
not to perform meritorious deeds, again depriving one of billions of
good kammas.

The Noblest Battle against DefilementsThe Noblest Battle against DefilementsThe Noblest Battle against DefilementsThe Noblest Battle against DefilementsThe Noblest Battle against Defilements

Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-Thus defilements are our intrinsic bad qualities and worst en-
emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,emies. They make us mean, wicked, selfish, arrogant, greedy, cruel,
ignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, weignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, weignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, weignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, weignoble, and miserable. So long as they influence our minds, we
shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy.shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy.shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy.shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy.shall never be  calm, peaceful, serene and really happy. They create

the illusion that wealth, power, fame and sensual pleasue are desir-
able and means to happiness, but they are actually luring us away
from meritorious deeds so that we shall be born in woeful abodes
after death.

Therefore, if we want to live peacefully and happily without any
worry, grief, sorrow and displeasure; if we want to escape from woe-
ful rebirth and put an end to suffering; if we want to be noble, ador-
able, in harmony with all and loved by all; if we want to enjoy great
bliss in blissful realms for many future existences; if we want to
expreience the ecstatic bliss of jhÈna or the unique peace and happi-
ness of NibbÈna in this very life, we must subdue, suppress and elimi-
nate all defilements so that they will never arise again in our minds.

The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path.The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path.The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path.The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path.The only path to this eternal bliss is the Noble Eightfold Path. We
must bravely and gladly fight against defilements by undertaking
strenuously the Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-Noble Threefold Training of Morality, Concentra-
tion and Wisdom.tion and Wisdom.tion and Wisdom.tion and Wisdom.tion and Wisdom. This is the noblest, most beneficial and most es-
sential endeavour in life.

• Training of Morality• Training of Morality• Training of Morality• Training of Morality• Training of Morality

As lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing fiveAs lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing fiveAs lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing fiveAs lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing fiveAs lay devotees, we should lead a noble life by observing five
moral precepts of moral precepts of moral precepts of moral precepts of moral precepts of PaPaPaPaPaÒca-sÊlaÒca-sÊlaÒca-sÊlaÒca-sÊlaÒca-sÊla diligently without committing any diligently without committing any diligently without committing any diligently without committing any diligently without committing any
evil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless andevil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless andevil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless andevil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless andevil action or causing harm to any living being. A blameless and
fautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holdersfautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holdersfautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holdersfautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holdersfautless life brings the greatest joy and happiness to house-holders;;;;;
bebebebebecause cause cause cause cause theytheytheytheythey will not be born in woeful abodes after death. will not be born in woeful abodes after death. will not be born in woeful abodes after death. will not be born in woeful abodes after death. will not be born in woeful abodes after death.

To develop greater joy, contentment and happiness, we should ob-
serve eight or nine precepts of Uposatha-sÊla5 on sabbath days and
auspicious days.

To practise meditation in a meditation centre we should develop
higher morality (adisÊla) by diligently cultivating the fourfold morali-
ty for overall purity called catuparisuddhi sÊla. This morality com-
prises the following four kinds of sÊla.
1 PÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊlaPÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊlaPÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊlaPÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊlaPÈtimokkhasaÑvara SÊla — bhikkhus abide by 227 training precepts

with faith whereas lay devotees observe 8 or 9 moral precepts of
Uposatha-sÊla.

2 IndriyasaÑvara SÊlaIndriyasaÑvara SÊlaIndriyasaÑvara SÊlaIndriyasaÑvara SÊlaIndriyasaÑvara SÊla — guarding the six sense-faculties (eye, ear,
nose, tongue, body, mind) with mindfulness so that they are not
invaded by covetousness, illwill and other defilements.

3 ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊlaŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊlaŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊlaŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊlaŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla — leading the right livelihood by means of
energy, avoiding evil actions, evil speeches and a wrong liveli-
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hood that causes harm to any living being.
4 Paccayasannissita SÊlaPaccayasannissita SÊlaPaccayasannissita SÊlaPaccayasannissita SÊlaPaccayasannissita SÊla — using requisites by reviewing them with

understanding so that defilements do not arise.

The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate purepurepurepurepure
morality (sÊlavisuddhi).morality (sÊlavisuddhi).morality (sÊlavisuddhi).morality (sÊlavisuddhi).morality (sÊlavisuddhi). Since the bodily actions and verbal actions Since the bodily actions and verbal actions Since the bodily actions and verbal actions Since the bodily actions and verbal actions Since the bodily actions and verbal actions
of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-
thy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free fromthy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free fromthy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free fromthy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free fromthy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free from
gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-
piness instantly.piness instantly.piness instantly.piness instantly.piness instantly. Since his mind is pure, he can easily attain human
luxuries and celestial luxuries. But his mind seeks no other thing than
the happiness of NibbÈna.

Pure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundanePure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundanePure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundanePure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundanePure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundane
happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.

Training of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of Concentration
‘Concentration’ stands for ekaggatÈ cetasika which unites conscious-

ness and its concomitants (mental factors) harmoniously and rightly
on a single object without letting the mind disperse and scatter to-
wards various sense objects.

The training of concentration is accomplished by undertakingThe training of concentration is accomplished by undertakingThe training of concentration is accomplished by undertakingThe training of concentration is accomplished by undertakingThe training of concentration is accomplished by undertaking
tranquillity meditation (stranquillity meditation (stranquillity meditation (stranquillity meditation (stranquillity meditation (samatha bhÈvanÈamatha bhÈvanÈamatha bhÈvanÈamatha bhÈvanÈamatha bhÈvanÈ).).).).). One can choose any one
of the forty meditation subjects prescribed by the Buddha, but prefer-
ably the one suitable to one’s temperament. Mindfulness of breathingMindfulness of breathingMindfulness of breathingMindfulness of breathingMindfulness of breathing
(ŒnÈpÈnassati) is generally used in many meditation centres. If correctly
practised, ŒnÈpÈnassati can develop four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas (mental
absorption).

The objective of the training of concentration is to develop theThe objective of the training of concentration is to develop theThe objective of the training of concentration is to develop theThe objective of the training of concentration is to develop theThe objective of the training of concentration is to develop the
right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi)right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi)right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi)right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi)right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi) which is equivalent to the which is equivalent to the which is equivalent to the which is equivalent to the which is equivalent to the
four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaMahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaMahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaMahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaMahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta77777.....
Visuddhi Magga8, however, extends it from access or neighbourhood
concentration (upa-cÈra samÈdhi) to the concentration associated with
one of the eight jhÈna attainments.

If one can develop access concentration correctly, one’s mind is
pure, being free from all arisen defilements. So the purity of the mind
(citttavisuddhi) is attained. But the mind is not well developed and not
stable yet. It has the danger of falling to the bhava~ga state, i.e., the
state of life-continuum, when the meditator does not know anything.

At the jhÈna state, the mind is well developed and stable, radiating

very bright and penetrative light which is more suitable and more ef-
fective for undertaking insight meditation (vipassanÈ) than using the
light of access jhÈna for vipassanÈ.

A meditator should make the effort to develop the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna which is found to be the best foundation for vipassanÈ medita-
tion and which was used by the Buddha himself for his vipassanÈ.
The Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentrationThe Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentrationThe Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentrationThe Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentrationThe Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentration
to see things as they really are.to see things as they really are.to see things as they really are.to see things as they really are.to see things as they really are.

SamÈhito yathÈbh|taÑ jÈnÈti passati9

One who is concentrated and serene knows and sees correctly.
In vipassanÈ the subject of meditation is the ultimate mentalities and

the ultimate materialities (nÈma-r|pa), and their three characteristic
marks of impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and not-self
(anatta), which cannot be seen by the naked eye even by using the
best scientific instrument.

When the right concentration is developed, the mind becomesWhen the right concentration is developed, the mind becomesWhen the right concentration is developed, the mind becomesWhen the right concentration is developed, the mind becomesWhen the right concentration is developed, the mind becomes
pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.
With the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far andWith the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far andWith the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far andWith the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far andWith the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far and
near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate mentality-material-mentality-material-mentality-material-mentality-material-mentality-material-
ityityityityity that make up mind and body. So c that make up mind and body. So c that make up mind and body. So c that make up mind and body. So c that make up mind and body. So concentration is the proximateoncentration is the proximateoncentration is the proximateoncentration is the proximateoncentration is the proximate
cause for the arising of wisdom.cause for the arising of wisdom.cause for the arising of wisdom.cause for the arising of wisdom.cause for the arising of wisdom.

ŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian MeditationsŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian MeditationsŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian MeditationsŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian MeditationsŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian Meditations
After developing the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in ŒnÈpÈnassati, one

can practise any other samatha meditation easily to gain its full benefits.
So one should at least undertake the four Guardian MeditationsGuardian MeditationsGuardian MeditationsGuardian MeditationsGuardian Meditations10

which serve as “Sabbatthaka kammaÔÔhÈnas”, that is, the meditation
subjects generally desirable in all matters. They are developed toThey are developed toThey are developed toThey are developed toThey are developed to
protect oneself from internal dangers (protect oneself from internal dangers (protect oneself from internal dangers (protect oneself from internal dangers (protect oneself from internal dangers (kilesÈskilesÈskilesÈskilesÈskilesÈs) and external dangers.) and external dangers.) and external dangers.) and external dangers.) and external dangers.
1 MettÈ bhÈvanÈMettÈ bhÈvanÈMettÈ bhÈvanÈMettÈ bhÈvanÈMettÈ bhÈvanÈ — development of loving-kindness — development of loving-kindness — development of loving-kindness — development of loving-kindness — development of loving-kindness

It is the best weapon to defeat enemies by turning them into friends.
One should develop loving-kindness up to the third jhÈna to make
it most effective.

2 BuddhÈnussati BuddhÈnussati BuddhÈnussati BuddhÈnussati BuddhÈnussati — recollection of the Buddha’s attributes— recollection of the Buddha’s attributes— recollection of the Buddha’s attributes— recollection of the Buddha’s attributes— recollection of the Buddha’s attributes
One should develop BuddhÈnussati up to access jhÈna. It is the most
sacred meditation subject. By permeating one’s body and mind with By permeating one’s body and mind with By permeating one’s body and mind with By permeating one’s body and mind with By permeating one’s body and mind with
the noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself fromthe noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself fromthe noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself fromthe noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself fromthe noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself from
all enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will makeall enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will makeall enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will makeall enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will makeall enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will make
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hood that causes harm to any living being.
4 Paccayasannissita SÊlaPaccayasannissita SÊlaPaccayasannissita SÊlaPaccayasannissita SÊlaPaccayasannissita SÊla — using requisites by reviewing them with

understanding so that defilements do not arise.

The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate The objective of the training of morality is to cultivate purepurepurepurepure
morality (sÊlavisuddhi).morality (sÊlavisuddhi).morality (sÊlavisuddhi).morality (sÊlavisuddhi).morality (sÊlavisuddhi). Since the bodily actions and verbal actions Since the bodily actions and verbal actions Since the bodily actions and verbal actions Since the bodily actions and verbal actions Since the bodily actions and verbal actions
of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-of a virtuous person with pure morality is blameless and praisewor-
thy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free fromthy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free fromthy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free fromthy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free fromthy, he bears the best moral character. As his mind is free from
gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-gross, violent defilements, he enjoys peace, serenity and true hap-
piness instantly.piness instantly.piness instantly.piness instantly.piness instantly. Since his mind is pure, he can easily attain human
luxuries and celestial luxuries. But his mind seeks no other thing than
the happiness of NibbÈna.

Pure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundanePure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundanePure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundanePure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundanePure morality is the root of all worldly and supramundane
happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.happiness. It is the foundation of meditation.

Training of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of Concentration
‘Concentration’ stands for ekaggatÈ cetasika which unites conscious-

ness and its concomitants (mental factors) harmoniously and rightly
on a single object without letting the mind disperse and scatter to-
wards various sense objects.

The training of concentration is accomplished by undertakingThe training of concentration is accomplished by undertakingThe training of concentration is accomplished by undertakingThe training of concentration is accomplished by undertakingThe training of concentration is accomplished by undertaking
tranquillity meditation (stranquillity meditation (stranquillity meditation (stranquillity meditation (stranquillity meditation (samatha bhÈvanÈamatha bhÈvanÈamatha bhÈvanÈamatha bhÈvanÈamatha bhÈvanÈ).).).).). One can choose any one
of the forty meditation subjects prescribed by the Buddha, but prefer-
ably the one suitable to one’s temperament. Mindfulness of breathingMindfulness of breathingMindfulness of breathingMindfulness of breathingMindfulness of breathing
(ŒnÈpÈnassati) is generally used in many meditation centres. If correctly
practised, ŒnÈpÈnassati can develop four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas (mental
absorption).

The objective of the training of concentration is to develop theThe objective of the training of concentration is to develop theThe objective of the training of concentration is to develop theThe objective of the training of concentration is to develop theThe objective of the training of concentration is to develop the
right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi)right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi)right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi)right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi)right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi) which is equivalent to the which is equivalent to the which is equivalent to the which is equivalent to the which is equivalent to the
four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to four r|pÈ-vacara jhÈnas according to MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaMahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaMahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaMahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaMahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta77777.....
Visuddhi Magga8, however, extends it from access or neighbourhood
concentration (upa-cÈra samÈdhi) to the concentration associated with
one of the eight jhÈna attainments.

If one can develop access concentration correctly, one’s mind is
pure, being free from all arisen defilements. So the purity of the mind
(citttavisuddhi) is attained. But the mind is not well developed and not
stable yet. It has the danger of falling to the bhava~ga state, i.e., the
state of life-continuum, when the meditator does not know anything.

At the jhÈna state, the mind is well developed and stable, radiating

very bright and penetrative light which is more suitable and more ef-
fective for undertaking insight meditation (vipassanÈ) than using the
light of access jhÈna for vipassanÈ.

A meditator should make the effort to develop the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna which is found to be the best foundation for vipassanÈ medita-
tion and which was used by the Buddha himself for his vipassanÈ.
The Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentrationThe Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentrationThe Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentrationThe Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentrationThe Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the right concentration
to see things as they really are.to see things as they really are.to see things as they really are.to see things as they really are.to see things as they really are.

SamÈhito yathÈbh|taÑ jÈnÈti passati9

One who is concentrated and serene knows and sees correctly.
In vipassanÈ the subject of meditation is the ultimate mentalities and

the ultimate materialities (nÈma-r|pa), and their three characteristic
marks of impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and not-self
(anatta), which cannot be seen by the naked eye even by using the
best scientific instrument.

When the right concentration is developed, the mind becomesWhen the right concentration is developed, the mind becomesWhen the right concentration is developed, the mind becomesWhen the right concentration is developed, the mind becomesWhen the right concentration is developed, the mind becomes
pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.pure and very powerful, radiating very bright and penetrative light.
With the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far andWith the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far andWith the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far andWith the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far andWith the help of this light, a meditator can see objects, far and
near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate near, hidden or exposed, as well as the ultimate mentality-material-mentality-material-mentality-material-mentality-material-mentality-material-
ityityityityity that make up mind and body. So c that make up mind and body. So c that make up mind and body. So c that make up mind and body. So c that make up mind and body. So concentration is the proximateoncentration is the proximateoncentration is the proximateoncentration is the proximateoncentration is the proximate
cause for the arising of wisdom.cause for the arising of wisdom.cause for the arising of wisdom.cause for the arising of wisdom.cause for the arising of wisdom.

ŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian MeditationsŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian MeditationsŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian MeditationsŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian MeditationsŒnÈpÈnassati and Guardian Meditations
After developing the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in ŒnÈpÈnassati, one

can practise any other samatha meditation easily to gain its full benefits.
So one should at least undertake the four Guardian MeditationsGuardian MeditationsGuardian MeditationsGuardian MeditationsGuardian Meditations10

which serve as “Sabbatthaka kammaÔÔhÈnas”, that is, the meditation
subjects generally desirable in all matters. They are developed toThey are developed toThey are developed toThey are developed toThey are developed to
protect oneself from internal dangers (protect oneself from internal dangers (protect oneself from internal dangers (protect oneself from internal dangers (protect oneself from internal dangers (kilesÈskilesÈskilesÈskilesÈskilesÈs) and external dangers.) and external dangers.) and external dangers.) and external dangers.) and external dangers.
1 MettÈ bhÈvanÈMettÈ bhÈvanÈMettÈ bhÈvanÈMettÈ bhÈvanÈMettÈ bhÈvanÈ — development of loving-kindness — development of loving-kindness — development of loving-kindness — development of loving-kindness — development of loving-kindness

It is the best weapon to defeat enemies by turning them into friends.
One should develop loving-kindness up to the third jhÈna to make
it most effective.

2 BuddhÈnussati BuddhÈnussati BuddhÈnussati BuddhÈnussati BuddhÈnussati — recollection of the Buddha’s attributes— recollection of the Buddha’s attributes— recollection of the Buddha’s attributes— recollection of the Buddha’s attributes— recollection of the Buddha’s attributes
One should develop BuddhÈnussati up to access jhÈna. It is the most
sacred meditation subject. By permeating one’s body and mind with By permeating one’s body and mind with By permeating one’s body and mind with By permeating one’s body and mind with By permeating one’s body and mind with
the noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself fromthe noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself fromthe noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself fromthe noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself fromthe noblest attributes of the Buddha, one can protect oneself from
all enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will makeall enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will makeall enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will makeall enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will makeall enemies. The good kammas from doing BuddhÈnussati will make
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one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life.one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life.one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life.one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life.one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life. BuddhÈ-
nussati also develops the five Powers (Balas) and five Faculties
(Indriyas) which are essential in undertaking VipassanÈ.

3 Asubha bhÈvanÈAsubha bhÈvanÈAsubha bhÈvanÈAsubha bhÈvanÈAsubha bhÈvanÈ — recollection of foulness in a corpse — recollection of foulness in a corpse — recollection of foulness in a corpse — recollection of foulness in a corpse — recollection of foulness in a corpse
It should be developed up to the first jhÈna to attain the ‘perception
of foulness’ (asubha saÒÒÈ). It is most effective to subdue and It is most effective to subdue and It is most effective to subdue and It is most effective to subdue and It is most effective to subdue and
conquer lust (conquer lust (conquer lust (conquer lust (conquer lust (rÈgarÈgarÈgarÈgarÈga).).).).). So a meditator can proceed to vipassanÈ effectively
and successfully.

4 MaraÓÈnussatiMaraÓÈnussatiMaraÓÈnussatiMaraÓÈnussatiMaraÓÈnussati — recollection of death — recollection of death — recollection of death — recollection of death — recollection of death
It should be developed up to access jhÈna. It develops the percep-
tion of disgust and disenchantment with all kinds of existences and
also the ‘perception of impermanence’ (anicca-saÒÒÈ), and conse-
quently the ‘perception of suffering’ (dukkha-saÒÒÈ) and the per-
ception of not-self (anatta-saÒÒÈ). Furthermore, it develops the ‘senseit develops the ‘senseit develops the ‘senseit develops the ‘senseit develops the ‘sense
of urgency’ (of urgency’ (of urgency’ (of urgency’ (of urgency’ (saÑvegasaÑvegasaÑvegasaÑvegasaÑvega) to drive away laziness and to undertake) to drive away laziness and to undertake) to drive away laziness and to undertake) to drive away laziness and to undertake) to drive away laziness and to undertake
meditation promptly without any delay.meditation promptly without any delay.meditation promptly without any delay.meditation promptly without any delay.meditation promptly without any delay.

• • • • • Training of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of Wisdom
‘‘‘‘‘WisdomWisdomWisdomWisdomWisdom’’’’’ stands for ‘paÒÒÈ cetasika’, which, when developed to

the fourfold Path-wisdom, becomes the most powerful force to up-becomes the most powerful force to up-becomes the most powerful force to up-becomes the most powerful force to up-becomes the most powerful force to up-
root and destroy all defilements from the mind.root and destroy all defilements from the mind.root and destroy all defilements from the mind.root and destroy all defilements from the mind.root and destroy all defilements from the mind.

According to RathavinÊta Sutta11 and Visuddhi Magga12, the mind isthe mind isthe mind isthe mind isthe mind is
systematically purified in seven stages:systematically purified in seven stages:systematically purified in seven stages:systematically purified in seven stages:systematically purified in seven stages:
1 SÊla-visuddhi — purification of morality,
2 Citta-visuddhi — purification of the mind by concentration.
3 DiÔÔhi-visuddhi — purification of view,
4 Ka~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhi — purification by overcoming doubt,
5 MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi — purification by knowledge

and vision of the Path and the not-path,
6 PaÔipadÈ-ÒaÓadassana-visuddhi — purification by knowledge and

vision of the way,
7 ©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi — purificaton by knowledge and vision.

After developing the purity of morality (sÊla-visuddhi) and the pu-
rity of the mind (citta-visuddhi), one should proceed to vipassanÈ medi-
tation to accomplish the remaining five stages of purification.

The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi-----
visuddhivisuddhivisuddhivisuddhivisuddhi). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the
basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (sakkÈya-diÔÔhisakkÈya-diÔÔhisakkÈya-diÔÔhisakkÈya-diÔÔhisakkÈya-diÔÔhi).).).).).

To get rid of personality-belief, one must know and see with direct
knowledge that this person called ‘I’ is made up of five aggregates of
clinging, namely, the material aggregate, the feeling aggregate, the
perception aggregate, the aggregate of mental formations and the con-
sciousness aggregate.

Again to discern the five aggregates of clinging, one must analyzeone must analyzeone must analyzeone must analyzeone must analyze
body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-
ties (ties (ties (ties (ties (paramatthasparamatthasparamatthasparamatthasparamatthas) comprising consciousnesses () comprising consciousnesses () comprising consciousnesses () comprising consciousnesses () comprising consciousnesses (cittascittascittascittascittas), mental fac-), mental fac-), mental fac-), mental fac-), mental fac-
tors (tors (tors (tors (tors (cetasikascetasikascetasikascetasikascetasikas), and ultimate materialities (), and ultimate materialities (), and ultimate materialities (), and ultimate materialities (), and ultimate materialities (r|pasr|pasr|pasr|pasr|pas).).).).). These ultimate
realities have no form, no shape, and thus they are invisable under the
most powerful microscope. They have to be discerned with wisdom
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discern the ultimate realities clearly, one must first develop the right
concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi), which is the eighth factor of the Noble
Eightfold Path. The mind associated with the right cocentration isThe mind associated with the right cocentration isThe mind associated with the right cocentration isThe mind associated with the right cocentration isThe mind associated with the right cocentration is
pure, calm, tranquil and very powerful. It radiates very bright andpure, calm, tranquil and very powerful. It radiates very bright andpure, calm, tranquil and very powerful. It radiates very bright andpure, calm, tranquil and very powerful. It radiates very bright andpure, calm, tranquil and very powerful. It radiates very bright and
penetrative light. With the help of this light and keen wisdom, onepenetrative light. With the help of this light and keen wisdom, onepenetrative light. With the help of this light and keen wisdom, onepenetrative light. With the help of this light and keen wisdom, onepenetrative light. With the help of this light and keen wisdom, one
can discern the ultimate realities and investigate the psychophysi-can discern the ultimate realities and investigate the psychophysi-can discern the ultimate realities and investigate the psychophysi-can discern the ultimate realities and investigate the psychophysi-can discern the ultimate realities and investigate the psychophysi-
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insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-
nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an ArahantArahantArahantArahantArahant ( ( ( ( (PerfectPerfectPerfectPerfectPerfect
PersonPersonPersonPersonPerson) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna
for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.
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one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life.one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life.one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life.one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life.one prosperous and reborn in blissful realms life after life. BuddhÈ-
nussati also develops the five Powers (Balas) and five Faculties
(Indriyas) which are essential in undertaking VipassanÈ.

3 Asubha bhÈvanÈAsubha bhÈvanÈAsubha bhÈvanÈAsubha bhÈvanÈAsubha bhÈvanÈ — recollection of foulness in a corpse — recollection of foulness in a corpse — recollection of foulness in a corpse — recollection of foulness in a corpse — recollection of foulness in a corpse
It should be developed up to the first jhÈna to attain the ‘perception
of foulness’ (asubha saÒÒÈ). It is most effective to subdue and It is most effective to subdue and It is most effective to subdue and It is most effective to subdue and It is most effective to subdue and
conquer lust (conquer lust (conquer lust (conquer lust (conquer lust (rÈgarÈgarÈgarÈgarÈga).).).).). So a meditator can proceed to vipassanÈ effectively
and successfully.

4 MaraÓÈnussatiMaraÓÈnussatiMaraÓÈnussatiMaraÓÈnussatiMaraÓÈnussati — recollection of death — recollection of death — recollection of death — recollection of death — recollection of death
It should be developed up to access jhÈna. It develops the percep-
tion of disgust and disenchantment with all kinds of existences and
also the ‘perception of impermanence’ (anicca-saÒÒÈ), and conse-
quently the ‘perception of suffering’ (dukkha-saÒÒÈ) and the per-
ception of not-self (anatta-saÒÒÈ). Furthermore, it develops the ‘senseit develops the ‘senseit develops the ‘senseit develops the ‘senseit develops the ‘sense
of urgency’ (of urgency’ (of urgency’ (of urgency’ (of urgency’ (saÑvegasaÑvegasaÑvegasaÑvegasaÑvega) to drive away laziness and to undertake) to drive away laziness and to undertake) to drive away laziness and to undertake) to drive away laziness and to undertake) to drive away laziness and to undertake
meditation promptly without any delay.meditation promptly without any delay.meditation promptly without any delay.meditation promptly without any delay.meditation promptly without any delay.

• • • • • Training of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of Wisdom
‘‘‘‘‘WisdomWisdomWisdomWisdomWisdom’’’’’ stands for ‘paÒÒÈ cetasika’, which, when developed to

the fourfold Path-wisdom, becomes the most powerful force to up-becomes the most powerful force to up-becomes the most powerful force to up-becomes the most powerful force to up-becomes the most powerful force to up-
root and destroy all defilements from the mind.root and destroy all defilements from the mind.root and destroy all defilements from the mind.root and destroy all defilements from the mind.root and destroy all defilements from the mind.

According to RathavinÊta Sutta11 and Visuddhi Magga12, the mind isthe mind isthe mind isthe mind isthe mind is
systematically purified in seven stages:systematically purified in seven stages:systematically purified in seven stages:systematically purified in seven stages:systematically purified in seven stages:
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and vision of the Path and the not-path,
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vision of the way,
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rity of the mind (citta-visuddhi), one should proceed to vipassanÈ medi-
tation to accomplish the remaining five stages of purification.

The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (The third stage of purification is ‘the purification of view’ (diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi-----
visuddhivisuddhivisuddhivisuddhivisuddhi). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the). To achieve this, one must purify the mind from the
basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief, (sakkÈya-diÔÔhisakkÈya-diÔÔhisakkÈya-diÔÔhisakkÈya-diÔÔhisakkÈya-diÔÔhi).).).).).
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body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-body and mind into their ultimate components called ultimate reali-
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tors (tors (tors (tors (tors (cetasikascetasikascetasikascetasikascetasikas), and ultimate materialities (), and ultimate materialities (), and ultimate materialities (), and ultimate materialities (), and ultimate materialities (r|pasr|pasr|pasr|pasr|pas).).).).). These ultimate
realities have no form, no shape, and thus they are invisable under the
most powerful microscope. They have to be discerned with wisdom
associated with the right concentration.

Since ultimate realities occur naturally as mental groups (minds) and
very tiny material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas), these mental groups and
material groups must be broken down (ghana-vinibbhoga) with wis-
dom to penetrate into the ultimate realities and the characteristic of
‘not-self’ or ‘no-soul’ (anatta). Then each ultimate reality, that is,Then each ultimate reality, that is,Then each ultimate reality, that is,Then each ultimate reality, that is,Then each ultimate reality, that is,
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acteristic (acteristic (acteristic (acteristic (acteristic (lakkhaÓalakkhaÓalakkhaÓalakkhaÓalakkhaÓa), function (), function (), function (), function (), function (kiccakiccakiccakiccakicca), manifestation (), manifestation (), manifestation (), manifestation (), manifestation (paccupaÔÔhÈnapaccupaÔÔhÈnapaccupaÔÔhÈnapaccupaÔÔhÈnapaccupaÔÔhÈna)))))
and proximate cause (and proximate cause (and proximate cause (and proximate cause (and proximate cause (padaÔÔhÈnapadaÔÔhÈnapadaÔÔhÈnapadaÔÔhÈnapadaÔÔhÈna).).).).).

So vipassanÈ deals with only ultimate realities (So vipassanÈ deals with only ultimate realities (So vipassanÈ deals with only ultimate realities (So vipassanÈ deals with only ultimate realities (So vipassanÈ deals with only ultimate realities (paramatthasparamatthasparamatthasparamatthasparamatthas).).).).). To
discern the ultimate realities clearly, one must first develop the right
concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi), which is the eighth factor of the Noble
Eightfold Path. The mind associated with the right cocentration isThe mind associated with the right cocentration isThe mind associated with the right cocentration isThe mind associated with the right cocentration isThe mind associated with the right cocentration is
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insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-insight knowledge and the fourfold Path-Wisdom which can elimi-
nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an nate all defilements totally. One then becomes an ArahantArahantArahantArahantArahant ( ( ( ( (PerfectPerfectPerfectPerfectPerfect
PersonPersonPersonPersonPerson) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna) who can enjoy the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna
for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.
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Morality and Wisdom are Morality and Wisdom are Morality and Wisdom are Morality and Wisdom are Morality and Wisdom are IIIIInseperablenseperablenseperablenseperablenseperable
It is a glory of Buddhism that it makes intellectual enlightenment an

essential condition of salvation. In Buddhism morality and wisdom
are inseperable from one another. While morality forms the basis of
the higher life, knowledge and wisdom complete it.

In this respect Buddhism differs from all other religions. All mono-
theistic religions start with certain assumptions, and when these as-
sumptions are contradicted by the growth of knowledge, it increases
sorrow. But Buddhism starts with no assumptions. It stands on the
firm rock of facts, and can therefore never shun the dry light of know-
ledge.

Professor Lakhsmi Narasu, “The Essence of Buddhism”

Concentration and Wisdom must be yoked togetherConcentration and Wisdom must be yoked togetherConcentration and Wisdom must be yoked togetherConcentration and Wisdom must be yoked togetherConcentration and Wisdom must be yoked together
There is no concentration in one who lacks wisdom, nor is there

wisdom in one who lacks concentration. In whom are both concentra-
tion and wisdom, he, indeed, is near NibbÈna.                    (Dh.372)

“Yamhi jhÈnaÒca paÒÒÈ ca sa ve NibbÈna santike”
“In whom are both jhÈna concentration and wisdom, he, indeed, has
the practice close to NibbÈna.”       (Visuddhi Magga)

A Plan for LivingA Plan for LivingA Plan for LivingA Plan for LivingA Plan for Living
Buddhism is a plan for living in such a way as to derive the highest

benefits from life. It is a religion of wisdom where knowledge and
intelligence predominate. The Buddha did not preach to win converts
but to enlighten listeners.

The Buddha is the greatest Benefactor of Mankind.
A Western Writer

Knowledge is the Key to the higher PathKnowledge is the Key to the higher PathKnowledge is the Key to the higher PathKnowledge is the Key to the higher PathKnowledge is the Key to the higher Path
Without sensuous pleasure would life be endurable? Without belief

in immortality can man be moral? Without worship of a God can man
advance towards righteousness? Yes, replies the Buddha, these ends
can be attained by knowledge; knowledge alone is the key to the higher
path, the one worth persuing in life; knowledge is that which brings
calmness and peace to life, which renders man indifferent to the storms
of the phenomenal world.

Professor Karl Pearson
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CHAPTER X - CHAPTER X - CHAPTER X - CHAPTER X - CHAPTER X - WISDOM WISDOM WISDOM WISDOM WISDOM (((((PaPaPaPaPaÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ)))))

TheTheTheTheThe     TrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTraining     ofofofofof     WisdomWisdomWisdomWisdomWisdom     (((((PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈPaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈPaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈPaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈPaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)))))
The two path-factors of the Noble Eightfold Path that constitute the

Training of Wisdom are:
1 SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view or the right understanding,
2 SammÈsa~kappa — the right thought or the right application of the

mind to the sense-object.

SammÈdiÔÔhiSammÈdiÔÔhiSammÈdiÔÔhiSammÈdiÔÔhiSammÈdiÔÔhi     stands for the mental factor ‘wisdom’‘wisdom’‘wisdom’‘wisdom’‘wisdom’(paÒÒÈ) which
is developed in four stages:
1 Kammassakata-sammÈdiÔÔhi — understanding kamma and its results,
2 JhÈna-sammÈdiÔÔhi — seeing and knowing things as they really are,
3 VipassanÈ-sammÈdiÔÔhi — understanding the nature of the ultimate

realities and their characteristic marks of impermanence, suffering,
and not-self,

4 Catusacca-sammÈdiÔÔhi — understanding the four Noble Truths
penetratively and vividly.
SammÈsa~kappaSammÈsa~kappaSammÈsa~kappaSammÈsa~kappaSammÈsa~kappa stands for the mental factor ‘vitakka’, meaning

‘initial application of the mind towards the sense-object’. It applies
the mind to the meditation object which is the ultimate mentalities and
the ultimate materialities and their three characteristic marks of imper-
manence, suffering and not-self in the case of vipassanÈ. It also ini-
tiates a thought.

It consists of the following three kinds of thought:
1 Nekkhamma-sa~kappa — the thought free from lust,
2 AvyÈpÈda-sa~kappa — the thought free from ill will,
3 AvihiÑsa-sa~kappa — the thought free from cruelty.

What is Wisdom (What is Wisdom (What is Wisdom (What is Wisdom (What is Wisdom (PaPaPaPaPaÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ)?)?)?)?)?
Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-

some consciousness. It has the characteristic of understandingsome consciousness. It has the characteristic of understandingsome consciousness. It has the characteristic of understandingsome consciousness. It has the characteristic of understandingsome consciousness. It has the characteristic of understanding
penetratively and analytically in various ways.penetratively and analytically in various ways.penetratively and analytically in various ways.penetratively and analytically in various ways.penetratively and analytically in various ways.

In what Sense is it called Wisdom?In what Sense is it called Wisdom?In what Sense is it called Wisdom?In what Sense is it called Wisdom?In what Sense is it called Wisdom?
It is called wisdom in the sense of understanding penetratively and

analytically the nature of sense-objects in various ways (pajÈnana). Its
mode of understanding is different from the modes of knowing by

perception (saÒÒÈ) and by consciousness (viÒÒÈÓa).

PerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerception is the mere perceiving of an object as, say, ‘blue’ or
‘yellow’; it cannot know the characteristics of impermanence, suffer-
ing and not-self of the object.

ConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousness knows the object as ‘blue’ or ‘yellow’ as well as
the characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self of the
object; but it cannot know progressively higher to realize the Noble
Truths.

WisdomWisdomWisdomWisdomWisdom knows the object as ‘blue’ or ‘yellow’ as well as the three
characteristics of the object, and it can know progressively higher to
realize the Noble Truths.

Suppose a child, a grown-up villager and a banker see a heap of
coins on the banker’s counter. The child knows the colours and the
various shapes of the coins, but does not know their value. The vil-
lager knows the colours and the shapes of the coins as well as their
values, but does not know which coin is genuine, which is false and
which is half-value. The banker knows all these kinds, and he does so
by looking at the coins, by striking them and listening to the sound, by
smelling and tasting them, by weighing them in his hand, and he even
knows where the coins were made.

In this simile, perception is like the child, consciousness is like the
villager, and wisdom is like the banker.

• • • • • What are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation andWhat are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation andWhat are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation andWhat are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation andWhat are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and

Proximate Cause of Wisdom?Proximate Cause of Wisdom?Proximate Cause of Wisdom?Proximate Cause of Wisdom?Proximate Cause of Wisdom?
1  Wisdom has the characteristiccharacteristiccharacteristiccharacteristiccharacteristic of understanding penetratively

the true nature of mentality-materiality (nÈma-r|pa). All ultimate men-
talities, i.e., consciousness and mental factors, are designated as men-
tality, whereas all ultimate materialities (r|pas) are designated as ma-
teriality.

2  The functionfunctionfunctionfunctionfunction of wisdom is to abolish the darkness of delusion
(moha) which conceals the true nature of mentality-materiality.

3  Wisdom is manifestedmanifestedmanifestedmanifestedmanifested as non-delusion (asammoha) in under-
standing mentality-materiality.

4 Because of the statement: “SamÈhito yathÈbh|taÑ jÈnÈti passati”
meaning: “One who is concentrated knows and sees correctly” (A.v.3),
its proximate causeproximate causeproximate causeproximate causeproximate cause is concentration.
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CHAPTER X - CHAPTER X - CHAPTER X - CHAPTER X - CHAPTER X - WISDOM WISDOM WISDOM WISDOM WISDOM (((((PaPaPaPaPaÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ)))))

TheTheTheTheThe     TrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTraining     ofofofofof     WisdomWisdomWisdomWisdomWisdom     (((((PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈPaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈPaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈPaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈPaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)))))
The two path-factors of the Noble Eightfold Path that constitute the

Training of Wisdom are:
1 SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view or the right understanding,
2 SammÈsa~kappa — the right thought or the right application of the

mind to the sense-object.

SammÈdiÔÔhiSammÈdiÔÔhiSammÈdiÔÔhiSammÈdiÔÔhiSammÈdiÔÔhi     stands for the mental factor ‘wisdom’‘wisdom’‘wisdom’‘wisdom’‘wisdom’(paÒÒÈ) which
is developed in four stages:
1 Kammassakata-sammÈdiÔÔhi — understanding kamma and its results,
2 JhÈna-sammÈdiÔÔhi — seeing and knowing things as they really are,
3 VipassanÈ-sammÈdiÔÔhi — understanding the nature of the ultimate

realities and their characteristic marks of impermanence, suffering,
and not-self,

4 Catusacca-sammÈdiÔÔhi — understanding the four Noble Truths
penetratively and vividly.
SammÈsa~kappaSammÈsa~kappaSammÈsa~kappaSammÈsa~kappaSammÈsa~kappa stands for the mental factor ‘vitakka’, meaning

‘initial application of the mind towards the sense-object’. It applies
the mind to the meditation object which is the ultimate mentalities and
the ultimate materialities and their three characteristic marks of imper-
manence, suffering and not-self in the case of vipassanÈ. It also ini-
tiates a thought.

It consists of the following three kinds of thought:
1 Nekkhamma-sa~kappa — the thought free from lust,
2 AvyÈpÈda-sa~kappa — the thought free from ill will,
3 AvihiÑsa-sa~kappa — the thought free from cruelty.

What is Wisdom (What is Wisdom (What is Wisdom (What is Wisdom (What is Wisdom (PaPaPaPaPaÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ)?)?)?)?)?
Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-Wisdom is the insight knowledge associated with moral, whole-

some consciousness. It has the characteristic of understandingsome consciousness. It has the characteristic of understandingsome consciousness. It has the characteristic of understandingsome consciousness. It has the characteristic of understandingsome consciousness. It has the characteristic of understanding
penetratively and analytically in various ways.penetratively and analytically in various ways.penetratively and analytically in various ways.penetratively and analytically in various ways.penetratively and analytically in various ways.

In what Sense is it called Wisdom?In what Sense is it called Wisdom?In what Sense is it called Wisdom?In what Sense is it called Wisdom?In what Sense is it called Wisdom?
It is called wisdom in the sense of understanding penetratively and

analytically the nature of sense-objects in various ways (pajÈnana). Its
mode of understanding is different from the modes of knowing by

perception (saÒÒÈ) and by consciousness (viÒÒÈÓa).

PerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerception is the mere perceiving of an object as, say, ‘blue’ or
‘yellow’; it cannot know the characteristics of impermanence, suffer-
ing and not-self of the object.

ConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousness knows the object as ‘blue’ or ‘yellow’ as well as
the characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self of the
object; but it cannot know progressively higher to realize the Noble
Truths.

WisdomWisdomWisdomWisdomWisdom knows the object as ‘blue’ or ‘yellow’ as well as the three
characteristics of the object, and it can know progressively higher to
realize the Noble Truths.

Suppose a child, a grown-up villager and a banker see a heap of
coins on the banker’s counter. The child knows the colours and the
various shapes of the coins, but does not know their value. The vil-
lager knows the colours and the shapes of the coins as well as their
values, but does not know which coin is genuine, which is false and
which is half-value. The banker knows all these kinds, and he does so
by looking at the coins, by striking them and listening to the sound, by
smelling and tasting them, by weighing them in his hand, and he even
knows where the coins were made.

In this simile, perception is like the child, consciousness is like the
villager, and wisdom is like the banker.

• • • • • What are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation andWhat are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation andWhat are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation andWhat are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation andWhat are the Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and

Proximate Cause of Wisdom?Proximate Cause of Wisdom?Proximate Cause of Wisdom?Proximate Cause of Wisdom?Proximate Cause of Wisdom?
1  Wisdom has the characteristiccharacteristiccharacteristiccharacteristiccharacteristic of understanding penetratively

the true nature of mentality-materiality (nÈma-r|pa). All ultimate men-
talities, i.e., consciousness and mental factors, are designated as men-
tality, whereas all ultimate materialities (r|pas) are designated as ma-
teriality.

2  The functionfunctionfunctionfunctionfunction of wisdom is to abolish the darkness of delusion
(moha) which conceals the true nature of mentality-materiality.

3  Wisdom is manifestedmanifestedmanifestedmanifestedmanifested as non-delusion (asammoha) in under-
standing mentality-materiality.

4 Because of the statement: “SamÈhito yathÈbh|taÑ jÈnÈti passati”
meaning: “One who is concentrated knows and sees correctly” (A.v.3),
its proximate causeproximate causeproximate causeproximate causeproximate cause is concentration.
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• Different• Different• Different• Different• Different     KindsKindsKindsKindsKinds     ofofofofof     WidsomWidsomWidsomWidsomWidsom
How many kinds of wisdom are there?

1 One (One (One (One (One (EkaEkaEkaEkaEka)))))
Firstly all wisdom is of one kind by reason of its characteristic of
understanding penetratively the true nature of mentality-materiality.

2 Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (DukaDukaDukaDukaDuka):):):):): ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification     asasasasas     TwoTwoTwoTwoTwo     KindsKindsKindsKindsKinds     eacheacheacheacheach
(i) Lokiya-paLokiya-paLokiya-paLokiya-paLokiya-paÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ (mundane wisdom) — the wisdom associated with

the mundane Path.
Lokuttara-paÒÒÈLokuttara-paÒÒÈLokuttara-paÒÒÈLokuttara-paÒÒÈLokuttara-paÒÒÈ (supramundane wisdom) — the wisdom associated

with the supramundane Path.
(ii) SÈsava-paÒÒÈSÈsava-paÒÒÈSÈsava-paÒÒÈSÈsava-paÒÒÈSÈsava-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom which is the subject of cankers,

AnÈsava-paÒÒÈAnÈsava-paÒÒÈAnÈsava-paÒÒÈAnÈsava-paÒÒÈAnÈsava-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom which is not the subject of cankers.
They are the same as mundane wisdom and supramundane wisdom.
(iii) NÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈNÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈNÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈNÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈNÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom of defining the four

mental aggregates,
R|pavavatthÈpanaR|pavavatthÈpanaR|pavavatthÈpanaR|pavavatthÈpanaR|pavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈpaÒÒÈpaÒÒÈpaÒÒÈpaÒÒÈ — the wisdom of defining the material

aggregate.
(iv) DassanabhDassanabhDassanabhDassanabhDassanabh|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-paÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ — the wisdom associated with the first

Path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-magga citta),
BhÈvanÈbhBhÈvanÈbhBhÈvanÈbhBhÈvanÈbhBhÈvanÈbh|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-paÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ — the wisdom associated with the higher

three Path-consciousnesses.
3 TriadsTriadsTriadsTriadsTriads     (((((TikaTikaTikaTikaTika):):):):):     ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification     asasasasas     ThreeThreeThreeThreeThree     KindsKindsKindsKindsKinds     eacheacheacheacheach
(i) CintÈmaya-paÒÒÈCintÈmaya-paÒÒÈCintÈmaya-paÒÒÈCintÈmaya-paÒÒÈCintÈmaya-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by one’s own reasoning

without hearing, seeing or learning from others.
Sutamaya-paÒÒÈSutamaya-paÒÒÈSutamaya-paÒÒÈSutamaya-paÒÒÈSutamaya-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by hearing from another

or accomplished by the power of hearing, seeing or learning
from others.

BhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by undertaking medi-
tation until one reaches absorption (JhÈna, magga, phala)
whether one may have heard and seen from others or not.

(ii) ParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by observing
sensesphere dhammas, having limited objects.

MahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈMahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈMahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈMahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈMahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by observing
fine-material sphere dhammas and immaterial-sphere
dhammas, having exalted objects.

AppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈAppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈAppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈAppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈAppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by observing
NibbÈna, having measureless objects. It is supramundane
insight (lokuttarÈvipassanÈ).

(iii) Œyakosalla-paÒÒÈŒyakosalla-paÒÒÈŒyakosalla-paÒÒÈŒyakosalla-paÒÒÈŒyakosalla-paÒÒÈ — Œya means prosperity. It is twofold as the
elimination of unprofitable things and the production of profi-
table things. The skill in improvement of prosperity is called
Œyakosalla wisdom.

ApÈyakosalla-paApÈyakosalla-paApÈyakosalla-paApÈyakosalla-paApÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ — ApÈya means non-prosperity or detriment.
It is also twofold as the elimination of profitable things and
the production of unprofitable things. The skill in the two kinds
of detriment is called ApÈyakosalla wisdom.

UpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈUpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈUpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈUpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈUpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈ — ‘UpÈya’ is the means of prospertiy in all
matters. Any skill in the means of prosperity that arises instantly
at that moment and is aroused on that occasion is called the
wisdom of the skill in the means of prosperity.

(iv) AjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈ — the insight knowledge which is re-
flecting on one’s own aggregates.

BahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈBahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈBahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈBahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈBahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈ — the insight knowledge which is re-
flecting on others’ aggregates and the external inanimate matter.

AjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈ — the insight knowledge
which is reflecting on internal aggregates and external aggregates.

4 Tetrads (Tetrads (Tetrads (Tetrads (Tetrads (CatukkaCatukkaCatukkaCatukkaCatukka): Classification as Four Kinds each): Classification as Four Kinds each): Classification as Four Kinds each): Classification as Four Kinds each): Classification as Four Kinds each
(i) Dukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge that arises while contemplating

the truth of suffering.
DukkhasamudayaDukkhasamudayaDukkhasamudayaDukkhasamudayaDukkhasamudaya-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — the knowledge that arises while contem-

plating the truth of the origin of suffering,
DukkhanirodhaDukkhanirodhaDukkhanirodhaDukkhanirodhaDukkhanirodha-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — the knowledge that arises while contem-

plating the truth of the cessation of suffering,
Dukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaDukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaDukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaDukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaDukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaÔipadÈÔipadÈÔipadÈÔipadÈÔipadÈ-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — the knowledge that

arises while contemplating the truth of the path leading to the
cessation of suffering.

(ii) AtthapaAtthapaAtthapaAtthapaAtthapaÔisambhidÈÔisambhidÈÔisambhidÈÔisambhidÈÔisambhidÈ-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — ‘Attha’ means the fruit of the cause.
The fruit is of five kinds:

(1) the fruit produced by a cause,
(2) NibbÈna,
(3) the meaning of the PÈÄi which is spoken,
(4) kamma-result (vipÈka),
(5) functional consciousness (kiriya).
In a person, reflecting on these five kinds of fruit, the knowledge

which understands these fruits in various analytical ways arises. This
knowledge is called ‘the discrimination knowledge of fruit’.
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• Different• Different• Different• Different• Different     KindsKindsKindsKindsKinds     ofofofofof     WidsomWidsomWidsomWidsomWidsom
How many kinds of wisdom are there?

1 One (One (One (One (One (EkaEkaEkaEkaEka)))))
Firstly all wisdom is of one kind by reason of its characteristic of
understanding penetratively the true nature of mentality-materiality.

2 Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (DukaDukaDukaDukaDuka):):):):): ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification     asasasasas     TwoTwoTwoTwoTwo     KindsKindsKindsKindsKinds     eacheacheacheacheach
(i) Lokiya-paLokiya-paLokiya-paLokiya-paLokiya-paÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ (mundane wisdom) — the wisdom associated with

the mundane Path.
Lokuttara-paÒÒÈLokuttara-paÒÒÈLokuttara-paÒÒÈLokuttara-paÒÒÈLokuttara-paÒÒÈ (supramundane wisdom) — the wisdom associated

with the supramundane Path.
(ii) SÈsava-paÒÒÈSÈsava-paÒÒÈSÈsava-paÒÒÈSÈsava-paÒÒÈSÈsava-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom which is the subject of cankers,

AnÈsava-paÒÒÈAnÈsava-paÒÒÈAnÈsava-paÒÒÈAnÈsava-paÒÒÈAnÈsava-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom which is not the subject of cankers.
They are the same as mundane wisdom and supramundane wisdom.
(iii) NÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈNÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈNÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈNÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈNÈmavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom of defining the four

mental aggregates,
R|pavavatthÈpanaR|pavavatthÈpanaR|pavavatthÈpanaR|pavavatthÈpanaR|pavavatthÈpana-paÒÒÈpaÒÒÈpaÒÒÈpaÒÒÈpaÒÒÈ — the wisdom of defining the material

aggregate.
(iv) DassanabhDassanabhDassanabhDassanabhDassanabh|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-paÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ — the wisdom associated with the first

Path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-magga citta),
BhÈvanÈbhBhÈvanÈbhBhÈvanÈbhBhÈvanÈbhBhÈvanÈbh|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-pa|mi-paÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ — the wisdom associated with the higher

three Path-consciousnesses.
3 TriadsTriadsTriadsTriadsTriads     (((((TikaTikaTikaTikaTika):):):):):     ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassificationClassification     asasasasas     ThreeThreeThreeThreeThree     KindsKindsKindsKindsKinds     eacheacheacheacheach
(i) CintÈmaya-paÒÒÈCintÈmaya-paÒÒÈCintÈmaya-paÒÒÈCintÈmaya-paÒÒÈCintÈmaya-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by one’s own reasoning

without hearing, seeing or learning from others.
Sutamaya-paÒÒÈSutamaya-paÒÒÈSutamaya-paÒÒÈSutamaya-paÒÒÈSutamaya-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by hearing from another

or accomplished by the power of hearing, seeing or learning
from others.

BhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by undertaking medi-
tation until one reaches absorption (JhÈna, magga, phala)
whether one may have heard and seen from others or not.

(ii) ParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈParittÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by observing
sensesphere dhammas, having limited objects.

MahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈMahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈMahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈMahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈMahaggatÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by observing
fine-material sphere dhammas and immaterial-sphere
dhammas, having exalted objects.

AppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈAppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈAppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈAppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈAppamÈÓÈrammaÓa-paÒÒÈ — the wisdom acquired by observing
NibbÈna, having measureless objects. It is supramundane
insight (lokuttarÈvipassanÈ).

(iii) Œyakosalla-paÒÒÈŒyakosalla-paÒÒÈŒyakosalla-paÒÒÈŒyakosalla-paÒÒÈŒyakosalla-paÒÒÈ — Œya means prosperity. It is twofold as the
elimination of unprofitable things and the production of profi-
table things. The skill in improvement of prosperity is called
Œyakosalla wisdom.

ApÈyakosalla-paApÈyakosalla-paApÈyakosalla-paApÈyakosalla-paApÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈÒÒÈ — ApÈya means non-prosperity or detriment.
It is also twofold as the elimination of profitable things and
the production of unprofitable things. The skill in the two kinds
of detriment is called ApÈyakosalla wisdom.

UpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈUpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈUpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈUpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈUpÈyakosalla-paÒÒÈ — ‘UpÈya’ is the means of prospertiy in all
matters. Any skill in the means of prosperity that arises instantly
at that moment and is aroused on that occasion is called the
wisdom of the skill in the means of prosperity.

(iv) AjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈ — the insight knowledge which is re-
flecting on one’s own aggregates.

BahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈBahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈBahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈBahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈBahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈ — the insight knowledge which is re-
flecting on others’ aggregates and the external inanimate matter.

AjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈAjjhattÈbahiddhÈbhinivesa-paÒÒÈ — the insight knowledge
which is reflecting on internal aggregates and external aggregates.

4 Tetrads (Tetrads (Tetrads (Tetrads (Tetrads (CatukkaCatukkaCatukkaCatukkaCatukka): Classification as Four Kinds each): Classification as Four Kinds each): Classification as Four Kinds each): Classification as Four Kinds each): Classification as Four Kinds each
(i) Dukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge that arises while contemplating

the truth of suffering.
DukkhasamudayaDukkhasamudayaDukkhasamudayaDukkhasamudayaDukkhasamudaya-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — the knowledge that arises while contem-

plating the truth of the origin of suffering,
DukkhanirodhaDukkhanirodhaDukkhanirodhaDukkhanirodhaDukkhanirodha-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — the knowledge that arises while contem-

plating the truth of the cessation of suffering,
Dukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaDukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaDukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaDukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaDukkhanirodha-gÈminÊpaÔipadÈÔipadÈÔipadÈÔipadÈÔipadÈ-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — the knowledge that

arises while contemplating the truth of the path leading to the
cessation of suffering.

(ii) AtthapaAtthapaAtthapaAtthapaAtthapaÔisambhidÈÔisambhidÈÔisambhidÈÔisambhidÈÔisambhidÈ-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — ‘Attha’ means the fruit of the cause.
The fruit is of five kinds:

(1) the fruit produced by a cause,
(2) NibbÈna,
(3) the meaning of the PÈÄi which is spoken,
(4) kamma-result (vipÈka),
(5) functional consciousness (kiriya).
In a person, reflecting on these five kinds of fruit, the knowledge

which understands these fruits in various analytical ways arises. This
knowledge is called ‘the discrimination knowledge of fruit’.
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DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — ‘Dhamma’ means the cause which
produces the fruit. Dhamma is of five kinds:

(1) any cause which produces fruit,
(2) the Noble Path (Ariya-magga),
(3) the PÈÄi spoken,
(4) moral dhamma (kusala dhamma),
(5) immoral dhamma (akusala dhamma).
In a person, reflecting on these five kinds of dhamma, the know-

ledge which understands these dhammas in various analytical ways
arises. This knowledge is called the discrimination knowledge of
dhamma’.

NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — discrimination knowledge about the
enunciation of language dealing with ‘attha’ and ‘dhamma’.

One who attains this knowledge, on hearing ‘attha’ or ‘dhamma’ spoken,
pronounced, uttered, knows at once whether it is correct or not ac-
cording to the grammatical usage of the Magadha language, which is
the original language of all beings.

PaPaPaPaPaÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈ-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — discrimination knowledge which
focuses and reflects on the first three kinds of discrimination

knowledge.

How is Wisdom developed?How is Wisdom developed?How is Wisdom developed?How is Wisdom developed?How is Wisdom developed?
PaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbh|||||mimimimimi — the sense objects that serve as the soil or plane

(bh|mi) on which insight knowledge grows are the 5 aggregates, the
12 bases, the 18 elements, the 22 faculties, the 4 Noble Truths, the
Doctrine of Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda), etc. So they
are called ‘PaÒÒÈbh|mi’ .

PaÒÒÈmPaÒÒÈmPaÒÒÈmPaÒÒÈmPaÒÒÈm|la|la|la|la|la     — the first two purifications, namely, the purity of mo-
rality (sÊlavisuddhi) and the purity of consciousness (citta-visuddhi),
serve as the roots (m|la) of insight knowledge. So they are named
‘PaÒÒÈm|la’.

PaÒÒÈsarÊraPaÒÒÈsarÊraPaÒÒÈsarÊraPaÒÒÈsarÊraPaÒÒÈsarÊra — the remaining five purifications, namely, the purifi-
cation of view, the purification by overcoming doubt, the purifica-

tion by knowledge and vision of the Path and the not-path, the purifi-
cation by knowledge and vision of the way, and the purification by
knowledge and vision, are the trunk or body (sarÊra).

Consequently one who is perfecting the seven purifications should
fortify his knowledge by learning and questioning about those things

that are the ‘soil’ or ‘plane’ after he has perfected the two purifica-
tions that are the ‘roots’. Then he can perfect the five purifications
that are the ‘trunk’ or ‘body’.

The Five AggregatesThe Five AggregatesThe Five AggregatesThe Five AggregatesThe Five Aggregates (PaÒca Khandhas)
The Buddha pointed out in The Buddha pointed out in The Buddha pointed out in The Buddha pointed out in The Buddha pointed out in Puppha SuttaPuppha SuttaPuppha SuttaPuppha SuttaPuppha Sutta11111 that the five aggregates that the five aggregates that the five aggregates that the five aggregates that the five aggregates

are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.
And what are the ultimate realities of the world that the TathÈgata

(Buddha) has realized with perfect and complete knowledge?
(1) Materiality aggregate ........................ (r|pakkhandha)
(2) Feeling aggregate .............................. (vedanÈkkhandha)
(3) Perception aggregate ........................ (saÒÒÈkkhandha)
(4) Mental formations aggregate ............ (sa~khÈrakkhandha)
(5) Consciousness aggregate .................. (viÒÒÈnakkhandha)
These are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that theThese are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that theThese are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that theThese are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that theThese are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that the

TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.
Having done so, he explains it, teaches it, proclaims it, discloses it

and elucidates it.

TheTheTheTheThe     FiveFiveFiveFiveFive     AggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregates     ofofofofof     Clinging (Clinging (Clinging (Clinging (Clinging (PaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhasPaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhasPaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhasPaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhasPaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)))))
In Dhammacakka-pavattana Sutta2, the discourse on Turning the

Wheel of Dhamma’, the Buddha described the Four Noble Truths which
represent the essence of all his teachings. Here the Buddha summa-
rized that “In brief, the five aggregates of clinging are the Noble Truth
of Suffering,” “ craving(tanhÈ) is the Noble Truth of the Origin of
Suffering”, “ the complete cessation of craving is the Noble Truth of
the Cessation of Suffering (NibbÈna)” and “the Eightfold Noble Path
is the Noble Truth of the Path which leads to the Cessation of Suffering”.

The understanding of the Four Noble Truths in all aspects pene-
tratively and vividly is most important in life for such understanding
will make one a Noble Person (AriyÈ) who can enjoy the unique hap-
piness and supreme peace of NibbÈna for ever.

And in the MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta3 the Buddha explained the five
aggregates of clinging further.

“And how, bhikkhus, in brief, are the five aggregates of clinging of
suffering? They are:
(1) Materiality aggregate of clinging ....... (r|pupÈdÈnakkhandha)
(2) Feeling aggregate of clinging ............. (vedanupÈdÈnakkhandha)
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DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-DhammapaÔisambhidÈ-ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — ‘Dhamma’ means the cause which
produces the fruit. Dhamma is of five kinds:

(1) any cause which produces fruit,
(2) the Noble Path (Ariya-magga),
(3) the PÈÄi spoken,
(4) moral dhamma (kusala dhamma),
(5) immoral dhamma (akusala dhamma).
In a person, reflecting on these five kinds of dhamma, the know-

ledge which understands these dhammas in various analytical ways
arises. This knowledge is called the discrimination knowledge of
dhamma’.

NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-NiruttipaÔisambhidÈ-ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — discrimination knowledge about the
enunciation of language dealing with ‘attha’ and ‘dhamma’.

One who attains this knowledge, on hearing ‘attha’ or ‘dhamma’ spoken,
pronounced, uttered, knows at once whether it is correct or not ac-
cording to the grammatical usage of the Magadha language, which is
the original language of all beings.

PaPaPaPaPaÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈÔibhÈnapaÔisambhidÈ-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa — discrimination knowledge which
focuses and reflects on the first three kinds of discrimination

knowledge.

How is Wisdom developed?How is Wisdom developed?How is Wisdom developed?How is Wisdom developed?How is Wisdom developed?
PaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbh|||||mimimimimi — the sense objects that serve as the soil or plane

(bh|mi) on which insight knowledge grows are the 5 aggregates, the
12 bases, the 18 elements, the 22 faculties, the 4 Noble Truths, the
Doctrine of Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda), etc. So they
are called ‘PaÒÒÈbh|mi’ .

PaÒÒÈmPaÒÒÈmPaÒÒÈmPaÒÒÈmPaÒÒÈm|la|la|la|la|la     — the first two purifications, namely, the purity of mo-
rality (sÊlavisuddhi) and the purity of consciousness (citta-visuddhi),
serve as the roots (m|la) of insight knowledge. So they are named
‘PaÒÒÈm|la’.

PaÒÒÈsarÊraPaÒÒÈsarÊraPaÒÒÈsarÊraPaÒÒÈsarÊraPaÒÒÈsarÊra — the remaining five purifications, namely, the purifi-
cation of view, the purification by overcoming doubt, the purifica-

tion by knowledge and vision of the Path and the not-path, the purifi-
cation by knowledge and vision of the way, and the purification by
knowledge and vision, are the trunk or body (sarÊra).

Consequently one who is perfecting the seven purifications should
fortify his knowledge by learning and questioning about those things

that are the ‘soil’ or ‘plane’ after he has perfected the two purifica-
tions that are the ‘roots’. Then he can perfect the five purifications
that are the ‘trunk’ or ‘body’.

The Five AggregatesThe Five AggregatesThe Five AggregatesThe Five AggregatesThe Five Aggregates (PaÒca Khandhas)
The Buddha pointed out in The Buddha pointed out in The Buddha pointed out in The Buddha pointed out in The Buddha pointed out in Puppha SuttaPuppha SuttaPuppha SuttaPuppha SuttaPuppha Sutta11111 that the five aggregates that the five aggregates that the five aggregates that the five aggregates that the five aggregates

are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.are the ulitmate realities of the world as follows.
And what are the ultimate realities of the world that the TathÈgata

(Buddha) has realized with perfect and complete knowledge?
(1) Materiality aggregate ........................ (r|pakkhandha)
(2) Feeling aggregate .............................. (vedanÈkkhandha)
(3) Perception aggregate ........................ (saÒÒÈkkhandha)
(4) Mental formations aggregate ............ (sa~khÈrakkhandha)
(5) Consciousness aggregate .................. (viÒÒÈnakkhandha)
These are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that theThese are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that theThese are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that theThese are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that theThese are, bhikkhus, the ultimate realities of the world that the

TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.TathÈgata has realized with perfect and complete knowledge.
Having done so, he explains it, teaches it, proclaims it, discloses it

and elucidates it.

TheTheTheTheThe     FiveFiveFiveFiveFive     AggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregates     ofofofofof     Clinging (Clinging (Clinging (Clinging (Clinging (PaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhasPaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhasPaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhasPaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhasPaÒca UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)))))
In Dhammacakka-pavattana Sutta2, the discourse on Turning the

Wheel of Dhamma’, the Buddha described the Four Noble Truths which
represent the essence of all his teachings. Here the Buddha summa-
rized that “In brief, the five aggregates of clinging are the Noble Truth
of Suffering,” “ craving(tanhÈ) is the Noble Truth of the Origin of
Suffering”, “ the complete cessation of craving is the Noble Truth of
the Cessation of Suffering (NibbÈna)” and “the Eightfold Noble Path
is the Noble Truth of the Path which leads to the Cessation of Suffering”.

The understanding of the Four Noble Truths in all aspects pene-
tratively and vividly is most important in life for such understanding
will make one a Noble Person (AriyÈ) who can enjoy the unique hap-
piness and supreme peace of NibbÈna for ever.

And in the MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta3 the Buddha explained the five
aggregates of clinging further.

“And how, bhikkhus, in brief, are the five aggregates of clinging of
suffering? They are:
(1) Materiality aggregate of clinging ....... (r|pupÈdÈnakkhandha)
(2) Feeling aggregate of clinging ............. (vedanupÈdÈnakkhandha)
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(3) Perception aggregate of clinging ....... (saÒÒupÈdÈnakkhandha)
(4) Mental formations aggregate of clinging ........... (sa~khÈrupÈdÈ-

                                                                               nakkhandha)
(5) Consciousness aggregate of clinging................. (viÒÒÈnupÈdÈ-

                                                                                nakkhandha)
And in the Khandha Sutta4 he explained and analyzed the five

aggreagtes of clinging further as of eleven types:
“And what, bhikkhus, are the five aggregates of clinging?
Whatever kind of materiality there is, whether
(1-3) past, future or present ....... (atÊtÈnÈgata paccupannaÑ),
(4-5) internal or external ............ (ajjattaÑ vÈ bahiddhÈ vÈ).
(6-7) gross or subtle ................... (olÈrikaÑ vÈ sukhumaÑ vÈ),
(8-9) inferior or superior ........... (hÊnaÑ vÈ paÓÊtaÑ vÈ)
(10-11) far or near ..................... (yaÑ d|re santike vÈ)
that is tainted, that can be clung to, it is called the materiality aggre-

gate of clinging.
Whatever kind of feeling ................................................................
Whatever kind of perception ...........................................................
Whatever kind of mental formations ..............................................
Whatever kind of consciousness there is, whether past, future, or

present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or
near, that is tainted, that can be clung to, it is called the consciousness
aggregate of clinging.

These bhikkhus, are called the five aggregates of clinging”.5

These five aggregates of clinging constitute the Noble Truth ofNoble Truth ofNoble Truth ofNoble Truth ofNoble Truth of
SufferingSufferingSufferingSufferingSuffering and the Noble Truth of the Origin of SufferingNoble Truth of the Origin of SufferingNoble Truth of the Origin of SufferingNoble Truth of the Origin of SufferingNoble Truth of the Origin of Suffering and
they comprise each eleven types. This means that to know and see the
five aggregates is to know and see the eleven types of each aggregate.

The first of the five aggregates is called just materiality (r|pa), and
the remaining four aggregates of clinging, i.e., feeling, perception,
mental formations, and consciousness, are together also called just
mentality (nÈma). All the five aggregates are also called just mental-
ity-materiality (nÈma-r|pa). What really exists in the whole universeWhat really exists in the whole universeWhat really exists in the whole universeWhat really exists in the whole universeWhat really exists in the whole universe
is just mentality-materiality.is just mentality-materiality.is just mentality-materiality.is just mentality-materiality.is just mentality-materiality.

In MahÈgopÈlaka Sutta6 the Buddha explained the knowledge of
materiality that is necessary for a bhikkhu to progress in the Dhamma
and Vinaya.

“How does a bhikku have the knowledge of materiality?
Here a bhikkhu undertakes as it really is:
“All materiality of whatever kind consists of the four great elements

and materiality derived from the four great elements.
That is how a bhikkhu has the knowledge of materiality.
Without this knowledge the bhikkhu is incapable of growth, increase,

and fulfilment in the Dhamma and Vinaya.”
Therefore, to know and see materiality as it really is, we need to

know and see how materiality consists of sub-atomic particles called
r|pa-kalÈpas in PÈÄi. They arise and perish very quickly and inces-
santly, but they are only conceptual realities, not ultimate realities.

To know and see materiality as it really is, we need to penetrate the
concept of r|pa-kalÈpas and analyze them into their ultimate compo-
nents which are regarded as ultimate realities.

Mentality consists of consciousness and mental factors which arise
together as nÈma-kalÈpas or minds. So the minds must also be ana-
lyzed into their ultimate components, i.e., consciousness and mental
factors, to know and see mentality as it really is.

The Buddha described 89 or 121 types of consciousness, 52 types
of mental factors, and 28 types of ultimate materiality in detail very
systematically in his Higher Teaching known as AbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhamma. ThisThisThisThisThis
Abhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial forAbhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial forAbhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial forAbhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial forAbhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial for
understanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Nobleunderstanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Nobleunderstanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Nobleunderstanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Nobleunderstanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Noble
Eightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditationEightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditationEightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditationEightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditationEightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditation
(((((samatha bhÈvanÈsamatha bhÈvanÈsamatha bhÈvanÈsamatha bhÈvanÈsamatha bhÈvanÈ) and insight meditation () and insight meditation () and insight meditation () and insight meditation () and insight meditation (vipassanÈ bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ bhÈvanÈ).).).).).
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(3) Perception aggregate of clinging ....... (saÒÒupÈdÈnakkhandha)
(4) Mental formations aggregate of clinging ........... (sa~khÈrupÈdÈ-

                                                                               nakkhandha)
(5) Consciousness aggregate of clinging................. (viÒÒÈnupÈdÈ-

                                                                                nakkhandha)
And in the Khandha Sutta4 he explained and analyzed the five

aggreagtes of clinging further as of eleven types:
“And what, bhikkhus, are the five aggregates of clinging?
Whatever kind of materiality there is, whether
(1-3) past, future or present ....... (atÊtÈnÈgata paccupannaÑ),
(4-5) internal or external ............ (ajjattaÑ vÈ bahiddhÈ vÈ).
(6-7) gross or subtle ................... (olÈrikaÑ vÈ sukhumaÑ vÈ),
(8-9) inferior or superior ........... (hÊnaÑ vÈ paÓÊtaÑ vÈ)
(10-11) far or near ..................... (yaÑ d|re santike vÈ)
that is tainted, that can be clung to, it is called the materiality aggre-

gate of clinging.
Whatever kind of feeling ................................................................
Whatever kind of perception ...........................................................
Whatever kind of mental formations ..............................................
Whatever kind of consciousness there is, whether past, future, or

present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or
near, that is tainted, that can be clung to, it is called the consciousness
aggregate of clinging.

These bhikkhus, are called the five aggregates of clinging”.5

These five aggregates of clinging constitute the Noble Truth ofNoble Truth ofNoble Truth ofNoble Truth ofNoble Truth of
SufferingSufferingSufferingSufferingSuffering and the Noble Truth of the Origin of SufferingNoble Truth of the Origin of SufferingNoble Truth of the Origin of SufferingNoble Truth of the Origin of SufferingNoble Truth of the Origin of Suffering and
they comprise each eleven types. This means that to know and see the
five aggregates is to know and see the eleven types of each aggregate.

The first of the five aggregates is called just materiality (r|pa), and
the remaining four aggregates of clinging, i.e., feeling, perception,
mental formations, and consciousness, are together also called just
mentality (nÈma). All the five aggregates are also called just mental-
ity-materiality (nÈma-r|pa). What really exists in the whole universeWhat really exists in the whole universeWhat really exists in the whole universeWhat really exists in the whole universeWhat really exists in the whole universe
is just mentality-materiality.is just mentality-materiality.is just mentality-materiality.is just mentality-materiality.is just mentality-materiality.

In MahÈgopÈlaka Sutta6 the Buddha explained the knowledge of
materiality that is necessary for a bhikkhu to progress in the Dhamma
and Vinaya.

“How does a bhikku have the knowledge of materiality?
Here a bhikkhu undertakes as it really is:
“All materiality of whatever kind consists of the four great elements

and materiality derived from the four great elements.
That is how a bhikkhu has the knowledge of materiality.
Without this knowledge the bhikkhu is incapable of growth, increase,

and fulfilment in the Dhamma and Vinaya.”
Therefore, to know and see materiality as it really is, we need to

know and see how materiality consists of sub-atomic particles called
r|pa-kalÈpas in PÈÄi. They arise and perish very quickly and inces-
santly, but they are only conceptual realities, not ultimate realities.

To know and see materiality as it really is, we need to penetrate the
concept of r|pa-kalÈpas and analyze them into their ultimate compo-
nents which are regarded as ultimate realities.

Mentality consists of consciousness and mental factors which arise
together as nÈma-kalÈpas or minds. So the minds must also be ana-
lyzed into their ultimate components, i.e., consciousness and mental
factors, to know and see mentality as it really is.

The Buddha described 89 or 121 types of consciousness, 52 types
of mental factors, and 28 types of ultimate materiality in detail very
systematically in his Higher Teaching known as AbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhamma. ThisThisThisThisThis
Abhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial forAbhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial forAbhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial forAbhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial forAbhidhamma knowledge is very essential and beneficial for
understanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Nobleunderstanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Nobleunderstanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Nobleunderstanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Nobleunderstanding clearly the Four Noble Truths and the Noble
Eightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditationEightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditationEightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditationEightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditationEightfold Path, including moral training, tranquillity meditation
(((((samatha bhÈvanÈsamatha bhÈvanÈsamatha bhÈvanÈsamatha bhÈvanÈsamatha bhÈvanÈ) and insight meditation () and insight meditation () and insight meditation () and insight meditation () and insight meditation (vipassanÈ bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ bhÈvanÈ).).).).).
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• • • • • Review QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview Questions

1 What are the two path factors that constitute the Training of Wisdom?
Describe the significance of these factors. (p.33)

2 What is wisdom? In what sense is it called wisdom? How is its un-
derstanding different from those of perception and consciousness?

(pp.33, 34)
3 What are the characteristic, function, manifestation and the proxi-

mate cause of wisdom? Describe cintÈmaya-paÒÒÈ, sutamaya-paÒÒÈ
and bhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈ. (pp.34, 35)

4 What is the soil on which wisdom grows? What  are the roots and
the trunk of wisdom? (pp.37, 38)

5 Describe the five aggregates that are the ultimate realities of the
world according to the teachings of the Buddha. (p.38)

6 Describe the five aggregates of clinging as explained by the Buddha
in MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta. (pp.38, 39)

7 How does the Buddha explain and analyze the five aggregates of
clinging as of eleven types in Khandha Sutta? (p.39)

8 Explain the knowledge of materiality that is necessary for a bhikkhu
to progress in the Dhamma and Vinaya according to MahÈgopÈlaka
Sutta? (pp.39, 40)

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: The pages in brackets show the pages where the answers can
be found in this book.

CHAPTER XI — CHAPTER XI — CHAPTER XI — CHAPTER XI — CHAPTER XI — MATERIAL AGGREGATEMATERIAL AGGREGATEMATERIAL AGGREGATEMATERIAL AGGREGATEMATERIAL AGGREGATE
               (((((RRRRR|pakkhandha|pakkhandha|pakkhandha|pakkhandha|pakkhandha)))))

What is MaterialityWhat is MaterialityWhat is MaterialityWhat is MaterialityWhat is Materiality (R|pa)?
Materiality is that which changes state, form, colour, etc., on account

of adverse conditions such as  hotness and coldness.
The Buddha described 4 types of primary or distinct materiality

(bh|ta-r|pa) and 24 types of derived materiality (upÈdÈ-r|pa). The
collection of the 28 types of materiality makes up the materiality ag-
gregate.

The materiality aggregate comprises matter and energy known to
science. The ultimate materiality is formless, shapeless and massless
just as energy is . Modern scientists know that matter and energy are
interconvertable and identical.

• Four• Four• Four• Four• Four     TypesTypesTypesTypesTypes     ofofofofof     PrimaryPrimaryPrimaryPrimaryPrimary     MaterialityMaterialityMaterialityMaterialityMateriality     (((((Bh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|pa)))))
1 PathavÊPathavÊPathavÊPathavÊPathavÊ — the element of extension or the earth-element — the element of extension or the earth-element — the element of extension or the earth-element — the element of extension or the earth-element — the element of extension or the earth-element
- It has the characteristic of hardness and roughness.
- Its function is to act as receiver or foundation.
- It is manifested as receiving co-arising elements.
- Its proximate cause for arising is the other three primary elements.
2 ŒpoŒpoŒpoŒpoŒpo — the element of cohesion or the water-element — the element of cohesion or the water-element — the element of cohesion or the water-element — the element of cohesion or the water-element — the element of cohesion or the water-element
- It has the characteristic of cohesiveness and fluidity.
- Its function is to cohere particles together.
- It is manifested as holding the particles together.
- Its proximate cause is the other three primary elements.
3 TejoTejoTejoTejoTejo — the element of heat or the fire-element — the element of heat or the fire-element — the element of heat or the fire-element — the element of heat or the fire-element — the element of heat or the fire-element
- It has the characteristic of hotness and coldness.
- Its function is to mature.
- It is manifested as making its co-arising elements tender and soft.
- Its proximate cause is the other three primary elements.
4 VÈyoVÈyoVÈyoVÈyoVÈyo — the element of motion or the air-element — the element of motion or the air-element — the element of motion or the air-element — the element of motion or the air-element — the element of motion or the air-element
- It has the characteristic of supporting and pushing.
- Its function is to cause motion.
- It is manifested as conveying, i.e., acting as the cause for successive

arising at adjacent locations.
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- Its proximate cause for arising is the other three primary elements.

• Derived• Derived• Derived• Derived• Derived     MaterialityMaterialityMaterialityMaterialityMateriality     (24(24(24(24(24 UpÈdÈ-r|pas UpÈdÈ-r|pas UpÈdÈ-r|pas UpÈdÈ-r|pas UpÈdÈ-r|pas)))))
Derived materiality is of 24 kinds. It comprises:

5 types of translucent materiality ..............pasÈda-r|pas
7 types of sense-field materiality ..............gocara-r|pas
2 types of sex materiality ...........................bhÈva-r|pas
1 heart-materiality ......................................hadaya-r|pa
1 life-materiality ......................................... jÊvita-r|pa
1 nutritive essence ......................................ojÈ
1 space-element ..........................................ÈkÈsa-dhÈtu
5 special conditions of materiality ............vikÈra-r|pas
4 types of characteristic materiality .......... lakkhaÓa-r|pas

Five types of TransFive types of TransFive types of TransFive types of TransFive types of Translucentlucentlucentlucentlucent Materiality Materiality Materiality Materiality Materiality (((((PasÈda-r|paPasÈda-r|paPasÈda-r|paPasÈda-r|paPasÈda-r|pa)))))
1 Eye-translucent elementEye-translucent elementEye-translucent elementEye-translucent elementEye-translucent element ............................................. cakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈda
- Its characteristic is to make primary elements translucent and

sensitive so that visible objects can appear in it.
- Its function is to pick up a visible object.
- It is manifested as the base for eye-consciousness to arise.
- Its proximate cause is primary elements born of kamma.
2 Ear-translucent elementEar-translucent elementEar-translucent elementEar-translucent elementEar-translucent element ................................... sota-pasÈdasota-pasÈdasota-pasÈdasota-pasÈdasota-pasÈda
- Its characteristic is to make primary elements translucent and

sensitive so that sounds can appear in it.
- Its function is to pick up an audible object.
- It is manifested as the base for ear-consciousness to arise.
- Its proximate cause is primary elements born of kamma.
3 Nose-translucent elementNose-translucent elementNose-translucent elementNose-translucent elementNose-translucent element .............................. ghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈda
- Its characteristic is to make primary elements translucent and

sensitive so that odours can appear in it.
- Its function is to pick up an odour.
- It is manifested as the base for nose-consciousness to arise.
- Its proximate cause is primary elements born of kamma.
4 Tongue-Tongue-Tongue-Tongue-Tongue-tratratratratrannnnnssssslucluclucluclucententententent element element element element element ....................................................... jivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈda
- Its characteristic is to make primary elements translucent and

sensitive so that tastes can appear in it.
- Its function is to pick up a flavour.
- It is manifested as the base for tongue-consciousness to arise.

- Its proximate cause is primary elements born of kamma.
5 Body-translucent elementBody-translucent elementBody-translucent elementBody-translucent elementBody-translucent element .................................................. kÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈda
- Its characteristic is to make primary elements translucent and

sensitive so that tangible objects can appear in it.
- Its function is to pick up a tangible object.
- It is manifested as the base for body-consciousness to arise.
- Its proximate cause is primary elements born of kamma.

Seven Types of Sense-field Materiality (Seven Types of Sense-field Materiality (Seven Types of Sense-field Materiality (Seven Types of Sense-field Materiality (Seven Types of Sense-field Materiality (Gocara-r|paGocara-r|paGocara-r|paGocara-r|paGocara-r|pa)))))
1 Visible object/colourVisible object/colourVisible object/colourVisible object/colourVisible object/colour ............................................................ r|pÈrammaÓa r|pÈrammaÓa r|pÈrammaÓa r|pÈrammaÓa r|pÈrammaÓa (((((vaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓa)))))
- It has the characteristic of impinging and appearing on the eye-

translucent element.
- It functions as the object of the eye-consciousness.
- It is manifested as the objective field of eye-consciousness.
- Its proximate cause is the four primary elements.
- The visible object is of various colours as blue,yellow, etc.

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: For all types of derived materiality the proximate cause is the
  four primary elements.

2 SoundSoundSoundSoundSound ............................................. saddÈrammaÓasaddÈrammaÓasaddÈrammaÓasaddÈrammaÓasaddÈrammaÓa ( ( ( ( (saddasaddasaddasaddasadda)))))
- It has the characteristic of impinging and appearing on the ear-

translucent element.
- It functions as the object of the ear-consciousness.
- It is manifested as the objective field of ear-consciousness.
- The sound is of various kinds as drum-sound, violin-sound, etc.
3 OdourOdourOdourOdourOdour ....................................................... gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)
- It has the characteristic of impinging and appearing on the nose-

translucent element.
- It functions as the object of the nose-consciousness.
- It is manifested as the objective field of nose-consciousness.
- The odour is of various kinds as root-odour, perfume-odour, etc.
4 Taste or flavorTaste or flavorTaste or flavorTaste or flavorTaste or flavor ....................................................... rasÈrammaÓarasÈrammaÓarasÈrammaÓarasÈrammaÓarasÈrammaÓa ( ( ( ( (rasarasarasarasarasa)))))
- It has the characteristic of impinging and appearing on the tongue-

translucent element.
- It functions as the object of the tongue-consciousness.
- It is manifested as the objective field of tongue-consciousness.
- It is of various kinds as sweet, sour, etc.
5 Tangible objectTangible objectTangible objectTangible objectTangible object     (essential elements are (essential elements are (essential elements are (essential elements are (essential elements are pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyopathavÊ, tejo, vÈyopathavÊ, tejo, vÈyopathavÊ, tejo, vÈyopathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo)))))

.................................................................................................... photthabbÈrammaÓaphotthabbÈrammaÓaphotthabbÈrammaÓaphotthabbÈrammaÓaphotthabbÈrammaÓa
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- Its proximate cause for arising is the other three primary elements.
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- It has the characteristic of impinging and appearing on the body-
translucent element.

- It functions as the object of the body-consciousness.
- It is manifested as the objective field of body consciousness.
- It is of various kinds as pleasant touch, painful touch, etc.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: The names in brackets indicate the essential elements.
When we count the total number of materiality types, we ex-

clude tangible object, because its essential elements (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo)
are included in the four primary elements.

Two Types of Sex-Materiality (Two Types of Sex-Materiality (Two Types of Sex-Materiality (Two Types of Sex-Materiality (Two Types of Sex-Materiality (BhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|pa)))))
1 Female sex-materialityFemale sex-materialityFemale sex-materialityFemale sex-materialityFemale sex-materiality ................................................................. itthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of femininity.
- Its function is to show that ‘this is a female’.
- It is manifested as the cause for the mark, sign, work, and ways of

the female.
- It spreads all over the female body.
2 Male sex-materialityMale sex-materialityMale sex-materialityMale sex-materialityMale sex-materiality ...................................................................... purÊsabhÈva-r|papurÊsabhÈva-r|papurÊsabhÈva-r|papurÊsabhÈva-r|papurÊsabhÈva-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of masculinity.
- Its function is to show that ‘this is a male’.
- It is manifested as the cause for the mark, sign, work, and manners

of the male.
- It spreads all over the male body.

One Type of Life-Materiality (One Type of Life-Materiality (One Type of Life-Materiality (One Type of Life-Materiality (One Type of Life-Materiality (JÊvitar|paJÊvitar|paJÊvitar|paJÊvitar|paJÊvitar|pa)))))
1 Life-materialityLife-materialityLife-materialityLife-materialityLife-materiality ............................................................ jÊvita-r|pajÊvita-r|pajÊvita-r|pajÊvita-r|pajÊvita-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of sustaining conascent kamma-born

materialtiy.
- Its function is to make conascent materiality alive and harmonious.
- It is manifested as the establishment of their presence.
- Its proximate cause is conascent primary elements which it sustains

to be alive.
One Type of Heart-Materiality (One Type of Heart-Materiality (One Type of Heart-Materiality (One Type of Heart-Materiality (One Type of Heart-Materiality (Hadaya-r|paHadaya-r|paHadaya-r|paHadaya-r|paHadaya-r|pa)))))

11111 Heart-baseHeart-baseHeart-baseHeart-baseHeart-base ....................................................... hadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthu
- It has the characteristic of being the material support for mind-

elements (manodhÈtu) and mind-consciousness elements
(manoviÒÒÈÓadhÈtu).

- Its function is to support them to arise depending on it.

- It is manifested as carrying them. It occurs in the blood of the heart
depending on the blood.

One Type of Nutriment Materiality (One Type of Nutriment Materiality (One Type of Nutriment Materiality (One Type of Nutriment Materiality (One Type of Nutriment Materiality (ŒhÈra-rŒhÈra-rŒhÈra-rŒhÈra-rŒhÈra-r|pa|pa|pa|pa|pa)))))
1 Nutritive essenceNutritive essenceNutritive essenceNutritive essenceNutritive essence ..................................................ojÈojÈojÈojÈojÈ
- It has the characteristic of nutritive essence.
- Its function is to produce and uphold nutriment-born materiality

(ÈhÈraja-r|pa).
- It is manifested as supporting and sustaining the material body.
- Its proximate cause is edible food.

One Type of Materiality of Limitation (One Type of Materiality of Limitation (One Type of Materiality of Limitation (One Type of Materiality of Limitation (One Type of Materiality of Limitation (Pariccheda-r|paPariccheda-r|paPariccheda-r|paPariccheda-r|paPariccheda-r|pa)))))
1 Space-elementSpace-elementSpace-elementSpace-elementSpace-element ................................................................. ÈkÈsa-dhÈtuÈkÈsa-dhÈtuÈkÈsa-dhÈtuÈkÈsa-dhÈtuÈkÈsa-dhÈtu
- It has the characteristic of delimiting materiality groups (r|pa-

kalÈpas).
- Its function is to display the boundaries of each materiality group.
- It is manifested as untouchable space between materiality groups.
- Its proximate cause is the materiality groups delimited.

Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (ViViViViViÒÒÈtti-rÒÒÈtti-rÒÒÈtti-rÒÒÈtti-rÒÒÈtti-r|pa|pa|pa|pa|pa)))))
1 Bodily intimationBodily intimationBodily intimationBodily intimationBodily intimation ................................................................................ kÈyavikÈyavikÈyavikÈyavikÈyaviÒÒattiÒÒattiÒÒattiÒÒattiÒÒatti
- It has the characteristic of stiffening, upholding and moving of the

material body which is conascent with the consciousness-produced
air-element that causes the forward movement, etc.

- Its function is to display the wish of the person making the movement.
- It is manifested as bodily movement.
- Its proximate cause is the consciousness-produced air-element.

Bodily intimation is the materiality that causes the special movement
of hands, head, legs, etc., to let others know one’s intention. It is
produced by consciousness.

2 Verbal intimationVerbal intimationVerbal intimationVerbal intimationVerbal intimation ................................................................................vacÊviÒÒattivacÊviÒÒattivacÊviÒÒattivacÊviÒÒattivacÊviÒÒatti
- It is the special feature of striking the kamma-born earth-element by

the mind-born earth-element to produce speech.
- Its function is to display the intention of the speaker.
- It is manifested as the cause of the voice in speech.
- Its proximate cause is the mind-born earth element.

Verbal intimation is the mind-born materiality that causes the spe-
cial movement of the month to produce speech. It is produced by
consciousness.
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- It has the characteristic of impinging and appearing on the body-
translucent element.

- It functions as the object of the body-consciousness.
- It is manifested as the objective field of body consciousness.
- It is of various kinds as pleasant touch, painful touch, etc.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: The names in brackets indicate the essential elements.
When we count the total number of materiality types, we ex-

clude tangible object, because its essential elements (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo)
are included in the four primary elements.

Two Types of Sex-Materiality (Two Types of Sex-Materiality (Two Types of Sex-Materiality (Two Types of Sex-Materiality (Two Types of Sex-Materiality (BhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|pa)))))
1 Female sex-materialityFemale sex-materialityFemale sex-materialityFemale sex-materialityFemale sex-materiality ................................................................. itthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of femininity.
- Its function is to show that ‘this is a female’.
- It is manifested as the cause for the mark, sign, work, and ways of

the female.
- It spreads all over the female body.
2 Male sex-materialityMale sex-materialityMale sex-materialityMale sex-materialityMale sex-materiality ...................................................................... purÊsabhÈva-r|papurÊsabhÈva-r|papurÊsabhÈva-r|papurÊsabhÈva-r|papurÊsabhÈva-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of masculinity.
- Its function is to show that ‘this is a male’.
- It is manifested as the cause for the mark, sign, work, and manners

of the male.
- It spreads all over the male body.

One Type of Life-Materiality (One Type of Life-Materiality (One Type of Life-Materiality (One Type of Life-Materiality (One Type of Life-Materiality (JÊvitar|paJÊvitar|paJÊvitar|paJÊvitar|paJÊvitar|pa)))))
1 Life-materialityLife-materialityLife-materialityLife-materialityLife-materiality ............................................................ jÊvita-r|pajÊvita-r|pajÊvita-r|pajÊvita-r|pajÊvita-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of sustaining conascent kamma-born

materialtiy.
- Its function is to make conascent materiality alive and harmonious.
- It is manifested as the establishment of their presence.
- Its proximate cause is conascent primary elements which it sustains

to be alive.
One Type of Heart-Materiality (One Type of Heart-Materiality (One Type of Heart-Materiality (One Type of Heart-Materiality (One Type of Heart-Materiality (Hadaya-r|paHadaya-r|paHadaya-r|paHadaya-r|paHadaya-r|pa)))))

11111 Heart-baseHeart-baseHeart-baseHeart-baseHeart-base ....................................................... hadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthu
- It has the characteristic of being the material support for mind-

elements (manodhÈtu) and mind-consciousness elements
(manoviÒÒÈÓadhÈtu).

- Its function is to support them to arise depending on it.

- It is manifested as carrying them. It occurs in the blood of the heart
depending on the blood.

One Type of Nutriment Materiality (One Type of Nutriment Materiality (One Type of Nutriment Materiality (One Type of Nutriment Materiality (One Type of Nutriment Materiality (ŒhÈra-rŒhÈra-rŒhÈra-rŒhÈra-rŒhÈra-r|pa|pa|pa|pa|pa)))))
1 Nutritive essenceNutritive essenceNutritive essenceNutritive essenceNutritive essence ..................................................ojÈojÈojÈojÈojÈ
- It has the characteristic of nutritive essence.
- Its function is to produce and uphold nutriment-born materiality

(ÈhÈraja-r|pa).
- It is manifested as supporting and sustaining the material body.
- Its proximate cause is edible food.

One Type of Materiality of Limitation (One Type of Materiality of Limitation (One Type of Materiality of Limitation (One Type of Materiality of Limitation (One Type of Materiality of Limitation (Pariccheda-r|paPariccheda-r|paPariccheda-r|paPariccheda-r|paPariccheda-r|pa)))))
1 Space-elementSpace-elementSpace-elementSpace-elementSpace-element ................................................................. ÈkÈsa-dhÈtuÈkÈsa-dhÈtuÈkÈsa-dhÈtuÈkÈsa-dhÈtuÈkÈsa-dhÈtu
- It has the characteristic of delimiting materiality groups (r|pa-

kalÈpas).
- Its function is to display the boundaries of each materiality group.
- It is manifested as untouchable space between materiality groups.
- Its proximate cause is the materiality groups delimited.

Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (Two Types of Materiality of Intimation (ViViViViViÒÒÈtti-rÒÒÈtti-rÒÒÈtti-rÒÒÈtti-rÒÒÈtti-r|pa|pa|pa|pa|pa)))))
1 Bodily intimationBodily intimationBodily intimationBodily intimationBodily intimation ................................................................................ kÈyavikÈyavikÈyavikÈyavikÈyaviÒÒattiÒÒattiÒÒattiÒÒattiÒÒatti
- It has the characteristic of stiffening, upholding and moving of the

material body which is conascent with the consciousness-produced
air-element that causes the forward movement, etc.

- Its function is to display the wish of the person making the movement.
- It is manifested as bodily movement.
- Its proximate cause is the consciousness-produced air-element.

Bodily intimation is the materiality that causes the special movement
of hands, head, legs, etc., to let others know one’s intention. It is
produced by consciousness.

2 Verbal intimationVerbal intimationVerbal intimationVerbal intimationVerbal intimation ................................................................................vacÊviÒÒattivacÊviÒÒattivacÊviÒÒattivacÊviÒÒattivacÊviÒÒatti
- It is the special feature of striking the kamma-born earth-element by

the mind-born earth-element to produce speech.
- Its function is to display the intention of the speaker.
- It is manifested as the cause of the voice in speech.
- Its proximate cause is the mind-born earth element.

Verbal intimation is the mind-born materiality that causes the spe-
cial movement of the month to produce speech. It is produced by
consciousness.
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Three Types of Mutable Materiality (Three Types of Mutable Materiality (Three Types of Mutable Materiality (Three Types of Mutable Materiality (Three Types of Mutable Materiality (LahutÈdi-rLahutÈdi-rLahutÈdi-rLahutÈdi-rLahutÈdi-r|pa|pa|pa|pa|pa)))))
1 Material lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightness ........................................................................... r|passa-lahutÈr|passa-lahutÈr|passa-lahutÈr|passa-lahutÈr|passa-lahutÈ
- It has the characteristic of lightness and quickness.
- Its function is to dispel the heaviness of real materiality (nipphanna-

r|pa).
- It is manifested as quick transformability of nipphanna-r|pa.
- Its proximate cuase is light nipphanna-r|pa.
2 Material malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleability ........................................................................... r|passa-mudutÈr|passa-mudutÈr|passa-mudutÈr|passa-mudutÈr|passa-mudutÈ
- It has the characteristic of malleability without coarseness.
- Its function is to dispel roughness and hardness of matter.
- It is manifested as non-opposition to all bodily actions.
- Its proximate cause is malleable nipphanna-r|pa.
3 Material adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptability ........................................................................... r|passa-kammar|passa-kammar|passa-kammar|passa-kammar|passa-kammaÒÒatÈÒÒatÈÒÒatÈÒÒatÈÒÒatÈ
- It has the characteristic of adaptability that is favourable to good

bodily action.
- Its function is to dispel unadaptability and unskilfulness in bodily

action.
- It is manifested as non-weakness.
- Its proximate cause is adaptable nipphanna-r|pa.

Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (LakkhaÓa-r|paLakkhaÓa-r|paLakkhaÓa-r|paLakkhaÓa-r|paLakkhaÓa-r|pa)))))
1 Materiality at arising moment at earlier stagesMateriality at arising moment at earlier stagesMateriality at arising moment at earlier stagesMateriality at arising moment at earlier stagesMateriality at arising moment at earlier stages ............................................. upacaya-r|paupacaya-r|paupacaya-r|paupacaya-r|paupacaya-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of the genesis of materiality at the moment

of rebirth and continued arising of materiality till all the required
r|pas in life are completely formed.

- It has the function of causing materiality to arise.
- It is manifested as the launching of materiality.
- Its proximate cause is the earlier arisen materiality.
2 Materiality at arising moment at later stagesMateriality at arising moment at later stagesMateriality at arising moment at later stagesMateriality at arising moment at later stagesMateriality at arising moment at later stages ...................................................................... santati-r|pasantati-r|pasantati-r|pasantati-r|pasantati-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of continued arising of materiality.
- Its function is to cause arising of materiality continuously without

interruption.
- It is manifested as the linking of materiality without break.
- Its proximate cause is the materiality which has been linked together

without break.
Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Upacaya-r|pa and santati-r|pa are collectively called jÈti-r|pa,
i.e., the materiality at the arising moment. But owing to the difference

of mode, and according to the difference in persons’ susceptibility to
instruction, it is described as upacaya-r|pa and santati-r|pa.
3 Materiality at ageing or existing momentMateriality at ageing or existing momentMateriality at ageing or existing momentMateriality at ageing or existing momentMateriality at ageing or existing moment ...................................................................... jaratÈ-r|pajaratÈ-r|pajaratÈ-r|pajaratÈ-r|pajaratÈ-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of maturing or ripening of nipphanna-r|pa.
- Its function is to lead to the dissolution of nipphanna-r|pa.
- It is manifested as the loss of newness like oldness in paddy.
- Its proximate cause is ageing materiality.
4 Materiality at perishing momentMateriality at perishing momentMateriality at perishing momentMateriality at perishing momentMateriality at perishing moment ................................................................................aniccatÈ-r|paaniccatÈ-r|paaniccatÈ-r|paaniccatÈ-r|paaniccatÈ-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of complete destruction of nipphanna-r|pa.
- Its function is to destroy the materiality that has reached the existing

state.
- It is manifested as the termination and dissolution of nipphanna-r|pa.
- Its proximate cause is the materiality that is completely breaking up.

(See the Chart on R|pa attached to the back of this book.)

• • • • • Classification of MaterialityClassification of MaterialityClassification of MaterialityClassification of MaterialityClassification of Materiality
1 One (One (One (One (One (EkaEkaEkaEkaEka)))))
(i) Firstly all materiality is of one kind by reason of its own charac-

teristic of changing state, form, colour, etc., on account of adverse
conditions such as heat and cold.

(ii) All materiality is of one kind with regard to the following aspects:
Nahetu — all materiality is not ‘root’ (hetu);
Ahetuka — all materiality is ‘rootless’;
Hetuvippayutta — all materiality is not associated with root;
Sappaccaya — all materiality is related to cause (kamma, citta, utu,

   ÈhÈra);
Lokiya — all materiality is worldly dhamma;
SÈsava — all materiality serves as objects of kankers (Èsava);
Sa~khata — all materiality is conditioned by causes.

2 Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (DukaDukaDukaDukaDuka): Classification as Two Kinds each): Classification as Two Kinds each): Classification as Two Kinds each): Classification as Two Kinds each): Classification as Two Kinds each
(i) Bh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|paBh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|paBh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|paBh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|paBh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|pa

Bh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|pa is prominent primary materiality consisting of the
four primary elements called pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo, vÈyo.
UpÈdÈya-r|pa UpÈdÈya-r|pa UpÈdÈya-r|pa UpÈdÈya-r|pa UpÈdÈya-r|pa is derived materiality consisting of 24 kinds which
may be regarded as special qualities of primary elements.

(ii) Nipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|paNipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|paNipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|paNipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|paNipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|pa
Eighteen r|pasEighteen r|pasEighteen r|pasEighteen r|pasEighteen r|pas comprising 4 primary elements, 5 translucent ele-

ments (pasÈda-r|pas), 4 gocara-r|pas (vaÓÓa, sadda, gandha, rasa), 2
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Three Types of Mutable Materiality (Three Types of Mutable Materiality (Three Types of Mutable Materiality (Three Types of Mutable Materiality (Three Types of Mutable Materiality (LahutÈdi-rLahutÈdi-rLahutÈdi-rLahutÈdi-rLahutÈdi-r|pa|pa|pa|pa|pa)))))
1 Material lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightness ........................................................................... r|passa-lahutÈr|passa-lahutÈr|passa-lahutÈr|passa-lahutÈr|passa-lahutÈ
- It has the characteristic of lightness and quickness.
- Its function is to dispel the heaviness of real materiality (nipphanna-

r|pa).
- It is manifested as quick transformability of nipphanna-r|pa.
- Its proximate cuase is light nipphanna-r|pa.
2 Material malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleability ........................................................................... r|passa-mudutÈr|passa-mudutÈr|passa-mudutÈr|passa-mudutÈr|passa-mudutÈ
- It has the characteristic of malleability without coarseness.
- Its function is to dispel roughness and hardness of matter.
- It is manifested as non-opposition to all bodily actions.
- Its proximate cause is malleable nipphanna-r|pa.
3 Material adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptability ........................................................................... r|passa-kammar|passa-kammar|passa-kammar|passa-kammar|passa-kammaÒÒatÈÒÒatÈÒÒatÈÒÒatÈÒÒatÈ
- It has the characteristic of adaptability that is favourable to good

bodily action.
- Its function is to dispel unadaptability and unskilfulness in bodily

action.
- It is manifested as non-weakness.
- Its proximate cause is adaptable nipphanna-r|pa.

Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (Four Types of Materiality of Characteristics (LakkhaÓa-r|paLakkhaÓa-r|paLakkhaÓa-r|paLakkhaÓa-r|paLakkhaÓa-r|pa)))))
1 Materiality at arising moment at earlier stagesMateriality at arising moment at earlier stagesMateriality at arising moment at earlier stagesMateriality at arising moment at earlier stagesMateriality at arising moment at earlier stages ............................................. upacaya-r|paupacaya-r|paupacaya-r|paupacaya-r|paupacaya-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of the genesis of materiality at the moment

of rebirth and continued arising of materiality till all the required
r|pas in life are completely formed.

- It has the function of causing materiality to arise.
- It is manifested as the launching of materiality.
- Its proximate cause is the earlier arisen materiality.
2 Materiality at arising moment at later stagesMateriality at arising moment at later stagesMateriality at arising moment at later stagesMateriality at arising moment at later stagesMateriality at arising moment at later stages ...................................................................... santati-r|pasantati-r|pasantati-r|pasantati-r|pasantati-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of continued arising of materiality.
- Its function is to cause arising of materiality continuously without

interruption.
- It is manifested as the linking of materiality without break.
- Its proximate cause is the materiality which has been linked together

without break.
Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Upacaya-r|pa and santati-r|pa are collectively called jÈti-r|pa,
i.e., the materiality at the arising moment. But owing to the difference

of mode, and according to the difference in persons’ susceptibility to
instruction, it is described as upacaya-r|pa and santati-r|pa.
3 Materiality at ageing or existing momentMateriality at ageing or existing momentMateriality at ageing or existing momentMateriality at ageing or existing momentMateriality at ageing or existing moment ...................................................................... jaratÈ-r|pajaratÈ-r|pajaratÈ-r|pajaratÈ-r|pajaratÈ-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of maturing or ripening of nipphanna-r|pa.
- Its function is to lead to the dissolution of nipphanna-r|pa.
- It is manifested as the loss of newness like oldness in paddy.
- Its proximate cause is ageing materiality.
4 Materiality at perishing momentMateriality at perishing momentMateriality at perishing momentMateriality at perishing momentMateriality at perishing moment ................................................................................aniccatÈ-r|paaniccatÈ-r|paaniccatÈ-r|paaniccatÈ-r|paaniccatÈ-r|pa
- It has the characteristic of complete destruction of nipphanna-r|pa.
- Its function is to destroy the materiality that has reached the existing

state.
- It is manifested as the termination and dissolution of nipphanna-r|pa.
- Its proximate cause is the materiality that is completely breaking up.

(See the Chart on R|pa attached to the back of this book.)

• • • • • Classification of MaterialityClassification of MaterialityClassification of MaterialityClassification of MaterialityClassification of Materiality
1 One (One (One (One (One (EkaEkaEkaEkaEka)))))
(i) Firstly all materiality is of one kind by reason of its own charac-

teristic of changing state, form, colour, etc., on account of adverse
conditions such as heat and cold.

(ii) All materiality is of one kind with regard to the following aspects:
Nahetu — all materiality is not ‘root’ (hetu);
Ahetuka — all materiality is ‘rootless’;
Hetuvippayutta — all materiality is not associated with root;
Sappaccaya — all materiality is related to cause (kamma, citta, utu,

   ÈhÈra);
Lokiya — all materiality is worldly dhamma;
SÈsava — all materiality serves as objects of kankers (Èsava);
Sa~khata — all materiality is conditioned by causes.

2 Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (Dyads (DukaDukaDukaDukaDuka): Classification as Two Kinds each): Classification as Two Kinds each): Classification as Two Kinds each): Classification as Two Kinds each): Classification as Two Kinds each
(i) Bh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|paBh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|paBh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|paBh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|paBh|ta-r|pa and UpÈdÈya-r|pa

Bh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|paBh|ta-r|pa is prominent primary materiality consisting of the
four primary elements called pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo, vÈyo.
UpÈdÈya-r|pa UpÈdÈya-r|pa UpÈdÈya-r|pa UpÈdÈya-r|pa UpÈdÈya-r|pa is derived materiality consisting of 24 kinds which
may be regarded as special qualities of primary elements.

(ii) Nipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|paNipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|paNipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|paNipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|paNipphanna-r|pa and Anipphanna-r|pa
Eighteen r|pasEighteen r|pasEighteen r|pasEighteen r|pasEighteen r|pas comprising 4 primary elements, 5 translucent ele-

ments (pasÈda-r|pas), 4 gocara-r|pas (vaÓÓa, sadda, gandha, rasa), 2
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bhÈva-r|pas, 1 hadaya-vatthu, 1 jÊvita-r|pa, 1 ÈhÈra-r|pa are caused
and conditioned by kamma, citta (consciousness), utu(tejo), and ÈhÈra
(ojÈ). So they are called nipphanna-r|panipphanna-r|panipphanna-r|panipphanna-r|panipphanna-r|pa.

Each of these 18 r|pas have their innate properties such as hardness
for pathavÊ and hotness for tejo. So they are called sabhÈva-r|pas.

Each of them also have three innate signs (sa~khata-lakkhaÓa)-viz.,
birth (jÈti), decay (jarÈ) and death (aniccatÈ). So they are called sa-
lakkhaÓa-r|pas.

Because they may change in state, form, colour, etc., due to heat
and cold, etc., they are called r|pa.

Because they should be contemplated as impermanence (anicca),
suffering (dukkha) and not-self(anatta), they are called sammasana-
r|pas.

Ten r|pasTen r|pasTen r|pasTen r|pasTen r|pas comprising space element (ÈkÈsa-dhÈtu), 2 viÒÒatti-
r|pas, 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas, 4 lakkhaÓa-r|pas are neither caused nor con-
ditioned by kamma, citta, utu, ÈhÈra. So they are known as anipphannaanipphannaanipphannaanipphannaanipphanna
-r|pas.-r|pas.-r|pas.-r|pas.-r|pas.

They are also known as asabhÈva-r|pasasabhÈva-r|pasasabhÈva-r|pasasabhÈva-r|pasasabhÈva-r|pas because they do not have
innate properties, asalakkhaÓa-r|pasasalakkhaÓa-r|pasasalakkhaÓa-r|pasasalakkhaÓa-r|pasasalakkhaÓa-r|pas because they do not have
sa~khata-lakkhaÓas, as ar|paar|paar|paar|paar|pa (not real materiality) because they are
not changeable by heat or cold, etc., and as asammasana-r|paasammasana-r|paasammasana-r|paasammasana-r|paasammasana-r|pa be-
cause they should not be contemplated in insight meditation.
(iii) Ajjhattika-r|pa, and BÈhiya-r|paAjjhattika-r|pa, and BÈhiya-r|paAjjhattika-r|pa, and BÈhiya-r|paAjjhattika-r|pa, and BÈhiya-r|paAjjhattika-r|pa, and BÈhiya-r|pa

The pasÈda-r|paspasÈda-r|paspasÈda-r|paspasÈda-r|paspasÈda-r|pas are called internal materiality (ajjhattika-r|pa)
because they occur as an integral part of selfhood (in oneself) and
they enable us to observe five sense-objects. The remaining 23 r|pas
are external materiality (bÈhiyÈ-r|pas) because they are external to
selfhood.
(iv) PasÈda-r|pa and AnapasÈda-r|paPasÈda-r|pa and AnapasÈda-r|paPasÈda-r|pa and AnapasÈda-r|paPasÈda-r|pa and AnapasÈda-r|paPasÈda-r|pa and AnapasÈda-r|pa

The 5 translucent elements are clear like mirror to enable five sense-
objects to appear in them. They are called pasÈda-r|pas and the re-
maining 23 r|pas are called anapasÈda-r|pas.
(v) OlÈrika-r|pa and Sukhuma-r|paOlÈrika-r|pa and Sukhuma-r|paOlÈrika-r|pa and Sukhuma-r|paOlÈrika-r|pa and Sukhuma-r|paOlÈrika-r|pa and Sukhuma-r|pa

The 5 pasÈda-r|pas and 7 gocara-r|pas, making 12 kinds in all, are
called gross materiality (oÄÈrika r|pa) as the five sense-objects (gocara-
r|pas) can strike the respective five sense-doors (pasÈda-r|pas) and
become distinct at the doors.

The remaining 16 r|pas do not strike the five sense doors and do
not appear at these doors. So they are known as subtle materiality
(sukhuma-r|pa).
(vi) D|re-r|pa and Santike-r|paD|re-r|pa and Santike-r|paD|re-r|pa and Santike-r|paD|re-r|pa and Santike-r|paD|re-r|pa and Santike-r|pa

The 16 sukkhuma r|pas are hard to be penetrated and known. They
seem to be far from the wisdom mind. So they are called far-materiali-
ty (d|re-r|pa).

The 12 oÄÈrika-r|pas are seen and understood easily. They seem to
be near to the wisdom mind. So they are called near materiality (santike-
r|pa).
(vii) Indriya-r|pa and Anindriya-r|paIndriya-r|pa and Anindriya-r|paIndriya-r|pa and Anindriya-r|paIndriya-r|pa and Anindriya-r|paIndriya-r|pa and Anindriya-r|pa

The 5 pasÈda-r|pas, 2 bhÈva-r|pas, and 1 jÊvita-r|pa form 8 indriya-
r|pas while the 20 remaining r|pas are designated as anindriya-r|pas.

‘Indriya’means ‘faculty’ which has controlling power in its sphere.
For instance, cakkhu-pasÈda controls seeing, sota-pasÈda controls hear-
ing, and so on. ItthibbhÈva-r|pa controls femininity whereas
purisabhÈva-r|pa controls masculinity.
(viii) UpÈdinna-r|pa and AnupÈdinna-r|paUpÈdinna-r|pa and AnupÈdinna-r|paUpÈdinna-r|pa and AnupÈdinna-r|paUpÈdinna-r|pa and AnupÈdinna-r|paUpÈdinna-r|pa and AnupÈdinna-r|pa

The 18 types of kamma-born materiality (kammaja-r|pa) are called
upÈdinna-r|pas; the rest are named anupÈdinna-r|pas. The 18 r|pas
produced by kamma are grasped by the kamma as its resultants in
collaboration with craving (ta~hÈ) and false view (diÔÔhi).
(ix) Sanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|paSanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|paSanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|paSanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|paSanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|pa

The visible materiality (vaÓÓa) is called sanidassana-r|pa, because
it can be seen by the eye. The remaining r|pas are called anidassana-
r|pa, because they cannot be seen by the eye.
(x) Avinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|paAvinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|paAvinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|paAvinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|paAvinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|pa

The eight r|pas comprising pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo, vÈyo, vaÓÓa, gandha,
rasa and ojÈ arise together and dissolve together; they are bound upthey are bound upthey are bound upthey are bound upthey are bound up
homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible.homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible.homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible.homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible.homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible. So they are
called avinibbhoga-r|pas whereas the rest are called vinibbhoga-r|pas.

• • • • • The Sources of MaterialityThe Sources of MaterialityThe Sources of MaterialityThe Sources of MaterialityThe Sources of Materiality
There are four causes which produce materiality. They are:

(1) Kamma, (2) citta (consciousness), (3) utu (tejo), (4) ÈhÈra (ojÈ).
The materiality produced by each of these four causes are respec-

tively known as:
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bhÈva-r|pas, 1 hadaya-vatthu, 1 jÊvita-r|pa, 1 ÈhÈra-r|pa are caused
and conditioned by kamma, citta (consciousness), utu(tejo), and ÈhÈra
(ojÈ). So they are called nipphanna-r|panipphanna-r|panipphanna-r|panipphanna-r|panipphanna-r|pa.
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called gross materiality (oÄÈrika r|pa) as the five sense-objects (gocara-
r|pas) can strike the respective five sense-doors (pasÈda-r|pas) and
become distinct at the doors.

The remaining 16 r|pas do not strike the five sense doors and do
not appear at these doors. So they are known as subtle materiality
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The 16 sukkhuma r|pas are hard to be penetrated and known. They
seem to be far from the wisdom mind. So they are called far-materiali-
ty (d|re-r|pa).

The 12 oÄÈrika-r|pas are seen and understood easily. They seem to
be near to the wisdom mind. So they are called near materiality (santike-
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r|pas while the 20 remaining r|pas are designated as anindriya-r|pas.

‘Indriya’means ‘faculty’ which has controlling power in its sphere.
For instance, cakkhu-pasÈda controls seeing, sota-pasÈda controls hear-
ing, and so on. ItthibbhÈva-r|pa controls femininity whereas
purisabhÈva-r|pa controls masculinity.
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The 18 types of kamma-born materiality (kammaja-r|pa) are called
upÈdinna-r|pas; the rest are named anupÈdinna-r|pas. The 18 r|pas
produced by kamma are grasped by the kamma as its resultants in
collaboration with craving (ta~hÈ) and false view (diÔÔhi).
(ix) Sanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|paSanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|paSanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|paSanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|paSanidassana-r|pa and Anidassana-r|pa

The visible materiality (vaÓÓa) is called sanidassana-r|pa, because
it can be seen by the eye. The remaining r|pas are called anidassana-
r|pa, because they cannot be seen by the eye.
(x) Avinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|paAvinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|paAvinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|paAvinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|paAvinibbhoga-r|pa and Vinibbhoga-r|pa

The eight r|pas comprising pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo, vÈyo, vaÓÓa, gandha,
rasa and ojÈ arise together and dissolve together; they are bound upthey are bound upthey are bound upthey are bound upthey are bound up
homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible.homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible.homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible.homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible.homogeneously and are inseparable and indivisible. So they are
called avinibbhoga-r|pas whereas the rest are called vinibbhoga-r|pas.

• • • • • The Sources of MaterialityThe Sources of MaterialityThe Sources of MaterialityThe Sources of MaterialityThe Sources of Materiality
There are four causes which produce materiality. They are:

(1) Kamma, (2) citta (consciousness), (3) utu (tejo), (4) ÈhÈra (ojÈ).
The materiality produced by each of these four causes are respec-

tively known as:
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(1) kammaja-r|pa — kamma-born materiality,
(2) cittaja-r|pa — consciousness-born materiality,
(3) utuja-r|pa — heat-born materiality, and
(4) ÈhÈraja-r|pa — nutriment-born materiality

Materiality is formed not singly but in groups called ‘kalÈpas’,  which
are comparable in size to sub-atomic particles—electrons, protons and
neutrons.

Material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas) always contain the eight avinibbhoga-
r|pas as their cores. These eight r|pas may or may not be formed
together with other r|pas. When material groups are formed, materi-
ality of limitation (pariccheda-r|pa) is also formed.

Thus 8 avinibbhoga-r|pasavinibbhoga-r|pasavinibbhoga-r|pasavinibbhoga-r|pasavinibbhoga-r|pas, , , , , pariccheda-r|papariccheda-r|papariccheda-r|papariccheda-r|papariccheda-r|pa (space element) are
produced by all the four causes. So they are called 9 9 9 9 9 catuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pas.

Five pasÈda-r|pas, 2 bhÈva-r|pas, hadaya-vatthu, and jÊvita-r|pa
are produced by kamma alone. They are called 9 9 9 9 9 kammaja-ekajakammaja-ekajakammaja-ekajakammaja-ekajakammaja-ekaja-----
r|pasr|pasr|pasr|pasr|pas. (kammaja = kamma-born; ekaja = produced by one cause)

Two viviviviviÒÒatti-rÒÒatti-rÒÒatti-rÒÒatti-rÒÒatti-r|pas|pas|pas|pas|pas are produced by consciousness alone. They
are called 2 2 2 2 2 cittaja-ekaja-r|pascittaja-ekaja-r|pascittaja-ekaja-r|pascittaja-ekaja-r|pascittaja-ekaja-r|pas.

So there are 9 + 2 = 11 ekaja-r|pas, meaning materiality produced
by one cause.

SaddaSaddaSaddaSaddaSadda (sound) is produced by two causes, i.e., citta and utu. So it is
called dvija-r|padvija-r|padvija-r|padvija-r|padvija-r|pa (materiality produced by two causes).

Three lahutÈdi r|pas are produced by three causes — viz., citta, utu,
and ÈhÈra. So they are called tija-r|pastija-r|pastija-r|pastija-r|pastija-r|pas (materiality produced by 3
causes).

Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:
18 18 18 18 18 kammaja-r|paskammaja-r|paskammaja-r|paskammaja-r|paskammaja-r|pas = 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas= 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas= 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas= 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas= 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas
15 15 15 15 15 cittaja-r|pascittaja-r|pascittaja-r|pascittaja-r|pascittaja-r|pas = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 cittaja-ekaja r|pascittaja-ekaja r|pascittaja-ekaja r|pascittaja-ekaja r|pascittaja-ekaja r|pas + 9  + 9  + 9  + 9  + 9 catuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pas

   +    +    +    +    + saddasaddasaddasaddasadda + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3 lahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|pas
13 13 13 13 13 utuja-r|pasutuja-r|pasutuja-r|pasutuja-r|pasutuja-r|pas = 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 catuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pas +  +  +  +  + saddasaddasaddasaddasadda + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3 lahutÈdilahutÈdilahutÈdilahutÈdilahutÈdi     r|pasr|pasr|pasr|pasr|pas
12 12 12 12 12 ÈhÈraja-r|pasÈhÈraja-r|pasÈhÈraja-r|pasÈhÈraja-r|pasÈhÈraja-r|pas = 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 catuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pas + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3 lahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|pas

• • • • • Material Phenomena in a Life TimeMaterial Phenomena in a Life TimeMaterial Phenomena in a Life TimeMaterial Phenomena in a Life TimeMaterial Phenomena in a Life Time
A wholesome kamma conditions a human existence to arise in the

human realm. This successful kamma will bear its resultant consciousness
one after another associated with its mental factors throughout the
whole existence. This first resultant consciousness is called rebirth-
consciousnesses (paÔisandhi citta). The subsequent resultant consciousnesses

Fig. 11.1 Formation of Materiality due to 4 Causes

are called life-continuum (bhava~ga-citta). The last resultant conscious-
ness is named death-consciousness (cuti-citta). (See Fig. 11.1)

The Life-span of a consciousnessThe Life-span of a consciousnessThe Life-span of a consciousnessThe Life-span of a consciousnessThe Life-span of a consciousness is extremely short. More than
one thousand billion cittas arise and perish during a snap of the fin-
gers or during an eye-wink according to Abhidhamma Commentary.

The life-span of a conscioiusness is measured by three sub-moments
of three distinct features in the life-time of a consciousness.

(i) uppÈda —  genesis or arising
(ii) ÔhÊti —  existence or existing
(iii) bha~ga —  dissolusion or perishing
So the life-span of a consciousness is equal to three sub-moments

(khaÓas) which represent the genetic sub-moment, the existing sub-
moment and the perishing sub-moment of consciousness.

In other words, the life-span of a consciousness is equal to onethe life-span of a consciousness is equal to onethe life-span of a consciousness is equal to onethe life-span of a consciousness is equal to onethe life-span of a consciousness is equal to one
consciousness-moment (consciousness-moment (consciousness-moment (consciousness-moment (consciousness-moment (cittakkhaÓacittakkhaÓacittakkhaÓacittakkhaÓacittakkhaÓa) which is equal to three sub-) which is equal to three sub-) which is equal to three sub-) which is equal to three sub-) which is equal to three sub-
moments.moments.moments.moments.moments.

The life-span of materialityThe life-span of materialityThe life-span of materialityThe life-span of materialityThe life-span of materiality (r|pa) is 17 times longer than the life-
span of a consciousness. So the life-span of materiality is equal tothe life-span of materiality is equal tothe life-span of materiality is equal tothe life-span of materiality is equal tothe life-span of materiality is equal to
17 consciousness-moments (17 consciousness-moments (17 consciousness-moments (17 consciousness-moments (17 consciousness-moments (cittakkhaÓascittakkhaÓascittakkhaÓascittakkhaÓascittakkhaÓas) or 17) or 17) or 17) or 17) or 17×××××3 = 51 sub-mo-3 = 51 sub-mo-3 = 51 sub-mo-3 = 51 sub-mo-3 = 51 sub-mo-
mentsmentsmentsmentsments (khaÓas). As an exception, the two viÒÒatti r|pas have the life-
span of one consciousness-moment each and the three lakkhaÓa r|pas
have the life-spans equal to the genesis, the existence and the dissolu-
tion of a r|pa, respectively. The genesis and the dissolution of a r|pa
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(1) kammaja-r|pa — kamma-born materiality,
(2) cittaja-r|pa — consciousness-born materiality,
(3) utuja-r|pa — heat-born materiality, and
(4) ÈhÈraja-r|pa — nutriment-born materiality

Materiality is formed not singly but in groups called ‘kalÈpas’,  which
are comparable in size to sub-atomic particles—electrons, protons and
neutrons.

Material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas) always contain the eight avinibbhoga-
r|pas as their cores. These eight r|pas may or may not be formed
together with other r|pas. When material groups are formed, materi-
ality of limitation (pariccheda-r|pa) is also formed.

Thus 8 avinibbhoga-r|pasavinibbhoga-r|pasavinibbhoga-r|pasavinibbhoga-r|pasavinibbhoga-r|pas, , , , , pariccheda-r|papariccheda-r|papariccheda-r|papariccheda-r|papariccheda-r|pa (space element) are
produced by all the four causes. So they are called 9 9 9 9 9 catuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pas.

Five pasÈda-r|pas, 2 bhÈva-r|pas, hadaya-vatthu, and jÊvita-r|pa
are produced by kamma alone. They are called 9 9 9 9 9 kammaja-ekajakammaja-ekajakammaja-ekajakammaja-ekajakammaja-ekaja-----
r|pasr|pasr|pasr|pasr|pas. (kammaja = kamma-born; ekaja = produced by one cause)

Two viviviviviÒÒatti-rÒÒatti-rÒÒatti-rÒÒatti-rÒÒatti-r|pas|pas|pas|pas|pas are produced by consciousness alone. They
are called 2 2 2 2 2 cittaja-ekaja-r|pascittaja-ekaja-r|pascittaja-ekaja-r|pascittaja-ekaja-r|pascittaja-ekaja-r|pas.

So there are 9 + 2 = 11 ekaja-r|pas, meaning materiality produced
by one cause.

SaddaSaddaSaddaSaddaSadda (sound) is produced by two causes, i.e., citta and utu. So it is
called dvija-r|padvija-r|padvija-r|padvija-r|padvija-r|pa (materiality produced by two causes).

Three lahutÈdi r|pas are produced by three causes — viz., citta, utu,
and ÈhÈra. So they are called tija-r|pastija-r|pastija-r|pastija-r|pastija-r|pas (materiality produced by 3
causes).

Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:Therefore, we can summarise as follows. There are:
18 18 18 18 18 kammaja-r|paskammaja-r|paskammaja-r|paskammaja-r|paskammaja-r|pas = 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas= 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas= 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas= 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas= 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas
15 15 15 15 15 cittaja-r|pascittaja-r|pascittaja-r|pascittaja-r|pascittaja-r|pas = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 cittaja-ekaja r|pascittaja-ekaja r|pascittaja-ekaja r|pascittaja-ekaja r|pascittaja-ekaja r|pas + 9  + 9  + 9  + 9  + 9 catuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pas

   +    +    +    +    + saddasaddasaddasaddasadda + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3 lahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|pas
13 13 13 13 13 utuja-r|pasutuja-r|pasutuja-r|pasutuja-r|pasutuja-r|pas = 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 catuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pas +  +  +  +  + saddasaddasaddasaddasadda + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3 lahutÈdilahutÈdilahutÈdilahutÈdilahutÈdi     r|pasr|pasr|pasr|pasr|pas
12 12 12 12 12 ÈhÈraja-r|pasÈhÈraja-r|pasÈhÈraja-r|pasÈhÈraja-r|pasÈhÈraja-r|pas = 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 catuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pascatuja-r|pas + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3  + 3 lahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|paslahutÈdi r|pas

• • • • • Material Phenomena in a Life TimeMaterial Phenomena in a Life TimeMaterial Phenomena in a Life TimeMaterial Phenomena in a Life TimeMaterial Phenomena in a Life Time
A wholesome kamma conditions a human existence to arise in the

human realm. This successful kamma will bear its resultant consciousness
one after another associated with its mental factors throughout the
whole existence. This first resultant consciousness is called rebirth-
consciousnesses (paÔisandhi citta). The subsequent resultant consciousnesses

Fig. 11.1 Formation of Materiality due to 4 Causes

are called life-continuum (bhava~ga-citta). The last resultant conscious-
ness is named death-consciousness (cuti-citta). (See Fig. 11.1)

The Life-span of a consciousnessThe Life-span of a consciousnessThe Life-span of a consciousnessThe Life-span of a consciousnessThe Life-span of a consciousness is extremely short. More than
one thousand billion cittas arise and perish during a snap of the fin-
gers or during an eye-wink according to Abhidhamma Commentary.

The life-span of a conscioiusness is measured by three sub-moments
of three distinct features in the life-time of a consciousness.

(i) uppÈda —  genesis or arising
(ii) ÔhÊti —  existence or existing
(iii) bha~ga —  dissolusion or perishing
So the life-span of a consciousness is equal to three sub-moments

(khaÓas) which represent the genetic sub-moment, the existing sub-
moment and the perishing sub-moment of consciousness.

In other words, the life-span of a consciousness is equal to onethe life-span of a consciousness is equal to onethe life-span of a consciousness is equal to onethe life-span of a consciousness is equal to onethe life-span of a consciousness is equal to one
consciousness-moment (consciousness-moment (consciousness-moment (consciousness-moment (consciousness-moment (cittakkhaÓacittakkhaÓacittakkhaÓacittakkhaÓacittakkhaÓa) which is equal to three sub-) which is equal to three sub-) which is equal to three sub-) which is equal to three sub-) which is equal to three sub-
moments.moments.moments.moments.moments.

The life-span of materialityThe life-span of materialityThe life-span of materialityThe life-span of materialityThe life-span of materiality (r|pa) is 17 times longer than the life-
span of a consciousness. So the life-span of materiality is equal tothe life-span of materiality is equal tothe life-span of materiality is equal tothe life-span of materiality is equal tothe life-span of materiality is equal to
17 consciousness-moments (17 consciousness-moments (17 consciousness-moments (17 consciousness-moments (17 consciousness-moments (cittakkhaÓascittakkhaÓascittakkhaÓascittakkhaÓascittakkhaÓas) or 17) or 17) or 17) or 17) or 17×××××3 = 51 sub-mo-3 = 51 sub-mo-3 = 51 sub-mo-3 = 51 sub-mo-3 = 51 sub-mo-
mentsmentsmentsmentsments (khaÓas). As an exception, the two viÒÒatti r|pas have the life-
span of one consciousness-moment each and the three lakkhaÓa r|pas
have the life-spans equal to the genesis, the existence and the dissolu-
tion of a r|pa, respectively. The genesis and the dissolution of a r|pa
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last for one sub-moment each; so the existence of a r|pa lasts for 51—
2 = 49 sub-moments.

Kammaja-r|paKammaja-r|paKammaja-r|paKammaja-r|paKammaja-r|pa starts to form at the arising moment of rebirth cons-
ciousness (paÔisandhi kÈla), and it goes on forming incessantly at ev-
ery sub-moment. It is last formed at the arising moment of the seven-
teenth consciousness reckoned backward from death-consciousness
(cuti-citta). This last kammaja-r|pa will dissolve or perish when death
consciousness dissolves or perishes. It should be noted that psychic
life (jÊvitindriya) and material life (jÊvita r|pa) must start forming simul-
taneously  and must finally perish together in a life-time.

Cittaja-r|paCittaja-r|paCittaja-r|paCittaja-r|paCittaja-r|pa is first formed at the arising moment of the first
bhava~ga-citta. It continues to be formed incessantly at the arising
moment of every subsequent consciousness until the arising moment
of death consciousness. The last formed cittaja-r|pa lasts for 16 cons-
ciousness-moments after death.

Utuja-r|paUtuja-r|paUtuja-r|paUtuja-r|paUtuja-r|pa is first formed at the existing moment of rebirth-cons-
ciousness. The reason is that the utu or tejo present in the first kammaja-
r|pa reaches the static state (ÔhÊti) at the existing moment of rebirth
consciousness, and starting from that moment will produce utuja-r|pa
at every subsequent sub-moment during its existence. The tejo present
in every newly produced r|pa-kalÈpa will similarly produce utuja-
r|pa at every sub-moment during its existence. Therefore, utuja-r|pa
will continue to be formed till a person dies and the  corpse is reduced
to dust.

ŒhÈraja-r|paŒhÈraja-r|paŒhÈraja-r|paŒhÈraja-r|paŒhÈraja-r|pa is formed from the combination of internal ojÈ and
external ojÈ. External ojÈ is present in r|pa-kalÈpas that make up food.
Food is digested in the stomach and digested food particles diffuse
with blood throughout the body. Thus external ojÈ comes in contact
with internal ojÈ which is present in the r|pa-kalÈpas that make up the
body. The contact between the external ojÈ and the internal ojÈ is
called the genetic moment and, starting from the first existing mo-
ment, the combination produces ÈhÈraja-r|pa at every sub-moment
incessantly. The last ÈhÈraja-r|pa is formed at the dissolving moment
of death-consciousness and it will last for 50 sub-moments after death.

• Formation• Formation• Formation• Formation• Formation     ofofofofof     MaterialMaterialMaterialMaterialMaterial     Groups (Groups (Groups (Groups (Groups (R|pa-kalÈpasR|pa-kalÈpasR|pa-kalÈpasR|pa-kalÈpasR|pa-kalÈpas)))))
1 NineNineNineNineNine     Kammaja-kalÈpasKammaja-kalÈpasKammaja-kalÈpasKammaja-kalÈpasKammaja-kalÈpas

They are formed from 17 kammaja-r|pas excluding pariccheda r|pa

(space). In all kalÈpas the 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas form the nucleus. All
kammaja r|pa-kalÈpas contain jÊvita-r|pa (physical life). So a group
of 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas and jÊvita-r|pa forms the simplest unit of
kammaja-r|pa. It is called jÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa, meaning ‘group of 9
r|pas including jÊvita’. It may be shortened to ‘vital-nonad’.

By adding the remaining 8 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas one at a time to the
basic unit of ‘vital-nonad’, we get the remaining 8 kamaja-kalÈpas.
1 JÊvita-navaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(vital nonad)
2 Cakkhu-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(eye-decad) + cakkhu-pasÈda
3 Sota-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(ear-decad) + sota-pasÈda
4 GhÈna-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(nose-decad) + ghÈna-pasÈda
5 JÊvhÈ-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(tongue-decad) + jÊvhÈ-pasÈda
6 KÈya-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(body-decad) + kÈya-pasÈda
7 ItthibhÈva-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(female-decad) + itthibhÈva-r|pa
8 PumbhÈva-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(male-decad) + pumbhÈva-r|pa
9 Hadaya-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(heart-decad) + hadaya-vatthu

2 SixSixSixSixSix     Cittaja-KalÈpasCittaja-KalÈpasCittaja-KalÈpasCittaja-KalÈpasCittaja-KalÈpas
They are formed by grouping the 14 cittaja-r|pas (excluding paric-

cheda-r|pa) together as may be required.
1 Cittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by

(pure octad) citta.
2 KÈyaviÒÒatti-navaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + kÈyaviÒÒatti

(bodily intimation nonad)
3 VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas  + vacÊviÒÒatti

(vocal intimation decad) + sadda
4 LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + lahutÈ +

(un-decad of mutability) mudutÈ + kammaÒÒatÈ
5 KÈyaviÒÒatti-lahutÈdi = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + kÈyaviÒÒatti

dvÈdasaka (do-decad of mutability) + lahutÈdi r|pas
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last for one sub-moment each; so the existence of a r|pa lasts for 51—
2 = 49 sub-moments.

Kammaja-r|paKammaja-r|paKammaja-r|paKammaja-r|paKammaja-r|pa starts to form at the arising moment of rebirth cons-
ciousness (paÔisandhi kÈla), and it goes on forming incessantly at ev-
ery sub-moment. It is last formed at the arising moment of the seven-
teenth consciousness reckoned backward from death-consciousness
(cuti-citta). This last kammaja-r|pa will dissolve or perish when death
consciousness dissolves or perishes. It should be noted that psychic
life (jÊvitindriya) and material life (jÊvita r|pa) must start forming simul-
taneously  and must finally perish together in a life-time.

Cittaja-r|paCittaja-r|paCittaja-r|paCittaja-r|paCittaja-r|pa is first formed at the arising moment of the first
bhava~ga-citta. It continues to be formed incessantly at the arising
moment of every subsequent consciousness until the arising moment
of death consciousness. The last formed cittaja-r|pa lasts for 16 cons-
ciousness-moments after death.

Utuja-r|paUtuja-r|paUtuja-r|paUtuja-r|paUtuja-r|pa is first formed at the existing moment of rebirth-cons-
ciousness. The reason is that the utu or tejo present in the first kammaja-
r|pa reaches the static state (ÔhÊti) at the existing moment of rebirth
consciousness, and starting from that moment will produce utuja-r|pa
at every subsequent sub-moment during its existence. The tejo present
in every newly produced r|pa-kalÈpa will similarly produce utuja-
r|pa at every sub-moment during its existence. Therefore, utuja-r|pa
will continue to be formed till a person dies and the  corpse is reduced
to dust.

ŒhÈraja-r|paŒhÈraja-r|paŒhÈraja-r|paŒhÈraja-r|paŒhÈraja-r|pa is formed from the combination of internal ojÈ and
external ojÈ. External ojÈ is present in r|pa-kalÈpas that make up food.
Food is digested in the stomach and digested food particles diffuse
with blood throughout the body. Thus external ojÈ comes in contact
with internal ojÈ which is present in the r|pa-kalÈpas that make up the
body. The contact between the external ojÈ and the internal ojÈ is
called the genetic moment and, starting from the first existing mo-
ment, the combination produces ÈhÈraja-r|pa at every sub-moment
incessantly. The last ÈhÈraja-r|pa is formed at the dissolving moment
of death-consciousness and it will last for 50 sub-moments after death.

• Formation• Formation• Formation• Formation• Formation     ofofofofof     MaterialMaterialMaterialMaterialMaterial     Groups (Groups (Groups (Groups (Groups (R|pa-kalÈpasR|pa-kalÈpasR|pa-kalÈpasR|pa-kalÈpasR|pa-kalÈpas)))))
1 NineNineNineNineNine     Kammaja-kalÈpasKammaja-kalÈpasKammaja-kalÈpasKammaja-kalÈpasKammaja-kalÈpas

They are formed from 17 kammaja-r|pas excluding pariccheda r|pa

(space). In all kalÈpas the 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas form the nucleus. All
kammaja r|pa-kalÈpas contain jÊvita-r|pa (physical life). So a group
of 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas and jÊvita-r|pa forms the simplest unit of
kammaja-r|pa. It is called jÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa, meaning ‘group of 9
r|pas including jÊvita’. It may be shortened to ‘vital-nonad’.

By adding the remaining 8 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas one at a time to the
basic unit of ‘vital-nonad’, we get the remaining 8 kamaja-kalÈpas.
1 JÊvita-navaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(vital nonad)
2 Cakkhu-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(eye-decad) + cakkhu-pasÈda
3 Sota-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(ear-decad) + sota-pasÈda
4 GhÈna-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(nose-decad) + ghÈna-pasÈda
5 JÊvhÈ-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(tongue-decad) + jÊvhÈ-pasÈda
6 KÈya-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(body-decad) + kÈya-pasÈda
7 ItthibhÈva-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(female-decad) + itthibhÈva-r|pa
8 PumbhÈva-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(male-decad) + pumbhÈva-r|pa
9 Hadaya-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa

(heart-decad) + hadaya-vatthu

2 SixSixSixSixSix     Cittaja-KalÈpasCittaja-KalÈpasCittaja-KalÈpasCittaja-KalÈpasCittaja-KalÈpas
They are formed by grouping the 14 cittaja-r|pas (excluding paric-

cheda-r|pa) together as may be required.
1 Cittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by

(pure octad) citta.
2 KÈyaviÒÒatti-navaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + kÈyaviÒÒatti

(bodily intimation nonad)
3 VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas  + vacÊviÒÒatti

(vocal intimation decad) + sadda
4 LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + lahutÈ +

(un-decad of mutability) mudutÈ + kammaÒÒatÈ
5 KÈyaviÒÒatti-lahutÈdi = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + kÈyaviÒÒatti

dvÈdasaka (do-decad of mutability) + lahutÈdi r|pas
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6 VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈdi- = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + vacÊviÒÒatti
terasaka (tri-decad of mutabitlity)         + lahutÈdi r|pas + sadda

3 Four Utuja-kÈlapasFour Utuja-kÈlapasFour Utuja-kÈlapasFour Utuja-kÈlapasFour Utuja-kÈlapas
They are formed by grouping the 12 utuja-r|pas (excluding paric-

cheda-r|pa) together as may be required.
1 Utuja-suddhaÔÔhaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by utu

(pure octad)
2 Sadda-navaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + sadda

(sound-nonad)
3 LahutÈdi-ekÈdassaka = 8  avinibbhoga-r|pas + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

(un-dead of mutablility)
4 Sadda-lahutÈdi dvÈdasaka = 8 avinibbhogas + sadda + 3 lahutÈdi-

(do-decad of sound and mutability)             r|pas

4 Two ŒhÈraja-kÈlapasTwo ŒhÈraja-kÈlapasTwo ŒhÈraja-kÈlapasTwo ŒhÈraja-kÈlapasTwo ŒhÈraja-kÈlapas
They are formed by grouping together the 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas and

the 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas produced by nutriment.
1 ŒhÈraja-suddhaÔÔhaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by

(pure octad)        nutriment
2 LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

(un-decad of mutability)
NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: AÔÔhaka = 8, navaka = 9, dasaka = 10

EkÈdasaka = 11, dvÈdasaka = 12, terasaka = 13
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• • • • • Review QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview Questions
1 What are the four types of primary materiality (bh|ta-r|pa)?

Describe their characteristics, functions, manifestations, proximate
causes. (p.42)

2 What are the five types of translucent materiality (pasÈda-r|pa)?
Describe their characteristics, functions, manifestations, proximate
causes. (pp.43, 44)

3 What are the seven types of sense-field materiality (gocara-r|pa)?
Describe their characteristics, functions, manifestations and es-
sential elements. (pp. 44, 45)

4 Describe sex materialities, life materiality, heart materiality, and
nutriment materiality with respect to their characteristics, functions,
and manifestations. (pp.45, 46)

5 Describe the two types of viÒÒatti-r|pa and the three types of
lahutÈdi-r|pa with respect to their characteristics, functions, and
manifestations. Are they real materiality? (pp. 46, 47)

6 Describe the four types of materiality of characteristics (lakhaÓa-
r|pa). What are their significances? (pp. 47, 48)

7 Differentiate the two types of r|pa known as nipphanna-r|pa and
anipphanna-r|pa. Which type should be contemplated in meditation?
Why? (pp. 48, 49)

8 Differentiate materiality as (a) olÈrika-r|pa and sukhuma-r|pa,
(b) indriya-r|pa and anindriya-r|pa, (c) upÈdinna-r|pa and
anupÈdinna-r|pa. (pp. 49, 50)

9 Comment the statement: “There is fire in water and water in fire”
on the basis of avinibbhoga-r|pa. (p. 50)

10 How many ekaja-r|pas, dvija-r|pas, tija-r|pas, and catuja-r|pas
are there? By what causes are they produced? (p. 51)

11 How are the life-span of a consciousness and the life-span of
materiality measured? What are the life-spans of two viÒÒatti-r|pÈs
and three lakkhaÓa-r|pas? (pp. 52, 53)

12 Describe the arising and perishing of kammaja-r|pa and utuja-
r|pa in a life time. (p. 53)

13 Describe the arising and perishing of cittaja-r|pa and ÈhÈraja-r|pa
in a life time. (p. 53)

14 Describe the r|pas that are included in each of the following
kalÈpas: (a) ear-decad  (b) heart-decad (c) lahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka
(d) sound-nonad (e) vacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka. (pp. 54, 55)
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CHAPTER XII — CHAPTER XII — CHAPTER XII — CHAPTER XII — CHAPTER XII — MENTAL AGGREGATESMENTAL AGGREGATESMENTAL AGGREGATESMENTAL AGGREGATESMENTAL AGGREGATES
                    (((((NÈmakkhandhasNÈmakkhandhasNÈmakkhandhasNÈmakkhandhasNÈmakkhandhas)))))

• • • • • Four Mental AggregatesFour Mental AggregatesFour Mental AggregatesFour Mental AggregatesFour Mental Aggregates
All mentalities consisting of consciousness (cittas) and mental factors

(cetasikas) are taken together as mental aggregates. They are classi-
fied as four aggregates:
1 Consciousness Aggregate  — group of 89 consciousnesses,
2 Feeling Aggregate — group of all types of feeling (vedanÈ) which

associate with 89 consciousnesses,
3 Perception Aggregate — group of all perceptions (saÒÒÈ) that asso-

ciate with 89 consciousnesses,
4 Formations Aggregate — group of the remaining 50 mental factors

that associate with 89 consciousnesses.

• Consciousness Aggregate (Consciousness Aggregate (Consciousness Aggregate (Consciousness Aggregate (Consciousness Aggregate (ViÒÒÈnakkhandaViÒÒÈnakkhandaViÒÒÈnakkhandaViÒÒÈnakkhandaViÒÒÈnakkhanda)))))
As consciousness is the leader and the forerunner of all mentalities

and, after learning the consciousness-aggregate, other mental aggre-
gates will be easily understood, the consciousness-aggregate will be
described first.

Classification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to Planes (Bh|mi)
1 Sense-sphere consciousness (kÈmÈvacara-cittas) ... 54

These conscioiusnesses arise mostly in the sense-sphere,
but some of them also arise in other spheres.

2 Fine-material     sphere consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas) ... 15
3 Immaterial-sphere     consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas) ... 12
4 Supramundane consciousness (Lokuttara cittas)consciousness (Lokuttara cittas)consciousness (Lokuttara cittas)consciousness (Lokuttara cittas)consciousness (Lokuttara cittas) ... 8

                                                                          Total = 89

• • • • • Sense-sphere ConsciousnessSense-sphere ConsciousnessSense-sphere ConsciousnessSense-sphere ConsciousnessSense-sphere Consciousness (KÈmÈvacara Citta) (54)
Sense-sphere consciousnesses are divided into three groups:
Immoral consciousness (akusala citta) ... 12
Rootless consciousness (ahetuka citta) ... 8
Sense-sphere beautiful consciousness
                                                (kÈmÈvacara sobhana citta) ... 24

Immoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral Consciousness     (((((Akusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala Citta)))))
Immoral or unwholesome consciousness comprises:

8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (greed-rooted consciousness (greed-rooted consciousness (greed-rooted consciousness (greed-rooted consciousness (lobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-citta)))))
2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (anger-rooted consciousness (anger-rooted consciousness (anger-rooted consciousness (anger-rooted consciousness (dosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-citta)))))
2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (ignorance-rooted consciousness (ignorance-rooted consciousness (ignorance-rooted consciousness (ignorance-rooted consciousness (moham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-citta)))))

• EightEightEightEightEight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness types of Greed-rooted Consciousness types of Greed-rooted Consciousness types of Greed-rooted Consciousness types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (Lobham|la citta)

diÔÔhÊ-sam diÔÔhÊ-vip diÔÔhÊ-sam diÔÔhÊ-vip
  +      +   +     +   —     —   —     —
asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~

‘+’ = somanassa-sahagataÑ — accompanied by pleasant mental feeling
‘-’ = upakkhÈ-sahagataÑ — accompanied by neutral feeling
diÔÔhi-saÑ = diÔÔhigata saÑpayuttaÑ — associated with wrong view
diÔÔhi-vip = diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ — dissociated with wrong view

The names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄiThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄiThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄiThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄiThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄi
1 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
2 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
3 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
4 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
5 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
6 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
7 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
8 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.

The names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in EnglishThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in EnglishThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in EnglishThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in EnglishThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in English
1 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and associated with wrong view.
2 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and associated with wrong view.
3 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.
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CHAPTER XII — CHAPTER XII — CHAPTER XII — CHAPTER XII — CHAPTER XII — MENTAL AGGREGATESMENTAL AGGREGATESMENTAL AGGREGATESMENTAL AGGREGATESMENTAL AGGREGATES
                    (((((NÈmakkhandhasNÈmakkhandhasNÈmakkhandhasNÈmakkhandhasNÈmakkhandhas)))))

• • • • • Four Mental AggregatesFour Mental AggregatesFour Mental AggregatesFour Mental AggregatesFour Mental Aggregates
All mentalities consisting of consciousness (cittas) and mental factors

(cetasikas) are taken together as mental aggregates. They are classi-
fied as four aggregates:
1 Consciousness Aggregate  — group of 89 consciousnesses,
2 Feeling Aggregate — group of all types of feeling (vedanÈ) which

associate with 89 consciousnesses,
3 Perception Aggregate — group of all perceptions (saÒÒÈ) that asso-

ciate with 89 consciousnesses,
4 Formations Aggregate — group of the remaining 50 mental factors

that associate with 89 consciousnesses.

• Consciousness Aggregate (Consciousness Aggregate (Consciousness Aggregate (Consciousness Aggregate (Consciousness Aggregate (ViÒÒÈnakkhandaViÒÒÈnakkhandaViÒÒÈnakkhandaViÒÒÈnakkhandaViÒÒÈnakkhanda)))))
As consciousness is the leader and the forerunner of all mentalities

and, after learning the consciousness-aggregate, other mental aggre-
gates will be easily understood, the consciousness-aggregate will be
described first.

Classification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to Planes (Bh|mi)
1 Sense-sphere consciousness (kÈmÈvacara-cittas) ... 54

These conscioiusnesses arise mostly in the sense-sphere,
but some of them also arise in other spheres.

2 Fine-material     sphere consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas) ... 15
3 Immaterial-sphere     consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas) ... 12
4 Supramundane consciousness (Lokuttara cittas)consciousness (Lokuttara cittas)consciousness (Lokuttara cittas)consciousness (Lokuttara cittas)consciousness (Lokuttara cittas) ... 8

                                                                          Total = 89

• • • • • Sense-sphere ConsciousnessSense-sphere ConsciousnessSense-sphere ConsciousnessSense-sphere ConsciousnessSense-sphere Consciousness (KÈmÈvacara Citta) (54)
Sense-sphere consciousnesses are divided into three groups:
Immoral consciousness (akusala citta) ... 12
Rootless consciousness (ahetuka citta) ... 8
Sense-sphere beautiful consciousness
                                                (kÈmÈvacara sobhana citta) ... 24

Immoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral Consciousness     (((((Akusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala Citta)))))
Immoral or unwholesome consciousness comprises:

8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (greed-rooted consciousness (greed-rooted consciousness (greed-rooted consciousness (greed-rooted consciousness (lobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-citta)))))
2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (anger-rooted consciousness (anger-rooted consciousness (anger-rooted consciousness (anger-rooted consciousness (dosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-citta)))))
2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (ignorance-rooted consciousness (ignorance-rooted consciousness (ignorance-rooted consciousness (ignorance-rooted consciousness (moham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-citta)))))

• EightEightEightEightEight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness types of Greed-rooted Consciousness types of Greed-rooted Consciousness types of Greed-rooted Consciousness types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (Lobham|la citta)

diÔÔhÊ-sam diÔÔhÊ-vip diÔÔhÊ-sam diÔÔhÊ-vip
  +      +   +     +   —     —   —     —
asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~

‘+’ = somanassa-sahagataÑ — accompanied by pleasant mental feeling
‘-’ = upakkhÈ-sahagataÑ — accompanied by neutral feeling
diÔÔhi-saÑ = diÔÔhigata saÑpayuttaÑ — associated with wrong view
diÔÔhi-vip = diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ — dissociated with wrong view

The names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄiThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄiThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄiThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄiThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in PÈÄi
1 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
2 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
3 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
4 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
5 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
6 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
7 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.
8 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.

The names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in EnglishThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in EnglishThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in EnglishThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in EnglishThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousness in English
1 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and associated with wrong view.
2 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and associated with wrong view.
3 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.
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PaÔigha-sampayuttaÑ

* *

asa~ sasa~

4 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

5 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and associated with wrong view.

6 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and associated with wrong view.

7 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by
neutral  feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

8 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

• Two• Two• Two• Two• Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness (Dosa-m|la Citta)

‘*’ = domanassa-sahagataÑ = accompanied by painful mental feeling
   paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ = associated with ill will

The names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄi
Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~kharika dosam|la citta.
Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~kharika dosam|la citta.
The names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in English
1 One anger-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

painful mental feeling and associated with ill will.
2 One anger-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by pain-

ful mental feeling and associated with ill will.

• Two• Two• Two• Two• Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness (Moha-m|la Citta)

vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ — associated with sceptical doubt
uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ — associated with restlessness
The names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄiThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄiThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄiThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄiThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄi
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhaccÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.
The names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in English
1 One ignorance-rooted consciousness, accompanied by neutral

VicikicchÈ-sam
_

uddhacca-sam
_

feeling and associated with sceptial doubt.
2 One ignorance-rooted consciousness, accompanied by neutral

feeling, and associated with restlessness.

• • • • • The 18 Types of Rootless ConsciousnessThe 18 Types of Rootless ConsciousnessThe 18 Types of Rootless ConsciousnessThe 18 Types of Rootless ConsciousnessThe 18 Types of Rootless Consciousness (Ahetuka Citta)
They include 7 immoral resultant consciousnesses

(akusala vipÈka cittas),
8 rootless moral resultant consciousnesses

(ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas),
3 rootless functional consciousnesses

(ahetuka kiriya cittas).
Three immoral roots (akusala-hetu) — greed (lobha), anger (dosa),

ignorance (moha)
Three moral roots (kusala-hetu) — greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness

    (adosa), wisdom (amoha)
The 18 rootless consciousness contain none of these roots.

• Seven• Seven• Seven• Seven• Seven Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness
(Akusala VipÈka Citta)

‘    ’ = dukkha-sahagataÑ - accompanied by painful bodily feeling
1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
2 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Ear-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
3 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Nose-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
4 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Tongue-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
5 Dukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Body-consciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.
6 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑ

Receiving consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
7 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑ

Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

cakkhu ghÈna kÈya santÊraÓa
—         —           —          —                  —             —

sota jÊvhÈ sampaÔicchana
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PaÔigha-sampayuttaÑ

* *

asa~ sasa~

4 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

5 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and associated with wrong view.

6 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and associated with wrong view.

7 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by
neutral  feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

8 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

• Two• Two• Two• Two• Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness (Dosa-m|la Citta)

‘*’ = domanassa-sahagataÑ = accompanied by painful mental feeling
   paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ = associated with ill will

The names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄi
Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~kharika dosam|la citta.
Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~kharika dosam|la citta.
The names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in English
1 One anger-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

painful mental feeling and associated with ill will.
2 One anger-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by pain-

ful mental feeling and associated with ill will.

• Two• Two• Two• Two• Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness (Moha-m|la Citta)

vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ — associated with sceptical doubt
uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ — associated with restlessness
The names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄiThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄiThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄiThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄiThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted conscioiusness in PÈÄi
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhaccÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.
The names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in English
1 One ignorance-rooted consciousness, accompanied by neutral

VicikicchÈ-sam
_

uddhacca-sam
_

feeling and associated with sceptial doubt.
2 One ignorance-rooted consciousness, accompanied by neutral

feeling, and associated with restlessness.

• • • • • The 18 Types of Rootless ConsciousnessThe 18 Types of Rootless ConsciousnessThe 18 Types of Rootless ConsciousnessThe 18 Types of Rootless ConsciousnessThe 18 Types of Rootless Consciousness (Ahetuka Citta)
They include 7 immoral resultant consciousnesses

(akusala vipÈka cittas),
8 rootless moral resultant consciousnesses

(ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas),
3 rootless functional consciousnesses

(ahetuka kiriya cittas).
Three immoral roots (akusala-hetu) — greed (lobha), anger (dosa),

ignorance (moha)
Three moral roots (kusala-hetu) — greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness

    (adosa), wisdom (amoha)
The 18 rootless consciousness contain none of these roots.

• Seven• Seven• Seven• Seven• Seven Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness
(Akusala VipÈka Citta)

‘    ’ = dukkha-sahagataÑ - accompanied by painful bodily feeling
1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
2 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Ear-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
3 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Nose-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
4 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Tongue-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
5 Dukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Body-consciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.
6 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑ

Receiving consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
7 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑ

Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

cakkhu ghÈna kÈya santÊraÓa
—         —           —          —                  —             —

sota jÊvhÈ sampaÔicchana
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• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness
(Ahetuka Kusala VipÈka Cittas)

‘V’ = sukha-sahagataÑ = accompanied by pleasant bodily feeling
1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
2 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Ear-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
3 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Nose-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
4 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Tongue-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
5 Sukha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Body-consciousness accompanied by pleasant bodily feeling.
6 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑ

Receiving consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
7 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittam

Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
8 Somanassa-sahagatam santÊraÓa-cittam

Investigating consciousness accompanied by pleasant mental feeling.

• • • • • ThThThThThree ree ree ree ree Types of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional Consciousness
(Ahetuka Kiriya Cittas)

1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑ
Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

2 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑ
Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

3 Somanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑ
Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant mental
feeling.

paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana hasituppÈda
      —                          —                 +

manodvÈrÈvajjana

• • • • • The 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful ConsciousnessThe 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful ConsciousnessThe 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful ConsciousnessThe 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful ConsciousnessThe 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara Sobhana Citta)

They include 8 types of sense-sphere moral consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara kusala citta)

8 types of sense-sphere resultant consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara vipÈka citta)

8 types of sense-sphere functional consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara kiriya citta)

• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Citta)

ÒÈÓa-sam = ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ — associated with knowledge of
kamma

ÒÈÓa-vip = ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ — dissociated with knowledge of
kamma

The remaining symbols have the same meanings as in those of greed-
rooted consciousnesses. The names of sense-sphere moral conscious-
nesses are similar to those of greed-rooted consciousnesses.

The names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄÄÄÄÄiiiii
Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.

The names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied

by pleasant mental feeling, and associated with knowledge.
2 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied

by pleasant mental feeling, and associated with knowledge.
3 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied

by pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with knowlege.

ÒÈÓa-sam
   +      +
asa~   sasa~

ÒÈÓa-vip
   +      +
asa~   sasa~

ÒÈÓa-sam
   —     —
asa~   sasa~

ÒÈÓa-vip
   —     —
asa~   sasa~
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• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness
(Ahetuka Kusala VipÈka Cittas)

‘V’ = sukha-sahagataÑ = accompanied by pleasant bodily feeling
1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
2 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Ear-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
3 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Nose-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
4 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Tongue-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
5 Sukha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Body-consciousness accompanied by pleasant bodily feeling.
6 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑ

Receiving consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
7 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittam

Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
8 Somanassa-sahagatam santÊraÓa-cittam

Investigating consciousness accompanied by pleasant mental feeling.

• • • • • ThThThThThree ree ree ree ree Types of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional Consciousness
(Ahetuka Kiriya Cittas)

1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑ
Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

2 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑ
Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

3 Somanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑ
Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant mental
feeling.

paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana hasituppÈda
      —                          —                 +

manodvÈrÈvajjana

• • • • • The 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful ConsciousnessThe 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful ConsciousnessThe 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful ConsciousnessThe 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful ConsciousnessThe 24 Types of Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara Sobhana Citta)

They include 8 types of sense-sphere moral consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara kusala citta)

8 types of sense-sphere resultant consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara vipÈka citta)

8 types of sense-sphere functional consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara kiriya citta)

• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Citta)

ÒÈÓa-sam = ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ — associated with knowledge of
kamma

ÒÈÓa-vip = ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ — dissociated with knowledge of
kamma

The remaining symbols have the same meanings as in those of greed-
rooted consciousnesses. The names of sense-sphere moral conscious-
nesses are similar to those of greed-rooted consciousnesses.

The names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄÄÄÄÄiiiii
Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.

The names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied

by pleasant mental feeling, and associated with knowledge.
2 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied

by pleasant mental feeling, and associated with knowledge.
3 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied

by pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with knowlege.

ÒÈÓa-sam
   +      +
asa~   sasa~

ÒÈÓa-vip
   +      +
asa~   sasa~

ÒÈÓa-sam
   —     —
asa~   sasa~

ÒÈÓa-vip
   —     —
asa~   sasa~
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4 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by pleasant mental feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

5 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and associated with knowledge.

6 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and associated with knowledge.

7 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

8 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
EightEightEightEightEight Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness
Their names are the same as those of 8 sense-sphere moral

consciousnesses; just change moral consciousness to resultant con-
sciousness or functional consciousness.

The sense-sphere moral or resultant or functional consciousness is
also called ‘great moral or resultant or functional consciousness’ Here,
‘great’ means ‘greater in number’. The sense-sphere moral or result-
ant or functional consciousnesses are greater in number than fine-
material sphere or immaterial sphere or supramundane moral or re-
sultant or functional consciousnesses.

• • • • • The 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere ConsciousnessThe 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere ConsciousnessThe 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere ConsciousnessThe 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere ConsciousnessThe 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere Consciousness
(R|pÈvacara Citta)
They include 5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness

     (R|pÈvacara kusala citta)
5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-
     ness (R|pÈvacara vipÈka citta)
5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-
     ness (R|pÈvacara kiriya citta)

• Five• Five• Five• Five• Five Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness
(R|pÈvacara Kusala Citta)
These consciousnesses are jhÈna consciousnesses. JhÈna means mental

absorption. The mind remains absorbed for hours in meditation object.
JhÈna can also be regarded as a combination of jhÈna factors which
keeps the mind unitedly, harmoniously and serenely absorbed on a
single object. It is the state of one-pointedness of the mind that makes
the mind extremely blissful and powerful.

The five jhÈna factors are mental factors with the following signifi-
cances.
Vitakka — initial application of the mind to the sense-object;

applied thought.
VicÈra — sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;

discursive thinking.
PÊti — joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.
Sukha — pleasant feeling; happiness (vedanÈ cetasika)
UpekkhÈ — neutral feeling (also vedanÈ cetasika)
EkaggatÈ — one-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousness and

mental factors to remain harmoniously focused on a
sense-object. It is translated as concentration (samÈdhi).

• • • • • The names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesseseseseses in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄiiiii

1 Vitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈna
r|pÈvacara kusala citta.

2 VicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusala
citta.

3 PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.
4 Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.
5 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paÒcamajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.

The 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in the number
of jhÈna factors.

The names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 First jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with

initial application, sustained application, joy, pleasant feeling, and
one-pointedness.

2 Second jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together
with sustained application, joy, pleasant feeling, and one-pointedness.

3 Third jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
joy, pleasant feeling, and one-pointedness.

4 Fouth jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
pleasant feeling and one-pointedness.

vitakka vicÈra pÊti sukkha/upekkhÈ
+              +              +                      +                      -

first second fourth

ekaggatÈ

third fifth
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4 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by pleasant mental feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

5 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and associated with knowledge.

6 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and associated with knowledge.

7 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

8 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
EightEightEightEightEight Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness
Their names are the same as those of 8 sense-sphere moral

consciousnesses; just change moral consciousness to resultant con-
sciousness or functional consciousness.

The sense-sphere moral or resultant or functional consciousness is
also called ‘great moral or resultant or functional consciousness’ Here,
‘great’ means ‘greater in number’. The sense-sphere moral or result-
ant or functional consciousnesses are greater in number than fine-
material sphere or immaterial sphere or supramundane moral or re-
sultant or functional consciousnesses.

• • • • • The 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere ConsciousnessThe 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere ConsciousnessThe 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere ConsciousnessThe 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere ConsciousnessThe 15 Types of Fine-material Sphere Consciousness
(R|pÈvacara Citta)
They include 5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness

     (R|pÈvacara kusala citta)
5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-
     ness (R|pÈvacara vipÈka citta)
5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-
     ness (R|pÈvacara kiriya citta)

• Five• Five• Five• Five• Five Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Types of Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness
(R|pÈvacara Kusala Citta)
These consciousnesses are jhÈna consciousnesses. JhÈna means mental

absorption. The mind remains absorbed for hours in meditation object.
JhÈna can also be regarded as a combination of jhÈna factors which
keeps the mind unitedly, harmoniously and serenely absorbed on a
single object. It is the state of one-pointedness of the mind that makes
the mind extremely blissful and powerful.

The five jhÈna factors are mental factors with the following signifi-
cances.
Vitakka — initial application of the mind to the sense-object;

applied thought.
VicÈra — sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;

discursive thinking.
PÊti — joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.
Sukha — pleasant feeling; happiness (vedanÈ cetasika)
UpekkhÈ — neutral feeling (also vedanÈ cetasika)
EkaggatÈ — one-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousness and

mental factors to remain harmoniously focused on a
sense-object. It is translated as concentration (samÈdhi).

• • • • • The names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesseseseseses in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄiiiii

1 Vitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈna
r|pÈvacara kusala citta.

2 VicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusala
citta.

3 PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.
4 Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.
5 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paÒcamajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.

The 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in the number
of jhÈna factors.

The names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 First jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with

initial application, sustained application, joy, pleasant feeling, and
one-pointedness.

2 Second jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together
with sustained application, joy, pleasant feeling, and one-pointedness.

3 Third jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
joy, pleasant feeling, and one-pointedness.

4 Fouth jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
pleasant feeling and one-pointedness.

vitakka vicÈra pÊti sukkha/upekkhÈ
+              +              +                      +                      -

first second fourth

ekaggatÈ

third fifth
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5 Fifth jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
neutral feeling and one-pointedness.

• • • • • Five Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, andFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, andFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, andFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, andFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
Five Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional ConsciousnessFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional ConsciousnessFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional ConsciousnessFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional ConsciousnessFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousness
Their names are the same as those of 5 fine-material sphere moral

consciousnesses; just change ‘moral consciousness’ to ‘resultant con-
sciousness’ or ‘functional consciousness’.

• • • • • The 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere ConsciousnessThe 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere ConsciousnessThe 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere ConsciousnessThe 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere ConsciousnessThe 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere Consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara Citta)

They include 4 types of immaterial sphere moral consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara kusala citta)

4 types of immaterial sphere resultant consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara vipÈka citta)

4 types of immaterial sphere functional consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara kiriya-citta).

• • • • • Four Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral Consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala Citta)
These  consciousnesses are also jhÈna consciousnesses. They all

have upekkhÈ and ekaggatÈ as their jhÈna factors. They differ from
one another in the sense-object they take.
The names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄi

1 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta.
2 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta.
3 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.
4 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.

The names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral

feeling and one-pointedness.
2 ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral feel-

ing and one-pointedness.
3 AkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral feel-

ing and one-pointedness.

4 NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana moral consciousness together with neu-
tral feeling and one-pointedness.

• Four• Four• Four• Four• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
Four Four Four Four Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousnesstypes of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousnesstypes of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousnesstypes of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousnesstypes of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness
Their names are the same as those of the 4 immaterial sphere moral

consciousnesses; just change ‘moral consciousness’ to ‘resultant con-
sciousness’ or ‘functional consciousness’

• EightEightEightEightEight Types of Supramundane Consciousness ( Types of Supramundane Consciousness ( Types of Supramundane Consciousness ( Types of Supramundane Consciousness ( Types of Supramundane Consciousness (Lokuttara CittasLokuttara CittasLokuttara CittasLokuttara CittasLokuttara Cittas)))))
They include 4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and

4    supramundane resultant consciousnesses.

• Four• Four• Four• Four• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses
(Lokuttara Kusala Cittas)

1 SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-magga-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)

2 SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-magga-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)

3 AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-magga-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)

4 Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-magga-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)

• Four• Four• Four• Four• Four Supramundane Resultant Consciousness Supramundane Resultant Consciousness Supramundane Resultant Consciousness Supramundane Resultant Consciousness Supramundane Resultant Consciousnesseseseseses
(Lokuttara VipÈka Cittas)

1 Sotapatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-phala-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)

2 SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-phala-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)

3 AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-phala-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)

4 Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-phala-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4
supramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate
with each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are
8 x 5 = 40 lokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making
the total number of cittas 121.

• • • • • Classification of Consciousness according to BirthClassification of Consciousness according to BirthClassification of Consciousness according to BirthClassification of Consciousness according to BirthClassification of Consciousness according to Birth (JÈtÊ)
The consciousnesses are divided into four classes according to birth

ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana
         —                    —                  —             —

viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana nevasÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana
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5 Fifth jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
neutral feeling and one-pointedness.

• • • • • Five Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, andFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, andFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, andFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, andFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
Five Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional ConsciousnessFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional ConsciousnessFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional ConsciousnessFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional ConsciousnessFive Types of Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousness
Their names are the same as those of 5 fine-material sphere moral

consciousnesses; just change ‘moral consciousness’ to ‘resultant con-
sciousness’ or ‘functional consciousness’.

• • • • • The 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere ConsciousnessThe 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere ConsciousnessThe 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere ConsciousnessThe 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere ConsciousnessThe 12 Types of Immaterial Sphere Consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara Citta)

They include 4 types of immaterial sphere moral consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara kusala citta)

4 types of immaterial sphere resultant consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara vipÈka citta)

4 types of immaterial sphere functional consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara kiriya-citta).

• • • • • Four Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Types of Immaterial Sphere Moral Consciousness
(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala Citta)
These  consciousnesses are also jhÈna consciousnesses. They all

have upekkhÈ and ekaggatÈ as their jhÈna factors. They differ from
one another in the sense-object they take.
The names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄi

1 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta.
2 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta.
3 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.
4 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.

The names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral

feeling and one-pointedness.
2 ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral feel-

ing and one-pointedness.
3 AkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral feel-

ing and one-pointedness.

4 NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana moral consciousness together with neu-
tral feeling and one-pointedness.

• Four• Four• Four• Four• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
Four Four Four Four Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousnesstypes of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousnesstypes of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousnesstypes of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousnesstypes of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness
Their names are the same as those of the 4 immaterial sphere moral

consciousnesses; just change ‘moral consciousness’ to ‘resultant con-
sciousness’ or ‘functional consciousness’

• EightEightEightEightEight Types of Supramundane Consciousness ( Types of Supramundane Consciousness ( Types of Supramundane Consciousness ( Types of Supramundane Consciousness ( Types of Supramundane Consciousness (Lokuttara CittasLokuttara CittasLokuttara CittasLokuttara CittasLokuttara Cittas)))))
They include 4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and

4    supramundane resultant consciousnesses.

• Four• Four• Four• Four• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses
(Lokuttara Kusala Cittas)

1 SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-magga-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)

2 SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-magga-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)

3 AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-magga-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)

4 Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-magga-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)

• Four• Four• Four• Four• Four Supramundane Resultant Consciousness Supramundane Resultant Consciousness Supramundane Resultant Consciousness Supramundane Resultant Consciousness Supramundane Resultant Consciousnesseseseseses
(Lokuttara VipÈka Cittas)

1 Sotapatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-phala-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)

2 SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-phala-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)

3 AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-phala-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)

4 Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-phala-citta)
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4
supramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate
with each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are
8 x 5 = 40 lokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making
the total number of cittas 121.

• • • • • Classification of Consciousness according to BirthClassification of Consciousness according to BirthClassification of Consciousness according to BirthClassification of Consciousness according to BirthClassification of Consciousness according to Birth (JÈtÊ)
The consciousnesses are divided into four classes according to birth

ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana
         —                    —                  —             —

viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana nevasÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana
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as follows: (See the Citta Chart at the back of this book.)
1 Immoral consciousness (akusala citta) ... 12
2 Moral consciousness (kusala citta) ... 21
3 Resultant consciousness (vipÈka citta) ... 36
4 Functional consciousness (kiriya citta) ... 20

VipÈka cittas and kiriya cittas are collectively called avyÈkata cittas.
‘AvyÈkata’ means ‘indeterminate’, that is, ‘not determined as
kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 56 56 56 56 avyÈkata cittasavyÈkata cittasavyÈkata cittasavyÈkata cittasavyÈkata cittas
and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no kamma
properties.

Akusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kamma
properties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potentiality to bear
results. Immoral deeds are performed by immoral consciousnesses
together with their concomitants, depositing billions of bad kammas
in the mental stream. Moral deeds are performed by moral
consciousnesses together with their concomitants, depositing billions
of good kammas in the mental stream.

Bad kammas will bear bad results including repeated rebirth in the
woeful realms. Good kammas will bear good results including repeated
rebirth in blissful realms. For detailed information about kamma and
kamma-result, please read the book: “Kamma, the Real CreatorKamma, the Real CreatorKamma, the Real CreatorKamma, the Real CreatorKamma, the Real Creator” writ-
ten by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon.

• • • • • Exalted Consciousness (Exalted Consciousness (Exalted Consciousness (Exalted Consciousness (Exalted Consciousness (Mahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata Citta)))))
The 15 fine-material sphere consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara cittas) and

the 12 immaterial-sphere consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara cittas) are
collectively known as 27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (mahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittas).).).).).
Mahaggata cittas are more developed and more exalted than the 54
sense-sphere consciousnesses (kÈmÈvacara cittas).

Five fine-material-sphere moral consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara kusala
cittas) and four immaterial-sphere moral consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara
kusala cittas) are collectively called 9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.

Five fine-material-sphere resultant consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara
vipÈka cittas) and four immaterial-sphere resultant consciousnesses
(ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas) are collectively called 9 9 9 9 9 mahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈka
cittascittascittascittascittas.....

Similarly 5 fine-material-sphere functional consciousnesses
(r|pÈvacara kiriya cittas) and four immaterial sphere functional cons-

ciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara kiriya cittas) are collectively called 9 9 9 9 9 mahag-mahag-mahag-mahag-mahag-
gata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittas.....

• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness (Lokiya Citta)
The 54 kÈmÈvacara cittas and the 27 mahaggata cittas are collec-

tively known as 81 lokiya cittas (mundane consciousnesses).
‘Lokiya’ means ‘mundane’ or ‘associated with the three spheres of

existence — viz., the sense sphere, the fine-material sphere and the
immaterial sphere.

The 17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses comprising 8 sense-sphere moral
consciousnesses and 9 mahaggata moral consciousnesses are called
mundane moral consciousnesses (lokiya kusala cittas).

The 23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses comprising 7 immoral resultant
consciousnesses (akusala vipÈka cittas), 8 rootless moral resultant
consciousnesses (ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas), 8 great resultant
consciousnesses (mahÈvipÈka cittas) are collectively called 23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-
sphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnesses (kÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittas).

The 23 kÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittas and the 9 mahaggata vipÈka cittas
are collectively called 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses (lokiya
vipÈka cittas).

The 15 r|pÈvacara cittas and the 12 ar|pÈvacara cittas make up 2727272727
mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (lokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittas).).).).).

• • • • • Supramundane Consciousness (Supramundane Consciousness (Supramundane Consciousness (Supramundane Consciousness (Supramundane Consciousness (Lokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara Citta)))))
The 4 Path-consciousnesses (magga cittas) are known as

supramundane moral consciousnesses (lokuttara kusala cittas).
The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (phala cittas) are known as

supramundane resultant consciousneses (lokuttara vipÈka cittas).
The 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnesses form

the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief which
are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “vipassanÈ-yÈnika way”,
that is, “taking insight meditation as the vehicle”.

Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5
r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there can be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundane40 supramundane40 supramundane40 supramundane40 supramundane
jhÈna consciousnejhÈna consciousnejhÈna consciousnejhÈna consciousnejhÈna consciousnesssssses (ses (ses (ses (ses (lokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittas))))) which can be realized
by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “samatha-yÈnika way”, that is, “taking
tranquillity meditation as the vehicle”.
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as follows: (See the Citta Chart at the back of this book.)
1 Immoral consciousness (akusala citta) ... 12
2 Moral consciousness (kusala citta) ... 21
3 Resultant consciousness (vipÈka citta) ... 36
4 Functional consciousness (kiriya citta) ... 20

VipÈka cittas and kiriya cittas are collectively called avyÈkata cittas.
‘AvyÈkata’ means ‘indeterminate’, that is, ‘not determined as
kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 56 56 56 56 avyÈkata cittasavyÈkata cittasavyÈkata cittasavyÈkata cittasavyÈkata cittas
and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no kamma
properties.

Akusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kamma
properties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potentiality to bear
results. Immoral deeds are performed by immoral consciousnesses
together with their concomitants, depositing billions of bad kammas
in the mental stream. Moral deeds are performed by moral
consciousnesses together with their concomitants, depositing billions
of good kammas in the mental stream.

Bad kammas will bear bad results including repeated rebirth in the
woeful realms. Good kammas will bear good results including repeated
rebirth in blissful realms. For detailed information about kamma and
kamma-result, please read the book: “Kamma, the Real CreatorKamma, the Real CreatorKamma, the Real CreatorKamma, the Real CreatorKamma, the Real Creator” writ-
ten by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon.

• • • • • Exalted Consciousness (Exalted Consciousness (Exalted Consciousness (Exalted Consciousness (Exalted Consciousness (Mahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata Citta)))))
The 15 fine-material sphere consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara cittas) and

the 12 immaterial-sphere consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara cittas) are
collectively known as 27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (mahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittas).).).).).
Mahaggata cittas are more developed and more exalted than the 54
sense-sphere consciousnesses (kÈmÈvacara cittas).

Five fine-material-sphere moral consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara kusala
cittas) and four immaterial-sphere moral consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara
kusala cittas) are collectively called 9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.

Five fine-material-sphere resultant consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara
vipÈka cittas) and four immaterial-sphere resultant consciousnesses
(ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas) are collectively called 9 9 9 9 9 mahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈka
cittascittascittascittascittas.....

Similarly 5 fine-material-sphere functional consciousnesses
(r|pÈvacara kiriya cittas) and four immaterial sphere functional cons-

ciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara kiriya cittas) are collectively called 9 9 9 9 9 mahag-mahag-mahag-mahag-mahag-
gata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittas.....

• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness (Lokiya Citta)
The 54 kÈmÈvacara cittas and the 27 mahaggata cittas are collec-

tively known as 81 lokiya cittas (mundane consciousnesses).
‘Lokiya’ means ‘mundane’ or ‘associated with the three spheres of

existence — viz., the sense sphere, the fine-material sphere and the
immaterial sphere.

The 17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses comprising 8 sense-sphere moral
consciousnesses and 9 mahaggata moral consciousnesses are called
mundane moral consciousnesses (lokiya kusala cittas).

The 23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses comprising 7 immoral resultant
consciousnesses (akusala vipÈka cittas), 8 rootless moral resultant
consciousnesses (ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas), 8 great resultant
consciousnesses (mahÈvipÈka cittas) are collectively called 23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-
sphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnesses (kÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittas).

The 23 kÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittas and the 9 mahaggata vipÈka cittas
are collectively called 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses (lokiya
vipÈka cittas).

The 15 r|pÈvacara cittas and the 12 ar|pÈvacara cittas make up 2727272727
mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (lokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittas).).).).).

• • • • • Supramundane Consciousness (Supramundane Consciousness (Supramundane Consciousness (Supramundane Consciousness (Supramundane Consciousness (Lokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara Citta)))))
The 4 Path-consciousnesses (magga cittas) are known as

supramundane moral consciousnesses (lokuttara kusala cittas).
The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (phala cittas) are known as

supramundane resultant consciousneses (lokuttara vipÈka cittas).
The 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnesses form

the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief which
are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “vipassanÈ-yÈnika way”,
that is, “taking insight meditation as the vehicle”.

Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5
r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there can be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundane40 supramundane40 supramundane40 supramundane40 supramundane
jhÈna consciousnejhÈna consciousnejhÈna consciousnejhÈna consciousnejhÈna consciousnesssssses (ses (ses (ses (ses (lokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittas))))) which can be realized
by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “samatha-yÈnika way”, that is, “taking
tranquillity meditation as the vehicle”.
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• The Total Number of ConsciousnessThe Total Number of ConsciousnessThe Total Number of ConsciousnessThe Total Number of ConsciousnessThe Total Number of Consciousness
If we combine 81 mundae consciousnesses with 8 supramundane

consciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the total number89 consciousnesses as the total number89 consciousnesses as the total number89 consciousnesses as the total number89 consciousnesses as the total number
of consciousness in brief.of consciousness in brief.of consciousness in brief.of consciousness in brief.of consciousness in brief.

If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-
dane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as the total121 consciousnesses as the total121 consciousnesses as the total121 consciousnesses as the total121 consciousnesses as the total
number of consciousness in the “number of consciousness in the “number of consciousness in the “number of consciousness in the “number of consciousness in the “samatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika way”.”.”.”.”.

Attention:Attention:Attention:Attention:Attention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, please
see the “Citta Chart” attached to the back of this book.

• • • • • The Functions (The Functions (The Functions (The Functions (The Functions (KiccaKiccaKiccaKiccaKicca) performed by Consciousnesses) performed by Consciousnesses) performed by Consciousnesses) performed by Consciousnesses) performed by Consciousnesses
There are 14 functions performed by various consciousnesses.

1 PaÔisandhi-kicca — rebirth function which links the past life with
the present life.

2 Bhava~ga-kicca — life-continuum function which continues the
formation of life-stream incessantly till death.

3 Avajjana-kicca — apprehending function to direct the conscious-
ness stream toward the object.

4 Dassana-kicca — seeing function to see the object.
5 Savana-kicca — hearing function to hear the sound.
6 GhÈyana-kicca — smelling-function to know the smell.
7 SÈyana-kicca — tasting function to know the taste.
8 Phusana-kicca — touching function to know the touch.
9 SampaÔicchana-kicca — receiving the sense-object.
10 SantÊraÓa-kicca — investigating the sense-object.
11 VoÔÔhapana-kicca — determining the sense-object whether it is good

or bad.
12 Javana-kicca — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of the sense-

object.
13. TadÈrammaÓa-kicca — registering function to continue enjoying

the taste of the sense-object.
14. Cuti-kicca — death function.
• • • • • The Consciousnesses performing the The Consciousnesses performing the The Consciousnesses performing the The Consciousnesses performing the The Consciousnesses performing the RRRRRespective Functionsespective Functionsespective Functionsespective Functionsespective Functions

11111 Nineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuumNineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuumNineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuumNineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuumNineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuum
function and death function. They are 2 function and death function. They are 2 function and death function. They are 2 function and death function. They are 2 function and death function. They are 2 upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittasupekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittasupekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittasupekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittasupekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas,,,,,
8 8 8 8 8 mahÈvipÈka cittasmahÈvipÈka cittasmahÈvipÈka cittasmahÈvipÈka cittasmahÈvipÈka cittas and 9  and 9  and 9  and 9  and 9 mahaggata vipÈka cittasmahaggata vipÈka cittasmahaggata vipÈka cittasmahaggata vipÈka cittasmahaggata vipÈka cittas.....
Akusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta performs rebirth function,

and then life-continuum function and finally death function of woe-

ful persons in the woeful abodes.
Similarly kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ-santÊtaÓa citta performs these three

functions in deformed or degraded persons in the human realm and
the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm.

The 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas perform these three functions in normal
persons in the human realm and the six (deva) celestial realms.

The 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas perform the three functions in r|pa-
brahmas in 15 brahma realms with the exception of AsaÒÒasatta realm
where beings are born with jÊvita-navaka kalÈpa.

The 4 ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas perform the three functions in ar|pa-
brahmas in the 4 ar|pa realms.
2 Two consciousnesses perform the apprehending function (avajjana

kicca). They are paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana citta and mano-dvÈrÈvajjana
citta.

3 Two consciousnesses perform the seeing function. They are akusala
vipÈka cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa and kusala vipÈka cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa.

4 Two consciousnesses perform the hearing function. They are the
two sota-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

5 Two consciousnesses perform the smelling function. They are the
two ghÈna-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

6 Two consciousnesses perform the tasting function. They are the
two jivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

7 Two consciousnesses perform the touching function. They are
the two kÈya-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

8 Two consciousnesses perform the receiving function. They are
akusala vipÈka sampaÔicchana citta and kusala vipÈka sampaÔic-
chana citta.

9 Three consciousnesses perform the investigating function. They
are the two upkkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas and kusala vipÈka somanassa-
santÊraÓa citta.

10 One consciousness, i.e., manodvÈrÈvajjana, performs the deter-
mining function (voÔÔhapana kicca).

11 Fifty-five Fifty-five Fifty-five Fifty-five Fifty-five cittascittascittascittascittas perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala
cittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the twocittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the twocittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the twocittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the twocittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the two

avajjana-cittasavajjana-cittasavajjana-cittasavajjana-cittasavajjana-cittas being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem- being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem- being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem- being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem- being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem-
beredberedberedberedbered by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’ (it means all akusala cittas,
all kusala cittas, 18 kiriya cittas with the exception of 2 avajjanas, and
4 phala cittas.
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• The Total Number of ConsciousnessThe Total Number of ConsciousnessThe Total Number of ConsciousnessThe Total Number of ConsciousnessThe Total Number of Consciousness
If we combine 81 mundae consciousnesses with 8 supramundane

consciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the total number89 consciousnesses as the total number89 consciousnesses as the total number89 consciousnesses as the total number89 consciousnesses as the total number
of consciousness in brief.of consciousness in brief.of consciousness in brief.of consciousness in brief.of consciousness in brief.

If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-
dane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as the total121 consciousnesses as the total121 consciousnesses as the total121 consciousnesses as the total121 consciousnesses as the total
number of consciousness in the “number of consciousness in the “number of consciousness in the “number of consciousness in the “number of consciousness in the “samatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika way”.”.”.”.”.

Attention:Attention:Attention:Attention:Attention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, please
see the “Citta Chart” attached to the back of this book.

• • • • • The Functions (The Functions (The Functions (The Functions (The Functions (KiccaKiccaKiccaKiccaKicca) performed by Consciousnesses) performed by Consciousnesses) performed by Consciousnesses) performed by Consciousnesses) performed by Consciousnesses
There are 14 functions performed by various consciousnesses.

1 PaÔisandhi-kicca — rebirth function which links the past life with
the present life.

2 Bhava~ga-kicca — life-continuum function which continues the
formation of life-stream incessantly till death.

3 Avajjana-kicca — apprehending function to direct the conscious-
ness stream toward the object.

4 Dassana-kicca — seeing function to see the object.
5 Savana-kicca — hearing function to hear the sound.
6 GhÈyana-kicca — smelling-function to know the smell.
7 SÈyana-kicca — tasting function to know the taste.
8 Phusana-kicca — touching function to know the touch.
9 SampaÔicchana-kicca — receiving the sense-object.
10 SantÊraÓa-kicca — investigating the sense-object.
11 VoÔÔhapana-kicca — determining the sense-object whether it is good

or bad.
12 Javana-kicca — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of the sense-

object.
13. TadÈrammaÓa-kicca — registering function to continue enjoying

the taste of the sense-object.
14. Cuti-kicca — death function.
• • • • • The Consciousnesses performing the The Consciousnesses performing the The Consciousnesses performing the The Consciousnesses performing the The Consciousnesses performing the RRRRRespective Functionsespective Functionsespective Functionsespective Functionsespective Functions

11111 Nineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuumNineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuumNineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuumNineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuumNineteen consciousnesses perform rebirth function, life-continuum
function and death function. They are 2 function and death function. They are 2 function and death function. They are 2 function and death function. They are 2 function and death function. They are 2 upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittasupekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittasupekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittasupekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittasupekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas,,,,,
8 8 8 8 8 mahÈvipÈka cittasmahÈvipÈka cittasmahÈvipÈka cittasmahÈvipÈka cittasmahÈvipÈka cittas and 9  and 9  and 9  and 9  and 9 mahaggata vipÈka cittasmahaggata vipÈka cittasmahaggata vipÈka cittasmahaggata vipÈka cittasmahaggata vipÈka cittas.....
Akusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta performs rebirth function,

and then life-continuum function and finally death function of woe-

ful persons in the woeful abodes.
Similarly kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ-santÊtaÓa citta performs these three

functions in deformed or degraded persons in the human realm and
the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm.

The 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas perform these three functions in normal
persons in the human realm and the six (deva) celestial realms.

The 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas perform the three functions in r|pa-
brahmas in 15 brahma realms with the exception of AsaÒÒasatta realm
where beings are born with jÊvita-navaka kalÈpa.

The 4 ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas perform the three functions in ar|pa-
brahmas in the 4 ar|pa realms.
2 Two consciousnesses perform the apprehending function (avajjana

kicca). They are paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana citta and mano-dvÈrÈvajjana
citta.

3 Two consciousnesses perform the seeing function. They are akusala
vipÈka cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa and kusala vipÈka cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa.

4 Two consciousnesses perform the hearing function. They are the
two sota-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

5 Two consciousnesses perform the smelling function. They are the
two ghÈna-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

6 Two consciousnesses perform the tasting function. They are the
two jivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

7 Two consciousnesses perform the touching function. They are
the two kÈya-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

8 Two consciousnesses perform the receiving function. They are
akusala vipÈka sampaÔicchana citta and kusala vipÈka sampaÔic-
chana citta.

9 Three consciousnesses perform the investigating function. They
are the two upkkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas and kusala vipÈka somanassa-
santÊraÓa citta.

10 One consciousness, i.e., manodvÈrÈvajjana, performs the deter-
mining function (voÔÔhapana kicca).

11 Fifty-five Fifty-five Fifty-five Fifty-five Fifty-five cittascittascittascittascittas perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala perform the javana function. They are 12 akusala
cittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the twocittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the twocittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the twocittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the twocittas, 21 kusala cittas. 4 phala cittas and 18 kiriya cittas (the two

avajjana-cittasavajjana-cittasavajjana-cittasavajjana-cittasavajjana-cittas being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem- being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem- being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem- being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem- being excepted). These cittas can easily be remem-
beredberedberedberedbered by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’by the phrase: ‘ku-ku-kri-phala’ (it means all akusala cittas,
all kusala cittas, 18 kiriya cittas with the exception of 2 avajjanas, and
4 phala cittas.
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KÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittas (29) = 12 akusala cittas + 8 mahÈkusala cittas
        + 8 mahÈkiriya cittas + 1 hasituppÈda

AppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittas (26) = 9 mahaggata kusala cittas + 9 mahaggata
      kiriya cittas + 4 magga cittas + 4 phala cittas

12 Eleven cittas perform the registering function. They are 3 santÊraÓa
cittas and 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas.

• Six Sense-Doors• Six Sense-Doors• Six Sense-Doors• Six Sense-Doors• Six Sense-Doors (DvÈras)
There are 6 sense-doors in our body through which outside senses

enter the mind.
1 Eye-door ... cakkhu-dvÈra (cakkhu-pasÈda)
2 Ear-door ... sota-dvÈra (sota-pasÈda)
3 Nose-door ... ghÈna-dvÈra (ghÈna-pasÈda)
4 Tongue-door ... jÊvhÈ-dvÈra (jÊvhÈ-pasÈda)
5 Body-door ... kÈya-dvÈra (kÈya-pasÈda)
6 Mind-door ... mano-dvÈra (bhava~ga cittas)

The first 5 doors are the 5 pasÈda-r|pas; so they are material doors.
The mind-door is the mental door; life-continuum serves as the mind-
door.

Only present sense-objects — i.e., visible object, sound, odour, taste
and tangible object (touch) — appear at the eye-door, the ear-door, the
nose-door, the tongue-door, and the body-door, respectively, whereas
all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-
dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.

• • • • • Six Sense ObjectsSix Sense ObjectsSix Sense ObjectsSix Sense ObjectsSix Sense Objects (ŒrammaÓa)
1 Visible object ... rupÈrammaÓa (vaÓÓa)
2 Sound ... saddÈrammaÓa (sadda)
3 Smell ... gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)
4 Taste ... rasÈrammaÓa (rasa)
5 Tangible object ... phoÔÔhabbÈrammaÓa (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo)
6 Mind-object ... dhammÈrammaÓa

The mind-object is sixfold — (i) 5 pasÈda r|pas, (ii) 16 sukhuma
r|pas, (iii) 89 cittas, (iv) 52 cetasikas, (v) NibbÈna and (vi) concepts
such as kasiÓa signs.

It should be noted that the 6 sense-objects include all r|pas, all cittas,
all cetasikas, NibbÈna and concepts.

• • • • • Six Material Bases (Six Material Bases (Six Material Bases (Six Material Bases (Six Material Bases (VatthusVatthusVatthusVatthusVatthus)))))
‘Vatthu’ means ‘material base’ depending on which cittas and

cetasikas arise together.
1 Eye-base ... cakkhu-vatthu (cakkhu-pasÈda)
2 Ear-base ... sota-vatthu (sota-pasÈda)
3 Nose-base ... ghÈna-vatthu (ghÈna-pasÈda)
4 Tongue-base ... jivhÈ-vatthu (jivhÈ-pasÈda)
5 Body-base ... kÈya-vatthu (kÈya-pasÈda)
6 Heart-base ... hadaya-vatthu (hadaya-r|pa)

The two eye-consciousnesses depend on the eye-base (cakkhu-
vatthu) for their arising. Similarly the two ear-consciousnesses depend
on the ear-base (sota-vatthu), the two nose-consciousnesses depend
on the nose-base (ghÈna-vatthu), the two tongue-consciousnesses de-
pend on the tongue-base (jivhÈ-vatthu), and the two body-conscious-
nesses depend on the body-base (kÈya-vatthu) respectively for their
arising.

All the remaining consciousnesses, i.e. 89 — 10 = 79 cittas, depend
on the heart-base (hadaya-vatthu) for their arising.

It should be noted that the 5 pasÈda-r|pas function as the 5 sense-
doors as well as the 5 material bases for minds to arise. The heart-base
is hadaya-dasaka kalÈpa that exists in the blood of the heart.

• • • • • The Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessThe Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessThe Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessThe Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessThe Cognitive Series of Consciousness ( ( ( ( (VÊthiVÊthiVÊthiVÊthiVÊthi)))))
When we are not aware of any sense-object, life-continuum (bhava~-

ga citta) arises and dissolves one after another very rapidly. When a
sense-object of very great intensity comes in contact with one of the
five sense-doors, the sense-object takes one consciousness-moment
to develop itself to become distinct. When the sense object becomes
distinct or appears at the door, the bhava~ga stream vibrates for 2
consciousness-moments and is cut off.

Then paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana citta apprehends the object and directs the
mental stream towards the object. Then eye-consciousness (cakkhu-
viÒÒÈÓa) sees the object and transmits the image to the next arising
consciousness. The receiving consciousness (sampaÔicchana citta) re-
ceives the object, followed by the investigating consciousness
(santÊraÓa) which investigates the object, and then by the determining
consciousness (voÔÔhapana or manodvÈrÈvajjana) which determines
whether the sense object is good or bad.

According to this decision, one of 29 kÈma-javanas arises 7 times,
enjoying the taste of the sense-object. Then two tadÈlambana cittas
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KÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittas (29) = 12 akusala cittas + 8 mahÈkusala cittas
        + 8 mahÈkiriya cittas + 1 hasituppÈda

AppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittas (26) = 9 mahaggata kusala cittas + 9 mahaggata
      kiriya cittas + 4 magga cittas + 4 phala cittas

12 Eleven cittas perform the registering function. They are 3 santÊraÓa
cittas and 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas.

• Six Sense-Doors• Six Sense-Doors• Six Sense-Doors• Six Sense-Doors• Six Sense-Doors (DvÈras)
There are 6 sense-doors in our body through which outside senses

enter the mind.
1 Eye-door ... cakkhu-dvÈra (cakkhu-pasÈda)
2 Ear-door ... sota-dvÈra (sota-pasÈda)
3 Nose-door ... ghÈna-dvÈra (ghÈna-pasÈda)
4 Tongue-door ... jÊvhÈ-dvÈra (jÊvhÈ-pasÈda)
5 Body-door ... kÈya-dvÈra (kÈya-pasÈda)
6 Mind-door ... mano-dvÈra (bhava~ga cittas)

The first 5 doors are the 5 pasÈda-r|pas; so they are material doors.
The mind-door is the mental door; life-continuum serves as the mind-
door.

Only present sense-objects — i.e., visible object, sound, odour, taste
and tangible object (touch) — appear at the eye-door, the ear-door, the
nose-door, the tongue-door, and the body-door, respectively, whereas
all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-all 6 sense-objects, which may be present, past, future, or indepen-
dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.dent of time, can appear at the mind-door.

• • • • • Six Sense ObjectsSix Sense ObjectsSix Sense ObjectsSix Sense ObjectsSix Sense Objects (ŒrammaÓa)
1 Visible object ... rupÈrammaÓa (vaÓÓa)
2 Sound ... saddÈrammaÓa (sadda)
3 Smell ... gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)
4 Taste ... rasÈrammaÓa (rasa)
5 Tangible object ... phoÔÔhabbÈrammaÓa (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo)
6 Mind-object ... dhammÈrammaÓa

The mind-object is sixfold — (i) 5 pasÈda r|pas, (ii) 16 sukhuma
r|pas, (iii) 89 cittas, (iv) 52 cetasikas, (v) NibbÈna and (vi) concepts
such as kasiÓa signs.

It should be noted that the 6 sense-objects include all r|pas, all cittas,
all cetasikas, NibbÈna and concepts.

• • • • • Six Material Bases (Six Material Bases (Six Material Bases (Six Material Bases (Six Material Bases (VatthusVatthusVatthusVatthusVatthus)))))
‘Vatthu’ means ‘material base’ depending on which cittas and

cetasikas arise together.
1 Eye-base ... cakkhu-vatthu (cakkhu-pasÈda)
2 Ear-base ... sota-vatthu (sota-pasÈda)
3 Nose-base ... ghÈna-vatthu (ghÈna-pasÈda)
4 Tongue-base ... jivhÈ-vatthu (jivhÈ-pasÈda)
5 Body-base ... kÈya-vatthu (kÈya-pasÈda)
6 Heart-base ... hadaya-vatthu (hadaya-r|pa)

The two eye-consciousnesses depend on the eye-base (cakkhu-
vatthu) for their arising. Similarly the two ear-consciousnesses depend
on the ear-base (sota-vatthu), the two nose-consciousnesses depend
on the nose-base (ghÈna-vatthu), the two tongue-consciousnesses de-
pend on the tongue-base (jivhÈ-vatthu), and the two body-conscious-
nesses depend on the body-base (kÈya-vatthu) respectively for their
arising.

All the remaining consciousnesses, i.e. 89 — 10 = 79 cittas, depend
on the heart-base (hadaya-vatthu) for their arising.

It should be noted that the 5 pasÈda-r|pas function as the 5 sense-
doors as well as the 5 material bases for minds to arise. The heart-base
is hadaya-dasaka kalÈpa that exists in the blood of the heart.

• • • • • The Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessThe Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessThe Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessThe Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessThe Cognitive Series of Consciousness ( ( ( ( (VÊthiVÊthiVÊthiVÊthiVÊthi)))))
When we are not aware of any sense-object, life-continuum (bhava~-

ga citta) arises and dissolves one after another very rapidly. When a
sense-object of very great intensity comes in contact with one of the
five sense-doors, the sense-object takes one consciousness-moment
to develop itself to become distinct. When the sense object becomes
distinct or appears at the door, the bhava~ga stream vibrates for 2
consciousness-moments and is cut off.

Then paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana citta apprehends the object and directs the
mental stream towards the object. Then eye-consciousness (cakkhu-
viÒÒÈÓa) sees the object and transmits the image to the next arising
consciousness. The receiving consciousness (sampaÔicchana citta) re-
ceives the object, followed by the investigating consciousness
(santÊraÓa) which investigates the object, and then by the determining
consciousness (voÔÔhapana or manodvÈrÈvajjana) which determines
whether the sense object is good or bad.

According to this decision, one of 29 kÈma-javanas arises 7 times,
enjoying the taste of the sense-object. Then two tadÈlambana cittas
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follow, continuing to enjoy the taste of the sense-object. When the
second tadÈlambana citta dissolves, the sense-object also dissolves,
because its life-span of 17 consciousness-moments is completed. Af-
ter that bhava~ga stream will flow on.

The cognitive series of consciousness can be represented by the
following symbols.

11111 Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of GGGGGreat Intensityreat Intensityreat Intensityreat Intensityreat Intensity
(AtimahantÈrammaÓa VÊthi) (TadÈlambana-vÈra Vithi)

 Bh - “TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-J-J-J-J-J-J-J-Td-Td”-Bh

Bh = bhava~ga — life-continuum
TÊ = AtÊta bhava~ga — past life continuum which passes by

while the sense object develops itself to distinction.
Na = bhava~ga-calana — vibrating bhava~ga citta
Da = bhava~gupaccheda — arrested life-continuum

The bhava~ga stream is cut off.
Pa = pa~ca-dvÈrÈvajjana — five-door directing consciousness. It

apprehends the object and directs the mental stream to the
object.

Ca = cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa — eye-consciousness; it sees the object.
Sp = sampaÔicchana — receiving consciousness, it receives the object.
St = santÊraÓa — investigating consciousness; it investigates the object.
Vo = voÔÔhapana — manodvÈrÈvajjana; it determines whether the

object is good or bad.
J = javana — impulsive consciousness; one of 29 kÈmajavanas

functions as javana 7 times, enjoying the taste of the sense object.
Td = tadÈrammaÓa — registering consciousness; it occurs 2 times con-

tinuing to enjoy the taste of the sense object. It terminates the
cognitive process.

Bh = bhava~ga — life-contiuum flows on.
Similar cognitve series arises in the ear-door, the nose-door, the

tongue-door and the body-door. Change eye-consciousness (Ca) to
ear-consciousness (So), or nose-consciousness (GhÈ) or tongue con-
sciousness (Jiv) or body-consciousness (KÈ).

Please look at the VÊthi Chart attached to the end of this book.

22222 Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly greatEye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly greatEye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly greatEye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly greatEye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly great
IntensityIntensityIntensityIntensityIntensity (MahantÈrammana VÊthi) (Javana-vÈra VÊthi)

(i)    Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-J-J-J-J-J-J-J-Bh”-Bh

(ii)   Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-J-J-J-J-J-J-J”-Bh

When the sense object is of fairly great intensity, the object takes
two consciousness-moments, or three consciousness-moments if it is
weaker, to develop itself into distinction after striking the sense-door.
So we get 2 or 3 atÊta bhava~gas (TÊ). Then the bhava~ga stream vi-
brates twice and is cut off (Na-Da).

Then paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana (Pa) apprehends the object; eye-conscious-
ness (Ca) sees the object, sampaÔicchana (Sp) receives the object,
sanÔÊraÓa (St) investigates the object, manodvÈrÈvajjana (Vo) deter-
mines whether the object is good or bad.

In accordance with this decision, one of 29 kÈma javana cittas arises
7 times, enjoying the taste of the sense-object. No tadÈrammaÓa arises
in this case. Bhava~ga cittas arise after javanas.

33333 Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of SSSSSlight Intensitylight Intensitylight Intensitylight Intensitylight Intensity
(ParittÈrammana VÊthi) (VoÔÔhapana-vÈra VÊthi)

(i) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo-Bh-Bh-Bh-Bh”-Bh
(ii) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo-Bh-Bh-Bh”-Bh
(iii) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo-Bh-Bh”-Bh
(iv) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo-Bh”-Bh
(v) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo”-Bh
(vi) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo”-Bh

When the sense object is of slight intensity, the object takes 4 to 9
consciousness-moments to develop itself into distinction after strik-
ing the sense-door. So there are 4 to 9 atÊta bhava~ga (TÊ). Then the
bhava~ga stream vibrates twice and is cut off (Na-Da).

Then paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana (Pa) apprehends the object, cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa
(Ca) sees the object, sampaÔicchana (Sp) receives the object, santÊraÓa
(St) investigates the object, manodvÈrÈvajjana or voÔÔhapana (Vo) de-
termines whether the object is good or bad.

But manodvÈrÈvajjana cannot decide as the object is not precisely
known. So no javanas arise to enjoy the taste of the sense-object. How-
ever, manodvÈrÈvajjana arises 2 more times in place of javanas, ap-
prehending the sense object and trying to decide whether it is good or
bad. But it cannot decide as the sense-object is not precisely known.
In the sixth vÊthi, manodvÈrÈvajjana can arise only 2 times as the sense-
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follow, continuing to enjoy the taste of the sense-object. When the
second tadÈlambana citta dissolves, the sense-object also dissolves,
because its life-span of 17 consciousness-moments is completed. Af-
ter that bhava~ga stream will flow on.

The cognitive series of consciousness can be represented by the
following symbols.

11111 Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Cognitive Series for Sense Object of GGGGGreat Intensityreat Intensityreat Intensityreat Intensityreat Intensity
(AtimahantÈrammaÓa VÊthi) (TadÈlambana-vÈra Vithi)

 Bh - “TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-J-J-J-J-J-J-J-Td-Td”-Bh

Bh = bhava~ga — life-continuum
TÊ = AtÊta bhava~ga — past life continuum which passes by

while the sense object develops itself to distinction.
Na = bhava~ga-calana — vibrating bhava~ga citta
Da = bhava~gupaccheda — arrested life-continuum

The bhava~ga stream is cut off.
Pa = pa~ca-dvÈrÈvajjana — five-door directing consciousness. It

apprehends the object and directs the mental stream to the
object.

Ca = cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa — eye-consciousness; it sees the object.
Sp = sampaÔicchana — receiving consciousness, it receives the object.
St = santÊraÓa — investigating consciousness; it investigates the object.
Vo = voÔÔhapana — manodvÈrÈvajjana; it determines whether the

object is good or bad.
J = javana — impulsive consciousness; one of 29 kÈmajavanas

functions as javana 7 times, enjoying the taste of the sense object.
Td = tadÈrammaÓa — registering consciousness; it occurs 2 times con-

tinuing to enjoy the taste of the sense object. It terminates the
cognitive process.

Bh = bhava~ga — life-contiuum flows on.
Similar cognitve series arises in the ear-door, the nose-door, the

tongue-door and the body-door. Change eye-consciousness (Ca) to
ear-consciousness (So), or nose-consciousness (GhÈ) or tongue con-
sciousness (Jiv) or body-consciousness (KÈ).

Please look at the VÊthi Chart attached to the end of this book.

22222 Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly greatEye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly greatEye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly greatEye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly greatEye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of fairly great
IntensityIntensityIntensityIntensityIntensity (MahantÈrammana VÊthi) (Javana-vÈra VÊthi)

(i)    Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-J-J-J-J-J-J-J-Bh”-Bh

(ii)   Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-J-J-J-J-J-J-J”-Bh

When the sense object is of fairly great intensity, the object takes
two consciousness-moments, or three consciousness-moments if it is
weaker, to develop itself into distinction after striking the sense-door.
So we get 2 or 3 atÊta bhava~gas (TÊ). Then the bhava~ga stream vi-
brates twice and is cut off (Na-Da).

Then paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana (Pa) apprehends the object; eye-conscious-
ness (Ca) sees the object, sampaÔicchana (Sp) receives the object,
sanÔÊraÓa (St) investigates the object, manodvÈrÈvajjana (Vo) deter-
mines whether the object is good or bad.

In accordance with this decision, one of 29 kÈma javana cittas arises
7 times, enjoying the taste of the sense-object. No tadÈrammaÓa arises
in this case. Bhava~ga cittas arise after javanas.

33333 Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of Eye-door Congnitive Series for Sense Object of SSSSSlight Intensitylight Intensitylight Intensitylight Intensitylight Intensity
(ParittÈrammana VÊthi) (VoÔÔhapana-vÈra VÊthi)

(i) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo-Bh-Bh-Bh-Bh”-Bh
(ii) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo-Bh-Bh-Bh”-Bh
(iii) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo-Bh-Bh”-Bh
(iv) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo-Bh”-Bh
(v) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo-Vo”-Bh
(vi) Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Vo”-Bh

When the sense object is of slight intensity, the object takes 4 to 9
consciousness-moments to develop itself into distinction after strik-
ing the sense-door. So there are 4 to 9 atÊta bhava~ga (TÊ). Then the
bhava~ga stream vibrates twice and is cut off (Na-Da).

Then paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana (Pa) apprehends the object, cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa
(Ca) sees the object, sampaÔicchana (Sp) receives the object, santÊraÓa
(St) investigates the object, manodvÈrÈvajjana or voÔÔhapana (Vo) de-
termines whether the object is good or bad.

But manodvÈrÈvajjana cannot decide as the object is not precisely
known. So no javanas arise to enjoy the taste of the sense-object. How-
ever, manodvÈrÈvajjana arises 2 more times in place of javanas, ap-
prehending the sense object and trying to decide whether it is good or
bad. But it cannot decide as the sense-object is not precisely known.
In the sixth vÊthi, manodvÈrÈvajjana can arise only 2 times as the sense-
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object cannot last more than 17 consciousness-moments.
44444 For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (AtiparittÈrammanaAtiparittÈrammanaAtiparittÈrammanaAtiparittÈrammanaAtiparittÈrammana

VÊthiVÊthiVÊthiVÊthiVÊthi) no vÊthi cittas arise. () no vÊthi cittas arise. () no vÊthi cittas arise. () no vÊthi cittas arise. () no vÊthi cittas arise. (Futile oFutile oFutile oFutile oFutile orrrrr Mogha-vÈra VÊthi Mogha-vÈra VÊthi Mogha-vÈra VÊthi Mogha-vÈra VÊthi Mogha-vÈra VÊthi)))))
Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ--Na-Na-Bh-Bh-Bh-Bh-Bh”-Bh

55555 Mind-door Cognitive SeriesMind-door Cognitive SeriesMind-door Cognitive SeriesMind-door Cognitive SeriesMind-door Cognitive Series ( ( ( ( (ManodvÈra VÊthisManodvÈra VÊthisManodvÈra VÊthisManodvÈra VÊthisManodvÈra VÊthis)))))
(i) For very distinct sense-object (Ativibh|tÈrammaÓa vÊthi)

 Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-J-J-J-J-J-J-J-Td-Td”-Bh
(ii) For fairly distinct sense-object (Vibh|tÈrammaÓa vÊthi)

 Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-J-J-J-J-J-J-J-”Bh
(iii) For obscure sense-object (Avibh|tÈrammaÓa vÊthi)

 Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-Ma-Ma”- Bh
(iv) For very obscure sense-object (Atiavibh|tÈrammana vÊthi)

 Bh- “Na-Na” - Bh (no vÊthi arises)
The mind-door, being a mental door, is very powerful. All six types

of sense objects, which may be present, past, future, or independent
of time, can appear at the mind-door. Just as the image of a sense
object in front of a mirror appears immediately in the mirror, so too a
sense object immediately appears in the mind door.

When an object appears in the mind door, the bhava~ga stream vi-
brates two times and is cut off (Na-Da). Then manodvÈrÈvajjana (Ma)
apprehends the object, observes it and decides whether it is good or
bad. In accordance with this decision, one of the 29 kÈma-javana cittas
arises 7 times, enjoying the taste of the sense-object.

After that, if the sense object is very distinct (Ativibh|tÈrammaÓa),
2 tadÈrammaÓa arise, continuing to enjoy the taste of the sense object.
There after, bhava~ga cittas sink into life-continuum.

If the sense-object is fairly distinct (Vibh|tÈrammaÓa), no tadÈram-
maÓa arises. If the sense-object is obscure (Avibh|tÈrammaÓa), it is
not precisely known, so no javana arises. In this case, manodvÈrÈ-
vajjana arises three times, trying to apprehend the object and decide
whether it is good or bad. As the sense-object is not precisely known,
no javanas arises.

66666 Consequent Mind-door Cognitive ProcessConsequent Mind-door Cognitive ProcessConsequent Mind-door Cognitive ProcessConsequent Mind-door Cognitive ProcessConsequent Mind-door Cognitive Process
The sense-sphere mind-door cognitvie process is twofold:

(1) Independent process, and (2) Consequent process.
When any of the six sense-objects appears at the mind-door, an in-

dependent mind-door process or cognitive series occurs as described

above.
Also after a five-door cognitive series (PaÒca-dvÈra vÊthi), several

consequent mind-door cognitive series arise to cognize the detailed
features of the sense-object.

In a five-door cognitvie series, the sense-object is processed only to
the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. The form,
the shape, the detailed features and the name of the object are not
known yet.

Since the mind-door can take up a past sense-object, after a
paÒcadvÈra vÊthi, a mind-door cognitive series quickly follows retak-
ing the sense object of the paÒcadvÈra vÊthi as a past sense-object.

Then a second manodvÈra vÊthi follows suit observing the past sense-
object and the retaken object together. Then follows the third
manodvÈra vÊthi observing the form and shape of the object.

Again the fourth manodvÈra vÊthi arises considering the name of
the object. If necessary, many manodvÈra vÊthis quickly occur in suc-
cession, considering the features of the object in detail and also the
time and the place in connection with the object if the object has been
observed before.

As millions of vÊthi can arise in a fraction of a second, we think we
know the sense-object as soon as we see it, and even think that we
hear and see at the same time. But we know only one thing at a time.
• • • • • Mental FactorsMental FactorsMental FactorsMental FactorsMental Factors ( ( ( ( (CetasikasCetasikasCetasikasCetasikasCetasikas)))))

Mental factors arise and perish together with consciousness. They
depend on consciousness for their arising and influence conscious-
ness to be good, bad or neutral. They take the same sense object which
the consciousness takes, and they share the common material base
(vatthu) with consciousness.

They are our intrinsic good qualities and bad qualities. We can sup-
press or eliminate bad ones and develop good ones to make the mind
very powerful and blissful. Each mind is a combination of conscious-
ness and mental factors.

There are 52 mental factors which are classified as three main groups.
(i) (i) (i) (i) (i) 13 neutral mental factors (13 neutral mental factors (13 neutral mental factors (13 neutral mental factors (13 neutral mental factors (aÒÒasamÈna cetasikasaÒÒasamÈna cetasikasaÒÒasamÈna cetasikasaÒÒasamÈna cetasikasaÒÒasamÈna cetasikas)))))
(ii) (ii) (ii) (ii) (ii) 14 immoral mental factors (14 immoral mental factors (14 immoral mental factors (14 immoral mental factors (14 immoral mental factors (akusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikas)))))
(iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) 25 beautiful mental factors (25 beautiful mental factors (25 beautiful mental factors (25 beautiful mental factors (25 beautiful mental factors (sobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikas)))))

• • • • • Neutral Mental Factors (13)Neutral Mental Factors (13)Neutral Mental Factors (13)Neutral Mental Factors (13)Neutral Mental Factors (13)
There are 13 neutral mental factors which associate with both
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object cannot last more than 17 consciousness-moments.
44444 For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (For Sense Objects of very Slight Intensity (AtiparittÈrammanaAtiparittÈrammanaAtiparittÈrammanaAtiparittÈrammanaAtiparittÈrammana

VÊthiVÊthiVÊthiVÊthiVÊthi) no vÊthi cittas arise. () no vÊthi cittas arise. () no vÊthi cittas arise. () no vÊthi cittas arise. () no vÊthi cittas arise. (Futile oFutile oFutile oFutile oFutile orrrrr Mogha-vÈra VÊthi Mogha-vÈra VÊthi Mogha-vÈra VÊthi Mogha-vÈra VÊthi Mogha-vÈra VÊthi)))))
Bh- “TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ-TÊ--Na-Na-Bh-Bh-Bh-Bh-Bh”-Bh

55555 Mind-door Cognitive SeriesMind-door Cognitive SeriesMind-door Cognitive SeriesMind-door Cognitive SeriesMind-door Cognitive Series ( ( ( ( (ManodvÈra VÊthisManodvÈra VÊthisManodvÈra VÊthisManodvÈra VÊthisManodvÈra VÊthis)))))
(i) For very distinct sense-object (Ativibh|tÈrammaÓa vÊthi)

 Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-J-J-J-J-J-J-J-Td-Td”-Bh
(ii) For fairly distinct sense-object (Vibh|tÈrammaÓa vÊthi)

 Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-J-J-J-J-J-J-J-”Bh
(iii) For obscure sense-object (Avibh|tÈrammaÓa vÊthi)

 Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-Ma-Ma”- Bh
(iv) For very obscure sense-object (Atiavibh|tÈrammana vÊthi)

 Bh- “Na-Na” - Bh (no vÊthi arises)
The mind-door, being a mental door, is very powerful. All six types

of sense objects, which may be present, past, future, or independent
of time, can appear at the mind-door. Just as the image of a sense
object in front of a mirror appears immediately in the mirror, so too a
sense object immediately appears in the mind door.

When an object appears in the mind door, the bhava~ga stream vi-
brates two times and is cut off (Na-Da). Then manodvÈrÈvajjana (Ma)
apprehends the object, observes it and decides whether it is good or
bad. In accordance with this decision, one of the 29 kÈma-javana cittas
arises 7 times, enjoying the taste of the sense-object.

After that, if the sense object is very distinct (Ativibh|tÈrammaÓa),
2 tadÈrammaÓa arise, continuing to enjoy the taste of the sense object.
There after, bhava~ga cittas sink into life-continuum.

If the sense-object is fairly distinct (Vibh|tÈrammaÓa), no tadÈram-
maÓa arises. If the sense-object is obscure (Avibh|tÈrammaÓa), it is
not precisely known, so no javana arises. In this case, manodvÈrÈ-
vajjana arises three times, trying to apprehend the object and decide
whether it is good or bad. As the sense-object is not precisely known,
no javanas arises.

66666 Consequent Mind-door Cognitive ProcessConsequent Mind-door Cognitive ProcessConsequent Mind-door Cognitive ProcessConsequent Mind-door Cognitive ProcessConsequent Mind-door Cognitive Process
The sense-sphere mind-door cognitvie process is twofold:

(1) Independent process, and (2) Consequent process.
When any of the six sense-objects appears at the mind-door, an in-

dependent mind-door process or cognitive series occurs as described

above.
Also after a five-door cognitive series (PaÒca-dvÈra vÊthi), several

consequent mind-door cognitive series arise to cognize the detailed
features of the sense-object.

In a five-door cognitvie series, the sense-object is processed only to
the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. The form,
the shape, the detailed features and the name of the object are not
known yet.

Since the mind-door can take up a past sense-object, after a
paÒcadvÈra vÊthi, a mind-door cognitive series quickly follows retak-
ing the sense object of the paÒcadvÈra vÊthi as a past sense-object.

Then a second manodvÈra vÊthi follows suit observing the past sense-
object and the retaken object together. Then follows the third
manodvÈra vÊthi observing the form and shape of the object.

Again the fourth manodvÈra vÊthi arises considering the name of
the object. If necessary, many manodvÈra vÊthis quickly occur in suc-
cession, considering the features of the object in detail and also the
time and the place in connection with the object if the object has been
observed before.

As millions of vÊthi can arise in a fraction of a second, we think we
know the sense-object as soon as we see it, and even think that we
hear and see at the same time. But we know only one thing at a time.
• • • • • Mental FactorsMental FactorsMental FactorsMental FactorsMental Factors ( ( ( ( (CetasikasCetasikasCetasikasCetasikasCetasikas)))))

Mental factors arise and perish together with consciousness. They
depend on consciousness for their arising and influence conscious-
ness to be good, bad or neutral. They take the same sense object which
the consciousness takes, and they share the common material base
(vatthu) with consciousness.

They are our intrinsic good qualities and bad qualities. We can sup-
press or eliminate bad ones and develop good ones to make the mind
very powerful and blissful. Each mind is a combination of conscious-
ness and mental factors.

There are 52 mental factors which are classified as three main groups.
(i) (i) (i) (i) (i) 13 neutral mental factors (13 neutral mental factors (13 neutral mental factors (13 neutral mental factors (13 neutral mental factors (aÒÒasamÈna cetasikasaÒÒasamÈna cetasikasaÒÒasamÈna cetasikasaÒÒasamÈna cetasikasaÒÒasamÈna cetasikas)))))
(ii) (ii) (ii) (ii) (ii) 14 immoral mental factors (14 immoral mental factors (14 immoral mental factors (14 immoral mental factors (14 immoral mental factors (akusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikas)))))
(iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) 25 beautiful mental factors (25 beautiful mental factors (25 beautiful mental factors (25 beautiful mental factors (25 beautiful mental factors (sobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikas)))))

• • • • • Neutral Mental Factors (13)Neutral Mental Factors (13)Neutral Mental Factors (13)Neutral Mental Factors (13)Neutral Mental Factors (13)
There are 13 neutral mental factors which associate with both
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beaufitul consciousnesses and not-beautiful consciousnesses. They
are again divided into 2 sub-groups.
(1) Essentials (7 sabba-citta sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas)
(2) Particulars (6 pakiÓÓaka cetasikas)

• • • • • Seven EssentialSeven EssentialSeven EssentialSeven EssentialSeven Essential Mental Factors (Mental Factors (Mental Factors (Mental Factors (Mental Factors (Sabba-citta SÈdhÈranaSabba-citta SÈdhÈranaSabba-citta SÈdhÈranaSabba-citta SÈdhÈranaSabba-citta SÈdhÈrana)))))
1 PhassaPhassaPhassaPhassaPhassa — contactcontactcontactcontactcontact;;;;; it makes the contact between the mind and the

sense object to be aware of the object. It produces feeling (vedanÈ).
2 VedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈ — feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling;;;;; it manifests itself as pleasant feeling (sukha),

painful feeling (dukkha) and neutral feeling (upekkhÈ), depending
on whether the sense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, res-
pectively. It enjoys the taste of the sense object.
3 SaÒÒÈ — perceptionperceptionperceptionperceptionperception;;;;; it takes note of the detailed features of each
sense object and stores the data in the mental stream like a computer
storing the data in its memory. Because of this memory we can re-
member what we have seen and learnt.
4 CetanÈ — CetanÈ — CetanÈ — CetanÈ — CetanÈ — volitionvolitionvolitionvolitionvolition or  or  or  or  or intentionintentionintentionintentionintention;;;;; it prompts its concomitants to per-
form their respective functions in order to accomplish each action.
Since each action (called ‘kamma’ in PÈÄi) is accomplished by the
effort of volition, ‘volition’ is designated as ‘kamma’.
5 EkaggatÈ — EkaggatÈ — EkaggatÈ — EkaggatÈ — EkaggatÈ — concentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentration or  or  or  or  or one-pointednessone-pointednessone-pointednessone-pointednessone-pointedness     of the mind;of the mind;of the mind;of the mind;of the mind; it
unites consciousness and mental factors on a sense-object to make the
mind focus on the object. When it is developed to the right concentration
by tranquillity meditation, the mind becomes pure and very powerful.
6 JÊvitindriya — psychic lifeJÊvitindriya — psychic lifeJÊvitindriya — psychic lifeJÊvitindriya — psychic lifeJÊvitindriya — psychic life;;;;; it sustains its concomitants to last

throughout their life-span so that they can perform their respective
functions. Without jÊvitindriya we cannot be alive.
7 ManasikÈra — attentionManasikÈra — attentionManasikÈra — attentionManasikÈra — attentionManasikÈra — attention or  or  or  or  or reflectionreflectionreflectionreflectionreflection;;;;; it pays attention to each sense

object that appears at the sense-door and directs the mental stream
towards the object in order to be aware of the object. Wise reflection
(yoniso manasikÈra) about the sense-object gives rise to moral minds.
Unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.

• • • • • Six Particular Mental Factors (Six Particular Mental Factors (Six Particular Mental Factors (Six Particular Mental Factors (Six Particular Mental Factors (PakiÓÓaka CetasikasPakiÓÓaka CetasikasPakiÓÓaka CetasikasPakiÓÓaka CetasikasPakiÓÓaka Cetasikas)))))
8 Vitakka — initaial applicationVitakka — initaial applicationVitakka — initaial applicationVitakka — initaial applicationVitakka — initaial application of the mind to a sense-object; of the mind to a sense-object; of the mind to a sense-object; of the mind to a sense-object; of the mind to a sense-object;
it initiates a thought about it. The right thought is a factor of the Noble
Eightfold Path.
9 VicÈra — sustained applicationVicÈra — sustained applicationVicÈra — sustained applicationVicÈra — sustained applicationVicÈra — sustained application of the mind to the sense-object; of the mind to the sense-object; of the mind to the sense-object; of the mind to the sense-object; of the mind to the sense-object;
it examines the object again and again and initiates discursive thinking.

10 Adimokkha — decisionAdimokkha — decisionAdimokkha — decisionAdimokkha — decisionAdimokkha — decision;;;;; it decides whether the sense object is
good or bad.
11 VÊriya — effortVÊriya — effortVÊriya — effortVÊriya — effortVÊriya — effort or  or  or  or  or energyenergyenergyenergyenergy;;;;; it supports or upholds its concomitants

not to slacken. It makes us energectic, courageous and work hard
so that we shall succeed in every work of life. It is indeed a key to
success. It opposes sloth and torpor.
12 PÊti — joyPÊti — joyPÊti — joyPÊti — joyPÊti — joy or  or  or  or  or rapturerapturerapturerapturerapture;;;;; it is related to gladness (pÈmojja). It is a
precursor of pleasant feeling (sukha). ‘Gladness’ gives rise to ‘joy’,
and ‘joy’ gives rise to ‘pleasant feeling’. PÊti is developed in five stages
which meditators will experience.
(i) Khuddaka pÊti — the thrill of joy which causes the flesh to creep.
(ii) KhaÓika pÊti — instantaneous joy like a flash of lightning.
(iii) OkkantikÈ pÊti — the flood of joy like the breakers on a sea-

shore; it gives the feeling of riding a boat on tides.
(iv) UbbegÈ pÊti — up-lifting joy which may lift one to float or

fly in the air.
(v) PhÈraÓÈ pÊti — suffusing joy which pervades the whole

body like a full-blown balloon.
13 ChandaChandaChandaChandaChanda   —    —    —    —    — wishwishwishwishwish;;;;; like the wish to go and the wish to know.

Strong wish is called will. As the saying goes: ‘If there is a
will, there is a way’, strong chanda shall bring success
in everything we do. So it is also a key to success.

As the above neutral mental factors can take part both in good ac-
tions and bad actions, they are our tremendous precious qualities if
we can develop them for good purposes.

• • • • • 14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (Akusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala Cetasikas)))))
We should be well aware of these immoral mental factors as they

represent our worst internal enemies. They agitate, inflict and burn the
mind and make people wicked to perform evil actions. They are the
main causes of all immoral and unjust actions and all suffering in the
world. They will send us to woeful abodes after death and keep us
wandering in these miserable abodes life after life.

The 14 immoral mental factors are divided into four sub-groups as
follows.
(a) Moha Group of Four Mental FactorsMoha Group of Four Mental FactorsMoha Group of Four Mental FactorsMoha Group of Four Mental FactorsMoha Group of Four Mental Factors which associate with

all immoral minds. They are the background driving force for per-
forming all evil actions. (Akusala SÈdhÈraÓa Cetasikas)
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beaufitul consciousnesses and not-beautiful consciousnesses. They
are again divided into 2 sub-groups.
(1) Essentials (7 sabba-citta sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas)
(2) Particulars (6 pakiÓÓaka cetasikas)

• • • • • Seven EssentialSeven EssentialSeven EssentialSeven EssentialSeven Essential Mental Factors (Mental Factors (Mental Factors (Mental Factors (Mental Factors (Sabba-citta SÈdhÈranaSabba-citta SÈdhÈranaSabba-citta SÈdhÈranaSabba-citta SÈdhÈranaSabba-citta SÈdhÈrana)))))
1 PhassaPhassaPhassaPhassaPhassa — contactcontactcontactcontactcontact;;;;; it makes the contact between the mind and the

sense object to be aware of the object. It produces feeling (vedanÈ).
2 VedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈ — feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling;;;;; it manifests itself as pleasant feeling (sukha),

painful feeling (dukkha) and neutral feeling (upekkhÈ), depending
on whether the sense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, res-
pectively. It enjoys the taste of the sense object.
3 SaÒÒÈ — perceptionperceptionperceptionperceptionperception;;;;; it takes note of the detailed features of each
sense object and stores the data in the mental stream like a computer
storing the data in its memory. Because of this memory we can re-
member what we have seen and learnt.
4 CetanÈ — CetanÈ — CetanÈ — CetanÈ — CetanÈ — volitionvolitionvolitionvolitionvolition or  or  or  or  or intentionintentionintentionintentionintention;;;;; it prompts its concomitants to per-
form their respective functions in order to accomplish each action.
Since each action (called ‘kamma’ in PÈÄi) is accomplished by the
effort of volition, ‘volition’ is designated as ‘kamma’.
5 EkaggatÈ — EkaggatÈ — EkaggatÈ — EkaggatÈ — EkaggatÈ — concentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentration or  or  or  or  or one-pointednessone-pointednessone-pointednessone-pointednessone-pointedness     of the mind;of the mind;of the mind;of the mind;of the mind; it
unites consciousness and mental factors on a sense-object to make the
mind focus on the object. When it is developed to the right concentration
by tranquillity meditation, the mind becomes pure and very powerful.
6 JÊvitindriya — psychic lifeJÊvitindriya — psychic lifeJÊvitindriya — psychic lifeJÊvitindriya — psychic lifeJÊvitindriya — psychic life;;;;; it sustains its concomitants to last

throughout their life-span so that they can perform their respective
functions. Without jÊvitindriya we cannot be alive.
7 ManasikÈra — attentionManasikÈra — attentionManasikÈra — attentionManasikÈra — attentionManasikÈra — attention or  or  or  or  or reflectionreflectionreflectionreflectionreflection;;;;; it pays attention to each sense

object that appears at the sense-door and directs the mental stream
towards the object in order to be aware of the object. Wise reflection
(yoniso manasikÈra) about the sense-object gives rise to moral minds.
Unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.

• • • • • Six Particular Mental Factors (Six Particular Mental Factors (Six Particular Mental Factors (Six Particular Mental Factors (Six Particular Mental Factors (PakiÓÓaka CetasikasPakiÓÓaka CetasikasPakiÓÓaka CetasikasPakiÓÓaka CetasikasPakiÓÓaka Cetasikas)))))
8 Vitakka — initaial applicationVitakka — initaial applicationVitakka — initaial applicationVitakka — initaial applicationVitakka — initaial application of the mind to a sense-object; of the mind to a sense-object; of the mind to a sense-object; of the mind to a sense-object; of the mind to a sense-object;
it initiates a thought about it. The right thought is a factor of the Noble
Eightfold Path.
9 VicÈra — sustained applicationVicÈra — sustained applicationVicÈra — sustained applicationVicÈra — sustained applicationVicÈra — sustained application of the mind to the sense-object; of the mind to the sense-object; of the mind to the sense-object; of the mind to the sense-object; of the mind to the sense-object;
it examines the object again and again and initiates discursive thinking.

10 Adimokkha — decisionAdimokkha — decisionAdimokkha — decisionAdimokkha — decisionAdimokkha — decision;;;;; it decides whether the sense object is
good or bad.
11 VÊriya — effortVÊriya — effortVÊriya — effortVÊriya — effortVÊriya — effort or  or  or  or  or energyenergyenergyenergyenergy;;;;; it supports or upholds its concomitants

not to slacken. It makes us energectic, courageous and work hard
so that we shall succeed in every work of life. It is indeed a key to
success. It opposes sloth and torpor.
12 PÊti — joyPÊti — joyPÊti — joyPÊti — joyPÊti — joy or  or  or  or  or rapturerapturerapturerapturerapture;;;;; it is related to gladness (pÈmojja). It is a
precursor of pleasant feeling (sukha). ‘Gladness’ gives rise to ‘joy’,
and ‘joy’ gives rise to ‘pleasant feeling’. PÊti is developed in five stages
which meditators will experience.
(i) Khuddaka pÊti — the thrill of joy which causes the flesh to creep.
(ii) KhaÓika pÊti — instantaneous joy like a flash of lightning.
(iii) OkkantikÈ pÊti — the flood of joy like the breakers on a sea-

shore; it gives the feeling of riding a boat on tides.
(iv) UbbegÈ pÊti — up-lifting joy which may lift one to float or

fly in the air.
(v) PhÈraÓÈ pÊti — suffusing joy which pervades the whole

body like a full-blown balloon.
13 ChandaChandaChandaChandaChanda   —    —    —    —    — wishwishwishwishwish;;;;; like the wish to go and the wish to know.

Strong wish is called will. As the saying goes: ‘If there is a
will, there is a way’, strong chanda shall bring success
in everything we do. So it is also a key to success.

As the above neutral mental factors can take part both in good ac-
tions and bad actions, they are our tremendous precious qualities if
we can develop them for good purposes.

• • • • • 14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (14 Types of Immoral Mental Factors (Akusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala Cetasikas)))))
We should be well aware of these immoral mental factors as they

represent our worst internal enemies. They agitate, inflict and burn the
mind and make people wicked to perform evil actions. They are the
main causes of all immoral and unjust actions and all suffering in the
world. They will send us to woeful abodes after death and keep us
wandering in these miserable abodes life after life.

The 14 immoral mental factors are divided into four sub-groups as
follows.
(a) Moha Group of Four Mental FactorsMoha Group of Four Mental FactorsMoha Group of Four Mental FactorsMoha Group of Four Mental FactorsMoha Group of Four Mental Factors which associate with

all immoral minds. They are the background driving force for per-
forming all evil actions. (Akusala SÈdhÈraÓa Cetasikas)
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1 MohaMohaMohaMohaMoha or  or  or  or  or AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ —  —  —  —  — ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance or  or  or  or  or delusiondelusiondelusiondelusiondelusion;;;;; it blinds the mind not to
know and see the real nature of sense objects, the ultimate materiality
and mentality, the three characteristics of existence, the past existences
and the future existences, kamma and its result, the causal relations of
Dependent Arising (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) and the four Noble Truths. It
is the leader of immoral mental factors.
2 AhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirika —  —  —  —  — moral shamelessnessmoral shamelessnessmoral shamelessnessmoral shamelessnessmoral shamelessness;;;;; it does not feel ashamed to do

immoral actions, as moha blinds the mind to be ignorant of good
and bad, kamma and its result, and the Noble Truths.
3 AnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappa —  —  —  —  — moral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessness;;;;; it is not afraid to do immoral

actions as it is ignorant of good and bad, kamma and its result, and
the Noble Truths.
4 Uddhacca — restlessnessUddhacca — restlessnessUddhacca — restlessnessUddhacca — restlessnessUddhacca — restlessness;;;;; it makes the mind restless like a flag

fluttering in the wind so that one cannot think seriously whether an
action is proper or not.

(b) Lobha Group of Three Mental FactorsLobha Group of Three Mental FactorsLobha Group of Three Mental FactorsLobha Group of Three Mental FactorsLobha Group of Three Mental Factors which constantly
influence the mind to be greedy, selfish and conceited. They make us
very intoxicated and forgetful about meritorious deeds. They are re-
sponsible for extending the life-cycle or the round of rebirth. So they
are known as ‘PapaÒca Dhamma’.

5 LobhaLobhaLobhaLobhaLobha or  or  or  or  or TaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈ or  or  or  or  or RÈgaRÈgaRÈgaRÈgaRÈga — greed, craving, attachment.greed, craving, attachment.greed, craving, attachment.greed, craving, attachment.greed, craving, attachment.
Because ignorance deludes the mind to have the wrong vision that

sense objects are permanent (nicca), pleasant (sukha), self or person
(atta) and beautiful (subha) instead of impermanence (anicca), suffer-
ing (dukkha), not-self (anatta) and repulsive (asubha) in reality, lobha
constantly craves for sense-objects, sensual pleasure, money, wealth,
power, fame, etc., and gets attached to these things. This craving or
desire can never be gratified; the more one gets, the more one desires.
Even the whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy one man’s greed.   Be-
cause of attachment to beloved ones, valuable properties, good jobs,
power and fame, one has to worry constantly and has to work day and
night  till death. The Buddha rightly said:

“From craving springs grief,
From craving springs fear.
For him who is wholly free from craving,
there is no grief, much less fear.     (Dhammapada 216)

In the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that cravingIn the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that cravingIn the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that cravingIn the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that cravingIn the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that craving

(((((taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ) is the cause of all suffering.) is the cause of all suffering.) is the cause of all suffering.) is the cause of all suffering.) is the cause of all suffering.
6 DiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhi     — wrong viewwrong viewwrong viewwrong viewwrong view

Because moha gives the illusion or wrong vision that persons, I,
you, etc., really exist, diÔÔhi takes the wrong view that ‘I, you, person,
etc.’ really exist. The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘person-person-person-person-person-
ality-beliefality-beliefality-beliefality-beliefality-belief’ (sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)     or ego-illusion’ (atta-diÔÔhi)

SakkÈya diÔÔhi believes that this combination of mind and body or
the combination of five aggregates of clinging is ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘he’, ‘she’,
‘man’, ‘woman’, ‘person’, etc.

Atta-diÔÔhi believes in the existence of a ‘soul’ or ‘atta’ or ‘ego’ or
‘life-entity’ in the body and taking that entity as ‘I’.

This basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief’ makes one very selfish,
egoistic, concerned only with one’s welfare, having no regard and no
sympathy for others. Based on personality-belief, many wrong views
spring up in the world.
7 MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna — pride or conceitpride or conceitpride or conceitpride or conceitpride or conceit

MÈna also looks at oneself as I and becomes very conceited, think-
ing ‘I am the best; I know everything; I am most handsome or most
beaufiful’. Pride or conceit is of three kinds: the equality-conceit
(mÈna), the inferiority-conceit (omÈna), and the superiority-conceit
(atimÈna). We must be aware that ‘pride’ will have a fall’.

(c) Dosa Group of Four Mental FactorsDosa Group of Four Mental FactorsDosa Group of Four Mental FactorsDosa Group of Four Mental FactorsDosa Group of Four Mental Factors which cause anger-
rooted consciousness accompanied by painful mental feeling to

arise (Dosa catukka).
8 DosaDosaDosaDosaDosa or  or  or  or  or PaÔighaPaÔighaPaÔighaPaÔighaPaÔigha —     anger, hatred, ill will.anger, hatred, ill will.anger, hatred, ill will.anger, hatred, ill will.anger, hatred, ill will.

AngerAngerAngerAngerAnger is the most destructive element in the world. is the most destructive element in the world. is the most destructive element in the world. is the most destructive element in the world. is the most destructive element in the world. Before it de-
stroys others, it may destroy one first. As soon as we come across
unpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises in the mind. As
soon as anger arises, ignorane and its three associates also arise mak-
ing the mind blind. So one cannot think properly, and immediately
one becomes angry, ready to use abusive language, to engage in a
quarrel, or even to kill and destroy other’s life and property.

Inflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit
crimes or evil actions. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief,
lamentation, depression, despair, stress and strain, and illness to arise.

9 IssÈ — jealousyIssÈ — jealousyIssÈ — jealousyIssÈ — jealousyIssÈ — jealousy or  or  or  or  or envyenvyenvyenvyenvy
IssÈ is objective and it looks at others. One feels jealous of other’s
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1 MohaMohaMohaMohaMoha or  or  or  or  or AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ —  —  —  —  — ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance or  or  or  or  or delusiondelusiondelusiondelusiondelusion;;;;; it blinds the mind not to
know and see the real nature of sense objects, the ultimate materiality
and mentality, the three characteristics of existence, the past existences
and the future existences, kamma and its result, the causal relations of
Dependent Arising (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) and the four Noble Truths. It
is the leader of immoral mental factors.
2 AhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirika —  —  —  —  — moral shamelessnessmoral shamelessnessmoral shamelessnessmoral shamelessnessmoral shamelessness;;;;; it does not feel ashamed to do

immoral actions, as moha blinds the mind to be ignorant of good
and bad, kamma and its result, and the Noble Truths.
3 AnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappa —  —  —  —  — moral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessness;;;;; it is not afraid to do immoral

actions as it is ignorant of good and bad, kamma and its result, and
the Noble Truths.
4 Uddhacca — restlessnessUddhacca — restlessnessUddhacca — restlessnessUddhacca — restlessnessUddhacca — restlessness;;;;; it makes the mind restless like a flag

fluttering in the wind so that one cannot think seriously whether an
action is proper or not.

(b) Lobha Group of Three Mental FactorsLobha Group of Three Mental FactorsLobha Group of Three Mental FactorsLobha Group of Three Mental FactorsLobha Group of Three Mental Factors which constantly
influence the mind to be greedy, selfish and conceited. They make us
very intoxicated and forgetful about meritorious deeds. They are re-
sponsible for extending the life-cycle or the round of rebirth. So they
are known as ‘PapaÒca Dhamma’.

5 LobhaLobhaLobhaLobhaLobha or  or  or  or  or TaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈ or  or  or  or  or RÈgaRÈgaRÈgaRÈgaRÈga — greed, craving, attachment.greed, craving, attachment.greed, craving, attachment.greed, craving, attachment.greed, craving, attachment.
Because ignorance deludes the mind to have the wrong vision that

sense objects are permanent (nicca), pleasant (sukha), self or person
(atta) and beautiful (subha) instead of impermanence (anicca), suffer-
ing (dukkha), not-self (anatta) and repulsive (asubha) in reality, lobha
constantly craves for sense-objects, sensual pleasure, money, wealth,
power, fame, etc., and gets attached to these things. This craving or
desire can never be gratified; the more one gets, the more one desires.
Even the whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy one man’s greed.   Be-
cause of attachment to beloved ones, valuable properties, good jobs,
power and fame, one has to worry constantly and has to work day and
night  till death. The Buddha rightly said:

“From craving springs grief,
From craving springs fear.
For him who is wholly free from craving,
there is no grief, much less fear.     (Dhammapada 216)

In the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that cravingIn the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that cravingIn the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that cravingIn the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that cravingIn the second Noble Truth the Buddha pointed out that craving

(((((taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ) is the cause of all suffering.) is the cause of all suffering.) is the cause of all suffering.) is the cause of all suffering.) is the cause of all suffering.
6 DiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhi     — wrong viewwrong viewwrong viewwrong viewwrong view

Because moha gives the illusion or wrong vision that persons, I,
you, etc., really exist, diÔÔhi takes the wrong view that ‘I, you, person,
etc.’ really exist. The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘person-person-person-person-person-
ality-beliefality-beliefality-beliefality-beliefality-belief’ (sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)     or ego-illusion’ (atta-diÔÔhi)

SakkÈya diÔÔhi believes that this combination of mind and body or
the combination of five aggregates of clinging is ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘he’, ‘she’,
‘man’, ‘woman’, ‘person’, etc.

Atta-diÔÔhi believes in the existence of a ‘soul’ or ‘atta’ or ‘ego’ or
‘life-entity’ in the body and taking that entity as ‘I’.

This basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief’ makes one very selfish,
egoistic, concerned only with one’s welfare, having no regard and no
sympathy for others. Based on personality-belief, many wrong views
spring up in the world.
7 MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna — pride or conceitpride or conceitpride or conceitpride or conceitpride or conceit

MÈna also looks at oneself as I and becomes very conceited, think-
ing ‘I am the best; I know everything; I am most handsome or most
beaufiful’. Pride or conceit is of three kinds: the equality-conceit
(mÈna), the inferiority-conceit (omÈna), and the superiority-conceit
(atimÈna). We must be aware that ‘pride’ will have a fall’.

(c) Dosa Group of Four Mental FactorsDosa Group of Four Mental FactorsDosa Group of Four Mental FactorsDosa Group of Four Mental FactorsDosa Group of Four Mental Factors which cause anger-
rooted consciousness accompanied by painful mental feeling to

arise (Dosa catukka).
8 DosaDosaDosaDosaDosa or  or  or  or  or PaÔighaPaÔighaPaÔighaPaÔighaPaÔigha —     anger, hatred, ill will.anger, hatred, ill will.anger, hatred, ill will.anger, hatred, ill will.anger, hatred, ill will.

AngerAngerAngerAngerAnger is the most destructive element in the world. is the most destructive element in the world. is the most destructive element in the world. is the most destructive element in the world. is the most destructive element in the world. Before it de-
stroys others, it may destroy one first. As soon as we come across
unpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises in the mind. As
soon as anger arises, ignorane and its three associates also arise mak-
ing the mind blind. So one cannot think properly, and immediately
one becomes angry, ready to use abusive language, to engage in a
quarrel, or even to kill and destroy other’s life and property.

Inflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit
crimes or evil actions. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief,
lamentation, depression, despair, stress and strain, and illness to arise.

9 IssÈ — jealousyIssÈ — jealousyIssÈ — jealousyIssÈ — jealousyIssÈ — jealousy or  or  or  or  or envyenvyenvyenvyenvy
IssÈ is objective and it looks at others. One feels jealous of other’s
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success. One envies another man’s good fortune. People say bad things
about others out of envy. Jealousy or envy makes one unhappy with-
out being agitated by any one.
10 MacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariya — avarice or stinginessavarice or stinginessavarice or stinginessavarice or stinginessavarice or stinginess

Macchariya has the characteristic of concealing one’s property, and
as such it is subjective. It does not appreciate to share one’s room.
one’s house, one’s property, one’s gain, one’s recognition, or one’s
knowledge.

It takes the form of stinginess when one is reluctant to give money
to charity. Attachment to one’s property by greed and miserliness pre-
vent one from giving alms. They are the causes to be reborn in a
woeful state after death.
11 KukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkucca — remorseremorseremorseremorseremorse or  or  or  or  or worryworryworryworryworry

Kukkucca has the characteristic of grieving over the evil that has
been done or over the good that has not been done. As it is useless to
cry over spilt milk, so too it is of no use to repent or feel sorry about
wrong doings. It is most important to do what one should do now.

Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill will make one unhappy
without any reason. Getting rid of them will make one immediately
happy.
(d) The last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha andThe last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha andThe last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha andThe last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha andThe last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha and

vicikicchÈ.vicikicchÈ.vicikicchÈ.vicikicchÈ.vicikicchÈ.
12 ThinaThinaThinaThinaThina — sloth, idleness, lazinesssloth, idleness, lazinesssloth, idleness, lazinesssloth, idleness, lazinesssloth, idleness, laziness

Thina is the shrinking state of consciousness like a cock’s feather
shrinks before fire. When one is idle due to lack of effort (vÊriya), one
is under the influence of thina. Thina is the sickness of conscious-
ness.
13 MiddhaMiddhaMiddhaMiddhaMiddha — torpor, dull, inactivetorpor, dull, inactivetorpor, dull, inactivetorpor, dull, inactivetorpor, dull, inactive

Middha is the morbid state of mental factors. When one feels inac-
tive, one is being influenced by middha. Middha is the sickness of
mental factors.
14 VicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexityVicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexityVicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexityVicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexityVicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexity

VicikicchÈ is sceptical doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma, the
SaÑgha, the Noble Threefold Training, one’s past exitences, one’s
future existences, the Causal Relations of Dependent Origination
(PaÔiccasamuppÈda), and the four Noble Truths, because one does
not understand these things clearly. Being occupied with sceptical

doubt, one does not revere the Triple Gem, one does not undertake
the Noble Training, one does not even perform meritorious deeds. So
one suffers a great loss in this life and one shall be reborn in a woeful
state after death. One should make the effort to clarify all sceptical
doubts.

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: (1) Among the 14 immoral mental factors. greed (lobha), anger
(dosa), and ignorance (moha) are immoral roots (akusala hetu). They
are the roots of immoral minds and all evil actions.

(2) Greed, angerGreed, angerGreed, angerGreed, angerGreed, anger, and , and , and , and , and ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance are the hottest worldly fires, and are the hottest worldly fires, and are the hottest worldly fires, and are the hottest worldly fires, and are the hottest worldly fires, and
they are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their totalthey are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their totalthey are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their totalthey are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their totalthey are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their total
elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.

The extinction of greed, the extinction of hatred, and the extinction
of delusion (moha); this is called NibbÈna.    (Samyutta NikÈya 381)

(3) Greed as sense-desire, anger as ill will, sloth-torpor, restlessness-
remorse, and sceptical doubt are the five Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas)Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas)Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas)Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas)Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas) which
make us forget to do meritorious deeds and which obstruct the arising
of moral minds, mental absorption (jhÈna) and Path-wisdom. They
are the enemies of meditation.

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,
ahirika, anottappaahirika, anottappaahirika, anottappaahirika, anottappaahirika, anottappa are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint
and burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions andand burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions andand burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions andand burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions andand burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions and
all suffering in th world.all suffering in th world.all suffering in th world.all suffering in th world.all suffering in th world.

Although the Buddha singled out taÓhÈ (lobha, craving) as the ori-
gin of suffering in the Second Noble Truth, TaÓhÈ works in unison
with the remaining defilements. So all ten defilements should be re-
garded as the causes of all suffering.

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) The objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate orThe objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate orThe objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate orThe objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate orThe objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate or
completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-
ments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realizedments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realizedments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realizedments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realizedments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realized
in this very life.in this very life.in this very life.in this very life.in this very life.

(6) In PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda, greed (lobha) and ignorance (moha) are
found to be the two roots of Dependent Arisingtwo roots of Dependent Arisingtwo roots of Dependent Arisingtwo roots of Dependent Arisingtwo roots of Dependent Arising. When the main
roots of a big tree are totally destroyed, the tree will die. Similarly
when the two roots of Dependent Arising are totally destroyed, the
round of rebirths as well as the round of suffering will be terminated.
These two roots can be eradicated by the fourfold Path-wisdom
(Magga-ÒÈÓa) which can be realized by vipassanÈ meditation. When
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success. One envies another man’s good fortune. People say bad things
about others out of envy. Jealousy or envy makes one unhappy with-
out being agitated by any one.
10 MacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariya — avarice or stinginessavarice or stinginessavarice or stinginessavarice or stinginessavarice or stinginess

Macchariya has the characteristic of concealing one’s property, and
as such it is subjective. It does not appreciate to share one’s room.
one’s house, one’s property, one’s gain, one’s recognition, or one’s
knowledge.

It takes the form of stinginess when one is reluctant to give money
to charity. Attachment to one’s property by greed and miserliness pre-
vent one from giving alms. They are the causes to be reborn in a
woeful state after death.
11 KukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkucca — remorseremorseremorseremorseremorse or  or  or  or  or worryworryworryworryworry

Kukkucca has the characteristic of grieving over the evil that has
been done or over the good that has not been done. As it is useless to
cry over spilt milk, so too it is of no use to repent or feel sorry about
wrong doings. It is most important to do what one should do now.

Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill will make one unhappy
without any reason. Getting rid of them will make one immediately
happy.
(d) The last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha andThe last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha andThe last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha andThe last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha andThe last Three Immoral Mental Factors are thina, middha and

vicikicchÈ.vicikicchÈ.vicikicchÈ.vicikicchÈ.vicikicchÈ.
12 ThinaThinaThinaThinaThina — sloth, idleness, lazinesssloth, idleness, lazinesssloth, idleness, lazinesssloth, idleness, lazinesssloth, idleness, laziness

Thina is the shrinking state of consciousness like a cock’s feather
shrinks before fire. When one is idle due to lack of effort (vÊriya), one
is under the influence of thina. Thina is the sickness of conscious-
ness.
13 MiddhaMiddhaMiddhaMiddhaMiddha — torpor, dull, inactivetorpor, dull, inactivetorpor, dull, inactivetorpor, dull, inactivetorpor, dull, inactive

Middha is the morbid state of mental factors. When one feels inac-
tive, one is being influenced by middha. Middha is the sickness of
mental factors.
14 VicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexityVicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexityVicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexityVicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexityVicikicchÈ — sceptical doubt, perplexity

VicikicchÈ is sceptical doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma, the
SaÑgha, the Noble Threefold Training, one’s past exitences, one’s
future existences, the Causal Relations of Dependent Origination
(PaÔiccasamuppÈda), and the four Noble Truths, because one does
not understand these things clearly. Being occupied with sceptical

doubt, one does not revere the Triple Gem, one does not undertake
the Noble Training, one does not even perform meritorious deeds. So
one suffers a great loss in this life and one shall be reborn in a woeful
state after death. One should make the effort to clarify all sceptical
doubts.

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: (1) Among the 14 immoral mental factors. greed (lobha), anger
(dosa), and ignorance (moha) are immoral roots (akusala hetu). They
are the roots of immoral minds and all evil actions.

(2) Greed, angerGreed, angerGreed, angerGreed, angerGreed, anger, and , and , and , and , and ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance are the hottest worldly fires, and are the hottest worldly fires, and are the hottest worldly fires, and are the hottest worldly fires, and are the hottest worldly fires, and
they are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their totalthey are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their totalthey are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their totalthey are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their totalthey are the root causes of all suffering in the world. Their total
elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.elimination from the mind means NibbÈna.

The extinction of greed, the extinction of hatred, and the extinction
of delusion (moha); this is called NibbÈna.    (Samyutta NikÈya 381)

(3) Greed as sense-desire, anger as ill will, sloth-torpor, restlessness-
remorse, and sceptical doubt are the five Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas)Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas)Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas)Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas)Hindrances (NÊvaraÓas) which
make us forget to do meritorious deeds and which obstruct the arising
of moral minds, mental absorption (jhÈna) and Path-wisdom. They
are the enemies of meditation.

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,Lobha, dosa, moha, mÈna, diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ, thina, uddhacca,
ahirika, anottappaahirika, anottappaahirika, anottappaahirika, anottappaahirika, anottappa are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint are ten defilements. They defile, debase, taint
and burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions andand burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions andand burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions andand burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions andand burn the mind. They are the real causes of all evil actions and
all suffering in th world.all suffering in th world.all suffering in th world.all suffering in th world.all suffering in th world.

Although the Buddha singled out taÓhÈ (lobha, craving) as the ori-
gin of suffering in the Second Noble Truth, TaÓhÈ works in unison
with the remaining defilements. So all ten defilements should be re-
garded as the causes of all suffering.

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) The objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate orThe objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate orThe objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate orThe objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate orThe objective of the Noble Threefold Training is to eradicate or
completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-completely destroy all defilements systematically. When all defile-
ments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realizedments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realizedments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realizedments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realizedments are eradicated, the unique bliss of NibbÈna will be realized
in this very life.in this very life.in this very life.in this very life.in this very life.

(6) In PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda, greed (lobha) and ignorance (moha) are
found to be the two roots of Dependent Arisingtwo roots of Dependent Arisingtwo roots of Dependent Arisingtwo roots of Dependent Arisingtwo roots of Dependent Arising. When the main
roots of a big tree are totally destroyed, the tree will die. Similarly
when the two roots of Dependent Arising are totally destroyed, the
round of rebirths as well as the round of suffering will be terminated.
These two roots can be eradicated by the fourfold Path-wisdom
(Magga-ÒÈÓa) which can be realized by vipassanÈ meditation. When
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these two roots are destroyed, all ten defilements are destroyed.

• • • • • Beautiful Mental Factors (Beautiful Mental Factors (Beautiful Mental Factors (Beautiful Mental Factors (Beautiful Mental Factors (25 25 25 25 25 Sobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana Cetasikas)))))
They are our good, positive qualities. If we can develop them and

organize them properly, we can overcome and destroy all immoral
mental factors which are our bad, negative qualities. Then we shall be
the noblest and happiest people in the world, enjoying the matchless
eternal peace and happiness of NibbÈna for ever.

The 25 types of beautiful mental factors are also divided into four
sub-groups.

(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all
Beautiful Consciousnesses (Beautiful Consciousnesses (Beautiful Consciousnesses (Beautiful Consciousnesses (Beautiful Consciousnesses (Sobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa CetasikasSobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa CetasikasSobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa CetasikasSobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa CetasikasSobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa Cetasikas)))))
1 SaddhÈ — faithSaddhÈ — faithSaddhÈ — faithSaddhÈ — faithSaddhÈ — faith or  or  or  or  or confidenceconfidenceconfidenceconfidenceconfidence

It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,
and the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding thatand the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding thatand the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding thatand the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding thatand the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding that
they are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by reveringthey are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by reveringthey are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by reveringthey are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by reveringthey are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by revering
the Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is reallythe Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is reallythe Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is reallythe Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is reallythe Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is really
safe, peaceful, and prosperous.safe, peaceful, and prosperous.safe, peaceful, and prosperous.safe, peaceful, and prosperous.safe, peaceful, and prosperous.

SaddhÈ is the leader of beautiful mental factors. As soon as we re-
vere the Buddha, all the 19 beautiful mental factors led by SaddhÈ
arise in the mind, driving away all immoral mental factors. Thus saddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈ
is compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarchis compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarchis compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarchis compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarchis compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarch which
can immediately cool down and purify warm, dirty water.

The Buddha pointed out that saddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈ is our most valuable treasure is our most valuable treasure is our most valuable treasure is our most valuable treasure is our most valuable treasure,
because if we have strong faith in the Triple Gem, we shall pay hom-
age to th Buddha, the Dhamma, and the SaÑgha respectfully and per-
form meritorious deeds regularly. So we can accumulate good kammas
by many billions every day. These good kammas will bear good fruits
in many blissful existences starting from this very existence.

2 Sati — mindfulness, attentivenessSati — mindfulness, attentivenessSati — mindfulness, attentivenessSati — mindfulness, attentivenessSati — mindfulness, attentiveness
Sati is mindful of things that are taking place. Its chief characteristic

is ‘not floating away’, that is, not to let things go unnoticed. When one
is not mindful enough, one does not remember what one sees or hears;
it is like empty pots and pumpkins floating away on the water current.

We must be mindful in thinking, speaking or doing something so
that our actions do not harm any living being. We must be mindful to
perform meritorious deeds. We must be always mindful of our medi-

tation object in undertaking meditation for mindfulness is the main
factor. Those who are always mindful will progress in meditation un-
til they realize NibbÈna. Those who are heedless will not perform any
meritorious deeds. So they are similar to dead persons.

Mindfulness is the way to the Deathless (NibbÈna),
Heedlessness is the way to death.
The mindful do not die; the heedless are as if already dead.

     (Dhammapada 21)
3 HirÊHirÊHirÊHirÊHirÊ —  —  —  —  — moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.

HirÊ makes one recoil with moral shame from committing immoral
deeds. A person, who has moral shame, values his virtue and dignity,
and recoils from evil just as a cock’s feather shrinks in front of fire.

4 Ottappa —  moral dreadOttappa —  moral dreadOttappa —  moral dreadOttappa —  moral dreadOttappa —  moral dread or  or  or  or  or fear to do evilfear to do evilfear to do evilfear to do evilfear to do evil
One with ottappa feels scared to do evil because he understands

kamma and its resutlt and that an evil action will bear evil results more
than a billionfold.

HirÊ and Ottappa differentiate man from beast not to indulge in im-
moral acts such as sexual relations between mother and son or between
father and daughter even at the time of very low civilization. So they
are called the Guardian of the World’ (LokapÈla Dhamma). They serve
as the nearest cause for maintaining pure morality.

5 Alobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosityAlobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosityAlobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosityAlobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosityAlobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity
Greedlessness and non-attachment to sense objects is the chief char-

acteristic of alobha. As water drops run off a lotus leaf without adher-
ing to it, alobha runs off sensuous objects without adhering to them.

When one is not attached to one’s possession, one can give away
money and things to charity. Here alobha manifests itself in the form
of generosity.

AlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobha makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con- makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con- makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con- makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con- makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con-
tented with what one has.tented with what one has.tented with what one has.tented with what one has.tented with what one has. It does not crave for wealth, power or
sensual pleasure. So it is a very beautiful quality to possess. We can
develop it by practising alms-giving. By practising to give away little
by little, one can later donate generously to charity. Alobha opposes
lobha and can overcome lobha.

‘SantuÔÔhi paramaÑ dhanaÑ’
‘Contentment is the greatest wealth.’
A well contented man is happy even though he is poor.
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these two roots are destroyed, all ten defilements are destroyed.

• • • • • Beautiful Mental Factors (Beautiful Mental Factors (Beautiful Mental Factors (Beautiful Mental Factors (Beautiful Mental Factors (25 25 25 25 25 Sobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana Cetasikas)))))
They are our good, positive qualities. If we can develop them and

organize them properly, we can overcome and destroy all immoral
mental factors which are our bad, negative qualities. Then we shall be
the noblest and happiest people in the world, enjoying the matchless
eternal peace and happiness of NibbÈna for ever.

The 25 types of beautiful mental factors are also divided into four
sub-groups.

(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all(a) 19 Beautiful Mental Factors which Collectively Associate with all
Beautiful Consciousnesses (Beautiful Consciousnesses (Beautiful Consciousnesses (Beautiful Consciousnesses (Beautiful Consciousnesses (Sobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa CetasikasSobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa CetasikasSobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa CetasikasSobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa CetasikasSobhana-SÈdhÈraÓa Cetasikas)))))
1 SaddhÈ — faithSaddhÈ — faithSaddhÈ — faithSaddhÈ — faithSaddhÈ — faith or  or  or  or  or confidenceconfidenceconfidenceconfidenceconfidence

It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma,
and the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding thatand the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding thatand the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding thatand the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding thatand the SaÑgha (known as Triple Gem) with the understanding that
they are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by reveringthey are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by reveringthey are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by reveringthey are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by reveringthey are the noblest objects worthy of veneration, and by revering
the Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is reallythe Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is reallythe Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is reallythe Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is reallythe Triple Gem and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, one is really
safe, peaceful, and prosperous.safe, peaceful, and prosperous.safe, peaceful, and prosperous.safe, peaceful, and prosperous.safe, peaceful, and prosperous.

SaddhÈ is the leader of beautiful mental factors. As soon as we re-
vere the Buddha, all the 19 beautiful mental factors led by SaddhÈ
arise in the mind, driving away all immoral mental factors. Thus saddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈ
is compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarchis compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarchis compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarchis compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarchis compared with the unique ruby of the Universal Monarch which
can immediately cool down and purify warm, dirty water.

The Buddha pointed out that saddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈ is our most valuable treasure is our most valuable treasure is our most valuable treasure is our most valuable treasure is our most valuable treasure,
because if we have strong faith in the Triple Gem, we shall pay hom-
age to th Buddha, the Dhamma, and the SaÑgha respectfully and per-
form meritorious deeds regularly. So we can accumulate good kammas
by many billions every day. These good kammas will bear good fruits
in many blissful existences starting from this very existence.

2 Sati — mindfulness, attentivenessSati — mindfulness, attentivenessSati — mindfulness, attentivenessSati — mindfulness, attentivenessSati — mindfulness, attentiveness
Sati is mindful of things that are taking place. Its chief characteristic

is ‘not floating away’, that is, not to let things go unnoticed. When one
is not mindful enough, one does not remember what one sees or hears;
it is like empty pots and pumpkins floating away on the water current.

We must be mindful in thinking, speaking or doing something so
that our actions do not harm any living being. We must be mindful to
perform meritorious deeds. We must be always mindful of our medi-

tation object in undertaking meditation for mindfulness is the main
factor. Those who are always mindful will progress in meditation un-
til they realize NibbÈna. Those who are heedless will not perform any
meritorious deeds. So they are similar to dead persons.

Mindfulness is the way to the Deathless (NibbÈna),
Heedlessness is the way to death.
The mindful do not die; the heedless are as if already dead.

     (Dhammapada 21)
3 HirÊHirÊHirÊHirÊHirÊ —  —  —  —  — moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.moral shame, feeling ashamed to do evil.

HirÊ makes one recoil with moral shame from committing immoral
deeds. A person, who has moral shame, values his virtue and dignity,
and recoils from evil just as a cock’s feather shrinks in front of fire.

4 Ottappa —  moral dreadOttappa —  moral dreadOttappa —  moral dreadOttappa —  moral dreadOttappa —  moral dread or  or  or  or  or fear to do evilfear to do evilfear to do evilfear to do evilfear to do evil
One with ottappa feels scared to do evil because he understands

kamma and its resutlt and that an evil action will bear evil results more
than a billionfold.

HirÊ and Ottappa differentiate man from beast not to indulge in im-
moral acts such as sexual relations between mother and son or between
father and daughter even at the time of very low civilization. So they
are called the Guardian of the World’ (LokapÈla Dhamma). They serve
as the nearest cause for maintaining pure morality.

5 Alobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosityAlobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosityAlobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosityAlobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosityAlobha — greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity
Greedlessness and non-attachment to sense objects is the chief char-

acteristic of alobha. As water drops run off a lotus leaf without adher-
ing to it, alobha runs off sensuous objects without adhering to them.

When one is not attached to one’s possession, one can give away
money and things to charity. Here alobha manifests itself in the form
of generosity.

AlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobha makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con- makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con- makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con- makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con- makes one unselfish, generous to help others, easily con-
tented with what one has.tented with what one has.tented with what one has.tented with what one has.tented with what one has. It does not crave for wealth, power or
sensual pleasure. So it is a very beautiful quality to possess. We can
develop it by practising alms-giving. By practising to give away little
by little, one can later donate generously to charity. Alobha opposes
lobha and can overcome lobha.

‘SantuÔÔhi paramaÑ dhanaÑ’
‘Contentment is the greatest wealth.’
A well contented man is happy even though he is poor.
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A rich man who is not contented will not be happy.
6 Adosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good willAdosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good willAdosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good willAdosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good willAdosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good will

Adosa opposes dosa and can overcome dosa. It is not mere absence
of hatred or aversion, but is a positive virtue.

Dosa has the characteristic of roughness and cruelty whereas mild-
ness and forgiveness is the chief characteristic of adosa. Dosa is like
an enemy whereas adosa is like an agreeable good friend. Dosa kills
millions of people in wars whereas adosa can establish world peace
instantly if every one possesses this beautiful quality.

AdosaAdosaAdosaAdosaAdosa is reflected as  is reflected as  is reflected as  is reflected as  is reflected as goodwillgoodwillgoodwillgoodwillgoodwill for its nature of kindness, toler- for its nature of kindness, toler- for its nature of kindness, toler- for its nature of kindness, toler- for its nature of kindness, toler-
ance and helpfulness. It is known as ance and helpfulness. It is known as ance and helpfulness. It is known as ance and helpfulness. It is known as ance and helpfulness. It is known as lovelovelovelovelove or  or  or  or  or loving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindness ( ( ( ( (mettÈmettÈmettÈmettÈmettÈ)))))
when it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be wellwhen it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be wellwhen it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be wellwhen it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be wellwhen it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be well
and happy.and happy.and happy.and happy.and happy.

* ‘God is love’. ‘Forgiveness is divine’.
* Hatred never ceases through hatred;
    it only ceases through loving-kindness.
  This is the eternal law. (Dhammapada 5)

7 TatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈ —  —  —  —  — equanimity, mental balanceequanimity, mental balanceequanimity, mental balanceequanimity, mental balanceequanimity, mental balance
The chief characteristic of tatramajjhattatÈ is ‘impartial view, keep-

ing in the middle of all things’.
It is compared to a charioteer who drives two horses to run at equal

pace. It also acts like the chairman of a meeting who gives equal chance
to its associates to act. It balances consciousness and mental factorsIt balances consciousness and mental factorsIt balances consciousness and mental factorsIt balances consciousness and mental factorsIt balances consciousness and mental factors
to function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness orto function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness orto function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness orto function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness orto function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness or
deficiency.deficiency.deficiency.deficiency.deficiency.

In the sense of equanimity, it is mostly known as upekkhÈ, which is
different from hedonic upekkhÈ, meaning ‘indifferent feeling’.

TatramajjattatÈ maintains equanimity or mental balance whatever
worldly condition one may encounter. The eight worldly conditionsThe eight worldly conditionsThe eight worldly conditionsThe eight worldly conditionsThe eight worldly conditions
(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having
many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.

Loving-kindness (mettÈ), compassion (karunÈ), sympathetic joy
(muditÈ) and equanimity (upekkhÈ) represent four ‘boundless states’
or four ‘sublime modes of living’ (Brahma-vihÈra). We should de-
velop these four qualities for they furnish sublime living and they are
very essential and beneficial in daily communication.
8 KÈya-passaddhiKÈya-passaddhiKÈya-passaddhiKÈya-passaddhiKÈya-passaddhi ————— tranquillity of mental factorstranquillity of mental factorstranquillity of mental factorstranquillity of mental factorstranquillity of mental factors
9 Citta-passaddhiCitta-passaddhiCitta-passaddhiCitta-passaddhiCitta-passaddhi ————— tranquillity of consciousnesstranquillity of consciousnesstranquillity of consciousnesstranquillity of consciousnesstranquillity of consciousness

10 KÈya-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ ————— lightness of mental factorslightness of mental factorslightness of mental factorslightness of mental factorslightness of mental factors
11 Citta-lahutÈCitta-lahutÈCitta-lahutÈCitta-lahutÈCitta-lahutÈ ————— lightness of consciousnesslightness of consciousnesslightness of consciousnesslightness of consciousnesslightness of consciousness

10 and 11 oppose sloth and torpor.
12 KÈya-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ ————— elasticity of mental factorselasticity of mental factorselasticity of mental factorselasticity of mental factorselasticity of mental factors
13 Citta-mudutÈCitta-mudutÈCitta-mudutÈCitta-mudutÈCitta-mudutÈ ————— elasticity of consciousnesselasticity of consciousnesselasticity of consciousnesselasticity of consciousnesselasticity of consciousness

12 and 13 remove the stiffness in the mind caused by immoral
mental factors such as wrong view (diÔÔhi) and conceit (mÈna).

14 KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factorsKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factorsKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factorsKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factorsKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factors
15 Citta-kammaÒÒatÈCitta-kammaÒÒatÈCitta-kammaÒÒatÈCitta-kammaÒÒatÈCitta-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of consciousness—  adaptability of consciousness—  adaptability of consciousness—  adaptability of consciousness—  adaptability of consciousness

14 and 15 make mental factors and consciousness suitable for
new use and describe the goodness in carrying out their duty.

16 KÈya-paguÒÒatÈKÈya-paguÒÒatÈKÈya-paguÒÒatÈKÈya-paguÒÒatÈKÈya-paguÒÒatÈ —  proficiency of mental factors—  proficiency of mental factors—  proficiency of mental factors—  proficiency of mental factors—  proficiency of mental factors
17 Citta-paguÒÒatÈCitta-paguÒÒatÈCitta-paguÒÒatÈCitta-paguÒÒatÈCitta-paguÒÒatÈ —  proficiency of consciousness—  proficiency of consciousness—  proficiency of consciousness—  proficiency of consciousness—  proficiency of consciousness

16 and 17 describe the skilfulness of mental factors and conscious-
ness in doing their work.

18 KÈyujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ ————— uprightness of mental factorsuprightness of mental factorsuprightness of mental factorsuprightness of mental factorsuprightness of mental factors
19 CuttujjukatÈCuttujjukatÈCuttujjukatÈCuttujjukatÈCuttujjukatÈ ————— uprightness of consciousnessuprightness of consciousnessuprightness of consciousnessuprightness of consciousnessuprightness of consciousness

18 and 19 describe the straightness in mental factors and conscious-
ness in doing their work. They oppose the crookedness, deception
and craftiness due to illusion (moha) or deceit (mÈyÈ) and treachery
(sÈtheya).

(b) Three Abstinences (Three Abstinences (Three Abstinences (Three Abstinences (Three Abstinences (Virati CetasikasVirati CetasikasVirati CetasikasVirati CetasikasVirati Cetasikas)))))
These three mental factors function as three morality components

of the Noble Eightfold Path. They constitute the Training of Morality
(sÊla-sikkhÈ) which is the Foundation of the Noble Path.

20 SammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈ ————— the right speechthe right speechthe right speechthe right speechthe right speech
It is the speech which abstains from:
(i) musÈvÈdÈ — lying or false speech,
(ii) pisuÓavÈcÈ — slandering or back-biting,
(iii) pharusavÈcÈ — harsh speech or abusive speech,
(iv) SamphappalÈpÈ — frivolous talk or vain talk.
We should always speak the truth, friendly speech, pleasant speech

and beneficial speech.
21 SammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammanta ————— the right actionthe right actionthe right actionthe right actionthe right action

It refers to three bodily actions which abstain from:
(i) pÈnÈtipÈtÈ — killing any living being,
(ii) adinnÈdÈnÈ — stealing other’s property,
(iii) kÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ — sexual misconduct.
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A rich man who is not contented will not be happy.
6 Adosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good willAdosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good willAdosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good willAdosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good willAdosa — hatelessness, loving-kindness, good will

Adosa opposes dosa and can overcome dosa. It is not mere absence
of hatred or aversion, but is a positive virtue.

Dosa has the characteristic of roughness and cruelty whereas mild-
ness and forgiveness is the chief characteristic of adosa. Dosa is like
an enemy whereas adosa is like an agreeable good friend. Dosa kills
millions of people in wars whereas adosa can establish world peace
instantly if every one possesses this beautiful quality.

AdosaAdosaAdosaAdosaAdosa is reflected as  is reflected as  is reflected as  is reflected as  is reflected as goodwillgoodwillgoodwillgoodwillgoodwill for its nature of kindness, toler- for its nature of kindness, toler- for its nature of kindness, toler- for its nature of kindness, toler- for its nature of kindness, toler-
ance and helpfulness. It is known as ance and helpfulness. It is known as ance and helpfulness. It is known as ance and helpfulness. It is known as ance and helpfulness. It is known as lovelovelovelovelove or  or  or  or  or loving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindness ( ( ( ( (mettÈmettÈmettÈmettÈmettÈ)))))
when it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be wellwhen it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be wellwhen it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be wellwhen it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be wellwhen it turns its attention to living beings wishing them to be well
and happy.and happy.and happy.and happy.and happy.

* ‘God is love’. ‘Forgiveness is divine’.
* Hatred never ceases through hatred;
    it only ceases through loving-kindness.
  This is the eternal law. (Dhammapada 5)

7 TatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈ —  —  —  —  — equanimity, mental balanceequanimity, mental balanceequanimity, mental balanceequanimity, mental balanceequanimity, mental balance
The chief characteristic of tatramajjhattatÈ is ‘impartial view, keep-

ing in the middle of all things’.
It is compared to a charioteer who drives two horses to run at equal

pace. It also acts like the chairman of a meeting who gives equal chance
to its associates to act. It balances consciousness and mental factorsIt balances consciousness and mental factorsIt balances consciousness and mental factorsIt balances consciousness and mental factorsIt balances consciousness and mental factors
to function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness orto function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness orto function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness orto function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness orto function together at equal pace, preventing any excessiveness or
deficiency.deficiency.deficiency.deficiency.deficiency.

In the sense of equanimity, it is mostly known as upekkhÈ, which is
different from hedonic upekkhÈ, meaning ‘indifferent feeling’.

TatramajjattatÈ maintains equanimity or mental balance whatever
worldly condition one may encounter. The eight worldly conditionsThe eight worldly conditionsThe eight worldly conditionsThe eight worldly conditionsThe eight worldly conditions
(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having(loka-dhammas) that affect all beings are “ gain or loss, having
many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.many friends or no friends, praise or blame, happiness or suffering”.

Loving-kindness (mettÈ), compassion (karunÈ), sympathetic joy
(muditÈ) and equanimity (upekkhÈ) represent four ‘boundless states’
or four ‘sublime modes of living’ (Brahma-vihÈra). We should de-
velop these four qualities for they furnish sublime living and they are
very essential and beneficial in daily communication.
8 KÈya-passaddhiKÈya-passaddhiKÈya-passaddhiKÈya-passaddhiKÈya-passaddhi ————— tranquillity of mental factorstranquillity of mental factorstranquillity of mental factorstranquillity of mental factorstranquillity of mental factors
9 Citta-passaddhiCitta-passaddhiCitta-passaddhiCitta-passaddhiCitta-passaddhi ————— tranquillity of consciousnesstranquillity of consciousnesstranquillity of consciousnesstranquillity of consciousnesstranquillity of consciousness

10 KÈya-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ ————— lightness of mental factorslightness of mental factorslightness of mental factorslightness of mental factorslightness of mental factors
11 Citta-lahutÈCitta-lahutÈCitta-lahutÈCitta-lahutÈCitta-lahutÈ ————— lightness of consciousnesslightness of consciousnesslightness of consciousnesslightness of consciousnesslightness of consciousness

10 and 11 oppose sloth and torpor.
12 KÈya-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ ————— elasticity of mental factorselasticity of mental factorselasticity of mental factorselasticity of mental factorselasticity of mental factors
13 Citta-mudutÈCitta-mudutÈCitta-mudutÈCitta-mudutÈCitta-mudutÈ ————— elasticity of consciousnesselasticity of consciousnesselasticity of consciousnesselasticity of consciousnesselasticity of consciousness

12 and 13 remove the stiffness in the mind caused by immoral
mental factors such as wrong view (diÔÔhi) and conceit (mÈna).

14 KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factorsKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factorsKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factorsKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factorsKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of mental factors
15 Citta-kammaÒÒatÈCitta-kammaÒÒatÈCitta-kammaÒÒatÈCitta-kammaÒÒatÈCitta-kammaÒÒatÈ —  adaptability of consciousness—  adaptability of consciousness—  adaptability of consciousness—  adaptability of consciousness—  adaptability of consciousness

14 and 15 make mental factors and consciousness suitable for
new use and describe the goodness in carrying out their duty.

16 KÈya-paguÒÒatÈKÈya-paguÒÒatÈKÈya-paguÒÒatÈKÈya-paguÒÒatÈKÈya-paguÒÒatÈ —  proficiency of mental factors—  proficiency of mental factors—  proficiency of mental factors—  proficiency of mental factors—  proficiency of mental factors
17 Citta-paguÒÒatÈCitta-paguÒÒatÈCitta-paguÒÒatÈCitta-paguÒÒatÈCitta-paguÒÒatÈ —  proficiency of consciousness—  proficiency of consciousness—  proficiency of consciousness—  proficiency of consciousness—  proficiency of consciousness

16 and 17 describe the skilfulness of mental factors and conscious-
ness in doing their work.

18 KÈyujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ ————— uprightness of mental factorsuprightness of mental factorsuprightness of mental factorsuprightness of mental factorsuprightness of mental factors
19 CuttujjukatÈCuttujjukatÈCuttujjukatÈCuttujjukatÈCuttujjukatÈ ————— uprightness of consciousnessuprightness of consciousnessuprightness of consciousnessuprightness of consciousnessuprightness of consciousness

18 and 19 describe the straightness in mental factors and conscious-
ness in doing their work. They oppose the crookedness, deception
and craftiness due to illusion (moha) or deceit (mÈyÈ) and treachery
(sÈtheya).

(b) Three Abstinences (Three Abstinences (Three Abstinences (Three Abstinences (Three Abstinences (Virati CetasikasVirati CetasikasVirati CetasikasVirati CetasikasVirati Cetasikas)))))
These three mental factors function as three morality components

of the Noble Eightfold Path. They constitute the Training of Morality
(sÊla-sikkhÈ) which is the Foundation of the Noble Path.

20 SammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈ ————— the right speechthe right speechthe right speechthe right speechthe right speech
It is the speech which abstains from:
(i) musÈvÈdÈ — lying or false speech,
(ii) pisuÓavÈcÈ — slandering or back-biting,
(iii) pharusavÈcÈ — harsh speech or abusive speech,
(iv) SamphappalÈpÈ — frivolous talk or vain talk.
We should always speak the truth, friendly speech, pleasant speech

and beneficial speech.
21 SammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammanta ————— the right actionthe right actionthe right actionthe right actionthe right action

It refers to three bodily actions which abstain from:
(i) pÈnÈtipÈtÈ — killing any living being,
(ii) adinnÈdÈnÈ — stealing other’s property,
(iii) kÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ — sexual misconduct.
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22 SammÈ-ÈjÊva SammÈ-ÈjÊva SammÈ-ÈjÊva SammÈ-ÈjÊva SammÈ-ÈjÊva —————   the right livelihood   the right livelihood   the right livelihood   the right livelihood   the right livelihood
It is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches and three

evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causes harm to
other beings, such as trading in arms, poison, intoxicating drinks and
drugs, live animals, and human beings. It also abstains from slaugh-
tering, fishing, soldiering, deceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.

(c) Two IllimittablesTwo IllimittablesTwo IllimittablesTwo IllimittablesTwo Illimittables (AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)

23 KaruÓÈKaruÓÈKaruÓÈKaruÓÈKaruÓÈ ————— compassioncompassioncompassioncompassioncompassion
It makes the hearts of good people quiver when others are afflicted

with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering of others is its chief
characteristic. It discards cruelty or wickedness.

24 MuditÈMuditÈMuditÈMuditÈMuditÈ ————— sympathetic joysympathetic joysympathetic joysympathetic joysympathetic joy
It is not mere sympathy but appreciative joy. Its chief characteristic

is to rejoice in other’s prosperity.
The four illimitables or boundless states — loving-kindness, com-

passion, sympathetic joy and equanimity — have been described above.

(d) The Faculty of WisdomThe Faculty of WisdomThe Faculty of WisdomThe Faculty of WisdomThe Faculty of Wisdom (((((PaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriya)))))

25 PaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriya   —      —      —      —      —   the controlling faculty of wisdomthe controlling faculty of wisdomthe controlling faculty of wisdomthe controlling faculty of wisdomthe controlling faculty of wisdom
It has the control over the understanding of things as they really are,

that is, understanding in the light of impermanence (anicca), suffer-
ing (dukkha) and not-self (anatta).

Because it overcomes ignorance (moha), it is known as ‘amoha’
(non-delusion or wisdom). Because it can remove the veil of igno-
rance from clouding man’s mind-eye and throw away the darkness of
ignorance (avijjÈ), it is called ‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).

PaÒÒindriya is usually called ‘paÒÒÈ cetasikapaÒÒÈ cetasikapaÒÒÈ cetasikapaÒÒÈ cetasikapaÒÒÈ cetasika’. When it is  puri-
fied and cultivated by concentration (samÈdhi), it assumes the power-
ful role of ‘supernormal knowledge’.

When it is developed to the highest stage by When it is developed to the highest stage by When it is developed to the highest stage by When it is developed to the highest stage by When it is developed to the highest stage by vipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈ, it be-, it be-, it be-, it be-, it be-
comes the fourfold ‘comes the fourfold ‘comes the fourfold ‘comes the fourfold ‘comes the fourfold ‘Path-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdom’ (’ (’ (’ (’ (MaggaÒÈÓaMaggaÒÈÓaMaggaÒÈÓaMaggaÒÈÓaMaggaÒÈÓa), which can totally), which can totally), which can totally), which can totally), which can totally
destroy all destroy all destroy all destroy all destroy all defilements (kilesÈs)defilements (kilesÈs)defilements (kilesÈs)defilements (kilesÈs)defilements (kilesÈs) from the mind. The culmination of from the mind. The culmination of from the mind. The culmination of from the mind. The culmination of from the mind. The culmination of
wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ) is the  is the  is the  is the  is the Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa)Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa)Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa)Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa)Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa) of of of of of
the Buddha.the Buddha.the Buddha.the Buddha.the Buddha.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, greedlessnessgreedlessnessgreedlessnessgreedlessnessgreedlessness
               (alobha), hatelessness (adosa)(alobha), hatelessness (adosa)(alobha), hatelessness (adosa)(alobha), hatelessness (adosa)(alobha), hatelessness (adosa), and , and , and , and , and wisdom (amoha)wisdom (amoha)wisdom (amoha)wisdom (amoha)wisdom (amoha) are  are  are  are  are moralmoralmoralmoralmoral

roots (kusala hetu)roots (kusala hetu)roots (kusala hetu)roots (kusala hetu)roots (kusala hetu). They are the roots of moral minds and all. They are the roots of moral minds and all. They are the roots of moral minds and all. They are the roots of moral minds and all. They are the roots of moral minds and all

good actions. They can be respectively developed by good actions. They can be respectively developed by good actions. They can be respectively developed by good actions. They can be respectively developed by good actions. They can be respectively developed by alms-givingalms-givingalms-givingalms-givingalms-giving
(dÈna)(dÈna)(dÈna)(dÈna)(dÈna), observing moral precepts (, observing moral precepts (, observing moral precepts (, observing moral precepts (, observing moral precepts (sÊlasÊlasÊlasÊlasÊla), and undertaking ), and undertaking ), and undertaking ), and undertaking ), and undertaking medita-medita-medita-medita-medita-
tion (bhÈvanÈ).tion (bhÈvanÈ).tion (bhÈvanÈ).tion (bhÈvanÈ).tion (bhÈvanÈ).

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati), good , good , good , good , good effort (vÊriya), know-effort (vÊriya), know-effort (vÊriya), know-effort (vÊriya), know-effort (vÊriya), know-
ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ)ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ)ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ)ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ)ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ), and , and , and , and , and moral dreadmoral dreadmoral dreadmoral dreadmoral dread
(ottappa)(ottappa)(ottappa)(ottappa)(ottappa) constitute the seven qualities of an upright person. constitute the seven qualities of an upright person. constitute the seven qualities of an upright person. constitute the seven qualities of an upright person. constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati), right , right , right , right , right effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya), right, right, right, right, right
concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi) and  and  and  and  and wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ) constitute the five constitute the five constitute the five constitute the five constitute the five
powers and the five faculties to combat the powers and the five faculties to combat the powers and the five faculties to combat the powers and the five faculties to combat the powers and the five faculties to combat the hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)hindrances (nÊvaraÓas).....

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) Right view (paÒÒÈ)Right view (paÒÒÈ)Right view (paÒÒÈ)Right view (paÒÒÈ)Right view (paÒÒÈ), , , , , right thought (vÊtakka), right speechright thought (vÊtakka), right speechright thought (vÊtakka), right speechright thought (vÊtakka), right speechright thought (vÊtakka), right speech
(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood
(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right
concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ) constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as
well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,
we can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna andwe can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna andwe can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna andwe can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna andwe can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna and
enjoy eternal peace and enjoy eternal peace and enjoy eternal peace and enjoy eternal peace and enjoy eternal peace and unique unique unique unique unique happiness.happiness.happiness.happiness.happiness.

• • • • • Association of Mental Factors with various ConsciousnessesAssociation of Mental Factors with various ConsciousnessesAssociation of Mental Factors with various ConsciousnessesAssociation of Mental Factors with various ConsciousnessesAssociation of Mental Factors with various Consciousnesses
Each consciousness arises in association with several mental fac-

tors. The association of mental factors with each type of conscious-
ness is described in Chart No.3 which is attached to the back of this
book.

The reading of the Chart together with the explanations why certain
mental factors associate with certain consciousnesses are described in
Dr. Mehm Tin Mon’s book entitled “The Essence of Buddha Abhi-
dhamma”, 3rd Ed., pp. 81-92.

• • • • • The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate CauseThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate CauseThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate CauseThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate CauseThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate Cause
of Mentalityof Mentalityof Mentalityof Mentalityof Mentality

1 Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓaCakkhu-viÒÒÈÓaCakkhu-viÒÒÈÓaCakkhu-viÒÒÈÓaCakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa (Eye-consciousness)(Eye-consciousness)(Eye-consciousness)(Eye-consciousness)(Eye-consciousness)
(i) It has the characteristic of being supported by the eye-base

and cognizing visible object.
(ii) Its function is to have only visible object as its object.
(iii) It is manifested as being inclined to visible object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the passing away of paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana

citta.
2,3,4,5 Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,

KÈya-viÒÒÈÓaKÈya-viÒÒÈÓaKÈya-viÒÒÈÓaKÈya-viÒÒÈÓaKÈya-viÒÒÈÓa
(i) They have the characteristics of being supported by the ear-
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22 SammÈ-ÈjÊva SammÈ-ÈjÊva SammÈ-ÈjÊva SammÈ-ÈjÊva SammÈ-ÈjÊva —————   the right livelihood   the right livelihood   the right livelihood   the right livelihood   the right livelihood
It is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches and three

evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causes harm to
other beings, such as trading in arms, poison, intoxicating drinks and
drugs, live animals, and human beings. It also abstains from slaugh-
tering, fishing, soldiering, deceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.

(c) Two IllimittablesTwo IllimittablesTwo IllimittablesTwo IllimittablesTwo Illimittables (AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)

23 KaruÓÈKaruÓÈKaruÓÈKaruÓÈKaruÓÈ ————— compassioncompassioncompassioncompassioncompassion
It makes the hearts of good people quiver when others are afflicted

with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering of others is its chief
characteristic. It discards cruelty or wickedness.

24 MuditÈMuditÈMuditÈMuditÈMuditÈ ————— sympathetic joysympathetic joysympathetic joysympathetic joysympathetic joy
It is not mere sympathy but appreciative joy. Its chief characteristic

is to rejoice in other’s prosperity.
The four illimitables or boundless states — loving-kindness, com-

passion, sympathetic joy and equanimity — have been described above.

(d) The Faculty of WisdomThe Faculty of WisdomThe Faculty of WisdomThe Faculty of WisdomThe Faculty of Wisdom (((((PaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriya)))))

25 PaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriya   —      —      —      —      —   the controlling faculty of wisdomthe controlling faculty of wisdomthe controlling faculty of wisdomthe controlling faculty of wisdomthe controlling faculty of wisdom
It has the control over the understanding of things as they really are,

that is, understanding in the light of impermanence (anicca), suffer-
ing (dukkha) and not-self (anatta).

Because it overcomes ignorance (moha), it is known as ‘amoha’
(non-delusion or wisdom). Because it can remove the veil of igno-
rance from clouding man’s mind-eye and throw away the darkness of
ignorance (avijjÈ), it is called ‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).

PaÒÒindriya is usually called ‘paÒÒÈ cetasikapaÒÒÈ cetasikapaÒÒÈ cetasikapaÒÒÈ cetasikapaÒÒÈ cetasika’. When it is  puri-
fied and cultivated by concentration (samÈdhi), it assumes the power-
ful role of ‘supernormal knowledge’.

When it is developed to the highest stage by When it is developed to the highest stage by When it is developed to the highest stage by When it is developed to the highest stage by When it is developed to the highest stage by vipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈ, it be-, it be-, it be-, it be-, it be-
comes the fourfold ‘comes the fourfold ‘comes the fourfold ‘comes the fourfold ‘comes the fourfold ‘Path-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdom’ (’ (’ (’ (’ (MaggaÒÈÓaMaggaÒÈÓaMaggaÒÈÓaMaggaÒÈÓaMaggaÒÈÓa), which can totally), which can totally), which can totally), which can totally), which can totally
destroy all destroy all destroy all destroy all destroy all defilements (kilesÈs)defilements (kilesÈs)defilements (kilesÈs)defilements (kilesÈs)defilements (kilesÈs) from the mind. The culmination of from the mind. The culmination of from the mind. The culmination of from the mind. The culmination of from the mind. The culmination of
wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ) is the  is the  is the  is the  is the Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa)Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa)Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa)Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa)Omniscient Wisdom (SabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈÓa) of of of of of
the Buddha.the Buddha.the Buddha.the Buddha.the Buddha.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, (1) Among the 25 beautiful mental factors, greedlessnessgreedlessnessgreedlessnessgreedlessnessgreedlessness
               (alobha), hatelessness (adosa)(alobha), hatelessness (adosa)(alobha), hatelessness (adosa)(alobha), hatelessness (adosa)(alobha), hatelessness (adosa), and , and , and , and , and wisdom (amoha)wisdom (amoha)wisdom (amoha)wisdom (amoha)wisdom (amoha) are  are  are  are  are moralmoralmoralmoralmoral

roots (kusala hetu)roots (kusala hetu)roots (kusala hetu)roots (kusala hetu)roots (kusala hetu). They are the roots of moral minds and all. They are the roots of moral minds and all. They are the roots of moral minds and all. They are the roots of moral minds and all. They are the roots of moral minds and all

good actions. They can be respectively developed by good actions. They can be respectively developed by good actions. They can be respectively developed by good actions. They can be respectively developed by good actions. They can be respectively developed by alms-givingalms-givingalms-givingalms-givingalms-giving
(dÈna)(dÈna)(dÈna)(dÈna)(dÈna), observing moral precepts (, observing moral precepts (, observing moral precepts (, observing moral precepts (, observing moral precepts (sÊlasÊlasÊlasÊlasÊla), and undertaking ), and undertaking ), and undertaking ), and undertaking ), and undertaking medita-medita-medita-medita-medita-
tion (bhÈvanÈ).tion (bhÈvanÈ).tion (bhÈvanÈ).tion (bhÈvanÈ).tion (bhÈvanÈ).

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati), good , good , good , good , good effort (vÊriya), know-effort (vÊriya), know-effort (vÊriya), know-effort (vÊriya), know-effort (vÊriya), know-
ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ)ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ)ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ)ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ)ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ), and , and , and , and , and moral dreadmoral dreadmoral dreadmoral dreadmoral dread
(ottappa)(ottappa)(ottappa)(ottappa)(ottappa) constitute the seven qualities of an upright person. constitute the seven qualities of an upright person. constitute the seven qualities of an upright person. constitute the seven qualities of an upright person. constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati)Faith (saddhÈ), mindfulness (sati), right , right , right , right , right effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya), right, right, right, right, right
concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi) and  and  and  and  and wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ)wisdom (paÒÒÈ) constitute the five constitute the five constitute the five constitute the five constitute the five
powers and the five faculties to combat the powers and the five faculties to combat the powers and the five faculties to combat the powers and the five faculties to combat the powers and the five faculties to combat the hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)hindrances (nÊvaraÓas).....

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) Right view (paÒÒÈ)Right view (paÒÒÈ)Right view (paÒÒÈ)Right view (paÒÒÈ)Right view (paÒÒÈ), , , , , right thought (vÊtakka), right speechright thought (vÊtakka), right speechright thought (vÊtakka), right speechright thought (vÊtakka), right speechright thought (vÊtakka), right speech
(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈ-vÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood
(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (vÊriya), right mindfulness (sati), right
concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ) constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as constitute the Noble Eightfold Path as
well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,well as the Noble Threefold Training. By developing them fully,
we can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna andwe can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna andwe can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna andwe can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna andwe can develop the fourfold Path-Wisdom to realize NibbÈna and
enjoy eternal peace and enjoy eternal peace and enjoy eternal peace and enjoy eternal peace and enjoy eternal peace and unique unique unique unique unique happiness.happiness.happiness.happiness.happiness.

• • • • • Association of Mental Factors with various ConsciousnessesAssociation of Mental Factors with various ConsciousnessesAssociation of Mental Factors with various ConsciousnessesAssociation of Mental Factors with various ConsciousnessesAssociation of Mental Factors with various Consciousnesses
Each consciousness arises in association with several mental fac-

tors. The association of mental factors with each type of conscious-
ness is described in Chart No.3 which is attached to the back of this
book.

The reading of the Chart together with the explanations why certain
mental factors associate with certain consciousnesses are described in
Dr. Mehm Tin Mon’s book entitled “The Essence of Buddha Abhi-
dhamma”, 3rd Ed., pp. 81-92.

• • • • • The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate CauseThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate CauseThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate CauseThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate CauseThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation and Proximate Cause
of Mentalityof Mentalityof Mentalityof Mentalityof Mentality

1 Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓaCakkhu-viÒÒÈÓaCakkhu-viÒÒÈÓaCakkhu-viÒÒÈÓaCakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa (Eye-consciousness)(Eye-consciousness)(Eye-consciousness)(Eye-consciousness)(Eye-consciousness)
(i) It has the characteristic of being supported by the eye-base

and cognizing visible object.
(ii) Its function is to have only visible object as its object.
(iii) It is manifested as being inclined to visible object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the passing away of paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana

citta.
2,3,4,5 Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,Sota-viÒÒÈÓa, GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa, JÊvhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa,

KÈya-viÒÒÈÓaKÈya-viÒÒÈÓaKÈya-viÒÒÈÓaKÈya-viÒÒÈÓaKÈya-viÒÒÈÓa
(i) They have the characteristics of being supported by the ear-
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base, the nose-base, etc., and cognizing sound, odour, etc.
(ii) Their function is to have only sound, etc., as their objects.
(iii) They are manifested as being inclined to sound, etc.
(iv) Their proximate cause is the passing away of paÒcadvÈ-

rÈvajjana citta.
6 SampaÔicchana cittaSampaÔicchana cittaSampaÔicchana cittaSampaÔicchana cittaSampaÔicchana citta     (Receiving consciousness)(Receiving consciousness)(Receiving consciousness)(Receiving consciousness)(Receiving consciousness)

(i) It has the characteristic of cognizing visible object, etc.,
immediately next to eye-consciousness, and so on.

(ii) Its function is to receive visible object, etc.
(iii) It is manifested as receiving visible object, etc.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the passing away of eye-consciousness, etc.

7 SantÊraÓa cittaSantÊraÓa cittaSantÊraÓa cittaSantÊraÓa cittaSantÊraÓa citta (Investigating consciousness)(Investigating consciousness)(Investigating consciousness)(Investigating consciousness)(Investigating consciousness)
(i) It has the characteristic of cognizing six kinds of sense

objects.
(ii) Its function is to investigate sense-object, and so on.
(iii) It is manifested as the state of investigating, and so on.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the heart-base.

8 PaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana cittaPaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana cittaPaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana cittaPaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana cittaPaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana citta (Five-door directing consciousness)(Five-door directing consciousness)(Five-door directing consciousness)(Five-door directing consciousness)(Five-door directing consciousness)
(i) It has the characteristic of being the forerunner of eye-con-

sciousness, etc., and cognizing visible object, etc.
(ii) Its function is to apprehend the object and to advert or direct

the mental stream towards the object.
(iii) It is manifested as confrontation of visible object, etc.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the cutting off of life-continuum.

9 ManodvÈrÈvajjana cittaManodvÈrÈvajjana cittaManodvÈrÈvajjana cittaManodvÈrÈvajjana cittaManodvÈrÈvajjana citta (Mind-door directig consciousness)(Mind-door directig consciousness)(Mind-door directig consciousness)(Mind-door directig consciousness)(Mind-door directig consciousness)
(i) It has the characteristic of cognizing six kinds of objects.
(ii) Its function is to determine the sense-object at the five doors,

and to apprehend and determine the object at the mind-door.
(iii) It is manifested as the states of determining and apprehending

the sense-object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the perishing of santÊraÓa citta or the

cutting off of life continuum.
10 HasituppÈda cittaHasituppÈda cittaHasituppÈda cittaHasituppÈda cittaHasituppÈda citta     (Smiling consciousness of Arahants)(Smiling consciousness of Arahants)(Smiling consciousness of Arahants)(Smiling consciousness of Arahants)(Smiling consciousness of Arahants)

(i) It has the characteristic of cognizing six kinds of objects.
(ii) Its function is to cause smiling in Arahants.
(iii) It is manifested as the state of causing to smile.
(iv) Its proximate casue is the heart-base.

• 11 11 11 11 11 Feeling AggregateFeeling AggregateFeeling AggregateFeeling AggregateFeeling Aggregate (((((VedanÈkkhandhaVedanÈkkhandhaVedanÈkkhandhaVedanÈkkhandhaVedanÈkkhandha)))))
Whatever has the characteristic of being felt should be all taken

together as the feeling aggregate.
According to its characteristic of being felt, feeling is of one kind.

But according to birth (jÈti), feeling is of three kinds — viz., moral
feeling (kusala vedanÈ), immoral feeling (akusala vedanÈ) and inde-
terminate feeling (avyÈkata vedanÈ).
(a) The feelings which associate with 21 kusala cittas are called ‘moral

feeling’.
(b) The feelings which associate with 12 akusala cittas are called ‘im-

moral feeling’.
(c)The feelings which associate with 56 avyÈkata cittas, consisting

of 36 vipÈka cittas and 20 kiriya cittas, are called ‘indeterminate
feeling’.
According to natural difference (sabhÈvabheda), feeling is of five

kinds —  viz., pleasant bodily feeling (sukha), painful bodily feeling
(dukkha), pleasant mental feeling (somanassa), painful mental feel-
ing (domanassa), and neutral feeling (upekkhÈ).
(a) The feeling associated with moral resultant body-consciousness is

called ‘pleasant bodily feeling’ (sukha).
(b) The feeling associated with immoral resultant body-consciousness

is called ‘painful bodily feeling’ (dukkha).
(c) The feelings associated with 62 somanassa consciousness com-

prising 18 kÈmasomanassa cittas, 12 r|pa-somanassa cittas, and
32 lokuttara-somanassa cittas are called ‘pleasant mental feeling’
(somanassa).

(d) The feelings associated with 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses are
called ‘painful mental feeling’ (domanassa).

(e) The feelings associated with 55 upekkha cittas comprising 32 kÈma-
upekkhÈ cittas, 3 r|pa-fifth jhÈna cittas, 12 ar|pa-jhÈna cittas, and
8 lokuttara-upekkhÈ cittas are called ‘neutral feeling’ (upekkhÈ).

(Please refer to Chart No. 1 attached to the back of this book.)
(a) Sukha-vedanÈSukha-vedanÈSukha-vedanÈSukha-vedanÈSukha-vedanÈ (Pleasant bodily feeling)(Pleasant bodily feeling)(Pleasant bodily feeling)(Pleasant bodily feeling)(Pleasant bodily feeling)
(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing pleasant tangible object.
(ii) Its function is to intensify its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as bodily enjoyment.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the body-faculty (kÈya-pasÈda).
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base, the nose-base, etc., and cognizing sound, odour, etc.
(ii) Their function is to have only sound, etc., as their objects.
(iii) They are manifested as being inclined to sound, etc.
(iv) Their proximate cause is the passing away of paÒcadvÈ-

rÈvajjana citta.
6 SampaÔicchana cittaSampaÔicchana cittaSampaÔicchana cittaSampaÔicchana cittaSampaÔicchana citta     (Receiving consciousness)(Receiving consciousness)(Receiving consciousness)(Receiving consciousness)(Receiving consciousness)

(i) It has the characteristic of cognizing visible object, etc.,
immediately next to eye-consciousness, and so on.

(ii) Its function is to receive visible object, etc.
(iii) It is manifested as receiving visible object, etc.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the passing away of eye-consciousness, etc.

7 SantÊraÓa cittaSantÊraÓa cittaSantÊraÓa cittaSantÊraÓa cittaSantÊraÓa citta (Investigating consciousness)(Investigating consciousness)(Investigating consciousness)(Investigating consciousness)(Investigating consciousness)
(i) It has the characteristic of cognizing six kinds of sense

objects.
(ii) Its function is to investigate sense-object, and so on.
(iii) It is manifested as the state of investigating, and so on.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the heart-base.

8 PaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana cittaPaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana cittaPaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana cittaPaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana cittaPaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana citta (Five-door directing consciousness)(Five-door directing consciousness)(Five-door directing consciousness)(Five-door directing consciousness)(Five-door directing consciousness)
(i) It has the characteristic of being the forerunner of eye-con-

sciousness, etc., and cognizing visible object, etc.
(ii) Its function is to apprehend the object and to advert or direct

the mental stream towards the object.
(iii) It is manifested as confrontation of visible object, etc.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the cutting off of life-continuum.

9 ManodvÈrÈvajjana cittaManodvÈrÈvajjana cittaManodvÈrÈvajjana cittaManodvÈrÈvajjana cittaManodvÈrÈvajjana citta (Mind-door directig consciousness)(Mind-door directig consciousness)(Mind-door directig consciousness)(Mind-door directig consciousness)(Mind-door directig consciousness)
(i) It has the characteristic of cognizing six kinds of objects.
(ii) Its function is to determine the sense-object at the five doors,

and to apprehend and determine the object at the mind-door.
(iii) It is manifested as the states of determining and apprehending

the sense-object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the perishing of santÊraÓa citta or the

cutting off of life continuum.
10 HasituppÈda cittaHasituppÈda cittaHasituppÈda cittaHasituppÈda cittaHasituppÈda citta     (Smiling consciousness of Arahants)(Smiling consciousness of Arahants)(Smiling consciousness of Arahants)(Smiling consciousness of Arahants)(Smiling consciousness of Arahants)

(i) It has the characteristic of cognizing six kinds of objects.
(ii) Its function is to cause smiling in Arahants.
(iii) It is manifested as the state of causing to smile.
(iv) Its proximate casue is the heart-base.

• 11 11 11 11 11 Feeling AggregateFeeling AggregateFeeling AggregateFeeling AggregateFeeling Aggregate (((((VedanÈkkhandhaVedanÈkkhandhaVedanÈkkhandhaVedanÈkkhandhaVedanÈkkhandha)))))
Whatever has the characteristic of being felt should be all taken

together as the feeling aggregate.
According to its characteristic of being felt, feeling is of one kind.

But according to birth (jÈti), feeling is of three kinds — viz., moral
feeling (kusala vedanÈ), immoral feeling (akusala vedanÈ) and inde-
terminate feeling (avyÈkata vedanÈ).
(a) The feelings which associate with 21 kusala cittas are called ‘moral

feeling’.
(b) The feelings which associate with 12 akusala cittas are called ‘im-

moral feeling’.
(c)The feelings which associate with 56 avyÈkata cittas, consisting

of 36 vipÈka cittas and 20 kiriya cittas, are called ‘indeterminate
feeling’.
According to natural difference (sabhÈvabheda), feeling is of five

kinds —  viz., pleasant bodily feeling (sukha), painful bodily feeling
(dukkha), pleasant mental feeling (somanassa), painful mental feel-
ing (domanassa), and neutral feeling (upekkhÈ).
(a) The feeling associated with moral resultant body-consciousness is

called ‘pleasant bodily feeling’ (sukha).
(b) The feeling associated with immoral resultant body-consciousness

is called ‘painful bodily feeling’ (dukkha).
(c) The feelings associated with 62 somanassa consciousness com-

prising 18 kÈmasomanassa cittas, 12 r|pa-somanassa cittas, and
32 lokuttara-somanassa cittas are called ‘pleasant mental feeling’
(somanassa).

(d) The feelings associated with 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses are
called ‘painful mental feeling’ (domanassa).

(e) The feelings associated with 55 upekkha cittas comprising 32 kÈma-
upekkhÈ cittas, 3 r|pa-fifth jhÈna cittas, 12 ar|pa-jhÈna cittas, and
8 lokuttara-upekkhÈ cittas are called ‘neutral feeling’ (upekkhÈ).

(Please refer to Chart No. 1 attached to the back of this book.)
(a) Sukha-vedanÈSukha-vedanÈSukha-vedanÈSukha-vedanÈSukha-vedanÈ (Pleasant bodily feeling)(Pleasant bodily feeling)(Pleasant bodily feeling)(Pleasant bodily feeling)(Pleasant bodily feeling)
(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing pleasant tangible object.
(ii) Its function is to intensify its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as bodily enjoyment.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the body-faculty (kÈya-pasÈda).
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(b) Dukkha-vedanÈDukkha-vedanÈDukkha-vedanÈDukkha-vedanÈDukkha-vedanÈ (Painful bodily feeling)(Painful bodily feeling)(Painful bodily feeling)(Painful bodily feeling)(Painful bodily feeling)
(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing unpleasant tangible object.
(ii) Its function is to wither its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as bodily affliction.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the body faculty (kÈya-pasÈda).
(c) Somanassa-vedanÈSomanassa-vedanÈSomanassa-vedanÈSomanassa-vedanÈSomanassa-vedanÈ (Pleasant mental feeling)(Pleasant mental feeling)(Pleasant mental feeling)(Pleasant mental feeling)(Pleasant mental feeling)
(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing pleasant tangible objects.
(ii) Its function is to enjoy in one way or another the desirable aspect.
(iii) It is manifested as a mental enjoyment.
(iv) Its proximate cause is bodily and mental tranquillity.
(d) Domanassa-vedanÈDomanassa-vedanÈDomanassa-vedanÈDomanassa-vedanÈDomanassa-vedanÈ (Painful mental feeling)(Painful mental feeling)(Painful mental feeling)(Painful mental feeling)(Painful mental feeling)
(i) It has the characteristic of unpleasant and undesirable object.
(ii) Its function is to suffer in one way or another the undesirable aspect.
(iii) It is manifested as mental infliction.
(iv) Its proximate cause is invariably the heart-base.
(e) UpekkhÈ-vedanÈUpekkhÈ-vedanÈUpekkhÈ-vedanÈUpekkhÈ-vedanÈUpekkhÈ-vedanÈ (Netutral feeling or indifference)(Netutral feeling or indifference)(Netutral feeling or indifference)(Netutral feeling or indifference)(Netutral feeling or indifference)
(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing neither pleasant nor un

pleasant sense-object.
(ii) Its function is neither to intensify nor to wither its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as peacefulness.
(iv) Its proximate cause is consciousness without joy (pÊti).

• • • • • 12 Perception Aggregate12 Perception Aggregate12 Perception Aggregate12 Perception Aggregate12 Perception Aggregate (((((SaSaSaSaSaÒÒÈkkhandhaÒÒÈkkhandhaÒÒÈkkhandhaÒÒÈkkhandhaÒÒÈkkhandha)))))
Whatever has the characteristic of perceiving should be all taken

together as the perception aggregate.
According to its characteristic of perceiving, perception is of one

kind. But according to birth (jÈti), perception is of three kinds:-
(a) The perceptions which associate with 21 kusala cittas are called

‘moral perception’ (kusala saÒÒÈ).
(b) The perceptions which associate with 12 akusala cittas are called

‘immoral perception’ (akusala saÒÒÈ).
(c) The perceptions which associate with 56 avyÈkata cittas are called

‘indeterminate perception’ (avyÈkata saÒÒÈ).
(i) Perception has the characteristic of perceiving the sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to make a sign that “this is the sense-object which

I have perceived previously.”
(iii) It is manifested as making firm reflection by the power of the

sign perceived previously.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the object whichever appears, like the per-

ception that arises in fawns that see scarecrows as men.

• • • • • 1313131313     FormationFormationFormationFormationFormationsssss Aggregate Aggregate Aggregate Aggregate Aggregate (((((SaSaSaSaSa~khÈrakkhandha~khÈrakkhandha~khÈrakkhandha~khÈrakkhandha~khÈrakkhandha)))))
Whatever has the characteristic of forming and concerning to do

should be taken together as the formations aggregate.
(i) They have the characteristic of collective forming.
(ii) Their function is to exert the effort together.
(iii) They are manifested as being concerned for performing an action.
(iv) Their proximate cause is the other three mental aggregates.
According to their characteristic of forming and concerning to do,
formations are of one kind. But according to birth, formations are of
three kinds:-

(a) The formations (50 cetasikas except vedanÈ and saÒÒÈ) which
associate with 21 kusala cittas are called moral formations (kusala
sa~khÈra).

(b) The formations which associate with 12 immoral consciousnesses
are called immoral formations (akusala sa~khÈra).

(c) The formations which associate with avyÈkata cittas (indetermi-
nate consciousnesses) are called indeterminate formations (avyÈkata
sa~khÈra).

The mental factors that associate with the first kÈmÈvacara kusala
citta amount to 36. Of these, 31 are fixed cetasikas (niyata-sa~khÈra)
and 5 are unfixed cetasikas (aniyata-sa~khÈra) which associate indi-
vidually and only intermitantly.

The 31 fixed mental factors are phassa, cetanÈ, vitakka, vicÈra, pÊti,
vÊriya, jÊvita, ekaggatÈ, saddhÈ, sati, hirÊ, ottappa, alobha, adosa, amoha,
kÈyapassaddhi, cittapassaddhi, kÈyalahutÈ, cittalahutÈ, kÈya-mudutÈ,
cittamudutÈ, kÈyakammaÒÒatÈ, cittakammaÒÒatÈ, kÈyapÈguÒÒatÈ,
cittapÈguÒÒatÈ, kÈyujjukatÈ, cittujjukatÈ, chanda, adhimokkha,
manasikÈra, tatramajjhattatÈ.

The 5 unfixed mental factors are karuÓÈ, muditÈ, sammÈkammanta
(kÈyaduccarita-virati), sammÈvÈcÈ (vacÊduccarita-virati), sammÈ-ajÊva
(micchÈjÊva-virati). According to Abhidhammattha Sa~gaha, 13
aÒÒamÈna cetasikas and 25 sobhaÓa cetasikas can associate with
kÈmÈvacara kusala cittas. The 14 akusala cetasikas associate with only
akusala cittas.

• • • • • Neutral Mental FactorsNeutral Mental FactorsNeutral Mental FactorsNeutral Mental FactorsNeutral Mental Factors (((((AÒÒasamÈna CetasikasAÒÒasamÈna CetasikasAÒÒasamÈna CetasikasAÒÒasamÈna CetasikasAÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)))))
14     PhassaPhassaPhassaPhassaPhassa (Contact)(Contact)(Contact)(Contact)(Contact)
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(b) Dukkha-vedanÈDukkha-vedanÈDukkha-vedanÈDukkha-vedanÈDukkha-vedanÈ (Painful bodily feeling)(Painful bodily feeling)(Painful bodily feeling)(Painful bodily feeling)(Painful bodily feeling)
(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing unpleasant tangible object.
(ii) Its function is to wither its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as bodily affliction.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the body faculty (kÈya-pasÈda).
(c) Somanassa-vedanÈSomanassa-vedanÈSomanassa-vedanÈSomanassa-vedanÈSomanassa-vedanÈ (Pleasant mental feeling)(Pleasant mental feeling)(Pleasant mental feeling)(Pleasant mental feeling)(Pleasant mental feeling)
(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing pleasant tangible objects.
(ii) Its function is to enjoy in one way or another the desirable aspect.
(iii) It is manifested as a mental enjoyment.
(iv) Its proximate cause is bodily and mental tranquillity.
(d) Domanassa-vedanÈDomanassa-vedanÈDomanassa-vedanÈDomanassa-vedanÈDomanassa-vedanÈ (Painful mental feeling)(Painful mental feeling)(Painful mental feeling)(Painful mental feeling)(Painful mental feeling)
(i) It has the characteristic of unpleasant and undesirable object.
(ii) Its function is to suffer in one way or another the undesirable aspect.
(iii) It is manifested as mental infliction.
(iv) Its proximate cause is invariably the heart-base.
(e) UpekkhÈ-vedanÈUpekkhÈ-vedanÈUpekkhÈ-vedanÈUpekkhÈ-vedanÈUpekkhÈ-vedanÈ (Netutral feeling or indifference)(Netutral feeling or indifference)(Netutral feeling or indifference)(Netutral feeling or indifference)(Netutral feeling or indifference)
(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing neither pleasant nor un

pleasant sense-object.
(ii) Its function is neither to intensify nor to wither its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as peacefulness.
(iv) Its proximate cause is consciousness without joy (pÊti).

• • • • • 12 Perception Aggregate12 Perception Aggregate12 Perception Aggregate12 Perception Aggregate12 Perception Aggregate (((((SaSaSaSaSaÒÒÈkkhandhaÒÒÈkkhandhaÒÒÈkkhandhaÒÒÈkkhandhaÒÒÈkkhandha)))))
Whatever has the characteristic of perceiving should be all taken

together as the perception aggregate.
According to its characteristic of perceiving, perception is of one

kind. But according to birth (jÈti), perception is of three kinds:-
(a) The perceptions which associate with 21 kusala cittas are called

‘moral perception’ (kusala saÒÒÈ).
(b) The perceptions which associate with 12 akusala cittas are called

‘immoral perception’ (akusala saÒÒÈ).
(c) The perceptions which associate with 56 avyÈkata cittas are called

‘indeterminate perception’ (avyÈkata saÒÒÈ).
(i) Perception has the characteristic of perceiving the sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to make a sign that “this is the sense-object which

I have perceived previously.”
(iii) It is manifested as making firm reflection by the power of the

sign perceived previously.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the object whichever appears, like the per-

ception that arises in fawns that see scarecrows as men.

• • • • • 1313131313     FormationFormationFormationFormationFormationsssss Aggregate Aggregate Aggregate Aggregate Aggregate (((((SaSaSaSaSa~khÈrakkhandha~khÈrakkhandha~khÈrakkhandha~khÈrakkhandha~khÈrakkhandha)))))
Whatever has the characteristic of forming and concerning to do

should be taken together as the formations aggregate.
(i) They have the characteristic of collective forming.
(ii) Their function is to exert the effort together.
(iii) They are manifested as being concerned for performing an action.
(iv) Their proximate cause is the other three mental aggregates.
According to their characteristic of forming and concerning to do,
formations are of one kind. But according to birth, formations are of
three kinds:-

(a) The formations (50 cetasikas except vedanÈ and saÒÒÈ) which
associate with 21 kusala cittas are called moral formations (kusala
sa~khÈra).

(b) The formations which associate with 12 immoral consciousnesses
are called immoral formations (akusala sa~khÈra).

(c) The formations which associate with avyÈkata cittas (indetermi-
nate consciousnesses) are called indeterminate formations (avyÈkata
sa~khÈra).

The mental factors that associate with the first kÈmÈvacara kusala
citta amount to 36. Of these, 31 are fixed cetasikas (niyata-sa~khÈra)
and 5 are unfixed cetasikas (aniyata-sa~khÈra) which associate indi-
vidually and only intermitantly.

The 31 fixed mental factors are phassa, cetanÈ, vitakka, vicÈra, pÊti,
vÊriya, jÊvita, ekaggatÈ, saddhÈ, sati, hirÊ, ottappa, alobha, adosa, amoha,
kÈyapassaddhi, cittapassaddhi, kÈyalahutÈ, cittalahutÈ, kÈya-mudutÈ,
cittamudutÈ, kÈyakammaÒÒatÈ, cittakammaÒÒatÈ, kÈyapÈguÒÒatÈ,
cittapÈguÒÒatÈ, kÈyujjukatÈ, cittujjukatÈ, chanda, adhimokkha,
manasikÈra, tatramajjhattatÈ.

The 5 unfixed mental factors are karuÓÈ, muditÈ, sammÈkammanta
(kÈyaduccarita-virati), sammÈvÈcÈ (vacÊduccarita-virati), sammÈ-ajÊva
(micchÈjÊva-virati). According to Abhidhammattha Sa~gaha, 13
aÒÒamÈna cetasikas and 25 sobhaÓa cetasikas can associate with
kÈmÈvacara kusala cittas. The 14 akusala cetasikas associate with only
akusala cittas.

• • • • • Neutral Mental FactorsNeutral Mental FactorsNeutral Mental FactorsNeutral Mental FactorsNeutral Mental Factors (((((AÒÒasamÈna CetasikasAÒÒasamÈna CetasikasAÒÒasamÈna CetasikasAÒÒasamÈna CetasikasAÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)))))
14     PhassaPhassaPhassaPhassaPhassa (Contact)(Contact)(Contact)(Contact)(Contact)
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(i) It has the characteristic of contact between sense-object and
consciousness.

(ii) Its function is to make the contact between sense-object and
consciousness.

(iii) It is manifested as the meeting between sense-door, sense-object
and consciousness.

(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense-object that appears at the sense-
door.

15     CetanÈCetanÈCetanÈCetanÈCetanÈ     (Volition or intention)(Volition or intention)(Volition or intention)(Volition or intention)(Volition or intention)
(i) It has the characteristic of urging its concomitants to perform

their respective functions to accomplish an action.
(ii) Its function is to co-ordinate its concomitants to work harmoni-

ously.
(iii) It is manifested as co-ordinating to accomplish its own and other’s

function, as a senior pupil or a head-carpenter does.
(iv) Its proximate cause is (a) the sense-base (b) the sense-object

(c) one of its concomitants.
16     EkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈ (SamÈdhi or concentration)(SamÈdhi or concentration)(SamÈdhi or concentration)(SamÈdhi or concentration)(SamÈdhi or concentration)
(i) Its characteristic is non-wandering to other sense-objects or non-

distraction.
(ii) Its function is to unite its concomitants as water does bath-powder.
(iii) It is manifested as peace or tranquillity.
(iv) Its proximate cause is bliss (sukha).
17     JÊvitindriyaJÊvitindriyaJÊvitindriyaJÊvitindriyaJÊvitindriya (vitality or psychic life)(vitality or psychic life)(vitality or psychic life)(vitality or psychic life)(vitality or psychic life)
(i) It has the characteristic of sustaining its concomitants. By its means

they live, or it itself lives, or it is just mere living, thus it is life.
(ii) Its function is to make its concomitants alive.
(iii) It is manifested as the establishment of their presence.
(iv) Its proximate cause is its concomitants which it sustains to be alive.
18 ManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈra (Attention or reflection)(Attention or reflection)(Attention or reflection)(Attention or reflection)(Attention or reflection)
(i) It has the characteristic of directing its concomitants towards the

sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to apply its concomitants to the sense-object.
(iii) It is manifested as confrontation with the sense-object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense-objects.
19 VitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakka (Initial application or applied thought)(Initial application or applied thought)(Initial application or applied thought)(Initial application or applied thought)(Initial application or applied thought)
(i) It has the characteristic of applying the mind onto an object.

(ii) Its function is to strike at the object all around.
(iii) It is manifested as leading the mind onto the object.
(iv) Its proximate casue is the sense-object, the sense-base and

contact.
20     VicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈra (Sustained application or sustained thought)(Sustained application or sustained thought)(Sustained application or sustained thought)(Sustained application or sustained thought)(Sustained application or sustained thought)
(i) It has the characteristic of examining the sense-object again and

again.
(ii) Its function is to apply its concomitants onto the object again and

again.
(iii) It is manifested as keeping consciousness anchored on the object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense-object, the sense-base, contact.
21     AdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkha (Decision or resolution)(Decision or resolution)(Decision or resolution)(Decision or resolution)(Decision or resolution)
(i) It has the characteristic of deciding whether the sense object is

good or bad.
(ii) Its function is to oppose non-decision.
(iii) It is manifested as decisiveness.
(iv)  Its proximate cause is the sense-object to be decided.
22     VÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriya (Effort or energy)(Effort or energy)(Effort or energy)(Effort or energy)(Effort or energy)
(i) Its characteristic is to be courageous.
(ii) Its function is to support its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as perseverance and non-demoralization.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense of urgency (saÑvega-ÒÈÓa).
23     PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti (Joy, rapture) (Joy, rapture) (Joy, rapture) (Joy, rapture) (Joy, rapture)
(i) It has the characteristic of having interest and fondness on the

object.
(ii) Its function is to refresh the body and the mind.
(iii) It is manifested as elation. It is of five kinds:

Minor joy — raising the hairs on the body.
Momentary joy — like flashes of lightning at different moments.
Showering joy — it breaks over the body again and again like

waves on the sea-shore,
Uplifting joy — it can be powerful enough to levitate the body

and make it spring up into the air.
Pervading joy — the whole body is pervaded with joy, like a

filled bladder, like a rock-cavern invaded by
inundation.

(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense-object, the sense-base, and contact.
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(i) It has the characteristic of contact between sense-object and
consciousness.

(ii) Its function is to make the contact between sense-object and
consciousness.

(iii) It is manifested as the meeting between sense-door, sense-object
and consciousness.

(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense-object that appears at the sense-
door.

15     CetanÈCetanÈCetanÈCetanÈCetanÈ     (Volition or intention)(Volition or intention)(Volition or intention)(Volition or intention)(Volition or intention)
(i) It has the characteristic of urging its concomitants to perform

their respective functions to accomplish an action.
(ii) Its function is to co-ordinate its concomitants to work harmoni-

ously.
(iii) It is manifested as co-ordinating to accomplish its own and other’s

function, as a senior pupil or a head-carpenter does.
(iv) Its proximate cause is (a) the sense-base (b) the sense-object

(c) one of its concomitants.
16     EkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈ (SamÈdhi or concentration)(SamÈdhi or concentration)(SamÈdhi or concentration)(SamÈdhi or concentration)(SamÈdhi or concentration)
(i) Its characteristic is non-wandering to other sense-objects or non-

distraction.
(ii) Its function is to unite its concomitants as water does bath-powder.
(iii) It is manifested as peace or tranquillity.
(iv) Its proximate cause is bliss (sukha).
17     JÊvitindriyaJÊvitindriyaJÊvitindriyaJÊvitindriyaJÊvitindriya (vitality or psychic life)(vitality or psychic life)(vitality or psychic life)(vitality or psychic life)(vitality or psychic life)
(i) It has the characteristic of sustaining its concomitants. By its means

they live, or it itself lives, or it is just mere living, thus it is life.
(ii) Its function is to make its concomitants alive.
(iii) It is manifested as the establishment of their presence.
(iv) Its proximate cause is its concomitants which it sustains to be alive.
18 ManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈra (Attention or reflection)(Attention or reflection)(Attention or reflection)(Attention or reflection)(Attention or reflection)
(i) It has the characteristic of directing its concomitants towards the

sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to apply its concomitants to the sense-object.
(iii) It is manifested as confrontation with the sense-object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense-objects.
19 VitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakka (Initial application or applied thought)(Initial application or applied thought)(Initial application or applied thought)(Initial application or applied thought)(Initial application or applied thought)
(i) It has the characteristic of applying the mind onto an object.

(ii) Its function is to strike at the object all around.
(iii) It is manifested as leading the mind onto the object.
(iv) Its proximate casue is the sense-object, the sense-base and

contact.
20     VicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈra (Sustained application or sustained thought)(Sustained application or sustained thought)(Sustained application or sustained thought)(Sustained application or sustained thought)(Sustained application or sustained thought)
(i) It has the characteristic of examining the sense-object again and

again.
(ii) Its function is to apply its concomitants onto the object again and

again.
(iii) It is manifested as keeping consciousness anchored on the object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense-object, the sense-base, contact.
21     AdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkha (Decision or resolution)(Decision or resolution)(Decision or resolution)(Decision or resolution)(Decision or resolution)
(i) It has the characteristic of deciding whether the sense object is

good or bad.
(ii) Its function is to oppose non-decision.
(iii) It is manifested as decisiveness.
(iv)  Its proximate cause is the sense-object to be decided.
22     VÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriya (Effort or energy)(Effort or energy)(Effort or energy)(Effort or energy)(Effort or energy)
(i) Its characteristic is to be courageous.
(ii) Its function is to support its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as perseverance and non-demoralization.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense of urgency (saÑvega-ÒÈÓa).
23     PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti (Joy, rapture) (Joy, rapture) (Joy, rapture) (Joy, rapture) (Joy, rapture)
(i) It has the characteristic of having interest and fondness on the

object.
(ii) Its function is to refresh the body and the mind.
(iii) It is manifested as elation. It is of five kinds:

Minor joy — raising the hairs on the body.
Momentary joy — like flashes of lightning at different moments.
Showering joy — it breaks over the body again and again like

waves on the sea-shore,
Uplifting joy — it can be powerful enough to levitate the body

and make it spring up into the air.
Pervading joy — the whole body is pervaded with joy, like a

filled bladder, like a rock-cavern invaded by
inundation.

(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense-object, the sense-base, and contact.
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24 ChandaChandaChandaChandaChanda (Wish or will)(Wish or will)(Wish or will)(Wish or will)(Wish or will)
(i) Its characteristic is the wish to do.
(ii) Its function is searching for an object.
(iii) It is manifested as the wish to get an object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the desired object.

Beautiful Mental FactorsBeautiful Mental FactorsBeautiful Mental FactorsBeautiful Mental FactorsBeautiful Mental Factors (((((Sobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana Cetasikas).).).).).
25 SaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈ (Faith or confidence in Triple Gem)
(i) Its characteristic is having faith in Triple Gem and clarifying the

mind.
(ii) Its function is to clarify its concomitants like a water-clearing gem.
(iii) It is manifested as non-defilement of the mind and as resolution

on objects of faith.
(iv) Its proximate cause is objects of faith and listening to the Dhamma.
26     SatiSatiSatiSatiSati (Mindfulness)(Mindfulness)(Mindfulness)(Mindfulness)(Mindfulness)
(i) It has the characteristic of making its concomitants not to float

away like empty pots but to immerse like stone slabs in objects of
meditation and meritorious deeds.

(ii) Its function is to drive away heedlessness and not to forget about
meritorious deeds.

(iii) It is manifested as guarding the mind and also as confronting a
sense-object.

(iv) Its proximate cause is strong perception and the four foundations
of mindfulness.

27     HirÊHirÊHirÊHirÊHirÊ (Moral shame)(Moral shame)(Moral shame)(Moral shame)(Moral shame)
(i) It has the characteristic of disgusting evil.
(ii) Its function is to feel ashamed to perform evil deeds.
(iii) It is manifested as shrinking from evil as it feels ashamed to do it.
(iv) Its proximate cause is self-respect.
28 OttappaOttappaOttappaOttappaOttappa (Moral dread)(Moral dread)(Moral dread)(Moral dread)(Moral dread)
(i) It has the characteristic of dread of evil.
(ii) Its function is to be dreadful to perform evil deeds.
(iii) It is manifested as shrinking from evil as it feels dreadful to do it.
(iv) Its proximate cause is respect for others.
29     AlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobha (Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)(Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)(Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)(Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)(Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)
(i) The mind’s lack of desire for an object is its characteristic, or it

has the characteristic of non-adherence to an object, like a water

drop on a lotus leaf.
(ii) Its function is not to lay hold of any object, like a liberated Arahant

who does not regard anything to be his.
(iii) It is manifested as non-attachment, like a man who has fallen into

filth and has no attachment to filth.
30 AdosaAdosaAdosaAdosaAdosa (((((Non-hateNon-hateNon-hateNon-hateNon-hate, , , , , forgivenessforgivenessforgivenessforgivenessforgiveness, , , , , loving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindness)))))
(i) It has the characteristic of non-violence and mildness, or the char-

acteristic of non-opposing, like a gentle friend.
(ii) Its function is to remove anger and annoyance, or like sandal-

wood removing hotness; it removes the heat of anger.
(iii) It is manifested as agreeableness, like the full moon.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense object or wise reflection.
31     AmohaAmohaAmohaAmohaAmoha (((((Non-delusionNon-delusionNon-delusionNon-delusionNon-delusion, , , , , knowledgeknowledgeknowledgeknowledgeknowledge, , , , , wisdomwisdomwisdomwisdomwisdom)))))
(i) It has the characteristic of knowing the true nature of a sense-

object penetratively or knowing the natural characteristics and the
common characteristics of the sense-object penetratively like the
penetration of an arrow shot by a skiful archer.

(ii)  Its function is to illuminate the object like a lamp.
(iii) It is manifested as non-bewilderment about the object, like a skil-

ful guide in a forest.
(iv) Serene concentration is its proximate cause according to the state-

ment: “One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”“One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”“One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”“One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”“One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”
32 KÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhiKÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhiKÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhiKÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhiKÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhi
KÈya means ‘mental factors’ or three mental aggregates’ — viz., the
feeling aggregate, the perception-aggregate and the aggregate of men-
tal formations.

‘KÈya-passaddhi’ is ‘tranquility of mental factors’ and
‘Citta-passaddhi’ is ‘tranquillity of consciousness’.

(i) KÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddhi have the characteristic of
quieting distrurbances of mental factors and consciousness.

(ii) Their function is to pacify and destroy the disturbances of mental
factors and consciousness.

(iii) They are manifested as tranquillity and coolness of body and mind,
being free from disturbances.

(iv) Their proximate cause is tranquillized body and mind.
33 KÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈ

‘KÈya-lahutÈ’ is lightness of mental factors, and ‘citta-lahutÈ’ is light-
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24 ChandaChandaChandaChandaChanda (Wish or will)(Wish or will)(Wish or will)(Wish or will)(Wish or will)
(i) Its characteristic is the wish to do.
(ii) Its function is searching for an object.
(iii) It is manifested as the wish to get an object.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the desired object.

Beautiful Mental FactorsBeautiful Mental FactorsBeautiful Mental FactorsBeautiful Mental FactorsBeautiful Mental Factors (((((Sobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana CetasikasSobhana Cetasikas).).).).).
25 SaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈ (Faith or confidence in Triple Gem)
(i) Its characteristic is having faith in Triple Gem and clarifying the

mind.
(ii) Its function is to clarify its concomitants like a water-clearing gem.
(iii) It is manifested as non-defilement of the mind and as resolution

on objects of faith.
(iv) Its proximate cause is objects of faith and listening to the Dhamma.
26     SatiSatiSatiSatiSati (Mindfulness)(Mindfulness)(Mindfulness)(Mindfulness)(Mindfulness)
(i) It has the characteristic of making its concomitants not to float

away like empty pots but to immerse like stone slabs in objects of
meditation and meritorious deeds.

(ii) Its function is to drive away heedlessness and not to forget about
meritorious deeds.

(iii) It is manifested as guarding the mind and also as confronting a
sense-object.

(iv) Its proximate cause is strong perception and the four foundations
of mindfulness.

27     HirÊHirÊHirÊHirÊHirÊ (Moral shame)(Moral shame)(Moral shame)(Moral shame)(Moral shame)
(i) It has the characteristic of disgusting evil.
(ii) Its function is to feel ashamed to perform evil deeds.
(iii) It is manifested as shrinking from evil as it feels ashamed to do it.
(iv) Its proximate cause is self-respect.
28 OttappaOttappaOttappaOttappaOttappa (Moral dread)(Moral dread)(Moral dread)(Moral dread)(Moral dread)
(i) It has the characteristic of dread of evil.
(ii) Its function is to be dreadful to perform evil deeds.
(iii) It is manifested as shrinking from evil as it feels dreadful to do it.
(iv) Its proximate cause is respect for others.
29     AlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobha (Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)(Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)(Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)(Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)(Greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity)
(i) The mind’s lack of desire for an object is its characteristic, or it

has the characteristic of non-adherence to an object, like a water

drop on a lotus leaf.
(ii) Its function is not to lay hold of any object, like a liberated Arahant

who does not regard anything to be his.
(iii) It is manifested as non-attachment, like a man who has fallen into

filth and has no attachment to filth.
30 AdosaAdosaAdosaAdosaAdosa (((((Non-hateNon-hateNon-hateNon-hateNon-hate, , , , , forgivenessforgivenessforgivenessforgivenessforgiveness, , , , , loving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindnessloving-kindness)))))
(i) It has the characteristic of non-violence and mildness, or the char-

acteristic of non-opposing, like a gentle friend.
(ii) Its function is to remove anger and annoyance, or like sandal-

wood removing hotness; it removes the heat of anger.
(iii) It is manifested as agreeableness, like the full moon.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the sense object or wise reflection.
31     AmohaAmohaAmohaAmohaAmoha (((((Non-delusionNon-delusionNon-delusionNon-delusionNon-delusion, , , , , knowledgeknowledgeknowledgeknowledgeknowledge, , , , , wisdomwisdomwisdomwisdomwisdom)))))
(i) It has the characteristic of knowing the true nature of a sense-

object penetratively or knowing the natural characteristics and the
common characteristics of the sense-object penetratively like the
penetration of an arrow shot by a skiful archer.

(ii)  Its function is to illuminate the object like a lamp.
(iii) It is manifested as non-bewilderment about the object, like a skil-

ful guide in a forest.
(iv) Serene concentration is its proximate cause according to the state-

ment: “One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”“One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”“One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”“One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”“One who is serenely concentrated sees and knows correctly.”
32 KÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhiKÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhiKÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhiKÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhiKÈya-passaddhi, Citta-passadhi
KÈya means ‘mental factors’ or three mental aggregates’ — viz., the
feeling aggregate, the perception-aggregate and the aggregate of men-
tal formations.

‘KÈya-passaddhi’ is ‘tranquility of mental factors’ and
‘Citta-passaddhi’ is ‘tranquillity of consciousness’.

(i) KÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddhi have the characteristic of
quieting distrurbances of mental factors and consciousness.

(ii) Their function is to pacify and destroy the disturbances of mental
factors and consciousness.

(iii) They are manifested as tranquillity and coolness of body and mind,
being free from disturbances.

(iv) Their proximate cause is tranquillized body and mind.
33 KÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈKÈya-lahutÈ, Citta-lahutÈ

‘KÈya-lahutÈ’ is lightness of mental factors, and ‘citta-lahutÈ’ is light-
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ness of consciousness.
(i) They have the characteristic of subduing heaviness and inactivity

of the mental body and consciousness.
(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy the heaviness and inactivity

of the mental body and consciousness.
(iii) They are manifested as non-sluggishness of the mental body and

consciousness.
(iv) Tranquillized body and mind are their proximate cause.
34 KÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈ

‘KÈya-mudutÈ’ is ‘malleability of mental factors’, and ‘citta-mudutÈ’
is malleability of consciousness’.

(i) They have the characteristic of subduing and removing rigidity
and stiffness of the mental body and consciousness.

(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy stiffness of the mental body
and consciousness.

(iii) They are manifested as not hurting any sense-object.
(iv) Their proximate cause is malleable body and mind.
35 KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ

KÈya — KammaÒÒatÈ is goodness and suitability of bodily action,
and Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ is goodness and suitability of mental action.
(i) They have the characteristic of subduing badness and unsuita-

bility of bodily action and mental action.
(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy badness and unsuitability

of bodily action and mental action. They oppose hindrances.
(iii) They are manifested as completeness and goodness in making

something an object of the mental factors and consciousness.
(iv) Their proximate cause is the body and mind which are good and

suitable for an action.
36 KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈKÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈKÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈKÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈKÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ

KÈya-paguÒÒatÈ is proficiency of mental factors, and citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ
is proficiency of consciousness.

(i) They have the characteristic of healthiness in body and mind.
(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy the unhealthiness of body

and mind. They oppose the hindrances and faithlessness which
cause unhealthiness in the mental body and consciousness.

(iii) They are manifested as being faultless and free from unhealthiness.
(iv) Their proximate cause is healthy body and mind.

37 KÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈ
KÈyujjukatÈ is uprightness of mental factors, and cittujjukatÈ is up-

rightness of consciousness.
(i) They have the characteristic of uprightness of mental factors

and consciousness.
(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy the crookedness of

mental factors and consciousness.
(iii) They are manifested as non-crookedness. They oppose deceit,

fraud, etc.
(iv) Their proximate cause is upright body and mind.
38 SammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊva (Abstinences) (Abstinences) (Abstinences) (Abstinences) (Abstinences)

SammÈvÈcÈ is abstinence from verbal misconduct, and sammÈ-
kammanta is abstinence from bodily misconduct, and sammÈ-ÈjÊva is
abstinence from wrong livelihood.
(i) Their characteristic is non-transgression of verbal conduct, bodily

conduct, etc.
(ii) Their function is to draw back from verbal misconduct, bodily

misconduct, etc.
(iii) They are manifested as not committing evil actions.
(iv) Their proximate cause is faith, mindfulness, moral shame, moral

dread, frugality, etc.
39 KaruÓÈ, MuditÈKaruÓÈ, MuditÈKaruÓÈ, MuditÈKaruÓÈ, MuditÈKaruÓÈ, MuditÈ     (Illimitables)(Illimitables)(Illimitables)(Illimitables)(Illimitables)

KaruÓÈ is compassion, and muditÈ is sympathetic joy.
(i) KaruÓÈ has the characteristic of wishing to allay other’s suffering.
(ii) Its function is not to bear other’s suffering with the wish to allay it.
(iii) It is manifested as non-cruelty.
(iv) Its proximate cause is seeing helplessness in those overwhelmed

by suffering. It succeeds when it makes cruelty to subside and it
fails when it produces sorrow.

(i) MuditÈMuditÈMuditÈMuditÈMuditÈ is characterized as gladdening on seeing others’ success.
(ii) Its function resides in being unenvious.
(iii) It is manifested as the elimination of aversion (boredom).
(iv) Its proximate cause is seeing beings’ success.

It succeeds when it makes aversion (boredom) subside, and it fails
when it produces merriment.

• • • • • Immoral Mental Factors (Immoral Mental Factors (Immoral Mental Factors (Immoral Mental Factors (Immoral Mental Factors (Akusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala Cetasikas)))))
40 MohaMohaMohaMohaMoha (Ignorance, delusion)(Ignorance, delusion)(Ignorance, delusion)(Ignorance, delusion)(Ignorance, delusion)
(i) It has the characteristic of mental blindness or unknowing correctly.
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ness of consciousness.
(i) They have the characteristic of subduing heaviness and inactivity

of the mental body and consciousness.
(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy the heaviness and inactivity

of the mental body and consciousness.
(iii) They are manifested as non-sluggishness of the mental body and

consciousness.
(iv) Tranquillized body and mind are their proximate cause.
34 KÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈKÈya-mudutÈ, Citta-mudutÈ

‘KÈya-mudutÈ’ is ‘malleability of mental factors’, and ‘citta-mudutÈ’
is malleability of consciousness’.

(i) They have the characteristic of subduing and removing rigidity
and stiffness of the mental body and consciousness.

(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy stiffness of the mental body
and consciousness.

(iii) They are manifested as not hurting any sense-object.
(iv) Their proximate cause is malleable body and mind.
35 KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈKÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ, Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ

KÈya — KammaÒÒatÈ is goodness and suitability of bodily action,
and Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ is goodness and suitability of mental action.
(i) They have the characteristic of subduing badness and unsuita-

bility of bodily action and mental action.
(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy badness and unsuitability

of bodily action and mental action. They oppose hindrances.
(iii) They are manifested as completeness and goodness in making

something an object of the mental factors and consciousness.
(iv) Their proximate cause is the body and mind which are good and

suitable for an action.
36 KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈKÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈKÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈKÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈKÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ, Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ

KÈya-paguÒÒatÈ is proficiency of mental factors, and citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ
is proficiency of consciousness.

(i) They have the characteristic of healthiness in body and mind.
(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy the unhealthiness of body

and mind. They oppose the hindrances and faithlessness which
cause unhealthiness in the mental body and consciousness.

(iii) They are manifested as being faultless and free from unhealthiness.
(iv) Their proximate cause is healthy body and mind.

37 KÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈKÈyujjukatÈ, CittujjukatÈ
KÈyujjukatÈ is uprightness of mental factors, and cittujjukatÈ is up-

rightness of consciousness.
(i) They have the characteristic of uprightness of mental factors

and consciousness.
(ii) Their function is to crush and destroy the crookedness of

mental factors and consciousness.
(iii) They are manifested as non-crookedness. They oppose deceit,

fraud, etc.
(iv) Their proximate cause is upright body and mind.
38 SammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈvÈcÈ, SammÈkammanta, SammÈ-ÈjÊva (Abstinences) (Abstinences) (Abstinences) (Abstinences) (Abstinences)

SammÈvÈcÈ is abstinence from verbal misconduct, and sammÈ-
kammanta is abstinence from bodily misconduct, and sammÈ-ÈjÊva is
abstinence from wrong livelihood.
(i) Their characteristic is non-transgression of verbal conduct, bodily

conduct, etc.
(ii) Their function is to draw back from verbal misconduct, bodily

misconduct, etc.
(iii) They are manifested as not committing evil actions.
(iv) Their proximate cause is faith, mindfulness, moral shame, moral

dread, frugality, etc.
39 KaruÓÈ, MuditÈKaruÓÈ, MuditÈKaruÓÈ, MuditÈKaruÓÈ, MuditÈKaruÓÈ, MuditÈ     (Illimitables)(Illimitables)(Illimitables)(Illimitables)(Illimitables)

KaruÓÈ is compassion, and muditÈ is sympathetic joy.
(i) KaruÓÈ has the characteristic of wishing to allay other’s suffering.
(ii) Its function is not to bear other’s suffering with the wish to allay it.
(iii) It is manifested as non-cruelty.
(iv) Its proximate cause is seeing helplessness in those overwhelmed

by suffering. It succeeds when it makes cruelty to subside and it
fails when it produces sorrow.

(i) MuditÈMuditÈMuditÈMuditÈMuditÈ is characterized as gladdening on seeing others’ success.
(ii) Its function resides in being unenvious.
(iii) It is manifested as the elimination of aversion (boredom).
(iv) Its proximate cause is seeing beings’ success.

It succeeds when it makes aversion (boredom) subside, and it fails
when it produces merriment.

• • • • • Immoral Mental Factors (Immoral Mental Factors (Immoral Mental Factors (Immoral Mental Factors (Immoral Mental Factors (Akusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala CetasikasAkusala Cetasikas)))))
40 MohaMohaMohaMohaMoha (Ignorance, delusion)(Ignorance, delusion)(Ignorance, delusion)(Ignorance, delusion)(Ignorance, delusion)
(i) It has the characteristic of mental blindness or unknowing correctly.
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(ii) Its function is non-penetration to ultimate realities or its function
is to conceal the true nature of an object.

(iii) It is manifested as not knowing correctly but knowing wrongly.
Or it is manifested as blinding wisdom or as darkness.

(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise reflection.
It is regarded as the root of all that is immoral and unprofitable.

41 AhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirika (Moral shamelessness) (Moral shamelessness) (Moral shamelessness) (Moral shamelessness) (Moral shamelessness)
(i) Its characteristic is not to disgust evil and not to be ashamed to do

evil actions.
(ii) Its function is to do evil actions without shame.
(iii) It is manifested as not drawing back from doing evil actions

without shame.
(iv) Its proximate cause is lack of self-respect.
42 AnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappa (Moral dreadlessness) (Moral dreadlessness) (Moral dreadlessness) (Moral dreadlessness) (Moral dreadlessness)
(i) Its characteristic is not to be dreadful of evil actions.
(ii) Its function is to do evil actions without dread.
(iii) It is manifested as not drawing back from doing evil actions

without dread.
(iv) Its proximate cause is having no respect for others.
43 UddhaccaUddhaccaUddhaccaUddhaccaUddhacca (Restlessness) (Restlessness) (Restlessness) (Restlessness) (Restlessness)
(i) Its characteristic is restlessness of the mind like water whipped by

the wind.
(ii) Its function is unsteadiness, like a flag whipped by the wind.
(iii) It is manifested as turmoil, like ashes flung by pelting with stones.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise attention to sense-objects which

disquiet the mind.
44 LobhaLobhaLobhaLobhaLobha (Greed, craving, attachment) (Greed, craving, attachment) (Greed, craving, attachment) (Greed, craving, attachment) (Greed, craving, attachment)
(i) It has the characteristic of clinging to a sense-object as mine like

monkey-catching glue.
(ii) Its function is strong attachment to a sense-object, like a piece of

meat attached to a red-hot pan.
(iii) It is manifested as inability to give away a sense-object, like a

stain of oil-ink on a piece of cloth.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the wrong view regarding an object of

attachment as pleasant and beautiful.
45 diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view) (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view) (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view) (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view) (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view)
(i) Its characteristic is reflecting wrongly on a sense-object as perma-

nent (nicca), blissful (sukha), self or person (atta), and beautiful
(subha).

(ii) Its function is to consider a sense-object as permanent, blissful,
self or person, and beautiful.

(iii) It is manifested as wrong interpretation.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwillingness to see Arahants and to study

the teachings of the Buddha.
46 MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna (Pride, conceit) (Pride, conceit) (Pride, conceit) (Pride, conceit) (Pride, conceit)
(i) It has the characteristic of arrogance.
(ii) Its function is to think highly of oneself.
(iii) It is manifested as over-high opinion of oneself, like a high flag

or banner.
(iv) Its proximate cause is greed dissociated with the wrong view.
47 DosaDosaDosaDosaDosa (Anger, hatred) (Anger, hatred) (Anger, hatred) (Anger, hatred) (Anger, hatred)
(i) It has the characteristic of violence and savageness, like a

provoked viper or cobra.
(ii) Its function is to spread like a drop of poison, destroying its

concomitants and the heart-base, or its function is to burn its own
support like a forest-fire.

(iii) It is manifested as destroying body and mind, or destroying one’s
benefits and others’ benefits, like an enemy who has got his
chance.

(iv) Its proximate cause is the objects that provide anger.
It should be regarded as stale urine mixed with poison.

48 IssÈIssÈIssÈIssÈIssÈ (Jealousy, envy) (Jealousy, envy) (Jealousy, envy) (Jealousy, envy) (Jealousy, envy)
(i) Its characteristic is being jealous of other’s prosperity or success.
(ii) Its function is to be unhappy to see others’ prosperity or success.
(iii) It is manifested as turning one’s face or attention away from

others’ prosperity or success.
(iv) Its proximate cause is others’ prosperity or success.

It should be regarded as a fetter.
49 MacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariya (Avarice, stinginess) (Avarice, stinginess) (Avarice, stinginess) (Avarice, stinginess) (Avarice, stinginess)
(i) It has the characteristic of concealing one’s wealth and property.
(ii) Its function is not to bear sharing one’s wealth and property or

privilege with others.
(iii) It is manifested as stinginess and dislike to share one’s property

or privilege with others.
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(ii) Its function is non-penetration to ultimate realities or its function
is to conceal the true nature of an object.

(iii) It is manifested as not knowing correctly but knowing wrongly.
Or it is manifested as blinding wisdom or as darkness.

(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise reflection.
It is regarded as the root of all that is immoral and unprofitable.

41 AhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirika (Moral shamelessness) (Moral shamelessness) (Moral shamelessness) (Moral shamelessness) (Moral shamelessness)
(i) Its characteristic is not to disgust evil and not to be ashamed to do

evil actions.
(ii) Its function is to do evil actions without shame.
(iii) It is manifested as not drawing back from doing evil actions

without shame.
(iv) Its proximate cause is lack of self-respect.
42 AnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappa (Moral dreadlessness) (Moral dreadlessness) (Moral dreadlessness) (Moral dreadlessness) (Moral dreadlessness)
(i) Its characteristic is not to be dreadful of evil actions.
(ii) Its function is to do evil actions without dread.
(iii) It is manifested as not drawing back from doing evil actions

without dread.
(iv) Its proximate cause is having no respect for others.
43 UddhaccaUddhaccaUddhaccaUddhaccaUddhacca (Restlessness) (Restlessness) (Restlessness) (Restlessness) (Restlessness)
(i) Its characteristic is restlessness of the mind like water whipped by

the wind.
(ii) Its function is unsteadiness, like a flag whipped by the wind.
(iii) It is manifested as turmoil, like ashes flung by pelting with stones.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise attention to sense-objects which

disquiet the mind.
44 LobhaLobhaLobhaLobhaLobha (Greed, craving, attachment) (Greed, craving, attachment) (Greed, craving, attachment) (Greed, craving, attachment) (Greed, craving, attachment)
(i) It has the characteristic of clinging to a sense-object as mine like

monkey-catching glue.
(ii) Its function is strong attachment to a sense-object, like a piece of

meat attached to a red-hot pan.
(iii) It is manifested as inability to give away a sense-object, like a

stain of oil-ink on a piece of cloth.
(iv) Its proximate cause is the wrong view regarding an object of

attachment as pleasant and beautiful.
45 diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view) (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view) (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view) (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view) (MicchÈdiÔÔhi, wrong view)
(i) Its characteristic is reflecting wrongly on a sense-object as perma-

nent (nicca), blissful (sukha), self or person (atta), and beautiful
(subha).

(ii) Its function is to consider a sense-object as permanent, blissful,
self or person, and beautiful.

(iii) It is manifested as wrong interpretation.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwillingness to see Arahants and to study

the teachings of the Buddha.
46 MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna (Pride, conceit) (Pride, conceit) (Pride, conceit) (Pride, conceit) (Pride, conceit)
(i) It has the characteristic of arrogance.
(ii) Its function is to think highly of oneself.
(iii) It is manifested as over-high opinion of oneself, like a high flag

or banner.
(iv) Its proximate cause is greed dissociated with the wrong view.
47 DosaDosaDosaDosaDosa (Anger, hatred) (Anger, hatred) (Anger, hatred) (Anger, hatred) (Anger, hatred)
(i) It has the characteristic of violence and savageness, like a

provoked viper or cobra.
(ii) Its function is to spread like a drop of poison, destroying its

concomitants and the heart-base, or its function is to burn its own
support like a forest-fire.

(iii) It is manifested as destroying body and mind, or destroying one’s
benefits and others’ benefits, like an enemy who has got his
chance.

(iv) Its proximate cause is the objects that provide anger.
It should be regarded as stale urine mixed with poison.

48 IssÈIssÈIssÈIssÈIssÈ (Jealousy, envy) (Jealousy, envy) (Jealousy, envy) (Jealousy, envy) (Jealousy, envy)
(i) Its characteristic is being jealous of other’s prosperity or success.
(ii) Its function is to be unhappy to see others’ prosperity or success.
(iii) It is manifested as turning one’s face or attention away from

others’ prosperity or success.
(iv) Its proximate cause is others’ prosperity or success.

It should be regarded as a fetter.
49 MacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariya (Avarice, stinginess) (Avarice, stinginess) (Avarice, stinginess) (Avarice, stinginess) (Avarice, stinginess)
(i) It has the characteristic of concealing one’s wealth and property.
(ii) Its function is not to bear sharing one’s wealth and property or

privilege with others.
(iii) It is manifested as stinginess and dislike to share one’s property

or privilege with others.
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(iv) Its proximate cause is one’s property or success.
It should be regarded as a mental ugliness.

50 KukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkucca (Worry, remorse)(Worry, remorse)(Worry, remorse)(Worry, remorse)(Worry, remorse)
(i) Its characteristic is to be remorseful or to repent of what one has

done wrong.
(ii) Its function is to worry and to repent of the bad thing that has

been done or the good thing that has not been done.
(iii) It is manifested as remorse and regret.
(iv) Its proximate cause is what has or what has not been done.

It should be regarded as slavery.
51 Thina (Sloth, laziness)Thina (Sloth, laziness)Thina (Sloth, laziness)Thina (Sloth, laziness)Thina (Sloth, laziness)
(i) It has the characteristic of not exerting any effort.
(ii) Its function is to destroy or drive away effort.
(iii) It is manifested as being inactive.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise reflection due to laziness or boredom.
52 Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)
(i) Its characteristic is the inactivity of mental factors or it has the

characteristic of unwieldiness.
(ii) Its function is to bind its concomitants to be inactive.
(iii) It is manifested as laziness and sleepiness.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise reflection due to laziness or boredom.
53 VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)
(i) Its characteristic is to have doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma,

and the SaÑgha.
(ii) Its function is to cause perplexity and undecisiveness.
(iii) It is manifested as undecisiveness.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise reflection that causes doubt to arise.

• • • • • Five Aggregates (Five Aggregates (Five Aggregates (Five Aggregates (Five Aggregates (KhandhasKhandhasKhandhasKhandhasKhandhas)))))
‘Khandha’ means ‘group’ or ‘aggregate’. In order to show that there

are only five aggregates of existence and that there are no ego, self or
person, the Buddha classified all mentalities and all materialities in the
universe into 5 aggregates. This is his first Khandha-desanÈ.
1 R|pakkhandha — materiality aggregate consisting of 28 types or r|pas.
2 VedanÈkkhandha — feeling aggregate consisting of pleasant mental

feeling (somanassa-vedanÈ), pleasant bodily feeling (sukkha-vedanÈ),
painful mental feeling (domanassa-vedanÈ), painful bodily feeling
(dukkha-vedanÈ) and neutral feeling (upekkhÈ-vedanÈ)

3 SaÒÒÈkkhandha  — perception aggregate consisting of perceptions
of form, sound, odour, taste, bodily impression and mental impression.

4 Sa~khÈrakkhandha — aggregate of mental formations comprising
50 mental factors except vedanÈ and saÒÒÈ.

5 ViÒÒÈÓakkhandha — consciousness aggregate comprising 89 or
121 cittas.
In grouping the components of each aggregate, eleven aspects must

be taken into account. These aspects are past, present, future, internal
(ajjhatta), external (bahiddha), inferior (hÊna), superior (paÓÊta), dis-
tant (dure), near (santike), gross (olÈrika), and subtle (sukhuma).

• • • • • Five Aggregates of ClingingFive Aggregates of ClingingFive Aggregates of ClingingFive Aggregates of ClingingFive Aggregates of Clinging ( ( ( ( (UpÈdÈnakkhandhasUpÈdÈnakkhandhasUpÈdÈnakkhandhasUpÈdÈnakkhandhasUpÈdÈnakkhandhas)))))
In insight-meditation (vipassanÈ), supramundane consciousnesses

(lokuttara cittas) and their concomitants (cetasikas) are not investi-
gated, because they do not belong to the group of suffering (dukkha-
sacca). Only mundane consciousnesses (lokiya cittas) and their con-
comitants (cetasikas) as well as the materiality aggregate are investi-
gated in vipassanÈ, because they are grasped by clinging (upÈdÈna),
i.e., lobha and diÔÔhi, and they are involved in the round of suffering.
Besides they possess the characteristics of impermanence (anicca),
suffering (dukkha) and not-self (anatta).

So the Buddha again classified the mentalities and the materialities
(nÈma-r|pa) which are grasped by clinging into five aggregates. This
is his second UpÈdÈnakkhandha-desanÈ.
1 R|pupÈdanakkhandha — materiality aggregate consisting of 28

types of r|pas.
2 VedanupÈdÈnakkhandha — feeling aggregate consisting of 5

types of vedanÈ associated with 81
mundane consciousnesses.

3 SaÒÒupÈdÈnakkhandha — perception aggregate consisting of
saÒÒÈs associated with 81 mundane
consciousnesses.

4 Sa~khÈrupÈdÈnakkhandha — aggregate of mental formations com-
prising 50 mundane mental factors (lokiya
cetasikas) other than vedanÈ and saÒÒÈ.

5 ViÒÒÈÓupÈdÈnakkhandha — consciousness aggregate comprising
81 mundane consciousnesses (lokiya cittas).

Each living being is made up of only these five aggregates which
are not living beings, persons, self, ego or soul. If one can know and
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(iv) Its proximate cause is one’s property or success.
It should be regarded as a mental ugliness.

50 KukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkucca (Worry, remorse)(Worry, remorse)(Worry, remorse)(Worry, remorse)(Worry, remorse)
(i) Its characteristic is to be remorseful or to repent of what one has

done wrong.
(ii) Its function is to worry and to repent of the bad thing that has

been done or the good thing that has not been done.
(iii) It is manifested as remorse and regret.
(iv) Its proximate cause is what has or what has not been done.

It should be regarded as slavery.
51 Thina (Sloth, laziness)Thina (Sloth, laziness)Thina (Sloth, laziness)Thina (Sloth, laziness)Thina (Sloth, laziness)
(i) It has the characteristic of not exerting any effort.
(ii) Its function is to destroy or drive away effort.
(iii) It is manifested as being inactive.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise reflection due to laziness or boredom.
52 Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)Middha (Torpor, dull and inactive state)
(i) Its characteristic is the inactivity of mental factors or it has the

characteristic of unwieldiness.
(ii) Its function is to bind its concomitants to be inactive.
(iii) It is manifested as laziness and sleepiness.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise reflection due to laziness or boredom.
53 VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)VicikicchÈ (Sceptical doubt, perplexity)
(i) Its characteristic is to have doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma,

and the SaÑgha.
(ii) Its function is to cause perplexity and undecisiveness.
(iii) It is manifested as undecisiveness.
(iv) Its proximate cause is unwise reflection that causes doubt to arise.

• • • • • Five Aggregates (Five Aggregates (Five Aggregates (Five Aggregates (Five Aggregates (KhandhasKhandhasKhandhasKhandhasKhandhas)))))
‘Khandha’ means ‘group’ or ‘aggregate’. In order to show that there

are only five aggregates of existence and that there are no ego, self or
person, the Buddha classified all mentalities and all materialities in the
universe into 5 aggregates. This is his first Khandha-desanÈ.
1 R|pakkhandha — materiality aggregate consisting of 28 types or r|pas.
2 VedanÈkkhandha — feeling aggregate consisting of pleasant mental

feeling (somanassa-vedanÈ), pleasant bodily feeling (sukkha-vedanÈ),
painful mental feeling (domanassa-vedanÈ), painful bodily feeling
(dukkha-vedanÈ) and neutral feeling (upekkhÈ-vedanÈ)

3 SaÒÒÈkkhandha  — perception aggregate consisting of perceptions
of form, sound, odour, taste, bodily impression and mental impression.

4 Sa~khÈrakkhandha — aggregate of mental formations comprising
50 mental factors except vedanÈ and saÒÒÈ.

5 ViÒÒÈÓakkhandha — consciousness aggregate comprising 89 or
121 cittas.
In grouping the components of each aggregate, eleven aspects must

be taken into account. These aspects are past, present, future, internal
(ajjhatta), external (bahiddha), inferior (hÊna), superior (paÓÊta), dis-
tant (dure), near (santike), gross (olÈrika), and subtle (sukhuma).

• • • • • Five Aggregates of ClingingFive Aggregates of ClingingFive Aggregates of ClingingFive Aggregates of ClingingFive Aggregates of Clinging ( ( ( ( (UpÈdÈnakkhandhasUpÈdÈnakkhandhasUpÈdÈnakkhandhasUpÈdÈnakkhandhasUpÈdÈnakkhandhas)))))
In insight-meditation (vipassanÈ), supramundane consciousnesses

(lokuttara cittas) and their concomitants (cetasikas) are not investi-
gated, because they do not belong to the group of suffering (dukkha-
sacca). Only mundane consciousnesses (lokiya cittas) and their con-
comitants (cetasikas) as well as the materiality aggregate are investi-
gated in vipassanÈ, because they are grasped by clinging (upÈdÈna),
i.e., lobha and diÔÔhi, and they are involved in the round of suffering.
Besides they possess the characteristics of impermanence (anicca),
suffering (dukkha) and not-self (anatta).

So the Buddha again classified the mentalities and the materialities
(nÈma-r|pa) which are grasped by clinging into five aggregates. This
is his second UpÈdÈnakkhandha-desanÈ.
1 R|pupÈdanakkhandha — materiality aggregate consisting of 28

types of r|pas.
2 VedanupÈdÈnakkhandha — feeling aggregate consisting of 5

types of vedanÈ associated with 81
mundane consciousnesses.

3 SaÒÒupÈdÈnakkhandha — perception aggregate consisting of
saÒÒÈs associated with 81 mundane
consciousnesses.

4 Sa~khÈrupÈdÈnakkhandha — aggregate of mental formations com-
prising 50 mundane mental factors (lokiya
cetasikas) other than vedanÈ and saÒÒÈ.

5 ViÒÒÈÓupÈdÈnakkhandha — consciousness aggregate comprising
81 mundane consciousnesses (lokiya cittas).

Each living being is made up of only these five aggregates which
are not living beings, persons, self, ego or soul. If one can know and
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see clearly in vipassanÈ that only these five aggregates exist in the
universe, one is convinced that there is no person, no self, no ego and
no soul. So one can get rid of the wrong personality-belief (sakkÈya-
diÔÔhi) and one can become a stream-winner (sotÈpanna) who can en-
joy the unique bliss of NibbÈna and who is fully guaranteed never to
be reborn in the woeful abodes.

This is the best achievement in life, better than to be a universal
monarch or a celestial king called Sakka, because they cannot enjoy
the unique bliss of NibbÈna and they are not exempted from woeful
rebirth.
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1 Describe the 8 greed-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄi and English.
   (pp. 58, 59)

2 Describe the 2 anger-rooted consciousness and the 2 ignorance-
rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄi and English. (pp. 59, 60)

3 What are the 18 rootless consciousnesses? Describe the 7 immoral
resultant consciousnesses in PÈÄi. (p .60)

4 Describe the 8 rootless moral resultant consciousnesses in English.
(p. 61)

5 What are the rootless functional consciousnesses? Describe their
names both in PÈÄi and in English. (p. 61)

6 Describe the 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄi. (p. 62)
7 What are fine-material sphere consciousnesses? Describe the five

jhÈna factors both in PÈÄi and in English. (pp. 63, 64)
8 What are fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses? Describe

their names in PÈÄi (p. 64)
9 What are immaterial sphere consciousnesses? Describe the imma-

terial-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄi. (p. 65)
10 Describe the 8 types of supramundane consciousness in PÈÄi and

English. (p. 66)
11 What are exalted consciousnesses (mahaggata cittas)? Describe 9

mahaggata vipÈka cittas in PÈÄi. (p. 67)
12 What are mundane consciousnesses (lokiya cittas)? Enumerate the

17 mundane moral consciousnesses and 32 mundane resultant
consciousnesses. (p. 68)

13 Describe the functions performed by consciousnesses. (p. 69)
14 What are the consciousnesses that perform rebirth function, life-

continuum function and death function? Where do they perform
these functions? (pp. 69, 70)

15 Which consciousnesses perform the javana function? Differentiate
them as kÈma-javana consciousnesses and appanÈ-javana
consciousnesses. (pp. 70, 71)

16 Describe the six sense-doors and the six sense-objects. (p. 71)
17 Describe the six material bases (vathus). Which consciousnesses

depend on the heart-base? (p. 72)
18 Describe the eye-door cognitive series for sense-object of great

intensity. (p. 73)
19 Describe the mind-door cognitive series for fairly distinct sense-

object. (p. 75)
20 What is the function of consequent mind-door cognitive process?

Why do we think that we see and hear at the same time? (p. 76)
21 Give the precise meanings of the following mental factors.

Phassa, vedanÈ, vitakka, saddhÈ, sati, adosa (pp. 77, 83, 85)
22 Describe the meanings and the significances of the following

mental factors.
(SaÒÒÈ, cetanÈ, ekaggatÈ, jÊvitindriya, vÊriya, lobha)

 (pp. 77, 78, 79)
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15 Which consciousnesses perform the javana function? Differentiate
them as kÈma-javana consciousnesses and appanÈ-javana
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16 Describe the six sense-doors and the six sense-objects. (p. 71)
17 Describe the six material bases (vathus). Which consciousnesses

depend on the heart-base? (p. 72)
18 Describe the eye-door cognitive series for sense-object of great

intensity. (p. 73)
19 Describe the mind-door cognitive series for fairly distinct sense-

object. (p. 75)
20 What is the function of consequent mind-door cognitive process?

Why do we think that we see and hear at the same time? (p. 76)
21 Give the precise meanings of the following mental factors.
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23 Mention the PÈÄi names of the mental factors with the meanings:
(a) joy or rapture, (b) wish or will, (c) ignorance, (d) pride or con-
ceit, (e) greedlessness, (f) equanimity, (g) the faculty of wisdom.

     (pp. 78, 80, 84, 85, 87)
24 Describe the characteristic, function, manifestation, and proximate

cause each of the following.
(a) cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa, (b) paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana, (c) sukha-vedanÈ.
(d) perception, (e) manasikÈra, (f) saddhÈ (pp. 88, 89, 90, 91, 93, 95)

25 Why does the Buddha teach five aggregates (khandhas)? How
does he describe the five aggregates? (pp. 101, 102)

26 What are the five aggregates of clinging (upÈdÈnakkhandhas)?
Why does the Buddha teach them? (pp. 102, 103)

CHAPTER XIII —CHAPTER XIII —CHAPTER XIII —CHAPTER XIII —CHAPTER XIII —BASES, ELEMENTS,BASES, ELEMENTS,BASES, ELEMENTS,BASES, ELEMENTS,BASES, ELEMENTS,
FACULTIES, TRUTHSFACULTIES, TRUTHSFACULTIES, TRUTHSFACULTIES, TRUTHSFACULTIES, TRUTHS
(((((Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)

• • • • • Twelve BasesTwelve BasesTwelve BasesTwelve BasesTwelve Bases (Œyatanas)
‘Œyatana’ means ‘base, cause, locality of birth, dwelling place, or

meeting place’.
The 12 Èyatanas are the 12 bases, sources or causes from which

consciousnesses and mental factors arise. The bases serve as the locality
of birth and the dwelling place for consciousnesses and mental factors.

The 12 bases are divided equally into 2 groups:
(1) 6 internal bases which serve as 6 sense-doors (dvÈras)
(2) 6 external bases which serve as 6 sense-objects (ÈrammaÓas).
(1) Six Internal Bases (Six Internal Bases (Six Internal Bases (Six Internal Bases (Six Internal Bases (AjjhattikÈyatanasAjjhattikÈyatanasAjjhattikÈyatanasAjjhattikÈyatanasAjjhattikÈyatanas)))))
1. Eye-base — cakkhu-pasÈda — cakkhÈyatana
2. Ear-base — sota-pasÈda — sotÈyatana
3. Nose-base — ghÈna-pasÈda — ghÈnÈyatana
4. Tongue-base — jivhÈ-pasÈda — jivhÈyatana
5. Body-base — kÈya-pasÈda — kÈyÈyatana
6. Mind-base — 89 or 121 cittas — manÈyatana

The first 5 bases are the translucent, sensitive materiality in the eye,
the ear, etc., which serve as 5 sense-doors.

The mind-base contains 19 bhava~ga cittas (life-continuum) which
function as the mind-door.
(2) Six External Bases (Six External Bases (Six External Bases (Six External Bases (Six External Bases (BÈhirÈyatanasBÈhirÈyatanasBÈhirÈyatanasBÈhirÈyatanasBÈhirÈyatanas)))))
7. Visible-data-base — vaÓÓÈ — r|pÈyatana
8. Sound-base — sadda — saddÈyatana
9. Odour-base — gandha — gandhÈyatana
10. Taste-base — rasa — rasÈyatana
11. Tangible-data-base — pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo — phoÔÔhabbÈyatana
12. Mind-data-base —  52 cetasikas           — dhammÈyatana

   (mind-object) NibbÈna,16 sukkhuma r|pas,
The 6 external bases represent the 6 sense-objects.

• • • • • Observation in Insight MeditationObservation in Insight MeditationObservation in Insight MeditationObservation in Insight MeditationObservation in Insight Meditation
It should be noted that all consciousnesses (89 or 121 cittas), all
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23 Mention the PÈÄi names of the mental factors with the meanings:
(a) joy or rapture, (b) wish or will, (c) ignorance, (d) pride or con-
ceit, (e) greedlessness, (f) equanimity, (g) the faculty of wisdom.

     (pp. 78, 80, 84, 85, 87)
24 Describe the characteristic, function, manifestation, and proximate

cause each of the following.
(a) cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa, (b) paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana, (c) sukha-vedanÈ.
(d) perception, (e) manasikÈra, (f) saddhÈ (pp. 88, 89, 90, 91, 93, 95)

25 Why does the Buddha teach five aggregates (khandhas)? How
does he describe the five aggregates? (pp. 101, 102)

26 What are the five aggregates of clinging (upÈdÈnakkhandhas)?
Why does the Buddha teach them? (pp. 102, 103)

CHAPTER XIII —CHAPTER XIII —CHAPTER XIII —CHAPTER XIII —CHAPTER XIII —BASES, ELEMENTS,BASES, ELEMENTS,BASES, ELEMENTS,BASES, ELEMENTS,BASES, ELEMENTS,
FACULTIES, TRUTHSFACULTIES, TRUTHSFACULTIES, TRUTHSFACULTIES, TRUTHSFACULTIES, TRUTHS
(((((Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)Œyatanas, DhÈtus, Indriyas, Saccas)

• • • • • Twelve BasesTwelve BasesTwelve BasesTwelve BasesTwelve Bases (Œyatanas)
‘Œyatana’ means ‘base, cause, locality of birth, dwelling place, or

meeting place’.
The 12 Èyatanas are the 12 bases, sources or causes from which

consciousnesses and mental factors arise. The bases serve as the locality
of birth and the dwelling place for consciousnesses and mental factors.

The 12 bases are divided equally into 2 groups:
(1) 6 internal bases which serve as 6 sense-doors (dvÈras)
(2) 6 external bases which serve as 6 sense-objects (ÈrammaÓas).
(1) Six Internal Bases (Six Internal Bases (Six Internal Bases (Six Internal Bases (Six Internal Bases (AjjhattikÈyatanasAjjhattikÈyatanasAjjhattikÈyatanasAjjhattikÈyatanasAjjhattikÈyatanas)))))
1. Eye-base — cakkhu-pasÈda — cakkhÈyatana
2. Ear-base — sota-pasÈda — sotÈyatana
3. Nose-base — ghÈna-pasÈda — ghÈnÈyatana
4. Tongue-base — jivhÈ-pasÈda — jivhÈyatana
5. Body-base — kÈya-pasÈda — kÈyÈyatana
6. Mind-base — 89 or 121 cittas — manÈyatana

The first 5 bases are the translucent, sensitive materiality in the eye,
the ear, etc., which serve as 5 sense-doors.

The mind-base contains 19 bhava~ga cittas (life-continuum) which
function as the mind-door.
(2) Six External Bases (Six External Bases (Six External Bases (Six External Bases (Six External Bases (BÈhirÈyatanasBÈhirÈyatanasBÈhirÈyatanasBÈhirÈyatanasBÈhirÈyatanas)))))
7. Visible-data-base — vaÓÓÈ — r|pÈyatana
8. Sound-base — sadda — saddÈyatana
9. Odour-base — gandha — gandhÈyatana
10. Taste-base — rasa — rasÈyatana
11. Tangible-data-base — pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo — phoÔÔhabbÈyatana
12. Mind-data-base —  52 cetasikas           — dhammÈyatana

   (mind-object) NibbÈna,16 sukkhuma r|pas,
The 6 external bases represent the 6 sense-objects.

• • • • • Observation in Insight MeditationObservation in Insight MeditationObservation in Insight MeditationObservation in Insight MeditationObservation in Insight Meditation
It should be noted that all consciousnesses (89 or 121 cittas), all
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mental factors (52 cetasikas), all materiality (28 r|pas), and NibbÈna
are included in the 12 bases. So there cannot be any more and any less
bases since the 12 bases also represent the 6 sense-doors and the 6
sense-objects.

When a visible object strikes the eye-door, eye-door cognitive se-
ries arises when eye-consciousness and its associated mental factors
arise in the eye depending on the eye-base as cakkhu-vatthu. So the
eye-base and the visible-data-base (visible object) function as the base,
the cause and the locality of birth for the arising of eye-consciousness
and its concomitants, and also serve as their dwelling place and meet-
ing place. Other bases also function and serve similarly.

The characteristic, function, manifestation and proximate cause of
each base should be understood in the way given earlier in the des-
cription of the Aggregates.

Those, who have difficulty to understand the five aggregates of
clinging in insight meditation, may understand the twelve bases better
and thus clearly see and know the absence of an ego-entity called
‘self’ or ‘atta’. This understanding may lead to their liberation.

• • • • • They neither come nor goThey neither come nor goThey neither come nor goThey neither come nor goThey neither come nor go
The 12 bases do not come from anywhere before their arising and

they do not go to somewhere after their dissolution. They arise and
exist depending on natural causes just between their arising moment
and dissolving moment. They do not obey the wish and the order of
any being. Thus they should be observed in meditation.

• • • • • They neither worry nor exert the effortThey neither worry nor exert the effortThey neither worry nor exert the effortThey neither worry nor exert the effortThey neither worry nor exert the effort
Likewise the twelve bases should be observed in meditation as hav-

ing no worry and exerting no effort for their arising. For it does not
occur to the eye-base and the visible-data-base (visible object), etc.,
“Ah, let consciousness and mental factors arise when we meet to-
gether”. Also the eye-base and the visible-data-base, etc., as the sense-
door or the material base (vatthu) or the visible-object, have no worry
and exert no effort for the arising of consciousness and mental fac-
tors. On the contrary, it is the absolute rule that eye-consciousness
and its concomitants, etc., come into being with the union of the eye-
base and the visible-data-base, and so on.
Observation as a deserted village and robbersObservation as a deserted village and robbersObservation as a deserted village and robbersObservation as a deserted village and robbersObservation as a deserted village and robbers

Furthermore, the internal bases should be observed as a deserted

village because they are void of lastingness (dhuva), beauty (subha),
happiness (sukha), and self (atta or soul); and the external bases as
village-raiding robbers because they raid the internal ones. And this is
said: “Bhikkhus, the eye is harassed by agreeable and disagreeable
visible objects.” (S.iv, 175)

Moreover, the internal bases should be regarded as six creatures
(snake, crocodile, bird, dog, fox, monkey) and the external bases as
their resorts. (S.iv, 198-9)

• Eighteen Elements (Eighteen Elements (Eighteen Elements (Eighteen Elements (Eighteen Elements (DhÈtusDhÈtusDhÈtusDhÈtusDhÈtus)))))
‘DhÈtu’ signifies an ‘element’ which really exists in nature, bears its

own characteristic, and performs its function, but it is neither a living
being nor a self nor a soul (atta).

The Buddha has divided all the realities into 18 elements for the
benefit of those who could not understand the five aggregates of cling-
ing and the twelve bases to show them clearly that three is no ‘self’
nor ‘soul’ nor ‘a living being’. The 18 elements are equally divided
into three groups:
(a) six subjective elements (sense-doors),
(b) six objective elements (sense-objects),
(c) six consciousness elements (consciousnesses).

(a)(a)(a)(a)(a)     Six Subjective ElementsSix Subjective ElementsSix Subjective ElementsSix Subjective ElementsSix Subjective Elements (Sense-doors)
1 Eye-element — cakkhu-pasÈda — cakkhu-dhÈtu
2 Ear-element — sota-pasÈda — sota-dhÈtu
3 Nose-element — ghÈna-pasÈda — ghÈna-dhÈtu
4 Tongue-element — jivhÈ-pasÈda — jivhÈ-dhÈtu
5 Body-element — kÈya-pasÈda — kÈya-dhÈtu
6 Mind-element — paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana — mano-dhÈtu

2 sampaÔicchanas
(b)(b)(b)(b)(b)     Six Objective ElementsSix Objective ElementsSix Objective ElementsSix Objective ElementsSix Objective Elements (Sense-objects)
7    Visible-data-element — vaÓÓa — r|pa-dhÈtu
8    Sound-element — sadda — sadda-dhÈtu
9    Odour-element — gandha — gandha-dhÈtu
10  Taste-element — rasa — rasa-dhÈtu
11  Tangible-data-element — pathavÊ, — phoÔÔhabba-dhÈtu

tejo, vÈyo
12 Mind-data-element — 52 cetasikas,  — dhamma-dhÈtu

                  16 sukhuma r|pas, NibbÈna
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mental factors (52 cetasikas), all materiality (28 r|pas), and NibbÈna
are included in the 12 bases. So there cannot be any more and any less
bases since the 12 bases also represent the 6 sense-doors and the 6
sense-objects.

When a visible object strikes the eye-door, eye-door cognitive se-
ries arises when eye-consciousness and its associated mental factors
arise in the eye depending on the eye-base as cakkhu-vatthu. So the
eye-base and the visible-data-base (visible object) function as the base,
the cause and the locality of birth for the arising of eye-consciousness
and its concomitants, and also serve as their dwelling place and meet-
ing place. Other bases also function and serve similarly.

The characteristic, function, manifestation and proximate cause of
each base should be understood in the way given earlier in the des-
cription of the Aggregates.

Those, who have difficulty to understand the five aggregates of
clinging in insight meditation, may understand the twelve bases better
and thus clearly see and know the absence of an ego-entity called
‘self’ or ‘atta’. This understanding may lead to their liberation.

• • • • • They neither come nor goThey neither come nor goThey neither come nor goThey neither come nor goThey neither come nor go
The 12 bases do not come from anywhere before their arising and

they do not go to somewhere after their dissolution. They arise and
exist depending on natural causes just between their arising moment
and dissolving moment. They do not obey the wish and the order of
any being. Thus they should be observed in meditation.

• • • • • They neither worry nor exert the effortThey neither worry nor exert the effortThey neither worry nor exert the effortThey neither worry nor exert the effortThey neither worry nor exert the effort
Likewise the twelve bases should be observed in meditation as hav-

ing no worry and exerting no effort for their arising. For it does not
occur to the eye-base and the visible-data-base (visible object), etc.,
“Ah, let consciousness and mental factors arise when we meet to-
gether”. Also the eye-base and the visible-data-base, etc., as the sense-
door or the material base (vatthu) or the visible-object, have no worry
and exert no effort for the arising of consciousness and mental fac-
tors. On the contrary, it is the absolute rule that eye-consciousness
and its concomitants, etc., come into being with the union of the eye-
base and the visible-data-base, and so on.
Observation as a deserted village and robbersObservation as a deserted village and robbersObservation as a deserted village and robbersObservation as a deserted village and robbersObservation as a deserted village and robbers

Furthermore, the internal bases should be observed as a deserted

village because they are void of lastingness (dhuva), beauty (subha),
happiness (sukha), and self (atta or soul); and the external bases as
village-raiding robbers because they raid the internal ones. And this is
said: “Bhikkhus, the eye is harassed by agreeable and disagreeable
visible objects.” (S.iv, 175)

Moreover, the internal bases should be regarded as six creatures
(snake, crocodile, bird, dog, fox, monkey) and the external bases as
their resorts. (S.iv, 198-9)

• Eighteen Elements (Eighteen Elements (Eighteen Elements (Eighteen Elements (Eighteen Elements (DhÈtusDhÈtusDhÈtusDhÈtusDhÈtus)))))
‘DhÈtu’ signifies an ‘element’ which really exists in nature, bears its

own characteristic, and performs its function, but it is neither a living
being nor a self nor a soul (atta).

The Buddha has divided all the realities into 18 elements for the
benefit of those who could not understand the five aggregates of cling-
ing and the twelve bases to show them clearly that three is no ‘self’
nor ‘soul’ nor ‘a living being’. The 18 elements are equally divided
into three groups:
(a) six subjective elements (sense-doors),
(b) six objective elements (sense-objects),
(c) six consciousness elements (consciousnesses).

(a)(a)(a)(a)(a)     Six Subjective ElementsSix Subjective ElementsSix Subjective ElementsSix Subjective ElementsSix Subjective Elements (Sense-doors)
1 Eye-element — cakkhu-pasÈda — cakkhu-dhÈtu
2 Ear-element — sota-pasÈda — sota-dhÈtu
3 Nose-element — ghÈna-pasÈda — ghÈna-dhÈtu
4 Tongue-element — jivhÈ-pasÈda — jivhÈ-dhÈtu
5 Body-element — kÈya-pasÈda — kÈya-dhÈtu
6 Mind-element — paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana — mano-dhÈtu

2 sampaÔicchanas
(b)(b)(b)(b)(b)     Six Objective ElementsSix Objective ElementsSix Objective ElementsSix Objective ElementsSix Objective Elements (Sense-objects)
7    Visible-data-element — vaÓÓa — r|pa-dhÈtu
8    Sound-element — sadda — sadda-dhÈtu
9    Odour-element — gandha — gandha-dhÈtu
10  Taste-element — rasa — rasa-dhÈtu
11  Tangible-data-element — pathavÊ, — phoÔÔhabba-dhÈtu

tejo, vÈyo
12 Mind-data-element — 52 cetasikas,  — dhamma-dhÈtu

                  16 sukhuma r|pas, NibbÈna
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(c)(c)(c)(c)(c)     Six Consciousness ElementsSix Consciousness ElementsSix Consciousness ElementsSix Consciousness ElementsSix Consciousness Elements (Consciousnesses)
13 Eye-consciousness — 2 cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓas — cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa-

  element          dhÈtu.
14 Ear-consciousness — 2 sota-viÒÒÈÓas — sotaviÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtu.

  element
15 Nose-consciousness — 2 ghÈna-viÒÒÈÓas — ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓa-

  element        dhÈtu.
16 Tongue-consciousness — 2 jivhÈviÒÒÈÓas — jivhÈviÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtu.

  element
17 Body-consciousness — 2 kÈya-viÒÒÈÓas — kÈyaviÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtu.

  element
18 Mind-consciousness — 76 cittas excluding 10 dvi-paÒca-

  element (mano-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtu) viÒÒÈÓas + 3 mano-dhÈtu
• • • • • Observation in MeditationObservation in MeditationObservation in MeditationObservation in MeditationObservation in Meditation

When the eye-element (eye-door) comes in contact with the visible-
data-element (visible-object), eye-consciousness-element (eye-con-
sciousness) arises; when the ear-element (ear-door) comes in contat
with the sound-element (sound), ear-consciousness-element (ear-con-
sciousness) arises; and so on.

Since the 18 elements include all consciousnesses (89 cittas), all
mental factors (52 cetasikas), all materiality (28 r|pas), and NibbÈna,
only 18 elements exist in the whole universe, not more and not less.
All other elements are included in the 18 elements. (The only differ-
ence between 12 bases and 18 elements is that the mind-base, i.e., 89
cittas, has been divided into 7 consciousness-elements).

Thus if a meditator can observe the 18 elements vividly in his in-
sight meditation, he will be convinced that no ‘self’ nor ‘person’ nor
‘soul’ (atta) really exists. So he can get rid of ‘personality-belief’
(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi) and be enlightened as a ‘stream-winner’ (sotÈpanna).

The characteristic, function, manifestation and proximate cause of
each element should be understood in the way given above in the des-
cription of the Aggregates.

As all the 18 elements are formed by conditions (sa~khata dhammas),
they are to be regarded as secluded from the past and the future, as
void of lastingness, beauty, happiness, or self, and as existing on conditions.

• • • • • Observing each Element in MeditationObserving each Element in MeditationObserving each Element in MeditationObserving each Element in MeditationObserving each Element in Meditation
Individually the eye-elementthe eye-elementthe eye-elementthe eye-elementthe eye-element should be regarded as the surface of

a drum, the visible-data-element as the drum-stick, and the eye-con-
sciousness-element as the sound of the drum.

Or the eye-element should be regarded as the surface of a mirror,
the visible-data-element as the face, and the eye-consciousness-ele-
ment as the image of the face in the mirror.

Or alternatively, the eye-element should be regarded as sugarcane
or sesamum, the visible-data-element as the sugarcane mill or the
sesamum wheel, and the eye-consciousness-element as sugarcane juice
or sesamum oil.

Likewise the eye-element should be regarded as a tinderbox, the
visible-data-element as the rubbing fire-stick, and the eye-conscious-
ness-element as the fire.

So too in the case of the ear-elementear-elementear-elementear-elementear-element, the sound-element, the ear-
consciousness-element, and so on.

The mind-elementmind-elementmind-elementmind-elementmind-element (paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana and sampaÔicchanadvi), how-
ever, should be regarded as the forerunner and the follower of eye-
consciousness, respectively, etc.

The mind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-element should be regarded as a forest
monkey, because it does not stay on its object; or as a wild horse,
because it is difficult to tame; or as a stick flung into the air, because
it falls anywhere it likes, or as a stage-dancer, because it adopts the
guise of the various defilements such as greed and anger.

As to the mind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-element (52 cetasikas, 16 sukhuma r|pas, and
NibbÈna), the feeling-aggregate should be regarded as an arrow and
as a stake, the perception-aggregate and the formations-aggregate as
a man hit by the arrow and a man impaled by the stake.

Or an ordinary man’s perception should be regarded as an empty
fist because it produces pain through unattainable desire, or as a forest-
deer with a scare-crow because it apprehends the sign incorrectly.

And the formationsthe formationsthe formationsthe formationsthe formations (sa~khÈra) should be regarded as men who
throw one into a pit of hot coals, because they throw one into rebirth-
linking, or as thieves pursued by the police, because they are con-
stantly pursued by rebirth-suffering, or as the  seed of a poison tree,
because they are the root-cause of the aggregates’ continuity which
brings all kinds of harm.

The subtle materialitysubtle materialitysubtle materialitysubtle materialitysubtle materiality should be regarded as a razor-wheel because
it is the cause of various kinds of dangers.
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(c)(c)(c)(c)(c)     Six Consciousness ElementsSix Consciousness ElementsSix Consciousness ElementsSix Consciousness ElementsSix Consciousness Elements (Consciousnesses)
13 Eye-consciousness — 2 cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓas — cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa-

  element          dhÈtu.
14 Ear-consciousness — 2 sota-viÒÒÈÓas — sotaviÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtu.

  element
15 Nose-consciousness — 2 ghÈna-viÒÒÈÓas — ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓa-

  element        dhÈtu.
16 Tongue-consciousness — 2 jivhÈviÒÒÈÓas — jivhÈviÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtu.

  element
17 Body-consciousness — 2 kÈya-viÒÒÈÓas — kÈyaviÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtu.

  element
18 Mind-consciousness — 76 cittas excluding 10 dvi-paÒca-

  element (mano-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtu) viÒÒÈÓas + 3 mano-dhÈtu
• • • • • Observation in MeditationObservation in MeditationObservation in MeditationObservation in MeditationObservation in Meditation

When the eye-element (eye-door) comes in contact with the visible-
data-element (visible-object), eye-consciousness-element (eye-con-
sciousness) arises; when the ear-element (ear-door) comes in contat
with the sound-element (sound), ear-consciousness-element (ear-con-
sciousness) arises; and so on.

Since the 18 elements include all consciousnesses (89 cittas), all
mental factors (52 cetasikas), all materiality (28 r|pas), and NibbÈna,
only 18 elements exist in the whole universe, not more and not less.
All other elements are included in the 18 elements. (The only differ-
ence between 12 bases and 18 elements is that the mind-base, i.e., 89
cittas, has been divided into 7 consciousness-elements).

Thus if a meditator can observe the 18 elements vividly in his in-
sight meditation, he will be convinced that no ‘self’ nor ‘person’ nor
‘soul’ (atta) really exists. So he can get rid of ‘personality-belief’
(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi) and be enlightened as a ‘stream-winner’ (sotÈpanna).

The characteristic, function, manifestation and proximate cause of
each element should be understood in the way given above in the des-
cription of the Aggregates.

As all the 18 elements are formed by conditions (sa~khata dhammas),
they are to be regarded as secluded from the past and the future, as
void of lastingness, beauty, happiness, or self, and as existing on conditions.

• • • • • Observing each Element in MeditationObserving each Element in MeditationObserving each Element in MeditationObserving each Element in MeditationObserving each Element in Meditation
Individually the eye-elementthe eye-elementthe eye-elementthe eye-elementthe eye-element should be regarded as the surface of

a drum, the visible-data-element as the drum-stick, and the eye-con-
sciousness-element as the sound of the drum.

Or the eye-element should be regarded as the surface of a mirror,
the visible-data-element as the face, and the eye-consciousness-ele-
ment as the image of the face in the mirror.

Or alternatively, the eye-element should be regarded as sugarcane
or sesamum, the visible-data-element as the sugarcane mill or the
sesamum wheel, and the eye-consciousness-element as sugarcane juice
or sesamum oil.

Likewise the eye-element should be regarded as a tinderbox, the
visible-data-element as the rubbing fire-stick, and the eye-conscious-
ness-element as the fire.

So too in the case of the ear-elementear-elementear-elementear-elementear-element, the sound-element, the ear-
consciousness-element, and so on.

The mind-elementmind-elementmind-elementmind-elementmind-element (paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana and sampaÔicchanadvi), how-
ever, should be regarded as the forerunner and the follower of eye-
consciousness, respectively, etc.

The mind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-element should be regarded as a forest
monkey, because it does not stay on its object; or as a wild horse,
because it is difficult to tame; or as a stick flung into the air, because
it falls anywhere it likes, or as a stage-dancer, because it adopts the
guise of the various defilements such as greed and anger.

As to the mind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-element (52 cetasikas, 16 sukhuma r|pas, and
NibbÈna), the feeling-aggregate should be regarded as an arrow and
as a stake, the perception-aggregate and the formations-aggregate as
a man hit by the arrow and a man impaled by the stake.

Or an ordinary man’s perception should be regarded as an empty
fist because it produces pain through unattainable desire, or as a forest-
deer with a scare-crow because it apprehends the sign incorrectly.

And the formationsthe formationsthe formationsthe formationsthe formations (sa~khÈra) should be regarded as men who
throw one into a pit of hot coals, because they throw one into rebirth-
linking, or as thieves pursued by the police, because they are con-
stantly pursued by rebirth-suffering, or as the  seed of a poison tree,
because they are the root-cause of the aggregates’ continuity which
brings all kinds of harm.

The subtle materialitysubtle materialitysubtle materialitysubtle materialitysubtle materiality should be regarded as a razor-wheel because
it is the cause of various kinds of dangers.
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The unformed elementunformed elementunformed elementunformed elementunformed element, NibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈna, should be regarded as the death-
less, as peace, and as safety, because it is the opposite of all ill.

• • • • • Twenty-two FacultiesTwenty-two FacultiesTwenty-two FacultiesTwenty-two FacultiesTwenty-two Faculties ( ( ( ( (IndriyasIndriyasIndriyasIndriyasIndriyas)))))
‘Indriya’ means ‘faculty, lordship, or controlling power’. As the

ministers control their respective ministries, the indriyas exercise con-
trol over their associates (sampayutta dhammas) in their respective
domain.

The eight indriya-r|pas constitute the first eight faculties. The eighth
faculty is, however, twofold. It is a ‘combination of the material-life
faculty and the mental-life faculty. The ninth faculty is consciousness
(citta) in its entirety, that is, all 89 cittas.

The next five faculties (10 to 14) represent the five types of feeling
(vedanÈ). The next five faculties (15 to 19) represent the five spiritual
faculties which also function as five spiritual powers (balas).

The last three faculties (20 to 22) represent wisdom associated with
Path-consciousness and Fruition-consciousness.
1 Eye-faculty — cakkhu-pasÈda — cakkhundriya
2 Ear-faculty — sota-pasÈda — sotindriya
3 Nose-faculty — ghÈna-pasÈda — ghÈnindriya
4 Tongue-faculty — jivhÈ-pasÈda — jivhindriya
5 Body-faculty — kÈya-pasÈda — kÈyindriya
6 Femininity-faculty — itthibhÈva-r|pa — itthindriya
7 Masculinity-faculty — purisabhÈva-r|pa — purisindriya
8 Life-faculty     — jÊvita-r|pa + jÊvitindriya cetasika — jÊvitindriya
9 Mind-faculty — 89 or 121 cittas — manindriya
10 Pleasant-feeling faculty — sukha vedanÈ — sukhindriya
11 Painful-feeling faculty — dukkha vedanÈ — dukkhindriya
12 Joy-faculty — somanassa vedanÈ — somanassindriya
13 Grief-faculty — domanassa vedanÈ — domanasindriya
14 Neutral-feeling faculty — upekkhÈ vedanÈ — upekkhindriya
15 Faith-faculty — saddhÈ — saddhindriya
16 Energy-faculty — vÊriya — viriyindriya
17 Mindfulness-faculty — sati — satindriya
18 Concentration-faculty — ekaggatÈ — samÈdhindriya
19 Wisdom-faculty — paÒÒÈ                    — pannindriya
20 SotÈpatti-magga-wisdom faculty —  anaÒÒÈtinÒÒassÈmÊtindriya
21 Wisdom-faculty associated with —  aÒÒindriya

3 upper maggas and 3 lower phalas

22 Arahatta-phala-wisdom faculty —  aÒÒÈtÈvindriya

• • • • • Observing each Faculty in MeditationObserving each Faculty in MeditationObserving each Faculty in MeditationObserving each Faculty in MeditationObserving each Faculty in Meditation
The characteristic, function, manifestation and proximate cause of

each faculty should be understood in the way given above in the des-
cription of the Aggregates.

Eye-consciousness and its concomitants depend on the eye-faculty
(cakkhu-pasÈda) for their arising. Therefore the eye-faculty has con-
trol over eye-consciousness and its concomitants.

So, in PaÔÔhÈna PÈli, the Buddha preached: “ CakkhundriyaÑ cakkhu-
viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtuyÈ taÑsampayuttakanaÒca dhammÈnaÑ indriya-
paccayena paccayo”, meaning “The eye-faculty controls the eye-con-
sciousness and its concomitants by faculty condition.”

The eye-faculty conditions the eye-consciousness and its associated
mental factors to arise keenly or slowly according to its state of keeness
or slowness. So too in the case of the ear-faculty, the nose-faculty, the
tongue-faculty and the body-faculty.

But the function of the mind-faculty is to make its associated mental
factors and mind-born materiality to obey its wish. The function of
the life-facutly is to sustain its concomitants to last throughout their
life-span.

The function of the femininity-faculty and the masculinity-faculty
is to allot the mark, the sign, the sex organ, the manners, the appear-
ance, the work and ways of men and women.

The function of pleasant-feeling faculty, painful-feeling faculty, joy-
faculty and grief-faculty is to overwhelm their concomitants and im-
part their own particular mode of grossness to those states. The func-
tion of neutral-feeling faculty is to impart to its concomitants the mode
of quiet, goodness and neutrality.

The function of the faculties of faith, etc., is to overcome opposition
and to impart to their concomitants the mode of confidence, clarity
and so on.

• • • • • The Four Noble TruthsThe Four Noble TruthsThe Four Noble TruthsThe Four Noble TruthsThe Four Noble Truths ( ( ( ( (Ariya SaccasAriya SaccasAriya SaccasAriya SaccasAriya Saccas)))))
The Four Noble Truths are:

1 The Noble Truth of Suffering — Dukkha Ariya Sacca,
2 The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering — Dukkha-samudaya

Ariya Sacca,
3 The Noble Truth of Extinction of Suffering — Dukkha-nirodha

Ariya Sacca,
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viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈtuyÈ taÑsampayuttakanaÒca dhammÈnaÑ indriya-
paccayena paccayo”, meaning “The eye-faculty controls the eye-con-
sciousness and its concomitants by faculty condition.”

The eye-faculty conditions the eye-consciousness and its associated
mental factors to arise keenly or slowly according to its state of keeness
or slowness. So too in the case of the ear-faculty, the nose-faculty, the
tongue-faculty and the body-faculty.

But the function of the mind-faculty is to make its associated mental
factors and mind-born materiality to obey its wish. The function of
the life-facutly is to sustain its concomitants to last throughout their
life-span.

The function of the femininity-faculty and the masculinity-faculty
is to allot the mark, the sign, the sex organ, the manners, the appear-
ance, the work and ways of men and women.

The function of pleasant-feeling faculty, painful-feeling faculty, joy-
faculty and grief-faculty is to overwhelm their concomitants and im-
part their own particular mode of grossness to those states. The func-
tion of neutral-feeling faculty is to impart to its concomitants the mode
of quiet, goodness and neutrality.

The function of the faculties of faith, etc., is to overcome opposition
and to impart to their concomitants the mode of confidence, clarity
and so on.
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The Four Noble Truths are:
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4 The Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Extinction of Suffering
— Dukkha-nirodha-gÈmini-paÔipadÈ Ariya Sacca.
The Four Noble Truths represent the essence of the Buddha’s teach-

ings for those who understand them penetratively and vividly will
become Noble Persons (AriyÈs). Since only Noble Persons can under-
stand these profound truths penetratively and vividly, they are known
as Noble Truths (Ariya Saccas).

• • • • • The Statement of Noble TruthsThe Statement of Noble TruthsThe Statement of Noble TruthsThe Statement of Noble TruthsThe Statement of Noble Truths
“This, O bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of Suffering: birth is suffering;

ageing is suffering; sickness is suffering; death is suffering; sorrow,
lamentation, pain, grief and despair are suffering; association with the
unloved or unpleasant condition is suffering; separation from the be-
loved or pleasant condition is suffering; not to get what one desires is
suffering. In brief, the five aggregates of clinging are suffering.”

“This, O bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of the Origin of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of the Origin of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of the Origin of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.
It is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together with
pleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and that objects
of the new existence. That craving is of three kinds:

(1) Craving for sense-pleasure (kÈmataÓhÈ),
(2) Craving for existence or becoming (bhavataÓhÈ),
(3) Craving for non-existence or self-annihilation (vibhavataÓhÈ).”

“This, O bhikkhus, is the Noble Truthe Noble Truthe Noble Truthe Noble Truthe Noble Truttttth of the Extinction of Suffering.h of the Extinction of Suffering.h of the Extinction of Suffering.h of the Extinction of Suffering.h of the Extinction of Suffering.
It is the complete fading away and extinction of this craving, forsak-
ing and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment from crav-
ing.”

“This, O bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to thethe Noble Truth of the Path leading to thethe Noble Truth of the Path leading to thethe Noble Truth of the Path leading to thethe Noble Truth of the Path leading to the
extinction of sufferingextinction of sufferingextinction of sufferingextinction of sufferingextinction of suffering. It is the Noble Eightfold Path consisting of
the right understanding, the right thought, the right speech, the right
action, the right livelihood, the right effort, the right mindulness, and
the right concentration.”       (Digha-nikÈya 22)

• • • • • Sixteen MeaningSixteen MeaningSixteen MeaningSixteen MeaningSixteen Meaningsssss of Four Noble Truths of Four Noble Truths of Four Noble Truths of Four Noble Truths of Four Noble Truths
The meanings of the four Noble Truths are analyzed as four in each

Noble Truth that are ‘real, not unreal, not otherwise’, and must be
penetrated by those penetrating suffering, etc.

The four meanings of the Noble Truth of Suffering are:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of Suffering are:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of Suffering are:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of Suffering are:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of Suffering are:
(1) torturing ...................................................................... PÊÄana
(2) being formed by collective action of causes ............ sa~khata

(3) burning ....................................................................... santÈpa
(4) changing ..................................................................... vipariÓÈma

The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering:
(1) exerting effort to cause suffering by means of

   craving for sense objects ........................................... Èy|hana
(2) being the source of suffering .................................... nidÈna
(3) cause suffering by means of bondage ...................... saÑyoga
(4) impeding the attainment of Path-wisdom ................. palibodha

The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering:
(1) liberation from the round of rebirths ........................ nissaraÓa
(2) seclusion from formations ......................................... viveka
(3) being unformed .......................................................... asa~khata
(4) deathlessness .............................................................. amata

The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Path:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Path:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Path:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Path:The four meanings of the Noble Truth of the Path:
(1) outlet from the round of rebirths ............................... niyyÈna
(2) the cause of realizing NibbÈna .................................. hetu
(3) seeing and knowing NibbÈna .................................... dassana
(4) predominance among its associates

   in eradicating defilements ......................................... Èdhipateyya

• • • • • The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of eeeeeach Noble Truthach Noble Truthach Noble Truthach Noble Truthach Noble Truth
The Noble Truth of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of Suffering has

(1) the characteristic of torturing beings (bÈdhana).
(2) the function of burning beings (santÈpana), and
(3)  it is manifested as the incessant occurrence of suffering (pavatti).

The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering has
(1) the characteristic of causing initial suffering to arise (pabhava),
(2) the function of causing suffering to arise again and again without

   interruption (anupacchedakaraÓa), and
(3) it is manifested as impediment to liberation (palibodha).

The Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering has
(1) the characteristic of peace (santi),
(2) the function of deathlessness (accuti), and
(3) it is manifested as formless and signless (animitta).

The Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Extinction of SufferThe Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Extinction of SufferThe Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Extinction of SufferThe Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Extinction of SufferThe Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Extinction of Suffer
ing hasing hasing hasing hasing has

(1) the characteristic of being the cause for liberation (niyyÈna),
(2) the function of eliminating defilements (kilesappahÈna), and
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4 The Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Extinction of Suffering
— Dukkha-nirodha-gÈmini-paÔipadÈ Ariya Sacca.
The Four Noble Truths represent the essence of the Buddha’s teach-

ings for those who understand them penetratively and vividly will
become Noble Persons (AriyÈs). Since only Noble Persons can under-
stand these profound truths penetratively and vividly, they are known
as Noble Truths (Ariya Saccas).

• • • • • The Statement of Noble TruthsThe Statement of Noble TruthsThe Statement of Noble TruthsThe Statement of Noble TruthsThe Statement of Noble Truths
“This, O bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of Suffering: birth is suffering;

ageing is suffering; sickness is suffering; death is suffering; sorrow,
lamentation, pain, grief and despair are suffering; association with the
unloved or unpleasant condition is suffering; separation from the be-
loved or pleasant condition is suffering; not to get what one desires is
suffering. In brief, the five aggregates of clinging are suffering.”

“This, O bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of the Origin of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of the Origin of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of the Origin of Sufferingthe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.
It is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together with
pleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and that objects
of the new existence. That craving is of three kinds:

(1) Craving for sense-pleasure (kÈmataÓhÈ),
(2) Craving for existence or becoming (bhavataÓhÈ),
(3) Craving for non-existence or self-annihilation (vibhavataÓhÈ).”

“This, O bhikkhus, is the Noble Truthe Noble Truthe Noble Truthe Noble Truthe Noble Truttttth of the Extinction of Suffering.h of the Extinction of Suffering.h of the Extinction of Suffering.h of the Extinction of Suffering.h of the Extinction of Suffering.
It is the complete fading away and extinction of this craving, forsak-
ing and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment from crav-
ing.”

“This, O bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to thethe Noble Truth of the Path leading to thethe Noble Truth of the Path leading to thethe Noble Truth of the Path leading to thethe Noble Truth of the Path leading to the
extinction of sufferingextinction of sufferingextinction of sufferingextinction of sufferingextinction of suffering. It is the Noble Eightfold Path consisting of
the right understanding, the right thought, the right speech, the right
action, the right livelihood, the right effort, the right mindulness, and
the right concentration.”       (Digha-nikÈya 22)
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(1) the characteristic of torturing beings (bÈdhana).
(2) the function of burning beings (santÈpana), and
(3)  it is manifested as the incessant occurrence of suffering (pavatti).

The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering has
(1) the characteristic of causing initial suffering to arise (pabhava),
(2) the function of causing suffering to arise again and again without

   interruption (anupacchedakaraÓa), and
(3) it is manifested as impediment to liberation (palibodha).

The Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering hasThe Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering has
(1) the characteristic of peace (santi),
(2) the function of deathlessness (accuti), and
(3) it is manifested as formless and signless (animitta).
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ing hasing hasing hasing hasing has

(1) the characteristic of being the cause for liberation (niyyÈna),
(2) the function of eliminating defilements (kilesappahÈna), and
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(3) it is manifested as emergence from the sign of aggregates or from
saÑsÈra prison (vuÔÔhÈna).

• • • • • The Truth of SufferingThe Truth of SufferingThe Truth of SufferingThe Truth of SufferingThe Truth of Suffering
In the statement of the Noble Truth of Suffering, twelve kinds of

suffering are mentioned. They are:
(1) birth (jÈti),      (2) ageing (jarÈ),           (3) death (maraÓa),
(4) sorrow (soka), (5) lamentation (parideva),
(6) pain (dukkha), (7) grief (domanassa),      (8) despair (upÈyÈsa),
(9) association with the unloved (appiyasampayoga),
(10) separation from the loved (piyavippayoga),
(11) not to get what one wants (icchitÈlÈbha).
(12) In brief the five aggregates of clinging

(saÑkhittena paÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhÈ).

1 What is Birth1 What is Birth1 What is Birth1 What is Birth1 What is Birth (JÈti)?
The genesis of mental and material aggregates in a new existence

wherever a being is born is called birth. The continuous arising of
mental and material aggregates inside the mother’s womb or in an
egg-shell, the gradual development of organs and sense bases, being
conceived and confined tightly in a narrow space and being delivered
from the womb with great pain are also designated as birth.
(i) The characteristic of birth is the first genesis in becoming.
(ii) Its function is to hand over to the new being a series of aggregates

for one existence.
(iii) It is manifested as emerging in a new existence from a past exis-

tence without any time-gap.

Seven Types of SufferingSeven Types of SufferingSeven Types of SufferingSeven Types of SufferingSeven Types of Suffering
Birth is designed as suffering because it is the basis of the following

seven types of suffering.
(1) Dukkha-dukkhaDukkha-dukkhaDukkha-dukkhaDukkha-dukkhaDukkha-dukkha — obvious type of suffering — obvious type of suffering — obvious type of suffering — obvious type of suffering — obvious type of suffering

Bodily pain (kÈyika-dukkha) and mental pain (cetasika-dukkha) are
‘obvious pain’ by name as well as by their painful feeling.

(2) VipariÓÈma-dukkhaVipariÓÈma-dukkhaVipariÓÈma-dukkhaVipariÓÈma-dukkhaVipariÓÈma-dukkha — suffering in change — suffering in change — suffering in change — suffering in change — suffering in change
Bodily pleasant feeling (sukha) and mental pleasant feeling

(somanassa) are ‘suffering in change’ because they are a cause for
the arising of pain when they change or disappear soon after their
arising.
(3) Sa~khÈra-dukkhaSa~khÈra-dukkhaSa~khÈra-dukkhaSa~khÈra-dukkhaSa~khÈra-dukkha — suffering due to formations — suffering due to formations — suffering due to formations — suffering due to formations — suffering due to formations

Neutral feeling (upekkhÈ vedanÈ) and the remaining formations
(mentality and materiality ) of the three spheres (loka) are called ‘suf-
fering due to formations’ becasue they are oppressed by incessant
arising and perishing.
(4) PaÔicchanna-dukkhaPaÔicchanna-dukkhaPaÔicchanna-dukkhaPaÔicchanna-dukkhaPaÔicchanna-dukkha — concealed suffering or unevident suffering — concealed suffering or unevident suffering — concealed suffering or unevident suffering — concealed suffering or unevident suffering — concealed suffering or unevident suffering

Such bodily and mental affliction as earache, toothache, fever born
of lust, fever born of hate, etc., is called ‘concealed suffering’ be-
cause the affliction is not openly evident and it can only be known by
questioning.
(5) ApaÔicchanna-dukkhaApaÔicchanna-dukkhaApaÔicchanna-dukkhaApaÔicchanna-dukkhaApaÔicchanna-dukkha — exposed suffering or evident suffering — exposed suffering or evident suffering — exposed suffering or evident suffering — exposed suffering or evident suffering — exposed suffering or evident suffering

The affliction produced by torture due to 32 types of kammas and
fates is openly evident and can be known without questioning. So it is
called ‘exposed suffering’.
(6) PariyÈya-dukkhaPariyÈya-dukkhaPariyÈya-dukkhaPariyÈya-dukkhaPariyÈya-dukkha — indirect suffering — indirect suffering — indirect suffering — indirect suffering — indirect suffering

Except dukkha-dukkha, all types of suffering given in the exposi-
tion of the truth of suffering in Vibha~ga (Vbh.99) beginning with
birth (jÈti) are called ‘indirect suffering’, because they are the basis of
one kind of suffering or another.
(7) NippariyÈya-dukkhaNippariyÈya-dukkhaNippariyÈya-dukkhaNippariyÈya-dukkhaNippariyÈya-dukkha — direct suffering — direct suffering — direct suffering — direct suffering — direct suffering

The obvious suffering ‘dukkha-dukkha’ is called ‘direct suffering.’

22222 What is AgeingWhat is AgeingWhat is AgeingWhat is AgeingWhat is Ageing? (? (? (? (? (JarÈJarÈJarÈJarÈJarÈ)))))
Ageing is twofold. After the arising of mentality and materiality,

their existing state is ageing. Also the decay of beings; their becoming
aged, frail, grey, wrinkled; the failing of their vital force and physical
strength; the wearing out of the senses — this is called ageing. This
second type of ageing is intended here.
(i) The characteristic of ageing is the decay of aggregates in one existence.
(ii) Its function is to lead on to death.
(iii) It is manifested as the vanishing of youth.

Ageing is sa~khÈra dukkha. It is the basis for bodily and mental
suffering that arises owing to many conditions such as slackness in all
the limbs, decline of the faculties, loss of strength, memory, and intel-
ligence, and so on.

3. What is Death3. What is Death3. What is Death3. What is Death3. What is Death? (? (? (? (? (MaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓa)))))
Death is the severing of the life-faculty included in a single existence,

the cutting off of the mental and material aggregates, the departing
and vanishing of beings. There are five kinds of death: death with
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(3) it is manifested as emergence from the sign of aggregates or from
saÑsÈra prison (vuÔÔhÈna).

• • • • • The Truth of SufferingThe Truth of SufferingThe Truth of SufferingThe Truth of SufferingThe Truth of Suffering
In the statement of the Noble Truth of Suffering, twelve kinds of

suffering are mentioned. They are:
(1) birth (jÈti),      (2) ageing (jarÈ),           (3) death (maraÓa),
(4) sorrow (soka), (5) lamentation (parideva),
(6) pain (dukkha), (7) grief (domanassa),      (8) despair (upÈyÈsa),
(9) association with the unloved (appiyasampayoga),
(10) separation from the loved (piyavippayoga),
(11) not to get what one wants (icchitÈlÈbha).
(12) In brief the five aggregates of clinging

(saÑkhittena paÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhÈ).

1 What is Birth1 What is Birth1 What is Birth1 What is Birth1 What is Birth (JÈti)?
The genesis of mental and material aggregates in a new existence

wherever a being is born is called birth. The continuous arising of
mental and material aggregates inside the mother’s womb or in an
egg-shell, the gradual development of organs and sense bases, being
conceived and confined tightly in a narrow space and being delivered
from the womb with great pain are also designated as birth.
(i) The characteristic of birth is the first genesis in becoming.
(ii) Its function is to hand over to the new being a series of aggregates

for one existence.
(iii) It is manifested as emerging in a new existence from a past exis-

tence without any time-gap.

Seven Types of SufferingSeven Types of SufferingSeven Types of SufferingSeven Types of SufferingSeven Types of Suffering
Birth is designed as suffering because it is the basis of the following

seven types of suffering.
(1) Dukkha-dukkhaDukkha-dukkhaDukkha-dukkhaDukkha-dukkhaDukkha-dukkha — obvious type of suffering — obvious type of suffering — obvious type of suffering — obvious type of suffering — obvious type of suffering

Bodily pain (kÈyika-dukkha) and mental pain (cetasika-dukkha) are
‘obvious pain’ by name as well as by their painful feeling.

(2) VipariÓÈma-dukkhaVipariÓÈma-dukkhaVipariÓÈma-dukkhaVipariÓÈma-dukkhaVipariÓÈma-dukkha — suffering in change — suffering in change — suffering in change — suffering in change — suffering in change
Bodily pleasant feeling (sukha) and mental pleasant feeling

(somanassa) are ‘suffering in change’ because they are a cause for
the arising of pain when they change or disappear soon after their
arising.
(3) Sa~khÈra-dukkhaSa~khÈra-dukkhaSa~khÈra-dukkhaSa~khÈra-dukkhaSa~khÈra-dukkha — suffering due to formations — suffering due to formations — suffering due to formations — suffering due to formations — suffering due to formations

Neutral feeling (upekkhÈ vedanÈ) and the remaining formations
(mentality and materiality ) of the three spheres (loka) are called ‘suf-
fering due to formations’ becasue they are oppressed by incessant
arising and perishing.
(4) PaÔicchanna-dukkhaPaÔicchanna-dukkhaPaÔicchanna-dukkhaPaÔicchanna-dukkhaPaÔicchanna-dukkha — concealed suffering or unevident suffering — concealed suffering or unevident suffering — concealed suffering or unevident suffering — concealed suffering or unevident suffering — concealed suffering or unevident suffering

Such bodily and mental affliction as earache, toothache, fever born
of lust, fever born of hate, etc., is called ‘concealed suffering’ be-
cause the affliction is not openly evident and it can only be known by
questioning.
(5) ApaÔicchanna-dukkhaApaÔicchanna-dukkhaApaÔicchanna-dukkhaApaÔicchanna-dukkhaApaÔicchanna-dukkha — exposed suffering or evident suffering — exposed suffering or evident suffering — exposed suffering or evident suffering — exposed suffering or evident suffering — exposed suffering or evident suffering

The affliction produced by torture due to 32 types of kammas and
fates is openly evident and can be known without questioning. So it is
called ‘exposed suffering’.
(6) PariyÈya-dukkhaPariyÈya-dukkhaPariyÈya-dukkhaPariyÈya-dukkhaPariyÈya-dukkha — indirect suffering — indirect suffering — indirect suffering — indirect suffering — indirect suffering

Except dukkha-dukkha, all types of suffering given in the exposi-
tion of the truth of suffering in Vibha~ga (Vbh.99) beginning with
birth (jÈti) are called ‘indirect suffering’, because they are the basis of
one kind of suffering or another.
(7) NippariyÈya-dukkhaNippariyÈya-dukkhaNippariyÈya-dukkhaNippariyÈya-dukkhaNippariyÈya-dukkha — direct suffering — direct suffering — direct suffering — direct suffering — direct suffering

The obvious suffering ‘dukkha-dukkha’ is called ‘direct suffering.’

22222 What is AgeingWhat is AgeingWhat is AgeingWhat is AgeingWhat is Ageing? (? (? (? (? (JarÈJarÈJarÈJarÈJarÈ)))))
Ageing is twofold. After the arising of mentality and materiality,

their existing state is ageing. Also the decay of beings; their becoming
aged, frail, grey, wrinkled; the failing of their vital force and physical
strength; the wearing out of the senses — this is called ageing. This
second type of ageing is intended here.
(i) The characteristic of ageing is the decay of aggregates in one existence.
(ii) Its function is to lead on to death.
(iii) It is manifested as the vanishing of youth.

Ageing is sa~khÈra dukkha. It is the basis for bodily and mental
suffering that arises owing to many conditions such as slackness in all
the limbs, decline of the faculties, loss of strength, memory, and intel-
ligence, and so on.

3. What is Death3. What is Death3. What is Death3. What is Death3. What is Death? (? (? (? (? (MaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓa)))))
Death is the severing of the life-faculty included in a single existence,

the cutting off of the mental and material aggregates, the departing
and vanishing of beings. There are five kinds of death: death with
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birth as its condition, death by violence or suicide, death by neutral
causes, death from exhaustion of life-span, and death from exhaustion
of kamma.
(i) Death has the characteristic of falling from the present existence

to a new existence.
(ii) Its function is to depart from the present being and formations.
(iii) It is manifested as the departure from the present destiny.

A dying person usually suffers from severe bodily pain due to the
destruction of body mechanism and also from mental pain for he has
to depart from beloved ones and desirable things. So death is suffering
as well as a basis for suffering.

44444 What is SorrowWhat is SorrowWhat is SorrowWhat is SorrowWhat is Sorrow?????     (((((SokaSokaSokaSokaSoka)))))
Sorrow is burning in the mind in one affected by loss of relatives,

loss of property, loss of good heatlh, loss of reputation, loss of morality,
and so on. Its essential element is painful mental feeling (domanassa).
(i) Sorrow has the characteristic of grieving in the mind.
(ii) Its function is to burn the mind all around.
(iii) It is manifested as continuous grieving from repeated reflection.

Sorrow is suffering because it is intrinsic suffering and because it is
a basis for suffering.

55555 What is LamentationWhat is LamentationWhat is LamentationWhat is LamentationWhat is Lamentation? (? (? (? (? (ParidevaParidevaParidevaParidevaParideva)))))
Lamentation is weeping and verbal clamour in a person who is affected

by loss of relatives and so on.
(i) It has crying out as its characteristic.
(ii) Its function is proclaiming virtues and
(iii) It is manifested as disturbance and confusion in the mind.

Lamentation is suffering because it is sa~khÈra-dukkha and a basis
for suffering.

66666 What is PainWhat is PainWhat is PainWhat is PainWhat is Pain? (? (? (? (? (DukkhaDukkhaDukkhaDukkhaDukkha)))))
Pain is bodily pain (kÈyikadukkha).

(i) It has the characteristic of oppressing the body.
(ii) Its function is to cause grief in the foolish.
(iii) It is manifested as bodily affliction.

Pain is real suffering because it is dukkha-dukkha, and because it
causes mental suffering.

77777 What is GriefWhat is GriefWhat is GriefWhat is GriefWhat is Grief? (? (? (? (? (DomanassaDomanassaDomanassaDomanassaDomanassa)))))

Grief is mental pain (cetasikadukkha).
(i) It has the characteristic of oppressing the mind.
(ii) Its function is to distress the mind.
(iii) It is manifested as mental affliction.

Grief is real suffering because it is dukkha-dukkha, and becasue it
brings bodily suffering. For those, who are gripped by mental pain,
tear their hair, weep, thump their breasts, roll their bodies on the ground,
swallow poison, hang themselves with ropes, and so on.

88888 What is DespairWhat is DespairWhat is DespairWhat is DespairWhat is Despair? (? (? (? (? (UpÈyÈsaUpÈyÈsaUpÈyÈsaUpÈyÈsaUpÈyÈsa)))))
Despair is severe grief produced by excessive mental suffering in a

person affected by loss of relatives, and so on.
(i) It has the characteristic of burning the mind all around.
(ii) Its function is to moan and groan in pain.
(iii) It is manifested as great distress in body and mind.

Despair represents the mental factor ‘anger’ (dosa). It belongs to
sa~khÈra dukkha. It produces great distress in body and mind. So it is
suffering.

99999 Association with the UnlovedAssociation with the UnlovedAssociation with the UnlovedAssociation with the UnlovedAssociation with the Unloved ( ( ( ( (AppiyasampayogaAppiyasampayogaAppiyasampayogaAppiyasampayogaAppiyasampayoga)))))
‘Association with the unloved’ is to come in contact, meet and asso-

ciate with unloved, disagreeable persons and undesirable objects.
(i) Its characteristic is association with undesirable persons and objects.
(ii) Its function is to distress the mind.
(iii) It is manifested as being fruitless.

‘Association with the unloved’ is real suffering (dukkha-dukkha)
and a basis for suffering. The mere sight of an unloved thing first
brings mental suffering and then bodily suffering.

1010101010     Separation with the LovedSeparation with the LovedSeparation with the LovedSeparation with the LovedSeparation with the Loved ( ( ( ( (PiyavippayogaPiyavippayogaPiyavippayogaPiyavippayogaPiyavippayoga)))))
‘Separation with the loved’ is to be parted from beloved ones and

desirable objects.
(i) Its characteristic is dissociation from desirable persons and objects.
(ii) Its function is to arouse sorrow.
(iii) It is manifested as a form of ruination (byasana).

‘Separation with the loved’ is suffering because it is a basis of sor-
row and suffering. As it is a great loss or ruination, it brings suffering.

1111111111     Not to get what one wants (Not to get what one wants (Not to get what one wants (Not to get what one wants (Not to get what one wants (IcchitÈlÈbhaIcchitÈlÈbhaIcchitÈlÈbhaIcchitÈlÈbhaIcchitÈlÈbha)))))
The wish such as ‘Oh, that we were not subject to birth, ageing and

death!’ is unattainable. So it is suffering since one does not get what is
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birth as its condition, death by violence or suicide, death by neutral
causes, death from exhaustion of life-span, and death from exhaustion
of kamma.
(i) Death has the characteristic of falling from the present existence

to a new existence.
(ii) Its function is to depart from the present being and formations.
(iii) It is manifested as the departure from the present destiny.

A dying person usually suffers from severe bodily pain due to the
destruction of body mechanism and also from mental pain for he has
to depart from beloved ones and desirable things. So death is suffering
as well as a basis for suffering.

44444 What is SorrowWhat is SorrowWhat is SorrowWhat is SorrowWhat is Sorrow?????     (((((SokaSokaSokaSokaSoka)))))
Sorrow is burning in the mind in one affected by loss of relatives,

loss of property, loss of good heatlh, loss of reputation, loss of morality,
and so on. Its essential element is painful mental feeling (domanassa).
(i) Sorrow has the characteristic of grieving in the mind.
(ii) Its function is to burn the mind all around.
(iii) It is manifested as continuous grieving from repeated reflection.

Sorrow is suffering because it is intrinsic suffering and because it is
a basis for suffering.

55555 What is LamentationWhat is LamentationWhat is LamentationWhat is LamentationWhat is Lamentation? (? (? (? (? (ParidevaParidevaParidevaParidevaParideva)))))
Lamentation is weeping and verbal clamour in a person who is affected

by loss of relatives and so on.
(i) It has crying out as its characteristic.
(ii) Its function is proclaiming virtues and
(iii) It is manifested as disturbance and confusion in the mind.

Lamentation is suffering because it is sa~khÈra-dukkha and a basis
for suffering.

66666 What is PainWhat is PainWhat is PainWhat is PainWhat is Pain? (? (? (? (? (DukkhaDukkhaDukkhaDukkhaDukkha)))))
Pain is bodily pain (kÈyikadukkha).

(i) It has the characteristic of oppressing the body.
(ii) Its function is to cause grief in the foolish.
(iii) It is manifested as bodily affliction.

Pain is real suffering because it is dukkha-dukkha, and because it
causes mental suffering.

77777 What is GriefWhat is GriefWhat is GriefWhat is GriefWhat is Grief? (? (? (? (? (DomanassaDomanassaDomanassaDomanassaDomanassa)))))

Grief is mental pain (cetasikadukkha).
(i) It has the characteristic of oppressing the mind.
(ii) Its function is to distress the mind.
(iii) It is manifested as mental affliction.

Grief is real suffering because it is dukkha-dukkha, and becasue it
brings bodily suffering. For those, who are gripped by mental pain,
tear their hair, weep, thump their breasts, roll their bodies on the ground,
swallow poison, hang themselves with ropes, and so on.

88888 What is DespairWhat is DespairWhat is DespairWhat is DespairWhat is Despair? (? (? (? (? (UpÈyÈsaUpÈyÈsaUpÈyÈsaUpÈyÈsaUpÈyÈsa)))))
Despair is severe grief produced by excessive mental suffering in a

person affected by loss of relatives, and so on.
(i) It has the characteristic of burning the mind all around.
(ii) Its function is to moan and groan in pain.
(iii) It is manifested as great distress in body and mind.

Despair represents the mental factor ‘anger’ (dosa). It belongs to
sa~khÈra dukkha. It produces great distress in body and mind. So it is
suffering.

99999 Association with the UnlovedAssociation with the UnlovedAssociation with the UnlovedAssociation with the UnlovedAssociation with the Unloved ( ( ( ( (AppiyasampayogaAppiyasampayogaAppiyasampayogaAppiyasampayogaAppiyasampayoga)))))
‘Association with the unloved’ is to come in contact, meet and asso-

ciate with unloved, disagreeable persons and undesirable objects.
(i) Its characteristic is association with undesirable persons and objects.
(ii) Its function is to distress the mind.
(iii) It is manifested as being fruitless.

‘Association with the unloved’ is real suffering (dukkha-dukkha)
and a basis for suffering. The mere sight of an unloved thing first
brings mental suffering and then bodily suffering.

1010101010     Separation with the LovedSeparation with the LovedSeparation with the LovedSeparation with the LovedSeparation with the Loved ( ( ( ( (PiyavippayogaPiyavippayogaPiyavippayogaPiyavippayogaPiyavippayoga)))))
‘Separation with the loved’ is to be parted from beloved ones and

desirable objects.
(i) Its characteristic is dissociation from desirable persons and objects.
(ii) Its function is to arouse sorrow.
(iii) It is manifested as a form of ruination (byasana).

‘Separation with the loved’ is suffering because it is a basis of sor-
row and suffering. As it is a great loss or ruination, it brings suffering.

1111111111     Not to get what one wants (Not to get what one wants (Not to get what one wants (Not to get what one wants (Not to get what one wants (IcchitÈlÈbhaIcchitÈlÈbhaIcchitÈlÈbhaIcchitÈlÈbhaIcchitÈlÈbha)))))
The wish such as ‘Oh, that we were not subject to birth, ageing and

death!’ is unattainable. So it is suffering since one does not get what is
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wanted.
(i) Its characteristic is wishing to get an unobtainable object.
(ii) Its function is to seek that unobtainable object.
(iii) It is manifested as disappointment for not getting the desired object.

It is suffering because it is a basis for suffering. Not to get what one
wants arouses disappointment which, in turn, causes mental pain and
bodily pain to arise.

1212121212     In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (PaPaPaPaPaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandha)))))
The five aggregates of clinging consist of 28 types of materiality,

81 types of mundane consciousness and their 52 associated mental
factors. Since all these entities are arising and perishing very rapidly
and incessantly, they are really suffering. Besides all the eleven types
of suffering mentioned above are connected with the five aggregates
of clinging. Thus in brief the five aggregates of clinging are suffering.

• • • • • The Truth of the Origin of SufferingThe Truth of the Origin of SufferingThe Truth of the Origin of SufferingThe Truth of the Origin of SufferingThe Truth of the Origin of Suffering
Craving (taÓhÈ) is given the name ‘Samudaya Sacca’ meaning ‘the

truth of the origin of suffering’.
That craving has the habit of producing further becoming or exis-

tence again and again. So it is called ‘ponobbhavika’.
As that craving has attachment to the new existence and delight in

the sense objects encountered in the new existence, it is also called
‘NandÊrÈga-sahagatÈ’.

Wherever the new existence is generated, craving takes delight in it
and enjoys there. So craving is also called ‘tatratatrÈbhi-nandini’.

Although craving exists in three forms as craving for sense objects
(kÈmataÓhÈ), craving for becoming (bhavataÓhÈ), and craving for non-
becoming (vibhavataÓhÈ), they are taken as one in the sense of ‘the
Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering’.

Since each existence is made up of five aggregates of clinging which
have been explained to be suffering, craving is really the origin of
suffering by producing new existence again and again.

Craving is also the main cause of suffering in the present existenece.
Craving represents the mental factor ‘greed’ (lobha) which has the
characteristic of craving and attachment. It always craves for wealth,
property, popularity, fame, power, and sensual pleasure. So we have
to work hard day and night to gratify the desires of greed. But the
desires of greed can never be gratified as greed will never give up its

characteristic of craving. The more it gets, the more it desires.
“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy the desires of greed”,

said the BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha.
“The world has enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for

one man’s greed”, said the Indian leader Mahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma Gandhi.
Besides greed works in unison with other defilements such as igno-

rance (moha), wrong view (diÔÔhi), pride (mÈna), moral shamelessness
(ahirika), moral dreadlessness (anottappa) and restlessness (uddhacca).
All defilements are the cause of suffering. Unless and until all defile-
ments are eradicated from the mind, the mind will never be peaceful,
calm, and contented; the mind will always be agitated, inflicted and
burnt by defilements. So we can never be peaceful and truly happy.

Moreover defilements give rise to immoral minds and immoral
kammas by billions which will condition woeful rebirth to arise in the
woeful realms again and again. Therefore craving is reallly the cause
of all suffering in the world.

• • • • • The Truth of the Extinction of SufferingThe Truth of the Extinction of SufferingThe Truth of the Extinction of SufferingThe Truth of the Extinction of SufferingThe Truth of the Extinction of Suffering
The Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering states that the ex-

tinction of the origin of suffering, that is the extinction of craving, is
the extinction of suffering.

This is true for when the cause ceases to exist, its effect also ceases
to exist. Thus when ‘craving’, the cause of suffering, ceases to exist,
its effect ‘suffering’ also ceases to exist.

Thus the cessation of suffering comes about with the cessation of
its origin. For it is with the cessation of its origin that suffering ceases,
not otherwise.

Just as a tree, with its root remaining unharmed and sound even
though its branches and trunk are cut off, grows up again, so too, with
latent craving (taÓhÈnusaya) remaining intact, suffering is ever repro-
duced.

Because suffering ceases only through the cessation of its origin,
the Buddha taught the cessation of craving when he taught the cessa-
tion of suffering. For the Perfect Ones behave like lions. When they
make suffering cease and when they teach the cessation of suffering,
they deal with the cause, not with the fruit.

But sectarians behave like dogs. When they make suffering cease
and when they teach the cessation of suffering, by teaching devotion
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wanted.
(i) Its characteristic is wishing to get an unobtainable object.
(ii) Its function is to seek that unobtainable object.
(iii) It is manifested as disappointment for not getting the desired object.

It is suffering because it is a basis for suffering. Not to get what one
wants arouses disappointment which, in turn, causes mental pain and
bodily pain to arise.

1212121212     In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (In brief the five Aggregates of Clinging (PaPaPaPaPaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandhaÒcupÈdÈnakkhandha)))))
The five aggregates of clinging consist of 28 types of materiality,

81 types of mundane consciousness and their 52 associated mental
factors. Since all these entities are arising and perishing very rapidly
and incessantly, they are really suffering. Besides all the eleven types
of suffering mentioned above are connected with the five aggregates
of clinging. Thus in brief the five aggregates of clinging are suffering.

• • • • • The Truth of the Origin of SufferingThe Truth of the Origin of SufferingThe Truth of the Origin of SufferingThe Truth of the Origin of SufferingThe Truth of the Origin of Suffering
Craving (taÓhÈ) is given the name ‘Samudaya Sacca’ meaning ‘the

truth of the origin of suffering’.
That craving has the habit of producing further becoming or exis-

tence again and again. So it is called ‘ponobbhavika’.
As that craving has attachment to the new existence and delight in

the sense objects encountered in the new existence, it is also called
‘NandÊrÈga-sahagatÈ’.

Wherever the new existence is generated, craving takes delight in it
and enjoys there. So craving is also called ‘tatratatrÈbhi-nandini’.

Although craving exists in three forms as craving for sense objects
(kÈmataÓhÈ), craving for becoming (bhavataÓhÈ), and craving for non-
becoming (vibhavataÓhÈ), they are taken as one in the sense of ‘the
Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering’.

Since each existence is made up of five aggregates of clinging which
have been explained to be suffering, craving is really the origin of
suffering by producing new existence again and again.

Craving is also the main cause of suffering in the present existenece.
Craving represents the mental factor ‘greed’ (lobha) which has the
characteristic of craving and attachment. It always craves for wealth,
property, popularity, fame, power, and sensual pleasure. So we have
to work hard day and night to gratify the desires of greed. But the
desires of greed can never be gratified as greed will never give up its

characteristic of craving. The more it gets, the more it desires.
“The whole wealth on earth cannot satisfy the desires of greed”,

said the BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha.
“The world has enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for

one man’s greed”, said the Indian leader Mahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma GandhiMahatma Gandhi.
Besides greed works in unison with other defilements such as igno-

rance (moha), wrong view (diÔÔhi), pride (mÈna), moral shamelessness
(ahirika), moral dreadlessness (anottappa) and restlessness (uddhacca).
All defilements are the cause of suffering. Unless and until all defile-
ments are eradicated from the mind, the mind will never be peaceful,
calm, and contented; the mind will always be agitated, inflicted and
burnt by defilements. So we can never be peaceful and truly happy.

Moreover defilements give rise to immoral minds and immoral
kammas by billions which will condition woeful rebirth to arise in the
woeful realms again and again. Therefore craving is reallly the cause
of all suffering in the world.

• • • • • The Truth of the Extinction of SufferingThe Truth of the Extinction of SufferingThe Truth of the Extinction of SufferingThe Truth of the Extinction of SufferingThe Truth of the Extinction of Suffering
The Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering states that the ex-

tinction of the origin of suffering, that is the extinction of craving, is
the extinction of suffering.

This is true for when the cause ceases to exist, its effect also ceases
to exist. Thus when ‘craving’, the cause of suffering, ceases to exist,
its effect ‘suffering’ also ceases to exist.

Thus the cessation of suffering comes about with the cessation of
its origin. For it is with the cessation of its origin that suffering ceases,
not otherwise.

Just as a tree, with its root remaining unharmed and sound even
though its branches and trunk are cut off, grows up again, so too, with
latent craving (taÓhÈnusaya) remaining intact, suffering is ever repro-
duced.

Because suffering ceases only through the cessation of its origin,
the Buddha taught the cessation of craving when he taught the cessa-
tion of suffering. For the Perfect Ones behave like lions. When they
make suffering cease and when they teach the cessation of suffering,
they deal with the cause, not with the fruit.

But sectarians behave like dogs. When they make suffering cease
and when they teach the cessation of suffering, by teaching devotion
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to self-mortification, etc., they deal with the fruit, not with the cause.

• • • • • The Various Names of NibbÈnaThe Various Names of NibbÈnaThe Various Names of NibbÈnaThe Various Names of NibbÈnaThe Various Names of NibbÈna
In the ultimate sense NibbÈna is called ‘the Noble Truth of the Cessa-

tion of Suffering’.
When NibbÈna is observed and realized by the Path-wisdom (Magga-

ÒÈÓa), the fading away and cessation of craving take place. When
craving and all defilements are eradicated by the fourfold Path-wisdom,
the remainderless fading away and remainderless cessation of crav-
ing is realized.

So NibbÈna is also called ‘So NibbÈna is also called ‘So NibbÈna is also called ‘So NibbÈna is also called ‘So NibbÈna is also called ‘the remainderless fading away of crav-the remainderless fading away of crav-the remainderless fading away of crav-the remainderless fading away of crav-the remainderless fading away of crav-
ing’ (VÊrÈga)ing’ (VÊrÈga)ing’ (VÊrÈga)ing’ (VÊrÈga)ing’ (VÊrÈga) and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha)the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha)the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha)the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha)the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha).....

When NibbÈna is realized by the Path-wisdom, abandoning of crav-
ing or giving up craving takes place. So NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘thethethethethe
abandoning of cravingabandoning of cravingabandoning of cravingabandoning of cravingabandoning of craving’ or ‘’ or ‘’ or ‘’ or ‘’ or ‘giving up cravinggiving up cravinggiving up cravinggiving up cravinggiving up craving’ (’ (’ (’ (’ (CÈgaCÈgaCÈgaCÈgaCÈga), or ‘), or ‘), or ‘), or ‘), or ‘relin-relin-relin-relin-relin-
quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga)quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga)quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga)quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga)quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga).....

Since NibbÈna is free from the entanglement of craving (Èlaya) which
attaches to sense objects and also from sense objects (Èlaya) which
serve as the objects of attachment, so NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘libera-libera-libera-libera-libera-
tion’ (Mutti)tion’ (Mutti)tion’ (Mutti)tion’ (Mutti)tion’ (Mutti) and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘non-existence of craving and sense objects’non-existence of craving and sense objects’non-existence of craving and sense objects’non-existence of craving and sense objects’non-existence of craving and sense objects’
(AnÈlaya).(AnÈlaya).(AnÈlaya).(AnÈlaya).(AnÈlaya).

• • • • • The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈnaThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈnaThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈnaThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈnaThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈna
(i) NibbÈna has peace (santi) as its characteristic.
(ii) Its function is not passing away, not to die or deathlessness (accuti).

Or its function is to give relief and comfort of one who is disgusted
with the round of suffering (saÑsÈra-dukkha).

(iii) It is manifested as formless and signless (animitta).
NibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can beNibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can beNibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can beNibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can beNibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can be

observed and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and theobserved and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and theobserved and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and theobserved and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and theobserved and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and the
four Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the uniquefour Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the uniquefour Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the uniquefour Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the uniquefour Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the unique
bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.

• • • • • The Truth of the The Truth of the The Truth of the The Truth of the The Truth of the PPPPPath leading to the Cessation of Sufferingath leading to the Cessation of Sufferingath leading to the Cessation of Sufferingath leading to the Cessation of Sufferingath leading to the Cessation of Suffering
The Noble Eightfold Path that leads to the cessation of suffering

consists of eight factors—viz., the right view, the right thought, the
right speech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, the
right mindfulness, and the right concentration.

11111 The Right View or the Right UnderstandingThe Right View or the Right UnderstandingThe Right View or the Right UnderstandingThe Right View or the Right UnderstandingThe Right View or the Right Understanding (((((SammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhi)))))
When a meditator is progressing towards the penetration of the four

Noble Truths, his eye of wisdom with NibbÈna as its object eliminates
latent defilements (anusaya kilesÈs) completely. That eye of wisdom
is the right view (sammÈdiÔÔhi).
(i) It has the right seeing (dassana) as its characteristic.
(ii) Its function is to reveal the elements and the four Noble Truths

vividly (pakÈsana).
(iii) It is manifested as the abolition of the darkness of ignorance

(avÊjjÈ).

22222 The Right Thought or the Right Thinking The Right Thought or the Right Thinking The Right Thought or the Right Thinking The Right Thought or the Right Thinking The Right Thought or the Right Thinking (SammÈ-SaSammÈ-SaSammÈ-SaSammÈ-SaSammÈ-Sa~kappa~kappa~kappa~kappa~kappa)
When the meditator possesses the right view which eliminates igno-

rance, his right thinking associated with the right view abolishes the
wrong thinking.
(i) The right thinking has the characteristic of rightly directing the

mind to its object.
(ii) Its function is to bring about absorption of the Path-conscious-

ness in NibbÈna as object.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong thinking.

33333 The Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right Speech (SammÈvÈcÈSammÈvÈcÈSammÈvÈcÈSammÈvÈcÈSammÈvÈcÈ)
The meditator, who sees rightly with the right view and who thinks

rightly with the right thought, also speaks the right speech.
(i) The right speech has the characteristic of embracing its associates

and the listener.
(ii) Its function is to abstain from the wrong speech.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong speech.

44444 The Right Action (The Right Action (The Right Action (The Right Action (The Right Action (SammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammanta)))))
The meditator, who possesses the right view and abstains from the

wrong speech, also abstains from killing living beings. This abstinence
associates with the right view and cuts off wrong action. It is called
the right action.
(i) It has the characteristic of causing a faultless action to arise.
(ii) Its function is to abstain from the wrong action.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong action.

55555 The Right Livelihood (The Right Livelihood (The Right Livelihood (The Right Livelihood (The Right Livelihood (SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊva)))))
The meditator, who abstains from the wrong speech and the wrong

action, also abstains from the wrong livelihood and cuts off schem-
ing, etc. This abstinence also associates with the right view. It is called
the right livelihood.
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to self-mortification, etc., they deal with the fruit, not with the cause.

• • • • • The Various Names of NibbÈnaThe Various Names of NibbÈnaThe Various Names of NibbÈnaThe Various Names of NibbÈnaThe Various Names of NibbÈna
In the ultimate sense NibbÈna is called ‘the Noble Truth of the Cessa-

tion of Suffering’.
When NibbÈna is observed and realized by the Path-wisdom (Magga-

ÒÈÓa), the fading away and cessation of craving take place. When
craving and all defilements are eradicated by the fourfold Path-wisdom,
the remainderless fading away and remainderless cessation of crav-
ing is realized.

So NibbÈna is also called ‘So NibbÈna is also called ‘So NibbÈna is also called ‘So NibbÈna is also called ‘So NibbÈna is also called ‘the remainderless fading away of crav-the remainderless fading away of crav-the remainderless fading away of crav-the remainderless fading away of crav-the remainderless fading away of crav-
ing’ (VÊrÈga)ing’ (VÊrÈga)ing’ (VÊrÈga)ing’ (VÊrÈga)ing’ (VÊrÈga) and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha)the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha)the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha)the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha)the remainderless cessation of craving’ (Nirodha).....

When NibbÈna is realized by the Path-wisdom, abandoning of crav-
ing or giving up craving takes place. So NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘thethethethethe
abandoning of cravingabandoning of cravingabandoning of cravingabandoning of cravingabandoning of craving’ or ‘’ or ‘’ or ‘’ or ‘’ or ‘giving up cravinggiving up cravinggiving up cravinggiving up cravinggiving up craving’ (’ (’ (’ (’ (CÈgaCÈgaCÈgaCÈgaCÈga), or ‘), or ‘), or ‘), or ‘), or ‘relin-relin-relin-relin-relin-
quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga)quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga)quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga)quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga)quishing craving’ (PaÔinissagga).....

Since NibbÈna is free from the entanglement of craving (Èlaya) which
attaches to sense objects and also from sense objects (Èlaya) which
serve as the objects of attachment, so NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘NibbÈna is also called ‘libera-libera-libera-libera-libera-
tion’ (Mutti)tion’ (Mutti)tion’ (Mutti)tion’ (Mutti)tion’ (Mutti) and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘non-existence of craving and sense objects’non-existence of craving and sense objects’non-existence of craving and sense objects’non-existence of craving and sense objects’non-existence of craving and sense objects’
(AnÈlaya).(AnÈlaya).(AnÈlaya).(AnÈlaya).(AnÈlaya).

• • • • • The Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈnaThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈnaThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈnaThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈnaThe Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of NibbÈna
(i) NibbÈna has peace (santi) as its characteristic.
(ii) Its function is not passing away, not to die or deathlessness (accuti).

Or its function is to give relief and comfort of one who is disgusted
with the round of suffering (saÑsÈra-dukkha).

(iii) It is manifested as formless and signless (animitta).
NibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can beNibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can beNibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can beNibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can beNibbÈna is an ultimate reality that always exists and that can be

observed and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and theobserved and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and theobserved and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and theobserved and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and theobserved and realized by the four Path-consciousnesses and the
four Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the uniquefour Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the uniquefour Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the uniquefour Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the uniquefour Fruition-consciousnesses. The eternal peace and the unique
bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.bliss of NibbÈna can be experienced in this very life.

• • • • • The Truth of the The Truth of the The Truth of the The Truth of the The Truth of the PPPPPath leading to the Cessation of Sufferingath leading to the Cessation of Sufferingath leading to the Cessation of Sufferingath leading to the Cessation of Sufferingath leading to the Cessation of Suffering
The Noble Eightfold Path that leads to the cessation of suffering

consists of eight factors—viz., the right view, the right thought, the
right speech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, the
right mindfulness, and the right concentration.

11111 The Right View or the Right UnderstandingThe Right View or the Right UnderstandingThe Right View or the Right UnderstandingThe Right View or the Right UnderstandingThe Right View or the Right Understanding (((((SammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhi)))))
When a meditator is progressing towards the penetration of the four

Noble Truths, his eye of wisdom with NibbÈna as its object eliminates
latent defilements (anusaya kilesÈs) completely. That eye of wisdom
is the right view (sammÈdiÔÔhi).
(i) It has the right seeing (dassana) as its characteristic.
(ii) Its function is to reveal the elements and the four Noble Truths

vividly (pakÈsana).
(iii) It is manifested as the abolition of the darkness of ignorance

(avÊjjÈ).

22222 The Right Thought or the Right Thinking The Right Thought or the Right Thinking The Right Thought or the Right Thinking The Right Thought or the Right Thinking The Right Thought or the Right Thinking (SammÈ-SaSammÈ-SaSammÈ-SaSammÈ-SaSammÈ-Sa~kappa~kappa~kappa~kappa~kappa)
When the meditator possesses the right view which eliminates igno-

rance, his right thinking associated with the right view abolishes the
wrong thinking.
(i) The right thinking has the characteristic of rightly directing the

mind to its object.
(ii) Its function is to bring about absorption of the Path-conscious-

ness in NibbÈna as object.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong thinking.

33333 The Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right Speech (SammÈvÈcÈSammÈvÈcÈSammÈvÈcÈSammÈvÈcÈSammÈvÈcÈ)
The meditator, who sees rightly with the right view and who thinks

rightly with the right thought, also speaks the right speech.
(i) The right speech has the characteristic of embracing its associates

and the listener.
(ii) Its function is to abstain from the wrong speech.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong speech.

44444 The Right Action (The Right Action (The Right Action (The Right Action (The Right Action (SammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammanta)))))
The meditator, who possesses the right view and abstains from the

wrong speech, also abstains from killing living beings. This abstinence
associates with the right view and cuts off wrong action. It is called
the right action.
(i) It has the characteristic of causing a faultless action to arise.
(ii) Its function is to abstain from the wrong action.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong action.

55555 The Right Livelihood (The Right Livelihood (The Right Livelihood (The Right Livelihood (The Right Livelihood (SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊva)))))
The meditator, who abstains from the wrong speech and the wrong

action, also abstains from the wrong livelihood and cuts off schem-
ing, etc. This abstinence also associates with the right view. It is called
the right livelihood.
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(i) It has the characteristic of purifying its associates as well as the
bodily and verbal actions.

(ii) Its function is to bring about a proper livelihood.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong livelihood.

66666 The Right Effort (The Right Effort (The Right Effort (The Right Effort (The Right Effort (SammSammSammSammSammÈÈÈÈÈ-vÈyÈma-vÈyÈma-vÈyÈma-vÈyÈma-vÈyÈma)))))
When he is established on the plane of virtue called right speech,

right action, and right livelihood, his effort, which is in conformity
and associated with the right view, cuts off idleness. That effort is
called the right effort.
(i)  It has the characteristic of upholding and supporting its associates

(paggaha).
(ii) Its function is to prevent the arising of unarisen unwholesome

things and to support the arising of unarisen wholesome things.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong effort.

77777 The Right MindfulnessThe Right MindfulnessThe Right MindfulnessThe Right MindfulnessThe Right Mindfulness ( ( ( ( (SammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-sati)))))
When he exerts the right effort thus, the non-forgetfulness of meri-

torious deeds in his mind, which is associated with the right effort,
shakes off wrong mindfulness. This non-forgetfulness is called the
right mindfulness.
(i) It has the characteristic of establishing the mind closely fixed at

the sense-object. Or it has the characteristic of taking note of the
nature of the object correctly.

(ii) Its function is not to forget wholesome objects.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong mindfulness.

88888 The Right ConcentrationThe Right ConcentrationThe Right ConcentrationThe Right ConcentrationThe Right Concentration (((((SammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhi)))))
When his mind is well guarded by supreme mindfulness, the unifi-

cation of mind, which is associated with the right mindfulness, abo-
lishes wrong concentration. That unification of mind is called the right
concentration.
(i) It has the characteristic of non-distraction of the mind (avikkhepa).
(ii) Its function is to establish the mind well in the sense object

(samÈdhÈna).
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong concentration.

• • • • • The Knowledge of TruthThe Knowledge of TruthThe Knowledge of TruthThe Knowledge of TruthThe Knowledge of Truth (((((Sacca-Sacca-Sacca-Sacca-Sacca-ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa)))))
The Knowledge of the truths is twofold.

1 Anubodha-ÒÈÓaAnubodha-ÒÈÓaAnubodha-ÒÈÓaAnubodha-ÒÈÓaAnubodha-ÒÈÓa — It is mundane knowledge. It occurs through
hearsay, etc., about the cessation of suffering and the path leading

to the cessation of suffering.
2 PaÔivedha-ÒÈÓaPaÔivedha-ÒÈÓaPaÔivedha-ÒÈÓaPaÔivedha-ÒÈÓaPaÔivedha-ÒÈÓa — It is knowledge consisting in penetration, which

is supramundane. It penetrates the four truths as its function by mak-
ing cessation its object. Thus it is said: “Bhikkhus, he who sees suffer-
ing, sees also the origin of suffering, sees also the cessation of suffer-
ing, sees also the path leading to the cessation of suffering”.

      (S.v.437)

• • • • • The Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of TruthThe Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of TruthThe Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of TruthThe Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of TruthThe Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of Truth
1 Dukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of suffering arises overcoming

the obsession of the false view of personality belief, weakening
and stopping it.

2 Samudaya-ÒÈÓaSamudaya-ÒÈÓaSamudaya-ÒÈÓaSamudaya-ÒÈÓaSamudaya-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of the origin of suffering arises
overcoming the obsession of the false view of annihilation, weak-
ening and stopping it.

3 Nirodha-ÒÈÓaNirodha-ÒÈÓaNirodha-ÒÈÓaNirodha-ÒÈÓaNirodha-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of the cessation of suffering arises
overcoming the obsession of the wrong view of eternality, weakening
and stopping it.

4 Magga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of the Path leading to the cessation
of suffering arises overcoming the obsession of the wrong view
of inefficacy-of-action, weakening and stopping it.

The Content of each Noble TruthThe Content of each Noble TruthThe Content of each Noble TruthThe Content of each Noble TruthThe Content of each Noble Truth
1 All dhammas, excepting craving and supramundane dhammas, are
included in the Noble Truth of Suffering. In other words, 81 mundane
consciousnesses, 51 mundane mental factors with the exception of
craving, and 28 types of materiality are included in the Noble Truth
of Suffering.
2 Thirty-six modes of behaviour of craving are included in the Noble
Truth of the Origin of Suffering. The 36 modes of craving are the
three types of craving (craving for sense-pleasure, craving for be-
coming and craving for non-becoming) in each one of the 12 inter-
nal- external bases. If these 36 modes are multiplied by 3 periods of
time, there will be 108 modes of craving.
3 The Noble Truth of Cessation of Suffering consists of NibbÈna alone,

unmixed with others.
4 The Noble Truth of the Path consists of 8 Path-factors.
- The right view includes vÊmaÑsiddhipÈda, paÒÒindriya, paÒÒÈbala,

and dhammavicaya sambojjha~ga.
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(i) It has the characteristic of purifying its associates as well as the
bodily and verbal actions.

(ii) Its function is to bring about a proper livelihood.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong livelihood.

66666 The Right Effort (The Right Effort (The Right Effort (The Right Effort (The Right Effort (SammSammSammSammSammÈÈÈÈÈ-vÈyÈma-vÈyÈma-vÈyÈma-vÈyÈma-vÈyÈma)))))
When he is established on the plane of virtue called right speech,

right action, and right livelihood, his effort, which is in conformity
and associated with the right view, cuts off idleness. That effort is
called the right effort.
(i)  It has the characteristic of upholding and supporting its associates

(paggaha).
(ii) Its function is to prevent the arising of unarisen unwholesome

things and to support the arising of unarisen wholesome things.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong effort.

77777 The Right MindfulnessThe Right MindfulnessThe Right MindfulnessThe Right MindfulnessThe Right Mindfulness ( ( ( ( (SammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-sati)))))
When he exerts the right effort thus, the non-forgetfulness of meri-

torious deeds in his mind, which is associated with the right effort,
shakes off wrong mindfulness. This non-forgetfulness is called the
right mindfulness.
(i) It has the characteristic of establishing the mind closely fixed at

the sense-object. Or it has the characteristic of taking note of the
nature of the object correctly.

(ii) Its function is not to forget wholesome objects.
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong mindfulness.

88888 The Right ConcentrationThe Right ConcentrationThe Right ConcentrationThe Right ConcentrationThe Right Concentration (((((SammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhi)))))
When his mind is well guarded by supreme mindfulness, the unifi-

cation of mind, which is associated with the right mindfulness, abo-
lishes wrong concentration. That unification of mind is called the right
concentration.
(i) It has the characteristic of non-distraction of the mind (avikkhepa).
(ii) Its function is to establish the mind well in the sense object

(samÈdhÈna).
(iii) It is manifested as the abandoning of wrong concentration.

• • • • • The Knowledge of TruthThe Knowledge of TruthThe Knowledge of TruthThe Knowledge of TruthThe Knowledge of Truth (((((Sacca-Sacca-Sacca-Sacca-Sacca-ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa)))))
The Knowledge of the truths is twofold.

1 Anubodha-ÒÈÓaAnubodha-ÒÈÓaAnubodha-ÒÈÓaAnubodha-ÒÈÓaAnubodha-ÒÈÓa — It is mundane knowledge. It occurs through
hearsay, etc., about the cessation of suffering and the path leading

to the cessation of suffering.
2 PaÔivedha-ÒÈÓaPaÔivedha-ÒÈÓaPaÔivedha-ÒÈÓaPaÔivedha-ÒÈÓaPaÔivedha-ÒÈÓa — It is knowledge consisting in penetration, which

is supramundane. It penetrates the four truths as its function by mak-
ing cessation its object. Thus it is said: “Bhikkhus, he who sees suffer-
ing, sees also the origin of suffering, sees also the cessation of suffer-
ing, sees also the path leading to the cessation of suffering”.

      (S.v.437)

• • • • • The Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of TruthThe Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of TruthThe Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of TruthThe Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of TruthThe Mundane Fourfold Knowledge of Truth
1 Dukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓaDukkha-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of suffering arises overcoming

the obsession of the false view of personality belief, weakening
and stopping it.

2 Samudaya-ÒÈÓaSamudaya-ÒÈÓaSamudaya-ÒÈÓaSamudaya-ÒÈÓaSamudaya-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of the origin of suffering arises
overcoming the obsession of the false view of annihilation, weak-
ening and stopping it.

3 Nirodha-ÒÈÓaNirodha-ÒÈÓaNirodha-ÒÈÓaNirodha-ÒÈÓaNirodha-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of the cessation of suffering arises
overcoming the obsession of the wrong view of eternality, weakening
and stopping it.

4 Magga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of the Path leading to the cessation
of suffering arises overcoming the obsession of the wrong view
of inefficacy-of-action, weakening and stopping it.

The Content of each Noble TruthThe Content of each Noble TruthThe Content of each Noble TruthThe Content of each Noble TruthThe Content of each Noble Truth
1 All dhammas, excepting craving and supramundane dhammas, are
included in the Noble Truth of Suffering. In other words, 81 mundane
consciousnesses, 51 mundane mental factors with the exception of
craving, and 28 types of materiality are included in the Noble Truth
of Suffering.
2 Thirty-six modes of behaviour of craving are included in the Noble
Truth of the Origin of Suffering. The 36 modes of craving are the
three types of craving (craving for sense-pleasure, craving for be-
coming and craving for non-becoming) in each one of the 12 inter-
nal- external bases. If these 36 modes are multiplied by 3 periods of
time, there will be 108 modes of craving.
3 The Noble Truth of Cessation of Suffering consists of NibbÈna alone,

unmixed with others.
4 The Noble Truth of the Path consists of 8 Path-factors.
- The right view includes vÊmaÑsiddhipÈda, paÒÒindriya, paÒÒÈbala,

and dhammavicaya sambojjha~ga.
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- The right thought includes nekkhamma vitakka, abyÈpÈda vitakka,
and avihiÑsa vitakka.

- The right speech consists of abstaining from 4 false speeches.
- The right action consists of abstaining from 3 immoral actions.
- The right livelihood includes fewness of wishes (apicchatÈ) and

contentment (santuÔÔhitÈ)
- The right effort includes the fourfold sammappadÈna, vÊriyindriya,

vÊriyabala and vÊriyasambojjha~ga.
- The right mindfulness includes the four foundations of mindfulness,

satindriya, satibala and satisambonjjha~ga.
- The right concentration includes the three kinds of concentration
beginning with that accompanied by vitakka and vicÈra, citta-samÈdhi
present in cittiddhipÈda, samÈdhindriya, samÈdhibala, pÊtisamboj-
jha~ga, passaddhi-sambojjha~ga, samÈdhisambojjha~ga and upekkhÈ-
sambojjha~ga.

• • • • • Illustration with SimilesIllustration with SimilesIllustration with SimilesIllustration with SimilesIllustration with Similes
The truth of suffering is regarded as a burden, the truth of the origin

of suffering as the taking up of the burden, the truth of the cessation
of suffering as the putting down of the burden, the truth of the path as
the means to putting down the burden.

The truth of suffering is like a disease, the truth of the origin of
suffering is like the cause of the disease, the truth of cessation is like
the cure of the disease, and the truth of the path is like the medicine.

The truth of suffering is like the hither shore, the truth of the origin
is like the great flood, the truth of cessation is like the further shore,
and the truth of the path is the effort to reach it.

Comment and Decision as VoidComment and Decision as VoidComment and Decision as VoidComment and Decision as VoidComment and Decision as Void
In the ultimate sense all the truths should be understood as void

because of the absence of (i) any experiencer, (ii) any doer, (iii) any-
one who is extinguished, and (iv) any goer. Hence this is said:

“For there is suffering, but none who suffers;
Doing exists although there is no doer;
Extinction exists but no extinguished person;
Although there is a path, there is no goer.”

Or alternatively:
- The first two noble truths are void of lastingness, beauty, pleasure

and self (atta).

- The noble truth of cessation is void of self (atta).
- The noble truth of the path is void of lastingness, pleasure and self.
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1 What does ‘Èyatana’ mean? What are the six internal bases and
the six external bases? what do they represent? (p. 106)

2 Why does the Buddha teach the twelve bases (Èyatanas)? Why are
they observed as a deserted village and village-raiders?

(pp. 107, 108)
3 Comment on the statement: ‘the twelve bases neither come nor

go’ and ‘they neither worry nor exert the effort for their arising’.
         (p. 107)

4 What does ‘dhÈtu’ mean? How does the Buddha divide all realities
into 18 elements? (pp. 108, 109)

5 What is the purpose of teaching 18 elements? What are the bene-
fits of observing them in meditation? (pp. 108, 109)

6 How should the eye-element, the visible-data-element, the eye-
consciousness-element, the mind-element, the mind-consciousness-
element be regarded in observing them in meditation?

(pp. 109, 110)
7 What does ‘indriya’ mean? Describe the faculities controlled by

materiality and consciousness. (pp. 111, top 9 faculties)
8 What is the faculty which comprises both materiality and mentali-
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ty? What are the functions of the eye-faculty, the mind-faculty,
the sex-faculties, and the faith-faculty? (pp. life-faculty, 112)

9 State the Noble Truth of Suffering. Give four meanings of this
noble truth. (pp. 113, 114)

10 State the Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suffering. Give four
meanings of this noble truth. (pp. 113, 114)

11 What is the cause of suffering according to the Second Noble
Truth? How does this cause give rise to suffering? (pp. 113, 119, 120)

12 What are sorrow, pain, grief and despair? Describe their charac-
teristics, functions, and manifestations? (pp. 117, 118)

13 Explain the following phrases and give their characteristics, func-
tions, and manifestations. (a) association with the unloved,
(b) separation with the loved (p. 118)

14 Explain the statement: “In brief the five aggregates of clinging
are suffering”. (p. 119)

15 Discuss ‘the truth of the extinction of suffering’. (pp. 120, 121)
16 What is NibbÈna? Describe its characteristic, function and mani-

festation. (p. 121)
17 What is the path leading to the cessation of suffering? Describe

the right view and the right thought. (pp. 121, 122)
18 Explain the path factors that constitute the Training of Morality.

(pp. 122, 123)
19 Describe the path factors that represent the Training of Concen-

tration. (p. 123)
20 How is the knowledge of truth (sacca-ÒÈÓa) twofold? Describe

the mundane fourfold knowledge of truth. (pp. 123, 124)
21 Illustrate the four noble truths with similes. How should all the

truths be understood as void in the ultimate sense? (pp. 125, 126)

CHAPTER XIV —CHAPTER XIV —CHAPTER XIV —CHAPTER XIV —CHAPTER XIV — DEPENDENT ORIGINATION DEPENDENT ORIGINATION DEPENDENT ORIGINATION DEPENDENT ORIGINATION DEPENDENT ORIGINATION
     (((((PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda)))))

The Plane on which Wisdom growsThe Plane on which Wisdom growsThe Plane on which Wisdom growsThe Plane on which Wisdom growsThe Plane on which Wisdom grows ( ( ( ( (PaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbhPaÒÒÈbh|mi|mi|mi|mi|mi)))))
It was described earlier that the plane on which wisdom grows are

aggregates, bases, elements, faculties, truths, and dependent origina-
tion, etc.; the turn has now come for the exposition of the Dependent
Origination.
Dependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent Origination     (((((PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda)))))

Firstly the causes beginning with ‘ignorance’ (avijjÈ) should be un-
derstood as ‘dependent origination’ (paÔiccasamuppÈda). For this is
said by the Blessed One:

“Katamoca bhikkhave paÔiccasamuppÈda? AvijjÈpaccayÈ
bhikkhave sa~khÈrÈ, sa~khÈrapaccayÈ viÒÒÈÓaÑ, viÒÒÈÓa-
paccayÈ nÈmar|paÑ, nÈmar|papaccayÈ saÄÈyatanaÑ, saÄÈya-
tanapaccayÈ phasso, phassapaccayÈ vedanÈ, vedanÈpaccayÈ
taÓhÈ, taÓhÈpaccayÈ upÈdÈnaÑ, upÈdÈnapaccayÈ bhavo, bha-
vapaccayÈ jÈti, jÈtipaccayÈ jarÈmaranaÑ soka parideva dukkha
domanassupÈyÈsÈ samhbavanti. Eva metassa kevalassa dukkha-
khandassa samudayo hoti. AyaÑ vuccati bhikkhave paÔiccasa-
muppÈdoti.”

“And what is the dependent origination, bhikkhus? With
ignorance as condition there are volitional formations; with for-
mations as condition, consciousness; with consciousness as con-
dition, mentality-materiality; with mentality-materiality as con-
dition, the sixfold base; with the sixfold base as condition, con-
tact; with contact as condition, feeling; with feeling as condi-
tion, craving; with craving as condition, clinging; with clinging
as condition, becoming; with becoming as condition, birth; with
birth as condition, there is ageing-and-death, and sorrow, lamen-
tation, pain, grief, and despair. Thus there is the arising of the
whole mass of suffering. This is called the dependent origina-
tion, bhikkhus.” (S.ii,1)

Dependently Co-arisen ResultantsDependently Co-arisen ResultantsDependently Co-arisen ResultantsDependently Co-arisen ResultantsDependently Co-arisen Resultants     (((((PaÔiccasamuppannaPaÔiccasamuppannaPaÔiccasamuppannaPaÔiccasamuppannaPaÔiccasamuppanna)))))
Secondly the results beginning with ‘ageing-and-death’ (jarÈ-maraÓa)
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11 What is the cause of suffering according to the Second Noble
Truth? How does this cause give rise to suffering? (pp. 113, 119, 120)

12 What are sorrow, pain, grief and despair? Describe their charac-
teristics, functions, and manifestations? (pp. 117, 118)

13 Explain the following phrases and give their characteristics, func-
tions, and manifestations. (a) association with the unloved,
(b) separation with the loved (p. 118)

14 Explain the statement: “In brief the five aggregates of clinging
are suffering”. (p. 119)

15 Discuss ‘the truth of the extinction of suffering’. (pp. 120, 121)
16 What is NibbÈna? Describe its characteristic, function and mani-

festation. (p. 121)
17 What is the path leading to the cessation of suffering? Describe

the right view and the right thought. (pp. 121, 122)
18 Explain the path factors that constitute the Training of Morality.

(pp. 122, 123)
19 Describe the path factors that represent the Training of Concen-

tration. (p. 123)
20 How is the knowledge of truth (sacca-ÒÈÓa) twofold? Describe

the mundane fourfold knowledge of truth. (pp. 123, 124)
21 Illustrate the four noble truths with similes. How should all the

truths be understood as void in the ultimate sense? (pp. 125, 126)
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Firstly the causes beginning with ‘ignorance’ (avijjÈ) should be un-
derstood as ‘dependent origination’ (paÔiccasamuppÈda). For this is
said by the Blessed One:

“Katamoca bhikkhave paÔiccasamuppÈda? AvijjÈpaccayÈ
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vapaccayÈ jÈti, jÈtipaccayÈ jarÈmaranaÑ soka parideva dukkha
domanassupÈyÈsÈ samhbavanti. Eva metassa kevalassa dukkha-
khandassa samudayo hoti. AyaÑ vuccati bhikkhave paÔiccasa-
muppÈdoti.”

“And what is the dependent origination, bhikkhus? With
ignorance as condition there are volitional formations; with for-
mations as condition, consciousness; with consciousness as con-
dition, mentality-materiality; with mentality-materiality as con-
dition, the sixfold base; with the sixfold base as condition, con-
tact; with contact as condition, feeling; with feeling as condi-
tion, craving; with craving as condition, clinging; with clinging
as condition, becoming; with becoming as condition, birth; with
birth as condition, there is ageing-and-death, and sorrow, lamen-
tation, pain, grief, and despair. Thus there is the arising of the
whole mass of suffering. This is called the dependent origina-
tion, bhikkhus.” (S.ii,1)
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should be understood as ‘dependently co-arisen resultants’ (paÔicca-
samuppanna). For this is said by the Blessed One:

“Katame ca bhikkhave paÔiccasamuppannÈ dhammÈ, jarÈ-
maraÓaÑ bhikkhave aniccaÑ sa~khataÑ paticcasamuppannaÑ
khayadhammaÑ vayadhammaÑ virÈgadhammaÑ nirodha-
dhammaÑ; jÈti... bhavo, upÈdÈnaÑ, taÓhÈ, vedanÈ, phasso, saÄÈ-
yatanaÑ, nÈmar|paÑ, viÒÒÈnaÑ, sa~khÈrÈ; avijjÈ bhikkhave
aniccÈ sa~khatÈ paÔiccasamuppannÈ khayadhammÈ vaya-
dhammÈ virÈgadhammÈ nirodhadhammÈ; ime vuccati bhik-
khave paÔiccasamuppannÈ dhammÈ”

“And what are the dependently co-arisen resultants? Age-
ing-and-death is impermanent, bhikkhus, formed by the har-
monious action of the causes, dependently co-arisen, subject to
destruction, subject to disappearance, subject to fading away,
subject to cessation, Birth is impermanent..., becoming...
clinging....craving...feeling...contact...the sixfold base.... men-
tality-materiality.... consciousness...formations... Ignorance is
impermanent, bhikkhus, formed by the harmonious action of
the causes, dependently co-arisen, subject to destruction, sub-
ject to disappearance, subject to fading away, subject to cessa-
tion. These are called the dependently co-arisen resultants,
bhikkhus.” (S.ii,26)

• • • • • Brief ExplanationBrief ExplanationBrief ExplanationBrief ExplanationBrief Explanation
1 The causes such as ‘ignorance’ that are conditions should be

understood as the ‘dependent origination’ (paÔiccasamuppÈda).
2 The resultants generated by such and such conditions should be un

derstood as the ‘dependently co-arisen resultants’ (paÔiccasamuppanna).
How is that to be known? By the word of the Buddha. In the Sutta on

the teaching of the ‘dependent origination’ and ‘the dependently co-
arisen resultants’ the Blessed One states thus:

“And what is dependent origination, bhikkhus? With birth
as condition, bhikkhus, there is ageing and death. Whether Per-
fect Ones arise or do not arise, there yet remain the nature of
elements, the nature of the Dhamma, the unfailingly permanent
law of the Dhamma, the cause of ageing and death, always
true. The Perfect One discovers it , penetrates it. Having penet-
rated and known it correctly, he announces it, teaches it, makes

it known, establishes, exposes, expounds and explains it. “See’,
he says, “with birth as condition there is ageing and death.”

“With becoming as condition, bhikkhus, there is birth... With
ignorance as condition, bhikkhus, there are formations. So,
bhikkhus, that herein which is reality, not unreality, not other-
ness, specific conditionality: that is called dependent origination.”

(S.ii, 25 f)

• • • • • Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent OriginationCharacteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent OriginationCharacteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent OriginationCharacteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent OriginationCharacteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent Origination
1 The dependent origination has the characteristic of being the condi-

tions for the dependently co-arisen resultants beginnning with ageing-
and-death.

2 Its function is to continue the process of suffering which constitutes
the continuous occurrence of the round of rebirths (saÑsÈra).

3 It is manifested as the wrong view of the disgusting journey of the
round of rebirths.

Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda)))))
Because particular resultants are produced by particular conditions,

neither less nor more, it is called ‘reality’ (suchness, tathatÈ).
Because once the conditions have met in combination, there is no

non-producing of the resultants they generate, it is called ‘not-unreality’
(not unsuchness, avitathatÈ).

Because there is no arising of one resultant with another resultant’s
condition, it is called ‘not otherness’ (anaÒÒatathÈ).

Because there is a condition, or because there is a total of conditions
for these resultants beginning with ageing-and-death as already stated,
it is called ‘specific conditionality’ (idappaccayatÈ).

• • • • • Four Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teachFour Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teachFour Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teachFour Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teachFour Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teach
1 The Four Noble Truths (Ariya Saccas),
2 Living beings (satta),
3 Rebirth (paÔisandhi), and
4 Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda).

• • • • • The Benefits of LearThe Benefits of LearThe Benefits of LearThe Benefits of LearThe Benefits of Learnnnnning Dependent Originationing Dependent Originationing Dependent Originationing Dependent Originationing Dependent Origination
A person, who intensively, thoroughly and respectfully learns the

Discourse of Dependent Origination,
1 will attain threefold knowledge, namely, the knowledge acquired

by learning, the knowledge acquired by rational thinking, and
insight knowledge acquired by meditation, at every instant from
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should be understood as ‘dependently co-arisen resultants’ (paÔicca-
samuppanna). For this is said by the Blessed One:

“Katame ca bhikkhave paÔiccasamuppannÈ dhammÈ, jarÈ-
maraÓaÑ bhikkhave aniccaÑ sa~khataÑ paticcasamuppannaÑ
khayadhammaÑ vayadhammaÑ virÈgadhammaÑ nirodha-
dhammaÑ; jÈti... bhavo, upÈdÈnaÑ, taÓhÈ, vedanÈ, phasso, saÄÈ-
yatanaÑ, nÈmar|paÑ, viÒÒÈnaÑ, sa~khÈrÈ; avijjÈ bhikkhave
aniccÈ sa~khatÈ paÔiccasamuppannÈ khayadhammÈ vaya-
dhammÈ virÈgadhammÈ nirodhadhammÈ; ime vuccati bhik-
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(S.ii, 25 f)

• • • • • Characteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent OriginationCharacteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent OriginationCharacteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent OriginationCharacteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent OriginationCharacteristic, Function, Manifestation of Dependent Origination
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Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (Synonyms of ‘Dependent Arising’ (PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda)))))
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• • • • • Four Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teachFour Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teachFour Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teachFour Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teachFour Dhammas very diffcult to understand and to teach
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the time of learning the discourse,
2 will eliminate defilements for short moments, for longer periods,

and totally for ever beginning from the time he exerts the effort, and
3 will escape from the vision of the King of Death.

• • • • • Dismissal of Wrong ViewsDismissal of Wrong ViewsDismissal of Wrong ViewsDismissal of Wrong ViewsDismissal of Wrong Views
Among the conditions described under the headings of ignorance,

etc., the respective conditions, that make the conditionally-arisen re-
sultants beginning with formations arise, are incapable of making them
arise when not mutually dependent and when defficient. Therefore,
these conditions by matually depending on one another make result-
ants arise harmoniously and together, not piecemeal and successively.
So it has been accurately termed ‘Dependent origination’ (PaÔiccasa-
muppÈda).

The first component ‘dependent’ (paÔicca) shows the harmony among
the causes such as the round of defilements, the round of kammas,
and the round of resultants. So it dismisses the wrong views such as
the view of eternalism (sassatavÈda), the view of no-cause (ahetu-
kavÈda), the view of the wrong cause (visamahetuvÈda), and the view
of creation by an Almighty God (vasavattivÈda).

The second component ‘origination’ (samuppÈda) indicates the aris-
ing of the resultants when their conditions combine harmoniously. So
this dismisses the wrong views such as the view of annihilation
(ucchedavÈda), the view of nihilism (natthikavÈda) and the view of
moral-inefficacy-of-action (akiriyavÈda).

The whole expression ‘dependent origination’ (paÔiccasaamuppÈda)
represents the ‘middle way’ (majjhima-paÔipadÈ), which rejects the
doctrines: “He who acts is he who reaps” and “One acts while another
reaps”.

• • • • • Four Ways of TFour Ways of TFour Ways of TFour Ways of TFour Ways of Teeeeeaching Dependent Originationaching Dependent Originationaching Dependent Originationaching Dependent Originationaching Dependent Origination
The Blessed One’s teaching of ‘Dependent Origination’ is fourfold,

namely, (i) from the beginning, up to the end, (ii) from the middle, up
to the end, (iii) from the end, down to the beginning, and (iv) from the
middle, down to the beginning. It is like four men gathering creepers.

(i) One man sees the root of the creeper first, cuts it at the root, pulls
it all out and takes it away and uses it. So in the same way the Buddha
teaches ‘Dependent Origination’ from the beginning up to the end
thus: “So, bhikkhus, with ignorance as condition there are formations;

....with birth as condition, ageing-and-death.”
(ii) Another man sees the middle of the creeper first, cuts it in the

middle, pulls out only the upper part, takes it away and uses it. So in
the same way the Blessed One teaches ‘Dependent Origination’ from
the middle up to the end thus: “When he appreciates feeling with crav-
ing, admires it and cannot let it go because of strong craving, swal-
lows and maintains it, then clinging which is stronger than craving
arises in him. With his clinging as condition, there is becoming; with
becoming as condition, birth.” (M.i, 266)

(iii) Another man sees the tip of the creeper first, and seizing the tip,
he follows it down to the root and takes it all away for use. So in the
same way the Buddha teaches ‘Dependent Origination’ from the end
down to the beginning thus: “With birth as condition there is ageing-
and-death”, so has I said. “Bhikkhus, is there ageing-and-death with
birth as condition, or not?” “There is ageing-and death with birth as
condition, so we think, venerable sir.” “With becoming as condition,
birth” so has I said.... “Bhikkhus, with ignorance as condition there
are formations,” so has I said. “But are there formations with igno-
rance as condition, or not?” “There are formations with ignorance as
condition, so we think, venerable sir.” (M.i, 261)

(iv) Another man sees only the middle of the creeper first, and after
cutting it in the middle and tracing it down to the root, he takes it away
and uses it. So in the same way the Blessed One teaches Dependent
Origination from the middle down to the beginning thus: “And these
four nutriments, bhikkhus, what is their source? What is their cause?
What is their origin? Why are they formed? These four nutriments
have craving as their source, craving as their cause, craving as their
origin, so they are formed by craving. Craving: what is its source?...
Feeling... Contact..... The sixfold base..... Mentality-materiality....
Consciousness.... Formations have ignorance as their source.... they
are formed by ignorance.” (S. ii, 11f)

• • • • • Why does the Buddha teach ‘Dependent Origination’ in fourWhy does the Buddha teach ‘Dependent Origination’ in fourWhy does the Buddha teach ‘Dependent Origination’ in fourWhy does the Buddha teach ‘Dependent Origination’ in fourWhy does the Buddha teach ‘Dependent Origination’ in four
ways?ways?ways?ways?ways?

Because ‘Dependent Originatoin’ is excellent in all aspects and he
possesses special wisdom to make his discourse beautiful. By any one
of the four methods, one can penetratively know the noble Path as
well as the Dependent Origination.
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In particular it should be noted that (i) when the Buddha sees that
people are confused about the analysis of the causes of the incessant
process of becoming, he employs the first method of teaching Depen-
dent Origination, startign from the beginning to the end in order to
show that on account of the causes beginning with ignorance, the
corresponding effects beginning with formations arise and also for
the purpose of showing the order of arising.

(iii) When the Buddha surveys the world of beings, he found that
“Beings have fallen upon misery; they are born, age, die, pass away
and reappear again and again” (S.ii,10). He employs his third method
of teaching Dependent Origination starting from the end till the be-
ginning in the reverse order in order to show the laws governing vari-
ous kinds of suffering, beginning with ageing and death, which he
discovered himself with insight wisdom before his full enlightenment
as a Buddha.

(iv) The Blessed One employs the fourth method of teaching De-
pendent Origination backwards from the middle down to the begin-
ning in order to show how the succession of cause and effect extends
backwards into the past existence, and again forwards from the past,
in accordance with his definition of nutriment as the source of igno-
rance. (M.i, 47 f)

(ii) The Buddha employs the second method of teaching Dependent
Origination in the forward order starting from the middle up to the
end in order to show how the future existence follows on through
rebirth on account of the present causes, namely, craving, clinging,
kamma-formations, ignorance and formations (taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,
kammabhava, avijjÈ and sa~khÈra).

• • • • • Why is ‘Why is ‘Why is ‘Why is ‘Why is ‘ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance’ stated at the Beginning of Dependent Origination?’ stated at the Beginning of Dependent Origination?’ stated at the Beginning of Dependent Origination?’ stated at the Beginning of Dependent Origination?’ stated at the Beginning of Dependent Origination?
How then, is ignorance the first cause of the world or is it the cause-

less root-cause of the world? It is not causeless for a cause of igno-
rance is stated thus: “With the arising of cankers, there arises igno-“With the arising of cankers, there arises igno-“With the arising of cankers, there arises igno-“With the arising of cankers, there arises igno-“With the arising of cankers, there arises igno-
rance” (rance” (rance” (rance” (rance” (Ãsava samudayÈ avijjÈ samudayosava samudayÈ avijjÈ samudayosava samudayÈ avijjÈ samudayosava samudayÈ avijjÈ samudayosava samudayÈ avijjÈ samudayo).).).).). (M.i, 54)

But when the Buddha gives the exposition of the round of becom-
ing, he makes either ignorance or craving for becoming (bhavataÓhÈ)
as the starting point.

“No first beginning of ignorance is made known, bhikkhus, before
which there was no ignorance, and after which there came to be igno-

rance. And while it is said thus, bhikkhus, nevertheless it is made
known that ignorance has its specific condition, that is, cankers.” (A.v, 113)

“No first beginning of craving for becoming is made known,
bhikkhus, before which there was no craving for becoming, and after
which there came to be craving for becoming. And while it is said
thus, bhikkhus, nevertheless it is made known that craving for be-
coming has its specific condition, that is, feeling.” (A.v, 116)

• • • • • The Two Roots of Dependent OriginationThe Two Roots of Dependent OriginationThe Two Roots of Dependent OriginationThe Two Roots of Dependent OriginationThe Two Roots of Dependent Origination
Why does the Buddha give the exposition of the round of rebirths

with these two things as the starting points? Because ingorance is an
outstanding cause of immoral kamma that leads to unhappy destinies
and craving for becoming is an outstanding cause of moral kamma
that leads to happy destinies.

Just as when a cow to be slaughtered is in the grip of torment of
being burnt with fire and beaten with cudgels, and, being exhausted
and very thirsty, she drinks boiling water although it gives no satis-
faction and causes her harm, so a worldling who is in the grip of
ignorance performs various kammas beginning with killing living
beings that leads to unhappy destinies although it gives no satisffaction
and will bring woeful suffering. This is how ignorance is an outstand-
ing cause of kammas leading to unhappy destinies.

Just as that same cow, being exhausted and very thirsty, drinks cold
water, which gives satisfaction and allays her torment, so a worldling
who is in the grip of craving for becoming performs various kammas
beginning with abstinence from killing living beings that leads to happy
destinies and gives satisfaction, because it is free from the burning of
defilements, and it allays the torment of woeful suffering by sending
him to a happy destiny. This is how craving for becoming is an out-
standing cause of kammas that lead to happy destinies.

Ignorance and craving are the two leaders that lead travellers mak-
ing endless journeys in the round of rebirths (saÑsÈra).

• • • • • The Meanings of the Words: The Meanings of the Words: The Meanings of the Words: The Meanings of the Words: The Meanings of the Words: AvijjÈ, Sa~khÈra, etc.AvijjÈ, Sa~khÈra, etc.AvijjÈ, Sa~khÈra, etc.AvijjÈ, Sa~khÈra, etc.AvijjÈ, Sa~khÈra, etc.
11111 AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ — ignorance — ignorance — ignorance — ignorance — ignorance
(1) It is ignorant of bodily misconduct and good bodily conduct. It
permits bodily misconduct to arise and prevents good bodily conduct
from arising. So it is ignorance.
(2) Also it prevents knowing the meaning of combination in the ag-
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gregates, the meaning of allowing consciousness to arise in the bases,
the meaning of voidness of life or soul in the elements, the meaning
of controlling power in the faculties, the meaning of reality in the
truths, thus it is ignorance.
(3) Also it prevents knowing the meaning of suffering, etc., described
in four ways as ‘oppression’, etc., in the four Noble Truths, thus it
is ignorance.
(4) It drives beings to be drifted on and on through all kinds of
generatrions, destinies, becoming, stations of consciousness, and
abodes of beings in the endless round of rebirths, thus it is ignorance.
(5) Among men and women, etc., which are concepts and non-exis-
tent, it hurries on, and among aggregates, etc., which are ultimate re-
alities, it does not hurry on, thus it is ignorance.
(6) Furthermore, it is ignorance because it conceals the material bases
and sense objects of consciousnesses, and the dependent origination
(paÔiccasamuppÈda) and the dependently arisen resultants (paÔicca-
samuppanna).

11111     PaccayaPaccayaPaccayaPaccayaPaccaya —  —  —  —  — cause or conditioncause or conditioncause or conditioncause or conditioncause or condition
(1) The cause dependent on which a resultant occurs or arises is called
a condition (paccaya).
(2) Paccaya also means ‘help to arise’ or ‘aid to occur’.

22222 Sa~khÈra — formationsSa~khÈra — formationsSa~khÈra — formationsSa~khÈra — formationsSa~khÈra — formations
Formations are twofold, namely, (a) formations that arise as the re-

sult of ignorance as condition, and (b) formations connected with the
word ‘sa~khÈra’.
(a) The formations that arises as the result of ignorance include the
threefold formations known as puÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra, apuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra
and ÈnenjÈbhisa~khÈra, and also the threefold formations known as
kÈyasa~khÈra, vacÊsa~khÈra and cittasa~khÈra.

The six kinds of formationsThe six kinds of formationsThe six kinds of formationsThe six kinds of formationsThe six kinds of formations should be understood as follows.
(1) PuPuPuPuPuÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra~khÈra~khÈra~khÈra~khÈra —  —  —  —  — formations of meritformations of meritformations of meritformations of meritformations of merit

They comprise the 8 sense-sphere moral volitions and the 5 fine-
material-sphere moral volitions that arise in performing dÈna, sÊla,
bhÈvanÈ.
(2) ApuApuApuApuApuÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra — formations of demerit~khÈra — formations of demerit~khÈra — formations of demerit~khÈra — formations of demerit~khÈra — formations of demerit

They comprise the 12 immoral volitions that arise in committing
immoral actions such as killing, stealing, etc.
(3) ÃneneneneneÒjÈbhisaÒjÈbhisaÒjÈbhisaÒjÈbhisaÒjÈbhisa~khÈra — imperturbable formations~khÈra — imperturbable formations~khÈra — imperturbable formations~khÈra — imperturbable formations~khÈra — imperturbable formations

They comprise the 4 immaterial-sphere moral volitions that arise in
developing the four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

In essence these threefold formations represent the 29 moral and
immoral volitions in the three spheres or planes.
(4) KÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formationsKÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formationsKÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formationsKÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formationsKÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formations

They comprise the 8 sense-sphere moral volitions and the 12 im-
moral volitions that arise in performing moral and immoral bodily
actions.
(5) VacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formationsVacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formationsVacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formationsVacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formationsVacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formations

They comprise the above 20 volitions that arise in performing moral
and immoral verbal actions.
(6) Cittasa~khÈra — mental formationsCittasa~khÈra — mental formationsCittasa~khÈra — mental formationsCittasa~khÈra — mental formationsCittasa~khÈra — mental formations

They comprise the 29 moral and immoral volitions in the three spheres
that arise in performing moral and immoral mental actions.
(b) The formations connected with the word ‘sa~khÈra’ are fourfold:
(i) Sa~khta sa~khÈraSa~khta sa~khÈraSa~khta sa~khÈraSa~khta sa~khÈraSa~khta sa~khÈra — the formations consisting of all conditioned

things together with the conditions.
(ii) Abhisa~khata sa~khÈraAbhisa~khata sa~khÈraAbhisa~khata sa~khÈraAbhisa~khata sa~khÈraAbhisa~khata sa~khÈra — all mentality and materiality produced

by kamma in the three spheres,
(iii) Abhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈraAbhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈraAbhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈraAbhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈraAbhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈra — all moral and immoral volitions

that arise in the three spheres, and
(iv) PayogÈbhisa~khÈraPayogÈbhisa~khÈraPayogÈbhisa~khÈraPayogÈbhisa~khÈraPayogÈbhisa~khÈra — the effort (vÊriya) that arises in the body

and the effort that arises in the mind.
It should be noted that all formations (sa~khÈra) are included in

sa~khata sa~khÈra according to the passage “All formations are im-
permanent” (Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ) (S.i, 158; D.ii, 157)

3 ViViViViViÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousness which is aware of sense objects.
4 NÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentality     which bends towards an object.

RRRRR|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality which changes in state, colour, etc., due to
adverse conditions.

5 Œyatana — basesŒyatana — basesŒyatana — basesŒyatana — basesŒyatana — bases which give rise to consciousness and mental factors
and extend the round of rebirths.

6 Phassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contact which makes the contact between consciousness
and a sense object.

7 VedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feeling which enjoys the sense object.
8 TaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — craving which craves or thirsts for sense objects.
9 UpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clinging which craves strongly for sense objects.
10 Bhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becoming which causes new kamma and a new existence
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gregates, the meaning of allowing consciousness to arise in the bases,
the meaning of voidness of life or soul in the elements, the meaning
of controlling power in the faculties, the meaning of reality in the
truths, thus it is ignorance.
(3) Also it prevents knowing the meaning of suffering, etc., described
in four ways as ‘oppression’, etc., in the four Noble Truths, thus it
is ignorance.
(4) It drives beings to be drifted on and on through all kinds of
generatrions, destinies, becoming, stations of consciousness, and
abodes of beings in the endless round of rebirths, thus it is ignorance.
(5) Among men and women, etc., which are concepts and non-exis-
tent, it hurries on, and among aggregates, etc., which are ultimate re-
alities, it does not hurry on, thus it is ignorance.
(6) Furthermore, it is ignorance because it conceals the material bases
and sense objects of consciousnesses, and the dependent origination
(paÔiccasamuppÈda) and the dependently arisen resultants (paÔicca-
samuppanna).

11111     PaccayaPaccayaPaccayaPaccayaPaccaya —  —  —  —  — cause or conditioncause or conditioncause or conditioncause or conditioncause or condition
(1) The cause dependent on which a resultant occurs or arises is called
a condition (paccaya).
(2) Paccaya also means ‘help to arise’ or ‘aid to occur’.

22222 Sa~khÈra — formationsSa~khÈra — formationsSa~khÈra — formationsSa~khÈra — formationsSa~khÈra — formations
Formations are twofold, namely, (a) formations that arise as the re-

sult of ignorance as condition, and (b) formations connected with the
word ‘sa~khÈra’.
(a) The formations that arises as the result of ignorance include the
threefold formations known as puÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra, apuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra
and ÈnenjÈbhisa~khÈra, and also the threefold formations known as
kÈyasa~khÈra, vacÊsa~khÈra and cittasa~khÈra.

The six kinds of formationsThe six kinds of formationsThe six kinds of formationsThe six kinds of formationsThe six kinds of formations should be understood as follows.
(1) PuPuPuPuPuÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra~khÈra~khÈra~khÈra~khÈra —  —  —  —  — formations of meritformations of meritformations of meritformations of meritformations of merit

They comprise the 8 sense-sphere moral volitions and the 5 fine-
material-sphere moral volitions that arise in performing dÈna, sÊla,
bhÈvanÈ.
(2) ApuApuApuApuApuÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisaÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra — formations of demerit~khÈra — formations of demerit~khÈra — formations of demerit~khÈra — formations of demerit~khÈra — formations of demerit

They comprise the 12 immoral volitions that arise in committing
immoral actions such as killing, stealing, etc.
(3) ÃneneneneneÒjÈbhisaÒjÈbhisaÒjÈbhisaÒjÈbhisaÒjÈbhisa~khÈra — imperturbable formations~khÈra — imperturbable formations~khÈra — imperturbable formations~khÈra — imperturbable formations~khÈra — imperturbable formations

They comprise the 4 immaterial-sphere moral volitions that arise in
developing the four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

In essence these threefold formations represent the 29 moral and
immoral volitions in the three spheres or planes.
(4) KÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formationsKÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formationsKÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formationsKÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formationsKÈyasa~khÈra — bodily formations

They comprise the 8 sense-sphere moral volitions and the 12 im-
moral volitions that arise in performing moral and immoral bodily
actions.
(5) VacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formationsVacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formationsVacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formationsVacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formationsVacÊsa~khÈra — verbal formations

They comprise the above 20 volitions that arise in performing moral
and immoral verbal actions.
(6) Cittasa~khÈra — mental formationsCittasa~khÈra — mental formationsCittasa~khÈra — mental formationsCittasa~khÈra — mental formationsCittasa~khÈra — mental formations

They comprise the 29 moral and immoral volitions in the three spheres
that arise in performing moral and immoral mental actions.
(b) The formations connected with the word ‘sa~khÈra’ are fourfold:
(i) Sa~khta sa~khÈraSa~khta sa~khÈraSa~khta sa~khÈraSa~khta sa~khÈraSa~khta sa~khÈra — the formations consisting of all conditioned

things together with the conditions.
(ii) Abhisa~khata sa~khÈraAbhisa~khata sa~khÈraAbhisa~khata sa~khÈraAbhisa~khata sa~khÈraAbhisa~khata sa~khÈra — all mentality and materiality produced

by kamma in the three spheres,
(iii) Abhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈraAbhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈraAbhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈraAbhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈraAbhisa~khÈraÓaka sa~khÈra — all moral and immoral volitions

that arise in the three spheres, and
(iv) PayogÈbhisa~khÈraPayogÈbhisa~khÈraPayogÈbhisa~khÈraPayogÈbhisa~khÈraPayogÈbhisa~khÈra — the effort (vÊriya) that arises in the body

and the effort that arises in the mind.
It should be noted that all formations (sa~khÈra) are included in

sa~khata sa~khÈra according to the passage “All formations are im-
permanent” (Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ) (S.i, 158; D.ii, 157)

3 ViViViViViÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousness which is aware of sense objects.
4 NÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentality     which bends towards an object.

RRRRR|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality which changes in state, colour, etc., due to
adverse conditions.

5 Œyatana — basesŒyatana — basesŒyatana — basesŒyatana — basesŒyatana — bases which give rise to consciousness and mental factors
and extend the round of rebirths.

6 Phassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contact which makes the contact between consciousness
and a sense object.

7 VedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feeling which enjoys the sense object.
8 TaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — craving which craves or thirsts for sense objects.
9 UpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clinging which craves strongly for sense objects.
10 Bhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becoming which causes new kamma and a new existence
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to arise.
11 JÈti — birthJÈti — birthJÈti — birthJÈti — birthJÈti — birth which is the act of conceiving and being born.
12 JarÈ — ageingJarÈ — ageingJarÈ — ageingJarÈ — ageingJarÈ — ageing which is the act of growing old.

MaraÓa — deathMaraÓa — deathMaraÓa — deathMaraÓa — deathMaraÓa — death by means of which a being dies.
Soka — sorrowSoka — sorrowSoka — sorrowSoka — sorrowSoka — sorrow which is the act of sorrowing.
Parideva — lamentationParideva — lamentationParideva — lamentationParideva — lamentationParideva — lamentation which is the act of lamenting.
Dukkha — painDukkha — painDukkha — painDukkha — painDukkha — pain which makes beings suffer.
Domanassa — griefDomanassa — griefDomanassa — griefDomanassa — griefDomanassa — grief which is mental suffering.
UpÈyÈsÈ — despairUpÈyÈsÈ — despairUpÈyÈsÈ — despairUpÈyÈsÈ — despairUpÈyÈsÈ — despair which is great misery.
Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.
EvaÑ — in such a way, thusEvaÑ — in such a way, thusEvaÑ — in such a way, thusEvaÑ — in such a way, thusEvaÑ — in such a way, thus

Formations, etc., arise in such a way with ignorance, etc., as
conditions, not because of the creation of an Almighty God.

EtassaEtassaEtassaEtassaEtassa — as stated above
KevalassaKevalassaKevalassaKevalassaKevalassa — not mixed with (bliss), just by itself
Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering,Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering,Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering,Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering,Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering, the whole mass of suffer-

ing  (not a being but the whole mass of suffering arise).
Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.

The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.
Sorrow, lamentation, etc., are stated in Dependent Origination for

the purpose of showing that the Wheel of Becoming never stops; for
they arise in a person with little knowledge when he is afflicted with
ageing and death.

It is said by the Buddha, “Bhikkhus, a worldling with little
knowledge, on being afflicted with bodily pain, sorrows, grieves,
laments, and, beating his breast, he weeps and becomes very
bewildered.” (M.iii, 285; S.iv, 206)

And so long as sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair go on
arising so long does ignorance, and so the Wheel of Becoming re-
news its revolution: ‘With ignorance as condition there are forma-
tions’ and so on. That is why the factors of Dependent Origination
should be understood as twelve by taking ‘sorrow, lamentation, pain,
grief and despair’ along with ageing-and-death as one factor.

• • • • • The Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and ProximateThe Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and ProximateThe Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and ProximateThe Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and ProximateThe Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and Proximate
Causes of PaÔiccasamuppÈda FactorsCauses of PaÔiccasamuppÈda FactorsCauses of PaÔiccasamuppÈda FactorsCauses of PaÔiccasamuppÈda FactorsCauses of PaÔiccasamuppÈda Factors
1 AvijjÈ — moha — ignoranceAvijjÈ — moha — ignoranceAvijjÈ — moha — ignoranceAvijjÈ — moha — ignoranceAvijjÈ — moha — ignorance

(i) It has the characteristic of unknowing the Noble Truths, etc.

(ii) Its function is to cause delusion or confusion.
(iii) It is manifested as concealing the true nature of sense objects.
(iv) Its proximate cause is cankers.

2 Sa~khÈra — volitional formationsSa~khÈra — volitional formationsSa~khÈra — volitional formationsSa~khÈra — volitional formationsSa~khÈra — volitional formations
(i) It has the characteristic of performing an action.
(ii) Its function is to exert effort to generate birth or mentality-

materiality.
(iii) It is  manifested as volition or prompting its associates to do

their respective functions.
(iv) Its proximate cause is ignorance.

3 ViViViViViÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousness
(i) It has the characteristic of knowing (a sense object).
(ii) Its function is to be the fore-runner of mentality-materiality.
(iii) It is manifested as rebirth-linking and life-continuum.
(iv) Its proximate cause is formations or physical base and sense

objects.
4 NÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentality

(i) It has the characteristic of bending towards a sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to associate with its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as not arising separately and individually.
(iv) Its proximate cause is consciousness.

5 RRRRR|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality
(i) It has the characteristic of changing state, colour, etc., due to

adverse conditions.
(ii) Its function is to be dispersing or not associating together.
(iii) It is manifested as kammically indeterminate.
(iv) Its proximate cause is consciousness.

6 SaÄÈyatana — sixfold baseSaÄÈyatana — sixfold baseSaÄÈyatana — sixfold baseSaÄÈyatana — sixfold baseSaÄÈyatana — sixfold base
(i) It has the characteristic of generating consciousness and mental

factors and also to prolong the round of rebirths.
(ii) Its function is to see, to hear, and so on.
(iii) It is manifested as the physical base and the sense-door.
(iv) Its proximate cause is mentality-materiality.

7 Phassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contact
(i) It has the characteristic of making contact between consciousness

and sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to make contact or impingement.
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to arise.
11 JÈti — birthJÈti — birthJÈti — birthJÈti — birthJÈti — birth which is the act of conceiving and being born.
12 JarÈ — ageingJarÈ — ageingJarÈ — ageingJarÈ — ageingJarÈ — ageing which is the act of growing old.

MaraÓa — deathMaraÓa — deathMaraÓa — deathMaraÓa — deathMaraÓa — death by means of which a being dies.
Soka — sorrowSoka — sorrowSoka — sorrowSoka — sorrowSoka — sorrow which is the act of sorrowing.
Parideva — lamentationParideva — lamentationParideva — lamentationParideva — lamentationParideva — lamentation which is the act of lamenting.
Dukkha — painDukkha — painDukkha — painDukkha — painDukkha — pain which makes beings suffer.
Domanassa — griefDomanassa — griefDomanassa — griefDomanassa — griefDomanassa — grief which is mental suffering.
UpÈyÈsÈ — despairUpÈyÈsÈ — despairUpÈyÈsÈ — despairUpÈyÈsÈ — despairUpÈyÈsÈ — despair which is great misery.
Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.Sambhavanti = hoti — come into existence, arise.
EvaÑ — in such a way, thusEvaÑ — in such a way, thusEvaÑ — in such a way, thusEvaÑ — in such a way, thusEvaÑ — in such a way, thus

Formations, etc., arise in such a way with ignorance, etc., as
conditions, not because of the creation of an Almighty God.

EtassaEtassaEtassaEtassaEtassa — as stated above
KevalassaKevalassaKevalassaKevalassaKevalassa — not mixed with (bliss), just by itself
Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering,Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering,Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering,Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering,Dukkhakkhandhassa — all the suffering, the whole mass of suffer-

ing  (not a being but the whole mass of suffering arise).
Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.Samudayo — coming into existence, arising.

The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.The Purpose of Stating Sorrow, Lamentation, etc.
Sorrow, lamentation, etc., are stated in Dependent Origination for

the purpose of showing that the Wheel of Becoming never stops; for
they arise in a person with little knowledge when he is afflicted with
ageing and death.

It is said by the Buddha, “Bhikkhus, a worldling with little
knowledge, on being afflicted with bodily pain, sorrows, grieves,
laments, and, beating his breast, he weeps and becomes very
bewildered.” (M.iii, 285; S.iv, 206)

And so long as sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair go on
arising so long does ignorance, and so the Wheel of Becoming re-
news its revolution: ‘With ignorance as condition there are forma-
tions’ and so on. That is why the factors of Dependent Origination
should be understood as twelve by taking ‘sorrow, lamentation, pain,
grief and despair’ along with ageing-and-death as one factor.

• • • • • The Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and ProximateThe Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and ProximateThe Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and ProximateThe Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and ProximateThe Characteristics, Functions, Manifestations and Proximate
Causes of PaÔiccasamuppÈda FactorsCauses of PaÔiccasamuppÈda FactorsCauses of PaÔiccasamuppÈda FactorsCauses of PaÔiccasamuppÈda FactorsCauses of PaÔiccasamuppÈda Factors
1 AvijjÈ — moha — ignoranceAvijjÈ — moha — ignoranceAvijjÈ — moha — ignoranceAvijjÈ — moha — ignoranceAvijjÈ — moha — ignorance

(i) It has the characteristic of unknowing the Noble Truths, etc.

(ii) Its function is to cause delusion or confusion.
(iii) It is manifested as concealing the true nature of sense objects.
(iv) Its proximate cause is cankers.

2 Sa~khÈra — volitional formationsSa~khÈra — volitional formationsSa~khÈra — volitional formationsSa~khÈra — volitional formationsSa~khÈra — volitional formations
(i) It has the characteristic of performing an action.
(ii) Its function is to exert effort to generate birth or mentality-

materiality.
(iii) It is  manifested as volition or prompting its associates to do

their respective functions.
(iv) Its proximate cause is ignorance.

3 ViViViViViÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousnessÒÒÈÓa — consciousness
(i) It has the characteristic of knowing (a sense object).
(ii) Its function is to be the fore-runner of mentality-materiality.
(iii) It is manifested as rebirth-linking and life-continuum.
(iv) Its proximate cause is formations or physical base and sense

objects.
4 NÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentalityNÈma — mentality

(i) It has the characteristic of bending towards a sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to associate with its concomitants.
(iii) It is manifested as not arising separately and individually.
(iv) Its proximate cause is consciousness.

5 RRRRR|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality|pa — materiality
(i) It has the characteristic of changing state, colour, etc., due to

adverse conditions.
(ii) Its function is to be dispersing or not associating together.
(iii) It is manifested as kammically indeterminate.
(iv) Its proximate cause is consciousness.

6 SaÄÈyatana — sixfold baseSaÄÈyatana — sixfold baseSaÄÈyatana — sixfold baseSaÄÈyatana — sixfold baseSaÄÈyatana — sixfold base
(i) It has the characteristic of generating consciousness and mental

factors and also to prolong the round of rebirths.
(ii) Its function is to see, to hear, and so on.
(iii) It is manifested as the physical base and the sense-door.
(iv) Its proximate cause is mentality-materiality.

7 Phassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contactPhassa — contact
(i) It has the characteristic of making contact between consciousness

and sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to make contact or impingement.
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(iii) It is manifested as the meeting or coincidence of the physical
base, the sense-object and consciousness.

(iv) Its proximate cause is the sixfold base.
8 VedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feeling

(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing the sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to enjoy the taste of the sense-object.
(iii) It is manifested as pleasure and pain.
(iv) Its proximate cause is contact.

9 TaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — craving
(i) It has the characteristic of being a cause of suffering.
(ii) Its function is to take great delight in sense-objects and existence.
(iii) It is manifested as insatiability.
(iv) Its proximate cause is feeling.

10 UpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clinging
(i) It has the characteristic of clinging strongly to sense-objects.
(ii) Its function is not to release.
(iii) It is manifested as strong craving and as firm wrong view,
(iv) Its proximate cause is craving.

11 Bhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becoming
(i) It has the characteristic of being kamma and kamma-result.
(ii) Its function is to make become and to become.
(iii) It is manifested as moral, immoral and indeterminate dhammas.
(iv) Its proximate cause is clinging.

12 JÈtiJÈtiJÈtiJÈtiJÈti (birth), JarÈJarÈJarÈJarÈJarÈ (ageing), MaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓa (death), etc.
Their characteristics, functions, manifestations, and proximate causes

are as stated in the description of Truths (Chapter XIII, pp. 115, 116).

Defining the Factors of Dependent OriginationDefining the Factors of Dependent OriginationDefining the Factors of Dependent OriginationDefining the Factors of Dependent OriginationDefining the Factors of Dependent Origination
“Bhikkhus, when a worldling with little knowledge is tortured with

painful bodily feeling, he becomes sad, grieves and laments, beating
his breast, he weeps and becomes deluded and bewildered.”

 (M.iii, 285, S.iv, 206)
And as long as these go on occurring, so long does ignorance. With

ignorance as condition there are formations and so on. Thus the Wheel
of Dependent Origination renews its revolution continuously. That is
why the factors of Dependent Origination should be understood as
twelve by taking sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, despair along with
ageing-and-death as one factor.

• • • • • Detailed Exposition of Dependent OriginationDetailed Exposition of Dependent OriginationDetailed Exposition of Dependent OriginationDetailed Exposition of Dependent OriginationDetailed Exposition of Dependent Origination
1 IgnoranceIgnoranceIgnoranceIgnoranceIgnorance ( ( ( ( (AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ)))))

According to the Suttanta method, ignorance is unknowing the four
Noble Truths. According to the Abhidhamma Method, ignorance is
unknowing eight instances — (i) the ignorance of the Noble Truth of
Suffering, (ii) the ignorance of the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suf-
fering, (iii) the ignorance of the Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suf-
fering, (iv) the ignorance of the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the
Cessation of Suffering, (v) the ignorance of the front end, i.e., the
past five aggregates, (vi) the ignorance of the rear end, i.e., the future
five aggregates, (vii) the ignorance of the front end and the rear end,
i.e., the past five aggregates and the future five aggregates, (viii) the
ignorance of Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda), i.e., the
causes such as ‘ignorane’ that are conditions for the dependently co-
arisen resultants such as formations.
2 FormationsFormationsFormationsFormationsFormations ( ( ( ( (Sa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈra)))))

Formations are the six mentioned in brief earlier thus: the three,
namely, formations of merit, formations of demerit, and imperturb-
able formations, and the three, namely, bodily formations, verbal for-
mations and mental formations.

But in detail here the first three formations are 29 volitions, namely,
the 12 immoral volitions that occur in killing, stealing, etc., the 8 sense-
sphere moral volitions that occur in alms-giving, observing moral pre-
cepts, etc., the 5 fine-material-sphere moral volitions that occur in
developing five r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, and the 4 immaterial-sphere moral
volitions that occur in developing the four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

As regards the other three, the bodily formations are the volitions
that arise in the body-door in performing bodily actions; the verbal
formations are the volitions that arise in the tongue-door in perform-
ing verbal actions, and the mental formations are the volitions that
arise in the mind-door in performing mental actions.

This triad is mentioned to show that at the moment of performing
wholesome and unwholesome actions, the formations of merit, etc.,
arise in these three kamma doors. For the 8 sense-sphere moral voli-
tions and the 12 immoral volitions, making 20, are the bodily forma-
tions when they arise in the body-door and produce bodily intimation.
Those same volitions are called verbal formations when they arise in
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(iii) It is manifested as the meeting or coincidence of the physical
base, the sense-object and consciousness.

(iv) Its proximate cause is the sixfold base.
8 VedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feelingVedanÈ — feeling

(i) It has the characteristic of experiencing the sense-object.
(ii) Its function is to enjoy the taste of the sense-object.
(iii) It is manifested as pleasure and pain.
(iv) Its proximate cause is contact.

9 TaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — cravingTaÓhÈ — craving
(i) It has the characteristic of being a cause of suffering.
(ii) Its function is to take great delight in sense-objects and existence.
(iii) It is manifested as insatiability.
(iv) Its proximate cause is feeling.

10 UpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clingingUpÈdÈna — clinging
(i) It has the characteristic of clinging strongly to sense-objects.
(ii) Its function is not to release.
(iii) It is manifested as strong craving and as firm wrong view,
(iv) Its proximate cause is craving.

11 Bhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becomingBhava — becoming
(i) It has the characteristic of being kamma and kamma-result.
(ii) Its function is to make become and to become.
(iii) It is manifested as moral, immoral and indeterminate dhammas.
(iv) Its proximate cause is clinging.

12 JÈtiJÈtiJÈtiJÈtiJÈti (birth), JarÈJarÈJarÈJarÈJarÈ (ageing), MaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓaMaraÓa (death), etc.
Their characteristics, functions, manifestations, and proximate causes

are as stated in the description of Truths (Chapter XIII, pp. 115, 116).

Defining the Factors of Dependent OriginationDefining the Factors of Dependent OriginationDefining the Factors of Dependent OriginationDefining the Factors of Dependent OriginationDefining the Factors of Dependent Origination
“Bhikkhus, when a worldling with little knowledge is tortured with

painful bodily feeling, he becomes sad, grieves and laments, beating
his breast, he weeps and becomes deluded and bewildered.”

 (M.iii, 285, S.iv, 206)
And as long as these go on occurring, so long does ignorance. With

ignorance as condition there are formations and so on. Thus the Wheel
of Dependent Origination renews its revolution continuously. That is
why the factors of Dependent Origination should be understood as
twelve by taking sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, despair along with
ageing-and-death as one factor.

• • • • • Detailed Exposition of Dependent OriginationDetailed Exposition of Dependent OriginationDetailed Exposition of Dependent OriginationDetailed Exposition of Dependent OriginationDetailed Exposition of Dependent Origination
1 IgnoranceIgnoranceIgnoranceIgnoranceIgnorance ( ( ( ( (AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ)))))

According to the Suttanta method, ignorance is unknowing the four
Noble Truths. According to the Abhidhamma Method, ignorance is
unknowing eight instances — (i) the ignorance of the Noble Truth of
Suffering, (ii) the ignorance of the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suf-
fering, (iii) the ignorance of the Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suf-
fering, (iv) the ignorance of the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the
Cessation of Suffering, (v) the ignorance of the front end, i.e., the
past five aggregates, (vi) the ignorance of the rear end, i.e., the future
five aggregates, (vii) the ignorance of the front end and the rear end,
i.e., the past five aggregates and the future five aggregates, (viii) the
ignorance of Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda), i.e., the
causes such as ‘ignorane’ that are conditions for the dependently co-
arisen resultants such as formations.
2 FormationsFormationsFormationsFormationsFormations ( ( ( ( (Sa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈra)))))

Formations are the six mentioned in brief earlier thus: the three,
namely, formations of merit, formations of demerit, and imperturb-
able formations, and the three, namely, bodily formations, verbal for-
mations and mental formations.

But in detail here the first three formations are 29 volitions, namely,
the 12 immoral volitions that occur in killing, stealing, etc., the 8 sense-
sphere moral volitions that occur in alms-giving, observing moral pre-
cepts, etc., the 5 fine-material-sphere moral volitions that occur in
developing five r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, and the 4 immaterial-sphere moral
volitions that occur in developing the four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

As regards the other three, the bodily formations are the volitions
that arise in the body-door in performing bodily actions; the verbal
formations are the volitions that arise in the tongue-door in perform-
ing verbal actions, and the mental formations are the volitions that
arise in the mind-door in performing mental actions.

This triad is mentioned to show that at the moment of performing
wholesome and unwholesome actions, the formations of merit, etc.,
arise in these three kamma doors. For the 8 sense-sphere moral voli-
tions and the 12 immoral volitions, making 20, are the bodily forma-
tions when they arise in the body-door and produce bodily intimation.
Those same volitions are called verbal formations when they arise in
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the tongue-door and produce verbal intimation. And all the 29 voli-
tions are mental formations when they arise in the mind-door. So this
triad comes within the first triad.

• • • • • How Ignorance Causes Formations to AriseHow Ignorance Causes Formations to AriseHow Ignorance Causes Formations to AriseHow Ignorance Causes Formations to AriseHow Ignorance Causes Formations to Arise
Herein, it must be asked: How can it be known that these formations

have ignorance as their condition?
It can be known by the fact that formations evidently exist when

ignorance evidently exists. For when ignorance (moha), which is the
opposite of wisdom, is not yet totally eliminated by the fourfold Path-
wisdom in a person, that person, owing firstly to his unknowing about
the Noble Truth of Suffering and about the past five aggregates, etc.,
believes the suffering of the round of rebirths to be pleasant and em-
barks upon the three kinds of formations which are the cause of that
very saÑsÈra suffering. This is how the ignorance of the Noble Truth
of Suffering and the past five aggregates causes formations to arise.

Owing to his unknowing about the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suf-
fering and being overwhelmed by ignorance and craving, he exerts the
effort to embark upon the three kinds of formations that are actually
the cause of suffering, imagining them to be the cause of pleasure.
This shows how formations arise on account of the ignorance of the
second noble truth.

Again owing to his unknowing about the Noble Truth of the Cessa-
tion of Suffering and the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Ces-
sation of Suffering, he misperceives that if he attains some special
destiny such as the Brahma world, suffering will cease, and that sacri-
ficial offering to a certain spirit and self-mortification will bring about
the cessation of suffering. So while aspiring to the cessation of suf-
fering, he embarks upon the three kinds of formations again in the
form of sacrifices and mortification. This shows how the ignorance
of the third and fourth noble truths causes formations to arise.

Furthermore, his ignorance of the four Noble Truths in particular
prevents him from recognizing as suffering the kind of suffering called
the fruit of merit, which is full of dangers beginning with birth, age-
ing, disease and death. So he embarks upon the formations of merit in
the form of bodily formations, verbal formations and mental forma-
tions in order to attain that kind of suffering. It is like a man who,
desiring celestial nymphs, jumps over a cliff.

Also not seeing how the fruit of merit reckoned as pleasure eventu-
ally breeds great distress near the time of death and that the suffering
due to change in condition (vipariÓÈma dukkha) is void of pleasure,
he embarks upon the formations of merit (puÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) which
is the condition for that very suffering. It is like a moth that falls into
a lamp’s flame, and like a man who wants a drop of honey licks the
honey-smeared knife-edge. This shows how the ignorance of
vipariÓÈma dukkha causes formations to arise.

Also not seeing the danger in the indulgence of sense-enjoyment,
etc., with its bad results wrongly perceived as pleasure, and being
overcome by defilements, he embarks upon the formations of de-
merit (apuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) that occur at the three doors of kamma. It
is like a child who plays with filth, and like a man who eats poison
because he wants to die. This describes how the ignorance of the dan-
ger of sense-pleasure causes formations to arise.

Also, being unaware of the suffering of formations (sa~khÈra
dukkha) and the suffering-in-change (vÊpariÓÈma dukkha) inherent
in kamma-results in the immaterial sphere and harbouring the wrong
view of eternalism, he develops ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas which give rise to
imperturbable formations. It is like a man who takes the wrong road
leading to the city of ogres. This shows how the ignorance of the
suffering in the immaterial existence causes imperturbable formations
to arise.

“Bhikkhus, a person, who lacks wisdom and is overwhelmed by
ignorance, cultivates the formations of merit, the formations of
demerit and the imperturbable formations. But when ignorance is
abandoned and wisdom with clear vision arises in him, he does
not cultivate even the formations of merit. (cf. S.ii, 82)
Here a disputer may still argue thus: “The statement that ‘ignorance

conditions formations to arise’ is now acceptable. But it must now be
asked that ‘for which formations and in which way is ignorance a
condition?’”

In reply to this question the Bleesed One has stated the Twenty-four
conditions as follows.

• • • • • The 24 Conditions of PaThe 24 Conditions of PaThe 24 Conditions of PaThe 24 Conditions of PaThe 24 Conditions of PaÔÔÔÔÔÔÔÔÔÔhÈÓa (hÈÓa (hÈÓa (hÈÓa (hÈÓa (PaccayuddesoPaccayuddesoPaccayuddesoPaccayuddesoPaccayuddeso)))))
“Hetupaccayo, ÈrammaÓapaccayo, adhipatipaccayo,
anantarapaccayo, samanantarapaccayo, sahajÈtapaccayo,
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the tongue-door and produce verbal intimation. And all the 29 voli-
tions are mental formations when they arise in the mind-door. So this
triad comes within the first triad.

• • • • • How Ignorance Causes Formations to AriseHow Ignorance Causes Formations to AriseHow Ignorance Causes Formations to AriseHow Ignorance Causes Formations to AriseHow Ignorance Causes Formations to Arise
Herein, it must be asked: How can it be known that these formations

have ignorance as their condition?
It can be known by the fact that formations evidently exist when

ignorance evidently exists. For when ignorance (moha), which is the
opposite of wisdom, is not yet totally eliminated by the fourfold Path-
wisdom in a person, that person, owing firstly to his unknowing about
the Noble Truth of Suffering and about the past five aggregates, etc.,
believes the suffering of the round of rebirths to be pleasant and em-
barks upon the three kinds of formations which are the cause of that
very saÑsÈra suffering. This is how the ignorance of the Noble Truth
of Suffering and the past five aggregates causes formations to arise.

Owing to his unknowing about the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suf-
fering and being overwhelmed by ignorance and craving, he exerts the
effort to embark upon the three kinds of formations that are actually
the cause of suffering, imagining them to be the cause of pleasure.
This shows how formations arise on account of the ignorance of the
second noble truth.

Again owing to his unknowing about the Noble Truth of the Cessa-
tion of Suffering and the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the Ces-
sation of Suffering, he misperceives that if he attains some special
destiny such as the Brahma world, suffering will cease, and that sacri-
ficial offering to a certain spirit and self-mortification will bring about
the cessation of suffering. So while aspiring to the cessation of suf-
fering, he embarks upon the three kinds of formations again in the
form of sacrifices and mortification. This shows how the ignorance
of the third and fourth noble truths causes formations to arise.

Furthermore, his ignorance of the four Noble Truths in particular
prevents him from recognizing as suffering the kind of suffering called
the fruit of merit, which is full of dangers beginning with birth, age-
ing, disease and death. So he embarks upon the formations of merit in
the form of bodily formations, verbal formations and mental forma-
tions in order to attain that kind of suffering. It is like a man who,
desiring celestial nymphs, jumps over a cliff.

Also not seeing how the fruit of merit reckoned as pleasure eventu-
ally breeds great distress near the time of death and that the suffering
due to change in condition (vipariÓÈma dukkha) is void of pleasure,
he embarks upon the formations of merit (puÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) which
is the condition for that very suffering. It is like a moth that falls into
a lamp’s flame, and like a man who wants a drop of honey licks the
honey-smeared knife-edge. This shows how the ignorance of
vipariÓÈma dukkha causes formations to arise.

Also not seeing the danger in the indulgence of sense-enjoyment,
etc., with its bad results wrongly perceived as pleasure, and being
overcome by defilements, he embarks upon the formations of de-
merit (apuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) that occur at the three doors of kamma. It
is like a child who plays with filth, and like a man who eats poison
because he wants to die. This describes how the ignorance of the dan-
ger of sense-pleasure causes formations to arise.

Also, being unaware of the suffering of formations (sa~khÈra
dukkha) and the suffering-in-change (vÊpariÓÈma dukkha) inherent
in kamma-results in the immaterial sphere and harbouring the wrong
view of eternalism, he develops ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas which give rise to
imperturbable formations. It is like a man who takes the wrong road
leading to the city of ogres. This shows how the ignorance of the
suffering in the immaterial existence causes imperturbable formations
to arise.

“Bhikkhus, a person, who lacks wisdom and is overwhelmed by
ignorance, cultivates the formations of merit, the formations of
demerit and the imperturbable formations. But when ignorance is
abandoned and wisdom with clear vision arises in him, he does
not cultivate even the formations of merit. (cf. S.ii, 82)
Here a disputer may still argue thus: “The statement that ‘ignorance

conditions formations to arise’ is now acceptable. But it must now be
asked that ‘for which formations and in which way is ignorance a
condition?’”

In reply to this question the Bleesed One has stated the Twenty-four
conditions as follows.

• • • • • The 24 Conditions of PaThe 24 Conditions of PaThe 24 Conditions of PaThe 24 Conditions of PaThe 24 Conditions of PaÔÔÔÔÔÔÔÔÔÔhÈÓa (hÈÓa (hÈÓa (hÈÓa (hÈÓa (PaccayuddesoPaccayuddesoPaccayuddesoPaccayuddesoPaccayuddeso)))))
“Hetupaccayo, ÈrammaÓapaccayo, adhipatipaccayo,
anantarapaccayo, samanantarapaccayo, sahajÈtapaccayo,
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aÒÒamaÒÒapaccayo, nissayapaccayo, upanissayapaccayo,
purejÈtapaccayo, pacchÈjÈtapaccayo, Èsevanapaccayo,
kammapaccyo, vipÈkapaccayo, ÈhÈrapaccayo, indriyapaccayo,
jhÈnapaccayo, maggapaccayo, sampayuttapaccayo,
vippayuttapaccayo, atthipaccayo, natthipaccayo, vigatapaccayo,
avigatapaccayoti.”
“(1) Root condition, (2) object condition, (3) predominance condi-

tion, (4) proximity condition, (5) contiguity condition, (6) conascence
condition, (7) mutuality condition, (8) support condition, (9) power-
ful support condition, (10) prenascence condition, (11) postnascence
condition, (12) repetition condition, (13) kamma condition, (14)
kamma-result condition, (15) nutriment condition, (16) faculty condi-
tion, (17) jhÈna condition, (18) path-condition, (19) association con-
dition, (20) dissociation condition, (21) presence condition, (22) ab-
sence condition, (23) disappearance condition, (24) non-disappear-
ance condition.”
• 1 The Root ConditionThe Root ConditionThe Root ConditionThe Root ConditionThe Root Condition ( ( ( ( (HetupaccayoHetupaccayoHetupaccayoHetupaccayoHetupaccayo)))))

The PÈÄi word ‘hetu’ means ‘cause’ or ‘root’. In such passage as
“Ye dhammÈ hetuppabhavÈ = those dhammas produced from a cause”,
‘hetu’ means ‘cause’.

In such passage as “Tayo kusala het|, tayo akusala het| — three moral
roots, three immoral roots,” ‘hetu’ means ‘root’. This meaning is in-
tended here.

‘Paccayo’ or ‘paccaya’ means ‘condition’. When a thing is indispen-
sable to another thing’s existence or arising, then the former is a condi-
tion for the latter. A condition has the characteristic of assisting. The
former assists the existence or arising of the latter.

The words, condition, cause, reason, source, originator, producer,
etc., are one in meaning though different in the letter.

The root condition represents three immoral roots, namely, greed
(lobha), anger (dosa), ignorance (moha), and three moral roots, namely,
greedlessness (alobha), non-hatred or loving-kindness (adosa), wis-
dom (amoha).

As the roots of a tree assist the tree to grow and to be firm and
stable, so too the six roots assist the consciousness and mental factors
associated with them and also the mind-born materiality to arise and
to be firm and stable by root condition. The effects of the six roots are

71 consciousnesses with roots, their 52 associated mental factors, and
cittaja r|pas produced by them.
• 2 The Object ConditionThe Object ConditionThe Object ConditionThe Object ConditionThe Object Condition ( ( ( ( (ŒrammaÓapaccayoŒrammaÓapaccayoŒrammaÓapaccayoŒrammaÓapaccayoŒrammaÓapaccayo)))))

An object that assists by being an object of grasping or supporting
is an object condition.

The object condition represents the six sense-objects, namely, the
visible object, the sound, the smell, the taste, the touch and the mind-
object. It comprises all mentality and materiality as well as NibbÈna
and concepts.

Just as a walking stick and a rope-line aid a weak preson to get up
and stand, so also the six sense-objects aid consciousnesses and their
associated mental factors to arise and exist.

In Paccayaniddeso the Buddha said, “Visible object aids eye-con-
sciousness and its concomitants to arise and exist by object condition,
and so on.”

The effects (paccayuppanna) of the object-condition are 89 con-
sciousnesses and their 52 associated mental factors.
• 3 Predominance Condition (Predominance Condition (Predominance Condition (Predominance Condition (Predominance Condition (AdhipatipaccayoAdhipatipaccayoAdhipatipaccayoAdhipatipaccayoAdhipatipaccayo)))))

A dhamma which aids its concomitants as a predominant factor is a
predominance condition.

The predominance condition is of two kinds— conascent predomi-
nance (sahajÈtÈdhipati) and object-predominance (ÈrammanÈdhipati).

Chanda, vÊriya, citta, vÊmaÑsa (investigating wisdom) can act as
conascent predominance, but only one at a time in a group of con-
sciousness and its associated mental factors.

In Paccayaniddeso the Buddha said, “Predominant wish or will
(chanda) aids the consciousness and the mental factors associated with
it and also the materiality produced by the consciousness to accom-
plish the task wished by chanda by predominance condition, and so
on.”

Also it was said by the Blessed One, “Grasping attentively any
dhamma as a predominant object, these dhammas, viz., conscious-
ness and its concomitants arise; the former dhamma aids the latter
dhamma to arise and exist by prdominance condition.”
• 4 Proximity ConditionProximity ConditionProximity ConditionProximity ConditionProximity Condition ( ( ( ( (AnantarapaccayoAnantarapaccayoAnantarapaccayoAnantarapaccayoAnantarapaccayo)))))

A dhamma that assists without any separation in time is a proximity
condition. When a consciousness together with its associated mental
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aÒÒamaÒÒapaccayo, nissayapaccayo, upanissayapaccayo,
purejÈtapaccayo, pacchÈjÈtapaccayo, Èsevanapaccayo,
kammapaccyo, vipÈkapaccayo, ÈhÈrapaccayo, indriyapaccayo,
jhÈnapaccayo, maggapaccayo, sampayuttapaccayo,
vippayuttapaccayo, atthipaccayo, natthipaccayo, vigatapaccayo,
avigatapaccayoti.”
“(1) Root condition, (2) object condition, (3) predominance condi-

tion, (4) proximity condition, (5) contiguity condition, (6) conascence
condition, (7) mutuality condition, (8) support condition, (9) power-
ful support condition, (10) prenascence condition, (11) postnascence
condition, (12) repetition condition, (13) kamma condition, (14)
kamma-result condition, (15) nutriment condition, (16) faculty condi-
tion, (17) jhÈna condition, (18) path-condition, (19) association con-
dition, (20) dissociation condition, (21) presence condition, (22) ab-
sence condition, (23) disappearance condition, (24) non-disappear-
ance condition.”
• 1 The Root ConditionThe Root ConditionThe Root ConditionThe Root ConditionThe Root Condition ( ( ( ( (HetupaccayoHetupaccayoHetupaccayoHetupaccayoHetupaccayo)))))

The PÈÄi word ‘hetu’ means ‘cause’ or ‘root’. In such passage as
“Ye dhammÈ hetuppabhavÈ = those dhammas produced from a cause”,
‘hetu’ means ‘cause’.

In such passage as “Tayo kusala het|, tayo akusala het| — three moral
roots, three immoral roots,” ‘hetu’ means ‘root’. This meaning is in-
tended here.

‘Paccayo’ or ‘paccaya’ means ‘condition’. When a thing is indispen-
sable to another thing’s existence or arising, then the former is a condi-
tion for the latter. A condition has the characteristic of assisting. The
former assists the existence or arising of the latter.

The words, condition, cause, reason, source, originator, producer,
etc., are one in meaning though different in the letter.

The root condition represents three immoral roots, namely, greed
(lobha), anger (dosa), ignorance (moha), and three moral roots, namely,
greedlessness (alobha), non-hatred or loving-kindness (adosa), wis-
dom (amoha).

As the roots of a tree assist the tree to grow and to be firm and
stable, so too the six roots assist the consciousness and mental factors
associated with them and also the mind-born materiality to arise and
to be firm and stable by root condition. The effects of the six roots are

71 consciousnesses with roots, their 52 associated mental factors, and
cittaja r|pas produced by them.
• 2 The Object ConditionThe Object ConditionThe Object ConditionThe Object ConditionThe Object Condition ( ( ( ( (ŒrammaÓapaccayoŒrammaÓapaccayoŒrammaÓapaccayoŒrammaÓapaccayoŒrammaÓapaccayo)))))

An object that assists by being an object of grasping or supporting
is an object condition.

The object condition represents the six sense-objects, namely, the
visible object, the sound, the smell, the taste, the touch and the mind-
object. It comprises all mentality and materiality as well as NibbÈna
and concepts.

Just as a walking stick and a rope-line aid a weak preson to get up
and stand, so also the six sense-objects aid consciousnesses and their
associated mental factors to arise and exist.

In Paccayaniddeso the Buddha said, “Visible object aids eye-con-
sciousness and its concomitants to arise and exist by object condition,
and so on.”

The effects (paccayuppanna) of the object-condition are 89 con-
sciousnesses and their 52 associated mental factors.
• 3 Predominance Condition (Predominance Condition (Predominance Condition (Predominance Condition (Predominance Condition (AdhipatipaccayoAdhipatipaccayoAdhipatipaccayoAdhipatipaccayoAdhipatipaccayo)))))

A dhamma which aids its concomitants as a predominant factor is a
predominance condition.

The predominance condition is of two kinds— conascent predomi-
nance (sahajÈtÈdhipati) and object-predominance (ÈrammanÈdhipati).

Chanda, vÊriya, citta, vÊmaÑsa (investigating wisdom) can act as
conascent predominance, but only one at a time in a group of con-
sciousness and its associated mental factors.

In Paccayaniddeso the Buddha said, “Predominant wish or will
(chanda) aids the consciousness and the mental factors associated with
it and also the materiality produced by the consciousness to accom-
plish the task wished by chanda by predominance condition, and so
on.”

Also it was said by the Blessed One, “Grasping attentively any
dhamma as a predominant object, these dhammas, viz., conscious-
ness and its concomitants arise; the former dhamma aids the latter
dhamma to arise and exist by prdominance condition.”
• 4 Proximity ConditionProximity ConditionProximity ConditionProximity ConditionProximity Condition ( ( ( ( (AnantarapaccayoAnantarapaccayoAnantarapaccayoAnantarapaccayoAnantarapaccayo)))))

A dhamma that assists without any separation in time is a proximity
condition. When a consciousness together with its associated mental
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factors dissolves, another consciousness together with its concomi-
tants arises without any separation in time. This phenomenon arises
because the former consciousness and mental factors aid the next
consciousness and mental factors to arise and exist by proximaity
condition.

Hence the Buddha said in the  Paccayaniddeso, “Eye-consciousness
and its concomitants aid sampaÔicchana (mind element) and its
conceomitants to arise and exist by proximity condition; sampaticchana
and its concomitants aid santiraÓa (mind-consciousness element) and
its concomitants to arise and exist by proximity condition, and so on.”

Though all consciousness and mental factors dissolve and disap-
pear soon after they have arisen, they do not dissolve without mo-
mentum and due concern. Each citta as well as each cetasika transmits
its property to the next arising citta and cetasikas and aids them to
arise without any separation in time and space by proximity or conti-
guity condition.
• 5 Contiguity Condition (Contiguity Condition (Contiguity Condition (Contiguity Condition (Contiguity Condition (SamanantarapaccayoSamanantarapaccayoSamanantarapaccayoSamanantarapaccayoSamanantarapaccayo)))))

Contiguity condition is the same as proximity condition. The differ-
ence is only in the letter, there is none in the meaning. They are des-
cribed by the same phenomena in Paccayaniddeso.

There is no interval (antara) between two consecutive conscious-
nesses, thus they are proximate (anantara). As consciousnesses have
no form and no shape like material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas), they are
quite without interval because the distinction of co-presence is lack-
ing, thus they are contiguous (samanantra).
• 6 Conascence ConditionConascence ConditionConascence ConditionConascence ConditionConascence Condition     (((((SahajÈtapaccayoSahajÈtapaccayoSahajÈtapaccayoSahajÈtapaccayoSahajÈtapaccayo)))))

A dhamma that, while arising, assists another dhamma to arise to-
gether, is a conascence condition, as a lamp is for illumination.

In any natural process in which the conditioning dhamma (paccaya)
and the conditionally arisen dhamma (paccayuppanna) arise together
simultaneously, then the former is said to condition the latter to arise
by conascence condition.

In Paccayaniddeso the Buddha said, “The four mental aggregates
(cittas and cetasikas) mutually condition one another to arise together
by conascence condition. The four geat essentials (pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo,
vÈyo) mutually condition one another to arise together by conascence
condition. At the moment of conception, mentality (rebirth conscious-

ness and mental factors) and materiality (kammaja-r|pa) mutually
condition each other to arise together by conascence condition, and so on.”
• 7 Mutuality ConditionMutuality ConditionMutuality ConditionMutuality ConditionMutuality Condition ( ( ( ( (AAAAAÒÒamaÒÒapaccayoÒÒamaÒÒapaccayoÒÒamaÒÒapaccayoÒÒamaÒÒapaccayoÒÒamaÒÒapaccayo)))))

The dhammas that mutually aid one another to arise and exist to-
gether are mutuality conditions, as the three sticks of a tripod aid one
another to remain balanced.

In Paccayaniddeso the Buddha said, “The four mental aggregates
mutually support one another by mutuality condition. The four pri-
mary elements mutually support one another by mutuality condition.
At the moment of conception, mentality (rebirth consciousness and
mental factors) and materiality (kamma-born materiality) mutually
support each other by mutuality condition.”
• 8 Support ConditionSupport ConditionSupport ConditionSupport ConditionSupport Condition     (((((NissayapaccayoNissayapaccayoNissayapaccayoNissayapaccayoNissayapaccayo)))))

A dhamma that assists as the foundation and support is a support
condition, as the earth is for trees, as canvas is for paintings, and so on.

It should be understood in the way stated for conascence thus: “The
four mental aggregates mutually support one another by support  con-
dition, and so on” and in the sixth instance “The eye-base (cakkhu-
pasÈda) supports the eye consciousness and its concomitants to arise
and exist by support condition, and so on.” The five conascent causes
serve as conascent-support condition and the six physical bases
(vatthus) serve as prenascent-support condition.
• 9 Powerful Support ConditionPowerful Support ConditionPowerful Support ConditionPowerful Support ConditionPowerful Support Condition (((((UpanissayapaccayoUpanissayapaccayoUpanissayapaccayoUpanissayapaccayoUpanissayapaccayo)))))

A powerful support condition is a powerful cause which assists by
means of support condition. For example, the rain is a powerful cause
that supports the growth of trees, animals and men. Similarly parents
are a powerful support for their children, and teachers for their stu-
dents.

In any phenomenon in which the cause is a powerful support for its
effect, then we say that the cause aids the effect to arise by means of
powerful support condition.

Powerful support condition is threefold, namely, (a) object-powerful-
support condition (Èramman|panissaya), (b) proximate-powerful- sup-
port condition (anantar|panisaya), (c) natural-powerful-support con-
dition (pakat|panissaya).

(a) The Blessed One first described the object-powerful-support
condition without differentiating it from object-predominance condi-
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factors dissolves, another consciousness together with its concomi-
tants arises without any separation in time. This phenomenon arises
because the former consciousness and mental factors aid the next
consciousness and mental factors to arise and exist by proximaity
condition.

Hence the Buddha said in the  Paccayaniddeso, “Eye-consciousness
and its concomitants aid sampaÔicchana (mind element) and its
conceomitants to arise and exist by proximity condition; sampaticchana
and its concomitants aid santiraÓa (mind-consciousness element) and
its concomitants to arise and exist by proximity condition, and so on.”

Though all consciousness and mental factors dissolve and disap-
pear soon after they have arisen, they do not dissolve without mo-
mentum and due concern. Each citta as well as each cetasika transmits
its property to the next arising citta and cetasikas and aids them to
arise without any separation in time and space by proximity or conti-
guity condition.
• 5 Contiguity Condition (Contiguity Condition (Contiguity Condition (Contiguity Condition (Contiguity Condition (SamanantarapaccayoSamanantarapaccayoSamanantarapaccayoSamanantarapaccayoSamanantarapaccayo)))))

Contiguity condition is the same as proximity condition. The differ-
ence is only in the letter, there is none in the meaning. They are des-
cribed by the same phenomena in Paccayaniddeso.

There is no interval (antara) between two consecutive conscious-
nesses, thus they are proximate (anantara). As consciousnesses have
no form and no shape like material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas), they are
quite without interval because the distinction of co-presence is lack-
ing, thus they are contiguous (samanantra).
• 6 Conascence ConditionConascence ConditionConascence ConditionConascence ConditionConascence Condition     (((((SahajÈtapaccayoSahajÈtapaccayoSahajÈtapaccayoSahajÈtapaccayoSahajÈtapaccayo)))))

A dhamma that, while arising, assists another dhamma to arise to-
gether, is a conascence condition, as a lamp is for illumination.

In any natural process in which the conditioning dhamma (paccaya)
and the conditionally arisen dhamma (paccayuppanna) arise together
simultaneously, then the former is said to condition the latter to arise
by conascence condition.

In Paccayaniddeso the Buddha said, “The four mental aggregates
(cittas and cetasikas) mutually condition one another to arise together
by conascence condition. The four geat essentials (pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo,
vÈyo) mutually condition one another to arise together by conascence
condition. At the moment of conception, mentality (rebirth conscious-

ness and mental factors) and materiality (kammaja-r|pa) mutually
condition each other to arise together by conascence condition, and so on.”
• 7 Mutuality ConditionMutuality ConditionMutuality ConditionMutuality ConditionMutuality Condition ( ( ( ( (AAAAAÒÒamaÒÒapaccayoÒÒamaÒÒapaccayoÒÒamaÒÒapaccayoÒÒamaÒÒapaccayoÒÒamaÒÒapaccayo)))))

The dhammas that mutually aid one another to arise and exist to-
gether are mutuality conditions, as the three sticks of a tripod aid one
another to remain balanced.

In Paccayaniddeso the Buddha said, “The four mental aggregates
mutually support one another by mutuality condition. The four pri-
mary elements mutually support one another by mutuality condition.
At the moment of conception, mentality (rebirth consciousness and
mental factors) and materiality (kamma-born materiality) mutually
support each other by mutuality condition.”
• 8 Support ConditionSupport ConditionSupport ConditionSupport ConditionSupport Condition     (((((NissayapaccayoNissayapaccayoNissayapaccayoNissayapaccayoNissayapaccayo)))))

A dhamma that assists as the foundation and support is a support
condition, as the earth is for trees, as canvas is for paintings, and so on.

It should be understood in the way stated for conascence thus: “The
four mental aggregates mutually support one another by support  con-
dition, and so on” and in the sixth instance “The eye-base (cakkhu-
pasÈda) supports the eye consciousness and its concomitants to arise
and exist by support condition, and so on.” The five conascent causes
serve as conascent-support condition and the six physical bases
(vatthus) serve as prenascent-support condition.
• 9 Powerful Support ConditionPowerful Support ConditionPowerful Support ConditionPowerful Support ConditionPowerful Support Condition (((((UpanissayapaccayoUpanissayapaccayoUpanissayapaccayoUpanissayapaccayoUpanissayapaccayo)))))

A powerful support condition is a powerful cause which assists by
means of support condition. For example, the rain is a powerful cause
that supports the growth of trees, animals and men. Similarly parents
are a powerful support for their children, and teachers for their stu-
dents.

In any phenomenon in which the cause is a powerful support for its
effect, then we say that the cause aids the effect to arise by means of
powerful support condition.

Powerful support condition is threefold, namely, (a) object-powerful-
support condition (Èramman|panissaya), (b) proximate-powerful- sup-
port condition (anantar|panisaya), (c) natural-powerful-support con-
dition (pakat|panissaya).

(a) The Blessed One first described the object-powerful-support
condition without differentiating it from object-predominance condi-
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tion thus:
“Having given alms, having observed moral precepts, having ob-

served Uposatha precepts, a person attentively reflects on his good
deed. He also attentively reflects on his former good deeds. Having
emerged from jhÈna, he attentively reflects on that jhÈna. A stream-
winner attentively reflects on the changes of lineage which have arisen
just before the Path-consciousness. A once-returner and a non-returner
attentively reflect on vodÈna. An arahant emerges from the path he
has just attained and attentively reflects on it.” (PÔn I. 165)

Herein, consciousness and mental factors arise by attentively giv-
ing reverence to that particular sense-object. That sense-object is neces-
sarily a powerful sense-object. The sense-object which is just worthy
of giving reverence attentively is object-predominance and the object
becomes object-powerful-support if in addition to that it is also a pow-
erful cause.

(b) The Buddha also described the proximity-powerful-support con-
dition without differentiating it from proximity condition thus:
“Preceeding wholesome dhammas (kusala cittas and cetasikas) assist
subsequent wholesome dhammas by powerful support condition.”

But there is a difference in the arrangement of contents (mÈtikÈ) in
PÈÄi between the two conditions.

In proximity condition: “CakkhuviÒÒÈÓa dhÈtu taÑsampayuttakÈca
dhammÈ manodhÈtuyÈ taÑsampayuttakÈnaÒca dhammanaÑ ananta-
rapaccayena paccayo...”

In proximity-powerful-support condition: “PurimÈ purimÈ kusalÈ
dhammÈ pacchimÈnaÑ pacchimÈnam kusalÈnaÑ dhammÈnaÑ
upanissaya paccayena paccayo....”

However, they come to the same thing in meaning. Nevertheless,
proximity condition may be understood as the ability to cause an oc-
currence of an appropriate consciousness arising next to itself, and
proximity-powerful-support condition as the preceeding conscious-
ness’s powerful cause in the arousing of the succeeding conscious-
ness.

(c) A powerful cause which is well developed to accomplish its re-
sult is a natural-powerful-support condition. Such powerful causes well
developed in oneself are faith (saddhÈ), morality (sÊla), knowledge
(suta), generosity (cÈga), wisdom (paÒÒÈ) or climate, food, lodging

place, person, etc., that are suitable to oneself.
Or else, the natural powerful causes which are unmixed with object

condition and proximity condition are natural-powerful-support con-
ditions.

“Natural-powerful-support condition should be understood thus: with
faith in the Triple Gem and in the Law of Kamma as a powerful cause,
a person offers alms, keeps pure morality, observes Sabbath precepts,
develops jhÈna, develops the Path-wisdom, develops supernomal pow-
ers, develops jhÈna attainment and Fruition attainment. With moral-
ity... With knowledge... With generosity.... With wisdom as a power-
ful cause, a person offers alms... develops jhÈna attainment and Frui-
tion attainment. Faith, morality, knowledge, generosity, wisdom are
natural-powerful-support conditions for the repeated arising of faith,
morality, knowledge, generosity, wisdom.” (PÔn I. 165)
• 10 Prenascence ConditPrenascence ConditPrenascence ConditPrenascence ConditPrenascence Conditiiiiiononononon ( ( ( ( (PurejÈtapaccayoPurejÈtapaccayoPurejÈtapaccayoPurejÈtapaccayoPurejÈtapaccayo)))))

A dhamma, which has arisen earlier before its conditionally arisen
thing, arises and assists the latter to arise by being present and exist-
ing, is a prenascence condition. It is elevenfold as six physical bases
(vatthus) and five sense objects.

The Buddha describes in the Paccayaniddeso thus: “The eye-base is
a prenascence condition for eye-consciousness and its concomittants.
The ear-base.... The nose-base.... The tongue-base.... The body-base...
The visible-object.. The sound.... The smell.....The taste... The tagible
object is a prenascence condition for body-consciousness and its con-
comitants. The visible object, the sound, the smell, the taste and the
tangible object are prenascent conditions for the mind-element and its
concomitants. The heart-base is a prenascence condition for the mind-
element and its concomitants, and it is sometimes a prenascence con-
dition and sometimes not a prenascence condition for the mind-con-
sciousness element and its concomittants.”

The five sense-objects serve as object-prenascent condition and the
six physical bases serve as vatthu-purejÈta condition.

• 1111111111     Postnascence ConditionPostnascence ConditionPostnascence ConditionPostnascence ConditionPostnascence Condition ( ( ( ( (PacchÈjÈtapaccayoPacchÈjÈtapaccayoPacchÈjÈtapaccayoPacchÈjÈtapaccayoPacchÈjÈtapaccayo)))))
A postnascent dhamma, which while present, assists a prenascent

dhamma which is also being present and existing by consolidating it,
is a postnascent condition. It is like the volition of appetite for food in
a young vulture assisting the body of the young vulture to grow.
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tion thus:
“Having given alms, having observed moral precepts, having ob-

served Uposatha precepts, a person attentively reflects on his good
deed. He also attentively reflects on his former good deeds. Having
emerged from jhÈna, he attentively reflects on that jhÈna. A stream-
winner attentively reflects on the changes of lineage which have arisen
just before the Path-consciousness. A once-returner and a non-returner
attentively reflect on vodÈna. An arahant emerges from the path he
has just attained and attentively reflects on it.” (PÔn I. 165)

Herein, consciousness and mental factors arise by attentively giv-
ing reverence to that particular sense-object. That sense-object is neces-
sarily a powerful sense-object. The sense-object which is just worthy
of giving reverence attentively is object-predominance and the object
becomes object-powerful-support if in addition to that it is also a pow-
erful cause.

(b) The Buddha also described the proximity-powerful-support con-
dition without differentiating it from proximity condition thus:
“Preceeding wholesome dhammas (kusala cittas and cetasikas) assist
subsequent wholesome dhammas by powerful support condition.”

But there is a difference in the arrangement of contents (mÈtikÈ) in
PÈÄi between the two conditions.

In proximity condition: “CakkhuviÒÒÈÓa dhÈtu taÑsampayuttakÈca
dhammÈ manodhÈtuyÈ taÑsampayuttakÈnaÒca dhammanaÑ ananta-
rapaccayena paccayo...”

In proximity-powerful-support condition: “PurimÈ purimÈ kusalÈ
dhammÈ pacchimÈnaÑ pacchimÈnam kusalÈnaÑ dhammÈnaÑ
upanissaya paccayena paccayo....”

However, they come to the same thing in meaning. Nevertheless,
proximity condition may be understood as the ability to cause an oc-
currence of an appropriate consciousness arising next to itself, and
proximity-powerful-support condition as the preceeding conscious-
ness’s powerful cause in the arousing of the succeeding conscious-
ness.

(c) A powerful cause which is well developed to accomplish its re-
sult is a natural-powerful-support condition. Such powerful causes well
developed in oneself are faith (saddhÈ), morality (sÊla), knowledge
(suta), generosity (cÈga), wisdom (paÒÒÈ) or climate, food, lodging

place, person, etc., that are suitable to oneself.
Or else, the natural powerful causes which are unmixed with object

condition and proximity condition are natural-powerful-support con-
ditions.

“Natural-powerful-support condition should be understood thus: with
faith in the Triple Gem and in the Law of Kamma as a powerful cause,
a person offers alms, keeps pure morality, observes Sabbath precepts,
develops jhÈna, develops the Path-wisdom, develops supernomal pow-
ers, develops jhÈna attainment and Fruition attainment. With moral-
ity... With knowledge... With generosity.... With wisdom as a power-
ful cause, a person offers alms... develops jhÈna attainment and Frui-
tion attainment. Faith, morality, knowledge, generosity, wisdom are
natural-powerful-support conditions for the repeated arising of faith,
morality, knowledge, generosity, wisdom.” (PÔn I. 165)
• 10 Prenascence ConditPrenascence ConditPrenascence ConditPrenascence ConditPrenascence Conditiiiiiononononon ( ( ( ( (PurejÈtapaccayoPurejÈtapaccayoPurejÈtapaccayoPurejÈtapaccayoPurejÈtapaccayo)))))

A dhamma, which has arisen earlier before its conditionally arisen
thing, arises and assists the latter to arise by being present and exist-
ing, is a prenascence condition. It is elevenfold as six physical bases
(vatthus) and five sense objects.

The Buddha describes in the Paccayaniddeso thus: “The eye-base is
a prenascence condition for eye-consciousness and its concomittants.
The ear-base.... The nose-base.... The tongue-base.... The body-base...
The visible-object.. The sound.... The smell.....The taste... The tagible
object is a prenascence condition for body-consciousness and its con-
comitants. The visible object, the sound, the smell, the taste and the
tangible object are prenascent conditions for the mind-element and its
concomitants. The heart-base is a prenascence condition for the mind-
element and its concomitants, and it is sometimes a prenascence con-
dition and sometimes not a prenascence condition for the mind-con-
sciousness element and its concomittants.”

The five sense-objects serve as object-prenascent condition and the
six physical bases serve as vatthu-purejÈta condition.

• 1111111111     Postnascence ConditionPostnascence ConditionPostnascence ConditionPostnascence ConditionPostnascence Condition ( ( ( ( (PacchÈjÈtapaccayoPacchÈjÈtapaccayoPacchÈjÈtapaccayoPacchÈjÈtapaccayoPacchÈjÈtapaccayo)))))
A postnascent dhamma, which while present, assists a prenascent

dhamma which is also being present and existing by consolidating it,
is a postnascent condition. It is like the volition of appetite for food in
a young vulture assisting the body of the young vulture to grow.
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Hence it is said by the Blessed One: “Postnascent consciousness
and its concomitants aid this prenascent materiality (i.e., heart-base,
eye-base, ear-base, etc.,) by postnascent condition.”

85 consciousnesses, with the exception of 4 ar|pavipaka cittas, and
their associated 52 mental factors aid the 6 physical bases as
postnascence conditions.
• 12 Repetition ConditionRepetition ConditionRepetition ConditionRepetition ConditionRepetition Condition ( ( ( ( (ŒsevanapaccayoŒsevanapaccayoŒsevanapaccayoŒsevanapaccayoŒsevanapaccayo)))))

A dhamma which assists its conditionally-arisen dhamma to become
well versed or skilful or powerful by repeated action is a repetition
condition. It is like repeated learning which assists one to become
well versed.

In cognitive processes the javana consciousness usually occurs seven
times. Here all the preceding javanas are for the succeeding ones a
condition by way of repetition.

Hence it is said in the Paccayaniddeso: “Preceeding javana kusala
cittas and their concomitants assist subsequent javana kusala cittas
and their concomitants to become more powerful by repetition condi-
tion. Preceeding javana akusala cittas.... Preceeding javana functional
indeterminate cittas and their concomitants assist subsequent javana
functional indeterminate cittas and their concomitants to become more
powerful by repetition condition.”

The preceeding 17 lokiya kusala javanas, the preceeding 12 akusala
javanas, the preceeding 18 kiriya javanas with the exception of the
respective seventh javanas aid subsequent javanas by repetition condition.
• 13 Kamma ConditionKamma ConditionKamma ConditionKamma ConditionKamma Condition ( ( ( ( (KammapaccayoKammapaccayoKammapaccayoKammapaccayoKammapaccayo)))))

The dhamma (89 volitions) that can assist by means of the action
and endeavour of the mind is the kamma condition. It is twofold as
(a) moral volition and immoral volition (nÈnÈkkhaÓika kamma) act-
ing from a different time and (b) as all conascent volitions (sahajÈta
kamma), according as it is stated in the Paccayaniddeso:

“Moral kamma and immoral kamma are kamma conditions for their
resultant mental aggregates (vipÈka cittas and cetasikas) and kamma-
born materiality (kammaja r|pa). Conascent volition is a kamma con-
dition for its concomitants and the consciousness-born materiality
(cittaja r|pa).”

The 33 volitions which associate with 21 moral consciousnesses
and  12 immoral consciousnesses aid their 36 resultant consciousnesses

and their 38 associated mental factors and kamma-born materiality to
arise as nÈnÈkhaÓika-kamma conditions.

The 89 volitions which associate with 89 consciousnesses aid their
associated 89 consciousnesses, 51 mental factors (except volition),
mind-born materiality and kamma-born materiality at rebirth as
conascent-kamma conditions.
• 14 Kamma-result Condition (Kamma-result Condition (Kamma-result Condition (Kamma-result Condition (Kamma-result Condition (VipÈkapaccayoVipÈkapaccayoVipÈkapaccayoVipÈkapaccayoVipÈkapaccayo)))))

The kamma-result of a past kamma consists of kamma-result con-
sciousness, its associated mental factors and kamma-born materiality
which arise during the whole life from the moment of rebirth till death.
As they are caused to arise by the kamma, they can arise quietly and
effortlessly and the kamma-result consciousness and its concomitants
assists one another to arise quietly and effortlessly by kamma-result
condition.

It is said by the Buddha thus: “In the course of existence one result-
ant indeterminate aggregate is a kamma-result condition for three men-
tal aggregates and for the consciousness-born materiality... At the
moment of rebirth one resultant indeterminate aggregate is a kamma-
result condition for three mental aggregates, three mental aggregates
for one aggregate, two mental aggregates for two mental aggregates,
and also for the kamma-born materiality. The rebirth mental aggre-
gates are a kamma-result condition for the heart-base.”
• 15 Nutriment ConditionNutriment ConditionNutriment ConditionNutriment ConditionNutriment Condition ( ( ( ( (ŒhÈrapaccayoŒhÈrapaccayoŒhÈrapaccayoŒhÈrapaccayoŒhÈrapaccayo)))))

The four kinds of nutriment, which assist material and mental
dhammas by supporting them, are nutriment conditions. It is said by
the Buddha thus:

“Physical nutriment (ojÈ) is a nutriment condition for this body
(ÈhÈraja r|pa). Immaterial nutriments (phassa, cetanÈ and viÒÒÈÓa)
are nutriment conditions for their concomitants (89 cittas + 52 cetasikas)
and for the consciousness-born materialtiy.”

Also in PaÒÒhÈvÈra (Question Section) it is said: “At the moment of
rebirth, resultant indeterminate nutriments are nutriment conditions for
aggregates associated with them and for the kamma-born materiality”.
• 16 Faculty Condition (Faculty Condition (Faculty Condition (Faculty Condition (Faculty Condition (IndriyapaccayoIndriyapaccayoIndriyapaccayoIndriyapaccayoIndriyapaccayo)))))

With the exception of masculinity-faculty and femininity-faculty,
the twenty remaining faculties,  which assist in the sense of control-
ling faculty, are faculty conditions.
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Hence it is said by the Blessed One: “Postnascent consciousness
and its concomitants aid this prenascent materiality (i.e., heart-base,
eye-base, ear-base, etc.,) by postnascent condition.”

85 consciousnesses, with the exception of 4 ar|pavipaka cittas, and
their associated 52 mental factors aid the 6 physical bases as
postnascence conditions.
• 12 Repetition ConditionRepetition ConditionRepetition ConditionRepetition ConditionRepetition Condition ( ( ( ( (ŒsevanapaccayoŒsevanapaccayoŒsevanapaccayoŒsevanapaccayoŒsevanapaccayo)))))

A dhamma which assists its conditionally-arisen dhamma to become
well versed or skilful or powerful by repeated action is a repetition
condition. It is like repeated learning which assists one to become
well versed.

In cognitive processes the javana consciousness usually occurs seven
times. Here all the preceding javanas are for the succeeding ones a
condition by way of repetition.

Hence it is said in the Paccayaniddeso: “Preceeding javana kusala
cittas and their concomitants assist subsequent javana kusala cittas
and their concomitants to become more powerful by repetition condi-
tion. Preceeding javana akusala cittas.... Preceeding javana functional
indeterminate cittas and their concomitants assist subsequent javana
functional indeterminate cittas and their concomitants to become more
powerful by repetition condition.”

The preceeding 17 lokiya kusala javanas, the preceeding 12 akusala
javanas, the preceeding 18 kiriya javanas with the exception of the
respective seventh javanas aid subsequent javanas by repetition condition.
• 13 Kamma ConditionKamma ConditionKamma ConditionKamma ConditionKamma Condition ( ( ( ( (KammapaccayoKammapaccayoKammapaccayoKammapaccayoKammapaccayo)))))

The dhamma (89 volitions) that can assist by means of the action
and endeavour of the mind is the kamma condition. It is twofold as
(a) moral volition and immoral volition (nÈnÈkkhaÓika kamma) act-
ing from a different time and (b) as all conascent volitions (sahajÈta
kamma), according as it is stated in the Paccayaniddeso:

“Moral kamma and immoral kamma are kamma conditions for their
resultant mental aggregates (vipÈka cittas and cetasikas) and kamma-
born materiality (kammaja r|pa). Conascent volition is a kamma con-
dition for its concomitants and the consciousness-born materiality
(cittaja r|pa).”

The 33 volitions which associate with 21 moral consciousnesses
and  12 immoral consciousnesses aid their 36 resultant consciousnesses

and their 38 associated mental factors and kamma-born materiality to
arise as nÈnÈkhaÓika-kamma conditions.

The 89 volitions which associate with 89 consciousnesses aid their
associated 89 consciousnesses, 51 mental factors (except volition),
mind-born materiality and kamma-born materiality at rebirth as
conascent-kamma conditions.
• 14 Kamma-result Condition (Kamma-result Condition (Kamma-result Condition (Kamma-result Condition (Kamma-result Condition (VipÈkapaccayoVipÈkapaccayoVipÈkapaccayoVipÈkapaccayoVipÈkapaccayo)))))

The kamma-result of a past kamma consists of kamma-result con-
sciousness, its associated mental factors and kamma-born materiality
which arise during the whole life from the moment of rebirth till death.
As they are caused to arise by the kamma, they can arise quietly and
effortlessly and the kamma-result consciousness and its concomitants
assists one another to arise quietly and effortlessly by kamma-result
condition.

It is said by the Buddha thus: “In the course of existence one result-
ant indeterminate aggregate is a kamma-result condition for three men-
tal aggregates and for the consciousness-born materiality... At the
moment of rebirth one resultant indeterminate aggregate is a kamma-
result condition for three mental aggregates, three mental aggregates
for one aggregate, two mental aggregates for two mental aggregates,
and also for the kamma-born materiality. The rebirth mental aggre-
gates are a kamma-result condition for the heart-base.”
• 15 Nutriment ConditionNutriment ConditionNutriment ConditionNutriment ConditionNutriment Condition ( ( ( ( (ŒhÈrapaccayoŒhÈrapaccayoŒhÈrapaccayoŒhÈrapaccayoŒhÈrapaccayo)))))

The four kinds of nutriment, which assist material and mental
dhammas by supporting them, are nutriment conditions. It is said by
the Buddha thus:

“Physical nutriment (ojÈ) is a nutriment condition for this body
(ÈhÈraja r|pa). Immaterial nutriments (phassa, cetanÈ and viÒÒÈÓa)
are nutriment conditions for their concomitants (89 cittas + 52 cetasikas)
and for the consciousness-born materialtiy.”

Also in PaÒÒhÈvÈra (Question Section) it is said: “At the moment of
rebirth, resultant indeterminate nutriments are nutriment conditions for
aggregates associated with them and for the kamma-born materiality”.
• 16 Faculty Condition (Faculty Condition (Faculty Condition (Faculty Condition (Faculty Condition (IndriyapaccayoIndriyapaccayoIndriyapaccayoIndriyapaccayoIndriyapaccayo)))))

With the exception of masculinity-faculty and femininity-faculty,
the twenty remaining faculties,  which assist in the sense of control-
ling faculty, are faculty conditions.
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It is said by the Buddha in the Paccayaniddeso thus: “The eye-faculty
is a faculty condition for eye-consciousness and its associated mental
factors. The ear faculty...... The nose faculty..... The tongue faculty....
The body facutly is a faculty condition for body-consciousness and
its associated mental factors. The material life faculty is a faculty con-
dition for conascent kamma-born materiality. The immaterial facul-
ties are faculty conditions for their concomitants (89 cittas + 52
cetasikas) and for the consciousness-born materiality.”

In PaÒÒhÈvÈra it is said: “At the moment of rebirth resultant indeter-
minate faculties are faculty conditions for aggregates (19 rebirth
consciousnesses + 35 mental factors) associated with them and for the
kamma-born materiality.”
• 17 JhÈna Condition 17 JhÈna Condition 17 JhÈna Condition 17 JhÈna Condition 17 JhÈna Condition (((((JhÈnapaccayoJhÈnapaccayoJhÈnapaccayoJhÈnapaccayoJhÈnapaccayo)))))

All the seven jhÈna factors (vitakka, vicÈra, pÊti, somanassa,
domanassa, upekkhÈ, ekaggatÈ) classed as moral, immoral and inde-
terminate, leaving out pleasant feeling and painful feeling in the two
sets of five consciousnesses, which assist their concomitants (79 cittas
with the exception of 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈnas + 52 cetasikas) and the
consciousness-born materiality to observe the samatha and vipassanÈ
objects closely and attentively are known as jhÈna conditions.

It is said in the Paccayaniddeso by the Buddha thus: “The jhÈna
factors are jhÈna conditions for their concomitants and for the con-
sciousness-born materiality.”

In PaÒÒhÈvÈra it is said by the Buddha thus: “At the moment of
rebirth resultant indeterminate jhÈna factors are jhÈna conditions for
their associated aggregates (19 rebirth consciousnesses + 35 cetasikas)
and for the kamma-born materiality.”
• 18 Path conditionPath conditionPath conditionPath conditionPath condition (((((MaggapaccayoMaggapaccayoMaggapaccayoMaggapaccayoMaggapaccayo)))))

All the twelve factors classed as moral and immoral, which assist in
the sense of an outlet from whatever it may be are path conditions.
The essential elements of the 12 path conditions are paÒÒÈ, vitakka,
sammÈvÈcÈ, sammÈkammanta, sammÈ-ÈjÊva, vÊriya, sati, sammÈ-
samÈdhi, micchÈdiÔÔhi, micchÈsa~kappa, micchÈvÈyÈma, and
micchÈsamÈdhi.

It is said by the Buddha in Paccayaniddeso thus: “The path factors
are path conditions for their concomitants (71 cittas with roots + 52
cetasikas) and for the consciousness-born materiality.”

In PaÒÒhÈvÈra it is said by the Blessed One thus: “At the moment of
rebirth, resultant indeterminate path factors are path conditions for
their associated aggregates and for the kamma-born materiality.”
• 19 Association Condition (Association Condition (Association Condition (Association Condition (Association Condition (SampayuttapaccayoSampayuttapaccayoSampayuttapaccayoSampayuttapaccayoSampayuttapaccayo)))))

All the 89 consciousnesses and 52 mental factors that assist one
another by way of association consisting in having the same physical
base, the same sense-object, the same arising and the same cessation
are association conditions.

It is said by the Blessed One thus: “The four immaterial aggregates
are mutual association conditions for one another.”
• 20 Dissociation ConditionDissociation ConditionDissociation ConditionDissociation ConditionDissociation Condition ( ( ( ( (VippayuttapaccayoVippayuttapaccayoVippayuttapaccayoVippayuttapaccayoVippayuttapaccayo)))))

Material dhammas that assist immaterial dhammas, and immaterial
dhammas that assist material dhammas by not having the same physi-
cal base, etc., are dissociation conditions. Dissociation condition is
threefold as conascent, postnascent and prenascent.

This is said by the Blessed One: “Conascent moral aggregates are
conascent dissociation conditions for the consciousness-born materiali-
ty. Postnascent moral mental aggregates are postnascent dissociation
conditions for this prenascent body of material bases.” (PÔn I. 176)

In the analysis of conascent condition in the indeterminate clause it
is said: “At the moment of rebirth the resultant indeterminate mental
aggregates are conascent dissociation conditions for the kamma-born
materiality. The mental aggregates are dissociation conditions for the
heart-base and  the heart-base for the mental aggregates.” (PÔn I. 176)

Furthermore the prenascent dissociation conditionprenascent dissociation conditionprenascent dissociation conditionprenascent dissociation conditionprenascent dissociation condition should be un-
derstood by means of the six physical bases, namely, eye-base, etc.,
according as it is said: “The prenascent eye base is a prenascent disso-
ciation condition for eye-consciousness..... The prenascent body-base
is a prenascent dissociation condition for body-consciousness. The
heart-base is a prenascent dissociation condition for resultant indeter-
minate aggregates and for functional indeterminate aggregates. The
heart-base is a prenascent dissociation condition for moral aggregates
as well as for immoral aggregates.”
• 21 Presence ConditionPresence ConditionPresence ConditionPresence ConditionPresence Condition ( ( ( ( (AtthipacayoAtthipacayoAtthipacayoAtthipacayoAtthipacayo)))))

A dhamma, that obviously exists in the present and assists another
obviously existing dhamma by supporting it, is a presence condition.
It is stated by the Buddha in the Paccayaniddeso as follows.
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It is said by the Buddha in the Paccayaniddeso thus: “The eye-faculty
is a faculty condition for eye-consciousness and its associated mental
factors. The ear faculty...... The nose faculty..... The tongue faculty....
The body facutly is a faculty condition for body-consciousness and
its associated mental factors. The material life faculty is a faculty con-
dition for conascent kamma-born materiality. The immaterial facul-
ties are faculty conditions for their concomitants (89 cittas + 52
cetasikas) and for the consciousness-born materiality.”

In PaÒÒhÈvÈra it is said: “At the moment of rebirth resultant indeter-
minate faculties are faculty conditions for aggregates (19 rebirth
consciousnesses + 35 mental factors) associated with them and for the
kamma-born materiality.”
• 17 JhÈna Condition 17 JhÈna Condition 17 JhÈna Condition 17 JhÈna Condition 17 JhÈna Condition (((((JhÈnapaccayoJhÈnapaccayoJhÈnapaccayoJhÈnapaccayoJhÈnapaccayo)))))

All the seven jhÈna factors (vitakka, vicÈra, pÊti, somanassa,
domanassa, upekkhÈ, ekaggatÈ) classed as moral, immoral and inde-
terminate, leaving out pleasant feeling and painful feeling in the two
sets of five consciousnesses, which assist their concomitants (79 cittas
with the exception of 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈnas + 52 cetasikas) and the
consciousness-born materiality to observe the samatha and vipassanÈ
objects closely and attentively are known as jhÈna conditions.

It is said in the Paccayaniddeso by the Buddha thus: “The jhÈna
factors are jhÈna conditions for their concomitants and for the con-
sciousness-born materiality.”

In PaÒÒhÈvÈra it is said by the Buddha thus: “At the moment of
rebirth resultant indeterminate jhÈna factors are jhÈna conditions for
their associated aggregates (19 rebirth consciousnesses + 35 cetasikas)
and for the kamma-born materiality.”
• 18 Path conditionPath conditionPath conditionPath conditionPath condition (((((MaggapaccayoMaggapaccayoMaggapaccayoMaggapaccayoMaggapaccayo)))))

All the twelve factors classed as moral and immoral, which assist in
the sense of an outlet from whatever it may be are path conditions.
The essential elements of the 12 path conditions are paÒÒÈ, vitakka,
sammÈvÈcÈ, sammÈkammanta, sammÈ-ÈjÊva, vÊriya, sati, sammÈ-
samÈdhi, micchÈdiÔÔhi, micchÈsa~kappa, micchÈvÈyÈma, and
micchÈsamÈdhi.

It is said by the Buddha in Paccayaniddeso thus: “The path factors
are path conditions for their concomitants (71 cittas with roots + 52
cetasikas) and for the consciousness-born materiality.”

In PaÒÒhÈvÈra it is said by the Blessed One thus: “At the moment of
rebirth, resultant indeterminate path factors are path conditions for
their associated aggregates and for the kamma-born materiality.”
• 19 Association Condition (Association Condition (Association Condition (Association Condition (Association Condition (SampayuttapaccayoSampayuttapaccayoSampayuttapaccayoSampayuttapaccayoSampayuttapaccayo)))))

All the 89 consciousnesses and 52 mental factors that assist one
another by way of association consisting in having the same physical
base, the same sense-object, the same arising and the same cessation
are association conditions.

It is said by the Blessed One thus: “The four immaterial aggregates
are mutual association conditions for one another.”
• 20 Dissociation ConditionDissociation ConditionDissociation ConditionDissociation ConditionDissociation Condition ( ( ( ( (VippayuttapaccayoVippayuttapaccayoVippayuttapaccayoVippayuttapaccayoVippayuttapaccayo)))))

Material dhammas that assist immaterial dhammas, and immaterial
dhammas that assist material dhammas by not having the same physi-
cal base, etc., are dissociation conditions. Dissociation condition is
threefold as conascent, postnascent and prenascent.

This is said by the Blessed One: “Conascent moral aggregates are
conascent dissociation conditions for the consciousness-born materiali-
ty. Postnascent moral mental aggregates are postnascent dissociation
conditions for this prenascent body of material bases.” (PÔn I. 176)

In the analysis of conascent condition in the indeterminate clause it
is said: “At the moment of rebirth the resultant indeterminate mental
aggregates are conascent dissociation conditions for the kamma-born
materiality. The mental aggregates are dissociation conditions for the
heart-base and  the heart-base for the mental aggregates.” (PÔn I. 176)

Furthermore the prenascent dissociation conditionprenascent dissociation conditionprenascent dissociation conditionprenascent dissociation conditionprenascent dissociation condition should be un-
derstood by means of the six physical bases, namely, eye-base, etc.,
according as it is said: “The prenascent eye base is a prenascent disso-
ciation condition for eye-consciousness..... The prenascent body-base
is a prenascent dissociation condition for body-consciousness. The
heart-base is a prenascent dissociation condition for resultant indeter-
minate aggregates and for functional indeterminate aggregates. The
heart-base is a prenascent dissociation condition for moral aggregates
as well as for immoral aggregates.”
• 21 Presence ConditionPresence ConditionPresence ConditionPresence ConditionPresence Condition ( ( ( ( (AtthipacayoAtthipacayoAtthipacayoAtthipacayoAtthipacayo)))))

A dhamma, that obviously exists in the present and assists another
obviously existing dhamma by supporting it, is a presence condition.
It is stated by the Buddha in the Paccayaniddeso as follows.
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“The four immaterial aggregates mutually assist one another by pres-
ence condition. The four great primary elements mutually assist one
another by presence condition. At the moment of rebirth mentality
and materiality mutually aid each other by presence condition. Con-
sciousness and its concomitants aid the consciousness-born materiality
by presence condition. The four great primary elements aid derived
materiality by presence condition.

“The eye-base aids the eye-consciousness and its concomitants by
presence condition. The ear-base.... The nose-base...... The tongue-
base...... The body-base...... The visible-object aids the eye-conscious-
ness and its concomitants by presence condition. The sound.... The
smell.... The taste.... The tangible object.... The visible  object, the
sound, the smell, the taste and the tangible object aid the mind-element
and its concomitants by presence condition. Depending on this mate-
riality (heart-base) the mind element and the mind-consciousness ele-
ment arise; that materiality aids the mind-element, the mind-conscious-
ness element, and their concomitants by presence condition.”

In PaÒÒhÈvÈra the Buddha describes conascent presence condition,
prenascent presence condition, postnascent presence condition, nutri-
ment presnece condition, faculty presence condition as follows.

“ One aggregate is a conascent presence condition for three aggre-
gates and for materiality originated thereby.” Under prenascent pres-
ence condition the description is given according to the six prenascent
physical bases and the five prenascent sense objects. Under postnascent
presence condition the description is given according to postnascent
consciousness and consciousness concomitants as conditions for this
body of material bases. Under nutriment presence condition and faculty
presence condition the description is given respectively thus: “Physi-
cal nutriment is a nutriment presence condition for this body” and
“The material-life faculty is a faculty presence condition for kamma-
born materiality.” (PÔn I. 178)
• 22 Absence ConditionAbsence ConditionAbsence ConditionAbsence ConditionAbsence Condition (Natthipaccayo)

The imaterial dhammas that, by their ceasing in contiguity, assist by
giving opportunity to next immaterial dhammas that arise proximately
after them are absence conditions.

It is said by the Blessed One in the Paccayaniddeso thus: “The mental
aggregates that have just ceased in contiguity are absence conditions

for the present consciousness and its concomitants.”
• 23 Disappearance ConditionDisappearance ConditionDisappearance ConditionDisappearance ConditionDisappearance Condition ( ( ( ( (VigatapaccayoVigatapaccayoVigatapaccayoVigatapaccayoVigatapaccayo)))))

Those same dhammas which are absence conditions, because they
assist by their disappearance, are disappearance conditions.

It is said by the Buddha in the Paccayaniddeso thus: “The conscious-
ness and its concomitants that have just disappeared in contiguity are
disappearance conditions for the present consciousness and its con-
comitants.”
• 24 Non-disappearance Condition (Non-disappearance Condition (Non-disappearance Condition (Non-disappearance Condition (Non-disappearance Condition (AvigatapaccayoAvigatapaccayoAvigatapaccayoAvigatapaccayoAvigatapaccayo)))))

Those same dhammas which are presence conditions, because they
assist by their non-disappearance, should be understood as non-dis-
appearance conditions. Though the presence conditions and the non-
disappearance condition are the same, they are taught by the Blessed
One as an embellishment of his teaching to suit the needs of those
who are teachable.
• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of AvijjÈpaccayÈ SaAvijjÈpaccayÈ SaAvijjÈpaccayÈ SaAvijjÈpaccayÈ SaAvijjÈpaccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈ~khÈrÈ~khÈrÈ~khÈrÈ~khÈrÈ

Ignorance (avijjÈ) is a condition for formations of merit (puÒÒÈbhi-
sa~khÈra) in two ways, namely, as object condition and as support
condition. Ignorance is an object condition for formations of merit of
the sense-sphere at the time of comprehending ignorance as liable to
exhaustion and destruction; and it is likewise for those of the fine-
material sphere at the time of knowing a deluded mind by direct-know-
ledge consciousness such as cetopariyaÒÈÓa.

Ignorance is a powerful-support condition for formations of merit
of the sense-sphere in one who, for the purpose of overcoming igno-
rance, fulfils alms-giving, observing moral precepts, etc., and for the
fine-material-sphere formations in one who develops fine-material
jhÈnas for the same purpose. Likewise in one who performs the same
meritorious deeds while aspiring to the delight of sense-sphere exis-
tence and fine-material existence, he is strongly deluded with igno-
rance.

Ignorance is a condition for formations of demerit (apuÒÒÈbhi-
sa~khÈra) in more than 17 ways. How? As object condition at the time
of the arising of greed, wrong view, sceptical doubt, restlessness and
anger on account of ignorance; as object-predominance condition and
object-powerful-support condition at the time of giving special atten-
tion to ignorance and enjoying it with craving and wrong view; as
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“The four immaterial aggregates mutually assist one another by pres-
ence condition. The four great primary elements mutually assist one
another by presence condition. At the moment of rebirth mentality
and materiality mutually aid each other by presence condition. Con-
sciousness and its concomitants aid the consciousness-born materiality
by presence condition. The four great primary elements aid derived
materiality by presence condition.

“The eye-base aids the eye-consciousness and its concomitants by
presence condition. The ear-base.... The nose-base...... The tongue-
base...... The body-base...... The visible-object aids the eye-conscious-
ness and its concomitants by presence condition. The sound.... The
smell.... The taste.... The tangible object.... The visible  object, the
sound, the smell, the taste and the tangible object aid the mind-element
and its concomitants by presence condition. Depending on this mate-
riality (heart-base) the mind element and the mind-consciousness ele-
ment arise; that materiality aids the mind-element, the mind-conscious-
ness element, and their concomitants by presence condition.”

In PaÒÒhÈvÈra the Buddha describes conascent presence condition,
prenascent presence condition, postnascent presence condition, nutri-
ment presnece condition, faculty presence condition as follows.

“ One aggregate is a conascent presence condition for three aggre-
gates and for materiality originated thereby.” Under prenascent pres-
ence condition the description is given according to the six prenascent
physical bases and the five prenascent sense objects. Under postnascent
presence condition the description is given according to postnascent
consciousness and consciousness concomitants as conditions for this
body of material bases. Under nutriment presence condition and faculty
presence condition the description is given respectively thus: “Physi-
cal nutriment is a nutriment presence condition for this body” and
“The material-life faculty is a faculty presence condition for kamma-
born materiality.” (PÔn I. 178)
• 22 Absence ConditionAbsence ConditionAbsence ConditionAbsence ConditionAbsence Condition (Natthipaccayo)

The imaterial dhammas that, by their ceasing in contiguity, assist by
giving opportunity to next immaterial dhammas that arise proximately
after them are absence conditions.

It is said by the Blessed One in the Paccayaniddeso thus: “The mental
aggregates that have just ceased in contiguity are absence conditions

for the present consciousness and its concomitants.”
• 23 Disappearance ConditionDisappearance ConditionDisappearance ConditionDisappearance ConditionDisappearance Condition ( ( ( ( (VigatapaccayoVigatapaccayoVigatapaccayoVigatapaccayoVigatapaccayo)))))

Those same dhammas which are absence conditions, because they
assist by their disappearance, are disappearance conditions.

It is said by the Buddha in the Paccayaniddeso thus: “The conscious-
ness and its concomitants that have just disappeared in contiguity are
disappearance conditions for the present consciousness and its con-
comitants.”
• 24 Non-disappearance Condition (Non-disappearance Condition (Non-disappearance Condition (Non-disappearance Condition (Non-disappearance Condition (AvigatapaccayoAvigatapaccayoAvigatapaccayoAvigatapaccayoAvigatapaccayo)))))

Those same dhammas which are presence conditions, because they
assist by their non-disappearance, should be understood as non-dis-
appearance conditions. Though the presence conditions and the non-
disappearance condition are the same, they are taught by the Blessed
One as an embellishment of his teaching to suit the needs of those
who are teachable.
• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of AvijjÈpaccayÈ SaAvijjÈpaccayÈ SaAvijjÈpaccayÈ SaAvijjÈpaccayÈ SaAvijjÈpaccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈ~khÈrÈ~khÈrÈ~khÈrÈ~khÈrÈ

Ignorance (avijjÈ) is a condition for formations of merit (puÒÒÈbhi-
sa~khÈra) in two ways, namely, as object condition and as support
condition. Ignorance is an object condition for formations of merit of
the sense-sphere at the time of comprehending ignorance as liable to
exhaustion and destruction; and it is likewise for those of the fine-
material sphere at the time of knowing a deluded mind by direct-know-
ledge consciousness such as cetopariyaÒÈÓa.

Ignorance is a powerful-support condition for formations of merit
of the sense-sphere in one who, for the purpose of overcoming igno-
rance, fulfils alms-giving, observing moral precepts, etc., and for the
fine-material-sphere formations in one who develops fine-material
jhÈnas for the same purpose. Likewise in one who performs the same
meritorious deeds while aspiring to the delight of sense-sphere exis-
tence and fine-material existence, he is strongly deluded with igno-
rance.

Ignorance is a condition for formations of demerit (apuÒÒÈbhi-
sa~khÈra) in more than 17 ways. How? As object condition at the time
of the arising of greed, wrong view, sceptical doubt, restlessness and
anger on account of ignorance; as object-predominance condition and
object-powerful-support condition at the time of giving special atten-
tion to ignorance and enjoying it with craving and wrong view; as
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powerful-support condition in one who, being strongly deluded with
ignorance and unaware of the bad effects of killing, stealing, etc.,
kills living beings, etc., as proximity, contiguity, proximity-powerful-
support, repetition, absence and disappearance conditions for the sec-
ond javana consciousness and so on; as root condition, conascence,
mutuality, support, association, presence and non-disappearance con-
ditions in one doing all immoral actions.

Finally ignorance is a condition in one way, namely, as powerful-
support condition only, for formations of the imperturbable. This con-
dition should be understood as stated under the formations of merit.

• No Single Fruit from Single CauseNo Single Fruit from Single CauseNo Single Fruit from Single CauseNo Single Fruit from Single CauseNo Single Fruit from Single Cause
Here it may be asked: “Is ignorance the only condition for forma-

tions, or are there other conditions?”
Firstly, if it is the only cause, there will follow the assertion of a

single cause (ekakÈraÓavÈda). But then if there are other causes, the
description of it is a single cause, namely, ‘With ignorance as condi-
tion there are formations’ is incorrect. It is not incorrect. Why not?

Here is the reason: there is no single or multiple fruits of any kind
from a single cause, nor a single fruit from multiple causes, but only
multiple fruits from multiple causes.

So from multiple causes such as temperature, earth, seed and mois-
ture is seen to arise a multiple fruit, in other words, the shoot, which
has visible form, odour, taste, and so on.

However, the Buddha preaches Dependent Origination as one cause
and one effect thus: “With ignorance as condition there are forma-
tions; with formations as condition, consciousness; and so on.”
The reasons are as follows.
1 In some discourses the Buddha wants to mention the main cause

and effect clearly.
2 In some discourses he wants to point out the most obviouse cause

and fruit.
3 In some instances he wants to show the cause and effect which

are not common to all.
4 In some instances the Blessed One employs one representative

cause and fruit when it is suitable for the sake of elegance in
instruction.

5 In some instances he employs one representative cause and effect

to suit the interest and the aptitude of his listeners.

• How Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to FormationsHow Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to FormationsHow Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to FormationsHow Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to FormationsHow Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to Formations
Firstly when he is confused about deathdeathdeathdeathdeath, instead of taking death

thus: ‘In one existence the break-up of aggregates is death’, he fig-
ures that ‘it is a person or a soul (atta) that dies’, or that ‘the lasting
soul of a person migrates to another body’.

When he is confused about rebirth, instead of taking rebirth thus:
‘Birth in one existence is the first manifestation of aggregates in that
existence’, he figures that a lasting soul or being is manifested in a
new body.

When he is confused about the round of rebirths, instead of taking
the round of rebirths as “the endless chain of aggregates, of elements,
of bases that carries on unbrokenly”, he figures that it is a lasting
being that goes from this world to another world, that comes from
another world to this world.

When he is confused in the characteristics of formations, instead
of apprehending their natural and common characteristics, he figures
that “formations are self, belong to a self, are lasting, pleasant and
beautiful”.

When he is confused about Dependent Origination, instead of tak-
ing the arising of formations due to ignorance, etc., he figures that it
is a self or soul that knows or does not know, that acts and causes
action, that appears in rebirth-linking. He figures that an Overlord,
etc., shapes its body in the various states of the embryo and endows it
with faculties. When it has been endowed with faculties it touches,
feels, craves, clings, and performs both moral and immoral actions.

Thus he figures, blinded by ignorance. He is like a blind man who
wanders about the earth, taking now right path and now wrong path,
now heights and now hollows, now even ground and now uneven
ground, and so he forms formations now of merit, now of demerit
and now imperturbable.
• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Sa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViSa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViSa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViSa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViSa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViÒÒÈnaÑÒÒÈnaÑÒÒÈnaÑÒÒÈnaÑÒÒÈnaÑ

In the relation “with formations as condition, there is consciousness”,
consciousness is sixfold as eye-consciousness, ear-consciousness,
nose-consciousness, tongue-consciousness, body-consciousness and
mind-consciousness. They actually comprise 32 resultant conscious-
nesses, namely, 7 immoral resultant consciousnesses, 8 moral rootless
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powerful-support condition in one who, being strongly deluded with
ignorance and unaware of the bad effects of killing, stealing, etc.,
kills living beings, etc., as proximity, contiguity, proximity-powerful-
support, repetition, absence and disappearance conditions for the sec-
ond javana consciousness and so on; as root condition, conascence,
mutuality, support, association, presence and non-disappearance con-
ditions in one doing all immoral actions.

Finally ignorance is a condition in one way, namely, as powerful-
support condition only, for formations of the imperturbable. This con-
dition should be understood as stated under the formations of merit.

• No Single Fruit from Single CauseNo Single Fruit from Single CauseNo Single Fruit from Single CauseNo Single Fruit from Single CauseNo Single Fruit from Single Cause
Here it may be asked: “Is ignorance the only condition for forma-

tions, or are there other conditions?”
Firstly, if it is the only cause, there will follow the assertion of a

single cause (ekakÈraÓavÈda). But then if there are other causes, the
description of it is a single cause, namely, ‘With ignorance as condi-
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So from multiple causes such as temperature, earth, seed and mois-
ture is seen to arise a multiple fruit, in other words, the shoot, which
has visible form, odour, taste, and so on.

However, the Buddha preaches Dependent Origination as one cause
and one effect thus: “With ignorance as condition there are forma-
tions; with formations as condition, consciousness; and so on.”
The reasons are as follows.
1 In some discourses the Buddha wants to mention the main cause

and effect clearly.
2 In some discourses he wants to point out the most obviouse cause

and fruit.
3 In some instances he wants to show the cause and effect which

are not common to all.
4 In some instances the Blessed One employs one representative

cause and fruit when it is suitable for the sake of elegance in
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5 In some instances he employs one representative cause and effect

to suit the interest and the aptitude of his listeners.

• How Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to FormationsHow Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to FormationsHow Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to FormationsHow Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to FormationsHow Ignorance of Death, Rebirth, etc., leads to Formations
Firstly when he is confused about deathdeathdeathdeathdeath, instead of taking death

thus: ‘In one existence the break-up of aggregates is death’, he fig-
ures that ‘it is a person or a soul (atta) that dies’, or that ‘the lasting
soul of a person migrates to another body’.

When he is confused about rebirth, instead of taking rebirth thus:
‘Birth in one existence is the first manifestation of aggregates in that
existence’, he figures that a lasting soul or being is manifested in a
new body.

When he is confused about the round of rebirths, instead of taking
the round of rebirths as “the endless chain of aggregates, of elements,
of bases that carries on unbrokenly”, he figures that it is a lasting
being that goes from this world to another world, that comes from
another world to this world.

When he is confused in the characteristics of formations, instead
of apprehending their natural and common characteristics, he figures
that “formations are self, belong to a self, are lasting, pleasant and
beautiful”.

When he is confused about Dependent Origination, instead of tak-
ing the arising of formations due to ignorance, etc., he figures that it
is a self or soul that knows or does not know, that acts and causes
action, that appears in rebirth-linking. He figures that an Overlord,
etc., shapes its body in the various states of the embryo and endows it
with faculties. When it has been endowed with faculties it touches,
feels, craves, clings, and performs both moral and immoral actions.

Thus he figures, blinded by ignorance. He is like a blind man who
wanders about the earth, taking now right path and now wrong path,
now heights and now hollows, now even ground and now uneven
ground, and so he forms formations now of merit, now of demerit
and now imperturbable.
• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Sa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViSa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViSa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViSa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViSa~khÈrapaccayÈ ViÒÒÈnaÑÒÒÈnaÑÒÒÈnaÑÒÒÈnaÑÒÒÈnaÑ

In the relation “with formations as condition, there is consciousness”,
consciousness is sixfold as eye-consciousness, ear-consciousness,
nose-consciousness, tongue-consciousness, body-consciousness and
mind-consciousness. They actually comprise 32 resultant conscious-
nesses, namely, 7 immoral resultant consciousnesses, 8 moral rootless
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resultant consciousnesses, 8 sense-sphere moral resultant conscious-
nesses with roots, 5 fine-material sphere moral resultant conscious-
nesses and 4 immaterial-sphere moral resultant consciousnesses. The
supramundane consciousnesses are not included as they are not in-
volved in the round of misery.

How is it to be known that those 32 resultant consciousnesses have
formations as their conditions? — Because there is no kamma-result
without stored-up kamma. For these consciousnesses are kamma-re-
sults, they do not arise in the absence of stored-up kammas.

If they do, then all kinds of kamm-resultant consciousnesses will
arise in all kinds of beings. It is not so. This is how it should be known
that resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.

Which kind of consciousness has which kind of formation as its
condition? The 7 immoral resultant consciousnesses have the 12 im-
moral volitions that associate with the 12 immoral consciousnesses as
their conditions. The 8 moral rootless resultant consciousnesses and
the 8 sense-sphere moral resultant consciousnesses with roots have
the 8 volitions associated with the 8 sense-sphere moral conscious-
nesses as their conditions. The 5 fine-material-sphere resultant
consciousnesses have the 5 volitions associated with the 5 fine-mate-
rial-sphere moral consciousnesses as their conditions. Similarly the 4
immaterial-sphere resultant consciousnesses have the 4 volitions as-
sociated with the 4 immaterial-sphere moral consciousnesses as their
conditions.

Of the 32 resultant consciousnesses stated above, the 19 resultant
consciousnesses comprising 2 upekkha santÊraÓa cittas, 8 mahÈvipÈka
cittas, 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas and 4 ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas can
function as rebirth-consciouisnesses, life-continuum, and death-
consciousnesses. So they can arise both at the moment of rebirth
(paÔisandhi kÈla) and in the course of existence (pavatti kÈla) whereas
the remaining 13 resultant consciousnesses (10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas + 2
sampaÔicchanas + somanassa santÊraÓa) arise only in the course of
existence. Three kinds of formations are conditions, as kamma condi-
tion and powerful-support condition, for the 32 resultant conscious-
nesses.
Different Kinds of Rebirth and Different Kinds of Rebirth and Different Kinds of Rebirth and Different Kinds of Rebirth and Different Kinds of Rebirth and DDDDDifferent Realms of Rebirthifferent Realms of Rebirthifferent Realms of Rebirthifferent Realms of Rebirthifferent Realms of Rebirth

(1) How many kinds of rebirth are there?
(2) How many kinds of rebirth-consciousnesses are there?

(3) Where and by what consciousness does rebirth come about?
(4) What is the object of rebirth-consciousness?

(1) Nineteen kinds of rebirth according to 19 rebirth-conscious-
nesses and one material rebirth in AsaÒÒasatta-brahma realm make up
20 types of rebirth.

(2) There are 19 kinds of rebirth-consciousnesses as stated above.
(3) Immoral resultant upkkhÈ santÊraÓa citta produces woeful re-

birth in the four woeful abodes. Rootless moral resultant upekkhÈ
santÊraÓa citta gives birth in the human realm and the lower
catumahÈrÈjikÈ realm among those born blind, born deaf, born mad,
born dumb, born sexless, and so on. The 8 sense-sphere moral result-
ant consciousnesses with roots give birth to normal persons in the
human realm as well as in the six sense-sphere celestial realms.

The 5 fine-material-sphere moral resultant consciousnesses give
birth in the fine-material sphere brahma realms whereas the 4 immate-
rial-sphere moral resultant consciousnesses produce rebirth in the four
immaterial brahma realms.

(4) The object of rebirth consciousness is one of three signs,
namely, the sign of kamma which gives rise to the present existence,
or the sign of kamma object (kamma-nimitta) which is the object seen
or heard at the time of performing the action generating the kamma,
or the sign of destiny (gati-ninitta) which is connected with the place
of rebirth.

With respect to time the rebirth-consciousness takes one of three
kinds of objects, namely, ‘past’, ‘present’, or ‘concept’. The material
rebirth of AsaÒÒasatta brahma has no object.

The object of rebirth consciousness is retaken by life-continuum
and finally by death-consciousness.

• From Happy Realms to Unhappy DestiniesFrom Happy Realms to Unhappy DestiniesFrom Happy Realms to Unhappy DestiniesFrom Happy Realms to Unhappy DestiniesFrom Happy Realms to Unhappy Destinies
A person in a blissful sense-sphere plane (human or celestial realm)

is an evil-doer. When he is lying on his death-bed, his evil kamma
which is going to generate his next rebirth or its sign (kamma-nimitta)
appears in his mind-door. Then the following near-death cognitive
series (maraÓÈsanna vÊthi) arises.

Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

Na = bhava~ga calana — vibrating life-continuum
Da = bhava~gu-paccheda — arrested life-continuum
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resultant consciousnesses, 8 sense-sphere moral resultant conscious-
nesses with roots, 5 fine-material sphere moral resultant conscious-
nesses and 4 immaterial-sphere moral resultant consciousnesses. The
supramundane consciousnesses are not included as they are not in-
volved in the round of misery.

How is it to be known that those 32 resultant consciousnesses have
formations as their conditions? — Because there is no kamma-result
without stored-up kamma. For these consciousnesses are kamma-re-
sults, they do not arise in the absence of stored-up kammas.

If they do, then all kinds of kamm-resultant consciousnesses will
arise in all kinds of beings. It is not so. This is how it should be known
that resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.resultant consciousnesses have formations as their conditions.

Which kind of consciousness has which kind of formation as its
condition? The 7 immoral resultant consciousnesses have the 12 im-
moral volitions that associate with the 12 immoral consciousnesses as
their conditions. The 8 moral rootless resultant consciousnesses and
the 8 sense-sphere moral resultant consciousnesses with roots have
the 8 volitions associated with the 8 sense-sphere moral conscious-
nesses as their conditions. The 5 fine-material-sphere resultant
consciousnesses have the 5 volitions associated with the 5 fine-mate-
rial-sphere moral consciousnesses as their conditions. Similarly the 4
immaterial-sphere resultant consciousnesses have the 4 volitions as-
sociated with the 4 immaterial-sphere moral consciousnesses as their
conditions.

Of the 32 resultant consciousnesses stated above, the 19 resultant
consciousnesses comprising 2 upekkha santÊraÓa cittas, 8 mahÈvipÈka
cittas, 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas and 4 ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas can
function as rebirth-consciouisnesses, life-continuum, and death-
consciousnesses. So they can arise both at the moment of rebirth
(paÔisandhi kÈla) and in the course of existence (pavatti kÈla) whereas
the remaining 13 resultant consciousnesses (10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas + 2
sampaÔicchanas + somanassa santÊraÓa) arise only in the course of
existence. Three kinds of formations are conditions, as kamma condi-
tion and powerful-support condition, for the 32 resultant conscious-
nesses.
Different Kinds of Rebirth and Different Kinds of Rebirth and Different Kinds of Rebirth and Different Kinds of Rebirth and Different Kinds of Rebirth and DDDDDifferent Realms of Rebirthifferent Realms of Rebirthifferent Realms of Rebirthifferent Realms of Rebirthifferent Realms of Rebirth

(1) How many kinds of rebirth are there?
(2) How many kinds of rebirth-consciousnesses are there?

(3) Where and by what consciousness does rebirth come about?
(4) What is the object of rebirth-consciousness?

(1) Nineteen kinds of rebirth according to 19 rebirth-conscious-
nesses and one material rebirth in AsaÒÒasatta-brahma realm make up
20 types of rebirth.

(2) There are 19 kinds of rebirth-consciousnesses as stated above.
(3) Immoral resultant upkkhÈ santÊraÓa citta produces woeful re-

birth in the four woeful abodes. Rootless moral resultant upekkhÈ
santÊraÓa citta gives birth in the human realm and the lower
catumahÈrÈjikÈ realm among those born blind, born deaf, born mad,
born dumb, born sexless, and so on. The 8 sense-sphere moral result-
ant consciousnesses with roots give birth to normal persons in the
human realm as well as in the six sense-sphere celestial realms.

The 5 fine-material-sphere moral resultant consciousnesses give
birth in the fine-material sphere brahma realms whereas the 4 immate-
rial-sphere moral resultant consciousnesses produce rebirth in the four
immaterial brahma realms.

(4) The object of rebirth consciousness is one of three signs,
namely, the sign of kamma which gives rise to the present existence,
or the sign of kamma object (kamma-nimitta) which is the object seen
or heard at the time of performing the action generating the kamma,
or the sign of destiny (gati-ninitta) which is connected with the place
of rebirth.

With respect to time the rebirth-consciousness takes one of three
kinds of objects, namely, ‘past’, ‘present’, or ‘concept’. The material
rebirth of AsaÒÒasatta brahma has no object.

The object of rebirth consciousness is retaken by life-continuum
and finally by death-consciousness.

• From Happy Realms to Unhappy DestiniesFrom Happy Realms to Unhappy DestiniesFrom Happy Realms to Unhappy DestiniesFrom Happy Realms to Unhappy DestiniesFrom Happy Realms to Unhappy Destinies
A person in a blissful sense-sphere plane (human or celestial realm)

is an evil-doer. When he is lying on his death-bed, his evil kamma
which is going to generate his next rebirth or its sign (kamma-nimitta)
appears in his mind-door. Then the following near-death cognitive
series (maraÓÈsanna vÊthi) arises.

Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

Na = bhava~ga calana — vibrating life-continuum
Da = bhava~gu-paccheda — arrested life-continuum
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Ma = manodvÈrÈvajjana — mind-door-directing consciousness
Ja = Javana — impulsive consciousness
Td = tadÈlambana — registering consciousness
Cu = cuti — death-consciousness
PaÔi= paÔisandhi — rebirth-consciousness
Bh = bhava~ga — life-continuum

When the successful kamma or its sign appears at the mind door,
life-continuum vibrates two times and is arrested. Then the mind-door
directing consciousness apprehends the kamma or its sign and de-
cides whether it is good or bad. According to this decision the impul-
sive consciousness arises five times, followed by two registering
consciousnesses and death-consciousness. Soon after that, without any
lapse in time, rebirth-consciousness generated by the successful kamma
arises in the new existence taking the kamma or its sign as its object.
Then life-continuum follows taking the same object taken by rebirth
consciousness. This is the kind of rebirth-linking that takes a past ob-
ject and comes next to death-consciousness with a past object.

In another case at the time of death there comes into focus in one
of the five doors an inferior object that is a cause of greed or hell-fire
owing to bad kamma. Then the following near-death-cognitive series
arises.

TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sam-SantÊ-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

TÊ = atÊtabhava~ga — past life-continuum
Na = bhava~ga calana — vibrating life-continuum
Da = bhava~gu paccheda — arrested life-continuum
Pa = paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana — five-door-directing consciousness
Ca = cakkhuviÒÒÈÓa — eye-consciousness
Sam = sampaÔicchana — receiving consciousness
Santi = santÊrana — investigating consciousness
Vo = voÔÔhapana — determining consciousness
Ja = Javana — impulsive consciousness
Td = tadÈrammaÓa — registering consciousness
Cu = cuti — death-consciousness
PaÔi= paÔisandhi — rebirth-consciousness
Bh = bhava~ga — life-continuum

When the present sign of destiny of great intensity strikes the eye-
door, it becomes distinct after one consciousness-moment (atÊtabha-

va~ga) and causes life-continuum to vibrate twice and arrested (Na,
Da). Then the five-door-directing consciousness apprehends the ob-
ject, followed by eye-consciousness, receiving consciousness, inves-
tigating consciousness, determining consciousness, five javana con-
sciousnesses, two registering consciousnesses and death-conscious-
ness. Soon after that, without any lapse in time, rebirth-consciousness
arises  in the new existence taking the sign of destiny as its object.
Then life- continuum follows taking the same object. This is the kind
of rebirth-linking that takes a present object and comes next to death-
consciousness with a past object.

• From Unhappy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Happy Destiny
In the case of a person in an unhappy destiny who has stored up

moral kamma, at the time of near death, that moral kamma or the sign
of that moral kamma appears at the mind door. Then the following
cognitive series arises. It is similar to the first case.

Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

This is how rebirth-linking occurs in a happy destiny with a past
object next to death-consciousness in an unhappy destiny with a past
object.

• From Happy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Happy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Happy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Happy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Happy Realm to Happy Destiny
In the case of a person in a happy destiny who has stored up

moral kamma, when he is lying on his death-bed, that moral kamma
or the sign of that moral kamma appears at the mind door. Then a
cognitive series similar to the above cognitive series arises.

This is how rebirth-linking occurs in a happy destiny with a past
object next to death-consciousness in a happy destiny with a past ob-
ject.

In the case of a person in a happy destiny who has stored up
exalted moral kamma (r|pÈvacara kusala kamma or ar|pÈvacara kusala
kamma), when he is lying on his death-bed, only the sign of that exalted
moral kamma (kasina-counter sign, etc.) appears at the mind door.
Then the following cognitive series without registering consciousness
arises.

Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

The rebirth-consciousness in the fine-material realm or immaterial
realm takes the sign of the exalted moral kamma. Then life-continuum
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Ma = manodvÈrÈvajjana — mind-door-directing consciousness
Ja = Javana — impulsive consciousness
Td = tadÈlambana — registering consciousness
Cu = cuti — death-consciousness
PaÔi= paÔisandhi — rebirth-consciousness
Bh = bhava~ga — life-continuum

When the successful kamma or its sign appears at the mind door,
life-continuum vibrates two times and is arrested. Then the mind-door
directing consciousness apprehends the kamma or its sign and de-
cides whether it is good or bad. According to this decision the impul-
sive consciousness arises five times, followed by two registering
consciousnesses and death-consciousness. Soon after that, without any
lapse in time, rebirth-consciousness generated by the successful kamma
arises in the new existence taking the kamma or its sign as its object.
Then life-continuum follows taking the same object taken by rebirth
consciousness. This is the kind of rebirth-linking that takes a past ob-
ject and comes next to death-consciousness with a past object.

In another case at the time of death there comes into focus in one
of the five doors an inferior object that is a cause of greed or hell-fire
owing to bad kamma. Then the following near-death-cognitive series
arises.

TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sam-SantÊ-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

TÊ = atÊtabhava~ga — past life-continuum
Na = bhava~ga calana — vibrating life-continuum
Da = bhava~gu paccheda — arrested life-continuum
Pa = paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana — five-door-directing consciousness
Ca = cakkhuviÒÒÈÓa — eye-consciousness
Sam = sampaÔicchana — receiving consciousness
Santi = santÊrana — investigating consciousness
Vo = voÔÔhapana — determining consciousness
Ja = Javana — impulsive consciousness
Td = tadÈrammaÓa — registering consciousness
Cu = cuti — death-consciousness
PaÔi= paÔisandhi — rebirth-consciousness
Bh = bhava~ga — life-continuum

When the present sign of destiny of great intensity strikes the eye-
door, it becomes distinct after one consciousness-moment (atÊtabha-

va~ga) and causes life-continuum to vibrate twice and arrested (Na,
Da). Then the five-door-directing consciousness apprehends the ob-
ject, followed by eye-consciousness, receiving consciousness, inves-
tigating consciousness, determining consciousness, five javana con-
sciousnesses, two registering consciousnesses and death-conscious-
ness. Soon after that, without any lapse in time, rebirth-consciousness
arises  in the new existence taking the sign of destiny as its object.
Then life- continuum follows taking the same object. This is the kind
of rebirth-linking that takes a present object and comes next to death-
consciousness with a past object.

• From Unhappy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Happy Destiny
In the case of a person in an unhappy destiny who has stored up

moral kamma, at the time of near death, that moral kamma or the sign
of that moral kamma appears at the mind door. Then the following
cognitive series arises. It is similar to the first case.

Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

This is how rebirth-linking occurs in a happy destiny with a past
object next to death-consciousness in an unhappy destiny with a past
object.

• From Happy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Happy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Happy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Happy Realm to Happy DestinyFrom Happy Realm to Happy Destiny
In the case of a person in a happy destiny who has stored up

moral kamma, when he is lying on his death-bed, that moral kamma
or the sign of that moral kamma appears at the mind door. Then a
cognitive series similar to the above cognitive series arises.

This is how rebirth-linking occurs in a happy destiny with a past
object next to death-consciousness in a happy destiny with a past ob-
ject.

In the case of a person in a happy destiny who has stored up
exalted moral kamma (r|pÈvacara kusala kamma or ar|pÈvacara kusala
kamma), when he is lying on his death-bed, only the sign of that exalted
moral kamma (kasina-counter sign, etc.) appears at the mind door.
Then the following cognitive series without registering consciousness
arises.

Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

The rebirth-consciousness in the fine-material realm or immaterial
realm takes the sign of the exalted moral kamma. Then life-continuum
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follows taking the same object. This is the kind of rebirth-linking that
takes a past or not-so-classifiable object (navattabba object) and comes
next to death-consciousness with a past object.

In the case of another person who has stored up sense-sphere moral
kamma, when he is lying on his death bed, the sign of destiny owing
to that moral kamma in the form of the mother’s womb in the case of
the human world or in the form of a celestial garden, celestial palace
or wishing-tree in the case of a celestial world. Then the following
near-death cognitive series arises.

TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sam-SantÊ-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......

The rebirth consciousness in the happy realm takes the near death-
sign. Then life-continuum follows taking the same sign. This is the
kind of rebirth-linking that has a present object and comes next to
death-consciousness with a past object.

• From Unhappy Realm to Unhappy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Unhappy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Unhappy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Unhappy DestinyFrom Unhappy Realm to Unhappy Destiny
In the case of one in an unhappy destiny who is an evil-doer, that

kamma or the sign of that kamma appears in the mind-door at the time
of near death. A mind-door near-death cognitive series arises followed
by rebirth-consciousness in an unhappy world taking the same near-
death sign as its object. This is the kind of rebirth-linking that takes a
past object and comes next to death-consciousness with a past object.

If, however, a sign of destiny due to an evil kamma appears in
one of the five sense-doors at the time of near death, a five-door near-
death cognitive series arises followed by rebirth consciousness in an
unhappy world taking the same near-death sign as its object. This is
the kind of rebirth-linking that takes the present object and comes
next to death-consciousness with a past object.

• How Kamma is a ConditionHow Kamma is a ConditionHow Kamma is a ConditionHow Kamma is a ConditionHow Kamma is a Condition
When the 19 kamma-resultant consciousnesses occur in rebirth-

linking, they do so by means of kamma in two ways. The kamma can
be the condition of rebirth-consciousness both as
(1) kamma condition acting from a different time (nÈnÈkkhaÓika

kamma),
(2) natural-powerful-support condition (pakat|panissaya).

• Different Kinds of RebirthDifferent Kinds of RebirthDifferent Kinds of RebirthDifferent Kinds of RebirthDifferent Kinds of Rebirth
1 The 19 kamma-resultant consciousnesses occur in one way only

as rebirth consciousness.

2 They are twofold as divided into mixed with materiality (missa-
paÔisandhi) and unmixed with materiality (amissapaÔisandhi).

3 They are threefold as divided according to sense-sphere becoming
(kÈmabhava), fine-material becoming (r|pabhava) and immaterial
becoming (ar|pabhava).

4 They are fourfold as egg-born generation (aÓdajayoni), womb-
born generation (jalÈbujayoni), moisture-born generation
(saÑsedajayoni), and spontaneous-born generation
(opapÈtikayoni). (M. i, 73)

5 They are fivefold according to destiny, namely, hell destiny
(nirayagati), animal destiny (tiracchÈnagati), woeful destiny
(petagati), human destiny (manussagati), and celestial destiny
(devagati). (M. i, 73)

6 They are sevenfold according to stations of consciousness
(viÒÒÈÓaÔhiti). The seven stations are (D. iii, 253):
(1) NÈnattakÈya-nÈnattasaÒÒÊ — different bodies and different

perceptions such as human beings, deities, vinipÈtika as|rÈs;
(2) NÈnattakÈya-ekattasaÒÒÊ — different bodies and same percep-

tions such as beings in woeful abodes, brahmÈs in three first
jhÈna planes;

(3) EkattakÈya-nÈnattasaÒÒÊ — same bodies and different percep-
tions such as brahmÈs in three second jhÈna planes;

(4) EkattakÈya-ekattasaÒÒÊ — same bodies and same perceptions
such as brahmÈs in three third jhÈna planes and six fourth
jhÈna planes with the exception of asaÒÒasatta realm;

(5) ÃkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana,
(6) ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana, and
(7) AkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana.

7 They are eightfold according to the abodes of beings (D. iii, 263):
(1) NÈnattakÈya-nÈnattasaÒÒÊ — human beings and deities,
(2) NÈnattakÈya-ekattasaÒÒÊ — woeful abodes and three first jhÈna

planes.
(3) EkattakÈya-nÈnattasaÒÒÊ — three second jhÈna planes,
(4) EkattakÈya-ekattasaÒÒÊ — three third jhÈna planes,

vehapphala realm, suddhÈvÈsa realms.
(5) ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana realm,
(6) ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana realm,
(7) AkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana realm, and
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follows taking the same object. This is the kind of rebirth-linking that
takes a past or not-so-classifiable object (navattabba object) and comes
next to death-consciousness with a past object.

In the case of another person who has stored up sense-sphere moral
kamma, when he is lying on his death bed, the sign of destiny owing
to that moral kamma in the form of the mother’s womb in the case of
the human world or in the form of a celestial garden, celestial palace
or wishing-tree in the case of a celestial world. Then the following
near-death cognitive series arises.

TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sam-SantÊ-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-Cu-PaÔi-Bh......
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In the case of one in an unhappy destiny who is an evil-doer, that
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death sign as its object. This is the kind of rebirth-linking that takes a
past object and comes next to death-consciousness with a past object.

If, however, a sign of destiny due to an evil kamma appears in
one of the five sense-doors at the time of near death, a five-door near-
death cognitive series arises followed by rebirth consciousness in an
unhappy world taking the same near-death sign as its object. This is
the kind of rebirth-linking that takes the present object and comes
next to death-consciousness with a past object.

• How Kamma is a ConditionHow Kamma is a ConditionHow Kamma is a ConditionHow Kamma is a ConditionHow Kamma is a Condition
When the 19 kamma-resultant consciousnesses occur in rebirth-

linking, they do so by means of kamma in two ways. The kamma can
be the condition of rebirth-consciousness both as
(1) kamma condition acting from a different time (nÈnÈkkhaÓika

kamma),
(2) natural-powerful-support condition (pakat|panissaya).

• Different Kinds of RebirthDifferent Kinds of RebirthDifferent Kinds of RebirthDifferent Kinds of RebirthDifferent Kinds of Rebirth
1 The 19 kamma-resultant consciousnesses occur in one way only

as rebirth consciousness.

2 They are twofold as divided into mixed with materiality (missa-
paÔisandhi) and unmixed with materiality (amissapaÔisandhi).

3 They are threefold as divided according to sense-sphere becoming
(kÈmabhava), fine-material becoming (r|pabhava) and immaterial
becoming (ar|pabhava).

4 They are fourfold as egg-born generation (aÓdajayoni), womb-
born generation (jalÈbujayoni), moisture-born generation
(saÑsedajayoni), and spontaneous-born generation
(opapÈtikayoni). (M. i, 73)

5 They are fivefold according to destiny, namely, hell destiny
(nirayagati), animal destiny (tiracchÈnagati), woeful destiny
(petagati), human destiny (manussagati), and celestial destiny
(devagati). (M. i, 73)

6 They are sevenfold according to stations of consciousness
(viÒÒÈÓaÔhiti). The seven stations are (D. iii, 253):
(1) NÈnattakÈya-nÈnattasaÒÒÊ — different bodies and different

perceptions such as human beings, deities, vinipÈtika as|rÈs;
(2) NÈnattakÈya-ekattasaÒÒÊ — different bodies and same percep-

tions such as beings in woeful abodes, brahmÈs in three first
jhÈna planes;

(3) EkattakÈya-nÈnattasaÒÒÊ — same bodies and different percep-
tions such as brahmÈs in three second jhÈna planes;

(4) EkattakÈya-ekattasaÒÒÊ — same bodies and same perceptions
such as brahmÈs in three third jhÈna planes and six fourth
jhÈna planes with the exception of asaÒÒasatta realm;

(5) ÃkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana,
(6) ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana, and
(7) AkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana.

7 They are eightfold according to the abodes of beings (D. iii, 263):
(1) NÈnattakÈya-nÈnattasaÒÒÊ — human beings and deities,
(2) NÈnattakÈya-ekattasaÒÒÊ — woeful abodes and three first jhÈna

planes.
(3) EkattakÈya-nÈnattasaÒÒÊ — three second jhÈna planes,
(4) EkattakÈya-ekattasaÒÒÊ — three third jhÈna planes,

vehapphala realm, suddhÈvÈsa realms.
(5) ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana realm,
(6) ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana realm,
(7) AkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana realm, and
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(8) NevasaÒÒÈnÈsaÒÒÈyatana realm.
There will be nine abodes of beings if asaÒÒasatta realm is

included.
• • • • • Passing away to a new ExistencePassing away to a new ExistencePassing away to a new ExistencePassing away to a new ExistencePassing away to a new Existence

When there is the condition ‘kamma formation’ (sa~khÈra) together
with ignorance (avijjÈ), new mentality-materiality (nÈma-r|pa) arises
in the new existence. The arising of just this mentality-materiality is
called passing away to a new existence. It is not the becoming of a
lasting being or a soul. Neither has the mentality-materiality migrated
from the past becoming nor is it manifested in the new becoming
without the cause from the past becoming.

The passing away to a new becoming will be explained by the
normal process of human death and rebirth-linking. In the past exis-
tence a person is about to die by natural death or by violent death due
to the effort of others. While he is dying, the unbearable painful feel-
ing that cuts like sharp daggers severs the ligatures of the joints in all
his limbs, and his body gradually withers like a green palm leaf lying
in the glare of the sun. When the faculties of the eye, etc., have ceased,
and just the body faculty, the mind faculty and the life faculty remain
at the heart-base (hadayavatthu), then depending on this heart-base
consciousness arises taking as its object the kamma that is going to
generate the new existence or the sign of that kamma or the sign of
destiny connected with the place of the new existence.

As craving and ignorance have not been abandoned yet, igno-
rance conceals the dangers of the new object and the new existence,
and craving bends the consciousness towards the object. Then the
kamma formations (sa~khÈra) which arise together with the impul-
sive consciousness (maraÓÈsanna javana) near the death-conscious-
ness fling the consciousness into the objective field. And by the power
of the continuous process of maraÓÈsanna javana — cuti citta — paÔisandhi
citta, the consciousness, as it is being bent  by craving and flung by
formations, abandons its support of former existence and, like a man
who crosses a river by hanging on to a rope, tied to a tree on the near
bank, whether or not it gets a further support in the next existence
originated by the conditioning kamma, occurs by means of the conditions
consisting only in object condition, kamma condition, and so on.

For comparison, the near-death sign that appears in the former

existence is like the rope tied to a tree on the near bank; craving is like
the wish of the person to cross the river; the formations which fling
the consciousness into the objective field is like the effort exerted by
the person to cross the river; a further support in the next existence
refers to the heart-base in paÒcavokÈra becoming; no support in the
next existence refers to the absence of the heart-base in catuvokÈra
becoming (ar|pabhava).

The former of the two states of consciousness is called ‘cuti —
death’ because of falling from the present existence, and the latter is
called ‘paÔisandhi—rebirth-linking’ because of linking the former exis-
tence with the next existence. But it should be understood that the
rebirth-consciousness has neither come from the previous existence
nor has it become manifest without the kamma, the formations, the
bending by craving, the objective field, etc., as cause.

• Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.
The arising of rebirth-consciousness can be compared to the ap-

pearance of an echo, an oil-flame, a seal-impression, a looking-glass
image, for the fact of its not coming to the new existence from the
previous existence and for the fact that it arises owing to causes that
are included in the past existence.

• Neither the Neither the Neither the Neither the Neither the SSSSSame Person nor Anotherame Person nor Anotherame Person nor Anotherame Person nor Anotherame Person nor Another
In a stream of continuity of mentality-materiality there is neither

identity nor otherness, that is, the preceeding mentality-materiality is
not identical with the subsequent mentality-materiality, neither is the
subsequent mentality-materiality not related to the preceeding men-
tality-materiality.

For if there were absolute identity in a stream of continuity, there
would be no forming of curd from milk. And yet if there were abso-
lute otherness, the curd would not be derived from the milk. In all
cause-effect relations, the effect cannot arise independently without
the cause; it must be related to the cause. So the cause and the effect
cannot be absolute otherness. So neither absolute identity nor abso-
lute otherness should be assumed here.

There is a stream of continuity of mentality-materiality in passing
from one existence to another and all the knowledge, memory, skill,
experience, temperament and the kammas that are accumulated in a
preceding existence are transmitted to the subsequent existence from
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When there is the condition ‘kamma formation’ (sa~khÈra) together
with ignorance (avijjÈ), new mentality-materiality (nÈma-r|pa) arises
in the new existence. The arising of just this mentality-materiality is
called passing away to a new existence. It is not the becoming of a
lasting being or a soul. Neither has the mentality-materiality migrated
from the past becoming nor is it manifested in the new becoming
without the cause from the past becoming.

The passing away to a new becoming will be explained by the
normal process of human death and rebirth-linking. In the past exis-
tence a person is about to die by natural death or by violent death due
to the effort of others. While he is dying, the unbearable painful feel-
ing that cuts like sharp daggers severs the ligatures of the joints in all
his limbs, and his body gradually withers like a green palm leaf lying
in the glare of the sun. When the faculties of the eye, etc., have ceased,
and just the body faculty, the mind faculty and the life faculty remain
at the heart-base (hadayavatthu), then depending on this heart-base
consciousness arises taking as its object the kamma that is going to
generate the new existence or the sign of that kamma or the sign of
destiny connected with the place of the new existence.

As craving and ignorance have not been abandoned yet, igno-
rance conceals the dangers of the new object and the new existence,
and craving bends the consciousness towards the object. Then the
kamma formations (sa~khÈra) which arise together with the impul-
sive consciousness (maraÓÈsanna javana) near the death-conscious-
ness fling the consciousness into the objective field. And by the power
of the continuous process of maraÓÈsanna javana — cuti citta — paÔisandhi
citta, the consciousness, as it is being bent  by craving and flung by
formations, abandons its support of former existence and, like a man
who crosses a river by hanging on to a rope, tied to a tree on the near
bank, whether or not it gets a further support in the next existence
originated by the conditioning kamma, occurs by means of the conditions
consisting only in object condition, kamma condition, and so on.

For comparison, the near-death sign that appears in the former

existence is like the rope tied to a tree on the near bank; craving is like
the wish of the person to cross the river; the formations which fling
the consciousness into the objective field is like the effort exerted by
the person to cross the river; a further support in the next existence
refers to the heart-base in paÒcavokÈra becoming; no support in the
next existence refers to the absence of the heart-base in catuvokÈra
becoming (ar|pabhava).

The former of the two states of consciousness is called ‘cuti —
death’ because of falling from the present existence, and the latter is
called ‘paÔisandhi—rebirth-linking’ because of linking the former exis-
tence with the next existence. But it should be understood that the
rebirth-consciousness has neither come from the previous existence
nor has it become manifest without the kamma, the formations, the
bending by craving, the objective field, etc., as cause.

• Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.Comparison with Echo, Oil-flame, etc.
The arising of rebirth-consciousness can be compared to the ap-

pearance of an echo, an oil-flame, a seal-impression, a looking-glass
image, for the fact of its not coming to the new existence from the
previous existence and for the fact that it arises owing to causes that
are included in the past existence.

• Neither the Neither the Neither the Neither the Neither the SSSSSame Person nor Anotherame Person nor Anotherame Person nor Anotherame Person nor Anotherame Person nor Another
In a stream of continuity of mentality-materiality there is neither

identity nor otherness, that is, the preceeding mentality-materiality is
not identical with the subsequent mentality-materiality, neither is the
subsequent mentality-materiality not related to the preceeding men-
tality-materiality.

For if there were absolute identity in a stream of continuity, there
would be no forming of curd from milk. And yet if there were abso-
lute otherness, the curd would not be derived from the milk. In all
cause-effect relations, the effect cannot arise independently without
the cause; it must be related to the cause. So the cause and the effect
cannot be absolute otherness. So neither absolute identity nor abso-
lute otherness should be assumed here.

There is a stream of continuity of mentality-materiality in passing
from one existence to another and all the knowledge, memory, skill,
experience, temperament and the kammas that are accumulated in a
preceding existence are transmitted to the subsequent existence from
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the death consciousness of the former existence to the rebirth-con-
sciousness of the latter existence. So the person who is newly born is
the continuity of the former person and he is neither the same person
nor another.
• How Formations are Conditions for ConsciousnessHow Formations are Conditions for ConsciousnessHow Formations are Conditions for ConsciousnessHow Formations are Conditions for ConsciousnessHow Formations are Conditions for Consciousness
1 The formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphereThe formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphereThe formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphereThe formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphereThe formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphere

(kÈmapuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) is a condition in two ways: as kamma
condition acting from a different time and as natural-powerful-sup-
port condition, equally for all the nine kinds of resultant conscious-
ness consisting of kusala vipÈka santÊraÓa citta and 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas
in rebirth-linking in a happy destiny in the sense-sphere becoming.
2 The sThe sThe sThe sThe senenenenense-sphere formation of meritse-sphere formation of meritse-sphere formation of meritse-sphere formation of meritse-sphere formation of merit comprising 8 volitions as-

sociated with 8 mahÈkusla cittas is a condition in two ways as
mentioned above for 7 ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas with the excep-
tion of upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta in the course of an existence, but not in
rebirth-linking, in the happy destinies in the sense-sphere becoming.
3 That same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of merit is a condition likewise

for five 5 ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas comprising eye-conscious-
ness, ear-consciousness, receiving consciousness and 2 investigating
consciousnesses in the course of an existence, but not in rebirth-link-
ing, in the fine-material becoming.
4 That same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of merit is a condition likewise

for 8 ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas in the course of an existence,
but not in rebirth-linking, in the unhappy destinies in the sense-sphere
becoming.
5 That same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of merit is a condition likewise

for 16 resultant consciousnesses comprising 8 ahetuka kusala
vipÈka cittas and 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas in the course of an existence
and in rebirth-linking in the happy destinies in the sense-sphere be-
coming.
6 The fine-material-sphere formation of meritThe fine-material-sphere formation of meritThe fine-material-sphere formation of meritThe fine-material-sphere formation of meritThe fine-material-sphere formation of merit is a condition in

two ways: as kamma condition acting from a different time and
as natural -powerful-support condition, for 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas
in the course of an existence and in rebirth-linking in the fine-material
becoming.
7 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit comprising the 12 volitions associated

with 12 akusala cittas is a condition in two ways: as kamma condi-
tion acting from a different time and as natural-powerful-support con-

dition, for akusala vipÈka santÊraÓa citta in rebirth-linking in the un-
happy destinies of the sense-sphere becoming.
8 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit is a condition likewise for 6 akusala

vipÈka cittas excluding akusala vipÈka santÊraÓa citta in the course
of an existence, but not in rebrith-linking; and for all the 7 immoral
resultant consciousnesses partly in the course of an existence and partly
in rebirth-linking in the woeful abodes.
9 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit is a condition likewise for the 7 immoral

resultant consciousnesses in the course of an existence, but not in
rebirth-linking, in the happy destinies of the sense-sphere becoming.
10 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit is a condition likewise for the 4 immoral

resultant consciousnesses comprising eye consciousness, ear con-
sciousness, receiving consciousness and investigating consciousness
in the course of an existence, but not in rebirth-linking, in the fine-
material becoming.
11 The immaterial-sphere formationThe immaterial-sphere formationThe immaterial-sphere formationThe immaterial-sphere formationThe immaterial-sphere formation (the formation of the imper-

turbable) is a condition likewise as nÈnakkhaÓika kamma condi-
tion and as natural-powerful-support condition for 4 immaterial re-
sultant consciousnesses in the course of an existence and in rebirth-
linking in the immaterial becoming.
• How Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to ariseHow Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to ariseHow Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to ariseHow Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to ariseHow Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to arise
1 The formation of meritThe formation of meritThe formation of meritThe formation of meritThe formation of merit (puÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) produces two kinds

of becoming (kÈmabhava and r|pabhava), four kinds of genera-
tion beginning with the egg-born, two kinds of destiny (manussagati
and devagati), four stations of consciousness comprising nÈnattakÈya
nÈnattasaÒÒÊ, nÈnattakÈya ekattasaÒÒÊ, ekattakÈya nÈnattasaÒÒÊ,
ekattakÈya ekattasaÒÒÊ, four abodes of beings (similar to four stations
of consciousness because in asaÒÒasatta realm it forms only material-
ity), and 21 kinds of resultant consciousness consisting of 16
kÈmavipÈka cittas and 5 r|pavipÈka cittas.
2 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit (apuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) produces only one

kind of becoming in the sense sphere (kÈmabhava), four kinds of
generation, three kinds of destiny (tiracchÈnagati, petagati, nirayagati),
one station of consciousness (nÈnattakÈya ekattasaÒÒÊ), one abode of
beings (nÈnattakÈya ekattasaÒÒÊ), and seven immoral resultant
consciousnesses.
3 The formation of the imperturbableThe formation of the imperturbableThe formation of the imperturbableThe formation of the imperturbableThe formation of the imperturbable (ÈneÒjÈbhisa~khÈra) produces

only one kind of becoming in the immaterial sphere (ar|pabhava),
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the death consciousness of the former existence to the rebirth-con-
sciousness of the latter existence. So the person who is newly born is
the continuity of the former person and he is neither the same person
nor another.
• How Formations are Conditions for ConsciousnessHow Formations are Conditions for ConsciousnessHow Formations are Conditions for ConsciousnessHow Formations are Conditions for ConsciousnessHow Formations are Conditions for Consciousness
1 The formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphereThe formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphereThe formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphereThe formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphereThe formation of merit comprising 8 volitions of the sense-sphere

(kÈmapuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) is a condition in two ways: as kamma
condition acting from a different time and as natural-powerful-sup-
port condition, equally for all the nine kinds of resultant conscious-
ness consisting of kusala vipÈka santÊraÓa citta and 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas
in rebirth-linking in a happy destiny in the sense-sphere becoming.
2 The sThe sThe sThe sThe senenenenense-sphere formation of meritse-sphere formation of meritse-sphere formation of meritse-sphere formation of meritse-sphere formation of merit comprising 8 volitions as-

sociated with 8 mahÈkusla cittas is a condition in two ways as
mentioned above for 7 ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas with the excep-
tion of upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta in the course of an existence, but not in
rebirth-linking, in the happy destinies in the sense-sphere becoming.
3 That same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of merit is a condition likewise

for five 5 ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas comprising eye-conscious-
ness, ear-consciousness, receiving consciousness and 2 investigating
consciousnesses in the course of an existence, but not in rebirth-link-
ing, in the fine-material becoming.
4 That same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of merit is a condition likewise

for 8 ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas in the course of an existence,
but not in rebirth-linking, in the unhappy destinies in the sense-sphere
becoming.
5 That same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of meritThat same sense-sphere formation of merit is a condition likewise

for 16 resultant consciousnesses comprising 8 ahetuka kusala
vipÈka cittas and 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas in the course of an existence
and in rebirth-linking in the happy destinies in the sense-sphere be-
coming.
6 The fine-material-sphere formation of meritThe fine-material-sphere formation of meritThe fine-material-sphere formation of meritThe fine-material-sphere formation of meritThe fine-material-sphere formation of merit is a condition in

two ways: as kamma condition acting from a different time and
as natural -powerful-support condition, for 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas
in the course of an existence and in rebirth-linking in the fine-material
becoming.
7 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit comprising the 12 volitions associated

with 12 akusala cittas is a condition in two ways: as kamma condi-
tion acting from a different time and as natural-powerful-support con-

dition, for akusala vipÈka santÊraÓa citta in rebirth-linking in the un-
happy destinies of the sense-sphere becoming.
8 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit is a condition likewise for 6 akusala

vipÈka cittas excluding akusala vipÈka santÊraÓa citta in the course
of an existence, but not in rebrith-linking; and for all the 7 immoral
resultant consciousnesses partly in the course of an existence and partly
in rebirth-linking in the woeful abodes.
9 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit is a condition likewise for the 7 immoral

resultant consciousnesses in the course of an existence, but not in
rebirth-linking, in the happy destinies of the sense-sphere becoming.
10 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit is a condition likewise for the 4 immoral

resultant consciousnesses comprising eye consciousness, ear con-
sciousness, receiving consciousness and investigating consciousness
in the course of an existence, but not in rebirth-linking, in the fine-
material becoming.
11 The immaterial-sphere formationThe immaterial-sphere formationThe immaterial-sphere formationThe immaterial-sphere formationThe immaterial-sphere formation (the formation of the imper-

turbable) is a condition likewise as nÈnakkhaÓika kamma condi-
tion and as natural-powerful-support condition for 4 immaterial re-
sultant consciousnesses in the course of an existence and in rebirth-
linking in the immaterial becoming.
• How Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to ariseHow Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to ariseHow Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to ariseHow Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to ariseHow Formations Condition Becoming, Generation, etc., to arise
1 The formation of meritThe formation of meritThe formation of meritThe formation of meritThe formation of merit (puÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) produces two kinds

of becoming (kÈmabhava and r|pabhava), four kinds of genera-
tion beginning with the egg-born, two kinds of destiny (manussagati
and devagati), four stations of consciousness comprising nÈnattakÈya
nÈnattasaÒÒÊ, nÈnattakÈya ekattasaÒÒÊ, ekattakÈya nÈnattasaÒÒÊ,
ekattakÈya ekattasaÒÒÊ, four abodes of beings (similar to four stations
of consciousness because in asaÒÒasatta realm it forms only material-
ity), and 21 kinds of resultant consciousness consisting of 16
kÈmavipÈka cittas and 5 r|pavipÈka cittas.
2 The formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demeritThe formation of demerit (apuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra) produces only one

kind of becoming in the sense sphere (kÈmabhava), four kinds of
generation, three kinds of destiny (tiracchÈnagati, petagati, nirayagati),
one station of consciousness (nÈnattakÈya ekattasaÒÒÊ), one abode of
beings (nÈnattakÈya ekattasaÒÒÊ), and seven immoral resultant
consciousnesses.
3 The formation of the imperturbableThe formation of the imperturbableThe formation of the imperturbableThe formation of the imperturbableThe formation of the imperturbable (ÈneÒjÈbhisa~khÈra) produces

only one kind of becoming in the immaterial sphere (ar|pabhava),
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one generation of spontaneous rebirth, one destiny of celestial beings
(devagati), three stations of consciousness (ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana,
viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana, ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana), four abodes of beings (4 ar|pa
planes), four immaterial resultant consciousnesses.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of ViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑ
‘ViÒÒÈÓa’ refers back to the 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses

as well as ‘kamma-viÒÒÈÓa’ which refers to 29 kamma formations.
‘NÈma’ refers to the three mental aggregates that associate with

the resultant consciousnesses and ‘r|pa’ means the kamma-born mate-
riality or the four great primary elements and their derived materiality.

Mentality occursMentality occursMentality occursMentality occursMentality occurs in all kinds of becoming (bhava), generation
(yoni), destiny (gati) and station of consciousness (viÒÒÈÓaÔhiti), and
the eight abodes of beings (sattÈvÈsa) with the exception of asaÒÒasatta
realm.

Materiality occurs in two kinds of becoming (kÈmabhava) and
r|pabhava), four kinds of generation, five destinies, the first four sta-
tions of consciousness, and the first five abodes of beings.

While mentality-materiality occurs thus, in the case of sexless
womb-born and egg-born beings, at the moment of rebirth, only the
heart-decad, the body-decad and three mental aggregates occur. Thus
the 23 dhammas, comprising the 20 material dhammas in the two
decads and three mental aggregates, should be understood as mentali-
ty-materiality with consciousness as condition. But omitting repeti-
tion, and so cancelling nine material dhammas, fourteen dhammas
remain.

By adding the sex decadadding the sex decadadding the sex decadadding the sex decadadding the sex decad for those womb-born and egg-born
beings, thirty-three dhammas occur as mentality-materiality with con-
sciousness as condition. And omitting repetitions and so cancelling
18 material dhammas, 15 dhammas occur as mentality-materiality.

For beings born by spontaneousbeings born by spontaneousbeings born by spontaneousbeings born by spontaneousbeings born by spontaneous rebirth like first jhÈna brahmÈs,
at the moment of rebirth, the eye-decad, the ear-decad, the heart-decad,
the vital-nonad, and three mental aggregates occur. Thus 42 dhammas
comprising 39 material dhammas and three mental dhammas occur as
mentality-materiality with consciousness as condition. But omitting
repetitions and cancelling 27 material dhammas, 15 dhammas occur
as mentailty-materiality.

Moreover in the sense sphere, for the remaining spontaneouslyremaining spontaneouslyremaining spontaneouslyremaining spontaneouslyremaining spontaneously

born beings and the moisture-born beingsborn beings and the moisture-born beingsborn beings and the moisture-born beingsborn beings and the moisture-born beingsborn beings and the moisture-born beings with complete sense-bases,
at the moment of rebirth, seven material decads and three mental ag-
gregates constituting 73 dhammas occur as mentality-materiality with
consciousness as condition. But omitting repetitions and so cancelling
54 material dhammas from six material decads, 19 dhammas remain.

This is the maximum. For those lacking such and such material
decads (the blind, for instance, lack the eye-decad), mentality-materi-
ality with consciousness as condition can be understood in brief and
in detail by reducting the material dhammas appropriately.

For immaterial beingsimmaterial beingsimmaterial beingsimmaterial beingsimmaterial beings only three mental aggregates arise as men-
tality-materiality with consciousness as condition. AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,
however, have only the vital nonad as mentality-materiality with con-
sciousness as condition at the moment of rebirth.
• Occurrence of Materiality in the Course of ExistenceOccurrence of Materiality in the Course of ExistenceOccurrence of Materiality in the Course of ExistenceOccurrence of Materiality in the Course of ExistenceOccurrence of Materiality in the Course of Existence

In the course of existenceIn the course of existenceIn the course of existenceIn the course of existenceIn the course of existence, in all places where materiality occurs,
there is manifested the heat-born pure octad due to kammaja-tejo which
occurred together with rebirth-consciousness at the moment of exis-
tence of kammaja-tejo. Rebirth consciousness cannot generate mate-
riality because of its weakness, which is due to the weakness of the
physical base. It is similar to a man who, as he is falling into a chasm,
cannot support another. However, from the first life-continuum after
rebirth-consciousness onwards, the consciousness-born pure octad
appears.

And at the time when sound becomes manifest, there arises the
sound-nonad generated by both heat and consciousness after the mo-
ment of rebirth. The pure octad generated by nutriment appears in
beings in the womb who live on nutriment as soon as their body is
suffused by nutriment swallowed by the mother. And this pure octad
appears in spontaneously-born beings as soon as they first swallow
the spittle that has come into their own mouths.

So there are 26 materialities from the nutriment-born pure octad
and two sound nonads generated by heat and consciousness. Com-
bining this with the already-mentioned 70 materialities from the seven
kamma-born decads that arise three times in each consciousness-mo-
ment [at the instants of arising, existing, and dissolution of each con-
sciousness], we get 96 materialities. And with the three mental aggre-
gates there is thus a total of 99 dhammas.
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one generation of spontaneous rebirth, one destiny of celestial beings
(devagati), three stations of consciousness (ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana,
viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana, ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana), four abodes of beings (4 ar|pa
planes), four immaterial resultant consciousnesses.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of ViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑViÒÒÈÓapaccayÈ nÈmar|paÑ
‘ViÒÒÈÓa’ refers back to the 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses

as well as ‘kamma-viÒÒÈÓa’ which refers to 29 kamma formations.
‘NÈma’ refers to the three mental aggregates that associate with

the resultant consciousnesses and ‘r|pa’ means the kamma-born mate-
riality or the four great primary elements and their derived materiality.

Mentality occursMentality occursMentality occursMentality occursMentality occurs in all kinds of becoming (bhava), generation
(yoni), destiny (gati) and station of consciousness (viÒÒÈÓaÔhiti), and
the eight abodes of beings (sattÈvÈsa) with the exception of asaÒÒasatta
realm.

Materiality occurs in two kinds of becoming (kÈmabhava) and
r|pabhava), four kinds of generation, five destinies, the first four sta-
tions of consciousness, and the first five abodes of beings.

While mentality-materiality occurs thus, in the case of sexless
womb-born and egg-born beings, at the moment of rebirth, only the
heart-decad, the body-decad and three mental aggregates occur. Thus
the 23 dhammas, comprising the 20 material dhammas in the two
decads and three mental aggregates, should be understood as mentali-
ty-materiality with consciousness as condition. But omitting repeti-
tion, and so cancelling nine material dhammas, fourteen dhammas
remain.

By adding the sex decadadding the sex decadadding the sex decadadding the sex decadadding the sex decad for those womb-born and egg-born
beings, thirty-three dhammas occur as mentality-materiality with con-
sciousness as condition. And omitting repetitions and so cancelling
18 material dhammas, 15 dhammas occur as mentality-materiality.

For beings born by spontaneousbeings born by spontaneousbeings born by spontaneousbeings born by spontaneousbeings born by spontaneous rebirth like first jhÈna brahmÈs,
at the moment of rebirth, the eye-decad, the ear-decad, the heart-decad,
the vital-nonad, and three mental aggregates occur. Thus 42 dhammas
comprising 39 material dhammas and three mental dhammas occur as
mentality-materiality with consciousness as condition. But omitting
repetitions and cancelling 27 material dhammas, 15 dhammas occur
as mentailty-materiality.

Moreover in the sense sphere, for the remaining spontaneouslyremaining spontaneouslyremaining spontaneouslyremaining spontaneouslyremaining spontaneously

born beings and the moisture-born beingsborn beings and the moisture-born beingsborn beings and the moisture-born beingsborn beings and the moisture-born beingsborn beings and the moisture-born beings with complete sense-bases,
at the moment of rebirth, seven material decads and three mental ag-
gregates constituting 73 dhammas occur as mentality-materiality with
consciousness as condition. But omitting repetitions and so cancelling
54 material dhammas from six material decads, 19 dhammas remain.

This is the maximum. For those lacking such and such material
decads (the blind, for instance, lack the eye-decad), mentality-materi-
ality with consciousness as condition can be understood in brief and
in detail by reducting the material dhammas appropriately.

For immaterial beingsimmaterial beingsimmaterial beingsimmaterial beingsimmaterial beings only three mental aggregates arise as men-
tality-materiality with consciousness as condition. AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈs,
however, have only the vital nonad as mentality-materiality with con-
sciousness as condition at the moment of rebirth.
• Occurrence of Materiality in the Course of ExistenceOccurrence of Materiality in the Course of ExistenceOccurrence of Materiality in the Course of ExistenceOccurrence of Materiality in the Course of ExistenceOccurrence of Materiality in the Course of Existence

In the course of existenceIn the course of existenceIn the course of existenceIn the course of existenceIn the course of existence, in all places where materiality occurs,
there is manifested the heat-born pure octad due to kammaja-tejo which
occurred together with rebirth-consciousness at the moment of exis-
tence of kammaja-tejo. Rebirth consciousness cannot generate mate-
riality because of its weakness, which is due to the weakness of the
physical base. It is similar to a man who, as he is falling into a chasm,
cannot support another. However, from the first life-continuum after
rebirth-consciousness onwards, the consciousness-born pure octad
appears.

And at the time when sound becomes manifest, there arises the
sound-nonad generated by both heat and consciousness after the mo-
ment of rebirth. The pure octad generated by nutriment appears in
beings in the womb who live on nutriment as soon as their body is
suffused by nutriment swallowed by the mother. And this pure octad
appears in spontaneously-born beings as soon as they first swallow
the spittle that has come into their own mouths.

So there are 26 materialities from the nutriment-born pure octad
and two sound nonads generated by heat and consciousness. Com-
bining this with the already-mentioned 70 materialities from the seven
kamma-born decads that arise three times in each consciousness-mo-
ment [at the instants of arising, existing, and dissolution of each con-
sciousness], we get 96 materialities. And with the three mental aggre-
gates there is thus a total of 99 dhammas.
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Or because sound is not regularly present since it is only some-
times manifested, subtracting it as twofold [being heat-born and con-
sciousness-born], there are  97 dhammas to be understood as ‘mental-
ity-materiality with consciousness as condition’ in all beings. Whether
they are sleeping or idling or eating or drinking, these dhammas keep
on occuring in them day and night with consciousness as condition.

• Consolidation of MaterialityConsolidation of MaterialityConsolidation of MaterialityConsolidation of MaterialityConsolidation of Materiality
Although the kamma-born materiality is the first to find a footing

in several kinds of becoming, generation, destiny, station of conscious-
ness and abode of beings, it is nevertheless unable to carry on without
being consolidated by materiality generated by three causes (conscious-
ness, heat, nutriment), nor can the latter materiality do so without be-
ing consolidated by the former. But when they mutually get consoli-
dating support, they can stand up without falling and can last through-
out the life-span of those beings.

Thus in mentioning the materiality produced by consciousness in
the course of existence, all the materiality produced by four causes
should be described.
• By Manner of ConditionBy Manner of ConditionBy Manner of ConditionBy Manner of ConditionBy Manner of Condition
1 Rebirth-consciousness and the resultant-consciousness that arise

during the course of existence are a condition in nine ways as
conascence, mutuality, support, association, kamma-result, nutriment,
faculty, presence and non-disappearance conditions for three mental
aggregates associated with the resultant consciousness either at re-
birth-linking or in the course of existence.
2 At rebirth-linking the resultant consciousness is a condition in nine

ways as conascence, mutuality, support, dissociation, kamma-re-
sult, nutriment, faculty, presence, and non-disappearance conditions
for the heart-base (hadayavatthu). It is a condition in eight ways, namely,
as the above conditions omitting mutuality condition for materiality
other than the heart-base.
3 Kamma-formation consciousness (kamma-viÒÒÈÓa or avipÈka

viÒÒÈÓa) is a condition in one way only, as powerful-support con-
dition, for the materiality of asaÒÒasatta beings, or for the kamma-
born materiality in the five-aggregate (paÒcavokÈra) becoming.
4 All the remaining kinds of consciousness from the time of the

first life-continuum [consciousness following rebrith conscious-

ness] onwards aid the corresponding mentality-materiality in appro-
priate ways.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of NÈmar|papaccayNÈmar|papaccayNÈmar|papaccayNÈmar|papaccayNÈmar|papaccayÈÈÈÈÈ Sa Sa Sa Sa SaÄÈyatanaÑÄÈyatanaÑÄÈyatanaÑÄÈyatanaÑÄÈyatanaÑ
In the causal relation ‘With mentality-materiality as condition, there

is the sixfold base’, mentalitymentalitymentalitymentalitymentality is the three mental aggregates, namely,
the feeling aggregate, the perception aggregate and the formations
aggregate, and materiality is the four primary elements, six physical
bases and life-faculty that are included in one’s own continuity invariably.

SaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatana stands for the sixfold base, namely, the eye-base (cak-
khÈyatana or cakkhupasÈda), the ear-base (sotÈyatana or sotÈpasÈda),
the nose-base (ghÈnÈyatana or ghÈnapasÈda), the tongue-base (jivhÈ-
yatana or jivhÈpasÈda), the body-base (kÈyÈyatana or kÈyapasÈda)
and the mind-base (manÈyatana or 32 mundane resultant conscious-
nesses.)

The first five bases, called fivefold base (paÒcÈyatana), are the
five kinds of translucent materiality which serve as sense-doors
(dvÈras) and sense-bases (vatthus). The sixth base is called satthÈya-
tana in which is included 19 bhava~ga cittas that serve as the mind-door.
• The Way of ConditioningThe Way of ConditioningThe Way of ConditioningThe Way of ConditioningThe Way of Conditioning

This mentality and this materiality and this mentality-materiality,
each one representing the rest as ‘mentality-materiality’, should be
understood as a condition for the sixfold base consisting of the sixth
base and the sixfold base, each one representing the rest as the ‘six-
fold base’. Why? Because in the immaterial becoming there is only
mentality as a condition, and that is a condition only for the sixth base
(mind-base), not for any other.
• Mentality as ConditionMentality as ConditionMentality as ConditionMentality as ConditionMentality as Condition
1 At the moment of immaterial rebirth, mentality is a condiiton in

seven ways at the minimum as conascence, mutuality, support,
association, kamma-result, presence, and non-disappearance condi-
tions for the sixth base. In this mentality, some mentality such as
greedlessness and hatelessness is a condition as root-condition, and
some such as contact and mental volition is a condition as nutriment
condition. It is by the two latter-conditions that the maximum and
minimum should be understood.
2 In the course of an existence, too, resultant mentality is a condition

as already stated. But the non-resultant kind is a condition in six
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Or because sound is not regularly present since it is only some-
times manifested, subtracting it as twofold [being heat-born and con-
sciousness-born], there are  97 dhammas to be understood as ‘mental-
ity-materiality with consciousness as condition’ in all beings. Whether
they are sleeping or idling or eating or drinking, these dhammas keep
on occuring in them day and night with consciousness as condition.

• Consolidation of MaterialityConsolidation of MaterialityConsolidation of MaterialityConsolidation of MaterialityConsolidation of Materiality
Although the kamma-born materiality is the first to find a footing

in several kinds of becoming, generation, destiny, station of conscious-
ness and abode of beings, it is nevertheless unable to carry on without
being consolidated by materiality generated by three causes (conscious-
ness, heat, nutriment), nor can the latter materiality do so without be-
ing consolidated by the former. But when they mutually get consoli-
dating support, they can stand up without falling and can last through-
out the life-span of those beings.

Thus in mentioning the materiality produced by consciousness in
the course of existence, all the materiality produced by four causes
should be described.
• By Manner of ConditionBy Manner of ConditionBy Manner of ConditionBy Manner of ConditionBy Manner of Condition
1 Rebirth-consciousness and the resultant-consciousness that arise

during the course of existence are a condition in nine ways as
conascence, mutuality, support, association, kamma-result, nutriment,
faculty, presence and non-disappearance conditions for three mental
aggregates associated with the resultant consciousness either at re-
birth-linking or in the course of existence.
2 At rebirth-linking the resultant consciousness is a condition in nine

ways as conascence, mutuality, support, dissociation, kamma-re-
sult, nutriment, faculty, presence, and non-disappearance conditions
for the heart-base (hadayavatthu). It is a condition in eight ways, namely,
as the above conditions omitting mutuality condition for materiality
other than the heart-base.
3 Kamma-formation consciousness (kamma-viÒÒÈÓa or avipÈka

viÒÒÈÓa) is a condition in one way only, as powerful-support con-
dition, for the materiality of asaÒÒasatta beings, or for the kamma-
born materiality in the five-aggregate (paÒcavokÈra) becoming.
4 All the remaining kinds of consciousness from the time of the

first life-continuum [consciousness following rebrith conscious-

ness] onwards aid the corresponding mentality-materiality in appro-
priate ways.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of NÈmar|papaccayNÈmar|papaccayNÈmar|papaccayNÈmar|papaccayNÈmar|papaccayÈÈÈÈÈ Sa Sa Sa Sa SaÄÈyatanaÑÄÈyatanaÑÄÈyatanaÑÄÈyatanaÑÄÈyatanaÑ
In the causal relation ‘With mentality-materiality as condition, there

is the sixfold base’, mentalitymentalitymentalitymentalitymentality is the three mental aggregates, namely,
the feeling aggregate, the perception aggregate and the formations
aggregate, and materiality is the four primary elements, six physical
bases and life-faculty that are included in one’s own continuity invariably.

SaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatana stands for the sixfold base, namely, the eye-base (cak-
khÈyatana or cakkhupasÈda), the ear-base (sotÈyatana or sotÈpasÈda),
the nose-base (ghÈnÈyatana or ghÈnapasÈda), the tongue-base (jivhÈ-
yatana or jivhÈpasÈda), the body-base (kÈyÈyatana or kÈyapasÈda)
and the mind-base (manÈyatana or 32 mundane resultant conscious-
nesses.)

The first five bases, called fivefold base (paÒcÈyatana), are the
five kinds of translucent materiality which serve as sense-doors
(dvÈras) and sense-bases (vatthus). The sixth base is called satthÈya-
tana in which is included 19 bhava~ga cittas that serve as the mind-door.
• The Way of ConditioningThe Way of ConditioningThe Way of ConditioningThe Way of ConditioningThe Way of Conditioning

This mentality and this materiality and this mentality-materiality,
each one representing the rest as ‘mentality-materiality’, should be
understood as a condition for the sixfold base consisting of the sixth
base and the sixfold base, each one representing the rest as the ‘six-
fold base’. Why? Because in the immaterial becoming there is only
mentality as a condition, and that is a condition only for the sixth base
(mind-base), not for any other.
• Mentality as ConditionMentality as ConditionMentality as ConditionMentality as ConditionMentality as Condition
1 At the moment of immaterial rebirth, mentality is a condiiton in

seven ways at the minimum as conascence, mutuality, support,
association, kamma-result, presence, and non-disappearance condi-
tions for the sixth base. In this mentality, some mentality such as
greedlessness and hatelessness is a condition as root-condition, and
some such as contact and mental volition is a condition as nutriment
condition. It is by the two latter-conditions that the maximum and
minimum should be understood.
2 In the course of an existence, too, resultant mentality is a condition

as already stated. But the non-resultant kind is a condition in six
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ways at minimum, as the aforesaid conditions except for kamma-re-
sult condition. Some, however, is a condition as root-condition, and
some as nutriment-condition. It is also a condition in other ways. It is
by these that the maximum and minimum should be understood.
3 In the five-aggregate becoming that resultant mentality, in associ-

ation with the heart-base, is a condition in seven ways at the mini-
mum for the mind-base in the same way as stated in (1). But in asso-
ciation with the four primary elements, it is a condition in six ways as
conascence, support, kamma-result, dissociation, presence and non-
disappearance conditions for the other five bases beginning with the
eye-base. Some, however, is a condition as root-condition, and some
as nutriment condition. It is by these, the maximum or minimum should
be understood.
4 As in rebirth-linking, so also in the course of an existence in the

five-aggregate becoming, resultant mentality is a condition in seven
ways as in (1) at minimum for the resultant mind base. But non-result-
ant mentality is a condition in six ways at minimum for the non-result-
ant mind-base, excluding kamma-result condition. The maximum and
minimum should be understood in the way already stated.
5 Again in the course of an existence the resultant mentality is a

condition in four ways as post-nascence, dissociation, presence
and non-disappearance conditions for the fivefold base. Similarly the
non-resultant mentality is a condition in four ways as post-nascence,
dissociation, presnece, and disappearance conditions for the fivefold
base.
• Materiality as ConditionMateriality as ConditionMateriality as ConditionMateriality as ConditionMateriality as Condition

As no materiality exists in immaterial planes, materiality is not a
condition for even a single base here. It is a condition only in five-
aggregate planes.
1 The materiality of the heart-base is a condition in rebirth-linking

in six ways as conascence, mutuality, support, dissociation, pre-
sence and non-disappearance conditions for the mind-base in the five-
aggregate becoming. But the four primary elements are in general, in
rebirth-linking and in the course of an existence, conditions in four
ways as conascence, support, presence and non-disappearance con-
ditions for the fivefold base.
2 In rebirth-linking and in the course of an existence the material-

life faculty is a condition in three ways as presence, non-disap-

pearance and faculty conditions for the fivefold base.
3 In the course of an existence nutriment is a condition in three

ways as nutriment, presence and non-disappearance conditions.
4 In the course of an existence the fivefold base is a condition in six

ways as support, prenascence, faculty, dissociation, presence and
non-disappearance conditions for that part of the mind-base, com-
prising the eye, ear, nose, tongue and body consciousnesses.

5 In the course of an existence the heart-base is a condition in five
ways as support, prenascence, dissociation, presence and non-
disappearance conditions for the mind-base, excluding the five
consciousnesses.

Mentality-materiality as ConditionMentality-materiality as ConditionMentality-materiality as ConditionMentality-materiality as ConditionMentality-materiality as Condition
In rebirth-linking the mentality-materiality, in other words, the three

mental aggregates and the heart-base, is a condition as conascence,
mutuality, support, kamma-result, association, dissociation, presence
and non-disappearance conditions, etc., for the mind base.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of SaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ PhassoSaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ PhassoSaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ PhassoSaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ PhassoSaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ Phasso
Here some wise men take ‘saÄÈyatana’ as the six internal bases

and some take it to include the six external bases as well. The six
external bases represent the six sense-objects.

‘Phasso’ means the sixfold contact in brief, namely, the eye-con-
tact, the ear-contact, the nose-contact, the tongue-contact, the body-
contact and the mind-contact. It means the 32 kinds of contact that
associate with the 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses in detail.

• How the Sixfold Base is a Condition for ContactHow the Sixfold Base is a Condition for ContactHow the Sixfold Base is a Condition for ContactHow the Sixfold Base is a Condition for ContactHow the Sixfold Base is a Condition for Contact
1 Each of the five bases beginning with the eye-base is a condition

for each of the five contacts beginning with the eye-contact in six
ways as support, prenascence, faculty, dissociation, presence and
non-disappearance conditions.

2 The resultant mind-base consisting of 2 sampaÔicchanas, 3
santÊraÓas, 8 mahÈvipÈkas, 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈkas and 4 ar|pÈvacara
vipÈkas is a condition in nine ways as conascence, mutuality, sup-
port, kamma-result, nutriment, faculty, association, presence and
non-disappearance conditions for the mind-contact associated with
the 22 resultant consciousness-representing the resultant mind-base.

3 In the case of external bases, the visible-data base is a condition in
four ways as object, prenascence, presence and non-disappearance
conditions for eye-contact. Likewise the sound-base, etc.,
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ways at minimum, as the aforesaid conditions except for kamma-re-
sult condition. Some, however, is a condition as root-condition, and
some as nutriment-condition. It is also a condition in other ways. It is
by these that the maximum and minimum should be understood.
3 In the five-aggregate becoming that resultant mentality, in associ-

ation with the heart-base, is a condition in seven ways at the mini-
mum for the mind-base in the same way as stated in (1). But in asso-
ciation with the four primary elements, it is a condition in six ways as
conascence, support, kamma-result, dissociation, presence and non-
disappearance conditions for the other five bases beginning with the
eye-base. Some, however, is a condition as root-condition, and some
as nutriment condition. It is by these, the maximum or minimum should
be understood.
4 As in rebirth-linking, so also in the course of an existence in the

five-aggregate becoming, resultant mentality is a condition in seven
ways as in (1) at minimum for the resultant mind base. But non-result-
ant mentality is a condition in six ways at minimum for the non-result-
ant mind-base, excluding kamma-result condition. The maximum and
minimum should be understood in the way already stated.
5 Again in the course of an existence the resultant mentality is a

condition in four ways as post-nascence, dissociation, presence
and non-disappearance conditions for the fivefold base. Similarly the
non-resultant mentality is a condition in four ways as post-nascence,
dissociation, presnece, and disappearance conditions for the fivefold
base.
• Materiality as ConditionMateriality as ConditionMateriality as ConditionMateriality as ConditionMateriality as Condition

As no materiality exists in immaterial planes, materiality is not a
condition for even a single base here. It is a condition only in five-
aggregate planes.
1 The materiality of the heart-base is a condition in rebirth-linking

in six ways as conascence, mutuality, support, dissociation, pre-
sence and non-disappearance conditions for the mind-base in the five-
aggregate becoming. But the four primary elements are in general, in
rebirth-linking and in the course of an existence, conditions in four
ways as conascence, support, presence and non-disappearance con-
ditions for the fivefold base.
2 In rebirth-linking and in the course of an existence the material-

life faculty is a condition in three ways as presence, non-disap-

pearance and faculty conditions for the fivefold base.
3 In the course of an existence nutriment is a condition in three

ways as nutriment, presence and non-disappearance conditions.
4 In the course of an existence the fivefold base is a condition in six

ways as support, prenascence, faculty, dissociation, presence and
non-disappearance conditions for that part of the mind-base, com-
prising the eye, ear, nose, tongue and body consciousnesses.

5 In the course of an existence the heart-base is a condition in five
ways as support, prenascence, dissociation, presence and non-
disappearance conditions for the mind-base, excluding the five
consciousnesses.

Mentality-materiality as ConditionMentality-materiality as ConditionMentality-materiality as ConditionMentality-materiality as ConditionMentality-materiality as Condition
In rebirth-linking the mentality-materiality, in other words, the three

mental aggregates and the heart-base, is a condition as conascence,
mutuality, support, kamma-result, association, dissociation, presence
and non-disappearance conditions, etc., for the mind base.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of SaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ PhassoSaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ PhassoSaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ PhassoSaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ PhassoSaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ Phasso
Here some wise men take ‘saÄÈyatana’ as the six internal bases

and some take it to include the six external bases as well. The six
external bases represent the six sense-objects.

‘Phasso’ means the sixfold contact in brief, namely, the eye-con-
tact, the ear-contact, the nose-contact, the tongue-contact, the body-
contact and the mind-contact. It means the 32 kinds of contact that
associate with the 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses in detail.

• How the Sixfold Base is a Condition for ContactHow the Sixfold Base is a Condition for ContactHow the Sixfold Base is a Condition for ContactHow the Sixfold Base is a Condition for ContactHow the Sixfold Base is a Condition for Contact
1 Each of the five bases beginning with the eye-base is a condition

for each of the five contacts beginning with the eye-contact in six
ways as support, prenascence, faculty, dissociation, presence and
non-disappearance conditions.

2 The resultant mind-base consisting of 2 sampaÔicchanas, 3
santÊraÓas, 8 mahÈvipÈkas, 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈkas and 4 ar|pÈvacara
vipÈkas is a condition in nine ways as conascence, mutuality, sup-
port, kamma-result, nutriment, faculty, association, presence and
non-disappearance conditions for the mind-contact associated with
the 22 resultant consciousness-representing the resultant mind-base.

3 In the case of external bases, the visible-data base is a condition in
four ways as object, prenascence, presence and non-disappearance
conditions for eye-contact. Likewise the sound-base, etc.,
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respectively for ear-contact, and so on.
4 The five external bases representing the five sense-objects are

conditions in four ways as object, prenascence, presence and non-
disappearance conditions for the mind-contact associated with
the two receiving consciousnesses.

5 The mental-data-base (dhammÈyatana) is an object condition for
the mind-contact associated with 20 resultant mind consciousnesses,
excluding the two receiving consciousnesses.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of PhassapaccayÈ VedanÈPhassapaccayÈ VedanÈPhassapaccayÈ VedanÈPhassapaccayÈ VedanÈPhassapaccayÈ VedanÈ
In the causal relation: “With contact as condition, there is feeling”;

only six kinds of feeling according to door, namely, eye-contact-born
feeling, ear-, nose-, tongue-, body-, mind-contact-born feeling, are
given in Vibha~ga. Still when classed according to association with
89 kinds of consciousness, there are 89 types of feeling. Out of them,
only 32 kinds of feeling which associate with 32 mundane resultant
consciousnesses should be taken here.

• How the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for FeelingHow the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for FeelingHow the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for FeelingHow the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for FeelingHow the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for Feeling
1 In the five sense-doors, each of the five contacts beginning with

the eye-contact, is a condition in eight ways as conascence, mutu-
ality, support, kamma-result, nutriment, association, presence and non-
disappearance conditions for the five feelings, beginning with the eye-
contact-born feeling.
2 In the five sense-doors, each of the five contacts, beginning with

the eye-contact, is a condition in one way only, as natural-power-
ful-support condition, for the remaining resultant feelings in the sense-
sphere occurring in each door as receiving, investgation and registra-
tion.
3 In the mind-door conascent-mind contact (sahajÈta-mano-samphassa)
is also a condition in the same eight ways for sense-sphere resultant
feeling occurring as registration in the mind-door, and so also for the
resultant feelings in the three planes occurring with rebirth-conscious-
ness, life-continuum and death-consciousness.
4 In the mind-door the mind-contact associated with mano -

dvÈrÈvajjana is a condition in one way only, as natural-powerful-
support condition, for sense-sphere resultant feelings associated with
registering consciousnesses.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of VedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈVedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈVedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈVedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈVedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈ
In the causal relation: ‘With feelings as condition, there is craving’,

only six kinds of craving according to six kinds of sense objects,
namely, r|pataÓhÈ, saddataÓhÈ, gandhataÓhÈ, rasataÓhÈ, phoÔÔhabba-
taÓhÈ, dhammataÓhÈ, are given in Vibha~ga.

Each of these six kinds of craving is reckoned threefold according
to its mode of occurrence as craving for sense-objects, craving for
becoming, and craving for non-becoming.

1 When visible-data craving (r|pataÓhÈ) occurs enjoying a visible
object that appears in the eye with joy and desire, it is called craving
for sense objects (kÈmataÓhÈ).

2 But when the visible-data craving occurs along with the eter-
nity view taking the sense-object to be lasting and eternal, it is called
craving for becoming (bhavataÓhÈ).

3 When the visible-data craving occurs along with the annihila-
tion view taking the sense-object to break up and be annihilated, it is
called craving for non-becoming (vibhavataÓhÈ).

So also in the case of craving for other five sense-objects. So there
amount to 6 x 3 = 18 kinds of craving. These cravings occur with
internal sense-objects (one’s own appearance, etc.) as well as with
external sense-objects (another’s appearance, etc.). So there amount
to 18 x 2 = 36 kinds of craving.

Thirty-six kinds of craving in the past, 36 kinds in the future, and
36 kinds in the present make 108 kinds of craving. In essence craving
refers to greed (lobha) present in eight greed-rooted consciousnesses.

• How Feeling Conditions Craving to ariseHow Feeling Conditions Craving to ariseHow Feeling Conditions Craving to ariseHow Feeling Conditions Craving to ariseHow Feeling Conditions Craving to arise
As parents love their children very dearly, they honour the guar-

dians who look after their children very generously. Similarly out of
selfish affection for feeling after taking pleasure in it when it arises
through a sense object, these beings accord much honour to painters,
musicians, perfumers, cooks, weavers, physicians, etc., who furnish
respectively desirable visible objects, etc. That is why it should be
understood that the six kinds of craving (r|pataÓhÈ, saddataÓhÈ, etc.)
have feeling as their condition.

In “vedanÈpaccayÈ taÓhÈ”, resultant pleasant feeling (sukha
vedanÈ) is desirable; therefore pleasant feeling is a condition, as natural-
powerful-support condition, for craving.
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respectively for ear-contact, and so on.
4 The five external bases representing the five sense-objects are

conditions in four ways as object, prenascence, presence and non-
disappearance conditions for the mind-contact associated with
the two receiving consciousnesses.

5 The mental-data-base (dhammÈyatana) is an object condition for
the mind-contact associated with 20 resultant mind consciousnesses,
excluding the two receiving consciousnesses.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of PhassapaccayÈ VedanÈPhassapaccayÈ VedanÈPhassapaccayÈ VedanÈPhassapaccayÈ VedanÈPhassapaccayÈ VedanÈ
In the causal relation: “With contact as condition, there is feeling”;

only six kinds of feeling according to door, namely, eye-contact-born
feeling, ear-, nose-, tongue-, body-, mind-contact-born feeling, are
given in Vibha~ga. Still when classed according to association with
89 kinds of consciousness, there are 89 types of feeling. Out of them,
only 32 kinds of feeling which associate with 32 mundane resultant
consciousnesses should be taken here.

• How the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for FeelingHow the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for FeelingHow the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for FeelingHow the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for FeelingHow the Sixfold Contact is a Condition for Feeling
1 In the five sense-doors, each of the five contacts beginning with

the eye-contact, is a condition in eight ways as conascence, mutu-
ality, support, kamma-result, nutriment, association, presence and non-
disappearance conditions for the five feelings, beginning with the eye-
contact-born feeling.
2 In the five sense-doors, each of the five contacts, beginning with

the eye-contact, is a condition in one way only, as natural-power-
ful-support condition, for the remaining resultant feelings in the sense-
sphere occurring in each door as receiving, investgation and registra-
tion.
3 In the mind-door conascent-mind contact (sahajÈta-mano-samphassa)
is also a condition in the same eight ways for sense-sphere resultant
feeling occurring as registration in the mind-door, and so also for the
resultant feelings in the three planes occurring with rebirth-conscious-
ness, life-continuum and death-consciousness.
4 In the mind-door the mind-contact associated with mano -

dvÈrÈvajjana is a condition in one way only, as natural-powerful-
support condition, for sense-sphere resultant feelings associated with
registering consciousnesses.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of VedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈVedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈVedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈVedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈVedanÈpaccayÈ TaÓhÈ
In the causal relation: ‘With feelings as condition, there is craving’,

only six kinds of craving according to six kinds of sense objects,
namely, r|pataÓhÈ, saddataÓhÈ, gandhataÓhÈ, rasataÓhÈ, phoÔÔhabba-
taÓhÈ, dhammataÓhÈ, are given in Vibha~ga.

Each of these six kinds of craving is reckoned threefold according
to its mode of occurrence as craving for sense-objects, craving for
becoming, and craving for non-becoming.

1 When visible-data craving (r|pataÓhÈ) occurs enjoying a visible
object that appears in the eye with joy and desire, it is called craving
for sense objects (kÈmataÓhÈ).

2 But when the visible-data craving occurs along with the eter-
nity view taking the sense-object to be lasting and eternal, it is called
craving for becoming (bhavataÓhÈ).

3 When the visible-data craving occurs along with the annihila-
tion view taking the sense-object to break up and be annihilated, it is
called craving for non-becoming (vibhavataÓhÈ).

So also in the case of craving for other five sense-objects. So there
amount to 6 x 3 = 18 kinds of craving. These cravings occur with
internal sense-objects (one’s own appearance, etc.) as well as with
external sense-objects (another’s appearance, etc.). So there amount
to 18 x 2 = 36 kinds of craving.

Thirty-six kinds of craving in the past, 36 kinds in the future, and
36 kinds in the present make 108 kinds of craving. In essence craving
refers to greed (lobha) present in eight greed-rooted consciousnesses.

• How Feeling Conditions Craving to ariseHow Feeling Conditions Craving to ariseHow Feeling Conditions Craving to ariseHow Feeling Conditions Craving to ariseHow Feeling Conditions Craving to arise
As parents love their children very dearly, they honour the guar-

dians who look after their children very generously. Similarly out of
selfish affection for feeling after taking pleasure in it when it arises
through a sense object, these beings accord much honour to painters,
musicians, perfumers, cooks, weavers, physicians, etc., who furnish
respectively desirable visible objects, etc. That is why it should be
understood that the six kinds of craving (r|pataÓhÈ, saddataÓhÈ, etc.)
have feeling as their condition.

In “vedanÈpaccayÈ taÓhÈ”, resultant pleasant feeling (sukha
vedanÈ) is desirable; therefore pleasant feeling is a condition, as natural-
powerful-support condition, for craving.
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Or alternatively, a man in pain longs for pleasant feeling. A man
enjoying pleasant feeling longs for more pleasant feeling. As neutral
feeling is regarded as pleasant feeling, a man with neutral feeling also
longs for more pleasant feeling. So all three types of feeling, namely,
painful feeling, pleasant feeling, and neutral feeling, are a condition,
as natural-powerful-support condition, for craving.

In Arahants with no latent delifilements, however, feeling does
not condition craving to arise, because craving arises only in a person
with latent defilements which are eradicated by Arahattamagga.

• Exposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑExposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑExposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑExposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑExposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑ
In the causal relation: “With craving as condition, there is cling-

ing”, clinging means four kinds of clinging, namely, sense-object
clinging (kÈmupÈdana), false-view clinging (diÔÔhupÈdÈna), rite-and-
ritual clinging (sÊlabbatupÈdÈna), and self-doctrine clinging
(attavÈdupÈdÈna).

Clinging (upÈdÈna) is firm grasping; for here the prefix ‘upa’ has
the sense of firmness, as in upÈyÈsa (great misery).

1 Five sense-objects are known as ‘vatthukÈma’. Strong attach-
ment or clinging to five sense objects is called sense-object clinging
(kÈmupÈdÈna).

Alternatively it is called ‘kÈma’ because it desires for sense ob-
jects. And because it is firmly attached to sense-objects kÈma is called
‘upÈdana’. Combining the two aspects, it is called ‘kÈmupÈdÈna’.

2 The wrong view is ‘diÔÔhi’ and firm attachment or clinging is
‘upÈdana’. So clinging to wrong view is called ‘diÔÔhupÈdÈna’.

3 The wrong practice with the wrong view that canine morality
or bovine morality (ox-ascetism) will lead to purification of the mind
is called ‘sÊlabbata’. Clinging to this wrong practice and wrong view
is called ‘sÊlabbatupÈdÈna’.

Likewise it clings to the wrong practice and the wrong view that
rites and rituals will lead to purification of the mind. So it is called
‘rite-and-ritual clinging’ (sÊlabbatupÈdÈna).

4 Likewise they indoctrinate by saying “the soul is the self (atta),”
thus that saying is ‘doctrine (vÈda)’. Therefore clinging to the wrong
view that “the soul is the self and the self really exists” is called ‘self-
doctrine clinging’ (attavÈdupÈdÈna). It takes the wrong view that ma-
teriality is self (atta), or self is materiality, or materiality has self, or

self has materiality, and so also with feeling, perception, formations
and consciousness.

The essential element of sense-object clinging (kÈmupÈdÈna) is
greed (lobha); the essential element of the remaining three types of
clinging is the wrong view (diÔÔhi).

• The Difference between Craving and Sense-object ClingingThe Difference between Craving and Sense-object ClingingThe Difference between Craving and Sense-object ClingingThe Difference between Craving and Sense-object ClingingThe Difference between Craving and Sense-object Clinging
1 Both craving and sense-object clinging represent greed (lobha),

but sense-object clinging is much stronger than craving and it is called
‘firm craving’. Craving becomes stronger because preceeding crav-
ing aids subsequent craving to become stronger by powerful-support
condition.

2 Craving is the aspiring to an object that one has not reached or
not obtained yet, like a thief’s stretching out his hand in the dark
whereas clinging is the grasping of an object that one has reached or
obtained, like the thief’s grasping the stolen object.

3 Furthermore, craving is the opposite of fewness of wishes
(appicchatÈ) whereas sense-object clinging is the opposite of content-
ment (santuÔÔhitÈ). So they are different in terms of their opposites.

4 Moreover, craving is the cause of suffering due to seeking
wealth whereas sense-object clinging is the cause of suffering due to
guarding the wealth. So craving arises earlier and clinging arises later.

• The Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view ClingingThe Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view ClingingThe Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view ClingingThe Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view ClingingThe Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view Clinging
Sense-object clinging is the firm state of craving described as 108

kinds with respect to visible-object, sound, odour, taste, tangible-object,
mind-object, and so on.

False-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view describedFalse-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view describedFalse-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view describedFalse-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view describedFalse-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view described
as 10 kinds as follows.as 10 kinds as follows.as 10 kinds as follows.as 10 kinds as follows.as 10 kinds as follows.
1 Natthi dinnaÑ — wrongly believing that alms-giving has no benefit;
2 Natthi yiÔÔhaÑ — wrongly believing that great offering has no benefit;
3 Natthi hutaÑ — wrongly believing that little offering has no benefit;
4 Natthi sukatadukkaÔÈnaÑ kammÈnaÑ phalaÑ vipÈko — wrongly

believing that good deeds and bad deeds produce no result;
5 Natthi ayaÑ loko — wrongly believing that the present world does

not exist;
6 Natthi paro loko — wrongly believing that other unseen worlds do

not exist;
7 Natthi mÈtÈ — wrongly believing that caring for mother or of-
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Or alternatively, a man in pain longs for pleasant feeling. A man
enjoying pleasant feeling longs for more pleasant feeling. As neutral
feeling is regarded as pleasant feeling, a man with neutral feeling also
longs for more pleasant feeling. So all three types of feeling, namely,
painful feeling, pleasant feeling, and neutral feeling, are a condition,
as natural-powerful-support condition, for craving.

In Arahants with no latent delifilements, however, feeling does
not condition craving to arise, because craving arises only in a person
with latent defilements which are eradicated by Arahattamagga.

• Exposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑExposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑExposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑExposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑExposition of TaÓhÈpaccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑ
In the causal relation: “With craving as condition, there is cling-

ing”, clinging means four kinds of clinging, namely, sense-object
clinging (kÈmupÈdana), false-view clinging (diÔÔhupÈdÈna), rite-and-
ritual clinging (sÊlabbatupÈdÈna), and self-doctrine clinging
(attavÈdupÈdÈna).

Clinging (upÈdÈna) is firm grasping; for here the prefix ‘upa’ has
the sense of firmness, as in upÈyÈsa (great misery).

1 Five sense-objects are known as ‘vatthukÈma’. Strong attach-
ment or clinging to five sense objects is called sense-object clinging
(kÈmupÈdÈna).

Alternatively it is called ‘kÈma’ because it desires for sense ob-
jects. And because it is firmly attached to sense-objects kÈma is called
‘upÈdana’. Combining the two aspects, it is called ‘kÈmupÈdÈna’.

2 The wrong view is ‘diÔÔhi’ and firm attachment or clinging is
‘upÈdana’. So clinging to wrong view is called ‘diÔÔhupÈdÈna’.

3 The wrong practice with the wrong view that canine morality
or bovine morality (ox-ascetism) will lead to purification of the mind
is called ‘sÊlabbata’. Clinging to this wrong practice and wrong view
is called ‘sÊlabbatupÈdÈna’.

Likewise it clings to the wrong practice and the wrong view that
rites and rituals will lead to purification of the mind. So it is called
‘rite-and-ritual clinging’ (sÊlabbatupÈdÈna).

4 Likewise they indoctrinate by saying “the soul is the self (atta),”
thus that saying is ‘doctrine (vÈda)’. Therefore clinging to the wrong
view that “the soul is the self and the self really exists” is called ‘self-
doctrine clinging’ (attavÈdupÈdÈna). It takes the wrong view that ma-
teriality is self (atta), or self is materiality, or materiality has self, or

self has materiality, and so also with feeling, perception, formations
and consciousness.

The essential element of sense-object clinging (kÈmupÈdÈna) is
greed (lobha); the essential element of the remaining three types of
clinging is the wrong view (diÔÔhi).

• The Difference between Craving and Sense-object ClingingThe Difference between Craving and Sense-object ClingingThe Difference between Craving and Sense-object ClingingThe Difference between Craving and Sense-object ClingingThe Difference between Craving and Sense-object Clinging
1 Both craving and sense-object clinging represent greed (lobha),

but sense-object clinging is much stronger than craving and it is called
‘firm craving’. Craving becomes stronger because preceeding crav-
ing aids subsequent craving to become stronger by powerful-support
condition.

2 Craving is the aspiring to an object that one has not reached or
not obtained yet, like a thief’s stretching out his hand in the dark
whereas clinging is the grasping of an object that one has reached or
obtained, like the thief’s grasping the stolen object.

3 Furthermore, craving is the opposite of fewness of wishes
(appicchatÈ) whereas sense-object clinging is the opposite of content-
ment (santuÔÔhitÈ). So they are different in terms of their opposites.

4 Moreover, craving is the cause of suffering due to seeking
wealth whereas sense-object clinging is the cause of suffering due to
guarding the wealth. So craving arises earlier and clinging arises later.

• The Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view ClingingThe Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view ClingingThe Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view ClingingThe Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view ClingingThe Difference between Sense-object Clinging and False-view Clinging
Sense-object clinging is the firm state of craving described as 108

kinds with respect to visible-object, sound, odour, taste, tangible-object,
mind-object, and so on.

False-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view describedFalse-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view describedFalse-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view describedFalse-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view describedFalse-view clinging is the firm state of wrong view described
as 10 kinds as follows.as 10 kinds as follows.as 10 kinds as follows.as 10 kinds as follows.as 10 kinds as follows.
1 Natthi dinnaÑ — wrongly believing that alms-giving has no benefit;
2 Natthi yiÔÔhaÑ — wrongly believing that great offering has no benefit;
3 Natthi hutaÑ — wrongly believing that little offering has no benefit;
4 Natthi sukatadukkaÔÈnaÑ kammÈnaÑ phalaÑ vipÈko — wrongly

believing that good deeds and bad deeds produce no result;
5 Natthi ayaÑ loko — wrongly believing that the present world does

not exist;
6 Natthi paro loko — wrongly believing that other unseen worlds do

not exist;
7 Natthi mÈtÈ — wrongly believing that caring for mother or of-
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fending the mother produces no result;
8 Natthi pitÈ — wrongly believing that caring for father or offend-

ing the father produces no result;
9 Natthi sattÈ opapÈtikÈ — wrongly believing that spontaneously-

born beings do not exist;
10 Natthi loke samaÓo brahmaÓo — wrongly believing that in this

world there are no noble ascetics and monks who know special
knowledge and preach about this world and other unseen worlds.

• The Order of the Arising of ClingingThe Order of the Arising of ClingingThe Order of the Arising of ClingingThe Order of the Arising of ClingingThe Order of the Arising of Clinging
In the beginningless round of rebirths it cannot be known when

defilements (kilesÈs) started arising; so it cannot be known which cling-
ing started arising first. But in general, usually in a single becoming,
the wrong view taking “person, self or atta really exists” arises first
due to the wrong vision generated by ignorance (moha) that a person,
self or atta exists. So the self-doctrine clinging arises first.

This wrong view is preceded by the wrong view that self or atta is
eternal or annihilated after death. So the false-view clinging arises
next.

After that, when a man assumes that this self is eternal, rite-and-
ritual clinging arises in him for the purpose of purifying the self. And
when a man assumes that self is annihilated after death, thus disre-
garding the next world, sense-desire clinging arises in him.

• The Order of Eliminating ClingingsThe Order of Eliminating ClingingsThe Order of Eliminating ClingingsThe Order of Eliminating ClingingsThe Order of Eliminating Clingings
Of the four clingings the false-view clinging, the rite-and-ritual

clinging and the self-doctrine clinging are eliminated by sotÈpatti-
magga. So these three clingings should be eliminated first.

The sense-object clinging is eliminated only by arahattamagga.
So it should be eliminated later.

• How Craving is a Condition for ClingingHow Craving is a Condition for ClingingHow Craving is a Condition for ClingingHow Craving is a Condition for ClingingHow Craving is a Condition for Clinging
1 Craving for sense-objects is a condition in one way, as natural-

powerful-support condition, for sense-object clinging, because it
arises in the objects in which craving delights.

2 Craving for the wrong view and the wrong practice is a condition
in seven ways, as root, conascence, mutuality, support, associa-

tion, presence and non-disappearance conditions, or in eight ways
including the powerful-support condition, for the remaining three kinds
of clinging.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of UpÈdÈnapaccayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈnapaccayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈnapaccayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈnapaccayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈnapaccayÈ Bhavo
In the causal-relation: “With clinging as condition, there is be-

coming”, becoming (bhava) is twofold as kamma-process becoming
(kammabhava) and rebirth-process becoming (upapattibhava).

Herein, the kamma-process becomingkamma-process becomingkamma-process becomingkamma-process becomingkamma-process becoming is the formation of merit
(puÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra), the formation of demerit (appuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra),
and the formation of the imperturbable (ÈneÒjÈbhi-sa~khÈra) that pro-
duce rebirth in the sense sphere and the exalted sphere (r|pa and ar|pa
planes). Also all kamma that leads to becoming is called kamma-pro-
cess becoming.

The formation of merit consists of 8 sense-sphere-moral volitions
(kÈmapuÒÒÈbhi-sa~khÈra) and 5 fine-material-moral volitions
(r|papuÒÒÈbhi-sa~khÈra). The formation of demerit consists of 12
immoral volitions and the formation of the imperturbable comprises
the 4 immaterial-normal volitions.

The 20 volitions comprising 8 sense-sphere-moral volitions and
12 immoral volitions are known as the formation of the small plane
(paritta-bh|maka kamma). The 9 volitions comprisign 5 fine-mate-
rial-moral volitions and 4 immaterial-moral volitions are known as the
formation of the large plane (mahÈbh|maka kamma).

The covetousness, etc., associated with all moral and immoral
volitions are called the kamma that leads to becoming (bhavagÈmikam).

All parittabh|maka kamma, mahÈbh|maka kamma and bhavagÈmi
kamma should be taken as kammabhava.

Rebirth-process Becoming (Rebirth-process Becoming (Rebirth-process Becoming (Rebirth-process Becoming (Rebirth-process Becoming (UpapattibhavaUpapattibhavaUpapattibhavaUpapattibhavaUpapattibhava)))))
The rebirth-process becoming is in brief the four resultant mental

aggregates and the kamma-born materiality produced by kamma. It is
nine kinds of becoming which are enumerated below.
1 KÈmabhava — sense-sphere becoming consisting of 5 aggregates

generated by mundane kamma (upÈdiÓÓakakhandha),
2 R|pabhava — fine-material becoming also consisting of 5 aggre-

gates generated by mundane kamma.
3 Ar|pabhava — immaterial becoming consisting of 4 aggregates

generated by mundane kamma,
4 SaÒÒÈbhava — perceptive becoming (existence with perception)

consisting of five or four aggregates,
5 AsaÒÒÈbhava —non-perception becoming (existence with no per
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fending the mother produces no result;
8 Natthi pitÈ — wrongly believing that caring for father or offend-

ing the father produces no result;
9 Natthi sattÈ opapÈtikÈ — wrongly believing that spontaneously-

born beings do not exist;
10 Natthi loke samaÓo brahmaÓo — wrongly believing that in this

world there are no noble ascetics and monks who know special
knowledge and preach about this world and other unseen worlds.

• The Order of the Arising of ClingingThe Order of the Arising of ClingingThe Order of the Arising of ClingingThe Order of the Arising of ClingingThe Order of the Arising of Clinging
In the beginningless round of rebirths it cannot be known when

defilements (kilesÈs) started arising; so it cannot be known which cling-
ing started arising first. But in general, usually in a single becoming,
the wrong view taking “person, self or atta really exists” arises first
due to the wrong vision generated by ignorance (moha) that a person,
self or atta exists. So the self-doctrine clinging arises first.

This wrong view is preceded by the wrong view that self or atta is
eternal or annihilated after death. So the false-view clinging arises
next.

After that, when a man assumes that this self is eternal, rite-and-
ritual clinging arises in him for the purpose of purifying the self. And
when a man assumes that self is annihilated after death, thus disre-
garding the next world, sense-desire clinging arises in him.

• The Order of Eliminating ClingingsThe Order of Eliminating ClingingsThe Order of Eliminating ClingingsThe Order of Eliminating ClingingsThe Order of Eliminating Clingings
Of the four clingings the false-view clinging, the rite-and-ritual

clinging and the self-doctrine clinging are eliminated by sotÈpatti-
magga. So these three clingings should be eliminated first.

The sense-object clinging is eliminated only by arahattamagga.
So it should be eliminated later.

• How Craving is a Condition for ClingingHow Craving is a Condition for ClingingHow Craving is a Condition for ClingingHow Craving is a Condition for ClingingHow Craving is a Condition for Clinging
1 Craving for sense-objects is a condition in one way, as natural-

powerful-support condition, for sense-object clinging, because it
arises in the objects in which craving delights.

2 Craving for the wrong view and the wrong practice is a condition
in seven ways, as root, conascence, mutuality, support, associa-

tion, presence and non-disappearance conditions, or in eight ways
including the powerful-support condition, for the remaining three kinds
of clinging.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of UpÈdÈnapaccayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈnapaccayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈnapaccayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈnapaccayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈnapaccayÈ Bhavo
In the causal-relation: “With clinging as condition, there is be-

coming”, becoming (bhava) is twofold as kamma-process becoming
(kammabhava) and rebirth-process becoming (upapattibhava).

Herein, the kamma-process becomingkamma-process becomingkamma-process becomingkamma-process becomingkamma-process becoming is the formation of merit
(puÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra), the formation of demerit (appuÒÒÈbhisa~khÈra),
and the formation of the imperturbable (ÈneÒjÈbhi-sa~khÈra) that pro-
duce rebirth in the sense sphere and the exalted sphere (r|pa and ar|pa
planes). Also all kamma that leads to becoming is called kamma-pro-
cess becoming.

The formation of merit consists of 8 sense-sphere-moral volitions
(kÈmapuÒÒÈbhi-sa~khÈra) and 5 fine-material-moral volitions
(r|papuÒÒÈbhi-sa~khÈra). The formation of demerit consists of 12
immoral volitions and the formation of the imperturbable comprises
the 4 immaterial-normal volitions.

The 20 volitions comprising 8 sense-sphere-moral volitions and
12 immoral volitions are known as the formation of the small plane
(paritta-bh|maka kamma). The 9 volitions comprisign 5 fine-mate-
rial-moral volitions and 4 immaterial-moral volitions are known as the
formation of the large plane (mahÈbh|maka kamma).

The covetousness, etc., associated with all moral and immoral
volitions are called the kamma that leads to becoming (bhavagÈmikam).

All parittabh|maka kamma, mahÈbh|maka kamma and bhavagÈmi
kamma should be taken as kammabhava.

Rebirth-process Becoming (Rebirth-process Becoming (Rebirth-process Becoming (Rebirth-process Becoming (Rebirth-process Becoming (UpapattibhavaUpapattibhavaUpapattibhavaUpapattibhavaUpapattibhava)))))
The rebirth-process becoming is in brief the four resultant mental

aggregates and the kamma-born materiality produced by kamma. It is
nine kinds of becoming which are enumerated below.
1 KÈmabhava — sense-sphere becoming consisting of 5 aggregates

generated by mundane kamma (upÈdiÓÓakakhandha),
2 R|pabhava — fine-material becoming also consisting of 5 aggre-

gates generated by mundane kamma.
3 Ar|pabhava — immaterial becoming consisting of 4 aggregates

generated by mundane kamma,
4 SaÒÒÈbhava — perceptive becoming (existence with perception)

consisting of five or four aggregates,
5 AsaÒÒÈbhava —non-perception becoming (existence with no per
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ception consisting of one aggregate (vital nonad),
6 NevasaÒÒÈnÈsaÒÒÈbhava — neither-perceptive-nor-non-perception

becoming consisting of four aggregates,
7 EkavokÈrabhava — one-aggregate becoming consisting of one

aggregate generated by mundane kamma,
8 CatuvokÈrabhava — four-aggregate becoming consisting of four

aggregates generated by mundane kamma,
9 PaÒcavokÈrabhava — five-aggregate becoming consisting of five

aggregates generated by mundane kamma.

• How Clinging is a Condition for BecomingHow Clinging is a Condition for BecomingHow Clinging is a Condition for BecomingHow Clinging is a Condition for BecomingHow Clinging is a Condition for Becoming
Of the four kinds of clinging which clinging is the condition for

which becoming? The answer is that any kind of clinging is a condi-
tion for any kind of becoming. For a worldling is like a mad man, and
without considering “Is this right or not?” and aspiring by means of
any kind of clinging to any kind of becoming, he performs any kind
of kamma.

Therefore when some say that the fine-material becoming and the
immaterial becoming do not come about through rite-and-ritual cling-
ing, that should not be accepted. What should be accepted is that allhould be accepted is that allhould be accepted is that allhould be accepted is that allhould be accepted is that all
kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.

For example, misled by listening to wrong doctrine, etc., and ima-
gining that ‘by this kamma sense desires will be fulfilled’, someone
performs acts of bodily misconduct, etc., through sense-object cling-
ing. After death, he is born in a woeful abode. Another person, by
listening to good Dhamma and so on, and imagining that “by this
kamma sense desires will be fulfilled’, performs acts of bodily good
conduct, etc., through sense-object clinging. On his death he is reborn
among deities and human beings.

• Because of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way ofBecause of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way ofBecause of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way ofBecause of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way ofBecause of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way of
AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis
1 If one performs sense-sphere moral actions or immoral actions

through sense-object clinging, that action is kamma-process be-
coming and the aggregates generated by that kamma is rebirth-process
becoming. PaÒcavokÈrabhava and saÒÒÈbhava are included in the two
kinds of KÈmabhava. Thus because of sense-object clinging
(kÈmupÈdÈna), there arise two kinds of becoming, namely, sense-
sphere  kamma-process becoming (kÈma-kammabhava) and rebirth-

process becoming (upapattibhava).
2 If one performs fine-material-moral actions by developing r|pa-

jhÈnas through sense-object clinging, imagining that “by this
kamma sense-desires will be fulfilled”, that action is kamma-process
becoming and the aggregates generated is rebirth-process becoming.
SaÒÒÈbhava, paÒcavokÈrabhava, asaÒÒÈbhava, ekavokÈrabhava are
included in the two kinds of r|pabhava. Thus because of sense-object
clinging, there arise two kinds of becoming, namely, fine-material
kamma-process becoming (r|pakammabhava) and fine-material re-
birth-process becoming (r|paupapattibhhava).
3 If one performs immaterial moral actions by developing ar|pa-

jhÈnas through sense-object clinging, that action is kamma-process
becoming and the aggregates generated are rebirth-process becom-
ing. SaÒÒÈbhava, catuvokÈrabhava, nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈbhava are in-
cluded in the two kinds of ar|pabhava. Thus because of sense-object
clinging, there arise two kinds of becoming, namely immaterial
kamma-process becoming (ar|pakammabhava) and immaterial rebirth-
process becoming (ar|paupapattibhava).

Therefore because of sense-object clinging, there arise six kinds
of becoming, namely, two kÈmabhavas, two r|pabhavas and two
ar|pabhavas, together with what is included in them.
4 Similarly too with the three remaining kinds of clinging as condi-

tion. So, as to analysis, there are (6 x 4 = 24) twenty-four kinds of
becoming, together with what are included in them, with clinging as
condition.

• Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-
sississississis
1 The kamma-process becoming (kammabhava) and the rebirth-pro-
cess becoming (upapattibhava) that arise on account of sense-object
clinging are combined together without distinction as one sense-sphere
becoming (kÈmabhava) together with what is included in it. Similarly
there are one fine-material becoming (r|pabhava) and one immaterial
becoming (ar|pabhava), making three-becomings altogether, together
with what are included in them that arise on account of sense-object
clinging.
2 Similarly there are three becomings each together with what are
included in them that arise on account of each of the other clingings.
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ception consisting of one aggregate (vital nonad),
6 NevasaÒÒÈnÈsaÒÒÈbhava — neither-perceptive-nor-non-perception

becoming consisting of four aggregates,
7 EkavokÈrabhava — one-aggregate becoming consisting of one

aggregate generated by mundane kamma,
8 CatuvokÈrabhava — four-aggregate becoming consisting of four

aggregates generated by mundane kamma,
9 PaÒcavokÈrabhava — five-aggregate becoming consisting of five

aggregates generated by mundane kamma.

• How Clinging is a Condition for BecomingHow Clinging is a Condition for BecomingHow Clinging is a Condition for BecomingHow Clinging is a Condition for BecomingHow Clinging is a Condition for Becoming
Of the four kinds of clinging which clinging is the condition for

which becoming? The answer is that any kind of clinging is a condi-
tion for any kind of becoming. For a worldling is like a mad man, and
without considering “Is this right or not?” and aspiring by means of
any kind of clinging to any kind of becoming, he performs any kind
of kamma.

Therefore when some say that the fine-material becoming and the
immaterial becoming do not come about through rite-and-ritual cling-
ing, that should not be accepted. What should be accepted is that allhould be accepted is that allhould be accepted is that allhould be accepted is that allhould be accepted is that all
kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.kinds of becoming come about through all kinds of clinging.

For example, misled by listening to wrong doctrine, etc., and ima-
gining that ‘by this kamma sense desires will be fulfilled’, someone
performs acts of bodily misconduct, etc., through sense-object cling-
ing. After death, he is born in a woeful abode. Another person, by
listening to good Dhamma and so on, and imagining that “by this
kamma sense desires will be fulfilled’, performs acts of bodily good
conduct, etc., through sense-object clinging. On his death he is reborn
among deities and human beings.

• Because of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way ofBecause of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way ofBecause of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way ofBecause of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way ofBecause of Clinging, there are 24 Kinds of Becoming by Way of
AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis
1 If one performs sense-sphere moral actions or immoral actions

through sense-object clinging, that action is kamma-process be-
coming and the aggregates generated by that kamma is rebirth-process
becoming. PaÒcavokÈrabhava and saÒÒÈbhava are included in the two
kinds of KÈmabhava. Thus because of sense-object clinging
(kÈmupÈdÈna), there arise two kinds of becoming, namely, sense-
sphere  kamma-process becoming (kÈma-kammabhava) and rebirth-

process becoming (upapattibhava).
2 If one performs fine-material-moral actions by developing r|pa-

jhÈnas through sense-object clinging, imagining that “by this
kamma sense-desires will be fulfilled”, that action is kamma-process
becoming and the aggregates generated is rebirth-process becoming.
SaÒÒÈbhava, paÒcavokÈrabhava, asaÒÒÈbhava, ekavokÈrabhava are
included in the two kinds of r|pabhava. Thus because of sense-object
clinging, there arise two kinds of becoming, namely, fine-material
kamma-process becoming (r|pakammabhava) and fine-material re-
birth-process becoming (r|paupapattibhhava).
3 If one performs immaterial moral actions by developing ar|pa-

jhÈnas through sense-object clinging, that action is kamma-process
becoming and the aggregates generated are rebirth-process becom-
ing. SaÒÒÈbhava, catuvokÈrabhava, nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈbhava are in-
cluded in the two kinds of ar|pabhava. Thus because of sense-object
clinging, there arise two kinds of becoming, namely immaterial
kamma-process becoming (ar|pakammabhava) and immaterial rebirth-
process becoming (ar|paupapattibhava).

Therefore because of sense-object clinging, there arise six kinds
of becoming, namely, two kÈmabhavas, two r|pabhavas and two
ar|pabhavas, together with what is included in them.
4 Similarly too with the three remaining kinds of clinging as condi-

tion. So, as to analysis, there are (6 x 4 = 24) twenty-four kinds of
becoming, together with what are included in them, with clinging as
condition.

• Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-Because of Clinging, there are 12 Kinds of Becoming by Way of Synthe-
sississississis
1 The kamma-process becoming (kammabhava) and the rebirth-pro-
cess becoming (upapattibhava) that arise on account of sense-object
clinging are combined together without distinction as one sense-sphere
becoming (kÈmabhava) together with what is included in it. Similarly
there are one fine-material becoming (r|pabhava) and one immaterial
becoming (ar|pabhava), making three-becomings altogether, together
with what are included in them that arise on account of sense-object
clinging.
2 Similarly there are three becomings each together with what are
included in them that arise on account of each of the other clingings.
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Therefore, as to sythesis, there are ( 3 x 4 = 12) twelve kinds of
becoming, together with what are included in them, with clinging as
condition.
• In Terms of PaÔÔhÈna ConditionsIn Terms of PaÔÔhÈna ConditionsIn Terms of PaÔÔhÈna ConditionsIn Terms of PaÔÔhÈna ConditionsIn Terms of PaÔÔhÈna Conditions
1 The fourfold clinging is a condition only in one way as natural-

powerful-support condition for fine-material becoming
(kammabhava + upapattibhava), immaterial becoming (kamma +
upapatti), and sense-sphere moral becoming (kusala kamma + upapatti).
2 The fourfold clinging is a condition in seven ways, as conascence,

mutuality, support, association, presence, non-disappearance and
root conditions, for the immoral kamma-process becoming associ-
ated with the fourfold clinging in the sense-sphere becoming. But it is
a condition in one way as natural powerful-support condition for the
immoral kamma-process becoming dissociated with the fourfold clinging.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of BhavapaccayÈ BhavapaccayÈ BhavapaccayÈ BhavapaccayÈ BhavapaccayÈ JJJJJÈtiÈtiÈtiÈtiÈti
In the causal relations: “With becomig as condition, there is birth”,

becoming stands for only kamma-process becoming, which is a con-
dition for birth; it does not include rebirth-process becoming, which is
not a condition of birth.

The kamma-process becoming is a condition in two ways, as
kamma condition and powerful-support condition for birth.

Here it may be asked: but how is it to be known that becoming is
a condition for birth? — Because of the observable difference of infe-
riority and superiority. For in spite of equality of external circum-
stances, such as father, mother, seed, blood, nutriment, etc., the dif-
ference of inferiority and superiority of beings is observable even in
the case of twins.

And that fact is not causeless, since it is not present always and in
all beings. What is the cause? Only kamma-process becoming can be
the cause. No other cause can make beings different from one another.
The Blessed One said. “ It is kamma that separates beings according
to inferiority and superiority”. Thus it can be known that kamma-
process of becoming is a condition for birth.

• • • • • Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of Exposition of JÈtipaccayÈ JÈtipaccayÈ JÈtipaccayÈ JÈtipaccayÈ JÈtipaccayÈ JJJJJarÈ-maraÓaÑ Soka ParidevarÈ-maraÓaÑ Soka ParidevarÈ-maraÓaÑ Soka ParidevarÈ-maraÓaÑ Soka ParidevarÈ-maraÓaÑ Soka Paridevaaaaa, etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.,,,,,
With birth as condition, there are ageing-and-death, sorrow, lamen-

tation, pain, grief and despair.
And when there is no birth, neither ageing nor death nor sorrow,

nor lamentation, pain, grief, despair come about; but when there is
birth, then ageing and death definitely come about, and sorrow, lam-
entation, etc., will also arise either in connection with ageing and death
when the foolish worldling is inflicted with the pain of ageing and
death or not in connection with ageing and death when the foolish
worldling is inflicted with the loss of relatives, wealth, etc.

Therfore birth is a condition in one way as natural-powerful-sup-
port condition for ageing and death as well as for sorrow, lamenta-
tion, pain, grief and despair either connected or not connected with
ageing and death.

• How Sorrow, Lamentation, etc., are a Condition for IgnoranceHow Sorrow, Lamentation, etc., are a Condition for IgnoranceHow Sorrow, Lamentation, etc., are a Condition for IgnoranceHow Sorrow, Lamentation, etc., are a Condition for IgnoranceHow Sorrow, Lamentation, etc., are a Condition for Ignorance
Sorrow, pain, grief and despair always associate with ignorance.

Whenever they arise, anger-rooted consciousness arises together with
ignorance.

Lamentation arises only in a bewildered, foolish worldling who is
overwhelmed with ignorance. When he laments or weeps, anger-rooted
consciousness arises together with ignorance.
• How Cankers are a Condition for IgnoranceHow Cankers are a Condition for IgnoranceHow Cankers are a Condition for IgnoranceHow Cankers are a Condition for IgnoranceHow Cankers are a Condition for Ignorance

Cankers are fourfold as described below.
1 KÈmÈsava — attachment (lobha) to sense pleasure in the sense-sphere.
2 BhavÈsava — attachment (lobha) to jhÈna bliss and brahma-existences,
3 DiÔÔhÈsava — false views (diÔÔhi),
4 AvijjÈsava - ignorance (moha) of four Noble Truths, past existences,
  future existences, both past and future existences, and the Doctrine
of Dependent Origination.

Thus it is said by the Blessed One: “KÈmato jÈyato soko—because
of sense-desires and attachment to sense-objects, worry and sorrow
arise. Beings are so much attached to sense-objects that when they are
separated from sense-objects, they come to ruin like a deer shot by an
arrow.”

When worry, sorrow, grief arise on account of kÈmÈsava, anger-
rooted consciousness arises together with ignorance (avijjÈ). So
kÈmÈsava gives rise to ignorance.

“BrahmÈs and deities with beautiful features live in beautiful mansions,
enjoying great bliss and extremely long life. As they are so much
attached to their existences, they become frightened and wearied when
they heard the teachings of the Buddha that everything is impermanent
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Thus it is said by the Blessed One: “KÈmato jÈyato soko—because
of sense-desires and attachment to sense-objects, worry and sorrow
arise. Beings are so much attached to sense-objects that when they are
separated from sense-objects, they come to ruin like a deer shot by an
arrow.”

When worry, sorrow, grief arise on account of kÈmÈsava, anger-
rooted consciousness arises together with ignorance (avijjÈ). So
kÈmÈsava gives rise to ignorance.
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enjoying great bliss and extremely long life. As they are so much
attached to their existences, they become frightened and wearied when
they heard the teachings of the Buddha that everything is impermanent
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and subject to change and dissolution”, said the Blessed One. When
they see five types of omen indicating their near-death, they become
worried and sorrowful, developing anger-rooted consciousness to-
gether with ignorance. Therefore bhavÈsava gives rise to ignorance.

It is also said by the Blessed One: “When a person is overwhelmed
with the wrong view that materiality is I, materiality is mine, sorrow,
lamentation, pain, grief and despair arise in him when his body is
inflicted with ageing, disease and death”.

When sorrow, lamentation, etc., arise, anger-rooted consciousness
arises together with ignorance (avijjÈ). So diÔÔhÈsava gives rise to
ignorance.

Because of ignorance worldlings develop sorrow, lamentation,
grief and despair when they encounter great loss, separation from
beloved ones, etc. So all the four kinds of cankers give rise to sorrow,
lamentation, etc., and when these arise, ignorance also arises. There-
fore cankers are the cause of ignorance: “Èsava samudayÈ avijjÈ
samudayo”, that is, ‘with the arising of cankers there is the arising of
ignorance’ (M.i, 54)

• • • • • Turning of the Wheel of BecomingTurning of the Wheel of BecomingTurning of the Wheel of BecomingTurning of the Wheel of BecomingTurning of the Wheel of Becoming
The Buddha expounds the Doctrine of Dependent Origination by

beginning with the statement: ‘with ignorance as condition there are
formations’, and concluding with the statement: ‘with birth as condi-
tion, there are ageing, death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and des-
pair”.

Now sorrow, grief and despair are inseparable from ignorance,
and lamentation is found in one who is deluded with ignorance. So
when sorrow, lamentation, grief and despair arise, ignorance also arises.

Besides ignorance is not the first cause; it has cankers as its cause
for it is said, “With the arising of cankers there is the arising of igno-
rance” (Èsava sam|dayÈ avijjÈ samudayo).

With ignorance as condition there are formations; with formations
as condition, consciousness; with consciousness as condition, men-
tality-materiaity; with mentality-materiality as condition, the sixfold
base; with the sixfold base as condition, contact; with contact as con-
dition, feeling; with feeling as condition, craving; with craving as con-
dition, clinging; with clinging as condition, becoming; with becoming
as condition, birth; with birth as condition there are ageing-and-death,

and sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair.
Then with sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, despair and cankers as

condition there is ignorance. So the Wheel of Becoming will turn an-
other round. There is no end to the succession of cause with fruit in
this way. Consequently the Wheel of Becoming with its twelve fac-
tors will turn round and round for ever with no known beginning and
no ending.
• • • • • Is Ignorance the First Cause?Is Ignorance the First Cause?Is Ignorance the First Cause?Is Ignorance the First Cause?Is Ignorance the First Cause?

As the Doctrine of Dependent Origination begins with the causal
relation: “With ignorance as condition there are formations”, is igno-
rance the first cause? No, it isn’t. According to the statement: “With
the arising of cankers, there is the arising of ignorance”(M.1, 54),
ignorance has cankers as its cause.

The reason why the Buddha begins with the statement “WithThe reason why the Buddha begins with the statement “WithThe reason why the Buddha begins with the statement “WithThe reason why the Buddha begins with the statement “WithThe reason why the Buddha begins with the statement “With
ignorance as condition, there are formations” is that ignorance isignorance as condition, there are formations” is that ignorance isignorance as condition, there are formations” is that ignorance isignorance as condition, there are formations” is that ignorance isignorance as condition, there are formations” is that ignorance is
the basic state for the three rounds of the round of rebirths, namely,the basic state for the three rounds of the round of rebirths, namely,the basic state for the three rounds of the round of rebirths, namely,the basic state for the three rounds of the round of rebirths, namely,the basic state for the three rounds of the round of rebirths, namely,
the round of defilements, the round of kamma, and the round ofthe round of defilements, the round of kamma, and the round ofthe round of defilements, the round of kamma, and the round ofthe round of defilements, the round of kamma, and the round ofthe round of defilements, the round of kamma, and the round of
kamma-results.kamma-results.kamma-results.kamma-results.kamma-results.

It is owing to his seizing ignorance that the foolish worldling gets
caught in the round of defilements, the round of kamma and the round
of kamma-results, just as it is owing to seizing a snake’s head that the
arm gets caught in the coils of the snake’s body. But when ignorance
is cut off, he is liberated from all defilements just as the arm caught in
the coils is liberated when the snake’s head is cut off according as it is
said, “With the remainderless fading away and cessation of ignorance,
formations cease, and so on’ (S. ii, 1).

So the first causal relation of Dependent Origination is an exposi-
tion of the basic state whereby there is bondage for him who grasps it,
and liberation for him who lets it go: it is not an exposition of a simple
beginning.
• • • • • No Maker, no ExperiencerNo Maker, no ExperiencerNo Maker, no ExperiencerNo Maker, no ExperiencerNo Maker, no Experiencer

The Doctrine of Dependent Origination describes the round of
rebirths of all beings beautifully and rationally with eleven causal re-
lations and twelve factors which function both as causes and effects.

The Doctrine states, “With ignorance as condition, there are for-
mations; with formations as condition, consciousness; .... with birth
as condition, there are ageing-and-death-and-sorrow, lamentation, pain,
grief and despair.”
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tion, there are ageing, death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and des-
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as condition, birth; with birth as condition there are ageing-and-death,

and sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair.
Then with sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, despair and cankers as

condition there is ignorance. So the Wheel of Becoming will turn an-
other round. There is no end to the succession of cause with fruit in
this way. Consequently the Wheel of Becoming with its twelve fac-
tors will turn round and round for ever with no known beginning and
no ending.
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of kamma-results, just as it is owing to seizing a snake’s head that the
arm gets caught in the coils of the snake’s body. But when ignorance
is cut off, he is liberated from all defilements just as the arm caught in
the coils is liberated when the snake’s head is cut off according as it is
said, “With the remainderless fading away and cessation of ignorance,
formations cease, and so on’ (S. ii, 1).

So the first causal relation of Dependent Origination is an exposi-
tion of the basic state whereby there is bondage for him who grasps it,
and liberation for him who lets it go: it is not an exposition of a simple
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The Doctrine of Dependent Origination describes the round of
rebirths of all beings beautifully and rationally with eleven causal re-
lations and twelve factors which function both as causes and effects.

The Doctrine states, “With ignorance as condition, there are for-
mations; with formations as condition, consciousness; .... with birth
as condition, there are ageing-and-death-and-sorrow, lamentation, pain,
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That is why this Wheel of Becoming should be understood as ‘Void
with a twelvefold voidness’.
• Periods, Factors, Links, Sections, ModesPeriods, Factors, Links, Sections, ModesPeriods, Factors, Links, Sections, ModesPeriods, Factors, Links, Sections, ModesPeriods, Factors, Links, Sections, Modes

In Table 14.1 the twelve factorstwelve factorstwelve factorstwelve factorstwelve factors of PaÔiccasamuppÈda are des-
cribed in the middle column. The two factors, ignorance and formations,
belong to the past period, the eight factors from consciousness to be-
coming belong to the present period, and the last two, birth and age-
ing-and-death belong to the future period. So there are three periodsthree periodsthree periodsthree periodsthree periods
representing three existences.

There are also three links:three links:three links:three links:three links: one is between formations and con-
sciousness linking the past existence with the present existence; the
second link is between feeling and craving, linking the present ef-
fects and the present causes; the third link is between becoming and
birth linking the present existence with the future existence.

Table Table Table Table Table 1414141414.1 Causal Relations between Three Successive Lives.1 Causal Relations between Three Successive Lives.1 Causal Relations between Three Successive Lives.1 Causal Relations between Three Successive Lives.1 Causal Relations between Three Successive Lives

• Past Five Causes and Present Five FruitsPast Five Causes and Present Five FruitsPast Five Causes and Present Five FruitsPast Five Causes and Present Five FruitsPast Five Causes and Present Five Fruits
Firstly only two factors, ignorance and formations , are mentioned

in the past period as the past causes. But one who is ignorant hankers,
and hankering, clings and with his clinging as condition, there is be-
coming. Therefore craving, clinging and kamma-process becoming
are included as well.

In other words avijjÈ (ignorance) is kilesÈ-viÔÔa dhamma, that is, it
belongs to the round of defilements, and taÓhÈ (craving) and upÈdÈna
(clinging) are also kilesÈ-vaÔÔa dhammas. Ignorance, craving and cling-
ing (lobha, diÔÔhi) arise together in the same greed-rooted conscious-
ness. So ignorance, craving and clinging should be taken together as
the past causes.

Furthermore sa~khÈra (kamma-process becoming) is kamma-vaÔÔa
dhamma, that is, it belongs to the round of kamma, and so also is
kamma-bhava. Thus when sa~khÈra is taken as the past cause, kamma-
bhava is implicity accounted for. Sa~khÈra is taken as the kusala or
akusala citta and cetasikas which arise while performing the action,
and kamma-bhava is taken as the kamma property (kamma-bhava)
that is deposited in the mental stream when the citta dissolves.

Therefore ignorance, craving, clinging, formations (sa~khÈra) and
kamma-process becoming (kamma-bhava) are taken together as the
five past causes, which give rise to the present existence.

Hence it is said: ‘In the previous kamma-process becoming, there
is delusion, which is ignorance; there is accumulation, which is for-
mations; there is attachment, which is craving; there is embracing,
which is clinging; there is volition, which is becoming; thus these five
causes in the previous kamma-process becoming are conditiions for
rebrith in the present existence.

The present five fruits which are produced as the effects of the
past five causes are consciousness, mentality-materiality, sixfold bases,
sixfold contact and sixfold feeling (factors 3 to 7 in Table 14.1) which
constitute the present existence.
Present Five Causes and Future Five FruitsPresent Five Causes and Future Five FruitsPresent Five Causes and Future Five FruitsPresent Five Causes and Future Five FruitsPresent Five Causes and Future Five Fruits

Again in the present period craving, clinging and becoming (fac-
tors 8,9.10 in Table 14.1) will act as the present causes for future
rebirth. As reasoned above, when taÓhÈ and upÈdÈna are taken as the
present causes, avijjÈ is also implicitly accounted for. Furthermore,
sa~khÈra must also be grouped together with kamma-bhava. So again
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3 Periods 12 Factors 20 Modes

Past

Present

Future

1 AvijjÈ (Ignorance)
2 Sa~khÈra

(Kamma-formations)

Kamma-bhava
(Kamma-process)
5 Causes: 1, 2,
8, 9, 10

3 ViÒÒÈÓa (Conciousness)
4 NÈma-r|pa (Mentality

- Materiality)
5 SaÄÈyatana (6 Bases)
6 Phassa (Contact)
7 VedanÈ (Feeling)

Upapatti-bhava
(Rebirth-process)
5 Effects: 3, 4
5, 6, 7

8 TaÓhÈ (Craving)
9 UpÈdÈna (Grasping)
10 Kamma-bhava (Becoming)

(Kamma — formations)

Kamma-bhava
(Kamma-process)
5 Causes: 1, 2,
8, 9, 10

(Upapatti-bhava)
11 JÈti (Rebirth)
12 JarÈ-maraÓa

(Ageing and Death)

Upapatti-bhava
(Rebirth-process)
5 Effects: 3, 4
5, 6, 7
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kamma-process becoming (kamma-bhava) are taken together as the
five past causes, which give rise to the present existence.

Hence it is said: ‘In the previous kamma-process becoming, there
is delusion, which is ignorance; there is accumulation, which is for-
mations; there is attachment, which is craving; there is embracing,
which is clinging; there is volition, which is becoming; thus these five
causes in the previous kamma-process becoming are conditiions for
rebrith in the present existence.

The present five fruits which are produced as the effects of the
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constitute the present existence.
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5, 6, 7

8 TaÓhÈ (Craving)
9 UpÈdÈna (Grasping)
10 Kamma-bhava (Becoming)

(Kamma — formations)

Kamma-bhava
(Kamma-process)
5 Causes: 1, 2,
8, 9, 10

(Upapatti-bhava)
11 JÈti (Rebirth)
12 JarÈ-maraÓa

(Ageing and Death)

Upapatti-bhava
(Rebirth-process)
5 Effects: 3, 4
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we get ignorance, craving, clinging, formations and kamma-process
becoming as the present five causes that will condition the future existence
to arise.

For the future fruits in the future-existence, we see birth and age-
ing-and-death in the future period (Table 14.1). The question arises
here as to which dhammas come into being, decay (ageing) and die.
The answer is : “viÒÒÈna, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa and vedanÈ
come into being, decay and die.” The arising, the existing and the
dissolving phenomena of these entities are taken as jÈti, jarÈ and
maraÓa, respectively. So we again get consciousness, mentality- ma-
teriality, sixfold bases, sixfold contact and sixfold feeling as the future
five effects which constitute the future existence.

Thus it is stated in Visuddhi Magga that:
“Five causes were there in the past;
Five fruits we find in the present life;
Five causes do we now develop;
Five fruits we reap in the future life.”
We should note that, although PaÔiccasamuppÈda states one cause

for one effect, and the effect becomes the cause to produce another
effect, in reality many causes act together to produce many effects.

The twenty modes of causes and fruits are described in the third
column of Table 14.1

Four Sections or Layers of Four Sections or Layers of Four Sections or Layers of Four Sections or Layers of Four Sections or Layers of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda
1 The past 5 causes — avijjÈ, sa~khÈra, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, kamma-bhava
2 The present 5 effects — viÒÒÈÓa, nÈmar|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa,

vedanÈ
3 The present 5 causes — taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, kamma-bhava, avijjÈ,

sa~khÈra
4 The future 5 effects — viÒÒÈÓa, nÈmar|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa,

vedanÈ (jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa)
• Three RoundsThree RoundsThree RoundsThree RoundsThree Rounds (VaÔÔaVaÔÔaVaÔÔaVaÔÔaVaÔÔa)

‘VaÔÔa’ means going round and round like the rotation of a wheel.
The Wheel of Becoming may be divided into three segments called
‘three rounds’ or ‘three VaÔÔas’.

Of the twelve factors of PaÔiccasamuppÈda, ignorance, craving
and clinging belong to the round of defilements (kilesÈvaÔÔa), forma-
tions and kamma-process becoming belong to the round of kammas

(kammavaÔÔa), and the remaining factors belong to the round of re-
sultants (vipÈkavaÔÔa).

KilesÈ-viÔÔaKilesÈ-viÔÔaKilesÈ-viÔÔaKilesÈ-viÔÔaKilesÈ-viÔÔa — round of defilements (avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna)
Kamma-vaÔÔaKamma-vaÔÔaKamma-vaÔÔaKamma-vaÔÔaKamma-vaÔÔa — round of kammas (sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava)
VipÈka-vaÔÔaVipÈka-vaÔÔaVipÈka-vaÔÔaVipÈka-vaÔÔaVipÈka-vaÔÔa     — round of resultants (upapatti-bhava, viÒÒÈÓa,

nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phasa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa)

In the past, because of ignorance (avijjÈ), beings have false view
(diÔÔhi) and attachment (taÓhÈ) to sense objects. When the false-view
and attachment grow up to strong craving or clinging (upadÈna), be-
ings perform wholesome and unwholesome deeds giving rise to for-
mations (sa~khÈra) and kamma-process becoming (kamma-bhava).
This illustrates how the round of defilements gives rise to the round
of kammas in the past existence.

When a wholesome or unwholesome kamma, which has the chance
to condition the present existence, bears results with the support of
ignorance, craving and clinging, the round of resultants arises as the
present existence. At the same time ignorance (moha), craving (lobha)
and clinging (lobha, diÔÔhi) come along with resultant consciousness
as latent defilements (anusaya kilesÈs).

When sense objects come in contact with the sixfold bases and
phassa, vedanÈ arise, craving, clinging and ignorance arise again. This
illustrates how the round of kammas in the past existence generates
the round of resultants in the present life, and how the round of result-
ants produces the round of defilements in the present existence.

The round of defilements will then gives rise to the round of
kammas in the present life, which in turn will generate the round of
resultants as the future existence as shown in Diagram 14.2.

This illustrate how the round of defilements, the round of kammas
and the round of resultants will keep on rotating endlessly, and so
does the Wheel of Becoming. “This is illustrated in Diagram 14.2.

The endless rotation of the Wheel of Becoming with 12 spokes
representing the 12 factors of PaÔiccasamuppÈda is illustrated in Dia-
gram 14.1. The endless rotation of the Wheel of Becoming with four
segments representing the 20 modes of causes and effects is illus-
trated in Diagram 14.3.
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ings perform wholesome and unwholesome deeds giving rise to for-
mations (sa~khÈra) and kamma-process becoming (kamma-bhava).
This illustrates how the round of defilements gives rise to the round
of kammas in the past existence.

When a wholesome or unwholesome kamma, which has the chance
to condition the present existence, bears results with the support of
ignorance, craving and clinging, the round of resultants arises as the
present existence. At the same time ignorance (moha), craving (lobha)
and clinging (lobha, diÔÔhi) come along with resultant consciousness
as latent defilements (anusaya kilesÈs).

When sense objects come in contact with the sixfold bases and
phassa, vedanÈ arise, craving, clinging and ignorance arise again. This
illustrates how the round of kammas in the past existence generates
the round of resultants in the present life, and how the round of result-
ants produces the round of defilements in the present existence.

The round of defilements will then gives rise to the round of
kammas in the present life, which in turn will generate the round of
resultants as the future existence as shown in Diagram 14.2.

This illustrate how the round of defilements, the round of kammas
and the round of resultants will keep on rotating endlessly, and so
does the Wheel of Becoming. “This is illustrated in Diagram 14.2.

The endless rotation of the Wheel of Becoming with 12 spokes
representing the 12 factors of PaÔiccasamuppÈda is illustrated in Dia-
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segments representing the 20 modes of causes and effects is illus-
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Digram 14.1 The Wheel of Becoming and DyingDigram 14.1 The Wheel of Becoming and DyingDigram 14.1 The Wheel of Becoming and DyingDigram 14.1 The Wheel of Becoming and DyingDigram 14.1 The Wheel of Becoming and Dying

(((((PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda) in Terms of 12 Factors) in Terms of 12 Factors) in Terms of 12 Factors) in Terms of 12 Factors) in Terms of 12 Factors

DiagramDiagramDiagramDiagramDiagram     111114.4.4.4.4.22222     The Wheel of Becoming and DyingThe Wheel of Becoming and DyingThe Wheel of Becoming and DyingThe Wheel of Becoming and DyingThe Wheel of Becoming and Dying
(((((PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda) in Terms of Three Rounds) in Terms of Three Rounds) in Terms of Three Rounds) in Terms of Three Rounds) in Terms of Three Rounds

DigramDigramDigramDigramDigram     111114.4.4.4.4.33333     The Wheel of Becoming and DyingThe Wheel of Becoming and DyingThe Wheel of Becoming and DyingThe Wheel of Becoming and DyingThe Wheel of Becoming and Dying
(((((PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda) in Terms of Twenty Modes) in Terms of Twenty Modes) in Terms of Twenty Modes) in Terms of Twenty Modes) in Terms of Twenty Modes

• The Two RootsThe Two RootsThe Two RootsThe Two RootsThe Two Roots (M|la)
The Wheel of Becoming (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) can be divided into

two portions (Table 14.1). The first portion starts from the Past Causes
and ends at the Present Effects, comprising avijjÈ, sa~khÈra, viÒÒÈÓa,
nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa and vedanÈ. In this portion avijjÈ or
ignorance is the root or origin.

The second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends at the
Future Effects covering taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti and jarÈ-maraÓa.
In this portion taÓhÈ or craving is the root or origin.

So the two roots of PaÔiccasamuppÈda are ignorance and craving.
If we cut off these two roots, the Wheel of Becoming will be destroyed
forever as far as we are concerned, just as a tree will die when its main
roots are cut off.

We can cut off the two main roots of PaÔiccasamuppÈda by tran-
quillity and insight meditations. When we see all the true nature of
mentality and materiality and open up the eight departments which
are covered up by ignorance, then craving has no place to cling to. So
both ignorance and craving will be cut off and we shall be liberated
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and ends at the Present Effects, comprising avijjÈ, sa~khÈra, viÒÒÈÓa,
nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa and vedanÈ. In this portion avijjÈ or
ignorance is the root or origin.

The second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends at the
Future Effects covering taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti and jarÈ-maraÓa.
In this portion taÓhÈ or craving is the root or origin.

So the two roots of PaÔiccasamuppÈda are ignorance and craving.
If we cut off these two roots, the Wheel of Becoming will be destroyed
forever as far as we are concerned, just as a tree will die when its main
roots are cut off.
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from the round of rebirths (saÑsÈra).

• • • • • Understanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Noble TruthsUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Noble TruthsUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Noble TruthsUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Noble TruthsUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Noble Truths
Moral kamma and immoral kamma are stated in Saccavibha~ga

without distinguishing volition and its associates to belong to the Second
Noble Truth, that is, as the cause of suffering. So ignorance which
associates with volition belongs to the Second Noble Truth.

Therefore the statement “With ignorance as condition, there are
formations” illustrates that formations are the second truth with the
second truth as source.

In the statement “With formations as condition, there is conscious-
ness”, consciousness is the first truth (the truth of suffering) with the
second truth as source.

The statements beginning with mentality-materiality and ending
with feeling, due respectively to consciousness, etc., are the first truth
with the first truth as source.

Craving due to feeling is the second truth with the first truth as
source. Clinging due to craving is the second truth with the second
truth as source. Becoming due to clinging is the first and second truths
with the second truth as source (kammabhava is the second truth and
upapattibhava is the first truth).

Birth due to becoming is the first truth with the second truth as
source. Ageing-and-death due to birth is the first truth with the first
truth as source.

Thus, by penetrating into the causal relations of paÔiccasamuppÈda,
we can understand the First and Second Noble Truths clearly, that is,
understanding how suffering arises due to the cause of suffering.

• • • • • Understanding PaÔiccaUnderstanding PaÔiccaUnderstanding PaÔiccaUnderstanding PaÔiccaUnderstanding PaÔiccasssssamuppÈda in Terms of FunctamuppÈda in Terms of FunctamuppÈda in Terms of FunctamuppÈda in Terms of FunctamuppÈda in Terms of Functiiiiionsonsonsonsons
1 Ignorance confuses beings about sense objects and is a condition

for formations to arise.
2 Formations form the formed and are a condition for consciousness.
3 Consciousness performs the function of cognizing an object and

the function of conditioning mentality-materiality to arise.
4 Mentality-materiality is mutually consolidating and is a condition

for the sixfold base to arise.
5 The sixfold base occurs with respect to its own object and is a

condition for contact to arise.
6 Contact makes the contact between consciousness and the sense-

object and is a condition for feeling to arise.

7 Feeling enjoys the taste of the sense-object and is a condition for
craving to arise.

8 Craving attaches to desirable sense-objects and is a condition
for clinging to arise.

9 Clinging clings to sense-objects worthy of clinging and is a condi-
tion for becoming to arise.

10 Becoming flings beings into various kinds of destiny and is a con-
dition for birth to arise.

11 Birth gives birth to aggregates and keeps on producing new
aggregates and is a condition for ageing-and-death.

12 Ageing-and-death ensures the decay and dissolution of aggregates
and is a condition for the manifestation of the next becoming be-
cause it is the basis of sorrow, lamentation, etc.
So this Wheel of Becoming should be known as occurring in two

ways “as to function” of each factor.

• Understanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of PreventionUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of PreventionUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of PreventionUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of PreventionUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Prevention
1 The statement “With ignorance as condition, there are formations”

prevents the wrong view that a Creator or Maker exists.
2 The statement “With formations as condition, there is conscious-

ness” prevents the wrong view that a self or soul transmigrates to
the new existene.

3 The statement “With consciousness as condition, there is mental-
ity-materiality” prevents the perception of compactness because
it shows the analysis of the basis conjectured to be ‘self'.

4 The statements beginning “With mentality-materiality as condi-
tion, there is the sixfold base” prevents the wrong view that the
self sees, hears, smells, tastes, touches, cognizes, feels, craves,
clings, becomes, is born, ages and dies.

• • • • • Understanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of SimiliesUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of SimiliesUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of SimiliesUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of SimiliesUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Similies
1 Ignorance (AvijjÈ) is like a blind man because it does not see the
natural characteristic and common characteristics of natural dhammas.
2 Formations with ignorance as condition are like the blind man’s

stumbling.
3 Consciousness with formations as condition is like the blind man’s

falling.
4 Mentality-materiality with consciousness as condition is like the

appearance of a tumour on the fallen blind man.
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5 The sixfold base with mentality-materiality as condition is like the
gathering of pus and rotten blood that will burst the tumour.

6 Contact with the sixfold base as condition is like hitting the tumour
with the gathering of pus and rotten blood.

7 Feeling with contact as condition is like the pain due to the blow.
8 Craving with feeling as condition is like longing for a remedy to

cure the pain.
9 Clinging with craving as condition is like seizing the wrong medi-

cine through longing for a remedy.
10 Becoming with clinging as condition is like applying the wrong

medicine which has been seized.
11 Birth with becoming as condition is like a change for the worse in

the tumour owing to the application of the wrong remedy.
12 Ageing-and-death with birth as condition is like the bursting of

the tumour after the change.

• Comparison with Similes in Another WayComparison with Similes in Another WayComparison with Similes in Another WayComparison with Similes in Another WayComparison with Similes in Another Way
1 Ignorance tortures and overwhelms beings by not knowing rightly,

but know wrongly just as cataract does the eye. So ‘ignorance’ is
like ‘cataract’.

2 A foolish person who is tortured by ignorance winds formations
around his body just as a cocoon-spinning caterpillar winds the
strands of the cocoon around his body. So the ‘foolish person’ is
like the ‘caterpiller’ and ‘formations’ are like the ‘cocoon’.

3 Consciousness guided and supported by formations establishes
itself in the five destinies just as a prince, guided and supported
by ministers, establishes himself on the throne. So ‘consciousness’
is like the ‘prince’ and formations’ are like ‘ministers’.

4 At the moment of rebirth consciousness, taking the rebirth-sign as
kamma, kamma object or sign of destiny, produces mentality-
materiality in various forms as celestial being, human being, bird,
etc., just as a magician creates various illusions. So ‘conscious-
ness’ is like ‘magician’ and ‘mentality-materiality’ is like ‘magic
illusions’.

5 The sixfold base planted in mentality-materiality reaches growth,
 increase and prosperity just as a forest thicket does when planted
in good soil. So the ‘sixfold base’ is like the ‘forest thicket’ and
‘mentality-materiality’ is like ‘good soil’.

6 Contact is born from the impingement of the internal base (sense
door) with the external base (sense-object) just as fire is born from
the rubbing together of two fire-sticks. So ‘contact’ is like ‘fire’.

7 Feeling is manifested in one touched by contact, as burning occurs
in one when touched by fire. So ‘feeling’ is like ‘burning’.

8 Craving increases in one who enjoys feeling just as a person gets
more thirsty when he drinks salt water. So ‘craving’ is like ‘thirst’.

9 One who is parched with craving develops strong desire in becoming
in which he can enjoy sense-pleasure just as a thirsty person has
strong desire for drinking pure-water. Those strong desires in be-
coming amount to clinging (upÈdÈna). So ‘clinging’ is like the
‘strong desire for drinking pure water’.

10 By clinging he clings to becoming just as a fish clings to a hook
through greed for the bait. So ‘becoming’ is like the ‘hook’.

11 When there is kamma-process becoming there is birth just as when
there is a seed there is a shoot. So ‘birth’ is like the ‘shoot’ and
‘kamma-process becoming’ is like a ‘seed’.

12 Ageing-and-death is certain for one who is born just as falling
down is certain for a tree that has grown up. So ‘ageing-and-death’
is like the ‘falling down’ of a tree.

• • • • • Understanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of ProfundityUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of ProfundityUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of ProfundityUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of ProfundityUnderstanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Profundity
The Blessed One’s words: “This Dependent Origination is pro-

found, Ananda, and profound does it appear (D. ii, 55)’ refer to pro-
fundity of PaÔiccasamuppÈda.

There are four kinds of profundity (There are four kinds of profundity (There are four kinds of profundity (There are four kinds of profundity (There are four kinds of profundity (gambhÊratÈgambhÊratÈgambhÊratÈgambhÊratÈgambhÊratÈ).).).).).
1 AtthagambhÊratÈ — profundity of result,
2 DhammagambhÊratÈ — profundity of cause,
3 DesanÈgambhÊratÈ — profundity of teaching,
4 PaÔivedhagambhÊratÈ — profundity of penetrative knowing.

11111 Profundity of ResultProfundity of ResultProfundity of ResultProfundity of ResultProfundity of Result
With birth as condition there is ageing-and-death. Without birth,

ageing-and-death does not arise owing to other causes. It is very dif-
ficult to know that ageing-and-death arises on account of birth and it
arises together with birth. So it is profound.

Similarly it is very difficult to know that birth arises on account of
kamma-process becoming and it arises together with kamma-process
becoming. ...... It is very difficult to know that formations arise on
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in good soil. So the ‘sixfold base’ is like the ‘forest thicket’ and
‘mentality-materiality’ is like ‘good soil’.

6 Contact is born from the impingement of the internal base (sense
door) with the external base (sense-object) just as fire is born from
the rubbing together of two fire-sticks. So ‘contact’ is like ‘fire’.

7 Feeling is manifested in one touched by contact, as burning occurs
in one when touched by fire. So ‘feeling’ is like ‘burning’.

8 Craving increases in one who enjoys feeling just as a person gets
more thirsty when he drinks salt water. So ‘craving’ is like ‘thirst’.

9 One who is parched with craving develops strong desire in becoming
in which he can enjoy sense-pleasure just as a thirsty person has
strong desire for drinking pure-water. Those strong desires in be-
coming amount to clinging (upÈdÈna). So ‘clinging’ is like the
‘strong desire for drinking pure water’.

10 By clinging he clings to becoming just as a fish clings to a hook
through greed for the bait. So ‘becoming’ is like the ‘hook’.
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down is certain for a tree that has grown up. So ‘ageing-and-death’
is like the ‘falling down’ of a tree.
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11111 Profundity of ResultProfundity of ResultProfundity of ResultProfundity of ResultProfundity of Result
With birth as condition there is ageing-and-death. Without birth,

ageing-and-death does not arise owing to other causes. It is very dif-
ficult to know that ageing-and-death arises on account of birth and it
arises together with birth. So it is profound.

Similarly it is very difficult to know that birth arises on account of
kamma-process becoming and it arises together with kamma-process
becoming. ...... It is very difficult to know that formations arise on
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account of ignorance and they arise together with ignorance. So De-
pendent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) is profound in respect of
profunditity of result.
2 Profundity of Cause2 Profundity of Cause2 Profundity of Cause2 Profundity of Cause2 Profundity of Cause

It is very difficult to know how ignorance arises and in what mode
and on what occasion it is a condition for formations to arise. Simi-
larly it is very difficult to know how formations arise and in what
mode and on what occasion formations are a condition for conscious-
ness to arise...... It is very difficult to know how birth arises and in
what mode and on what occasion birth is a condition for ageing-and-
death to arise. So Dependent Origination is profound in respect of
profundity of cause.

3 Profundity of Teaching3 Profundity of Teaching3 Profundity of Teaching3 Profundity of Teaching3 Profundity of Teaching
The teaching of Dependent Origination is profound since it needs

to be taught in various ways for various reasons, and none but omni-
scient knowledge gets fully established in it. In some Suttas it is taught
in forward order and in some in backward order, in some in forward
and backward order, in some in forward or in backward order starting
from the middle, in some in four sections and three links, and so on.
That is why the Wheel of Becoming is profound in teaching.

4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing
Ignorance, formations, etc., have individual essences and charac-

teristics. If these essences and characteristics are known, then igno-
rance, formations, etc., are known penetratively. But it is very diffi-
cult to know these essences and characteristics penetratively. So the
Wheel of Becoming is profound in respect of penetrative knowing.

This profundity will be further elaborated below.
1 The nature of ignorance as unknowing, unseeing and non-penet-

ration of the four Noble Truths is perfound and very difficult to
know penetratively.

2 The nature of formations as forming, exerting effort and accumu-
lating with and without greed is profound and very difficult to
know penetratively.

3 The nature of consciousness as void of self or soul, void of being
concerned and exerting effort, and manifestation of rebirth without
transmigration of anything is profound and very difficult to un-
derstand.

4 The nature of mentality-materiality as simultaneous arising, as re-
solved into components or not, as bending onto a sense object,
and as changing under adverse conditions is profound and very
difficult to understand.

5 The nature of the sixfold base as controlling faculties, as the world,
as sense-doors, as lasting for a moment, as the place of manifesta-
tion of sense-object is profound and very difficult to understand.

6 The nature of contact as touching, impingement, meeting and con-
currence is profound and very difficult to understand.

7 The nature of feeling as enjoying the taste of the sense-object, as
pleasure or pain or neutrality, as soulless, and as enjoyment is
profound and very difficult to understand.

8 The nature of craving as delighting in sense-objects, as swallow-
ing and possessing, as a current, as a bindweed, as a river, as the
ocean of craving, and as impossible to fill is profound and very
difficult to understand.

9 The nature of clinging as grasping a sense object, as firm attach-
ment to a sense object, as misinterpreting the sense-object, as re-
flecting wrongly, and as hard to overcome it is profound and very
difficult to understand.

10 The nature of becoming as accumulating, forming, exerting
effort, and flinging into the various kinds of generation, destiny,
station and abode is profound and very difficult to understand.

11 The nature of birth as coming to a new existence, as the manifes-
tation of bodily parts, as descent to the womb, as rebirth, as being
formed obviously is profound and very difficult to understand.

12 The nature of ageing-and-death as destruction, decay, fall, break-
up, and change is profound and very difficult to understand.

• Understanding Understanding Understanding Understanding Understanding PPPPPaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Four MethodsaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Four MethodsaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Four MethodsaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Four MethodsaÔiccasamuppÈda in Terms of Four Methods
The four methods of understanding the Wheel of Becoming are:

1 the method of identity (ekatta method),
2 the method of diversity (nÈnatta method),
3 the method of unconcern (abyÈpÈra method),
4 the method of cause-effect regularity (evaÑdhammatÈ method).

11111 The Method of IdentityThe Method of IdentityThe Method of IdentityThe Method of IdentityThe Method of Identity (Ekattanaya)
The non-interruption of the continuity in the series of mentality-

materiality in the way “With ignorance as condition, there are forma-
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account of ignorance and they arise together with ignorance. So De-
pendent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) is profound in respect of
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2 Profundity of Cause2 Profundity of Cause2 Profundity of Cause2 Profundity of Cause2 Profundity of Cause
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and on what occasion it is a condition for formations to arise. Simi-
larly it is very difficult to know how formations arise and in what
mode and on what occasion formations are a condition for conscious-
ness to arise...... It is very difficult to know how birth arises and in
what mode and on what occasion birth is a condition for ageing-and-
death to arise. So Dependent Origination is profound in respect of
profundity of cause.

3 Profundity of Teaching3 Profundity of Teaching3 Profundity of Teaching3 Profundity of Teaching3 Profundity of Teaching
The teaching of Dependent Origination is profound since it needs
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from the middle, in some in four sections and three links, and so on.
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4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing4 Profundity of Penetrative Knowing
Ignorance, formations, etc., have individual essences and charac-
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rance, formations, etc., are known penetratively. But it is very diffi-
cult to know these essences and characteristics penetratively. So the
Wheel of Becoming is profound in respect of penetrative knowing.

This profundity will be further elaborated below.
1 The nature of ignorance as unknowing, unseeing and non-penet-

ration of the four Noble Truths is perfound and very difficult to
know penetratively.

2 The nature of formations as forming, exerting effort and accumu-
lating with and without greed is profound and very difficult to
know penetratively.

3 The nature of consciousness as void of self or soul, void of being
concerned and exerting effort, and manifestation of rebirth without
transmigration of anything is profound and very difficult to un-
derstand.

4 The nature of mentality-materiality as simultaneous arising, as re-
solved into components or not, as bending onto a sense object,
and as changing under adverse conditions is profound and very
difficult to understand.

5 The nature of the sixfold base as controlling faculties, as the world,
as sense-doors, as lasting for a moment, as the place of manifesta-
tion of sense-object is profound and very difficult to understand.

6 The nature of contact as touching, impingement, meeting and con-
currence is profound and very difficult to understand.

7 The nature of feeling as enjoying the taste of the sense-object, as
pleasure or pain or neutrality, as soulless, and as enjoyment is
profound and very difficult to understand.

8 The nature of craving as delighting in sense-objects, as swallow-
ing and possessing, as a current, as a bindweed, as a river, as the
ocean of craving, and as impossible to fill is profound and very
difficult to understand.

9 The nature of clinging as grasping a sense object, as firm attach-
ment to a sense object, as misinterpreting the sense-object, as re-
flecting wrongly, and as hard to overcome it is profound and very
difficult to understand.

10 The nature of becoming as accumulating, forming, exerting
effort, and flinging into the various kinds of generation, destiny,
station and abode is profound and very difficult to understand.

11 The nature of birth as coming to a new existence, as the manifes-
tation of bodily parts, as descent to the womb, as rebirth, as being
formed obviously is profound and very difficult to understand.

12 The nature of ageing-and-death as destruction, decay, fall, break-
up, and change is profound and very difficult to understand.
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tions; with formations as condition, consciousness; and so on”, just
like a seed’s growing into a shoot and then continuously into a tree, is
called the ‘Method of Identity’.

One who sees this phenomenon rightly abandons the annihilationannihilationannihilationannihilationannihilation
viewviewviewviewview by understanding the unbrokenness of the continuity that oc-
curs through the linking of cause and effect. And one who sees it
wrongly clings to the eternity vieweternity vieweternity vieweternity vieweternity view by apprehending identity in the
non-interruption of the continuity that occurs through the linking of
cause and effect.
22222 The Method of Diversity (The Method of Diversity (The Method of Diversity (The Method of Diversity (The Method of Diversity (NÈnattanayaNÈnattanayaNÈnattanayaNÈnattanayaNÈnattanaya)))))

The method of defining and knowing correctly the nature and
characteristic of ignorance, formations, etc., is called the Method of
Diversity.

One who sees this method rightly abandons the eternity vieweternity vieweternity vieweternity vieweternity view by
seeing the arising of each new state. And one who sees it wrongly
clings to the annihilation viewannihilation viewannihilation viewannihilation viewannihilation view by seeing individual diversity in the
events of a single continuity, thinking that one entity is annihilated
and another entity is formed or one person dies and is annihilated
while another person is born.
33333 The Method of Unconcern (The Method of Unconcern (The Method of Unconcern (The Method of Unconcern (The Method of Unconcern (AbyÈbÈranayaAbyÈbÈranayaAbyÈbÈranayaAbyÈbÈranayaAbyÈbÈranaya)))))

Ignorance has no concern such as “I must exert the effort to make
formations occur” , and formations similarly have no concern such as
“We must exert the effort to make consciousness occur,” and so on.
This method is called the Method of Unconcern.

One who sees this method rightly abandons the wrong view of
personality beliefpersonality beliefpersonality beliefpersonality beliefpersonality belief by understanding the absence of a self who is a
maker. One who sees it wrongly clings to the wrong view of ineffi-ineffi-ineffi-ineffi-ineffi-
cacy-of-actioncacy-of-actioncacy-of-actioncacy-of-actioncacy-of-action, because he does not know that ignorance, formations,
etc., act as the condition for the arising of their respective effects as a
natural law.
44444 The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (EvaÑdhammatÈnayaEvaÑdhammatÈnayaEvaÑdhammatÈnayaEvaÑdhammatÈnayaEvaÑdhammatÈnaya)))))

Just as curd is formed from milk, so also formations and no other
things are formed from ignorance as condition, and so on. This method
in which a particular effect arises from a particular cause regularly is
called the Method of Cause-effect Regularity.

One who sees this method rightly abandons the no-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause view
(ahetuka diÔÔhi) and the inefficacy-of-action viewinefficacy-of-action viewinefficacy-of-action viewinefficacy-of-action viewinefficacy-of-action view (akiriya diÔÔhi)

by understanding how the fruit accords with its condition. One who
sees it wrongly by apprehending it as non-production of anything
from anything, instead of apprehending the occurrence of the fruit in
accordance with its condition, clings to the no-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause view and the
wrong view of certaintywrong view of certaintywrong view of certaintywrong view of certaintywrong view of certainty (niyata vÈda) which believes that there is
a certain fixed period for beings to be born again and again in saÑsÈra
and to be liberated after a certain fixed period.

No Footing and Hard to TranscendNo Footing and Hard to TranscendNo Footing and Hard to TranscendNo Footing and Hard to TranscendNo Footing and Hard to Transcend
There is no one, even in a dream, who has emancipated from the

fearful round of rebirths, which is ever destroying like a thunderbolt,
unless he has severed with the knife of knowledge well whetted on
the stone of sublime concentration, this Wheel of Becoming, which
offers no footing owing to its great profundity and is hard to tran-
scend owing to the maze of many methods.

And this has been said by the Blessed One: “Profound, Ãnanda, is
this Dependent Origination, and profound does it appear. It is through
not understanding, not penetrating this law, that this world resembles
a tangled ball of thread, a bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man
does not escape from the lower states of existence, from the course of
woe and perdition, suffering from the round of rebirths.
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tions; with formations as condition, consciousness; and so on”, just
like a seed’s growing into a shoot and then continuously into a tree, is
called the ‘Method of Identity’.

One who sees this phenomenon rightly abandons the annihilationannihilationannihilationannihilationannihilation
viewviewviewviewview by understanding the unbrokenness of the continuity that oc-
curs through the linking of cause and effect. And one who sees it
wrongly clings to the eternity vieweternity vieweternity vieweternity vieweternity view by apprehending identity in the
non-interruption of the continuity that occurs through the linking of
cause and effect.
22222 The Method of Diversity (The Method of Diversity (The Method of Diversity (The Method of Diversity (The Method of Diversity (NÈnattanayaNÈnattanayaNÈnattanayaNÈnattanayaNÈnattanaya)))))

The method of defining and knowing correctly the nature and
characteristic of ignorance, formations, etc., is called the Method of
Diversity.

One who sees this method rightly abandons the eternity vieweternity vieweternity vieweternity vieweternity view by
seeing the arising of each new state. And one who sees it wrongly
clings to the annihilation viewannihilation viewannihilation viewannihilation viewannihilation view by seeing individual diversity in the
events of a single continuity, thinking that one entity is annihilated
and another entity is formed or one person dies and is annihilated
while another person is born.
33333 The Method of Unconcern (The Method of Unconcern (The Method of Unconcern (The Method of Unconcern (The Method of Unconcern (AbyÈbÈranayaAbyÈbÈranayaAbyÈbÈranayaAbyÈbÈranayaAbyÈbÈranaya)))))

Ignorance has no concern such as “I must exert the effort to make
formations occur” , and formations similarly have no concern such as
“We must exert the effort to make consciousness occur,” and so on.
This method is called the Method of Unconcern.

One who sees this method rightly abandons the wrong view of
personality beliefpersonality beliefpersonality beliefpersonality beliefpersonality belief by understanding the absence of a self who is a
maker. One who sees it wrongly clings to the wrong view of ineffi-ineffi-ineffi-ineffi-ineffi-
cacy-of-actioncacy-of-actioncacy-of-actioncacy-of-actioncacy-of-action, because he does not know that ignorance, formations,
etc., act as the condition for the arising of their respective effects as a
natural law.
44444 The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (The Method of Cause-Effect Regularity (EvaÑdhammatÈnayaEvaÑdhammatÈnayaEvaÑdhammatÈnayaEvaÑdhammatÈnayaEvaÑdhammatÈnaya)))))

Just as curd is formed from milk, so also formations and no other
things are formed from ignorance as condition, and so on. This method
in which a particular effect arises from a particular cause regularly is
called the Method of Cause-effect Regularity.

One who sees this method rightly abandons the no-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause view
(ahetuka diÔÔhi) and the inefficacy-of-action viewinefficacy-of-action viewinefficacy-of-action viewinefficacy-of-action viewinefficacy-of-action view (akiriya diÔÔhi)

by understanding how the fruit accords with its condition. One who
sees it wrongly by apprehending it as non-production of anything
from anything, instead of apprehending the occurrence of the fruit in
accordance with its condition, clings to the no-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause viewno-cause view and the
wrong view of certaintywrong view of certaintywrong view of certaintywrong view of certaintywrong view of certainty (niyata vÈda) which believes that there is
a certain fixed period for beings to be born again and again in saÑsÈra
and to be liberated after a certain fixed period.

No Footing and Hard to TranscendNo Footing and Hard to TranscendNo Footing and Hard to TranscendNo Footing and Hard to TranscendNo Footing and Hard to Transcend
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Review QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview Questions
1 Explain ‘dependent origination’ (paÔiccasamuppÈda) and ‘Depen-

dently co-arisen resultant’ (paÔiccasamuppanna).
What wrong views does the discourse on Dependent origination
dismiss?      (pp. 128, 129, 131)

2 What are the four Dhammas very difficult to understand and to
teach? What are the berefits of learning the discourse on depen-
dent Origination?   (pp. 130, 131)

3 In how many ways does the Buddha teach Dependent Origination?
How does he teach it from the end, down to the beginning?

  (pp. 131, 132)
4 Why does the Buddha give the exposition of the round of rebirths

with either ignorance or craving as the starting point? (p. 134)
5 Enumerate the things which ignorance (avijjÈ) is ignorant of.

      (pp. 134, 135, 140)
6 Enumerate the dhammas which are included in the formations

(sa~khÈra) which arise as the result of ignorance. (pp. 135, 136, 140)
7 How does the ignorance of the four Noble Truths cause forma-

tions to arise?             (pp. 141, 142)
8 How does the ignorance of the danger of sense pleasure cause the

formations of demerit to arise? How does ignorance give rise to
imperturbable formations?            (p. 142)

9 Explain predominance condition. How does it operate in nature?
           (p. 144)

10 Explain conascence condition with an example. How does it oper-
ate in natural processes?            (p. 145)

11 What is meant by the object-powerful-support condition? How
does it differ from object-predominance condition? (pp. 146, 147)

12 In how many ways is ignorance a condition (a) for formations of
merit, and (b) for imperturbable formations? (pp.  154, 155)

13 Is there a single fruit from a single cause? Why does the Buddha
preach Dependent Origination as one cause and one effect?

  (pp. 155, 156)
14 How does ignorance of death, rebirth, and the round of rebirths

lead to formations?            (p. 156)
15 Where and by what consciousness does rebirth come about? What

is the object of rebirth consciousness?            (p. 158)

16 Describe the rebirth-linking that takes a past object and comes
next to death consciousness with a past object.            (p. 159)

17 Enumerate the different kinds of rebirth as twofold, threefold,
fourfold and fivefold.            (p. 162)

18 Enumerate different kinds of rebirth as sevenfold according to
stations of consciousness.            (p. 162)

19 Describe clearly the passing away to a new becoming by the nor-
mal process of human death and rebirth-linking.    (pp. 163, 164)

20 Is the person who is newly born the same former person or
another person? (pp. 164, 165)

21 In the causal relation ‘vedanÈpaccayÈ taÓhÈ’, enumerate the vari-
ous kinds of craving according to sense objects and describe how
are they multiplied to 108 kinds.            (p. 174)

22 How are pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral feelings a condition for
craving, respectively?   (pp. 174, 175)

23 Describe the difference between craving (taÓhÈ) and sense-object
clinging (kÈmupÈdÈna).            (p. 176)

24 Enumerate the ten kinds of false-view clinging (diÔÔhupÈdÈna).
What is the essential element of these clingings? (pp. 176, 177)

25 What is the order of the arising of clingings and what is the order
of eliminating them?            (p. 177)

26 Of the four kinds of clinging, which clinging is the condition for
which becoming? Explain with examples?            (p. 179)

27 How is it to be known that becoming is a condition for birth?
           (p. 181)

28 How are cankers a condition for ignorance? Explain clearly with
illustrations.   (pp. 182, 183)

29 Describe the turning of the Wheel of Becoming with its twelve
factors round and round for ever.   (pp. 183, 184)

30 What is the reason for the Buddha to begin the Doctrine of De-
pendent Origination as “With ignorance as condition, there are
formations”? Is ignorance the first cause?            (p. 184)

31 Are there any maker and an experiencer according to the Doctrine
of Dependent Origination?   (pp. 184, 185)

32 Why is the Wheel of Becoming should be understood as void of
lastingness, beauty, pleasure and self?   (pp. 184, 185)

33 What are the past causes which are conditions for rebirth in the
present existence and what are the present fruits?            (p. 186)
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34 How may the Wheel of Becoming be divided into three rounds
(vaÔÔas)? Explain how these three rounds keep on rotating the
Wheel of Becoming for ever?   (pp. 187, 188)

35 How can we understand the First and Second Noble Truths clearly
by penetrating into the causal relations of PaÔiccasamuppÈda?

           (p. 191)
36 Make comments on the statement: “The world was created by a

creator” by the method of PaÔiccasamuppada.            (p. 131)
37 What wrong views do the following causal relations of the Wheel

of Becoming purify?
(a) AvijjÈpaccayÈ sa~khÈrÈ   (b) Sa~khÈrapaccayÈ viÒÒÈÓaÑ
[Answer: (a) the wrong view that a creator exists,

(b) the wrong view that a self or soul transmigrates to
the new existence.]

38 Describe fully the meaning and the nature of the round of rebirths
(saÑsÈra) in the clause “Beings are being drown and drifting in
the current of saÑsÈra”.
[Ans: SaÑsÈra is the repeated arising and perishing of mentality-
materiality as an unbroken stream of continuity in terms of five
aggregates, twelve bases and eighteen elements.]

39 The twins who are born from the same parents should enjoy the
same benefits, but they don’t. Explain this phenomenon by
PaÔiccasamuppÈda method.
[Ans: See p. 181 in the exposition of BhavapaccayÈ jÈti.]

40 Comment on the results of the Law of Birth (jÈti-niyÈma) which is
involved in the Wheel of Becoming to make the nature of Dhamma
distinct.
[ Ans: See pp. 181-182 the exposition of jÈtipaccayÈ jarÈ-maranaÑ,
etc.]

41 Some people say, “Sense objects no longer arise in me; I have cut
off sense objects”. Comment on this statement from the point of
view of Abhidhamma.
[Ans: See page 144, the object condition. Consciousness cannot
arise without sense objects. So the statement is not correct.]

42 Describe clearly how the first five factors of PaÔiccasamuppÈda
are mutually related by the example of a blind man.
[Ans: See pages 192, 193, understanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in
terms of similes.]

43 Everybody usually performs good deeds and bad deeds. What
kinds of consciousness can arise as the result of good deeds?
Describe according to PaÔiccasamuppÈda method.
[Ans: See pp. 156, 157 exposition of sa~khÈrapaccayÈ viÒÒÈÓaÑ.
Good deeds mean volitions associated with all moral consciousnesses.]

44 Comment on the two Dhammas that lead saÑsÈra travellers as to
how they occupy the position of leadership.
[Ans: See page 134, the two roots of Dependent Origination.]

45 Explain how foolish, ignorant people who weep beating their chests
have to go round with the Wheel of Becoming.
[Ans: See page 182, how sorrow, lamentation, etc., are a condition
for ignorance. Lamentation arises in foolish, ignorant people who
weep beating their chests when they are inflicted with sorrow, pain,
grief or despair, because they are overwhelmed with ignorance.
When they weep, anger-rooted consciousness arises together with
ignorance. Ignorance then conditions formations to arise; forma-
tions condition consciousness to arise, and so on.]

46 As it is commonly said, “Foolish people get the idea too late”, in
how many ways does the foolish dhamma support different
thoughts and ideas to arise?
[Ans: See p. 141, how ignorance causes formations to arise.
Foolish dhamma=ignorance: thoughts and ideas = formations]

47 How do two kinds of becoming arise as the result of strong sense-
object clinging?
[Ans: See pp. 178, 179: “Exposition of upÈdÈnapaccayÈ bhavo”
and ‘Rebirth-process becoming’.]

48 Comment from the point of view of Visuddhimagga on the order
of the arising of four kinds of clingings.
[Ans: See p. 177, the order of the arising of clingings.]

49 Among all the subjects known by men what are the four most
profound subjects? Describe the profundity of the first two sub-
jects from the point of view of PaÔiccasamuppÈda.
[Ans: See pp.194, 195: Understanding PaÔiccasamuppÈda in terms
of profundity.]

50 It is proper to say that a condition which is arising or which has
already arisen can support a corresponding dhamma to arise; but
can we say that a condition which has not arisen yet can also sup-
port a corresponding dhamma? Answer with an example.
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[Ans: See p. 148, postnascence condition.]
51 As all worldlings are the owners of the Wheel of Becoming, des-

cribe the four sections of that Wheel in the proper order.
[Ans: See p. 187, four sections or layers of PaÔiccasamuppÈda.]

52 What types of belief associate with a dhamma to be called
bhavataÓhÈ and vibhavataÓhÈ? Briefly describe how taÓhÈ is mul-
tiplied to 108 kinds.
[Ans: See p. 172: Exposition of vedanÈpaccayÈ taÓhÈ.]

53 What is the reason that differentiates men to be intelligent and
dull? What are the sense objects taken by that reason?
[Ans: See p. 181, exposition of “bhavapaccayÈ jÈti”. Kamma-pro-
cess becoming is the reason. When that kamma conditions human
existence, in spite of equality of external existences, such as father,
mother, seed, blood, nutriment, etc., the difference of inferiority
or superiority of beings is observable even in the case of twins.
And that fact is not causeless, since it is not present always and in
all beings. Only kamma-process becoming can be the cause. No
other cause can make beings different from one another. The Bud-
dha said. “It is kamma that differentiates beings to be inferior and
superior.”
The sense objects taken by that reason (kamma-process becoming)
is kamma, kamma-nimitta or gati-nimitta.]

54 Describe the causal relation between ‘loving’ and ‘remembering’
from the point of view of PaÔiccasamuppÈda. For what type of
suffering are they the root causes?
[Ans: ‘Loving’ represents craving (taÓhÈ) and ‘remembering’ rep-
resents clinging (upÈdÈna). The causal relation is ‘taÓhÈ-paccayÈ
upÈdÈna’ or ‘with craving as condition, there is clinging’. (p. 175)

TaÓhÈ and upÈdÈna are kilesÈ-vaÔÔa dhammas; so they are the
root causes of sa~khÈra and kamma-bhava which are kamma-vaÔÔa
dhammas and viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ,
which are vipÈka-vaÔÔa dhammas. These are the types of suffer-
ing produced.]

55 Answer the following as much as you remember:
(a) different kinds of rebirth, (b) rebirth consciousness,
(c) the realms where rebirth consciousness occurs.

[Ans: See pages 157, 158: Different kinds of rebirth and different
realms of rebirth]

56 Answer with an example why craving for becoming functions as
a special cause for rebirth in a blissful realm although it is really
an immoral dhamma.
[Ans: See page 134, the two roots of Dependent Origination.

Just as when a cow to be slaughtered is in the grip of torment
of being burnt with fire and beaten with cudgels, and being ex-
hausted and very thirsty, drinks cold water, which gives satisfac-
tion and allays her torment; so a worldling, who is in the grip of
craving for becoming, performs various kammas beginning with
abstinence from killing living beings that leads to happy destinies
and gives satisfaction, because it is free from the burning of de-
filements, and it allays the torment of woeful suffering by send-
ing him to a happy destiny. This is how craving for becoming
functions as a special cause for rebirth in a blissful realm although
it is really an immoral dhamma.]

57 In what plane, to what resultant consciousness, by what condi-
tions, and at what time does the volition called ÈneÒjÈbhisa~khÈra
serve as the cause?
[Ans: See pages 157, 158 and page 161, how kamma is a condi-
tion. The four immaterial moral volitions, called ÈneÒjÈbhisa~-
khÈra,
(1) give rebirth in four immaterial planes,
(2) with four immaterial resultant consciousnesses,
(3) by nÈnakkhaÓika kamma condition and natural-powerful-

support condition,
(4) both at the moment of rebirth and in the course of existence.]

58 In looking at a visible object, describe the different ways of look-
ing that gives rise to craving for sense objects, craving for becom-
ing, and craving for non-becoming.
[Ans: See page 174: Exposition of vedanÈpaccayÈ taÓhÈ.]

59 How is it to be known that consciousness have formations as their
conditions? In the causal relations ‘avijjÈpaccayÈ sa~khÈrÈ’ and
‘upÈdÈnapaccayÈ bhavo’, what is the difference between
‘sa~khÈra’ and ‘bhava’?
[Ans: See page 156: Exposition of sa~khÈrapaccayÈ viÒÒÈnaÑ,
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ing that gives rise to craving for sense objects, craving for becom-
ing, and craving for non-becoming.
[Ans: See page 174: Exposition of vedanÈpaccayÈ taÓhÈ.]

59 How is it to be known that consciousness have formations as their
conditions? In the causal relations ‘avijjÈpaccayÈ sa~khÈrÈ’ and
‘upÈdÈnapaccayÈ bhavo’, what is the difference between
‘sa~khÈra’ and ‘bhava’?
[Ans: See page 156: Exposition of sa~khÈrapaccayÈ viÒÒÈnaÑ,
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and p.178: Exposition of upÈdÈnapaccayÈ bhavo. In ‘avijjÈpaccayÈ
sa~khÈrÈ’, ‘sa~khÈra’ means 17 mundane moral volitions and 12
immoral volitions.
In ‘upÈdÈnapaccayÈ bhavo’, bhava is kammabhava + upapatti-
bhava. ‘Kammabhava’ means ‘17 mundane moral volitions and
12 immoral volitions + covetousnesses, etc., associated with moral
and immoral volitions’.
‘Upapattibhava’ means ‘32 mundane resultant consciousnesses,
their 35 associated cetasikas and 18 kammaja r|pas.]

60 Mention the causal relation which describes the arising of the first
and second noble truths on account of the first noble truth.
[Ans: See page 191 under the heading: “Understanding PaÔicca-
samuppÈda in terms of Noble Truths.”
‘UpÈdÈnapaccayÈ bhavo’ is the causal relation which describes
the arising of the first and second noble truths on account of the
first truth.

‘UpÈdÈna’ stands for ‘lobha+diÔÔhi’ which is the second truth.
‘Bhavo’ stands for ‘kammabhava + upapattibhava’ of which

kammabhava = 29 mundane moral and immoral volitions
= second truth

upapattibhava = 32 mundane resultant consciousness, 35 associ-
ated mental facotrs, and 18 kammaja r|pas

= fist turth]
61 What are the things which ‘ignorance’ (avijjÈ) does not know?

Answer as described in Suttanta as well as in AbhidhammÈ. In
observing Sabbath precepts with faith, which condition aids which
conditionally arisen thing by which property?
[Ans: See page 140: Detailed exposition of Dependent Origina-
tion. In observing Sabbath precepts with faith, faith (saddhÈ) is
the condition which aids Sabbath precepts (sÊla), the conditionally
arisen thing, by the property of natural-powerful-support condi-
tion.]

62 In the PÈÄi ‘SaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ phasso’, what are the bases that
condition the eye-contact to arise? Or, for a contact to arise, many
bases have to aid as condition. Which bases are involved in the
arising of the eye contact?
[Ans: See page 172: Exposition of SaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ phasso.

When visible object (visible-data-base) comes in contact with the
eye-base (cakkhu-pasÈda), eye-consciousness (mind-base) arises
together with seven essential mental factors. The six essential
mental factors excluding phassa (the eye contact) represent the
mental-data-base (dhammÈyatana.)]

So the visible-data base, the eye-base, the mind-base and the
mental-data-base are involved in the arising of the eye-contact.]

63 How do immaterial resultant consciousnesses give rise to imperturb-
able formations? Explain with an example how the cause and the
effect are related by the knowledge of cause-effect regularity.
[Ans: See page 141 under the heading of ‘How ignorance causes
formations to arise’, and page 197: the method of cause-effect
regularity.]

(a) Being unaware of the suffering of formations (sa~khÈra
dukkha) and the suffering-in-change (vipariÓÈma dukkha), inherent
in kamma-results in the immaterial sphere, that is, immaterial resultant
consciousnesses and immaterial existences, and harbouring the wrong
view of eternalism, a person develops ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas which give
rise to imperturbable formations. It is like a man who takes the wrong
road leading to the city of ogres. This shows how immaterial resultant
consciousnesses give rise to imperturbable formations.

(b) Just as curd is formed from milk, so also formations and
no other things are formed from ignorance as condition, and so on.
This method in which a particular effect arises from a particular cause
regularly is called the Method of Cause-effect Regularity (EvaÑdham-
matÈnaya). This is how the cause and the effect are related by the
knowledge of cause-effect regularity)
64 (a) How is visible-data-craving (r|pataÓhÈ) developed to craving

for becoming (bhavataÓhÈ)?
(b) How does sense-object clinging (kÈmupÈdÈna) give rise to
brahma existences?
[Ans: (a) See page 174 under the heading of “Exposition of

vedanÈpaccayÈ taÓhÈ”
(b) See page 179 under the headings of ‘How clinging is a

condition for becoming’ and ‘Because of clinging,
there are 24 kinds of becoming’.

(a) When a desirable pleasant object comes in contact with the
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condition the eye-contact to arise? Or, for a contact to arise, many
bases have to aid as condition. Which bases are involved in the
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[Ans: See page 172: Exposition of SaÄÈyatanapaccayÈ phasso.

When visible object (visible-data-base) comes in contact with the
eye-base (cakkhu-pasÈda), eye-consciousness (mind-base) arises
together with seven essential mental factors. The six essential
mental factors excluding phassa (the eye contact) represent the
mental-data-base (dhammÈyatana.)]

So the visible-data base, the eye-base, the mind-base and the
mental-data-base are involved in the arising of the eye-contact.]

63 How do immaterial resultant consciousnesses give rise to imperturb-
able formations? Explain with an example how the cause and the
effect are related by the knowledge of cause-effect regularity.
[Ans: See page 141 under the heading of ‘How ignorance causes
formations to arise’, and page 197: the method of cause-effect
regularity.]

(a) Being unaware of the suffering of formations (sa~khÈra
dukkha) and the suffering-in-change (vipariÓÈma dukkha), inherent
in kamma-results in the immaterial sphere, that is, immaterial resultant
consciousnesses and immaterial existences, and harbouring the wrong
view of eternalism, a person develops ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas which give
rise to imperturbable formations. It is like a man who takes the wrong
road leading to the city of ogres. This shows how immaterial resultant
consciousnesses give rise to imperturbable formations.

(b) Just as curd is formed from milk, so also formations and
no other things are formed from ignorance as condition, and so on.
This method in which a particular effect arises from a particular cause
regularly is called the Method of Cause-effect Regularity (EvaÑdham-
matÈnaya). This is how the cause and the effect are related by the
knowledge of cause-effect regularity)
64 (a) How is visible-data-craving (r|pataÓhÈ) developed to craving

for becoming (bhavataÓhÈ)?
(b) How does sense-object clinging (kÈmupÈdÈna) give rise to
brahma existences?
[Ans: (a) See page 174 under the heading of “Exposition of

vedanÈpaccayÈ taÓhÈ”
(b) See page 179 under the headings of ‘How clinging is a

condition for becoming’ and ‘Because of clinging,
there are 24 kinds of becoming’.

(a) When a desirable pleasant object comes in contact with the
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eye, pleasant feeling arises. ‘With feeling as condition there is
craving’ according to PaÔiccasamuppÈda. ‘The craving which craves
for the pleasant object with attachment is called visible-data crav-
ing (r|pataÓhÈ).’ When visible-data craving occurs along with the
eternity-view taking the sense object to be lasting and eternal, it is
called craving for becoming (bhavataÓhÈ).

(b) A person, by listening to good  Dhamma and so on and
imagining that ‘by this kamma, sense desires will be fulfilled’,
performs fine-material-moral actions by developing r|pa-jhÈnas
or immaterial-moral actions by developing ar|pa-jhÈnas through
sense-object clinging. These actions are kamma-process becom-
ing and, on his death, they condition him to be reborn as a brahmÈ
in a fine-material realm or in an immaterial realm.]

65. PaÔiccasamuppÈda concludes with the statement: “Thus the whole
mass of suffering of mentality-materiality arise due to the culprits
led by ignorance as the root cause.” Explain the significance of
this statement. If the ignorance avijjÈ is said to know something,
what is that something?
[Ans: See page 131: Dismissal of wrong views.

“Thus the whole mass of suffering of mentality-materiality”
signifies the fact that no person, no self, no eternal soul, no bliss
(sukha), and no beauty (subha) are involved in the round of re-
births and that only mentality-materiality and impermanence
(anicca), suffering (dukkha), non-self(anatta), and unpleasantness
(asubha) arise in the Wheel of Dependent Origination.

“Due to the culprits led by ignorance as the root cause” signi-
fies that there is no BrahmÈ, no Almighty God, no Creator who
creates living beings and controls their fates and destinies; only
the natural process of cause-effect relations of mentality-materi-
ality rolls on in saÑsÈra.

The ‘something’ known by the ignorance ‘avijjÈ’ is the wrong
features of realities (paramattha); it knows only concepts (paÒÒatti),
taking these concepts to be real, permanent (nicca), pleasant
(sukha), self or soul (atta) and beautiful (subha).

66 (a) How does absence condition support its effect by being ab-
sent? (b) What consciousness arises on account of the sense-sphere
formations of merit?

[Ans: See page 153: Absence condition, and page 156 in the Ex-
position of Sa~khÈrapaccayÈ viÒÒanaÑ.]

67 (a) What becoming, what generation and what destiny are pro-
duced by the formation of the imperturbable?
(b) What will the PÈÄi “NÈmar|papaccayÈ SaÄÈyatanaÑ” mean for
ar|pa-brahmÈs?
[Ans: See page 166 (bottom): the formation of the imperturbable,
and page 170: Exposition of nÈmar|papaccayÈ saÄÈyatanaÑ.
(a) The formation of the imperturbable produces immaterial be-
coming (ar|pabhava), one generation of sponteneous rebirth, and
one destiny of celestial being (devagati).
(b) There is no materiality and only the mind base (manÈyatana)
in ar|pÈ-brahmÈs. So the given PÈÄi will mean “NÈma-paccayÈ
manÈyatanaÑ” or “With three mental aggregates of cetasikas as
condition, there are ar|pa-vipÈka cittas.”]

68 As the Doctrine of Dependent Origination begins with ‘ignorance’
as the cause, is ignorance the first cause? If it is not, what is the
reason to begin the Doctrine with ignorance?
[Ans: See page 184: Is Ignorance the first cause?]

69 As in the saying ‘the son is older than the father’, which postnascent
dhamma that resembles the father aids which prenascent dhamma
that resembles the son by which condition?
[Ans: See page 148: Postnascent condition.
Postnascent consciousness and its concomitants (cetasikas), which
resemble the father, aid the prenascent materiality (heart base, eye
base, ear base, etc.) which resembles the son by postnascent con-
dition.]

70 In the PÈÄi “PhassapaccayÈ vedanÈ”, which feelings are repre-
sented by ‘vedanÈ’? In the discourse on ‘Dependent Origination’
only two past causes are mentioned; how do the past causes be-
come five?
[Ans: See page 173: Exposition of phassapaccayÈ vedanÈ, and
page 186: past five causes and present five fruits.]
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CHAPTER XV —CHAPTER XV —CHAPTER XV —CHAPTER XV —CHAPTER XV — PURIFICATION OF VIEWPURIFICATION OF VIEWPURIFICATION OF VIEWPURIFICATION OF VIEWPURIFICATION OF VIEW
(((((DiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhi)))))

• • • • • Systematic Purification of the MindSystematic Purification of the MindSystematic Purification of the MindSystematic Purification of the MindSystematic Purification of the Mind
According to RathavinÊta Sutta1 and Visuddhi-magga2, the mind is

systematically purified in seven stages:
1 SÊla-visuddhiSÊla-visuddhiSÊla-visuddhiSÊla-visuddhiSÊla-visuddhi — purification of morality,
2 Citta-visuddhiCitta-visuddhiCitta-visuddhiCitta-visuddhiCitta-visuddhi — purification of the mind by developing the

right concentration,
3 DiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhi — purification of view,
4 Ka~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhiKa~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhiKa~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhiKa~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhiKa~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhi — purification by overcoming doubt,
5 MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi — purification by know-

ledge and vision of what is the Path and what is not the Path,
6 PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi — purification by knowledge

and vision of the way,
7 ©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi — purification by knowledge and vision.

The first two stages of purification — SÊla-visuddhi and Citta-visuddhi
are the ‘rootsrootsrootsrootsroots’ (m|la) of the Noble Eightfold Path whereas the re-
maining five stages of purification are the ‘trunktrunktrunktrunktrunk’ (sarÊra) of the Path.

After developing the Purity of Morality Purity of Morality Purity of Morality Purity of Morality Purity of Morality (SÊla-visuddhi) by diligently
observing the Fourfold Morality for overall PurityFourfold Morality for overall PurityFourfold Morality for overall PurityFourfold Morality for overall PurityFourfold Morality for overall Purity (CatupÈrisuddhi
SÊla) and the Purity of the MindPurity of the MindPurity of the MindPurity of the MindPurity of the Mind (Citta-visuddhi) by culitvating the
Right ConcentrationRight ConcentrationRight ConcentrationRight ConcentrationRight Concentration (SammÈsamÈdhi), which consists of the neigh-
bourhood concentration and the eight jhÈna-attainments, a meditator
should proceed to the third stage of purification — Purification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of View
(DiÔÔhi-visuddhi).

To cultivate “Purification of View’, he must get rid of wrong views.
The basic wrong view is ‘Personality-belief’‘Personality-belief’‘Personality-belief’‘Personality-belief’‘Personality-belief’ (SakkÈya-diÔÔhi) or ‘Ego-‘Ego-‘Ego-‘Ego-‘Ego-
illusion’illusion’illusion’illusion’illusion’ (Atta-diÔÔhi), thinking that ‘I’, ‘person’, ‘self’, ‘soul’ or ‘ego’
exists,

To get rid of this wrong view, he must analyze his body and mind
into their ultimate components called materialitymaterialitymaterialitymaterialitymateriality (pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo,
vÈyo, etc.) and mentalitymentalitymentalitymentalitymentality (cittas and cetasikas), and define each mate-
riality, each mentality by its characteristic, function, manifestation and
proximate cause as described in Chapters XI and XII.

‘Purification of View’ is the correct seeing and understanding of

mentality and materiality as they really are.
To achieve this purpose, the meditator must undertake defining ofthe meditator must undertake defining ofthe meditator must undertake defining ofthe meditator must undertake defining ofthe meditator must undertake defining of

mentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materiality (nÈma-r|pa). If he has attained jhÈna-concen-
tration, he should begin with either defining of mentality or defining
of materiality. If he has attained only the neighbourhood concentra-
tion, he should undertake defining of materiality first.

• • • • • Defining of MaterialityDefining of MaterialityDefining of MaterialityDefining of MaterialityDefining of Materiality (R|pa-kammaÔÔhÈna)
According to MahÈ GopÈlaka Sutta3, all primary materialities

(bh|tar|pa) and all derived materialities (upÈdÈr|pa) must be defined
in order to progress to the realization of NibbÈna.

The meditator first develops the right concentration that he has at-
tained, and then defines the four primary elements by means of
CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna Meditation, which is described in “The Essence
of Visudhi Magga,” Vol. I, Chapter VII.

He defines pathavÊ (the element of solidity) by discerning its char-
acteristics of hardness, softness, roughness, smoothness, heaviness
and  lightness, Èpo (the element of liquidity) by discerning its charac-
teristics of cohesiveness and fluidity, tejo (the element of heat) by
discerning its characteristics of hotness and coldness, and vÈyo (the
element of motion) by discerning its characteristics of pushing and
supporting.

He practises to discern all the twelve characteristics of 4 primary
elements one by one in order repeatedly until he can discern all of
them almost simultaneously. He then concentrates his mind on the
twelve characteristics that represent the four primary elements until
very bright and penetrative light radiates from his mind. This indicates
that he now attains the neighbourhood concentration (upacÈra-samÈdhi).

As he keeps on focusing his mind on the four elements, first a grey
colour, then a white colour, and then a clear mass like a block of ice
or glass generally appear. This clear mass represents translucent ma-
terialities (pasÈda-r|pas) in the whole body.

When he continues to discern the four primary elements in the clear
mass, the mass breaks down into very tiny particles of material groups
(r|pa-kalÈpas), which are of the size comparable to the size of protons,
and electrons.

He continues to discern and define the four primary elements in the
material groups with his wisdom as he has discerned them in his body.
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are the ‘rootsrootsrootsrootsroots’ (m|la) of the Noble Eightfold Path whereas the re-
maining five stages of purification are the ‘trunktrunktrunktrunktrunk’ (sarÊra) of the Path.

After developing the Purity of Morality Purity of Morality Purity of Morality Purity of Morality Purity of Morality (SÊla-visuddhi) by diligently
observing the Fourfold Morality for overall PurityFourfold Morality for overall PurityFourfold Morality for overall PurityFourfold Morality for overall PurityFourfold Morality for overall Purity (CatupÈrisuddhi
SÊla) and the Purity of the MindPurity of the MindPurity of the MindPurity of the MindPurity of the Mind (Citta-visuddhi) by culitvating the
Right ConcentrationRight ConcentrationRight ConcentrationRight ConcentrationRight Concentration (SammÈsamÈdhi), which consists of the neigh-
bourhood concentration and the eight jhÈna-attainments, a meditator
should proceed to the third stage of purification — Purification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of View
(DiÔÔhi-visuddhi).

To cultivate “Purification of View’, he must get rid of wrong views.
The basic wrong view is ‘Personality-belief’‘Personality-belief’‘Personality-belief’‘Personality-belief’‘Personality-belief’ (SakkÈya-diÔÔhi) or ‘Ego-‘Ego-‘Ego-‘Ego-‘Ego-
illusion’illusion’illusion’illusion’illusion’ (Atta-diÔÔhi), thinking that ‘I’, ‘person’, ‘self’, ‘soul’ or ‘ego’
exists,

To get rid of this wrong view, he must analyze his body and mind
into their ultimate components called materialitymaterialitymaterialitymaterialitymateriality (pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo,
vÈyo, etc.) and mentalitymentalitymentalitymentalitymentality (cittas and cetasikas), and define each mate-
riality, each mentality by its characteristic, function, manifestation and
proximate cause as described in Chapters XI and XII.

‘Purification of View’ is the correct seeing and understanding of

mentality and materiality as they really are.
To achieve this purpose, the meditator must undertake defining ofthe meditator must undertake defining ofthe meditator must undertake defining ofthe meditator must undertake defining ofthe meditator must undertake defining of

mentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materiality (nÈma-r|pa). If he has attained jhÈna-concen-
tration, he should begin with either defining of mentality or defining
of materiality. If he has attained only the neighbourhood concentra-
tion, he should undertake defining of materiality first.

• • • • • Defining of MaterialityDefining of MaterialityDefining of MaterialityDefining of MaterialityDefining of Materiality (R|pa-kammaÔÔhÈna)
According to MahÈ GopÈlaka Sutta3, all primary materialities

(bh|tar|pa) and all derived materialities (upÈdÈr|pa) must be defined
in order to progress to the realization of NibbÈna.

The meditator first develops the right concentration that he has at-
tained, and then defines the four primary elements by means of
CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna Meditation, which is described in “The Essence
of Visudhi Magga,” Vol. I, Chapter VII.

He defines pathavÊ (the element of solidity) by discerning its char-
acteristics of hardness, softness, roughness, smoothness, heaviness
and  lightness, Èpo (the element of liquidity) by discerning its charac-
teristics of cohesiveness and fluidity, tejo (the element of heat) by
discerning its characteristics of hotness and coldness, and vÈyo (the
element of motion) by discerning its characteristics of pushing and
supporting.

He practises to discern all the twelve characteristics of 4 primary
elements one by one in order repeatedly until he can discern all of
them almost simultaneously. He then concentrates his mind on the
twelve characteristics that represent the four primary elements until
very bright and penetrative light radiates from his mind. This indicates
that he now attains the neighbourhood concentration (upacÈra-samÈdhi).

As he keeps on focusing his mind on the four elements, first a grey
colour, then a white colour, and then a clear mass like a block of ice
or glass generally appear. This clear mass represents translucent ma-
terialities (pasÈda-r|pas) in the whole body.

When he continues to discern the four primary elements in the clear
mass, the mass breaks down into very tiny particles of material groups
(r|pa-kalÈpas), which are of the size comparable to the size of protons,
and electrons.

He continues to discern and define the four primary elements in the
material groups with his wisdom as he has discerned them in his body.
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Then he discerns and defines all derived materialities present in the
material groups one by one with his wisdom. He should analyze the
material groups according to the six sense-doors. 28 types of materi-
alities and 21 types of material groups are described on pages 42-47
and 53-55 respectively in this book.

• • • • • Materialities in each Materialities in each Materialities in each Materialities in each Materialities in each SSSSSense-doorense-doorense-doorense-doorense-door
There are 7 kinds of material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas) and 63 kinds of

materiality in the eye-door or in the eye as described in Table 15.1.
Similarly, in the ear-door, the nose-door, the tongue-door and the

mind-door, there are 7 kinds of material groups and 63 kinds of mate-
riality; only the eye-decad need to be changed to the ear-decad, the
nose-decad, the tongue-decad and the heart-decad, respectively.

In the body-door, however, there are only 6 kinds of material groups
and 53 kinds of materiality as described in Table 15.2.

The 63 types of materiality in the mind-door are described in Table
15.3.

The material groups (eye-decad, ear-decad, nose-decad, tongue-
decad, body-decad), which contain translucent materiality (pasÈda-
r|pa), are translucent whereas other material groups are opaque.

• Analyzing Material Groups• Analyzing Material Groups• Analyzing Material Groups• Analyzing Material Groups• Analyzing Material Groups
The material groups can be first divided into two groups: translu-

cent menterial groups, and opaque material groups. Material groups
are much smaller than atoms; they are comparable in size with elec-
trons and protons. Some meditators may see some small lumps as big
as rice grains or broken-rice grains. Some of these small lumps are
bright like pieces of diamond; some are black like velvet. Bright lumps
are bundles of translucent material groups, and black lumps are bundles
of nontranslucent material groups. They appear like small pieces of
diamond spread out on black velvet.

The meditators should penetratively discern the four primary ele-
ments or space-element (ÈkÈsa-dhÈtu) in these small lumps when they
will break down to material groups.

Then each meditator penetratively discerns with wisdom the four
primary elements in each material group. He will see the material groups
arising and perishing very rapidly. If he is seeing them as material
groups, he still sees only concepts (paÒÒatti). If he cannot analyze
each material group into 8, 9 or 10 ultimate materialities, he does not
see ultimate realities yet.
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Then he discerns and defines all derived materialities present in the
material groups one by one with his wisdom. He should analyze the
material groups according to the six sense-doors. 28 types of materi-
alities and 21 types of material groups are described on pages 42-47
and 53-55 respectively in this book.

• • • • • Materialities in each Materialities in each Materialities in each Materialities in each Materialities in each SSSSSense-doorense-doorense-doorense-doorense-door
There are 7 kinds of material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas) and 63 kinds of

materiality in the eye-door or in the eye as described in Table 15.1.
Similarly, in the ear-door, the nose-door, the tongue-door and the

mind-door, there are 7 kinds of material groups and 63 kinds of mate-
riality; only the eye-decad need to be changed to the ear-decad, the
nose-decad, the tongue-decad and the heart-decad, respectively.

In the body-door, however, there are only 6 kinds of material groups
and 53 kinds of materiality as described in Table 15.2.

The 63 types of materiality in the mind-door are described in Table
15.3.

The material groups (eye-decad, ear-decad, nose-decad, tongue-
decad, body-decad), which contain translucent materiality (pasÈda-
r|pa), are translucent whereas other material groups are opaque.

• Analyzing Material Groups• Analyzing Material Groups• Analyzing Material Groups• Analyzing Material Groups• Analyzing Material Groups
The material groups can be first divided into two groups: translu-

cent menterial groups, and opaque material groups. Material groups
are much smaller than atoms; they are comparable in size with elec-
trons and protons. Some meditators may see some small lumps as big
as rice grains or broken-rice grains. Some of these small lumps are
bright like pieces of diamond; some are black like velvet. Bright lumps
are bundles of translucent material groups, and black lumps are bundles
of nontranslucent material groups. They appear like small pieces of
diamond spread out on black velvet.

The meditators should penetratively discern the four primary ele-
ments or space-element (ÈkÈsa-dhÈtu) in these small lumps when they
will break down to material groups.

Then each meditator penetratively discerns with wisdom the four
primary elements in each material group. He will see the material groups
arising and perishing very rapidly. If he is seeing them as material
groups, he still sees only concepts (paÒÒatti). If he cannot analyze
each material group into 8, 9 or 10 ultimate materialities, he does not
see ultimate realities yet.
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In discerning with wisdom the ultimate materialities present in ma-
terial groups, he must first discern the 4 primary elements. If he can-
not discern the primary elements in the material gorups, he should not
pay attention to the rapidly arising and perishing material groups; he
should concentrate his mind attentively on the 4 primary elements in
the material groups.

Still if he cannot discern the 4 primary elements, he should discern
the earth-element (pathavÊ) in the whole material groups, which represent
his body as his body disappears at that state. Then he should discern
pathavÊ in a material group. When the material group perishes, he
should discern pathavÊ in another material group. If successful, he
should discern pathavÊ in another material group — one after another.

As pathavÊ has the 6 natures of hardness, roughness, heaviness, soft-
ness, smoothness, lightness, when the first three are distinct, the last
three are not distinct, and vice versa. If he still has difficulty, he should
focus his attention only on the hardness-nature. If successful, he should
increase one nature at a time slowly. When he can discern hardness,
roughness, heaviness or softness, smoothness, lightness simultaneously
in every material group that he is discerning, he should practise many
times to discern the hardness-nature in one material group and then in
all material groups, and next to discern hardness, roughness in a ma-
terial group and then in all material groups, and finally to discern
hardness, roughness, heaviness in a material group and then in all
material groups.

He should also practise in a similar way to discern the water-element
(Èpo), the fire-element (tejo) and the air-element (vÈyo). Of the two
natures — liquidity and cohesiveness — only one nature is more distinct
in a material group. Similarly, of the two natures of tejo  — hotness and
coldness — only one nature is distinct in a material group. On the other
hand, both natures of vÈyo — supporting and pushing — are distinct in
every material group. Supporting is the natural characteristic and push-
ing is the function (rasa) of vÈyo.

The meditator should practise many times to discern with wisdom
the 4 primary elements simultaneously in each material group. If suc-
cessful; his mental concentration, which remains quietly and calmly
on the natural characteristics of the 4 primary elements in each mate-
rial group, is similarly raised to the neighbourhood concentration when

it reaches the climax, and so it is called “the neighbourhood concen-
tration (upacÈra-samÈdhi)”. As the meditation-object incessantly arises
and perishes at every consciousness-moment, appanÈ-jhÈna samadhi
is not attained in dhÈtumanasikÈra-bhÈvanÈ (meditation of defining 4
primary elements).

• • • • • The Perception of “Atta or Being” DisappearsThe Perception of “Atta or Being” DisappearsThe Perception of “Atta or Being” DisappearsThe Perception of “Atta or Being” DisappearsThe Perception of “Atta or Being” Disappears
In preaching the meditation on defining the four primary elements

in the MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta, the Buddha described the simile of a
skilful butcher.

The skilful butcher, while breeding a cow in his house, taking it to
the slaughter-house, fastening it there, slaughtering it and looking at it
when it is dead, until then the concept ‘cow’ does not disappear from
his mind. But when he has cut it into pieces and sat down at the  cross-
roads, the concept ‘cow’ disappears and the concept ‘flesh or meat’
arises. So he no longer thinks: “I am selling the cow” or “They are
carrying the cow away;” but rather he thinks: “I am selling meat” and
“They are carrying meat away.”

So in the same way, while the meditator was a foolish ordinary per-
son, a householder, or has just been ordained as a bikkhu, the concept
‘being’, ‘man’, or ‘person’ does not disappear so long as he has not
reflected upon his body, however it is placed or disposed, as the four
primary elements, has not disintegrated it into material groups, and
has not analyzed them into four primary elements. But when he has
analyzed the material groups with wisdom into four primary elements
and has discerned clearly their natural characteristics, the concept of
“being, person, atta” disppears. His mind exists only by the power of
the ultimate elements.

• Discerning Derived Materialities• Discerning Derived Materialities• Discerning Derived Materialities• Discerning Derived Materialities• Discerning Derived Materialities
The meditator discerns with wisdom the 4 primary elements both in

translucent material groups and non-translucent material groups in all
the six sense-doors and 32 parts of the body. Then his wisdom be-
comes keen and sharp, and derived materialities become more and
more distinct.

The way of discerning is to take notice of the eye-ball and discern
the 4 primary elements in it. Then he could see the material groups
easily. If not, he should focus his attention on the material groups in
the eye-socket. As his wisdom has become keen and sharp, he could
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easily see material groups. Then he proceeds to discern the four primary
elements in translucent material groups as well as in non-translucent
material groups. He also discerns the 4 primary elements in the ear, in
the nose, in the tongue, in the body and in the heart in the same way.

As for the 32 parts of the body he takes notice of the body part
(koÔÔhÈsa) that he wants to discern. When he sees it, he discerns the 4
primary elements which exists in it. When he could see material groups,
he discerns with wisdom the 4 primary elements in translucent material
groups and in non-translucent material groups. When he can discern
successfully, he can continue discerning derived materialities.

“Derived materialities become distinct in the meditator’s wisdom
which discerns the 4 primary elements in each material group. What is
mahÈbh|ta is distinguished by the derived materialities of the same
material group, and what are derived materialities are distinguished
by the primary elements of the same material group. It is similar to
distinguishing the sun-light by the sun-shade and distinguishing the
sun-shade by the sun-light.”

This statement of SammohavinodanÊ Commentary5 is a very valu-
able landmark of the dispensation of the Buddha for the meditator
who is discerning ultimate materiality with his wisdom. M|la-ÔikÈ 6

and AnuÔikÈ 7 also explains as follows so that the meditator knows
how to do the work of meditation.

The way how derived materialities divide the mahÈbh|tas (primary
elements) is the mahÈbh|tas of various colours and various smells are
partitioned off by derived materialities of the same material group to
make mahÈbh|tas distinct and the derived materialities are again par-
titioned off by the mahÈbh|tas of the same material group.

For the sun-shade (the shade of a tree) to appear, the sun-light must
exist as the cause. There is no sun-shade at night, because there is no
sun-light. Because the sun-light exists distinctly as the cause, the sun-
shade arises. So the sun-light is the cause which produces the sun-
shade. Because the sun-light exists as the cause, and because the sun-
light causes the sun-shade to arise, the sun-light and the sun-shade
mutually distingish each other.

The above explanation points out the dhamma that should arise and
the dhamma which causes to arise mutually distinguish each other.

The meditator can take notice of the sun-light and the sun-shade

falling on the ground on a sunny day. The sun-shade appears because
of the sun-light. There will be no sun-shade without the sun-light. The
sun-light distinguishes and points out that this is the sun-shade. The
sun-shade also distinguishes and points out that this is the sun-light.
But the sun-light is the cause which can produce the sun-shade. The
sun-shade is the dhamma which should arise because of the sun-light
and which arises because of the sun-light. Thus the dhamma that should
arise and the dhamma which can produce the dhamma that should
arise mutually distinguish each other.

Similarly the meditator could discern clearly with wisdom the 4 pri-
mary elements in each material group only because he could see the
material groups clearly with wisdom. Without seeing the material
groups, it is impossible to discern with wisdom the 4 primary ele-
ments in each material group. In seeing the material groups with wis-
dom, he must at least see the colour called vaÓÓa of each material
group. If he does not see the colour of each material group, he cannot
see the material groups. Only when can he see the material gorups,
can he discern with wisdom the 4 primary elements present in the
material groups as the next step.

Again when he can discern the 4 primary elements in the material
groups, as the next step if he discerns derived materialities of the same
material group such as the colour (vaÓÓa), the smell (gandha), the taste
(rasa), the nutriment (ojÈ) of the 4 primary elements, he can be successful.

The reason is that those derived materialities could not exist outside
the material groups which contain the 4 primary elements.

Clinging to and depending on the 4 primary elements, derived ma-
terialities of the same material group arise. If the mahÈbh|tas of the
same material group do not condition with conascence condition, de-
pendence condition, etc., the derived materialities of the same mate-
rial group cannot arise. Again without derived materialities, the
mahÈbh|tas cannot arise by themselves.

To know that the colour is beautiful, the colour is not beautiful, the
smell is good, the smell is bad, and so on, the meditator has the chance
to know because of the mahÈbh|tas of the same material group. The
mahÈbh|tas are the cause which can produce the effect; the derived
materialities of the same material group are the effect which should
arise. Because they are the dhamma which can produce the effect and
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easily see material groups. Then he proceeds to discern the four primary
elements in translucent material groups as well as in non-translucent
material groups. He also discerns the 4 primary elements in the ear, in
the nose, in the tongue, in the body and in the heart in the same way.

As for the 32 parts of the body he takes notice of the body part
(koÔÔhÈsa) that he wants to discern. When he sees it, he discerns the 4
primary elements which exists in it. When he could see material groups,
he discerns with wisdom the 4 primary elements in translucent material
groups and in non-translucent material groups. When he can discern
successfully, he can continue discerning derived materialities.

“Derived materialities become distinct in the meditator’s wisdom
which discerns the 4 primary elements in each material group. What is
mahÈbh|ta is distinguished by the derived materialities of the same
material group, and what are derived materialities are distinguished
by the primary elements of the same material group. It is similar to
distinguishing the sun-light by the sun-shade and distinguishing the
sun-shade by the sun-light.”

This statement of SammohavinodanÊ Commentary5 is a very valu-
able landmark of the dispensation of the Buddha for the meditator
who is discerning ultimate materiality with his wisdom. M|la-ÔikÈ 6

and AnuÔikÈ 7 also explains as follows so that the meditator knows
how to do the work of meditation.

The way how derived materialities divide the mahÈbh|tas (primary
elements) is the mahÈbh|tas of various colours and various smells are
partitioned off by derived materialities of the same material group to
make mahÈbh|tas distinct and the derived materialities are again par-
titioned off by the mahÈbh|tas of the same material group.

For the sun-shade (the shade of a tree) to appear, the sun-light must
exist as the cause. There is no sun-shade at night, because there is no
sun-light. Because the sun-light exists distinctly as the cause, the sun-
shade arises. So the sun-light is the cause which produces the sun-
shade. Because the sun-light exists as the cause, and because the sun-
light causes the sun-shade to arise, the sun-light and the sun-shade
mutually distingish each other.

The above explanation points out the dhamma that should arise and
the dhamma which causes to arise mutually distinguish each other.

The meditator can take notice of the sun-light and the sun-shade

falling on the ground on a sunny day. The sun-shade appears because
of the sun-light. There will be no sun-shade without the sun-light. The
sun-light distinguishes and points out that this is the sun-shade. The
sun-shade also distinguishes and points out that this is the sun-light.
But the sun-light is the cause which can produce the sun-shade. The
sun-shade is the dhamma which should arise because of the sun-light
and which arises because of the sun-light. Thus the dhamma that should
arise and the dhamma which can produce the dhamma that should
arise mutually distinguish each other.

Similarly the meditator could discern clearly with wisdom the 4 pri-
mary elements in each material group only because he could see the
material groups clearly with wisdom. Without seeing the material
groups, it is impossible to discern with wisdom the 4 primary ele-
ments in each material group. In seeing the material groups with wis-
dom, he must at least see the colour called vaÓÓa of each material
group. If he does not see the colour of each material group, he cannot
see the material groups. Only when can he see the material gorups,
can he discern with wisdom the 4 primary elements present in the
material groups as the next step.

Again when he can discern the 4 primary elements in the material
groups, as the next step if he discerns derived materialities of the same
material group such as the colour (vaÓÓa), the smell (gandha), the taste
(rasa), the nutriment (ojÈ) of the 4 primary elements, he can be successful.

The reason is that those derived materialities could not exist outside
the material groups which contain the 4 primary elements.

Clinging to and depending on the 4 primary elements, derived ma-
terialities of the same material group arise. If the mahÈbh|tas of the
same material group do not condition with conascence condition, de-
pendence condition, etc., the derived materialities of the same mate-
rial group cannot arise. Again without derived materialities, the
mahÈbh|tas cannot arise by themselves.

To know that the colour is beautiful, the colour is not beautiful, the
smell is good, the smell is bad, and so on, the meditator has the chance
to know because of the mahÈbh|tas of the same material group. The
mahÈbh|tas are the cause which can produce the effect; the derived
materialities of the same material group are the effect which should
arise. Because they are the dhamma which can produce the effect and
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the dhamma which should arise as the effect, the mahÈbh|tas and the
derived materialities of the same material group are said o distinguish
each other just like the sun-light and the sun-shade.

In accordance with this explanation, it should be understood that in
discerning materialities with wisdom to the level of ultimate realities,
to discern derived materialities to the ultimate level without discern-
ing mahabh|tas to the ultimate level, and to discern mahÈbh|tas to
the ultimate level without discerning the derived materialities to the
ultimate level will not be easy. In practice, without discerning clearly
with wisdom the ÈkÈsa-dhÈtu (space) and the vaÓÓa-dhÈtu  (colour) as
the least amount, to see the material group is impossible. Without see-
ing the material group, to discern the four primary elements in each
material group is impossible.

If a person cannot discern with wisdom even the four primary ele-
ments or does not know how to discern the primary elements in each
material group, he does not know the ultimate materialities yet. So the
correct vipassanÈ-wisdom cannot arise in any way in that person.
Again, if he does not know how to discern the four primary elements
in each material group, to discern the derived materialities in the same
material group is very very far away such as the sky and the earth.
Therefore, the meditator who has discerned the four primary elements
in each material group should also continue discerning the derived
materialities in the same material groups.

(1) VaÓÓaVaÓÓaVaÓÓaVaÓÓaVaÓÓa = colour, visible object = colour, visible object = colour, visible object = colour, visible object = colour, visible object
The visible object called colour or vaÓÓa exists in every material

group. It can be seen easily. The wisdom light radiated from the wis-
dom associated with samatha-bhÈvanÈ-mind or vipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ-
mind, which arises incessantly in the meditator, will be brilliantly bright.
With the help of this wisdom-light, the colour of the material group
can be seen by mahÈkusala manodvÈrika vipassanÈ-javana congnitive
consciousnesses or by the wisdom associated with mahÈkusala mano-
dvÈrika vipassanÈ-javana consciousnesses.

(2) GandhaGandhaGandhaGandhaGandha = smell,  = smell,  = smell,  = smell,  = smell, gandhÈrammagandhÈrammagandhÈrammagandhÈrammagandhÈrammaÓÓÓÓÓaaaaa
It is present in every material group. It can be known by mahÈkusala

manodvÈrika vipassanÈ-javana cognitive consciousnesses. But when
some meditators try to take the smell of a material group which exists
at a place far from the nose, the smell is not distinct or they cannot
take the smell. In such cases, they should discern the ghÈna-pasÈda
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and the bhava~ga citta together and then discern the 4 primary ele-
ments at the septum inside the nose. They will easily see material groups
consisting of some translucent material groups, which are ghÈnadasaka
-kalÈpas and kÈyadasaka-kalÈpas. They discern the ghÈna-pasÈda in
ghÈnadasaka-kalÈpas collectively.

Again, as they have discerned the 4 primary elements in both trans-
lucent material groups and non-translucent material groups in all the
six sense-doors, now they can also easily see the brilliantly bright
bhava~ga citta, depending on non-translucent hadaya-dasaka kalÈpa.
They also discern this bhava~ga citta in the heart.

Now the meditator discerns translucent ghÈnadasaka kalÈpa and the
bhava~ga citta together and try to take the smell of a material group
which he wishes to discern. The smell can be known by ghÈna-viÒÒÈÓa
as well as by manoviÒÒÈÓa. The nose-consciousness (ghÈna- viÒÒÈÓa)
depends on the nose base (ghÈna-pasÈda), which is also the smell.
The mind-consciousness (manoviÒÒÈÓa), with reference to the mind-
door (bhava~ga-citta), depends on the heart-base for its arising.
Therfore, when there is difficulty to discern the smell, it is necessary
to discern the two corresponding transparent elements — that is, the
mind-door and the smell (ghÈnapasÈda). This method is only for new
meditators who started to discern the smell.

The smell is usually known by the nose-consciousness (ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓa).
If successful, it is good. If not successful, develop the concentration
again that one has attained, and discern the 4 primary elements in
each material group many times. Then try to discern the smell by the
above method. He will attain success.

(3) RasaRasaRasaRasaRasa = taste,  = taste,  = taste,  = taste,  = taste, rasÈrammarasÈrammarasÈrammarasÈrammarasÈrammaÓÓÓÓÓaaaaa
One should discern the taste present in translucent material groups

and non-translucent material groups in all the six sense-doors. The
taste would be any one of the six kinds — sweet, sour, salty, hot, acrid,
bitter. It is known by tongue-consciousness (jivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa), and also
known by mind-consciousness (manoviÒÒÈÓa). The tongue-conscious-
ness depends on the tongue-base — jivha-pasÈda, which is also the
taste. The mind-consciousness depends on the heart-base for its arising.

Firstly the meditator discerns vaÓÓa, gandha together with the 4 primary
elements. If successful, he also continues to discern the taste (rasa) in
the same material group. Try to discern with mind-consciousness first.
If there is difficulity, he discerns the tongue-translucent element (jivha-
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the dhamma which should arise as the effect, the mahÈbh|tas and the
derived materialities of the same material group are said o distinguish
each other just like the sun-light and the sun-shade.

In accordance with this explanation, it should be understood that in
discerning materialities with wisdom to the level of ultimate realities,
to discern derived materialities to the ultimate level without discern-
ing mahabh|tas to the ultimate level, and to discern mahÈbh|tas to
the ultimate level without discerning the derived materialities to the
ultimate level will not be easy. In practice, without discerning clearly
with wisdom the ÈkÈsa-dhÈtu (space) and the vaÓÓa-dhÈtu  (colour) as
the least amount, to see the material group is impossible. Without see-
ing the material group, to discern the four primary elements in each
material group is impossible.

If a person cannot discern with wisdom even the four primary ele-
ments or does not know how to discern the primary elements in each
material group, he does not know the ultimate materialities yet. So the
correct vipassanÈ-wisdom cannot arise in any way in that person.
Again, if he does not know how to discern the four primary elements
in each material group, to discern the derived materialities in the same
material group is very very far away such as the sky and the earth.
Therefore, the meditator who has discerned the four primary elements
in each material group should also continue discerning the derived
materialities in the same material groups.

(1) VaÓÓaVaÓÓaVaÓÓaVaÓÓaVaÓÓa = colour, visible object = colour, visible object = colour, visible object = colour, visible object = colour, visible object
The visible object called colour or vaÓÓa exists in every material

group. It can be seen easily. The wisdom light radiated from the wis-
dom associated with samatha-bhÈvanÈ-mind or vipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ-
mind, which arises incessantly in the meditator, will be brilliantly bright.
With the help of this wisdom-light, the colour of the material group
can be seen by mahÈkusala manodvÈrika vipassanÈ-javana congnitive
consciousnesses or by the wisdom associated with mahÈkusala mano-
dvÈrika vipassanÈ-javana consciousnesses.

(2) GandhaGandhaGandhaGandhaGandha = smell,  = smell,  = smell,  = smell,  = smell, gandhÈrammagandhÈrammagandhÈrammagandhÈrammagandhÈrammaÓÓÓÓÓaaaaa
It is present in every material group. It can be known by mahÈkusala

manodvÈrika vipassanÈ-javana cognitive consciousnesses. But when
some meditators try to take the smell of a material group which exists
at a place far from the nose, the smell is not distinct or they cannot
take the smell. In such cases, they should discern the ghÈna-pasÈda
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and the bhava~ga citta together and then discern the 4 primary ele-
ments at the septum inside the nose. They will easily see material groups
consisting of some translucent material groups, which are ghÈnadasaka
-kalÈpas and kÈyadasaka-kalÈpas. They discern the ghÈna-pasÈda in
ghÈnadasaka-kalÈpas collectively.

Again, as they have discerned the 4 primary elements in both trans-
lucent material groups and non-translucent material groups in all the
six sense-doors, now they can also easily see the brilliantly bright
bhava~ga citta, depending on non-translucent hadaya-dasaka kalÈpa.
They also discern this bhava~ga citta in the heart.

Now the meditator discerns translucent ghÈnadasaka kalÈpa and the
bhava~ga citta together and try to take the smell of a material group
which he wishes to discern. The smell can be known by ghÈna-viÒÒÈÓa
as well as by manoviÒÒÈÓa. The nose-consciousness (ghÈna- viÒÒÈÓa)
depends on the nose base (ghÈna-pasÈda), which is also the smell.
The mind-consciousness (manoviÒÒÈÓa), with reference to the mind-
door (bhava~ga-citta), depends on the heart-base for its arising.
Therfore, when there is difficulty to discern the smell, it is necessary
to discern the two corresponding transparent elements — that is, the
mind-door and the smell (ghÈnapasÈda). This method is only for new
meditators who started to discern the smell.

The smell is usually known by the nose-consciousness (ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓa).
If successful, it is good. If not successful, develop the concentration
again that one has attained, and discern the 4 primary elements in
each material group many times. Then try to discern the smell by the
above method. He will attain success.

(3) RasaRasaRasaRasaRasa = taste,  = taste,  = taste,  = taste,  = taste, rasÈrammarasÈrammarasÈrammarasÈrammarasÈrammaÓÓÓÓÓaaaaa
One should discern the taste present in translucent material groups

and non-translucent material groups in all the six sense-doors. The
taste would be any one of the six kinds — sweet, sour, salty, hot, acrid,
bitter. It is known by tongue-consciousness (jivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa), and also
known by mind-consciousness (manoviÒÒÈÓa). The tongue-conscious-
ness depends on the tongue-base — jivha-pasÈda, which is also the
taste. The mind-consciousness depends on the heart-base for its arising.

Firstly the meditator discerns vaÓÓa, gandha together with the 4 primary
elements. If successful, he also continues to discern the taste (rasa) in
the same material group. Try to discern with mind-consciousness first.
If there is difficulity, he discerns the tongue-translucent element (jivha-
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pasÈda) and the bhava~ga-citta together, and tries to discern the taste
of saliva sticking to the tongue. He can be successful. Beings usually
know the taste by tongue-consciousness. So it is easier to discern the
taste with the help of tongue-consciousness.

When the meditation gains good speed or makes fine progress, vaÓÓa,
gandha, rasa can also be discerned by mind-consciousness alone which
is present in mahÈkusala-manodvÈrika-vipassanÈ jhÈvana cognitive
consciousness.

Only when the meditation speed is weak, in order to understand
quickly, gandha and rasa are discerned in that way with the help of
the nose-consciousness and the tongue-consciousness.

(4) OjÈOjÈOjÈOjÈOjÈ = nutriment,  = nutriment,  = nutriment,  = nutriment,  = nutriment, ÈhÈraÈhÈraÈhÈraÈhÈraÈhÈra
It is present in every material group. As it is produced by four causes,

there are four types of nutriment (ojÈ) — that is, kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-
ojÈ, utuja-ojÈ, ÈhÈraja-ojÈ. It should be discerned in the material group.
It is observed as fat, yolk or gum by mahÈkusala manodvÈrika-vipas-
sanÈ jhÈvana cognitive consciousnesses. It produces new ÈhÈraja
material group every submoment at its existing state. Most meditators
see it as egg-yolk in the middle of the material group. It should be
discerned at the six sense-doors.

(5) JÊvita-r|paJÊvita-r|paJÊvita-r|paJÊvita-r|paJÊvita-r|pa = life-materiality = life-materiality = life-materiality = life-materiality = life-materiality
It has the nature of being alive. It guards and sustains kammaja-

r|pas in the same material group. It is present only in kammaja material
groups. Every translucent material group contains one kind of pasÈda-
r|pa. As translucent material groups are produced by kamma alone,
every translucent material group also contains jÊvita-r|pa. That is why
a meditator should discern jÊvita-r|pa first in a translucent material
group. When he first discerns life-materiality, he should discern the
nature of being alive first. Most meditators usually see the nature of
being alive, because there is movement. When a meditator sees thus,
he should discern till he sees the nature of guarding kammaja-r|pas in
the same material group. That jÊvita-r|pa has the nature of being alive
and the nature of guarding only kammaja-r|pas in the same material
group, but it does not guard the kammaja-r|pas in other material groups.

If he can find jÊvita-r|pa and discern it in translucent material groups,
he should search for jÊvita-r|pa in some non-translucent material
groups. Those some non-translucent material groups mean bhÈva-

dasaka-kalÈpa, jÊvita-navaka kalÈpa and hadayadasaka-kalÈpa which
exists in the heart. These material groups also contain jÊvita-r|pa. So
he should discern jÊvita-r|pa in these non-translucent material groups
as well as in translucent material groups in all six sense-doors.

(6) BhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|pa =  =  =  =  = itthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|pa, , , , , purisabhÈva-r|papurisabhÈva-r|papurisabhÈva-r|papurisabhÈva-r|papurisabhÈva-r|pa
— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality

Sex-materiality (bhÈva-r|pa) exists in the six sense-doors. Female-
sex materiality imparts femininity and spreads all over the female body.
Male-sex materiality imparts masculinity and spreads all over the male
body. It exists in all translucent material groups and some non-trans-
lucent material groups which contain jÊvita-r|pa except jÊvitanavaka
kalÈpa.

After discerning jÊvita-r|pa in translucent material groups, the medi-
tator tries to discern jÊvita-r|pa in non-translucent material groups. In
those non-translucent material groups in which he cannot find jÊvita-
r|pa, he should not search for sex-materiality. If jÊvita-r|pa does not
exist, bhÈva-r|pa does not exist also. In those non-translucent mate-
rial groups in which he finds jÊvita-r|pa, he should continue searching
for bhÈva-r|pa. If they are jÊvitanavaka material groups, they will not
contain bhÈva-r|pa. If they are bhÈvadasaka material groups, they
will also contain bhÈva-r|pa.

A male meditator should discern male-sex materiality, and a female
meditator should discern female-sex materiality. Only one kind of
sex-materiality exists in a male or a female. Male-sex materiality
(purisabhÈva-r|pa) is the characteristic sign which shows this is a male.
Female-sex materiality (itthibhÈva-r|pa) is the characteristic sign which
shows this is a female. Sex-materiality exists in all the six sense-doors
as bhÈvadasaka material groups.

In discerning materialities most meditators find difficulty in discern-
ing ojÈ, jÊvita, bhÈva materialities. The meditator should discern pathavÊ,
Èpo, tejo, vÈyo, vaÓÓa, gandha, rasa, ojÈ, jÊvita, bhÈva and other ma-
terialities in all the six sense-doors. These materialities exist only as
material groups consisting of 8, 9, 10, etc., materialities.

• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors
(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) Cakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈda = translucent materiality in the eye = translucent materiality in the eye = translucent materiality in the eye = translucent materiality in the eye = translucent materiality in the eye

It clarifies the four primary elements and it is worthy of aiming and
striking by a visible object which then appears in the eye.
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pasÈda) and the bhava~ga-citta together, and tries to discern the taste
of saliva sticking to the tongue. He can be successful. Beings usually
know the taste by tongue-consciousness. So it is easier to discern the
taste with the help of tongue-consciousness.

When the meditation gains good speed or makes fine progress, vaÓÓa,
gandha, rasa can also be discerned by mind-consciousness alone which
is present in mahÈkusala-manodvÈrika-vipassanÈ jhÈvana cognitive
consciousness.

Only when the meditation speed is weak, in order to understand
quickly, gandha and rasa are discerned in that way with the help of
the nose-consciousness and the tongue-consciousness.

(4) OjÈOjÈOjÈOjÈOjÈ = nutriment,  = nutriment,  = nutriment,  = nutriment,  = nutriment, ÈhÈraÈhÈraÈhÈraÈhÈraÈhÈra
It is present in every material group. As it is produced by four causes,

there are four types of nutriment (ojÈ) — that is, kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-
ojÈ, utuja-ojÈ, ÈhÈraja-ojÈ. It should be discerned in the material group.
It is observed as fat, yolk or gum by mahÈkusala manodvÈrika-vipas-
sanÈ jhÈvana cognitive consciousnesses. It produces new ÈhÈraja
material group every submoment at its existing state. Most meditators
see it as egg-yolk in the middle of the material group. It should be
discerned at the six sense-doors.

(5) JÊvita-r|paJÊvita-r|paJÊvita-r|paJÊvita-r|paJÊvita-r|pa = life-materiality = life-materiality = life-materiality = life-materiality = life-materiality
It has the nature of being alive. It guards and sustains kammaja-

r|pas in the same material group. It is present only in kammaja material
groups. Every translucent material group contains one kind of pasÈda-
r|pa. As translucent material groups are produced by kamma alone,
every translucent material group also contains jÊvita-r|pa. That is why
a meditator should discern jÊvita-r|pa first in a translucent material
group. When he first discerns life-materiality, he should discern the
nature of being alive first. Most meditators usually see the nature of
being alive, because there is movement. When a meditator sees thus,
he should discern till he sees the nature of guarding kammaja-r|pas in
the same material group. That jÊvita-r|pa has the nature of being alive
and the nature of guarding only kammaja-r|pas in the same material
group, but it does not guard the kammaja-r|pas in other material groups.

If he can find jÊvita-r|pa and discern it in translucent material groups,
he should search for jÊvita-r|pa in some non-translucent material
groups. Those some non-translucent material groups mean bhÈva-

dasaka-kalÈpa, jÊvita-navaka kalÈpa and hadayadasaka-kalÈpa which
exists in the heart. These material groups also contain jÊvita-r|pa. So
he should discern jÊvita-r|pa in these non-translucent material groups
as well as in translucent material groups in all six sense-doors.

(6) BhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|paBhÈva-r|pa =  =  =  =  = itthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|paitthibhÈva-r|pa, , , , , purisabhÈva-r|papurisabhÈva-r|papurisabhÈva-r|papurisabhÈva-r|papurisabhÈva-r|pa
— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality— female-sex-materiality, male-sex-materiality

Sex-materiality (bhÈva-r|pa) exists in the six sense-doors. Female-
sex materiality imparts femininity and spreads all over the female body.
Male-sex materiality imparts masculinity and spreads all over the male
body. It exists in all translucent material groups and some non-trans-
lucent material groups which contain jÊvita-r|pa except jÊvitanavaka
kalÈpa.

After discerning jÊvita-r|pa in translucent material groups, the medi-
tator tries to discern jÊvita-r|pa in non-translucent material groups. In
those non-translucent material groups in which he cannot find jÊvita-
r|pa, he should not search for sex-materiality. If jÊvita-r|pa does not
exist, bhÈva-r|pa does not exist also. In those non-translucent mate-
rial groups in which he finds jÊvita-r|pa, he should continue searching
for bhÈva-r|pa. If they are jÊvitanavaka material groups, they will not
contain bhÈva-r|pa. If they are bhÈvadasaka material groups, they
will also contain bhÈva-r|pa.

A male meditator should discern male-sex materiality, and a female
meditator should discern female-sex materiality. Only one kind of
sex-materiality exists in a male or a female. Male-sex materiality
(purisabhÈva-r|pa) is the characteristic sign which shows this is a male.
Female-sex materiality (itthibhÈva-r|pa) is the characteristic sign which
shows this is a female. Sex-materiality exists in all the six sense-doors
as bhÈvadasaka material groups.

In discerning materialities most meditators find difficulty in discern-
ing ojÈ, jÊvita, bhÈva materialities. The meditator should discern pathavÊ,
Èpo, tejo, vÈyo, vaÓÓa, gandha, rasa, ojÈ, jÊvita, bhÈva and other ma-
terialities in all the six sense-doors. These materialities exist only as
material groups consisting of 8, 9, 10, etc., materialities.

• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors• Analyzing Material Groups in Six Sense-doors
(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) Cakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈda = translucent materiality in the eye = translucent materiality in the eye = translucent materiality in the eye = translucent materiality in the eye = translucent materiality in the eye

It clarifies the four primary elements and it is worthy of aiming and
striking by a visible object which then appears in the eye.
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To discern cakkhu-pasÈda, the meditator first discerns with wisdom
the four primary elements which exist in the eye. When he can see
material groups, he discerns a translucent material group and analyzes
it by discerning ten types of ultimate materialities present in it. He
keeps the translucent materiality out of the ten. Then he looks at the
visible object (vaÓÓa) present in a nearby material group.

If the translucent materiality is worthy of aiming and striking by the
visible object, it will be cakkhu-pasÈda. If it is not worthy of aiming
and striking by the visible object, it is not cakkhu-pasÈda; it must be
kÈyapasÈda, since only two translucent materialities — cakkhu-pasÈda
and kÈyapasÈda — can exist in the eye-door. It can be tested as follows
to know whether it is kÈya-pasÈda or not.

(8) KÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈda = translucent materiality in the body = translucent materiality in the body = translucent materiality in the body = translucent materiality in the body = translucent materiality in the body
It clarifies the four primary elements and is worthy of aiming and

striking by a tangible object (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo).
To discern kÈyapasÈda, the meditator again discerns the four pri-

mary elements in the eye. When he can see material groups, he dis-
cerns a translucent material group or several translucent material
groups, analyzes them by discerning ten types of ultimate materiali-
ties present in them. Again he keeps the translucent materiality out of
the ten. Then he looks at the nearest tangible object, either pathavÊ,
tejo or vÈyo, present in a material group. If that tangible object is
aiming and striking the translucent materiality, that materiality is defi-
nitely kÈya dasaka kalÈpa. If the tangible object does not strike the
translucent materiality, that materiality is not kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa; it
may be cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa. It can be confirmed by discerning as
above.

Thus the meditator can discern cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa and kÈyadasaka-
kalÈpa in the eye. He continues to discern with wisdom the 10 types
of ultimate materialities in cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa and 10 types of ulti-
mate materialities in kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa.

If he can also discern 10 types of ultimate materialities including
bhÈva-r|pa in non-translucent material groups and also 9 types of
ultimate materialities including jÊvita-r|pa in non-translucent material
groups, he has analyzed 4 material groups in the eye now. They are
cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa and
jÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa. They are kammaja-r|pas produced by sa~khÈra-
kamma developed in association with avijjÈ-taÓhÈ-upÈdÈna in a past
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existence.
As he has discerned kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa and

jÊvita-navaka kalÈpa in the eye-door, he can discern them in a similar
way in the remaining five sense-doors.

(9) SotapasÈdaSotapasÈdaSotapasÈdaSotapasÈdaSotapasÈda = translucent materiality in the ear = translucent materiality in the ear = translucent materiality in the ear = translucent materiality in the ear = translucent materiality in the ear
It clarifies the four primary elements and is worthy of aiming and

striking by sound (saddÈrammaÓa) which then appears in the ear.
To discern sotapasÈda, the meditator first discerns with wisdom the

four primary elements inside the ear. When he sees the material groups,
he discerns the translucent materiality in a translucent material group
or in most translucent material groups and keeps it in his vision. Then
he pays attention to an internal sound like breathing sound or an ex-
ternal sound. If that sound aims and strikes that translucent materiali-
ty, that translucent materiality is the ear-translucent materiality
(sotapasÈda). The material group which contains sotapasÈda is
sotadasaka-kalÈpa. The ten kinds of materialities which exist in this
material group are discerned with wisdom one by one at the level of
ultimate realities.

If the translucent materiality which exists at the ear is not stricken
by any sound, that translucent materiality is not sotapasÈda. It may be
kÈyapasÈda. To know whether it is kÈyapasÈda or not, the meditator
should pay attention to a tangible object as described above. When it
is sure, he should discern with wisdom the ultimate materialities in
sotadasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa, jÊvita-
navaka-kalÈpa — the four kammaja kalÈpas in the ear.

(10) GhÈnapasÈdaGhÈnapasÈdaGhÈnapasÈdaGhÈnapasÈdaGhÈnapasÈda = trans = trans = trans = trans = translucluclucluclucent materiality in the noseent materiality in the noseent materiality in the noseent materiality in the noseent materiality in the nose
It clarifies the four primary elements and is worthy of aiming and

striking by the smell (gandhÈrammaÓa) which appears in the nose.
To discern gandhÈrammaÓa, the meditator first discerns with wis-

dom the four primary elements at the septum of the nose. When he
sees the material groups, he discerns the translucent materiality in any
one or most translucent material groups and keeps it in his vision.
Then he pays attention to the smell (gandhÈramana) of a material group
or most material groups. If the smell aims and strikes the translucent
materiality, that translucent materiality is the nose translucent materi-
ality (ghÈnapasÈda). The material group which contains ghÈnapasÈda
is ghÈnadasaka-kalÈpa. The ten kinds of ultimate materialities which
exist in the material group are discerned with wisdom one by one at
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To discern cakkhu-pasÈda, the meditator first discerns with wisdom
the four primary elements which exist in the eye. When he can see
material groups, he discerns a translucent material group and analyzes
it by discerning ten types of ultimate materialities present in it. He
keeps the translucent materiality out of the ten. Then he looks at the
visible object (vaÓÓa) present in a nearby material group.

If the translucent materiality is worthy of aiming and striking by the
visible object, it will be cakkhu-pasÈda. If it is not worthy of aiming
and striking by the visible object, it is not cakkhu-pasÈda; it must be
kÈyapasÈda, since only two translucent materialities — cakkhu-pasÈda
and kÈyapasÈda — can exist in the eye-door. It can be tested as follows
to know whether it is kÈya-pasÈda or not.

(8) KÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈda = translucent materiality in the body = translucent materiality in the body = translucent materiality in the body = translucent materiality in the body = translucent materiality in the body
It clarifies the four primary elements and is worthy of aiming and

striking by a tangible object (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo).
To discern kÈyapasÈda, the meditator again discerns the four pri-

mary elements in the eye. When he can see material groups, he dis-
cerns a translucent material group or several translucent material
groups, analyzes them by discerning ten types of ultimate materiali-
ties present in them. Again he keeps the translucent materiality out of
the ten. Then he looks at the nearest tangible object, either pathavÊ,
tejo or vÈyo, present in a material group. If that tangible object is
aiming and striking the translucent materiality, that materiality is defi-
nitely kÈya dasaka kalÈpa. If the tangible object does not strike the
translucent materiality, that materiality is not kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa; it
may be cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa. It can be confirmed by discerning as
above.

Thus the meditator can discern cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa and kÈyadasaka-
kalÈpa in the eye. He continues to discern with wisdom the 10 types
of ultimate materialities in cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa and 10 types of ulti-
mate materialities in kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa.

If he can also discern 10 types of ultimate materialities including
bhÈva-r|pa in non-translucent material groups and also 9 types of
ultimate materialities including jÊvita-r|pa in non-translucent material
groups, he has analyzed 4 material groups in the eye now. They are
cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa and
jÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa. They are kammaja-r|pas produced by sa~khÈra-
kamma developed in association with avijjÈ-taÓhÈ-upÈdÈna in a past
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existence.
As he has discerned kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa and

jÊvita-navaka kalÈpa in the eye-door, he can discern them in a similar
way in the remaining five sense-doors.

(9) SotapasÈdaSotapasÈdaSotapasÈdaSotapasÈdaSotapasÈda = translucent materiality in the ear = translucent materiality in the ear = translucent materiality in the ear = translucent materiality in the ear = translucent materiality in the ear
It clarifies the four primary elements and is worthy of aiming and

striking by sound (saddÈrammaÓa) which then appears in the ear.
To discern sotapasÈda, the meditator first discerns with wisdom the

four primary elements inside the ear. When he sees the material groups,
he discerns the translucent materiality in a translucent material group
or in most translucent material groups and keeps it in his vision. Then
he pays attention to an internal sound like breathing sound or an ex-
ternal sound. If that sound aims and strikes that translucent materiali-
ty, that translucent materiality is the ear-translucent materiality
(sotapasÈda). The material group which contains sotapasÈda is
sotadasaka-kalÈpa. The ten kinds of materialities which exist in this
material group are discerned with wisdom one by one at the level of
ultimate realities.

If the translucent materiality which exists at the ear is not stricken
by any sound, that translucent materiality is not sotapasÈda. It may be
kÈyapasÈda. To know whether it is kÈyapasÈda or not, the meditator
should pay attention to a tangible object as described above. When it
is sure, he should discern with wisdom the ultimate materialities in
sotadasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa, jÊvita-
navaka-kalÈpa — the four kammaja kalÈpas in the ear.

(10) GhÈnapasÈdaGhÈnapasÈdaGhÈnapasÈdaGhÈnapasÈdaGhÈnapasÈda = trans = trans = trans = trans = translucluclucluclucent materiality in the noseent materiality in the noseent materiality in the noseent materiality in the noseent materiality in the nose
It clarifies the four primary elements and is worthy of aiming and

striking by the smell (gandhÈrammaÓa) which appears in the nose.
To discern gandhÈrammaÓa, the meditator first discerns with wis-

dom the four primary elements at the septum of the nose. When he
sees the material groups, he discerns the translucent materiality in any
one or most translucent material groups and keeps it in his vision.
Then he pays attention to the smell (gandhÈramana) of a material group
or most material groups. If the smell aims and strikes the translucent
materiality, that translucent materiality is the nose translucent materi-
ality (ghÈnapasÈda). The material group which contains ghÈnapasÈda
is ghÈnadasaka-kalÈpa. The ten kinds of ultimate materialities which
exist in the material group are discerned with wisdom one by one at
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the level of ultimate realities.
If the smell does not strike the translucent materiality, the translu-

cent materiality is not the ghÈna-pasÈda; it may be kÈyapasÈda. To
know definitely, the meditator should take notice of a tangible object
and see whether it strikes the translucent materiality. If successful, he
discerns ghÈnadasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈ-
pa, jÊvita-navaka kalÈpa in the nose up to the paramattha level. These
kalÈpas are kamma-born materialities.

(11) JivhÈpasÈdaJivhÈpasÈdaJivhÈpasÈdaJivhÈpasÈdaJivhÈpasÈda = translucent materiality in the tongue = translucent materiality in the tongue = translucent materiality in the tongue = translucent materiality in the tongue = translucent materiality in the tongue
It clarifies the four primary elements and is worthy of aiming and

striking by taste (rasÈrammana) which then appears in the tongue.
To discern jivhÈpasÈda, the meditator first discerns with wisdom the

four primary elements which exist in the tongue. When he sees the
material groups, he discerns the translucent materiality in a translucent
material group or in most translucent material groups, and keeps the
translucent materiality in his vision. Then he takes notice of the taste-
element in a near-by material group or in most material groups. If that
taste-element aims and strikes that translucent materiality, that trans-
lucent materiality is the tongue-translucent materiality (jivhÈpasÈda).
The material group which contains jivhÈpasÈda is jivhÈdasaka-kalÈpa.
He analyzes this kalÈpa up to paramattha level and discerns the ten
ultimate materialities present in this kalÈpa.

If the taste-element does not strike the translucent materiality, that
translucent materiality may be kÈyapasÈda. To make sure, the medita-
tor takes notice of a tangible object in the nearest translucent material
group or in most material groups, and see whether the tangible object
strikes the translucent materiality.

When it is certain, he discerns with wisdom 10 ultimate materialities
each in jivhÈdasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka kalÈpa
and 9 ultimate materialities in jÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa.

(12) KÈya-dvÈraKÈya-dvÈraKÈya-dvÈraKÈya-dvÈraKÈya-dvÈra = Body-door = Body-door = Body-door = Body-door = Body-door
Only three kammaja-kalÈpas, namely, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvada-

saka-kalÈpa, jÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa, exist in the body-door. As these three
kalÈpas exist all over the six sense-doors, they have been already analyzed
when we disscused the analysis of material groups in the first four
sense-doors.

KÈyadasaka-kalÈpa exists at every place where touching is distinct.

Sex-materiality is different from the sex-organ. It differentiates the
shape, the appearance, the conduct and the manners of the male and
the female, and let one know this is a male, and this is a female.

When a male meditator tries to discern male sex-materiality (purisa-
bhÈva-r|pa) in some non-translucent material groups which contain
jÊvita-r|pa, he will see robust, manly manner and principle, and un-
derstands that by this principle, he exists as a man. He also under-
stands that this principle is different from the roughness and hardness
of the earth-element (pathavÊ).

Similarly when a female meditator tries to discern female sex-mate-
riality (iÔÔhibhÈva-r|pa) in some non-translucent material groups which
contain jÊvita-r|pa, she will see soft, supple nature and principle, and
understands that by this principle, she exists as a woman. She also
understands that this principle is different from the soft, supple nature
of pathavÊ. Try to discern sex-materiality and life-materiality (jÊvita-
r|pa) in all the six sense-doors.

(13) ManodvÈraManodvÈraManodvÈraManodvÈraManodvÈra — mind-door and heart-base ( — mind-door and heart-base ( — mind-door and heart-base ( — mind-door and heart-base ( — mind-door and heart-base (hadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthu)))))
The mind door is life-continuum-consciousness, and the heart-base

is the physical base (vatthu-materiality) depending on which 79
consciousnesses, with the exception of 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas, arise.
Both the mind-door and the heart-base are in the heart.

Firstly the meditator discerns the four primary elements in the heart.
When he sees material groups, he discerns the mind-door which is
clear and bright. Focusing his mind at the mind-door, he bends and
stretches his fore-finger and tries to be aware of his minds in the mind
door — the mind which wishes to bend and bending the finger and the
mind which wishes to stretch and stretching out the finger. When he
can see the mind, he discerns the heart-base depending on which the
mind arises.

If successful, he continues to discern and understand that the life-
continuum-consciousness, the consciousness which wishes to bend
and bending the finger, and all manoviÒÒÈÓa consciousnesses depend
on the heart-bases for their arising. The heart-base is hadayadasaka-
kalÈpa which is a kind of material groups which exists under the above
consciousnesses.

Herein that the consciousnesses depend on the heart-base for their
arising shows the relationship between the heart-base and the mind-
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the level of ultimate realities.
If the smell does not strike the translucent materiality, the translu-

cent materiality is not the ghÈna-pasÈda; it may be kÈyapasÈda. To
know definitely, the meditator should take notice of a tangible object
and see whether it strikes the translucent materiality. If successful, he
discerns ghÈnadasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈ-
pa, jÊvita-navaka kalÈpa in the nose up to the paramattha level. These
kalÈpas are kamma-born materialities.

(11) JivhÈpasÈdaJivhÈpasÈdaJivhÈpasÈdaJivhÈpasÈdaJivhÈpasÈda = translucent materiality in the tongue = translucent materiality in the tongue = translucent materiality in the tongue = translucent materiality in the tongue = translucent materiality in the tongue
It clarifies the four primary elements and is worthy of aiming and

striking by taste (rasÈrammana) which then appears in the tongue.
To discern jivhÈpasÈda, the meditator first discerns with wisdom the

four primary elements which exist in the tongue. When he sees the
material groups, he discerns the translucent materiality in a translucent
material group or in most translucent material groups, and keeps the
translucent materiality in his vision. Then he takes notice of the taste-
element in a near-by material group or in most material groups. If that
taste-element aims and strikes that translucent materiality, that trans-
lucent materiality is the tongue-translucent materiality (jivhÈpasÈda).
The material group which contains jivhÈpasÈda is jivhÈdasaka-kalÈpa.
He analyzes this kalÈpa up to paramattha level and discerns the ten
ultimate materialities present in this kalÈpa.

If the taste-element does not strike the translucent materiality, that
translucent materiality may be kÈyapasÈda. To make sure, the medita-
tor takes notice of a tangible object in the nearest translucent material
group or in most material groups, and see whether the tangible object
strikes the translucent materiality.

When it is certain, he discerns with wisdom 10 ultimate materialities
each in jivhÈdasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka kalÈpa
and 9 ultimate materialities in jÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa.

(12) KÈya-dvÈraKÈya-dvÈraKÈya-dvÈraKÈya-dvÈraKÈya-dvÈra = Body-door = Body-door = Body-door = Body-door = Body-door
Only three kammaja-kalÈpas, namely, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvada-

saka-kalÈpa, jÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa, exist in the body-door. As these three
kalÈpas exist all over the six sense-doors, they have been already analyzed
when we disscused the analysis of material groups in the first four
sense-doors.

KÈyadasaka-kalÈpa exists at every place where touching is distinct.

Sex-materiality is different from the sex-organ. It differentiates the
shape, the appearance, the conduct and the manners of the male and
the female, and let one know this is a male, and this is a female.

When a male meditator tries to discern male sex-materiality (purisa-
bhÈva-r|pa) in some non-translucent material groups which contain
jÊvita-r|pa, he will see robust, manly manner and principle, and un-
derstands that by this principle, he exists as a man. He also under-
stands that this principle is different from the roughness and hardness
of the earth-element (pathavÊ).

Similarly when a female meditator tries to discern female sex-mate-
riality (iÔÔhibhÈva-r|pa) in some non-translucent material groups which
contain jÊvita-r|pa, she will see soft, supple nature and principle, and
understands that by this principle, she exists as a woman. She also
understands that this principle is different from the soft, supple nature
of pathavÊ. Try to discern sex-materiality and life-materiality (jÊvita-
r|pa) in all the six sense-doors.

(13) ManodvÈraManodvÈraManodvÈraManodvÈraManodvÈra — mind-door and heart-base ( — mind-door and heart-base ( — mind-door and heart-base ( — mind-door and heart-base ( — mind-door and heart-base (hadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthu)))))
The mind door is life-continuum-consciousness, and the heart-base

is the physical base (vatthu-materiality) depending on which 79
consciousnesses, with the exception of 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas, arise.
Both the mind-door and the heart-base are in the heart.

Firstly the meditator discerns the four primary elements in the heart.
When he sees material groups, he discerns the mind-door which is
clear and bright. Focusing his mind at the mind-door, he bends and
stretches his fore-finger and tries to be aware of his minds in the mind
door — the mind which wishes to bend and bending the finger and the
mind which wishes to stretch and stretching out the finger. When he
can see the mind, he discerns the heart-base depending on which the
mind arises.

If successful, he continues to discern and understand that the life-
continuum-consciousness, the consciousness which wishes to bend
and bending the finger, and all manoviÒÒÈÓa consciousnesses depend
on the heart-bases for their arising. The heart-base is hadayadasaka-
kalÈpa which is a kind of material groups which exists under the above
consciousnesses.

Herein that the consciousnesses depend on the heart-base for their
arising shows the relationship between the heart-base and the mind-
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element (mano-dhÈtu), the mind-consciousness-element (manoviÒÒÈÓa-
dhÈtu). The fact that the consciousnesses cannot arise without the heart-
base shows the relationship.

The material group which consists of ten ultimate materialities in-
cluding the heart-base is hadayadasaka-kalÈpa. Discern these ten ulti-
mate materialities by analyzing hadayadasaka-kalÈpa.

Herein, the reason why the meditator was asked to discern first the
consciousnesses wishing to bend and to stretch the finger is to under-
stand precisely the heartbase as the place of depending for mind-ele-
ments and mind-consciousness elements to arise.

Some meditators, after discerning the mind-door (bhava~ga-citta),
could easily discern the heart-base, the place of depending of con-
sciousness.

After analyzing hadayadasaka-kalÈpa, the meditator continues to
analyze kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa and jÊvita-navaka
kalÈpa in the heart also. Thus in the heart also four kammaja-kalÈpas,
namely, hadayadasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-
kalÈpa, jÊvitanavaka-kalapa, exist. They spread all over the heart.

(14) Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (KKKKKammaja-r|pasammaja-r|pasammaja-r|pasammaja-r|pasammaja-r|pas)))))
There are 9 kammaja-ekan r|pas produced by kamma as well as

other material groups produced by three other causes — that is, con-
sciousness (citta), heat (utu) and nutriment (ojÈ). They are described
on pages (54, 55). Kammaja-r|pas spread all over the six sense-doors.
They are produced incessantly every submoment by the kamma which
gives rise to the present existence. They serve as the foundation for
establishing an existence.

After a meditator has discerned successfully these kammaja-r|pas,
he can continue discerning other materialities produced by citta, utu,
ÈhÈra.

(15) Discerning Mind-born Materialities (Discerning Mind-born Materialities (Discerning Mind-born Materialities (Discerning Mind-born Materialities (Discerning Mind-born Materialities (CCCCCittaja-r|pasittaja-r|pasittaja-r|pasittaja-r|pasittaja-r|pas)))))
The meditator, who can discern the heart-base (hadaya-vatthu) can

also discern mind-born materialities (cittaja-r|pas). All consciousnesses
called mind-elements and mind-consciousness elements, that is, ex-
cluding 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas, four ar|pÈvacara-vipÈka-cittas, depend
on the heart-bases (hadaya-vatthus) for their arising and produce cittaja-
ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pas (mind-born octads) at their arising moment. Each
of these consciousnesses can produce many material groups all over

the body. However, it is the law of nature that consciousnesses are
strong only at their arising moments and produce mind-born materi-
alities only at their arising moments.

The way of meditation is: the meditator focuses his mind on the
mind-door (bhava~ga-citta) and discerns the cittaja-r|pas which are
incessantly produced by the minds which depend on the heart-bases
for their arising.

If it is not clear, focus the mind at the mind-door, bend a forefinger
and stretch it out. Because of the minds which wish to bend the finger
and the minds which wish to stretch out the finger, many mind-born
material groups are arising and they are arising all over the six sense-
doors. Discern these material groups.

If still it is not clear, shake the eye a little. One can see many mind-
born material groups which arise at the place where the eye should
exist. Try to discern mind-born material groups in the remaining five
sense-doors in a similar way. These material groups are not translu-
cent, but opaque. Each material group can be analyzed into 8 ultimate
materialities, which are the same as 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas, that is, pathavÊ,
Èpo, tejo, vÈyo, vaÓÓa, gandha, rasa, ojÈ. Try to discern these ultimate
materialites in all the six sense-doors.

(16) Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Utuja-r|pasUtuja-r|pasUtuja-r|pasUtuja-r|pasUtuja-r|pas)))))
The heat-element (tejo-dhÈtu), which exists in kamma-born mate-

rial groups (kammaja-kalÈpas), mind-born material groups (cittaja-
kalÈpas), heat-born material groups (utuja-kalÈpas), nutriment-born
material groups, is called utu (heat). This utu (tejo-dhÈtu) can produce
new utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas (heat-born octads) with ojÈ included
as the eighth materiality (they are the sons of utu).

These new utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas again contain utu = heat-ele-
ment. This tejo-dhÈtu = utu again producess new heat-born octads,
(utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas) (they are the grandsons of utu).

So in this way, based on the causes (kamma, citta, utu, ÈhÈra), new
material groups — viz., kammaja-kalÈpas, cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas;
utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas, ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas, arise more
or less step by step.

(17) Kamma-born heat Kamma-born heat Kamma-born heat Kamma-born heat Kamma-born heat (((((Kammaja-tejodhÈtKammaja-tejodhÈtKammaja-tejodhÈtKammaja-tejodhÈtKammaja-tejodhÈtuuuuu))))) ( ( ( ( (utuutuutuutuutu)))))
If the tejodhÈtu (utu) is inside the kamma-born material group like

cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa, that kammaja-tejodhÈtu = utu connects the (4-
5) steps of the arising of utuja material groups.
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element (mano-dhÈtu), the mind-consciousness-element (manoviÒÒÈÓa-
dhÈtu). The fact that the consciousnesses cannot arise without the heart-
base shows the relationship.

The material group which consists of ten ultimate materialities in-
cluding the heart-base is hadayadasaka-kalÈpa. Discern these ten ulti-
mate materialities by analyzing hadayadasaka-kalÈpa.

Herein, the reason why the meditator was asked to discern first the
consciousnesses wishing to bend and to stretch the finger is to under-
stand precisely the heartbase as the place of depending for mind-ele-
ments and mind-consciousness elements to arise.

Some meditators, after discerning the mind-door (bhava~ga-citta),
could easily discern the heart-base, the place of depending of con-
sciousness.

After analyzing hadayadasaka-kalÈpa, the meditator continues to
analyze kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa and jÊvita-navaka
kalÈpa in the heart also. Thus in the heart also four kammaja-kalÈpas,
namely, hadayadasaka-kalÈpa, kÈyadasaka-kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-
kalÈpa, jÊvitanavaka-kalapa, exist. They spread all over the heart.

(14) Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (Discerning Kamma-born Materialities (KKKKKammaja-r|pasammaja-r|pasammaja-r|pasammaja-r|pasammaja-r|pas)))))
There are 9 kammaja-ekan r|pas produced by kamma as well as

other material groups produced by three other causes — that is, con-
sciousness (citta), heat (utu) and nutriment (ojÈ). They are described
on pages (54, 55). Kammaja-r|pas spread all over the six sense-doors.
They are produced incessantly every submoment by the kamma which
gives rise to the present existence. They serve as the foundation for
establishing an existence.

After a meditator has discerned successfully these kammaja-r|pas,
he can continue discerning other materialities produced by citta, utu,
ÈhÈra.

(15) Discerning Mind-born Materialities (Discerning Mind-born Materialities (Discerning Mind-born Materialities (Discerning Mind-born Materialities (Discerning Mind-born Materialities (CCCCCittaja-r|pasittaja-r|pasittaja-r|pasittaja-r|pasittaja-r|pas)))))
The meditator, who can discern the heart-base (hadaya-vatthu) can

also discern mind-born materialities (cittaja-r|pas). All consciousnesses
called mind-elements and mind-consciousness elements, that is, ex-
cluding 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas, four ar|pÈvacara-vipÈka-cittas, depend
on the heart-bases (hadaya-vatthus) for their arising and produce cittaja-
ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pas (mind-born octads) at their arising moment. Each
of these consciousnesses can produce many material groups all over

the body. However, it is the law of nature that consciousnesses are
strong only at their arising moments and produce mind-born materi-
alities only at their arising moments.

The way of meditation is: the meditator focuses his mind on the
mind-door (bhava~ga-citta) and discerns the cittaja-r|pas which are
incessantly produced by the minds which depend on the heart-bases
for their arising.

If it is not clear, focus the mind at the mind-door, bend a forefinger
and stretch it out. Because of the minds which wish to bend the finger
and the minds which wish to stretch out the finger, many mind-born
material groups are arising and they are arising all over the six sense-
doors. Discern these material groups.

If still it is not clear, shake the eye a little. One can see many mind-
born material groups which arise at the place where the eye should
exist. Try to discern mind-born material groups in the remaining five
sense-doors in a similar way. These material groups are not translu-
cent, but opaque. Each material group can be analyzed into 8 ultimate
materialities, which are the same as 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas, that is, pathavÊ,
Èpo, tejo, vÈyo, vaÓÓa, gandha, rasa, ojÈ. Try to discern these ultimate
materialites in all the six sense-doors.

(16) Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Discerning Heat-born Materialities (Utuja-r|pasUtuja-r|pasUtuja-r|pasUtuja-r|pasUtuja-r|pas)))))
The heat-element (tejo-dhÈtu), which exists in kamma-born mate-

rial groups (kammaja-kalÈpas), mind-born material groups (cittaja-
kalÈpas), heat-born material groups (utuja-kalÈpas), nutriment-born
material groups, is called utu (heat). This utu (tejo-dhÈtu) can produce
new utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas (heat-born octads) with ojÈ included
as the eighth materiality (they are the sons of utu).

These new utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas again contain utu = heat-ele-
ment. This tejo-dhÈtu = utu again producess new heat-born octads,
(utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas) (they are the grandsons of utu).

So in this way, based on the causes (kamma, citta, utu, ÈhÈra), new
material groups — viz., kammaja-kalÈpas, cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas;
utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas, ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas, arise more
or less step by step.

(17) Kamma-born heat Kamma-born heat Kamma-born heat Kamma-born heat Kamma-born heat (((((Kammaja-tejodhÈtKammaja-tejodhÈtKammaja-tejodhÈtKammaja-tejodhÈtKammaja-tejodhÈtuuuuu))))) ( ( ( ( (utuutuutuutuutu)))))
If the tejodhÈtu (utu) is inside the kamma-born material group like

cakkhudasaka-kalÈpa, that kammaja-tejodhÈtu = utu connects the (4-
5) steps of the arising of utuja material groups.
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In letting to arise thus that tejodhÈtu element = utu is strong only
when it reaches the existing state according to the law of nature. Herein,
the statement that it connects the (4-5) steps of the arising of heat-born-
material groups means that it produces a series of heat-born identical
material groups.

(18) Consciousness-born-heat — Consciousness-born-heat — Consciousness-born-heat — Consciousness-born-heat — Consciousness-born-heat — Cittaja-tejodhÈtuCittaja-tejodhÈtuCittaja-tejodhÈtuCittaja-tejodhÈtuCittaja-tejodhÈtu     (((((utuutuutuutuutu)))))
The mind-born-octads (cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas) produced by

kÈmÈvacara-consciousnesses, except the exalted samatha-conscious-
nesses and the exalted vipassanÈ-consciousnesses depending on heart-
bases, also contain tejo-dhÈtu = utu. That tejo-dhÈtu = utu also produces
cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka (mind-born octads) material groups (the sons of
cittaja-tejo = utu)

The tejo-dhÈtu = utu present in mind-born octads, at its existing state,
also produces a series of utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka (heat-born octads) mate-
rial groups (the grand-sons of cittaja-tejodhÈtu).

The tejo-dhÈtu = utu present in utuja-ojÈÔÔhamaka material groups
(heat-born octads) also produces a series of utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka mate-
rial groups (the great grand-sons of the former cittaja tejo-dhÈtu).

In this way the arising of two times or three times of material groups
is connected.
(19) Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (ŒhÈraja-r|pasŒhÈraja-r|pasŒhÈraja-r|pasŒhÈraja-r|pasŒhÈraja-r|pas)))))

The nutriment (ojÈ) present in kamma-born material groups, mind-
born material groups, heat-born-material groups, nutriment-born ma-
terial groups (ÈhÈraja-kalÈpas) is called "ÈhÈra". This "ÈhÈra" (nutri-
ment), produced by four causes and present in various food and drinks,
can perform the function of nutriment (ÈhÈraja-kicca) producing nu-
triment-born materiality only after they are eaten or consumed.

The food which exists at an external place outside the body, that
food which is produced by four causes cannot perform the function
of nutriment, that is, it cannot form nutriment-born materiality (ÈhÈraja-
r|pa). So the Buddha named such food as "kabaÄÊkÈro-ÈhÈro" in PaÔÔhÈna
PaÄi.8

The new food or undigested food consists of heat-born octads (utuja-
ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas). The tejo-dhÈtu (utu) in each material group, at
its existing state, produces new heat-born octads incessantly. So the
new food or undigested food is just a mass of new heat-born octads
incessantly produced by the tejo-dhÈtu of mahabh|ta. This type of
the incessant production of heat-born octads by the tejo of mahÈbh|ta

is called "production by striking of successive mahÈbh|tas" by an-
cient venerable teachers.

The heat-born material groups in the eaten food, which is being
digested in the stomach serve as parents. The greater the number of
these heat-born material groups, the greater the number of new nutri-
ment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas) which are regarded
as the sons and daughters of parent-heat born octads.

Each nutriment (ojÈ) present in the son or daughter ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas (nutriment-born octad-material groups), with the
support of upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ and pÈcaka-tejo, causes ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpa (nutriment-born octad) to arise step by step up to
10 to 12 steps.

In arising in this way, in every step, the support of upatthambhaka-
ÈhÈra-oja in different material groups and kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo is nec-
essary. The ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas formed in this way spread
out all over the body to all the six sense-doors. The ojÈ present in these
ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas is called kabaÄÊkÈra-ÈhÈra which has
reached ojÈlakkhaÓÈ.

• Practical Meditating MethodsPractical Meditating MethodsPractical Meditating MethodsPractical Meditating MethodsPractical Meditating Methods
(21)     At the Time of EatingAt the Time of EatingAt the Time of EatingAt the Time of EatingAt the Time of Eating — The meditator develops concentration
step by step at the time of eating and discerns with wisdom the four
primary elements in the new undigested food which exists in the stom-
ach, in the mouth, or in the intestine wherever he wishes to discern.
He will see material groups.

By the encouragement and support of kammaja tejo-dhÈtu (pÈcaka-
tejo) present in jÊvita-navaka kalÈpas which exists around the new
undigested food and which can digest the eaten food, and also by the
support of external nutriment (ojÈ) present in heat-born material
groups, new material groups are formed in unison. The meditator
should discern these phenomena with wisdom.

The new material groups are the first step ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka ma-
terial groups. The nutriment (ojÈ) present in these material groups is
ijjhattika-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ (internal nutriment-born ojÈ) which reaches the
state of ojÈ-lakkhaÓÈ. When this ojÈ is supported by kammaja-pÈcaka
tejo and by the internal nutriment-born ojÈ (ijjhattika-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ) in
different material groups, new ÈhÈraja-ojatthamaka material groups
are formed, spreading all over the body.

Also by the support of this ijjhattika-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material
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In letting to arise thus that tejodhÈtu element = utu is strong only
when it reaches the existing state according to the law of nature. Herein,
the statement that it connects the (4-5) steps of the arising of heat-born-
material groups means that it produces a series of heat-born identical
material groups.

(18) Consciousness-born-heat — Consciousness-born-heat — Consciousness-born-heat — Consciousness-born-heat — Consciousness-born-heat — Cittaja-tejodhÈtuCittaja-tejodhÈtuCittaja-tejodhÈtuCittaja-tejodhÈtuCittaja-tejodhÈtu     (((((utuutuutuutuutu)))))
The mind-born-octads (cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas) produced by

kÈmÈvacara-consciousnesses, except the exalted samatha-conscious-
nesses and the exalted vipassanÈ-consciousnesses depending on heart-
bases, also contain tejo-dhÈtu = utu. That tejo-dhÈtu = utu also produces
cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka (mind-born octads) material groups (the sons of
cittaja-tejo = utu)

The tejo-dhÈtu = utu present in mind-born octads, at its existing state,
also produces a series of utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka (heat-born octads) mate-
rial groups (the grand-sons of cittaja-tejodhÈtu).

The tejo-dhÈtu = utu present in utuja-ojÈÔÔhamaka material groups
(heat-born octads) also produces a series of utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka mate-
rial groups (the great grand-sons of the former cittaja tejo-dhÈtu).

In this way the arising of two times or three times of material groups
is connected.
(19) Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (Discerning Nutriment-born Materialities (ŒhÈraja-r|pasŒhÈraja-r|pasŒhÈraja-r|pasŒhÈraja-r|pasŒhÈraja-r|pas)))))

The nutriment (ojÈ) present in kamma-born material groups, mind-
born material groups, heat-born-material groups, nutriment-born ma-
terial groups (ÈhÈraja-kalÈpas) is called "ÈhÈra". This "ÈhÈra" (nutri-
ment), produced by four causes and present in various food and drinks,
can perform the function of nutriment (ÈhÈraja-kicca) producing nu-
triment-born materiality only after they are eaten or consumed.

The food which exists at an external place outside the body, that
food which is produced by four causes cannot perform the function
of nutriment, that is, it cannot form nutriment-born materiality (ÈhÈraja-
r|pa). So the Buddha named such food as "kabaÄÊkÈro-ÈhÈro" in PaÔÔhÈna
PaÄi.8

The new food or undigested food consists of heat-born octads (utuja-
ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas). The tejo-dhÈtu (utu) in each material group, at
its existing state, produces new heat-born octads incessantly. So the
new food or undigested food is just a mass of new heat-born octads
incessantly produced by the tejo-dhÈtu of mahabh|ta. This type of
the incessant production of heat-born octads by the tejo of mahÈbh|ta

is called "production by striking of successive mahÈbh|tas" by an-
cient venerable teachers.

The heat-born material groups in the eaten food, which is being
digested in the stomach serve as parents. The greater the number of
these heat-born material groups, the greater the number of new nutri-
ment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas) which are regarded
as the sons and daughters of parent-heat born octads.

Each nutriment (ojÈ) present in the son or daughter ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas (nutriment-born octad-material groups), with the
support of upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ and pÈcaka-tejo, causes ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpa (nutriment-born octad) to arise step by step up to
10 to 12 steps.

In arising in this way, in every step, the support of upatthambhaka-
ÈhÈra-oja in different material groups and kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo is nec-
essary. The ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas formed in this way spread
out all over the body to all the six sense-doors. The ojÈ present in these
ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas is called kabaÄÊkÈra-ÈhÈra which has
reached ojÈlakkhaÓÈ.

• Practical Meditating MethodsPractical Meditating MethodsPractical Meditating MethodsPractical Meditating MethodsPractical Meditating Methods
(21)     At the Time of EatingAt the Time of EatingAt the Time of EatingAt the Time of EatingAt the Time of Eating — The meditator develops concentration
step by step at the time of eating and discerns with wisdom the four
primary elements in the new undigested food which exists in the stom-
ach, in the mouth, or in the intestine wherever he wishes to discern.
He will see material groups.

By the encouragement and support of kammaja tejo-dhÈtu (pÈcaka-
tejo) present in jÊvita-navaka kalÈpas which exists around the new
undigested food and which can digest the eaten food, and also by the
support of external nutriment (ojÈ) present in heat-born material
groups, new material groups are formed in unison. The meditator
should discern these phenomena with wisdom.

The new material groups are the first step ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka ma-
terial groups. The nutriment (ojÈ) present in these material groups is
ijjhattika-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ (internal nutriment-born ojÈ) which reaches the
state of ojÈ-lakkhaÓÈ. When this ojÈ is supported by kammaja-pÈcaka
tejo and by the internal nutriment-born ojÈ (ijjhattika-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ) in
different material groups, new ÈhÈraja-ojatthamaka material groups
are formed, spreading all over the body.

Also by the support of this ijjhattika-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material
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groups and kammja-pÈcaka-tejo and because of kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-
ojÈ, utuja-ojÈ, ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material groups, new ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka material groups are arising and spreading to all parts of
the body. The meditator discerns these phenomena with wisdom.

Among these internal ÈhÈraja-kalÈpas, some ojÈs (by the support of
kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and internal ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material
groups) cause new ojaÔÔhamaka material groups to arise; they are called
janaka-ojÈjanaka-ojÈjanaka-ojÈjanaka-ojÈjanaka-ojÈ..... Some ojÈ can encourage and support kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-
ojÈ, utuja-ojÈ, ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material groups. They are called
upatthambhaka-ojÈupatthambhaka-ojÈupatthambhaka-ojÈupatthambhaka-ojÈupatthambhaka-ojÈ.....

(21) At the Time after EatingAt the Time after EatingAt the Time after EatingAt the Time after EatingAt the Time after Eating — At the time after eating and at the time
the meditator sits for meditation, he develops concentration step by
step. He focuses his attention on the new undigested food in the stom-
ach and discerns the four primary elements. He will see material groups.
(He can discern in the same way in the new undigested food in the
intestine.) By the encouragement and support of kammaja pÈcaka-
tejo and because of the ojÈ in the heat-born material groups, ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas are arising. He discerns them with wisdom. These
material groups are not translucent. On analyzing them with wisdom,
there are eight types of materialities in each of them. They are ijjhaÔÔika
ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas.

As explained above, in these internal nutriment-born octads, some
ojÈs are janaka-ojÈs, and some ojÈs are upatthambhaka-ojÈs. The meditator
discerns with wisdom that by the support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and
ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material groups, each of the janaka-ojÈs pro-
duces new ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas up to 10 to 12 steps all over
the body, and also that by the support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and
upatthambhaka-ojas, kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-ojÈ, utuja-ojÈ, ÈhÈraja-ojÈ
in different material groups respectively cause new ÈhÈraja-ojaÔ-
Ôhamaka kalÈpas to arise. When the meditator can discern how these
ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas are being formed and spreading to all
six sense-doors, he can discern materialities in six sense-doors and 42
body-parts (kaÔÔhÈsas).

(22) An Example of Discerning Materialities in the EyeAn Example of Discerning Materialities in the EyeAn Example of Discerning Materialities in the EyeAn Example of Discerning Materialities in the EyeAn Example of Discerning Materialities in the Eye
The meditator develops concentration step by step and discerns with

wisdom how the nutriment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas)
spread up to the eye. He discerns precisely with wisdom the eight ultimate
materialities in these material groups up to ultimate (paramattha) level.

Among the eight types of materialities some ojÈs have the energy to
encourage and support the ojÈs produced by four causes. Some ojÈs
are janaka-ojÈs which can produce new nutriment-born material groups.
Upatthambhaka-ojÈs encourage and support kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-ojÈ,
utuja-ojÈ and janaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material groups. Janaka-
ojÈ causes new nutriment-born octads to arise. (Please look at No.4 below.)
(1) Kammaja-ojÈKammaja-ojÈKammaja-ojÈKammaja-ojÈKammaja-ojÈ — When the kammaja-ojÈ in the eye-decad (cakkhu-
dasaka-kalÈpa) and the upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ which spreads up
to the eye come into contact and the two ojÈs get together, the kammaja-
ojÈ in the eye-decad receives the encouragement and support from
both the upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ and the kamaja-pÈsaka-tejo, and
so it connects the arising of 4 steps or 5 steps of material groups. Thus
because of the ojÈ in the eye-decad, ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pa-kalapa (octad
with ojÈ as the eighth component) arises.

When the ojÈ in this ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pa-kalÈpa reaches the existing
state, it receives the encouragement and support both from the internal
ÈhÈraja-ojÈ and the kammaja-pÈcaka tejo, and it produces new
ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pa-kalÈpas again. Thus material groups arise 4-5 times
step by step.

The meditator also discerns in the eye with wisdom how kÈyadasaka-
kalÈpa’s ojÈ, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa’s ojÈ, jÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa’s ojÈ,
when they get the support from both the kammaja-tejo and the upattham-
bhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, cause nutriment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka-
kalÈpas) to arise step by step, and also how the tejo-dhÈtu = utu in
these material groups cause the heat-born octads (utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-
kalÈpas) to arise step by step. He discerns the materialities precisely
up to the ultimate level.
(2) Cittaja-ojÈCittaja-ojÈCittaja-ojÈCittaja-ojÈCittaja-ojÈ — Again in the eye each mind-born octad (cittaja-ojaÔ-
Ôhamaka-kalÈpa) contains nutriment (ojÈ). That cittaja-ojÈ, when it re-
ceives the encouragement and support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and
upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, produces nutriment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas) two or three steps; that is, it connects two or
three steps of the arising of material groups.
(3) Utuja-ojÈUtuja-ojÈUtuja-ojÈUtuja-ojÈUtuja-ojÈ — Again in the eye, as mentioned in the discerning of
heat-born materiality above, there are heat-born octads (utuja-
ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas) produced by tejo-dhÈtu = utu, namely, kammaja-
tejo, utuja-tejo, ÈhÈraja-tejo, and in each of these heat-born octads,
nutriment is present. Each of these heat-born nutriments (utuja-ojÈs),
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groups and kammja-pÈcaka-tejo and because of kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-
ojÈ, utuja-ojÈ, ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material groups, new ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka material groups are arising and spreading to all parts of
the body. The meditator discerns these phenomena with wisdom.

Among these internal ÈhÈraja-kalÈpas, some ojÈs (by the support of
kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and internal ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material
groups) cause new ojaÔÔhamaka material groups to arise; they are called
janaka-ojÈjanaka-ojÈjanaka-ojÈjanaka-ojÈjanaka-ojÈ..... Some ojÈ can encourage and support kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-
ojÈ, utuja-ojÈ, ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material groups. They are called
upatthambhaka-ojÈupatthambhaka-ojÈupatthambhaka-ojÈupatthambhaka-ojÈupatthambhaka-ojÈ.....

(21) At the Time after EatingAt the Time after EatingAt the Time after EatingAt the Time after EatingAt the Time after Eating — At the time after eating and at the time
the meditator sits for meditation, he develops concentration step by
step. He focuses his attention on the new undigested food in the stom-
ach and discerns the four primary elements. He will see material groups.
(He can discern in the same way in the new undigested food in the
intestine.) By the encouragement and support of kammaja pÈcaka-
tejo and because of the ojÈ in the heat-born material groups, ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas are arising. He discerns them with wisdom. These
material groups are not translucent. On analyzing them with wisdom,
there are eight types of materialities in each of them. They are ijjhaÔÔika
ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas.

As explained above, in these internal nutriment-born octads, some
ojÈs are janaka-ojÈs, and some ojÈs are upatthambhaka-ojÈs. The meditator
discerns with wisdom that by the support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and
ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material groups, each of the janaka-ojÈs pro-
duces new ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas up to 10 to 12 steps all over
the body, and also that by the support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and
upatthambhaka-ojas, kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-ojÈ, utuja-ojÈ, ÈhÈraja-ojÈ
in different material groups respectively cause new ÈhÈraja-ojaÔ-
Ôhamaka kalÈpas to arise. When the meditator can discern how these
ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas are being formed and spreading to all
six sense-doors, he can discern materialities in six sense-doors and 42
body-parts (kaÔÔhÈsas).

(22) An Example of Discerning Materialities in the EyeAn Example of Discerning Materialities in the EyeAn Example of Discerning Materialities in the EyeAn Example of Discerning Materialities in the EyeAn Example of Discerning Materialities in the Eye
The meditator develops concentration step by step and discerns with

wisdom how the nutriment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka kalÈpas)
spread up to the eye. He discerns precisely with wisdom the eight ultimate
materialities in these material groups up to ultimate (paramattha) level.

Among the eight types of materialities some ojÈs have the energy to
encourage and support the ojÈs produced by four causes. Some ojÈs
are janaka-ojÈs which can produce new nutriment-born material groups.
Upatthambhaka-ojÈs encourage and support kammaja-ojÈ, cittaja-ojÈ,
utuja-ojÈ and janaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ in different material groups. Janaka-
ojÈ causes new nutriment-born octads to arise. (Please look at No.4 below.)
(1) Kammaja-ojÈKammaja-ojÈKammaja-ojÈKammaja-ojÈKammaja-ojÈ — When the kammaja-ojÈ in the eye-decad (cakkhu-
dasaka-kalÈpa) and the upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ which spreads up
to the eye come into contact and the two ojÈs get together, the kammaja-
ojÈ in the eye-decad receives the encouragement and support from
both the upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ and the kamaja-pÈsaka-tejo, and
so it connects the arising of 4 steps or 5 steps of material groups. Thus
because of the ojÈ in the eye-decad, ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pa-kalapa (octad
with ojÈ as the eighth component) arises.

When the ojÈ in this ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pa-kalÈpa reaches the existing
state, it receives the encouragement and support both from the internal
ÈhÈraja-ojÈ and the kammaja-pÈcaka tejo, and it produces new
ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pa-kalÈpas again. Thus material groups arise 4-5 times
step by step.

The meditator also discerns in the eye with wisdom how kÈyadasaka-
kalÈpa’s ojÈ, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa’s ojÈ, jÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa’s ojÈ,
when they get the support from both the kammaja-tejo and the upattham-
bhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, cause nutriment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka-
kalÈpas) to arise step by step, and also how the tejo-dhÈtu = utu in
these material groups cause the heat-born octads (utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-
kalÈpas) to arise step by step. He discerns the materialities precisely
up to the ultimate level.
(2) Cittaja-ojÈCittaja-ojÈCittaja-ojÈCittaja-ojÈCittaja-ojÈ — Again in the eye each mind-born octad (cittaja-ojaÔ-
Ôhamaka-kalÈpa) contains nutriment (ojÈ). That cittaja-ojÈ, when it re-
ceives the encouragement and support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and
upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, produces nutriment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-
ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas) two or three steps; that is, it connects two or
three steps of the arising of material groups.
(3) Utuja-ojÈUtuja-ojÈUtuja-ojÈUtuja-ojÈUtuja-ojÈ — Again in the eye, as mentioned in the discerning of
heat-born materiality above, there are heat-born octads (utuja-
ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpas) produced by tejo-dhÈtu = utu, namely, kammaja-
tejo, utuja-tejo, ÈhÈraja-tejo, and in each of these heat-born octads,
nutriment is present. Each of these heat-born nutriments (utuja-ojÈs),
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with the encouragement and support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and
ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, produces nutriment-born material groups up to 10 to 12
steps. The meditator discerns these phenomena with wisdom.
(4) (Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ(Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ(Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ(Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ(Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ — Again in the eye, as it has been explained
earlier that the nutriment in the heat-born octad which is present in the
eaten and swallowed food (kabaÄÊkÈra-ÈhÈra), with the support of
kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo, produces nutriment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔha-
maka-kalÈpas). The nutriment present in these nutriment-born-octads
is ÈhÈraja-ojÈ which has reached the state of ojÈ-lakkhaÓÈ.

Each janaka-ojÈ present in nutriment-born octad and which has the
energy to produce new nutriment-born octads, with the encourage-
ment and support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-
ojÈ, produces new nutriment-born octads incessanthy and repeatedly.
Even the nutriment, which is consumed once, has the energy to en-
courage and support the incessant arising of nutriment octads for seven
days.

Herein, janaka-ojÈ means the nutriment which is present in the nu-
triment-born octad and which receives the support. The nutriment
which gives the support is also in the nutriment present in the nutri-
ment-born octad but different material group. This nutriment is desig-
nated as upatthambhaka-ojÈ. The effect is ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, the cause is
also ÈhÈraja-ojÈ; but the material groups are different. Both janaka-
ojÈ and upatthambhaka-ojÈ are designated above as ijjattika-ÈhÈra (in-
ternal nutriment), ijjattika-ÈhÈra-ojÈ and ijjattika-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ. Although
the words are different, they have the same meaning. Please take note
of this.
• To be Noted in EssenceTo be Noted in EssenceTo be Noted in EssenceTo be Noted in EssenceTo be Noted in Essence

Every material group naturally contains tejo-dhÈtu (utu) and ojÈ (nu-
triment). Both the utu and the ojÈ of every material group (when they
receive the support of the respective causes) produce material groups
in two series. For example, if we analyze cakkhu-dasaka-kalÈpa (eye-
decad), we shall find 10 types of materialities, including both utu and
ojÈ. The utu (if it gets the encouragement and support of upÈdinnaka-
r|pa) at its existing state produces heat-born octads. Again the ojÈ in
the eye-decad (if it gets the encouragement and support of kammaja-
pacaka-tejo and upatthambhaka-ijjattika-ÈhÈra-ojÈ) at its existing state
produces new nutriment-born-octads (they are the sons).
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with the encouragement and support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and
ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, produces nutriment-born material groups up to 10 to 12
steps. The meditator discerns these phenomena with wisdom.
(4) (Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ(Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ(Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ(Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ(Janaka) ÈhÈra-ojÈ — Again in the eye, as it has been explained
earlier that the nutriment in the heat-born octad which is present in the
eaten and swallowed food (kabaÄÊkÈra-ÈhÈra), with the support of
kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo, produces nutriment-born octads (ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔha-
maka-kalÈpas). The nutriment present in these nutriment-born-octads
is ÈhÈraja-ojÈ which has reached the state of ojÈ-lakkhaÓÈ.

Each janaka-ojÈ present in nutriment-born octad and which has the
energy to produce new nutriment-born octads, with the encourage-
ment and support of kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and upatthambhaka-ÈhÈraja-
ojÈ, produces new nutriment-born octads incessanthy and repeatedly.
Even the nutriment, which is consumed once, has the energy to en-
courage and support the incessant arising of nutriment octads for seven
days.

Herein, janaka-ojÈ means the nutriment which is present in the nu-
triment-born octad and which receives the support. The nutriment
which gives the support is also in the nutriment present in the nutri-
ment-born octad but different material group. This nutriment is desig-
nated as upatthambhaka-ojÈ. The effect is ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, the cause is
also ÈhÈraja-ojÈ; but the material groups are different. Both janaka-
ojÈ and upatthambhaka-ojÈ are designated above as ijjattika-ÈhÈra (in-
ternal nutriment), ijjattika-ÈhÈra-ojÈ and ijjattika-ÈhÈraja-ojÈ. Although
the words are different, they have the same meaning. Please take note
of this.
• To be Noted in EssenceTo be Noted in EssenceTo be Noted in EssenceTo be Noted in EssenceTo be Noted in Essence

Every material group naturally contains tejo-dhÈtu (utu) and ojÈ (nu-
triment). Both the utu and the ojÈ of every material group (when they
receive the support of the respective causes) produce material groups
in two series. For example, if we analyze cakkhu-dasaka-kalÈpa (eye-
decad), we shall find 10 types of materialities, including both utu and
ojÈ. The utu (if it gets the encouragement and support of upÈdinnaka-
r|pa) at its existing state produces heat-born octads. Again the ojÈ in
the eye-decad (if it gets the encouragement and support of kammaja-
pacaka-tejo and upatthambhaka-ijjattika-ÈhÈra-ojÈ) at its existing state
produces new nutriment-born-octads (they are the sons).
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(NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: ‘upÈdinnaka-r|pa’ means materiality produced by kamma in
the past.)

If the new nutriment-born octad is analyzed, we shall find eight
types of materialities, including tejo and ojÈ. They are kammapaccaya-
utuja-tejo and kammapaccaya-utuja-ojÈ. The kammapaccaya-utuja-tejo
(when it gets the good support of upÈdinnaka-r|pa) again produces
other new utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pas (heat-born octads). Similarly the
kammapaccaya-utuja-ojÈ, if it gets the encouragement and support of
kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and upatthambhaka-ijjattika-ÈhÈra-ojÈ, at its ex-
isting state also produces new nutriment-born octads (they are grand-
sons). In this way they cause 4-5 steps of ÈhÈraja-r|pa-kalÈpas to arise.

• Branching out in two seriesBranching out in two seriesBranching out in two seriesBranching out in two seriesBranching out in two series
We have seen that based on tejo-dhÈtu (utu) present in the eye-decad,

a series of heat-born octads arises; and based on the ojÈ present in the
eye decad, a series of nutriment-born octads arises.

Now the new heat-born octads contain both tejo and ojÈ. This new
ojÈ, with the good support of kammaja-pÈcaka tejo and upatthambhaka-
ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, produces a series of new nutriment-born octads at its existing
state. Similarly the new tejo, with the good support of upÈdinnaka-
r|pa, produces a series of new heat-born octads at its existing state. In
this way two series of materialities branch out up to 4-5 steps from
each new heat-born octad.

In the same way, from each of the new nutriment-born octads pro-
duced from the eye-decad, two series of materialities branch out up to
4-5 steps. As every newly formed heat-born or nutriment-born octad
contains both tejo and ojÈ, again it will give rise to two series of mate-
rialities up to 4-5 steps. The meditator discerns with wisdom to see
and understand clearly.

Again in the eye the tejo-dhatu (utu) and ojÈ present in kÈyadasaka
kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa, jÈvita-navaka-kalÈpa, mind-born octad,
heat-born octad and nutriment-born octad also produce the heat born
octads and the nutriment-born octads respectively. The meditator
should discern and understand these phenomena clearly.

• The Broad Method of Defining Four Primary ElementsThe Broad Method of Defining Four Primary ElementsThe Broad Method of Defining Four Primary ElementsThe Broad Method of Defining Four Primary ElementsThe Broad Method of Defining Four Primary Elements
What have been described up till now, that is, discerning the materi-

alities produced by four causes, namely kamma, cittu, utu and ÈhÈra,
in the six sense-doors and 32 body-parts is called the brief method of
defining four primary elements. To go one step forward, we have to
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(NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: ‘upÈdinnaka-r|pa’ means materiality produced by kamma in
the past.)

If the new nutriment-born octad is analyzed, we shall find eight
types of materialities, including tejo and ojÈ. They are kammapaccaya-
utuja-tejo and kammapaccaya-utuja-ojÈ. The kammapaccaya-utuja-tejo
(when it gets the good support of upÈdinnaka-r|pa) again produces
other new utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-r|pas (heat-born octads). Similarly the
kammapaccaya-utuja-ojÈ, if it gets the encouragement and support of
kammaja-pÈcaka-tejo and upatthambhaka-ijjattika-ÈhÈra-ojÈ, at its ex-
isting state also produces new nutriment-born octads (they are grand-
sons). In this way they cause 4-5 steps of ÈhÈraja-r|pa-kalÈpas to arise.

• Branching out in two seriesBranching out in two seriesBranching out in two seriesBranching out in two seriesBranching out in two series
We have seen that based on tejo-dhÈtu (utu) present in the eye-decad,

a series of heat-born octads arises; and based on the ojÈ present in the
eye decad, a series of nutriment-born octads arises.

Now the new heat-born octads contain both tejo and ojÈ. This new
ojÈ, with the good support of kammaja-pÈcaka tejo and upatthambhaka-
ÈhÈraja-ojÈ, produces a series of new nutriment-born octads at its existing
state. Similarly the new tejo, with the good support of upÈdinnaka-
r|pa, produces a series of new heat-born octads at its existing state. In
this way two series of materialities branch out up to 4-5 steps from
each new heat-born octad.

In the same way, from each of the new nutriment-born octads pro-
duced from the eye-decad, two series of materialities branch out up to
4-5 steps. As every newly formed heat-born or nutriment-born octad
contains both tejo and ojÈ, again it will give rise to two series of mate-
rialities up to 4-5 steps. The meditator discerns with wisdom to see
and understand clearly.

Again in the eye the tejo-dhatu (utu) and ojÈ present in kÈyadasaka
kalÈpa, bhÈvadasaka-kalÈpa, jÈvita-navaka-kalÈpa, mind-born octad,
heat-born octad and nutriment-born octad also produce the heat born
octads and the nutriment-born octads respectively. The meditator
should discern and understand these phenomena clearly.

• The Broad Method of Defining Four Primary ElementsThe Broad Method of Defining Four Primary ElementsThe Broad Method of Defining Four Primary ElementsThe Broad Method of Defining Four Primary ElementsThe Broad Method of Defining Four Primary Elements
What have been described up till now, that is, discerning the materi-

alities produced by four causes, namely kamma, cittu, utu and ÈhÈra,
in the six sense-doors and 32 body-parts is called the brief method of
defining four primary elements. To go one step forward, we have to
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undertake the broad method of defining four primary elements. In the
broad method, we have to discern materialities in 42 body-parts
(koÔÔhÈsÈs).

(1) PathavÊ-koÔÔhÈsa — 20
(2) Œpo-koÔÔhÈsa — 12
(3) Tejo-koÔÔhÈsa —   4
(4) VÈyo-koÔÔhÈsa —   6
     Total koÔÔhÈsa — 42
Among these, 20 pathavÊ-koÔÔhÈsas and 12 Èpo-koÔÔhÈsas are included

in 32 parts of the brief method. The meditator discerns the four pri-
mary elements in each koÔÔhÈsa. When he sees material groups, he
discerns the materialities which are described in the table for the body-door.

(1) In the 4 koÔÔhÈsas — vitz., sweat, tear, saliva and snot — only 16
materialities consisting of 8 cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka materialities and 8 utuja-
ojaÔÔhamaka materialities exist.

(2) In the 4 koÔÔhÈsas — viz., undigested food in the stomach, digested
food in colon, pus, urine — only 8 utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka materialities exist.

(3) In each of the remaining 24 koÔÔhÈsas, 53 types of materialities
as described for the body-door exist. The meditator should discern
them clearly. In discerning the bile, discern both kinds of bile, that is,
liquid bile and the bile in gall bladder. Also in discerning the blood,
discern the blood which lies stagnant around the heart, the livers, etc.,
and the blood which flows in the arteries throughout the body. In both
types of the blood, 53 types of materialities exist.

• Four Tejo-Four Tejo-Four Tejo-Four Tejo-Four Tejo-KoÔÔhÈsasKoÔÔhÈsasKoÔÔhÈsasKoÔÔhÈsasKoÔÔhÈsas in which Tejo is Predominant in which Tejo is Predominant in which Tejo is Predominant in which Tejo is Predominant in which Tejo is Predominant
(1) Santappana-tejo = intensely hot tejo which causes fever to arise on

alternate days, etc., ..... = 33
(2) DÈha-tejo = very extremely hot tejo which heats up the

surrounding ..... = 33
(3) JiraÓa-tejo = hot tejo which causes ageing, maturing,

decaying .... = 33
(4) PÈcaka-tejo = stomach-heat which digests food (jÊvitanavaka) = 9

Herein, the 33 types of materialities are:
(1) JÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa (kammaja) = 9
(2) Cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpa = 8
(3) Utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpa = 8
(4) ŒhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpa = 8

                                       Total = 33

• Six Six Six Six Six VÈyo-KoÔÔhÈsasVÈyo-KoÔÔhÈsasVÈyo-KoÔÔhÈsasVÈyo-KoÔÔhÈsasVÈyo-KoÔÔhÈsas     ininininin which  which  which  which  which VÈyoVÈyoVÈyoVÈyoVÈyo is Predominant is Predominant is Predominant is Predominant is Predominant
(1) Uddha~gama-vÈtÈ = the air which flows upwards ... = 33
(2) Adhogama-vÈtÈ = the air which flows downwards ... = 33
(3) Kucchisaya-vÈtÈ = the air which exists in the abdomen outside the

intestine, ... = 33
(4) KoÔÔhÈsaya-vÈtÈ = the air which exists in the intestines ... = 33
(5) A~gama~gÈnusÈrino-vÈtÈ = the air which exists in the arteries, the

         veins, the nerves and moves to all parts of the body ... = 33
(6) AssÈsapassÈso-vÈtÈ = in breath — out-breath ... = 9

Herein, (33) means jÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa (9) + cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka-
kalÈpa (8) + utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka (8) + ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka (8) = 33.
JÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa is kammaja-r|pa-kalÈpa.
(22) In all these six vÈyo-koÔÔhÈsas, first discern the vÈyo-koÔÔhÈsa,
(air) with wisdom. For example, if the meditator wants to discern uddha~-
gama-vÈtÈ, he develops the right concentration and discerns the air in
the intestine, etc., which is flowing upwards. If he cannot see it, he
should develop concentration again step by step. When the wisdom-
light becomes very bright and intense, he tries to discern the air again.
He will be successful.

When he can see the air with wisdom, he discerns with wisdom the
four primary elements in which the air-element (vÈyo-dhÈtu) is pre-
dominant. If he can see with wisdom the four primary elements, very
soon as the concentration gains momentum, he can see the material
groups in the air. When he analyzes these material groups, he ob-
serves the 33 types of materialities as mentioned above.

(23) AssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breathAssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breathAssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breathAssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breathAssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breath     —————     the out-breaththe out-breaththe out-breaththe out-breaththe out-breath
According to Visuddhimagga Commentary9 the in-breath-out-breath

is cittaja-saddanavaka-kalÈpas (mind-born sound-nonads, p.55). Dis-
cern the life-continuum (mind-door), and focus the meditating mind
on the host-bhava~ga citta depending on the heart-base and the in-
breath-out-breath caused by other consciousnesses called mind-ele-
ments and mind-consciousness elements to see them with wisdom.
When he sees the air with wisdom, he discerns the four primary ele-
ments in the air. When the concentration reaches the standard level,
he will start seeing the material groups. Then because of the contact
and brushing with the force of mind-born air-element between the
earth-element (pathavÊ-dhÈtu) of one material group and the earth-
element of another material group or between the primary elements
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undertake the broad method of defining four primary elements. In the
broad method, we have to discern materialities in 42 body-parts
(koÔÔhÈsÈs).

(1) PathavÊ-koÔÔhÈsa — 20
(2) Œpo-koÔÔhÈsa — 12
(3) Tejo-koÔÔhÈsa —   4
(4) VÈyo-koÔÔhÈsa —   6
     Total koÔÔhÈsa — 42
Among these, 20 pathavÊ-koÔÔhÈsas and 12 Èpo-koÔÔhÈsas are included

in 32 parts of the brief method. The meditator discerns the four pri-
mary elements in each koÔÔhÈsa. When he sees material groups, he
discerns the materialities which are described in the table for the body-door.

(1) In the 4 koÔÔhÈsas — vitz., sweat, tear, saliva and snot — only 16
materialities consisting of 8 cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka materialities and 8 utuja-
ojaÔÔhamaka materialities exist.

(2) In the 4 koÔÔhÈsas — viz., undigested food in the stomach, digested
food in colon, pus, urine — only 8 utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka materialities exist.

(3) In each of the remaining 24 koÔÔhÈsas, 53 types of materialities
as described for the body-door exist. The meditator should discern
them clearly. In discerning the bile, discern both kinds of bile, that is,
liquid bile and the bile in gall bladder. Also in discerning the blood,
discern the blood which lies stagnant around the heart, the livers, etc.,
and the blood which flows in the arteries throughout the body. In both
types of the blood, 53 types of materialities exist.
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(2) DÈha-tejo = very extremely hot tejo which heats up the

surrounding ..... = 33
(3) JiraÓa-tejo = hot tejo which causes ageing, maturing,

decaying .... = 33
(4) PÈcaka-tejo = stomach-heat which digests food (jÊvitanavaka) = 9

Herein, the 33 types of materialities are:
(1) JÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa (kammaja) = 9
(2) Cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpa = 8
(3) Utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpa = 8
(4) ŒhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka-kalÈpa = 8
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Herein, (33) means jÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa (9) + cittaja-ojaÔÔhamaka-
kalÈpa (8) + utuja-ojaÔÔhamaka (8) + ÈhÈraja-ojaÔÔhamaka (8) = 33.
JÊvitanavaka-kalÈpa is kammaja-r|pa-kalÈpa.
(22) In all these six vÈyo-koÔÔhÈsas, first discern the vÈyo-koÔÔhÈsa,
(air) with wisdom. For example, if the meditator wants to discern uddha~-
gama-vÈtÈ, he develops the right concentration and discerns the air in
the intestine, etc., which is flowing upwards. If he cannot see it, he
should develop concentration again step by step. When the wisdom-
light becomes very bright and intense, he tries to discern the air again.
He will be successful.

When he can see the air with wisdom, he discerns with wisdom the
four primary elements in which the air-element (vÈyo-dhÈtu) is pre-
dominant. If he can see with wisdom the four primary elements, very
soon as the concentration gains momentum, he can see the material
groups in the air. When he analyzes these material groups, he ob-
serves the 33 types of materialities as mentioned above.

(23) AssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breathAssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breathAssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breathAssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breathAssÈsapassÈsa — the in-breath     —————     the out-breaththe out-breaththe out-breaththe out-breaththe out-breath
According to Visuddhimagga Commentary9 the in-breath-out-breath

is cittaja-saddanavaka-kalÈpas (mind-born sound-nonads, p.55). Dis-
cern the life-continuum (mind-door), and focus the meditating mind
on the host-bhava~ga citta depending on the heart-base and the in-
breath-out-breath caused by other consciousnesses called mind-ele-
ments and mind-consciousness elements to see them with wisdom.
When he sees the air with wisdom, he discerns the four primary ele-
ments in the air. When the concentration reaches the standard level,
he will start seeing the material groups. Then because of the contact
and brushing with the force of mind-born air-element between the
earth-element (pathavÊ-dhÈtu) of one material group and the earth-
element of another material group or between the primary elements
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of one material group and that of another material group, cittajasadda-
navaka material groups consisting of the sound = sadda-r|pa will arise.
These material groups are produced by the consciousnesses depend-
ing on the heart-bases. (When breathing is good, lahutÈ-mudutÈ-
kammaÒÒatÈ-materialities can also be included, i.e., saddalahutÈdi-
dvÈdasaka-kalÈpas are formed. p. 55)

In all the six vÈyo-koÔÔhÈsas, first discern to see the air first. Then
discern intently to see the four primary elements in the air. When
material groups are seen, analyze the material groups with wisdom to
understand up to the ultimate level.

(24) Discerning the Four CharacterisDiscerning the Four CharacterisDiscerning the Four CharacterisDiscerning the Four CharacterisDiscerning the Four Characteristititititic Materialitiesc Materialitiesc Materialitiesc Materialitiesc Materialities
Upaccaya-r|pa is to be discerned when the meditator can discern

the materialities from the formation of the embryo at the moment of
conception till the time the required materialities in life (indriyas) are
completely formed.

Santati-r|pa, jaratÈ-r|pa, aniccatÈ-r|pa are the materialities at the
times of arising, existing and perishing of real materialities in six doors
and 42 koÔÔhÈsas.

First analyze each material group into ultimate materialities and discern
the arising, existing and perishing in unison of 8, 9, 10 ultimate mate-
rialities of each material group. Then discern the real materialities in
each of the six sense doors as well as in each of the 42 koÔÔhÈsas and
continue to discern the arising, existing, perishing of real materialities
which exist in each sense-door as well as in each koÔÔhÈsa. After that
discern the arising, existing and perishing of all real materialities col-
lectively which exist in 6 sense-doors and 42 koÔÔhÈsas.

• The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”
The meditator has now come to the state to be able to discern all real

and unreal materialities in the 6 sense-doors and the 42 koÔÔhÈsas in
the ultimate level. All materialities are identical in having the same
characteristic of “ruppana”, that is, changing conditions constantly in
a series as arising for one submoment, existing for 49 submoments
and perishing for one submoment.

So all the materialities should be grouped together for having the
same “ruppana” characteristic and reflected as “etaÑ r|paÑetaÑ r|paÑetaÑ r|paÑetaÑ r|paÑetaÑ r|paÑ = this = this = this = this = this
is is is is is materialitymaterialitymaterialitymaterialitymateriality”, suggested by Visuddhimagga.10 According to this sug-
gestion, it is the time to discern all real and unreal materialities in the 6
sense-doors and 42 body-parts and collectively reflect them as

“Materiality-Materiality.”“Materiality-Materiality.”“Materiality-Materiality.”“Materiality-Materiality.”“Materiality-Materiality.”
If the meditator cannot do so, he discerns the 63 real materialities

and as many unreal materialities as possible in each sense-door, group
them together by their same characteristic of ruppana, and reflect col-
lectively, (1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.(1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.(1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.(1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.(1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.

Again he discerns as many real and unreal materialities as possible
in each koÔÔhÈsa, group them together by their same characteristic of
ruppana, and reflect collectively in the same way.

When he can reflect well, he groups together all the real materialities
and all the unreal materialities in the 6 sense-doors and 42 body-parts
by their same characteristic of ruppana, and reflects collectively: “This“This“This“This“This
is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.

• • • • • Defining of MentalityDefining of MentalityDefining of MentalityDefining of MentalityDefining of Mentality (NÈma-kammaÔÔhÈna)
Mentality (nÈma) means consciousness (citta) and mental factors

(cetasikas) that make up the mind. According to Abhidhamma Com-
mentary11, more than one billion minds arise and perish one after an-
other even in one snap of the fingers or in one wink or in one flash of
the lightning. And the minds, like energy, have no form and no shape,
so how can we see mentality?

Abhidhammattha Sa~gaha describes that life-continuums (bhava~ga-
cittas) serve as the mind-door, and that past, present, future sense-
objects including consciousness, mental factors and ultimate materialties
can appear in the mind door and can be observed by mind-door cog-
nitive consciousnesses. So mentality and materiality can be observed
by the minds which arise in the mind-door cognitive process and which
are associated with the right concentration.

And that is the reason why the Buddha exhorted bhikkhus (monks)
to develop the right concentration to attain yathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa, i.e., the
wisdom which enables one to be able to see things as they really are.
In SamÈdhi Sutta12, the Buddha stated thus:

“SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito
bhikkhave bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti.”
“Oh bhikkh|s, try to develop mental concentration.
The bhikkhus, who attains the right concentration, will be
able to see things (ultimate realities and Noble Truths) clearly
and correctly as they really are.”
In order to dsicern mentality clearlyIn order to dsicern mentality clearlyIn order to dsicern mentality clearlyIn order to dsicern mentality clearlyIn order to dsicern mentality clearly, mentality should be discerned

according to the six sense-doors in terms of cognitic series of con-
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of one material group and that of another material group, cittajasadda-
navaka material groups consisting of the sound = sadda-r|pa will arise.
These material groups are produced by the consciousnesses depend-
ing on the heart-bases. (When breathing is good, lahutÈ-mudutÈ-
kammaÒÒatÈ-materialities can also be included, i.e., saddalahutÈdi-
dvÈdasaka-kalÈpas are formed. p. 55)

In all the six vÈyo-koÔÔhÈsas, first discern to see the air first. Then
discern intently to see the four primary elements in the air. When
material groups are seen, analyze the material groups with wisdom to
understand up to the ultimate level.

(24) Discerning the Four CharacterisDiscerning the Four CharacterisDiscerning the Four CharacterisDiscerning the Four CharacterisDiscerning the Four Characteristititititic Materialitiesc Materialitiesc Materialitiesc Materialitiesc Materialities
Upaccaya-r|pa is to be discerned when the meditator can discern

the materialities from the formation of the embryo at the moment of
conception till the time the required materialities in life (indriyas) are
completely formed.

Santati-r|pa, jaratÈ-r|pa, aniccatÈ-r|pa are the materialities at the
times of arising, existing and perishing of real materialities in six doors
and 42 koÔÔhÈsas.

First analyze each material group into ultimate materialities and discern
the arising, existing and perishing in unison of 8, 9, 10 ultimate mate-
rialities of each material group. Then discern the real materialities in
each of the six sense doors as well as in each of the 42 koÔÔhÈsas and
continue to discern the arising, existing, perishing of real materialities
which exist in each sense-door as well as in each koÔÔhÈsa. After that
discern the arising, existing and perishing of all real materialities col-
lectively which exist in 6 sense-doors and 42 koÔÔhÈsas.

• The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”The Time to Reflect as “Materiality-Materiality”
The meditator has now come to the state to be able to discern all real

and unreal materialities in the 6 sense-doors and the 42 koÔÔhÈsas in
the ultimate level. All materialities are identical in having the same
characteristic of “ruppana”, that is, changing conditions constantly in
a series as arising for one submoment, existing for 49 submoments
and perishing for one submoment.

So all the materialities should be grouped together for having the
same “ruppana” characteristic and reflected as “etaÑ r|paÑetaÑ r|paÑetaÑ r|paÑetaÑ r|paÑetaÑ r|paÑ = this = this = this = this = this
is is is is is materialitymaterialitymaterialitymaterialitymateriality”, suggested by Visuddhimagga.10 According to this sug-
gestion, it is the time to discern all real and unreal materialities in the 6
sense-doors and 42 body-parts and collectively reflect them as

“Materiality-Materiality.”“Materiality-Materiality.”“Materiality-Materiality.”“Materiality-Materiality.”“Materiality-Materiality.”
If the meditator cannot do so, he discerns the 63 real materialities

and as many unreal materialities as possible in each sense-door, group
them together by their same characteristic of ruppana, and reflect col-
lectively, (1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.(1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.(1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.(1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.(1) “This is materiality” or (2) “Materiality-Materiality”.

Again he discerns as many real and unreal materialities as possible
in each koÔÔhÈsa, group them together by their same characteristic of
ruppana, and reflect collectively in the same way.

When he can reflect well, he groups together all the real materialities
and all the unreal materialities in the 6 sense-doors and 42 body-parts
by their same characteristic of ruppana, and reflects collectively: “This“This“This“This“This
is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.is materiality” or “Materiality-materiality”.

• • • • • Defining of MentalityDefining of MentalityDefining of MentalityDefining of MentalityDefining of Mentality (NÈma-kammaÔÔhÈna)
Mentality (nÈma) means consciousness (citta) and mental factors

(cetasikas) that make up the mind. According to Abhidhamma Com-
mentary11, more than one billion minds arise and perish one after an-
other even in one snap of the fingers or in one wink or in one flash of
the lightning. And the minds, like energy, have no form and no shape,
so how can we see mentality?

Abhidhammattha Sa~gaha describes that life-continuums (bhava~ga-
cittas) serve as the mind-door, and that past, present, future sense-
objects including consciousness, mental factors and ultimate materialties
can appear in the mind door and can be observed by mind-door cog-
nitive consciousnesses. So mentality and materiality can be observed
by the minds which arise in the mind-door cognitive process and which
are associated with the right concentration.

And that is the reason why the Buddha exhorted bhikkhus (monks)
to develop the right concentration to attain yathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa, i.e., the
wisdom which enables one to be able to see things as they really are.
In SamÈdhi Sutta12, the Buddha stated thus:

“SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito
bhikkhave bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti.”
“Oh bhikkh|s, try to develop mental concentration.
The bhikkhus, who attains the right concentration, will be
able to see things (ultimate realities and Noble Truths) clearly
and correctly as they really are.”
In order to dsicern mentality clearlyIn order to dsicern mentality clearlyIn order to dsicern mentality clearlyIn order to dsicern mentality clearlyIn order to dsicern mentality clearly, mentality should be discerned

according to the six sense-doors in terms of cognitic series of con-
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sciousness12.
According to Abhidhamma Commentary13, 14 the visible object ap-

pears in the eye-door and the mind-door simultaneously; the sound
appears in the ear-door and the mind-door simultaneously; and so on.

So the meditator first develops the right concentration until very
bright and penetrative light is radiated. He observes the eye-door
(cakkhu-pasÈda) and the mind-door (bhava~ga-citta) together, and then
oberves the visible object striking the two doors simultaneously. Then
he discerns the cognitive series of consciousness that arises at the
eye-door as follows.

Bh- “Ti-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td.” Bh-

Bh = bhava~ga stream = life-continuum;
TÊ = atÊta-bhava~ga = past-bhava~ga which passes by from the time

   the sense objcet strikes the sense-door to the time the sense-
   object appears at the door,

Na = bhava~ga-calana = vibrating bhava~ga which arises when the
sense-object appears at the sense-door;

Da = bhava~gu-paccheda = arrested bhava~ga, the bhava~ga stream
is cut off after this citta;

Pa = paÒcadvarÈvajjana = five-door directing consciousness (first
cognitive consciousness); it apprehends or takes notice of the
sense-object;

Ca = cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa = eye-consciousness, it sees the sense-object;
Sp = sampaticchana = receiving consciousness, it receives the sense-

object and transmits it to the next consciousness;
Vo = VoÔÔhapana = manodvÈrÈvajjana citta = it determines whether

the sense-object is good or bad;
Ja = javana = implusive consciousness; it arises seven times enjoy-

ing the taste of the sense-object;
Td = tadÈrammaÓa = registering consciousness; it continues enjoying

the taste of the sense-object;
Bh = bhava~ga stream = life-continuum flows on.

Similar cognitive series arises at the ear-door, the nose-door, the
tonge -door and the body-door when the corresponding sense-objects
strike respective sense-doors and appear at the doors. We just need to
change the eye-consciousness to the ear-consciousness, the nose-con-
sciousness, the tongue-consciousness, or the body-consciousness in
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the respective cognitive series.
After the termination of each of the above five-door cognitive series,

several consequent mind-door cognitive seriesconsequent mind-door cognitive seriesconsequent mind-door cognitive seriesconsequent mind-door cognitive seriesconsequent mind-door cognitive series occur, taking the
past sense-object in order to investigate the detailed features (size,
form, shape, name) of the object. Indeed the mind works like a super-
computer, storing up billions of sense-data in the mental stream and
identifying each sense object presently observed by matching it with
the stored-up data.

Independent mind-door cognitive series also arises when a sense-
object appears in the mind-door as follows:

-Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td”-Bh

The symbols have the same meaning as described earlier. ‘Ma’ stands
for manodvÈrÈvajjana which is identical with voÔÔhapana. ‘Td’ will be
absent for sense-objects of fairly great intensity; it arises only when
the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-
javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere person).

After discerning each consciousness in each congnitive series by
the characteristic of the consciousness, the meditator investigates the
mental factors which associate with each consciousness. He investi-
gates whether the characteristic of phassa making contact between
the connsciousness and the sense-object is present or not in each con-
sciousness to know whether phassa is present or not.

Next he investigates whether the characteristic of vedanÈ, i.e., the
feeling as well as the enjoyment of the feeling, is present or not in
each consciousness to know whether vedanÈ is present or not.

In this way he can discern and characterise each mental factor in
each consciousness by its characteristic, function, manifestation and
proximate cause for its arising. In this way he can discern all the mental
factors which associate with each consciousness as shown in Table 15.6.

The mental factors which associate with sotaviÒÒÈÓa, ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓa,
jivhÈviÒÒÈÓa and kÈyaviÒÒÈÓa are the same as the mental factors which
associate with cakkhuviÒÒÈÓa, i.e., the seven essential mental factors.

The mental factors which associate with the two upekkhÈ santÊraÓa
cittas are the same as the first ten mental factors which associate with
somanassa santÊrana citta, pÊti being excepted.

The javana cittas which function as mundane javana cittas amount
to 47 cittas, comprising 12 akusala cittas, 8 mahÈkusala cittas, 8
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sciousness12.
According to Abhidhamma Commentary13, 14 the visible object ap-

pears in the eye-door and the mind-door simultaneously; the sound
appears in the ear-door and the mind-door simultaneously; and so on.

So the meditator first develops the right concentration until very
bright and penetrative light is radiated. He observes the eye-door
(cakkhu-pasÈda) and the mind-door (bhava~ga-citta) together, and then
oberves the visible object striking the two doors simultaneously. Then
he discerns the cognitive series of consciousness that arises at the
eye-door as follows.

Bh- “Ti-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td.” Bh-

Bh = bhava~ga stream = life-continuum;
TÊ = atÊta-bhava~ga = past-bhava~ga which passes by from the time

   the sense objcet strikes the sense-door to the time the sense-
   object appears at the door,

Na = bhava~ga-calana = vibrating bhava~ga which arises when the
sense-object appears at the sense-door;

Da = bhava~gu-paccheda = arrested bhava~ga, the bhava~ga stream
is cut off after this citta;

Pa = paÒcadvarÈvajjana = five-door directing consciousness (first
cognitive consciousness); it apprehends or takes notice of the
sense-object;

Ca = cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa = eye-consciousness, it sees the sense-object;
Sp = sampaticchana = receiving consciousness, it receives the sense-

object and transmits it to the next consciousness;
Vo = VoÔÔhapana = manodvÈrÈvajjana citta = it determines whether

the sense-object is good or bad;
Ja = javana = implusive consciousness; it arises seven times enjoy-

ing the taste of the sense-object;
Td = tadÈrammaÓa = registering consciousness; it continues enjoying

the taste of the sense-object;
Bh = bhava~ga stream = life-continuum flows on.

Similar cognitive series arises at the ear-door, the nose-door, the
tonge -door and the body-door when the corresponding sense-objects
strike respective sense-doors and appear at the doors. We just need to
change the eye-consciousness to the ear-consciousness, the nose-con-
sciousness, the tongue-consciousness, or the body-consciousness in
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the respective cognitive series.
After the termination of each of the above five-door cognitive series,

several consequent mind-door cognitive seriesconsequent mind-door cognitive seriesconsequent mind-door cognitive seriesconsequent mind-door cognitive seriesconsequent mind-door cognitive series occur, taking the
past sense-object in order to investigate the detailed features (size,
form, shape, name) of the object. Indeed the mind works like a super-
computer, storing up billions of sense-data in the mental stream and
identifying each sense object presently observed by matching it with
the stored-up data.

Independent mind-door cognitive series also arises when a sense-
object appears in the mind-door as follows:

-Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td”-Bh

The symbols have the same meaning as described earlier. ‘Ma’ stands
for manodvÈrÈvajjana which is identical with voÔÔhapana. ‘Td’ will be
absent for sense-objects of fairly great intensity; it arises only when
the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-
javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere person).

After discerning each consciousness in each congnitive series by
the characteristic of the consciousness, the meditator investigates the
mental factors which associate with each consciousness. He investi-
gates whether the characteristic of phassa making contact between
the connsciousness and the sense-object is present or not in each con-
sciousness to know whether phassa is present or not.

Next he investigates whether the characteristic of vedanÈ, i.e., the
feeling as well as the enjoyment of the feeling, is present or not in
each consciousness to know whether vedanÈ is present or not.

In this way he can discern and characterise each mental factor in
each consciousness by its characteristic, function, manifestation and
proximate cause for its arising. In this way he can discern all the mental
factors which associate with each consciousness as shown in Table 15.6.

The mental factors which associate with sotaviÒÒÈÓa, ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓa,
jivhÈviÒÒÈÓa and kÈyaviÒÒÈÓa are the same as the mental factors which
associate with cakkhuviÒÒÈÓa, i.e., the seven essential mental factors.

The mental factors which associate with the two upekkhÈ santÊraÓa
cittas are the same as the first ten mental factors which associate with
somanassa santÊrana citta, pÊti being excepted.

The javana cittas which function as mundane javana cittas amount
to 47 cittas, comprising 12 akusala cittas, 8 mahÈkusala cittas, 8
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mahÈkiriya cittas, hasituppÈda citta, 9 mahaggata kusala cittas and 9
mahaggata kiriya cittas (see p.71). The mental factors which associate
with each of these consciousnesses are described in Chart (3) Cetasika-
Sa~gaha Method, attached at the back of this book.

The registering consciousnesses, which perform tadÈrammaÓa func-

tion, amount to 11 cittas, comprising 3 santÊrana cittas and 8 mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas (see p. 71). The mental factors which associate with each
of these consciousnesses are also described in Chart (3) mentioned
above. The bhava~ga-cittas in normal human beings are also mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas. It will be noticed from Chart (3) that up to 21 cetasikas
can associate with greed-rooted consciousness (lobham|la-citta); up
to 34 cetasikas can associate with sense-sphere moral consciousness
(kÈmÈ-vacara kusala citta); up to 33 cetasikas can associate with sense-
sphere resultant consciousness (mahÈvipÈka-cittas); and up to 35
cetasikas can associate with mahaggata first jhÈna cittas.

After discerning each mental factor in each mind, the meditator can
discern all the mental factors which associate with each conscious-
ness almost simultaneously. After he has defined all the cittas and
cetasikas internally in himself, he also defines the cittas and cetasikas
externally in the same way in other persons.

• The The The The The CCCCCharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinctharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinctharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinctharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinctharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinct
It is very important to analyze each mental group (mind) and each

material group (r|pakalÈpa) into their ultimate components in order to
know the ultimate realities (paramatthas), and to achieve “ghana-
vinibbhoga” — i.e. breaking down the compactness of mental groups
and material groups to attain analytical understanding of each ulti-
mate component called ultimate reality. Only then can one penetrate
into the characteristic of ‘not-selfnot-selfnot-selfnot-selfnot-self’ or ‘no-soulno-soulno-soulno-soulno-soul’ (anatta).15,16

The anatta characteristic is known only in the Buddha’s Dis-
pensation; it is unknown outside the Buddha’s Dispensation.17

The anatta characteristic is not distinct and not known because
it is covered up by ‘ghana’ (compactness as group or lump). If
the ‘ghana’ can be broken up or analyzed, the anatta character-
istic becomes clear and evident as it really is.15,16

After the meditator has defined all the cittas, cetasikas and r|pas
internally in his mind and body, he defines the mentality-materiality
externally in the same way in others to understand that everyone is
made up of five aggregates of clinging (p.102), twelve bases (p.106)
and eighteen elements (p.108) as all mentality and all materiality can
be classified as 5 aggregates of clinging (UpÈdÈnakkhandhas), 12
bases (Œyatanas) or 18 elements (DhÈtus).

Then he sees and understands clearly that only five aggregates of
clinging or twelve bases or 18 elements really exist and no soul, no
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mahÈkiriya cittas, hasituppÈda citta, 9 mahaggata kusala cittas and 9
mahaggata kiriya cittas (see p.71). The mental factors which associate
with each of these consciousnesses are described in Chart (3) Cetasika-
Sa~gaha Method, attached at the back of this book.

The registering consciousnesses, which perform tadÈrammaÓa func-

tion, amount to 11 cittas, comprising 3 santÊrana cittas and 8 mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas (see p. 71). The mental factors which associate with each
of these consciousnesses are also described in Chart (3) mentioned
above. The bhava~ga-cittas in normal human beings are also mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas. It will be noticed from Chart (3) that up to 21 cetasikas
can associate with greed-rooted consciousness (lobham|la-citta); up
to 34 cetasikas can associate with sense-sphere moral consciousness
(kÈmÈ-vacara kusala citta); up to 33 cetasikas can associate with sense-
sphere resultant consciousness (mahÈvipÈka-cittas); and up to 35
cetasikas can associate with mahaggata first jhÈna cittas.

After discerning each mental factor in each mind, the meditator can
discern all the mental factors which associate with each conscious-
ness almost simultaneously. After he has defined all the cittas and
cetasikas internally in himself, he also defines the cittas and cetasikas
externally in the same way in other persons.

• The The The The The CCCCCharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinctharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinctharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinctharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinctharacteristic of Not-self becomes distinct
It is very important to analyze each mental group (mind) and each

material group (r|pakalÈpa) into their ultimate components in order to
know the ultimate realities (paramatthas), and to achieve “ghana-
vinibbhoga” — i.e. breaking down the compactness of mental groups
and material groups to attain analytical understanding of each ulti-
mate component called ultimate reality. Only then can one penetrate
into the characteristic of ‘not-selfnot-selfnot-selfnot-selfnot-self’ or ‘no-soulno-soulno-soulno-soulno-soul’ (anatta).15,16

The anatta characteristic is known only in the Buddha’s Dis-
pensation; it is unknown outside the Buddha’s Dispensation.17

The anatta characteristic is not distinct and not known because
it is covered up by ‘ghana’ (compactness as group or lump). If
the ‘ghana’ can be broken up or analyzed, the anatta character-
istic becomes clear and evident as it really is.15,16

After the meditator has defined all the cittas, cetasikas and r|pas
internally in his mind and body, he defines the mentality-materiality
externally in the same way in others to understand that everyone is
made up of five aggregates of clinging (p.102), twelve bases (p.106)
and eighteen elements (p.108) as all mentality and all materiality can
be classified as 5 aggregates of clinging (UpÈdÈnakkhandhas), 12
bases (Œyatanas) or 18 elements (DhÈtus).

Then he sees and understands clearly that only five aggregates of
clinging or twelve bases or 18 elements really exist and no soul, no
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being, no person exists. So the characteristic of not-self becomes distinct.

• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 18 ElementsDefining Mentality-Materiality as 18 ElementsDefining Mentality-Materiality as 18 ElementsDefining Mentality-Materiality as 18 ElementsDefining Mentality-Materiality as 18 Elements
The 18 elements consist of 6 subjective elements (6 sense-doors), 6

objective elements (6 sense-objects) and 6 intellectual elements (81
mundane consciousnesses), which are described on page 108-109 and
in Table 15.7.

In Table 15.7, it can be noted that 5 translucent materialities (pasÈda-
r|pas) and the first 5 sense-objects represent 10 material elements.
Mind-data-element (dhamma-dhÈtu) is a mixture of mentalities and
materialities. The remaining 7 elements represent 81 mundane
consciousnesses.

The meditator reflects thus: “In this person, there are the eye-element,
the ear-element, ... the mind-consciousness-element.” He should note
cakkhu-pasÈda (eye-translucent-materiality), not the whole eye, as the
eye-element, sota-pasÈda, not the whole ear, as the ear-element, and
so on.

Then he defines 9 conascent materialities of cakkhu-pasÈda, con-
sisting of pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo, vÈyo (which are its support), colour, odour,
flavour, nutritive essence (which are its associates), and jÊvita-r|pa
(which is sustaining life-faculty).

Then he defines 29 materialities present in the body-decad, the sex-
decad and the vital nonad, and also 24 materialities present in the
cittaja-octad, the utuja-octad and the ÈhÈraja-octad, which exist to-
gether with the eye-decad in the eye-door (See Table 15.1).

Thus now he has defined 63 materialities which exist in the eye-
door. Out of these materialities, only cakkhu-pasÈda is defined as the
eye-elementeye-elementeye-elementeye-elementeye-element.

He defines similarly the ear-elementear-elementear-elementear-elementear-element, the nose-elementnose-elementnose-elementnose-elementnose-element, the tongue-
element and the body-elementbody-elementbody-elementbody-elementbody-element in the ear-door, the nose-door, the tongue-
door and the body-door respectively.

He then defines the five sense-objects of the five pasÈda-r|pas as
visible-data-elementvisible-data-elementvisible-data-elementvisible-data-elementvisible-data-element, sound-elementsound-elementsound-elementsound-elementsound-element, odour-elementodour-elementodour-elementodour-elementodour-element, taste-elementtaste-elementtaste-elementtaste-elementtaste-element
and tangible-data-elementtangible-data-elementtangible-data-elementtangible-data-elementtangible-data-element, respectively.

He now has defined ten material elements. The remaining materialities
constitute the material part of the mind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-element.

Next he defines the eye-consciousness which depends on the eye-
base (cakkhu-pasÈda) and takes visible object (vaÓÓa-r|pa) as the eye-eye-eye-eye-eye-
consciousness-elementconsciousness-elementconsciousness-elementconsciousness-elementconsciousness-element. He defines the ear-consciousness-elementear-consciousness-elementear-consciousness-elementear-consciousness-elementear-consciousness-element,
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being, no person exists. So the characteristic of not-self becomes distinct.

• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 18 ElementsDefining Mentality-Materiality as 18 ElementsDefining Mentality-Materiality as 18 ElementsDefining Mentality-Materiality as 18 ElementsDefining Mentality-Materiality as 18 Elements
The 18 elements consist of 6 subjective elements (6 sense-doors), 6

objective elements (6 sense-objects) and 6 intellectual elements (81
mundane consciousnesses), which are described on page 108-109 and
in Table 15.7.

In Table 15.7, it can be noted that 5 translucent materialities (pasÈda-
r|pas) and the first 5 sense-objects represent 10 material elements.
Mind-data-element (dhamma-dhÈtu) is a mixture of mentalities and
materialities. The remaining 7 elements represent 81 mundane
consciousnesses.

The meditator reflects thus: “In this person, there are the eye-element,
the ear-element, ... the mind-consciousness-element.” He should note
cakkhu-pasÈda (eye-translucent-materiality), not the whole eye, as the
eye-element, sota-pasÈda, not the whole ear, as the ear-element, and
so on.

Then he defines 9 conascent materialities of cakkhu-pasÈda, con-
sisting of pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo, vÈyo (which are its support), colour, odour,
flavour, nutritive essence (which are its associates), and jÊvita-r|pa
(which is sustaining life-faculty).

Then he defines 29 materialities present in the body-decad, the sex-
decad and the vital nonad, and also 24 materialities present in the
cittaja-octad, the utuja-octad and the ÈhÈraja-octad, which exist to-
gether with the eye-decad in the eye-door (See Table 15.1).

Thus now he has defined 63 materialities which exist in the eye-
door. Out of these materialities, only cakkhu-pasÈda is defined as the
eye-elementeye-elementeye-elementeye-elementeye-element.

He defines similarly the ear-elementear-elementear-elementear-elementear-element, the nose-elementnose-elementnose-elementnose-elementnose-element, the tongue-
element and the body-elementbody-elementbody-elementbody-elementbody-element in the ear-door, the nose-door, the tongue-
door and the body-door respectively.

He then defines the five sense-objects of the five pasÈda-r|pas as
visible-data-elementvisible-data-elementvisible-data-elementvisible-data-elementvisible-data-element, sound-elementsound-elementsound-elementsound-elementsound-element, odour-elementodour-elementodour-elementodour-elementodour-element, taste-elementtaste-elementtaste-elementtaste-elementtaste-element
and tangible-data-elementtangible-data-elementtangible-data-elementtangible-data-elementtangible-data-element, respectively.

He now has defined ten material elements. The remaining materialities
constitute the material part of the mind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-elementmind-data-element.

Next he defines the eye-consciousness which depends on the eye-
base (cakkhu-pasÈda) and takes visible object (vaÓÓa-r|pa) as the eye-eye-eye-eye-eye-
consciousness-elementconsciousness-elementconsciousness-elementconsciousness-elementconsciousness-element. He defines the ear-consciousness-elementear-consciousness-elementear-consciousness-elementear-consciousness-elementear-consciousness-element,
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the nose-consciousness-elementnose-consciousness-elementnose-consciousness-elementnose-consciousness-elementnose-consciousness-element, the tongue-consciousness-elementtongue-consciousness-elementtongue-consciousness-elementtongue-consciousness-elementtongue-consciousness-element,
the body-consciousness-element body-consciousness-element body-consciousness-element body-consciousness-element body-consciousness-element in the same way.

PaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana and two sampaÔicchana cittas represent the mind-mind-mind-mind-mind-
elementelementelementelementelement. The remaining 68 mundane consciousnesses with the ex-
ception of 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas and 3 mind-elements represent the
mind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-element.

So all the 81 kinds of mundane consciousnesses make up 7 kinds of
consciousness-elements, the contact (phassa), the feeling (vedanÈ),
etc., associated therewith are the mental-data-element.

Thus 10Thus 10Thus 10Thus 10Thus 1011111/////22222     elements are materiality andelements are materiality andelements are materiality andelements are materiality andelements are materiality and 7 7 7 7 711111/////22222     elements are men-elements are men-elements are men-elements are men-elements are men-
tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-
ments.ments.ments.ments.ments.

• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 12 BasesDefining Mentality-Materiality as 12 BasesDefining Mentality-Materiality as 12 BasesDefining Mentality-Materiality as 12 BasesDefining Mentality-Materiality as 12 Bases
The 12 bases (Èyatanas) are divided equally into:

(1) 6 internal bases which serve as six sense-doors (dvÈras),
(2) 6 external bases which serve as six sense-objects (Èrammanas)
which are described on page 106 and in Table 15.8.

Table 15.8: Description of 12 BasesTable 15.8: Description of 12 BasesTable 15.8: Description of 12 BasesTable 15.8: Description of 12 BasesTable 15.8: Description of 12 Bases

   Six Internal BasesSix Internal BasesSix Internal BasesSix Internal BasesSix Internal Bases    Six External Bases   Six External Bases   Six External Bases   Six External Bases   Six External Bases

1 Eye-base = cakkhu-pasÈda 7 Visible-data-base = vaÓÓa-r|pa
2 Ear-base = sota-pasÈda 8 Sound-base = sadda-r|pa
3 Nose-base = ghÈna-pasÈda 9 Odour-base = gandha-r|pa
4 Tongue-base = jivhÈ-pasÈda 10 Taste-base = rasa-r|pa
5 Body-base = kÈya-pasÈda 11 Tangible-data-base = pathavÊ,

      tejo, vÈyo.
6 Mind base = 81 lokiya cittas 12 Mind-data-base = 52 cetasikas,

                         16 sukhuma-r|pas.

The meditator defines as the eye-baseeye-baseeye-baseeye-baseeye-base only cakkhu-pasÈda out of
63 materialities which exist in the eye-door, in the way described for
the eye-element.

And in the way described there, he also defines sota-pasÈda as the
ear-baseear-baseear-baseear-baseear-base, ghÈna-pasÈda as the nose-basenose-basenose-basenose-basenose-base, jivhÈ-pasÈda as the tongue-tongue-tongue-tongue-tongue-
basebasebasebasebase, and kÈya-pasÈda as the body-basebody-basebody-basebody-basebody-base.

Out of the five sense-objects of paÒca-viÒÒÈÓas, he defines the visible
object (vaÓÓa-r|pa) as the visible-data-basevisible-data-basevisible-data-basevisible-data-basevisible-data-base, the sound as the     sound-sound-sound-sound-sound-
basebasebasebasebase, the odour as the odour-base,odour-base,odour-base,odour-base,odour-base, the taste as the taste-basetaste-basetaste-basetaste-basetaste-base, and

the tangible object (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo) as the tangible-data-basetangible-data-basetangible-data-basetangible-data-basetangible-data-base.
He defines the 7 consciousness elements (81 lokiya cittas) as the

mind-basemind-basemind-basemind-basemind-base. He then defines the contact, the feeling, etc., which as-
sociate with 81 mundane consciousnesses, and 16 subtle materialities
(sukhuma-r|pas) together as the mind-data-basemind-data-basemind-data-basemind-data-basemind-data-base.

Thus 10Thus 10Thus 10Thus 10Thus 1011111/////22222 bases are materiality and 1 bases are materiality and 1 bases are materiality and 1 bases are materiality and 1 bases are materiality and 111111/////22222     bases are mentality;bases are mentality;bases are mentality;bases are mentality;bases are mentality;     sososososo
does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.

• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging
Mentality-materiality are defined more briefly than the first two

methods by means of 5 aggregates. Materiality is defined as follows.
— 4 primary materialities produced by 4 causes;
— 4 materialities (vaÓÓa, gandha, rasa, ojÈ) which depend on 4

primaries and are produced by 4 causes (kamma, citta, utu, ÈhÈra);
— 8 materialities (5 pasÈda-r|pas, heart base, bhÈva-r|pa, jivita-r|pa)

produced by kamma;
— 1 sadda-r|pa (sound) produced by citta and utu.

The above 17 materialities are known as nipphanna-r|pas as they
are produced by causes, and also known as sammasanupaga-r|pas as
they are reflected by sammasana-ÒÈÓa in vipassanÈ meditation. They
are actually the same as 18 nipphanna-r|pas, because sex-materiality
(bhÈva-r|pa) is counted as one (which belongs to the meditator) in-
stead of two (for both male and female).

He also defines 10 anipphana-r|pas:
— 2 viÒÒatti-r|pas (kÈya-vinnatti, vacÊ-vinatti),
— 1 pariccheda-r|pa or ÈkÈsa-dhÈtu (space-element),
— 3 vinÒÒatti-r|pas (r|passa-lahutÈ, r|passa-mudutÈ, r|passa-

kammaÒÒatÈ),
— 4 lakkhaÓa-r|pas (upacaya, santati, jaratÈ, aniccatÈ).

These 10 materialities are called anipphanna-r|pas, because they
are not produced by any cause, and also called, asammasanupaga-
r|pas, because they are not reflected by sammasana-ÒÈÓa in vipassanÈ
meditation. They are not real, separate materialities but they are reck-
oned as materialitites as they are special conditions and limitting space
of real materialities and they should be included in defining mentali-
ty-materiality as aggregates according to MahÈ GopÈlaka Sutta18.

So the meditator defines all the above 27 materialities as materialitymaterialitymaterialitymaterialitymateriality-----
aggregateaggregateaggregateaggregateaggregate (r|pakkhanda). He defines all the feelings which associate
with 81 mundane consicousnesses as feeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregate (vedanak-
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the nose-consciousness-elementnose-consciousness-elementnose-consciousness-elementnose-consciousness-elementnose-consciousness-element, the tongue-consciousness-elementtongue-consciousness-elementtongue-consciousness-elementtongue-consciousness-elementtongue-consciousness-element,
the body-consciousness-element body-consciousness-element body-consciousness-element body-consciousness-element body-consciousness-element in the same way.

PaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana and two sampaÔicchana cittas represent the mind-mind-mind-mind-mind-
elementelementelementelementelement. The remaining 68 mundane consciousnesses with the ex-
ception of 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas and 3 mind-elements represent the
mind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-elementmind-consciousness-element.

So all the 81 kinds of mundane consciousnesses make up 7 kinds of
consciousness-elements, the contact (phassa), the feeling (vedanÈ),
etc., associated therewith are the mental-data-element.

Thus 10Thus 10Thus 10Thus 10Thus 1011111/////22222     elements are materiality andelements are materiality andelements are materiality andelements are materiality andelements are materiality and 7 7 7 7 711111/////22222     elements are men-elements are men-elements are men-elements are men-elements are men-
tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-tality; so does he define mentality-materiality by means of 18 ele-
ments.ments.ments.ments.ments.

• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 12 BasesDefining Mentality-Materiality as 12 BasesDefining Mentality-Materiality as 12 BasesDefining Mentality-Materiality as 12 BasesDefining Mentality-Materiality as 12 Bases
The 12 bases (Èyatanas) are divided equally into:

(1) 6 internal bases which serve as six sense-doors (dvÈras),
(2) 6 external bases which serve as six sense-objects (Èrammanas)
which are described on page 106 and in Table 15.8.

Table 15.8: Description of 12 BasesTable 15.8: Description of 12 BasesTable 15.8: Description of 12 BasesTable 15.8: Description of 12 BasesTable 15.8: Description of 12 Bases

   Six Internal BasesSix Internal BasesSix Internal BasesSix Internal BasesSix Internal Bases    Six External Bases   Six External Bases   Six External Bases   Six External Bases   Six External Bases

1 Eye-base = cakkhu-pasÈda 7 Visible-data-base = vaÓÓa-r|pa
2 Ear-base = sota-pasÈda 8 Sound-base = sadda-r|pa
3 Nose-base = ghÈna-pasÈda 9 Odour-base = gandha-r|pa
4 Tongue-base = jivhÈ-pasÈda 10 Taste-base = rasa-r|pa
5 Body-base = kÈya-pasÈda 11 Tangible-data-base = pathavÊ,

      tejo, vÈyo.
6 Mind base = 81 lokiya cittas 12 Mind-data-base = 52 cetasikas,

                         16 sukhuma-r|pas.

The meditator defines as the eye-baseeye-baseeye-baseeye-baseeye-base only cakkhu-pasÈda out of
63 materialities which exist in the eye-door, in the way described for
the eye-element.

And in the way described there, he also defines sota-pasÈda as the
ear-baseear-baseear-baseear-baseear-base, ghÈna-pasÈda as the nose-basenose-basenose-basenose-basenose-base, jivhÈ-pasÈda as the tongue-tongue-tongue-tongue-tongue-
basebasebasebasebase, and kÈya-pasÈda as the body-basebody-basebody-basebody-basebody-base.

Out of the five sense-objects of paÒca-viÒÒÈÓas, he defines the visible
object (vaÓÓa-r|pa) as the visible-data-basevisible-data-basevisible-data-basevisible-data-basevisible-data-base, the sound as the     sound-sound-sound-sound-sound-
basebasebasebasebase, the odour as the odour-base,odour-base,odour-base,odour-base,odour-base, the taste as the taste-basetaste-basetaste-basetaste-basetaste-base, and

the tangible object (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo) as the tangible-data-basetangible-data-basetangible-data-basetangible-data-basetangible-data-base.
He defines the 7 consciousness elements (81 lokiya cittas) as the

mind-basemind-basemind-basemind-basemind-base. He then defines the contact, the feeling, etc., which as-
sociate with 81 mundane consciousnesses, and 16 subtle materialities
(sukhuma-r|pas) together as the mind-data-basemind-data-basemind-data-basemind-data-basemind-data-base.

Thus 10Thus 10Thus 10Thus 10Thus 1011111/////22222 bases are materiality and 1 bases are materiality and 1 bases are materiality and 1 bases are materiality and 1 bases are materiality and 111111/////22222     bases are mentality;bases are mentality;bases are mentality;bases are mentality;bases are mentality;     sososososo
does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.does he define mentality-materiality by means of 12 bases.

• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging• Defining Mentality-Materiality as 5 Aggregates of Clinging
Mentality-materiality are defined more briefly than the first two

methods by means of 5 aggregates. Materiality is defined as follows.
— 4 primary materialities produced by 4 causes;
— 4 materialities (vaÓÓa, gandha, rasa, ojÈ) which depend on 4

primaries and are produced by 4 causes (kamma, citta, utu, ÈhÈra);
— 8 materialities (5 pasÈda-r|pas, heart base, bhÈva-r|pa, jivita-r|pa)

produced by kamma;
— 1 sadda-r|pa (sound) produced by citta and utu.

The above 17 materialities are known as nipphanna-r|pas as they
are produced by causes, and also known as sammasanupaga-r|pas as
they are reflected by sammasana-ÒÈÓa in vipassanÈ meditation. They
are actually the same as 18 nipphanna-r|pas, because sex-materiality
(bhÈva-r|pa) is counted as one (which belongs to the meditator) in-
stead of two (for both male and female).

He also defines 10 anipphana-r|pas:
— 2 viÒÒatti-r|pas (kÈya-vinnatti, vacÊ-vinatti),
— 1 pariccheda-r|pa or ÈkÈsa-dhÈtu (space-element),
— 3 vinÒÒatti-r|pas (r|passa-lahutÈ, r|passa-mudutÈ, r|passa-

kammaÒÒatÈ),
— 4 lakkhaÓa-r|pas (upacaya, santati, jaratÈ, aniccatÈ).

These 10 materialities are called anipphanna-r|pas, because they
are not produced by any cause, and also called, asammasanupaga-
r|pas, because they are not reflected by sammasana-ÒÈÓa in vipassanÈ
meditation. They are not real, separate materialities but they are reck-
oned as materialitites as they are special conditions and limitting space
of real materialities and they should be included in defining mentali-
ty-materiality as aggregates according to MahÈ GopÈlaka Sutta18.

So the meditator defines all the above 27 materialities as materialitymaterialitymaterialitymaterialitymateriality-----
aggregateaggregateaggregateaggregateaggregate (r|pakkhanda). He defines all the feelings which associate
with 81 mundane consicousnesses as feeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregate (vedanak-
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khandha), and all the perceptions which associate with feelings as
perception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregate (saÒÒakkhandha).

He also defines all formations (sa~khÈras) associated therewith as
formations-aggregateformations-aggregateformations-aggregateformations-aggregateformations-aggregate (sa~khÈrakkhandha), and all the 81 mundane
consciousnesses as consciousness-aggregateconsciousness-aggregateconsciousness-aggregateconsciousness-aggregateconsciousness-aggregate (viÒÒÈÓakkhandha).

Thus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregatesThus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregatesThus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregatesThus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregatesThus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregates
are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-
gates.gates.gates.gates.gates.

• • • • • How to Make Mentality become EvidentHow to Make Mentality become EvidentHow to Make Mentality become EvidentHow to Make Mentality become EvidentHow to Make Mentality become Evident     in Meditationin Meditationin Meditationin Meditationin Meditation
When the meditator discerns mentality after defining materiality by

the methods described above, in case mentality does not become evident
to him owing to its subtlety, then he should not give up but should
again and again comprehend, give attention to, discern and define
materiality by its characteristic, function, manifestation and proximate
cause for its arising.

Gradually materiality will become well evident to him in all aspects.
When his wisdom in discerning and defining materiality becomes very
pure and clear, the mentality which is focusing on the materiality will
become clearly evident of itself.
• The Example of the Mirror and the Face-imageThe Example of the Mirror and the Face-imageThe Example of the Mirror and the Face-imageThe Example of the Mirror and the Face-imageThe Example of the Mirror and the Face-image

When a man looks in a dirty mirror and cannot see his face-image
clearly, he should not be upset and go away. He should polish the
mirror again and again until it is clean and clear. Then he could see his
face in the mirror very clearly.

The Example of Grinding Sesamum-FlourThe Example of Grinding Sesamum-FlourThe Example of Grinding Sesamum-FlourThe Example of Grinding Sesamum-FlourThe Example of Grinding Sesamum-Flour
A man, who needs oil, puts sesamum-flour in an oil-press, spray

water on it, and grinds just a few times. He will not get oil. He should
spray hot water on sesamum flour and grind it, again spray hot water
and grind it several times. Then he will get clear sesamum-oil.

Other examples are the pressing of sugar-cane, the beating of criminals
to make them confess, the taming of an ox, and the cooking of fish.
• Three Ways in which Mentality becomes EvidentThree Ways in which Mentality becomes EvidentThree Ways in which Mentality becomes EvidentThree Ways in which Mentality becomes EvidentThree Ways in which Mentality becomes Evident

When the meditator has cleared up his discerning of materiality,
mentality becomes evident to him in three ways, that is, through contactthrough contactthrough contactthrough contactthrough contact
(phassa), through feelingthrough feelingthrough feelingthrough feelingthrough feeling (vedanÈ), or through consciousnessthrough consciousnessthrough consciousnessthrough consciousnessthrough consciousness (citta).

(1) When he discerns the elements in the way beginning: “The earth-
element has the characteristic of hardness”, the contactcontactcontactcontactcontact (phassa) which
comes in contact first with pathavÊ becomes evident. Then feeling
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associated with phassa becomes evident as feeling-aggregate, the as-
sociated volition (cetanÈ) together with phassa as formations-aggre-
gate, and the associated consciousness as consciousness-aggregate.

(2) When he discerns the elements in the way beginning: “The earth-
element has the characteristic of hardness”, the feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling (vedanÈ), which
enjoys the taste of sense-object becomes evident as feeling-aggregate,
the associated perception as perception-aggregate, the associated phassa
and cetanÈ as formations-aggregate, and the consciousness associ-
ated with feeling as consciousness-aggregate.

(3) When he discerns the elements in the way beginning:
“The earth-element has the characteristic of hardness,” the conscious-

ness which cognizes pathavÊ becomes evident as consciousness-consciousness-consciousness-consciousness-consciousness-
aggregate.aggregate.aggregate.aggregate.aggregate. Then the feeling which associates with consciousness be-
comes evident as feeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregate, the associated perception as
perception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregate, and the associated phassa and cetanÈ as for-for-for-for-for-
mations-aggregatemations-aggregatemations-aggregatemations-aggregatemations-aggregate.

Likewise when he discerns the elements in the same way in the hair,
in the in-breaths and out-breaths, in each of 42 parts of the body
(koÔÔhÈsas), the consciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousness which cognizes the sense-object be-
comes evident as consciousness-aggregate, the feeling which assciated
with consciousness as feeling-aggregate, the associated perception as
perception-aggregate, and the associated phassa and cetanÈ as forma-
tions-aggregate.
• One should discern Mentality only after one has discernedOne should discern Mentality only after one has discernedOne should discern Mentality only after one has discernedOne should discern Mentality only after one has discernedOne should discern Mentality only after one has discerned

Materiality very clearlyMateriality very clearlyMateriality very clearlyMateriality very clearlyMateriality very clearly
If he leaves off discerning materiality when, say, one or two mate-

rialities have become evident in order to begin discerning mentality,
then he will fall from the meditation-subject and lose it like a stupid
mountain-cow, with no knowledge and no skill of walking on the
craggy mountain, who thought: “What if I walk to a place I never
went before, eat grass I never ate before, drink water I never drank
before?”, and without placing her fore-foot firmly, she lifts up her
hind-foot; then she will fall to the foot of the mountain, losing every-
thing. 19

• There is no Being apart from Mentality-MaterialityThere is no Being apart from Mentality-MaterialityThere is no Being apart from Mentality-MaterialityThere is no Being apart from Mentality-MaterialityThere is no Being apart from Mentality-Materiality
The meditator defines the 4 mental aggregates which have become

evident through phassa, vedanÈ, etc., as ‘mentality’. And he defines
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khandha), and all the perceptions which associate with feelings as
perception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregate (saÒÒakkhandha).

He also defines all formations (sa~khÈras) associated therewith as
formations-aggregateformations-aggregateformations-aggregateformations-aggregateformations-aggregate (sa~khÈrakkhandha), and all the 81 mundane
consciousnesses as consciousness-aggregateconsciousness-aggregateconsciousness-aggregateconsciousness-aggregateconsciousness-aggregate (viÒÒÈÓakkhandha).

Thus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregatesThus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregatesThus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregatesThus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregatesThus r|pakkhandha is materiality and the 4 mental aggregates
are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-are mentality; so does he define mentality-materiality as 5 aggre-
gates.gates.gates.gates.gates.

• • • • • How to Make Mentality become EvidentHow to Make Mentality become EvidentHow to Make Mentality become EvidentHow to Make Mentality become EvidentHow to Make Mentality become Evident     in Meditationin Meditationin Meditationin Meditationin Meditation
When the meditator discerns mentality after defining materiality by

the methods described above, in case mentality does not become evident
to him owing to its subtlety, then he should not give up but should
again and again comprehend, give attention to, discern and define
materiality by its characteristic, function, manifestation and proximate
cause for its arising.

Gradually materiality will become well evident to him in all aspects.
When his wisdom in discerning and defining materiality becomes very
pure and clear, the mentality which is focusing on the materiality will
become clearly evident of itself.
• The Example of the Mirror and the Face-imageThe Example of the Mirror and the Face-imageThe Example of the Mirror and the Face-imageThe Example of the Mirror and the Face-imageThe Example of the Mirror and the Face-image

When a man looks in a dirty mirror and cannot see his face-image
clearly, he should not be upset and go away. He should polish the
mirror again and again until it is clean and clear. Then he could see his
face in the mirror very clearly.

The Example of Grinding Sesamum-FlourThe Example of Grinding Sesamum-FlourThe Example of Grinding Sesamum-FlourThe Example of Grinding Sesamum-FlourThe Example of Grinding Sesamum-Flour
A man, who needs oil, puts sesamum-flour in an oil-press, spray

water on it, and grinds just a few times. He will not get oil. He should
spray hot water on sesamum flour and grind it, again spray hot water
and grind it several times. Then he will get clear sesamum-oil.

Other examples are the pressing of sugar-cane, the beating of criminals
to make them confess, the taming of an ox, and the cooking of fish.
• Three Ways in which Mentality becomes EvidentThree Ways in which Mentality becomes EvidentThree Ways in which Mentality becomes EvidentThree Ways in which Mentality becomes EvidentThree Ways in which Mentality becomes Evident

When the meditator has cleared up his discerning of materiality,
mentality becomes evident to him in three ways, that is, through contactthrough contactthrough contactthrough contactthrough contact
(phassa), through feelingthrough feelingthrough feelingthrough feelingthrough feeling (vedanÈ), or through consciousnessthrough consciousnessthrough consciousnessthrough consciousnessthrough consciousness (citta).

(1) When he discerns the elements in the way beginning: “The earth-
element has the characteristic of hardness”, the contactcontactcontactcontactcontact (phassa) which
comes in contact first with pathavÊ becomes evident. Then feeling
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associated with phassa becomes evident as feeling-aggregate, the as-
sociated volition (cetanÈ) together with phassa as formations-aggre-
gate, and the associated consciousness as consciousness-aggregate.

(2) When he discerns the elements in the way beginning: “The earth-
element has the characteristic of hardness”, the feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling (vedanÈ), which
enjoys the taste of sense-object becomes evident as feeling-aggregate,
the associated perception as perception-aggregate, the associated phassa
and cetanÈ as formations-aggregate, and the consciousness associ-
ated with feeling as consciousness-aggregate.

(3) When he discerns the elements in the way beginning:
“The earth-element has the characteristic of hardness,” the conscious-

ness which cognizes pathavÊ becomes evident as consciousness-consciousness-consciousness-consciousness-consciousness-
aggregate.aggregate.aggregate.aggregate.aggregate. Then the feeling which associates with consciousness be-
comes evident as feeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregatefeeling-aggregate, the associated perception as
perception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregateperception-aggregate, and the associated phassa and cetanÈ as for-for-for-for-for-
mations-aggregatemations-aggregatemations-aggregatemations-aggregatemations-aggregate.

Likewise when he discerns the elements in the same way in the hair,
in the in-breaths and out-breaths, in each of 42 parts of the body
(koÔÔhÈsas), the consciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousness which cognizes the sense-object be-
comes evident as consciousness-aggregate, the feeling which assciated
with consciousness as feeling-aggregate, the associated perception as
perception-aggregate, and the associated phassa and cetanÈ as forma-
tions-aggregate.
• One should discern Mentality only after one has discernedOne should discern Mentality only after one has discernedOne should discern Mentality only after one has discernedOne should discern Mentality only after one has discernedOne should discern Mentality only after one has discerned

Materiality very clearlyMateriality very clearlyMateriality very clearlyMateriality very clearlyMateriality very clearly
If he leaves off discerning materiality when, say, one or two mate-

rialities have become evident in order to begin discerning mentality,
then he will fall from the meditation-subject and lose it like a stupid
mountain-cow, with no knowledge and no skill of walking on the
craggy mountain, who thought: “What if I walk to a place I never
went before, eat grass I never ate before, drink water I never drank
before?”, and without placing her fore-foot firmly, she lifts up her
hind-foot; then she will fall to the foot of the mountain, losing every-
thing. 19

• There is no Being apart from Mentality-MaterialityThere is no Being apart from Mentality-MaterialityThere is no Being apart from Mentality-MaterialityThere is no Being apart from Mentality-MaterialityThere is no Being apart from Mentality-Materiality
The meditator defines the 4 mental aggregates which have become

evident through phassa, vedanÈ, etc., as ‘mentality’. And he defines
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their objects, namely, the 4 primary elements and their derived mate-
rialities as ‘materialitymaterialitymaterialitymaterialitymateriality’. Likewise he defines the 18 elements, the 12
bases, the 5 aggregates, i.e., all the dhammas that exist in the three
spheres (kÈma-, r|pa-, ar|pa-spheres), as ‘mentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materialitymentality-materiality’.

And he concludes that apart from mentality-materiality, there is no
‘being’, no ‘person’, no ‘deity’, no ‘brahmÈ’.
• Illustration of Mentality-Materiality with ExamplesIllustration of Mentality-Materiality with ExamplesIllustration of Mentality-Materiality with ExamplesIllustration of Mentality-Materiality with ExamplesIllustration of Mentality-Materiality with Examples

Just as when the component parts such as axle, wheels, frame, etc.,
are arranged in a certain way, there comes to be the mere term of
common usage ‘chariotchariotchariotchariotchariot’, yet in the ultimate sense when each part is
examined, there is no chariot; so too when there are 5 aggregates of
clinging, there comes to be the term of common usage ‘a being’, ‘a
person’, yet in the ultimate sense when each component is examined,
there is no being, no person; in the ultimate sense there is only mentali-
ty-materiality.20

And just as when the component parts of a house such as timber,
poles, iron, etc., are placed so that they enclose a space in a certain
way, there comes to be the mere term of common usage ‘househousehousehousehouse’; yet
in the ultimate sense when each part is examined, there is no house; so
too when there are 5 aggregates of clinging, there comes to be the
term of common usage ‘a beinga beinga beinga beinga being’, ‘a persona persona persona persona person’; yet in the ultimate sense,
when each component is examined, there is no being, no person; in
the ultimate sense there is only mentality-materiality.21

• The Arising of YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa
When the 5 aggregates of clinging are combined together in such a

way that they support one another and function together, there comes
to be the mere term of common usage ‘being, personbeing, personbeing, personbeing, personbeing, person’; yet when they
are analysed and each part is examined, there is no being, no person;
in the ultimate sense there is only materiality, feeling, perception, vo-
lition, consciousness, etc., which amount to just mentality-materiality.

Therefore, the being or person which is the source of clinging as
“asami = this is I”, “ahaÑ = I” does not exist. What really exist in the
ultimate sense is only mentality-materiality — thus he comes to under-
stand. This “Knowledge of seeing and knowing things as they reallyKnowledge of seeing and knowing things as they reallyKnowledge of seeing and knowing things as they reallyKnowledge of seeing and knowing things as they reallyKnowledge of seeing and knowing things as they really
areareareareare” is called yathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓayathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓayathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓayathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓayathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.

This knowledge can drive away the wrong view and the wrong cling-
ing as “This is I, I exist”, which are known as “MicchÈ-gÈhas” and
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rooted in craving (taÓhÈ), conceit (mÈna) and wrong-view (diÔÔhi).
• The Lack of Right View Leads to Wrong ViewThe Lack of Right View Leads to Wrong ViewThe Lack of Right View Leads to Wrong ViewThe Lack of Right View Leads to Wrong ViewThe Lack of Right View Leads to Wrong View

A person, who does not have the correct vision of yathÈbh|ta-ÓÈÓa,
assumes that a ‘being or person’ really exists. Then he has to conclude
either that ‘the person’ comes to be annihilated or that ‘the person’
does not. If he concludes that ‘the person’ does not come to be anni-
hilated, he falls into the eternity-vieweternity-vieweternity-vieweternity-vieweternity-view (sassata-diÔÔhi), assuming that a
permanent soul exists and it passes on from life to life.

If he concludes that ‘the person’ comes to be annihilated, he falls
into the annihilation-viewannihilation-viewannihilation-viewannihilation-viewannihilation-view (uccheda-diÔÔhi), that is, the person is totally
annihilated after death.
• The Right View is the Middle WayThe Right View is the Middle WayThe Right View is the Middle WayThe Right View is the Middle WayThe Right View is the Middle Way

A person with the right view understands that in performing an im-
moral or bad action, immoral minds arise and perish by billions, leaving
behind billions of immoral kammas in the mental stream. Likewise, in
performing a moral or good action, moral minds arise and perish by
billions, leaving behind billions of moral kammas in the mental stream.

These immoral kammas and moral kammas are like plant-seeds. Just
as each seed, with the support of soil, water, air and light, gives rise to
a new plant, so too each kamma, with the support of ignorance (avijjÈ),
craving (taÓhÈ) and clinging (taÓhÈ-diÔÔhi), gives rise to a new existence —
an immoral kamma gives rise to a woeful existence in the woeful
abode, and a moral kamma gives rise to a blissful existence in a blissful
realm.

When a person dies, one kamma out of billions of kammas in the
mental stream of the person produces as its fruit resultant mental ag-
gregates consisting of resultant consciousnesses and associated men-
tal fators and material aggregate, consisting of kamma-born materi-
alities and heat-born materialities, incessantly throughout the whole
life of the new existence.

The life spans of mentality and materiality are very short. The in-
cessant arising and perishing of mental aggregates and material ag-
gregate constitute a new existence. When the kamma energy is ex-
hausted, the so-called ‘person’ dies, and a new kamma produces a
new stream of five aggregates incessantly again. So long as ignorance,
craving and clinging exist, a new existence will be produced life after
life. When ignorance, craving and clinging are totally eliminated as in
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Arahants, no new existence arises after death.
So was the real nature of existence analytically seen, understood

and taught by the Buddha, and this authentic view can be verified in
insight meditation (vipassanÈ) at the present time. With this right view,
one does not fall either into the eternity-view or into the annihilation-
view.
• Interdependence of Mentality and MaterialityInterdependence of Mentality and MaterialityInterdependence of Mentality and MaterialityInterdependence of Mentality and MaterialityInterdependence of Mentality and Materiality
(1) The Simile of a PuppetThe Simile of a PuppetThe Simile of a PuppetThe Simile of a PuppetThe Simile of a Puppet

A puppet made of wood and strings is soulless, lifeless, and without
anxiety and exertion. Yet when it moves, walks and stands through
the combination of strings and wood, it seems to have life, anxiety
and exertion.

Similarly mentality-materiality is soulless, lifeless, and without anxi-
ety and exertion. Yet when it moves, walks and stands merely through
the combination of the two together, it seems to have life, anxiety and
exertion.

So Ancient TeachersAncient TeachersAncient TeachersAncient TeachersAncient Teachers said, “In this world both mentality and ma-
teriality really exist. But no living being and no human being exist in
mentality-materiality. This mentality-materiality, just like a puppet
made of wood and strings, moves, walks, stands and yet is soulless.”
(2) The Simile of two Bundles of ReedThe Simile of two Bundles of ReedThe Simile of two Bundles of ReedThe Simile of two Bundles of ReedThe Simile of two Bundles of Reed

Mentality and materiality are like two bundles of reed, propped up
together, standing together, supporting each other. When one bundle
falls, the other also falls.

So in the same way, in an existence of five aggregates, mentality
and materiality depend on each other and support each other. When
one perishes owing to death, the other also perishes.
(3) The Simile of the Drum and the Sound The Simile of the Drum and the Sound The Simile of the Drum and the Sound The Simile of the Drum and the Sound The Simile of the Drum and the Sound

When a drum is beaten by a stick, sound appears. Then the drum is
one, sound is another; the drum and sound do not mix. The drum is
void of sound, and the sound is void of the drum.

So in the same way when mentality occurs depending on physical
bases, sense-doors and sense-objects, mentality is one and materiality
another; they do not mix with each other. Mentality is void of materi-
ality, and materiality is void of mentality; yet mentality occurs de-
pending on materiality just as the sound occurs depending on the drum.

So Ancient TeachersAncient TeachersAncient TeachersAncient TeachersAncient Teachers said, “Mentalities concerned with seeing do
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not arise from the eye; neither do they arise from the visible object,
nor from between the eye and the visible object. They arise from the
contact between the eye-door and the visible object when light and
attention (manasikÈra) are present, just as the sound arises from the
beating of the drum with a stick.”
(4) The Simile of a Blind Man and a CrippleThe Simile of a Blind Man and a CrippleThe Simile of a Blind Man and a CrippleThe Simile of a Blind Man and a CrippleThe Simile of a Blind Man and a Cripple

A blind man and a cripple want to go somewhere. The blind man
said, “Look, I can walk, but I cannot see directions.” The cripple said,
“Look, I can see directions, but I cannot walk.”

The blind man delightfully let the cripple sit on his shoulder; and
the cripple gave direction which way to go. So they arrived at the
place where they wanted to go.

Herein, the blind man has no efficient power; he cannot travel by
himself. And the cripple has no efficient power too; he also cannot
travel by himself. Yet they can travel to any place when they support
each other.

So too, mentality has no efficient power; it cannot arise, cannot go,
cannot eat, cannot speak, etc., by its own power. And materiality too
has no efficient power; it cannot arise, cannot go, cannot eat, cannot
speak, etc., by its own power. Yet when they support each other, they
can arise, keep on arising, go, eat, speak, etc.

And just as men depend on a boat for travelling on the sea, so does
mentality need to depend on materiality for occurrerce. And as the
boat depends on men for travelling on the sea, so does materiality
need the support of mentality for occurrence. Just as the boat and
men depend on each other to go on the sea, so do mentality and mate-
riality depend on each other for occurrence and for performing vari-
ous functions.
• The Purification of View (The Purification of View (The Purification of View (The Purification of View (The Purification of View (DiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhiDiÔÔhi-visuddhi)))))

After defining mentality-materiality by these various methods, the
correct vision of mentality-materiality becomes very clear. It has been
established on the plane of non-confusion by overcoming the percep-
tion of a living being or person. This is what should be understood as
the “Purification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of View” or the “Clarity of VisionClarity of VisionClarity of VisionClarity of VisionClarity of Vision” by seeing and
understading mentality and materiality as they really are with yathÈbh|ta-
ÒÈÓa.
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• • • • • Review QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview Questions

1. Explain what are 53 materialities produced by 4 causes in the head-
hair. (pp. 211-212)

2. Explain with an example how should a meditator discern and de-
fine mentality when it is not evident owing to its subtlety. (p. 249)

3. Describe briefly why and how ancient teachers mention to discern
and define mentality-materiality in this body and mind in comparison
with a puppet made of wood and strings. (p. 253)

4. In undertaking vipassanÈ to attain NibbÈna, if a meditator discerns
mentality before he has discerned materiality very clearly, what will
be the consequences? (p. 250)
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5. How should we see and understand mentality-materiality to attain
‘YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa’? What micchÈ-gÈhas are driven away by this
knowledge? (pp. 251-252)

6. When a vipassanÈ-meditator, after discerning and defining materi-
ality, cannot discern and define mentality and become sad and bored,
what should he do? (p. 249)

7. What is the jhÈna (samatha-yÈna) which is so subtle that it should
be left out in discerning mentality-materiality? (nevasaÒÒÈnÈsaÒÒÈya-
tana jhÈna)

8. After the meditator has cleared up his discerning of materiality, in
what ways does mentality become evident to him? Explain.
(pp. 249-250)

9. What is the Purification of View (DiÔÔhi-visuddhi)? Describe how
mentality and materiality behave similar to man and boat. (p. 254)

10. In purifying the mind systematically, after developing pure mo-
rality and pure mind, what should a meditator do to attain the next
stage of purification. Describe briefly. (pp. 209-210)

11. After developing pure morality and pure mind (cittavisuddhi), what
is the next stage of purification and how should a meditator per-
form it? (pp. 209-210)

12. What are the materialities which exist in the eye-door and how
does a meditator discern and define them? (pp. 211, 212, 218)

13. How can a meditator define mentality-materiality as twelve bases
(Èyatanas)? (pp. 247,248)

14. How can a meditator define mentality and materiality as five ag-
gregates of clinging (upÈdÈnakkhandhas)? (pp. 248-249)

15. When a meditator has cleared up his discerning of materiality,
how does mentality become evident to him in three ways?
(pp. 249-250)

16. What is YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa? How does it arise and what are the ‘micchÈ-
gÈhas’ which it drives away? (pp. 251, 252)

17. Explain the interdependence of mentality and materiality together
with the simile of a puppet. (p. 253)

18. Can mentality or materiality arise, go, eat, speak, etc., by itself?
Explain how they arise, go, eat, speak, etc,. with the simile of a
blind man and a cripple? (p. 254).
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1. Explain what are 53 materialities produced by 4 causes in the head-
hair. (pp. 211-212)

2. Explain with an example how should a meditator discern and de-
fine mentality when it is not evident owing to its subtlety. (p. 249)

3. Describe briefly why and how ancient teachers mention to discern
and define mentality-materiality in this body and mind in comparison
with a puppet made of wood and strings. (p. 253)

4. In undertaking vipassanÈ to attain NibbÈna, if a meditator discerns
mentality before he has discerned materiality very clearly, what will
be the consequences? (p. 250)
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5. How should we see and understand mentality-materiality to attain
‘YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa’? What micchÈ-gÈhas are driven away by this
knowledge? (pp. 251-252)

6. When a vipassanÈ-meditator, after discerning and defining materi-
ality, cannot discern and define mentality and become sad and bored,
what should he do? (p. 249)

7. What is the jhÈna (samatha-yÈna) which is so subtle that it should
be left out in discerning mentality-materiality? (nevasaÒÒÈnÈsaÒÒÈya-
tana jhÈna)

8. After the meditator has cleared up his discerning of materiality, in
what ways does mentality become evident to him? Explain.
(pp. 249-250)

9. What is the Purification of View (DiÔÔhi-visuddhi)? Describe how
mentality and materiality behave similar to man and boat. (p. 254)

10. In purifying the mind systematically, after developing pure mo-
rality and pure mind, what should a meditator do to attain the next
stage of purification. Describe briefly. (pp. 209-210)

11. After developing pure morality and pure mind (cittavisuddhi), what
is the next stage of purification and how should a meditator per-
form it? (pp. 209-210)

12. What are the materialities which exist in the eye-door and how
does a meditator discern and define them? (pp. 211, 212, 218)

13. How can a meditator define mentality-materiality as twelve bases
(Èyatanas)? (pp. 247,248)

14. How can a meditator define mentality and materiality as five ag-
gregates of clinging (upÈdÈnakkhandhas)? (pp. 248-249)

15. When a meditator has cleared up his discerning of materiality,
how does mentality become evident to him in three ways?
(pp. 249-250)

16. What is YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa? How does it arise and what are the ‘micchÈ-
gÈhas’ which it drives away? (pp. 251, 252)

17. Explain the interdependence of mentality and materiality together
with the simile of a puppet. (p. 253)

18. Can mentality or materiality arise, go, eat, speak, etc., by itself?
Explain how they arise, go, eat, speak, etc,. with the simile of a
blind man and a cripple? (p. 254).
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CHAPTER XVI —CHAPTER XVI —CHAPTER XVI —CHAPTER XVI —CHAPTER XVI —     PURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BY
     OVERCOMING DOUBTOVERCOMING DOUBTOVERCOMING DOUBTOVERCOMING DOUBTOVERCOMING DOUBT
     (((((Ka~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhiKa~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhiKa~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhiKa~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhiKa~khÈvitaraÓa-visuddhi)))))

• • • • • What is “Purification by Overcoming Doubt”?What is “Purification by Overcoming Doubt”?What is “Purification by Overcoming Doubt”?What is “Purification by Overcoming Doubt”?What is “Purification by Overcoming Doubt”?
When a meditator can discern and understand clearly the causes and

conditions which give rise to mentality and materiality in three peri-
ods of time, he will overcome all his doubts about the arising and
existence of mentalities and materialities in the past, in the present and
in the future.

The knowledge which is established by overcoming doubt about
the arising and existence of mentality and materiality in three periods
of time by discerning the causes and conditions of that mentality-
materiality is called “““““Purification by Overcoming Doubt.”Purification by Overcoming Doubt.”Purification by Overcoming Doubt.”Purification by Overcoming Doubt.”Purification by Overcoming Doubt.”

• Ways of Discerning Causes and ConditionsWays of Discerning Causes and ConditionsWays of Discerning Causes and ConditionsWays of Discerning Causes and ConditionsWays of Discerning Causes and Conditions
A meditator, who wants to attain this knowledge, must look for the

causes and conditions of mentality-materiality; just as when a skilled
physician encounters a disease, he seeks its origin, or just as when a
compassionate man sees a baby lying on its back on the road, he
looks for its parents.

• • • • • Neither Causeless nor CreatedNeither Causeless nor CreatedNeither Causeless nor CreatedNeither Causeless nor CreatedNeither Causeless nor Created
To begin with, he ponders thus, “Does mentality-materiality arise

without a cause? No, it cannot be. If so, everything will arise in every
place; men will be identical for there are no causes to differentiate
them.

“Then is mentality-materiality created by a Creator? No, it cannot
be, because only mentality-materiality exists in the world, and no other
thing like a creator can exist without a cause. If it is argued that the
Creator himself is mentality-materiality, again it is not correct, be-
cause as a Creator is regarded to exist for ever without a casue, then
mentality-materiality will also exist for ever without a cause.

“Therefore, there must be causes and conditions which produce
mentality-materiality. What are they?”
• The First Way of Diserning Causes and ConditionsThe First Way of Diserning Causes and ConditionsThe First Way of Diserning Causes and ConditionsThe First Way of Diserning Causes and ConditionsThe First Way of Diserning Causes and Conditions

This body is not born inside a blue, red or white lotus or inside
jewels or pearls, etc. It is born, like worms in a rotting corpse, in a
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drain, in a cesspit, etc., between the colon and the stomach, leaning
against the belly, facing the backbone, surrounded by large and small
intestines, in a place that is stinking and disgusting, extremely cramped,
being itself stinking and disgusting.

There are five causes which give rise to this body — ignonance
(avijjÈ), craving (taÓhÈ), clinging (upÈdÈna), kamma are the four root-
causes, and nutriment (ÈhÈra), its supporting cause or condition.
(1) Among the five causes, ignorance, craving and clinging are the

 powerful supporting causes; they are like the mother.
(2) Kamma gives rise to this body just as the father giving rise to the

 body. So kamma is like the father.
(3) Nutriment sustains the body, just as the wet-nurse sustains the baby.

 So nutriment is like the wet-nurse.
• Proceeding to Proceeding to Proceeding to Proceeding to Proceeding to DDDDDiscern the Causes of Mentality-Materialityiscern the Causes of Mentality-Materialityiscern the Causes of Mentality-Materialityiscern the Causes of Mentality-Materialityiscern the Causes of Mentality-Materiality

“CakkhuÒca paÔicca r|pe ca uppajjati cakkhu-viÒÒÈnaÑ”
“On account of the eye-door (cakkhu-pasÈda) and the visible object,
eye-consciousness arises.”
Similarly on account of the ear-door (sota-pasÈda) and the sound,

ear-consciousness arises, and so on. In this way he discerns mentality.
He can also discern four causes — viz., kamma, citta, utu (heat) and
ojÈ (nutriment) — which produce materiality.

When he has thus discerned that the arising of materiality-mentality
is due to causes at the present, then he discerns that, as now, so in the
past too the arising of mentality-materiality was due to causes, and in
the future too the arising of mentality-materiality will be due to causes.
• Elimination of Sixteen Kinds of DoubtElimination of Sixteen Kinds of DoubtElimination of Sixteen Kinds of DoubtElimination of Sixteen Kinds of DoubtElimination of Sixteen Kinds of Doubt

Now there still exists five kinds of doubt about the past: “Was I in
the past? Was I not in the past? What was I in the past? How was I in
the past? Having been what, what was I in the past?”

Also there exist five kinds of doubt about the future: “Shall I be in
the future? Shall I not be in the future? What shall I be in the future?
How shall I be in the future? Having been what, what shall I be in the
future?”

Again there exist six kinds of doubt about the present: “Am I? Am I
not? What am I? How am I? From what existence comes this exis-
tence? What existence will follow the present existence?” 2,3
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intestines, in a place that is stinking and disgusting, extremely cramped,
being itself stinking and disgusting.
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(avijjÈ), craving (taÓhÈ), clinging (upÈdÈna), kamma are the four root-
causes, and nutriment (ÈhÈra), its supporting cause or condition.
(1) Among the five causes, ignorance, craving and clinging are the

 powerful supporting causes; they are like the mother.
(2) Kamma gives rise to this body just as the father giving rise to the

 body. So kamma is like the father.
(3) Nutriment sustains the body, just as the wet-nurse sustains the baby.

 So nutriment is like the wet-nurse.
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“On account of the eye-door (cakkhu-pasÈda) and the visible object,
eye-consciousness arises.”
Similarly on account of the ear-door (sota-pasÈda) and the sound,

ear-consciousness arises, and so on. In this way he discerns mentality.
He can also discern four causes — viz., kamma, citta, utu (heat) and
ojÈ (nutriment) — which produce materiality.

When he has thus discerned that the arising of materiality-mentality
is due to causes at the present, then he discerns that, as now, so in the
past too the arising of mentality-materiality was due to causes, and in
the future too the arising of mentality-materiality will be due to causes.
• Elimination of Sixteen Kinds of DoubtElimination of Sixteen Kinds of DoubtElimination of Sixteen Kinds of DoubtElimination of Sixteen Kinds of DoubtElimination of Sixteen Kinds of Doubt

Now there still exists five kinds of doubt about the past: “Was I in
the past? Was I not in the past? What was I in the past? How was I in
the past? Having been what, what was I in the past?”

Also there exist five kinds of doubt about the future: “Shall I be in
the future? Shall I not be in the future? What shall I be in the future?
How shall I be in the future? Having been what, what shall I be in the
future?”

Again there exist six kinds of doubt about the present: “Am I? Am I
not? What am I? How am I? From what existence comes this exis-
tence? What existence will follow the present existence?” 2,3
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The 16 kinds of doubt pertaining to the Past, to the Future and to the
Present can be discarded only when the meditator can penetratively
discern the causal relatoins of Dependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent Origination (PaÔiccasamup-
pÈda).
• Discerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent Origination

The Buddha has reminded ŒnandÈ that beings have to undergo the
round of rebirths life after life, because they do not understand prop-
erly and penetratively the causal relations of Dependent Origination
or Dependent Arising. 4,5

Also in Visuddhi Magga6 and Abhidhamma Commentary,7 it is
clearly stated thus:

“There is no one, even in a dream, who has emancipated
from the round of misery without the ability to break through
the PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal relations of the saÑsÈra-machine
with his wisdom-sword which has been sharpened on the sa-
cred whetstone of concentration.”

Thus the causal relations of PaÔiccasamuppÈda must be discerned
and verified with insight-wisdom to clarify all doubts and straighten
all wrong views.

According to the instruction given in Visuddhimagga Commentary8:
(1) The past five causes — viz., ignorance (avijjÈ), craving (taÓhÈ),
grasping (upÈdÈna), kamma-formations (sa~khÈra) and kamma
(kamma-bhava) — must be investigated and discerned clearly, and the
arising of the present five effects — viz., resultant consciousness (viÒÒÈÓa),
mentality-materiality (nÈma-r|pa), six sense-bases (saÄÈyatana), contact
(phassa) and feeling (vedanÈ) — due to the past causes must be observed
vividly with wisdom by insight-meditation.
(2) The Present five causes — viz., ignorance, craving, grasping,
kamma-formations and kamma — must be discerned next, and the arising
of the future five effects — viz., resultant consciousness, mentality-
materiality, six sense-bases, contact and feeling — due to the present
five causes must be observed clearly with wisdom by insight-meditation.

Herein the causes of Dependent Origination constitute the truth of
the cause of suffering (samudaya-sacca), and the effects of Depen-
dent Origination constitute the truth of suffering (dukkha-sacca).

Therefore, the meditator must observe with wisdom:
(1) the arising of the present truth of suffering due to the past truth of
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the cause of suffering;
(2) the arising of the future truth of suffering due to the present truth

of the cause of suffering.
In order to correlate the past causes with the present effects and the

present causes with the future effects, we should know the mental
and material phenomena in the past, in the present and in the future.

How can we know the past mental and material phenomena which
have already perished, and the future phenomena which do not come
into existence yet?

Well, the ability of the concentrated mind is mavellous. We have
learnt in chapter XII about the Knowledge of seeing and Know-Knowledge of seeing and Know-Knowledge of seeing and Know-Knowledge of seeing and Know-Knowledge of seeing and Know-
ing ing ing ing ing of Past Existencesof Past Existencesof Past Existencesof Past Existencesof Past Existences (PubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ), and the Knowl-the Knowl-the Knowl-the Knowl-the Knowl-
edgeedgeedgeedgeedge     of Seeing and Knowing Future Existences and Future Eventsof Seeing and Knowing Future Existences and Future Eventsof Seeing and Knowing Future Existences and Future Eventsof Seeing and Knowing Future Existences and Future Eventsof Seeing and Knowing Future Existences and Future Events
(AnÈga-taÑsaÒÈÓa).

In the case of insight-meditation, we need not attain supernormal
power. If we have the right concentration and the knowledge and skill
of characterizing mentality-materiality both internally (in one’s self)
and externally (in others), then we can trace the stream of arising and
perishing of mentality-materiality backward to past lives and forward
to future existences. This method is mentioned in Samyutta NikÈya9,
in Khajjaniya Sutta10, and it is being practised in Pa-auk Forest Medi-
tation Centres in Myanmar, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, U.S.A.,
Taiwan, etc.

In Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centres the meditator performs some
meritorious deeds at the shrine by offering candles and flowers to the
Buddha. He characterises the mental and material phenomena which
arise during this performance. He then goes to the meditation-hall and
meditates together with other meditators. He develops concentration,
discerns his mentality-materiality, and traces the series of his mentali-
ty-materiality backward to the previous instant of performing merito-
rious deeds and again discerns the mental and material phenomena
arising at that time. If he observes the same results as he has observed
before, he is assured that he can characterise the near past mentality-
materiality.

After that he can go on tracing the series of mentality-materialaity
backward to observe past phenomena until he can discern the mentali-
ty-materiality at the time of conceiving in his mother’s womb.
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the cause of suffering;
(2) the arising of the future truth of suffering due to the present truth

of the cause of suffering.
In order to correlate the past causes with the present effects and the
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meditates together with other meditators. He develops concentration,
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ty-materiality backward to the previous instant of performing merito-
rious deeds and again discerns the mental and material phenomena
arising at that time. If he observes the same results as he has observed
before, he is assured that he can characterise the near past mentality-
materiality.

After that he can go on tracing the series of mentality-materialaity
backward to observe past phenomena until he can discern the mentali-
ty-materiality at the time of conceiving in his mother’s womb.
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So now he knows the present five effects of the past five causes —
namely, rebirth-consciousness, its associated mental factors, kamma-
born materiality including the sense bases, the contact of the sense-
base with the sense-object, and the resultant feeling.

Then he goes on tracing the series of mentality-materiality back-
ward in the immediate past existence to know the important events
and the actions done in that existence. Then he focuses his mind on
the mentality-materiality which arose at the time of near death when
the near-death sign appeared. From this sign, he discerns the kamma-
formations and the kamma which produces the present existence. He
can also discern the three supporting forces, that is, ignorance, craving
and grasping, from their accompanying consciousnesses which arise
at the time when the near-death sign appeared.

Next he tries to discern whether the past five causes give rise to the
present five effects. He can see the arising of the five effects due to
the five past causes if they represent the true cause-effect relation. He
also feels convinced that the past existence was his real past existence.

Then he traces the series of mentality-materiality backward in his
first past existence until he can discern the rebirth-consciousness, its
associated mental factors, the kamma-born materialtiy, the sense-bases,
the contact of the sense-base with the sense-object and the resultant
feeling.

He then proceeds tracing the series of mentality-materiality in the
second past existence in order to find out the five causes that give rise
to the five effects in the first past existence. If he is successful, he can
again proceed to find out the cause-effect relation of the third past
existence and the second past existence.

He must also discern the cause-effect relation of the present exis-
tence with the future existence. So he offers food to the Buddha, mak-
ing a wish what he wants to be in the next existence. If he wishes to
become a celestial being, then thinking the celestial existence to really
exist is ignorance, the desire to become a celestial being is craving,
and clinging to become the celestial being is grasping. His wholesome
consciousness and volition for offering food to the Buddha are kamma-
formations, and the kamma seed deposited in his mental stream after
the dissolution of the wholesome volition is kamma-bhava. So now he
has developed the five causes for conditioning a new existence to
arise.
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Then he develops concentration till it radiates very bright light and
intently tries to observe the new existence which will arise due to the
five present causes. Usually the new existence which he has wished
for appears vividly.

He discerns the rebirth-consciousness (viÒÒÈÓa), its mental factors
(nÈma), the kamma-born materiality (r|pa), the six internal bases
(saÄÈyatana), the contact (phassa) of the sense-base with the sense-
object, and the resultant feeling (vedanÈ) at the moment of rebirth of
the new existence.

He then tries to discern whether the present five causes give rise to
the future five effects. If they are the true cause-effect relation, he
can observe the arising of the five future effects due to the present
five causes.

He continues to discern the cause-effect relation of the first future
existence with the second future existence in the same way, and so
on, until he can observe no more future existence.

So now he has successfully discerned the PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal
relations of his three past existences, his present existence and his
future existences in terms of five causes and five effects.

“Five causes were there in the past,
  Five fruits we find in the present life;
  Five causes do we now produce,
  Five fruits we reap in future life.”
Furthermore, he also discerns the Furthermore, he also discerns the Furthermore, he also discerns the Furthermore, he also discerns the Furthermore, he also discerns the PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda causal rela- causal rela- causal rela- causal rela- causal rela-

tions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and onetions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and onetions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and onetions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and onetions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and one
effect as:effect as:effect as:effect as:effect as:

1. dependent on ignorance (avijjÈ), arise kamma-formations
    (sa~khÈra);
2. dependent on kamma-formations, arises resultant consciousness
    (vÊÒÒÈÓa);
3. dependent on resultant consciousness, arise associated mental
    factors (nÈma) and kamma-born materiality (r|pa);
4. dependent on mentatlity-materiality arise six internal bases
    (saÄÈyatana);
5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (phassa) with sense-
    objects;
6. dependent on contact arises feeling (vedanÈ);
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So now he knows the present five effects of the past five causes —
namely, rebirth-consciousness, its associated mental factors, kamma-
born materiality including the sense bases, the contact of the sense-
base with the sense-object, and the resultant feeling.

Then he goes on tracing the series of mentality-materiality back-
ward in the immediate past existence to know the important events
and the actions done in that existence. Then he focuses his mind on
the mentality-materiality which arose at the time of near death when
the near-death sign appeared. From this sign, he discerns the kamma-
formations and the kamma which produces the present existence. He
can also discern the three supporting forces, that is, ignorance, craving
and grasping, from their accompanying consciousnesses which arise
at the time when the near-death sign appeared.

Next he tries to discern whether the past five causes give rise to the
present five effects. He can see the arising of the five effects due to
the five past causes if they represent the true cause-effect relation. He
also feels convinced that the past existence was his real past existence.

Then he traces the series of mentality-materiality backward in his
first past existence until he can discern the rebirth-consciousness, its
associated mental factors, the kamma-born materialtiy, the sense-bases,
the contact of the sense-base with the sense-object and the resultant
feeling.

He then proceeds tracing the series of mentality-materiality in the
second past existence in order to find out the five causes that give rise
to the five effects in the first past existence. If he is successful, he can
again proceed to find out the cause-effect relation of the third past
existence and the second past existence.

He must also discern the cause-effect relation of the present exis-
tence with the future existence. So he offers food to the Buddha, mak-
ing a wish what he wants to be in the next existence. If he wishes to
become a celestial being, then thinking the celestial existence to really
exist is ignorance, the desire to become a celestial being is craving,
and clinging to become the celestial being is grasping. His wholesome
consciousness and volition for offering food to the Buddha are kamma-
formations, and the kamma seed deposited in his mental stream after
the dissolution of the wholesome volition is kamma-bhava. So now he
has developed the five causes for conditioning a new existence to
arise.
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Then he develops concentration till it radiates very bright light and
intently tries to observe the new existence which will arise due to the
five present causes. Usually the new existence which he has wished
for appears vividly.

He discerns the rebirth-consciousness (viÒÒÈÓa), its mental factors
(nÈma), the kamma-born materiality (r|pa), the six internal bases
(saÄÈyatana), the contact (phassa) of the sense-base with the sense-
object, and the resultant feeling (vedanÈ) at the moment of rebirth of
the new existence.

He then tries to discern whether the present five causes give rise to
the future five effects. If they are the true cause-effect relation, he
can observe the arising of the five future effects due to the present
five causes.

He continues to discern the cause-effect relation of the first future
existence with the second future existence in the same way, and so
on, until he can observe no more future existence.

So now he has successfully discerned the PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal
relations of his three past existences, his present existence and his
future existences in terms of five causes and five effects.

“Five causes were there in the past,
  Five fruits we find in the present life;
  Five causes do we now produce,
  Five fruits we reap in future life.”
Furthermore, he also discerns the Furthermore, he also discerns the Furthermore, he also discerns the Furthermore, he also discerns the Furthermore, he also discerns the PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda causal rela- causal rela- causal rela- causal rela- causal rela-

tions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and onetions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and onetions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and onetions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and onetions from one existence to another in terms of one cause and one
effect as:effect as:effect as:effect as:effect as:

1. dependent on ignorance (avijjÈ), arise kamma-formations
    (sa~khÈra);
2. dependent on kamma-formations, arises resultant consciousness
    (vÊÒÒÈÓa);
3. dependent on resultant consciousness, arise associated mental
    factors (nÈma) and kamma-born materiality (r|pa);
4. dependent on mentatlity-materiality arise six internal bases
    (saÄÈyatana);
5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (phassa) with sense-
    objects;
6. dependent on contact arises feeling (vedanÈ);
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7. dependent on feeling arises craving (taÓhÈ);
8. dependent on caving arises grasping (upÈdÈna);
9. dependent on grasping arises kamma process (kamma bhava)
    and rebirth-process (upapatti-bhava);
10. dependent on kamma-process (in the present existence) arises
    rebirth (jÈti) (in the future existence)
11. dependent on rebirth arise decay and death (jarÈ-maraÓa), worry
    (soka), lamentation (parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa)
    and despair (upÈyÈsa).12

After discerning clearly all the causal relations from the
most past existence to the last future existence which he has
discerned, he can observe the whole series of the arising and
perishing of mentality-materiality, extending from the most past
existence to the last future existence.

So he can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier as well as the
wrong views such as ‘the view of Uncausednessthe view of Uncausednessthe view of Uncausednessthe view of Uncausednessthe view of Uncausedness’ (Ahetuka-diÔÔhi)
which believes in the arising of living beings without any cause, and
also ‘the View of the Wrong Cause of Existencethe View of the Wrong Cause of Existencethe View of the Wrong Cause of Existencethe View of the Wrong Cause of Existencethe View of the Wrong Cause of Existence’ (Visama-hetuka-
diÔÔhi) which believes in the creation of living beings by a Creator.

Furthermore, since the meditator has observed the continuous chain
of cause and effect relations occurring in accordance with the law of
Dependent Origination, he can discard ‘the View of the Inefficacythe View of the Inefficacythe View of the Inefficacythe View of the Inefficacythe View of the Inefficacy
of Actionof Actionof Actionof Actionof Action’ (Akiriya-diÔÔhi), ‘the View of Nihilismthe View of Nihilismthe View of Nihilismthe View of Nihilismthe View of Nihilism’ (Natthika-diÔÔhi), ‘thethethethethe
View of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or Ego’ (Sassata-diÔÔhi), and ‘the Viewthe Viewthe Viewthe Viewthe View
of Annihilation of the Soul or Egoof Annihilation of the Soul or Egoof Annihilation of the Soul or Egoof Annihilation of the Soul or Egoof Annihilation of the Soul or Ego’ (Uccheda-diÔÔhi) after death.

Numerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all times have
influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which are not in
accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.

Now the mind of the meditator is free from all false views. Thus the
stage of “the Purity of View” (DiÔÔhi-visuddhi) is further reinforced.
Besides since the meditator has now overcome all the 16 doubts (ka~-
khÈ) mentioned above as well as ‘the sceptical doubtthe sceptical doubtthe sceptical doubtthe sceptical doubtthe sceptical doubt’ (vicikicchÈ)
with respect to PaÔiccasamuppÈda, he is said to overcome or transcend
all doubts. So he has also attained ‘the Purity by Transcending Doubtthe Purity by Transcending Doubtthe Purity by Transcending Doubtthe Purity by Transcending Doubtthe Purity by Transcending Doubt’
(Ka~khÈ-vitaraÓa-Visuddhi).
• The Second Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Second Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Second Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Second Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Second Way of Discerning Causes and Conditions

Another meditator, in discerning the causes of mentality sees the
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causes of mentality as twofold:-
(i) the causes which are common to all mentality,
(ii) the causes which are not common to all mentality.

(a) The 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the commonThe 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the commonThe 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the commonThe 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the commonThe 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the common
causescausescausescausescauses for the occurrence of all 81 mundane consciousnessses and

their associated 52 mental factors, no matter whether they are kusala,
akusala, vipÈka or kirÊya, and also whether they are somanassa, doma-
nassa or upekkhÈ.
(b) Attention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are theAttention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are theAttention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are theAttention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are theAttention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are the

causes which are not common to all mecauses which are not common to all mecauses which are not common to all mecauses which are not common to all mecauses which are not common to all mennnnntalitytalitytalitytalitytality, but only to some
particular mentality.

- Wise reflectioWise reflectioWise reflectioWise reflectioWise reflectionnnnn or attention, hearing of good dhamma or attention, hearing of good dhamma or attention, hearing of good dhamma or attention, hearing of good dhamma or attention, hearing of good dhamma, etc., are
the causes for moral minds to arise, but not the causes for immoral
minds to arise.

- Unwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhammaUnwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhammaUnwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhammaUnwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhammaUnwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhamma, etc., are the
causes for immoral minds to arise, but not the causes for moral
minds to arise.

- KammaKammaKammaKammaKamma, etc., is only the cause for the arising of resultant conscious-
ness and kamma-born materiality.

(c) The causes for the arising of materialityThe causes for the arising of materialityThe causes for the arising of materialityThe causes for the arising of materialityThe causes for the arising of materiality are kamma, heat (utu),
consciousness (citta), and nutriment (ÈhÈra).

- The past janaka kamma is the cause for the arising of kamma-born
materiality in the present existence.

- The consciousness at its arising moment is the cause for the arising
of consciousness-born materiality.

- The utu and the ÈhÈra, at their existing moments, are the causes for
arising  of utuja-r|pa and ÈhÈraja-r|pa, respectively.

When the meditator has discerned and understood that the occur-
rence of mentality-materiality is due to causes in this way, he under-
stands also that, as now, so too, in the past the occurrence of mentali-
ty-materiality was due to similar causes, and in the future its occur-
rence will be due to similar conditions.

When he sees and understands in this way, all his doubts about the
three periods of time disappear, and the ‘Purity by Transcending DoubtPurity by Transcending DoubtPurity by Transcending DoubtPurity by Transcending DoubtPurity by Transcending Doubt’
arises.
• The Third Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Third Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Third Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Third Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Third Way of Discerning Causes and Conditions

The meditator, who has discerned and seen clearly that the forma-
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7. dependent on feeling arises craving (taÓhÈ);
8. dependent on caving arises grasping (upÈdÈna);
9. dependent on grasping arises kamma process (kamma bhava)
    and rebirth-process (upapatti-bhava);
10. dependent on kamma-process (in the present existence) arises
    rebirth (jÈti) (in the future existence)
11. dependent on rebirth arise decay and death (jarÈ-maraÓa), worry
    (soka), lamentation (parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa)
    and despair (upÈyÈsa).12

After discerning clearly all the causal relations from the
most past existence to the last future existence which he has
discerned, he can observe the whole series of the arising and
perishing of mentality-materiality, extending from the most past
existence to the last future existence.

So he can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier as well as the
wrong views such as ‘the view of Uncausednessthe view of Uncausednessthe view of Uncausednessthe view of Uncausednessthe view of Uncausedness’ (Ahetuka-diÔÔhi)
which believes in the arising of living beings without any cause, and
also ‘the View of the Wrong Cause of Existencethe View of the Wrong Cause of Existencethe View of the Wrong Cause of Existencethe View of the Wrong Cause of Existencethe View of the Wrong Cause of Existence’ (Visama-hetuka-
diÔÔhi) which believes in the creation of living beings by a Creator.

Furthermore, since the meditator has observed the continuous chain
of cause and effect relations occurring in accordance with the law of
Dependent Origination, he can discard ‘the View of the Inefficacythe View of the Inefficacythe View of the Inefficacythe View of the Inefficacythe View of the Inefficacy
of Actionof Actionof Actionof Actionof Action’ (Akiriya-diÔÔhi), ‘the View of Nihilismthe View of Nihilismthe View of Nihilismthe View of Nihilismthe View of Nihilism’ (Natthika-diÔÔhi), ‘thethethethethe
View of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or Ego’ (Sassata-diÔÔhi), and ‘the Viewthe Viewthe Viewthe Viewthe View
of Annihilation of the Soul or Egoof Annihilation of the Soul or Egoof Annihilation of the Soul or Egoof Annihilation of the Soul or Egoof Annihilation of the Soul or Ego’ (Uccheda-diÔÔhi) after death.

Numerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all times have
influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which are not in
accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.

Now the mind of the meditator is free from all false views. Thus the
stage of “the Purity of View” (DiÔÔhi-visuddhi) is further reinforced.
Besides since the meditator has now overcome all the 16 doubts (ka~-
khÈ) mentioned above as well as ‘the sceptical doubtthe sceptical doubtthe sceptical doubtthe sceptical doubtthe sceptical doubt’ (vicikicchÈ)
with respect to PaÔiccasamuppÈda, he is said to overcome or transcend
all doubts. So he has also attained ‘the Purity by Transcending Doubtthe Purity by Transcending Doubtthe Purity by Transcending Doubtthe Purity by Transcending Doubtthe Purity by Transcending Doubt’
(Ka~khÈ-vitaraÓa-Visuddhi).
• The Second Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Second Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Second Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Second Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Second Way of Discerning Causes and Conditions

Another meditator, in discerning the causes of mentality sees the
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causes of mentality as twofold:-
(i) the causes which are common to all mentality,
(ii) the causes which are not common to all mentality.

(a) The 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the commonThe 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the commonThe 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the commonThe 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the commonThe 6 sense-doors and the 6 sense-objects are the common
causescausescausescausescauses for the occurrence of all 81 mundane consciousnessses and

their associated 52 mental factors, no matter whether they are kusala,
akusala, vipÈka or kirÊya, and also whether they are somanassa, doma-
nassa or upekkhÈ.
(b) Attention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are theAttention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are theAttention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are theAttention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are theAttention (manasikÈra), listening to the Dhamma, etc., are the

causes which are not common to all mecauses which are not common to all mecauses which are not common to all mecauses which are not common to all mecauses which are not common to all mennnnntalitytalitytalitytalitytality, but only to some
particular mentality.

- Wise reflectioWise reflectioWise reflectioWise reflectioWise reflectionnnnn or attention, hearing of good dhamma or attention, hearing of good dhamma or attention, hearing of good dhamma or attention, hearing of good dhamma or attention, hearing of good dhamma, etc., are
the causes for moral minds to arise, but not the causes for immoral
minds to arise.

- Unwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhammaUnwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhammaUnwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhammaUnwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhammaUnwise reflection, hearing wicked and evil dhamma, etc., are the
causes for immoral minds to arise, but not the causes for moral
minds to arise.

- KammaKammaKammaKammaKamma, etc., is only the cause for the arising of resultant conscious-
ness and kamma-born materiality.

(c) The causes for the arising of materialityThe causes for the arising of materialityThe causes for the arising of materialityThe causes for the arising of materialityThe causes for the arising of materiality are kamma, heat (utu),
consciousness (citta), and nutriment (ÈhÈra).

- The past janaka kamma is the cause for the arising of kamma-born
materiality in the present existence.

- The consciousness at its arising moment is the cause for the arising
of consciousness-born materiality.

- The utu and the ÈhÈra, at their existing moments, are the causes for
arising  of utuja-r|pa and ÈhÈraja-r|pa, respectively.

When the meditator has discerned and understood that the occur-
rence of mentality-materiality is due to causes in this way, he under-
stands also that, as now, so too, in the past the occurrence of mentali-
ty-materiality was due to similar causes, and in the future its occur-
rence will be due to similar conditions.

When he sees and understands in this way, all his doubts about the
three periods of time disappear, and the ‘Purity by Transcending DoubtPurity by Transcending DoubtPurity by Transcending DoubtPurity by Transcending DoubtPurity by Transcending Doubt’
arises.
• The Third Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Third Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Third Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Third Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Third Way of Discerning Causes and Conditions

The meditator, who has discerned and seen clearly that the forma-
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tions called mentality-materiality which has arisen become aged, and
which has aged perish, discerns correctly the causal relations of  the causal relations of  the causal relations of  the causal relations of  the causal relations of PaÔiPaÔiPaÔiPaÔiPaÔiccccc-----
casamuppÈdacasamuppÈdacasamuppÈdacasamuppÈdacasamuppÈda in the reverse order in the reverse order in the reverse order in the reverse order in the reverse order as:-
- the ageing-and-death of formations is due to birth (jÈti);
- the birth of formations is due to kamma-process (kammabhava);
- the arising of kamma-process is due to grasping (upÈdÈna);
- the arising of grasping is due to craving (taÓhÈ);
- the arising of craving is due to feeling (vedanÈ);
- the arising of feeling is due to contact (phassa);
- the arising of contact is due to sense-bases (saÄÈyatana);
- the arising of sense-bases is due to mentality-materiality;
- the arising of mentality-materiality is due to consciousness;
- the arising of consciousness is due to kamma-formations (sa~khÈra);
- the arising of kamma-formations is due to ignorance (avijjÈ).

The meditator, who can discern and understand clearly the causal
relations of PaÔiccasamuppÈda in this way, can abandon and trans-
cend all the 16 doubts in three periods.
• The Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and Conditions

Another meditator discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-
materiality by means of Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda)
in direct order as described on pages 262-263. Then his doubts are
abandoned in the way already stated above.
• The Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and Conditions

Another meditator discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-
materiality by means of the round of kamma (materiality by means of the round of kamma (materiality by means of the round of kamma (materiality by means of the round of kamma (materiality by means of the round of kamma (kamma-vaÔÔakamma-vaÔÔakamma-vaÔÔakamma-vaÔÔakamma-vaÔÔa) and) and) and) and) and
the round of kamma-result (the round of kamma-result (the round of kamma-result (the round of kamma-result (the round of kamma-result (vipÈka-vaÔÔavipÈka-vaÔÔavipÈka-vaÔÔavipÈka-vaÔÔavipÈka-vaÔÔa))))) thus:-

“In my past existence in performing kamma-process (kamma-bhava),
delusion is ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance (avijjÈ), exertion of effort is kamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formations
(sa~khÈra), desiring to get is craving (taÓhÈ), attachment and clinging
is grasping (upÈdÈna), prompting its concomitants to do is volitionvolitionvolitionvolitionvolition
(kamma-bhava). These five past causes, namely, avijja, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,
sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava, are the causes and conditions for rebirth-link-
ing in the present existence.

“Here in the present existence, the rebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linking is rebirth-con-
sciousness (viÒÒÈÓa), the descent into the womb is mentality-matementality-matementality-matementality-matementality-mate-----
rialityrialityrialityrialityriality (nÈma-r|pa), the sensitivity is the sense-basesense-basesense-basesense-basesense-base (saÄÈyatana), the
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contact of sense-object with the sense-base is phassaphassaphassaphassaphassa, what is felt is
feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling (vedanÈ). These five present results, namely, viÒÒÈnaviÒÒÈnaviÒÒÈnaviÒÒÈnaviÒÒÈna, , , , , nÈma-nÈma-nÈma-nÈma-nÈma-
r|pa,r|pa,r|pa,r|pa,r|pa,     saÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatana, , , , , phassaphassaphassaphassaphassa, , , , , vedanÈvedanÈvedanÈvedanÈvedanÈ, constitute the five resultants called
rebirth-process (upapatti-bhava).

“In this present existence, the maturing of sense-bases is ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance,
(avijjÈ), desiring to get is cravingcravingcravingcravingcraving (taÓhÈ), attachment and clinging is
graspinggraspinggraspinggraspinggrasping (upÈdÈna), exertion of effort is kamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formations (sa~-
khÈra), prompting its concomitants to do the action is volitionvolitionvolitionvolitionvolition (kamma-
bhava). These five present causes, namely, avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,
sa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhava, are the causes and conditions for rebirth-
linking in the future existence. Again viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa (rebirth-consciousness),
nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈnÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈnÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈnÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈnÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, constitute five resultants
called rebirth-process in the future existence.

By discerning in this way, the meditator abandons and transcends
his doubts and attains ‘the Purification by Transcending Doubt.the Purification by Transcending Doubt.the Purification by Transcending Doubt.the Purification by Transcending Doubt.the Purification by Transcending Doubt.’

• • • • • The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result EEEEExistxistxistxistxist
When the meditator sees vividly that only kamma and kamma-result

exist in the three periods of time, he understands clearly that -
- only kamma-cause and kamma-result exist;
- only the round of kamma (kamma-vaÔÔa) and the round of kamma-

result (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) exist;
- only the continuous flow of kamma and the continuous flow of

kamma-result exist;
- only volitional action and the fruit of action exist.

When he understands thus, he abandons all the 16 doubts in three
periods of time, and sees clearly that in all kinds of becoming, generation,
destinies, stations of consciousness and abodes of living beings, only
the continuous occurrence of mentality-materiality exists due to cause-
effect relationship.

He sees no doer (kÈraka) over and above the causes and no one
called ‘vedaka’ enjoying the effect over and above the continuous
occurrence of the result. So Ancient Ancient Ancient Ancient Ancient TTTTTeacherseacherseacherseacherseachers said:

“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the
deed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the rightdeed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the rightdeed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the rightdeed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the rightdeed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the right
view.view.view.view.view.

“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-
curs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be knowncurs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be knowncurs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be knowncurs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be knowncurs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be known
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tions called mentality-materiality which has arisen become aged, and
which has aged perish, discerns correctly the causal relations of  the causal relations of  the causal relations of  the causal relations of  the causal relations of PaÔiPaÔiPaÔiPaÔiPaÔiccccc-----
casamuppÈdacasamuppÈdacasamuppÈdacasamuppÈdacasamuppÈda in the reverse order in the reverse order in the reverse order in the reverse order in the reverse order as:-
- the ageing-and-death of formations is due to birth (jÈti);
- the birth of formations is due to kamma-process (kammabhava);
- the arising of kamma-process is due to grasping (upÈdÈna);
- the arising of grasping is due to craving (taÓhÈ);
- the arising of craving is due to feeling (vedanÈ);
- the arising of feeling is due to contact (phassa);
- the arising of contact is due to sense-bases (saÄÈyatana);
- the arising of sense-bases is due to mentality-materiality;
- the arising of mentality-materiality is due to consciousness;
- the arising of consciousness is due to kamma-formations (sa~khÈra);
- the arising of kamma-formations is due to ignorance (avijjÈ).

The meditator, who can discern and understand clearly the causal
relations of PaÔiccasamuppÈda in this way, can abandon and trans-
cend all the 16 doubts in three periods.
• The Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fourth Way of Discerning Causes and Conditions

Another meditator discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-
materiality by means of Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda)
in direct order as described on pages 262-263. Then his doubts are
abandoned in the way already stated above.
• The Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and ConditionsThe Fifth Way of Discerning Causes and Conditions

Another meditator discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-discerns the causes and conditions of mentality-
materiality by means of the round of kamma (materiality by means of the round of kamma (materiality by means of the round of kamma (materiality by means of the round of kamma (materiality by means of the round of kamma (kamma-vaÔÔakamma-vaÔÔakamma-vaÔÔakamma-vaÔÔakamma-vaÔÔa) and) and) and) and) and
the round of kamma-result (the round of kamma-result (the round of kamma-result (the round of kamma-result (the round of kamma-result (vipÈka-vaÔÔavipÈka-vaÔÔavipÈka-vaÔÔavipÈka-vaÔÔavipÈka-vaÔÔa))))) thus:-

“In my past existence in performing kamma-process (kamma-bhava),
delusion is ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance (avijjÈ), exertion of effort is kamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formations
(sa~khÈra), desiring to get is craving (taÓhÈ), attachment and clinging
is grasping (upÈdÈna), prompting its concomitants to do is volitionvolitionvolitionvolitionvolition
(kamma-bhava). These five past causes, namely, avijja, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,
sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava, are the causes and conditions for rebirth-link-
ing in the present existence.

“Here in the present existence, the rebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linking is rebirth-con-
sciousness (viÒÒÈÓa), the descent into the womb is mentality-matementality-matementality-matementality-matementality-mate-----
rialityrialityrialityrialityriality (nÈma-r|pa), the sensitivity is the sense-basesense-basesense-basesense-basesense-base (saÄÈyatana), the
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contact of sense-object with the sense-base is phassaphassaphassaphassaphassa, what is felt is
feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling (vedanÈ). These five present results, namely, viÒÒÈnaviÒÒÈnaviÒÒÈnaviÒÒÈnaviÒÒÈna, , , , , nÈma-nÈma-nÈma-nÈma-nÈma-
r|pa,r|pa,r|pa,r|pa,r|pa,     saÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatana, , , , , phassaphassaphassaphassaphassa, , , , , vedanÈvedanÈvedanÈvedanÈvedanÈ, constitute the five resultants called
rebirth-process (upapatti-bhava).

“In this present existence, the maturing of sense-bases is ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance,
(avijjÈ), desiring to get is cravingcravingcravingcravingcraving (taÓhÈ), attachment and clinging is
graspinggraspinggraspinggraspinggrasping (upÈdÈna), exertion of effort is kamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formations (sa~-
khÈra), prompting its concomitants to do the action is volitionvolitionvolitionvolitionvolition (kamma-
bhava). These five present causes, namely, avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,
sa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhava, are the causes and conditions for rebirth-
linking in the future existence. Again viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa (rebirth-consciousness),
nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈnÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈnÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈnÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈnÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, constitute five resultants
called rebirth-process in the future existence.

By discerning in this way, the meditator abandons and transcends
his doubts and attains ‘the Purification by Transcending Doubt.the Purification by Transcending Doubt.the Purification by Transcending Doubt.the Purification by Transcending Doubt.the Purification by Transcending Doubt.’

• • • • • The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result The Benefits of seeing that only Kamma and Kamma-result EEEEExistxistxistxistxist
When the meditator sees vividly that only kamma and kamma-result

exist in the three periods of time, he understands clearly that -
- only kamma-cause and kamma-result exist;
- only the round of kamma (kamma-vaÔÔa) and the round of kamma-

result (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) exist;
- only the continuous flow of kamma and the continuous flow of

kamma-result exist;
- only volitional action and the fruit of action exist.

When he understands thus, he abandons all the 16 doubts in three
periods of time, and sees clearly that in all kinds of becoming, generation,
destinies, stations of consciousness and abodes of living beings, only
the continuous occurrence of mentality-materiality exists due to cause-
effect relationship.

He sees no doer (kÈraka) over and above the causes and no one
called ‘vedaka’ enjoying the effect over and above the continuous
occurrence of the result. So Ancient Ancient Ancient Ancient Ancient TTTTTeacherseacherseacherseacherseachers said:

“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the“There is no doer of a deed, and no one who reaps the fruit of the
deed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the rightdeed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the rightdeed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the rightdeed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the rightdeed; only causes and effects occur continuously. This in the right
view.view.view.view.view.

“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-“When the round of kamma and the round of kamma-result oc-
curs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be knowncurs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be knowncurs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be knowncurs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be knowncurs continuously in rotation, their first beginning cannot be known
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just as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed andjust as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed andjust as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed andjust as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed andjust as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed and
the tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round ofthe tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round ofthe tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round ofthe tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round ofthe tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round of
rebirths (rebirths (rebirths (rebirths (rebirths (saÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈra) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and
the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.

“Because of the ignorance of the meaning of the absence of a doer
of deeds, the heretics (titthiyas) grasp the perception of a ‘living being’
and take either ‘the view of eternity of the beingthe view of eternity of the beingthe view of eternity of the beingthe view of eternity of the beingthe view of eternity of the being’ or ‘the view ofthe view ofthe view ofthe view ofthe view of
annihilation of the beingannihilation of the beingannihilation of the beingannihilation of the beingannihilation of the being’ after death. They oppose one another and
develop 62 kinds of wrong view. Being bound by the rope of wrong
view, they drift on the stream of craving (taÓhÈ). They are not free
from suffering.

“The monk or disciple of the Buddha, with direct knowledge of this
fact, knows the subtle cause which is void of a being or a doer of
deeds or the enjoyer of the fruit.

“There is no kamma in the result, nor does the result exist in the
kamma. Though they are void of each other, there is no fruit without
the kamma.

“Fire does not exist in the sun-light, in a lens, or in dried cowdung,
or outside them; yet fire arises when the lens focuses the sun-light on
cowdung.

“Similarly the result exists neither inside the kamma nor outside the
kamma; also the kamma does not exist in the result; in reality the fruit
or result is born from the kamma.

“Therefore, in the whole universe, there is no God, no BrahmÈ,
no Creator, no Almighty Person, who can create the khandha-
stream and the round of rebirths. Depending on the causes, only
mentality-materiality arise and perish rapidly and incessantly
causing the khandha-stream to flow on continuously.”

• Clear Understanding of all the DhammasClear Understanding of all the DhammasClear Understanding of all the DhammasClear Understanding of all the DhammasClear Understanding of all the Dhammas
When the meditator has discerned all the causes of mentality-mate-

riality by means of the round of kamma and the round of kamma-
result as above, and has abandoned all doubts in three periods of time,
he understood clearly all past, future and present dhammas by means
of death and rebirth-linking.

This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ’ — the’ — the’ — the’ — the’ — the
knowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that shouldknowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that shouldknowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that shouldknowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that shouldknowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that should
be known precisely with natural characteristics.be known precisely with natural characteristics.be known precisely with natural characteristics.be known precisely with natural characteristics.be known precisely with natural characteristics.
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That meditator also understands as follows.
In the past existence the aggregates of mentality-materiality pro-

duced by kamma had existed. They all perished in the past existence.
In this present existence, new aggregates arise on account of a past
kamma. No aggregate has migrated from the past to the present.

The present aggregates will all perish in the present existence. In the
future existence new aggregates will arise again on account of a present
kamma. No aggregate will migrate from the present existence to the
future existence.
• The Similes of Linking two ExistencesThe Similes of Linking two ExistencesThe Similes of Linking two ExistencesThe Similes of Linking two ExistencesThe Similes of Linking two Existences
1 The recitationrecitationrecitationrecitationrecitation from the teacher’s mouth does not enter the pupil’s

mouth. Yet on account of the teacher’s recitation, a similar recitation
arises in the pupil’s mouth.

2 The waterwaterwaterwaterwater, over which mantras have been recited for therapeutic
effect, was drunk by the proxy or representative. It does not enter
the sick man’s stomach; yet the sickness is cured.

3 The thanatkharthanatkharthanatkharthanatkharthanatkhar (fragrant-bark paste) or make-upmake-upmake-upmake-upmake-up applied on the
face does not pass over to the image which appears in the mirror.
Yet on account of that applied fragrant paste or make-up, the paste
or make-up appears on the face of the image.

4 When a man lights a lamplights a lamplights a lamplights a lamplights a lamp from the flame of another lamp, the
flame does not pass over from the wick of the lighted lamp to the
wick of the other lamp. Yet on account of the flame of the lighted
lamp, the other lamp becomes lighted.

In the same wayIn the same wayIn the same wayIn the same wayIn the same way no mentality-materiality passed over from the past
existence to the present existence, and no mentality-materiality will
pass over from the present existence to the future existence.

On account of the aggregates, sense-bases and elements of the past
existence, new aggregates, sense-bases and elements arise in the
present existence, and on account of the present aggregates, sense-
bases and elements, new aggregates, sense-bases and elements will
arise again in the future existence.

Thus in rebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linking, there is no dhamma which separates the
death-consciousness and the rebirth-consciousness, and there is no
space between the two consciousnesses. Also no mentality-materiali-
ty pass over from the death-consciousness of the past life to the re-
birth-consciousness of the future life. Yet the rebirth-consciousness
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just as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed andjust as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed andjust as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed andjust as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed andjust as the first beginning of the continuous round of the seed and
the tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round ofthe tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round ofthe tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round ofthe tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round ofthe tree cannot be known. In the future, if the continuous round of
rebirths (rebirths (rebirths (rebirths (rebirths (saÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈra) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and) exists, the extinction of the round of kamma and
the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.the round of kamma-result cannot be seen.

“Because of the ignorance of the meaning of the absence of a doer
of deeds, the heretics (titthiyas) grasp the perception of a ‘living being’
and take either ‘the view of eternity of the beingthe view of eternity of the beingthe view of eternity of the beingthe view of eternity of the beingthe view of eternity of the being’ or ‘the view ofthe view ofthe view ofthe view ofthe view of
annihilation of the beingannihilation of the beingannihilation of the beingannihilation of the beingannihilation of the being’ after death. They oppose one another and
develop 62 kinds of wrong view. Being bound by the rope of wrong
view, they drift on the stream of craving (taÓhÈ). They are not free
from suffering.

“The monk or disciple of the Buddha, with direct knowledge of this
fact, knows the subtle cause which is void of a being or a doer of
deeds or the enjoyer of the fruit.

“There is no kamma in the result, nor does the result exist in the
kamma. Though they are void of each other, there is no fruit without
the kamma.

“Fire does not exist in the sun-light, in a lens, or in dried cowdung,
or outside them; yet fire arises when the lens focuses the sun-light on
cowdung.

“Similarly the result exists neither inside the kamma nor outside the
kamma; also the kamma does not exist in the result; in reality the fruit
or result is born from the kamma.

“Therefore, in the whole universe, there is no God, no BrahmÈ,
no Creator, no Almighty Person, who can create the khandha-
stream and the round of rebirths. Depending on the causes, only
mentality-materiality arise and perish rapidly and incessantly
causing the khandha-stream to flow on continuously.”

• Clear Understanding of all the DhammasClear Understanding of all the DhammasClear Understanding of all the DhammasClear Understanding of all the DhammasClear Understanding of all the Dhammas
When the meditator has discerned all the causes of mentality-mate-

riality by means of the round of kamma and the round of kamma-
result as above, and has abandoned all doubts in three periods of time,
he understood clearly all past, future and present dhammas by means
of death and rebirth-linking.

This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘This knowledge of the meditator is called ‘©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ’ — the’ — the’ — the’ — the’ — the
knowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that shouldknowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that shouldknowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that shouldknowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that shouldknowledge of understanding clearly all the dhammas that should
be known precisely with natural characteristics.be known precisely with natural characteristics.be known precisely with natural characteristics.be known precisely with natural characteristics.be known precisely with natural characteristics.
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That meditator also understands as follows.
In the past existence the aggregates of mentality-materiality pro-

duced by kamma had existed. They all perished in the past existence.
In this present existence, new aggregates arise on account of a past
kamma. No aggregate has migrated from the past to the present.

The present aggregates will all perish in the present existence. In the
future existence new aggregates will arise again on account of a present
kamma. No aggregate will migrate from the present existence to the
future existence.
• The Similes of Linking two ExistencesThe Similes of Linking two ExistencesThe Similes of Linking two ExistencesThe Similes of Linking two ExistencesThe Similes of Linking two Existences
1 The recitationrecitationrecitationrecitationrecitation from the teacher’s mouth does not enter the pupil’s

mouth. Yet on account of the teacher’s recitation, a similar recitation
arises in the pupil’s mouth.

2 The waterwaterwaterwaterwater, over which mantras have been recited for therapeutic
effect, was drunk by the proxy or representative. It does not enter
the sick man’s stomach; yet the sickness is cured.

3 The thanatkharthanatkharthanatkharthanatkharthanatkhar (fragrant-bark paste) or make-upmake-upmake-upmake-upmake-up applied on the
face does not pass over to the image which appears in the mirror.
Yet on account of that applied fragrant paste or make-up, the paste
or make-up appears on the face of the image.

4 When a man lights a lamplights a lamplights a lamplights a lamplights a lamp from the flame of another lamp, the
flame does not pass over from the wick of the lighted lamp to the
wick of the other lamp. Yet on account of the flame of the lighted
lamp, the other lamp becomes lighted.

In the same wayIn the same wayIn the same wayIn the same wayIn the same way no mentality-materiality passed over from the past
existence to the present existence, and no mentality-materiality will
pass over from the present existence to the future existence.

On account of the aggregates, sense-bases and elements of the past
existence, new aggregates, sense-bases and elements arise in the
present existence, and on account of the present aggregates, sense-
bases and elements, new aggregates, sense-bases and elements will
arise again in the future existence.

Thus in rebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linkingrebirth-linking, there is no dhamma which separates the
death-consciousness and the rebirth-consciousness, and there is no
space between the two consciousnesses. Also no mentality-materiali-
ty pass over from the death-consciousness of the past life to the re-
birth-consciousness of the future life. Yet the rebirth-consciousness
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does not fail to arise.
• The Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas ClearlyThe Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas ClearlyThe Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas ClearlyThe Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas ClearlyThe Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas Clearly

When the meditator understands all mentality-materiality by means
of death and rebirth-linking, his knowledge of discerning the causes
of mentality-materiality becomes strong and rapid. He can abandon
the 16 kinds of doubt more effectively. Not only that, he also aban-
dons the 8 kinds of sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), and the 62 kinds of
wrong view.
• The 8 Kinds of Sceptical Doubt (The 8 Kinds of Sceptical Doubt (The 8 Kinds of Sceptical Doubt (The 8 Kinds of Sceptical Doubt (The 8 Kinds of Sceptical Doubt (VccikicchÈVccikicchÈVccikicchÈVccikicchÈVccikicchÈ)))))
1 The doubt about the Buddha,
2 The doubt about the Dhamma,
3 The doubt about the SaÑgha,
4 The doubt about kamma and its result,
5 The doubt about past aggregates, sense-bases and elements,
6 The doubt about future aggregates, sense-bases and elements,
7 The doubt about the front-end and the rear-end of the present

aggregates, sense-bases and elements,
8 The doubt about PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal relations.
• The Attainment ofThe Attainment ofThe Attainment ofThe Attainment ofThe Attainment of          Purification by Overcoming DoubtsPurification by Overcoming DoubtsPurification by Overcoming DoubtsPurification by Overcoming DoubtsPurification by Overcoming Doubts

The meditator, who has discerned the causes of mentality and mate-
riality by the various methods described above, transcends all doubts
in three periods of time and attains the Knowledge of Purification Knowledge of Purification Knowledge of Purification Knowledge of Purification Knowledge of Purification
by Transcending Doubtsby Transcending Doubtsby Transcending Doubtsby Transcending Doubtsby Transcending Doubts (Ka~khÈvitaraÓa-Visuddhi). Other names
for this knowledge are:
— DhammaÔhiti-nÈÓaDhammaÔhiti-nÈÓaDhammaÔhiti-nÈÓaDhammaÔhiti-nÈÓaDhammaÔhiti-nÈÓa — the knowledge of knowing the Dhamma

depending on which mentality-materiality exists,
— YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of knowing things as they

really are,
— SammÈdassana-ÒÈÓaSammÈdassana-ÒÈÓaSammÈdassana-ÒÈÓaSammÈdassana-ÒÈÓaSammÈdassana-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of knowing things correctly,
— NÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaNÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaNÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaNÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaNÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of discern-

ing the causes for the arising of mentality-materiality.
• PaÔisambhidÈmagga StatementsPaÔisambhidÈmagga StatementsPaÔisambhidÈmagga StatementsPaÔisambhidÈmagga StatementsPaÔisambhidÈmagga Statements

“Ignorance (avijjÈ) is a cause; kamma-formations (sa~khÈra) is the
result which arises depending on the cause. And avijjÈ and sa~khÈra
are also the results which arise depending on causes. The knowledge
which can discern the causes thus is DhammaÔhiti-ÒÈÓa".
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QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion — Which dhammas are understood correctly by a person
who reflects: “anicca — impermanence”? How does sammÈdassana-
ÒÈÓa arise?

AnswerAnswerAnswerAnswerAnswer — The person who reflects ‘anicca — impermanence’ knows
and sees correctly the sign of formations (mentality-materiality).
The knowledge which knows and sees correctly in this way is
sammÈdassana-ÒÈÓa.

QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion — By inference from what has been clearly seen presently,
how should one see clearly that all formations are impermanent?
Wherein is doubt abandoned?

AnswerAnswerAnswerAnswerAnswer — By inference from what has been clearly seen presently,
one should clearly know and see that all formations are imperma-
nent. Doubt should be abandonad in all the dhammas which have
been clearly seen.

QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion — A person reflects: “dukkha — suffering ..... anatta — not
self”; which dhammas will he know and see correctly? Wherein is
doubt abandoned?

AnswerAnswerAnswerAnswerAnswer — A person, who reflects ‘dukkha — suffering’, will know
and see correctly the incessantly arisen stream of mentality-materi-
ality. A person, who reflects ‘anatta — not-self’, will know and see
correctly the sign of formations as well as the stream of mentality-
materiality. Hence it is called ‘sammÈdassana = right seeing’. Thus
by inference from what has been known and seen clearly, one
can see clearly that all formations are anatta — not-self. Doubt is
abandoned in all clearly seen dhammas.

QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion — Are yathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa, sammÈdassana-ÒÈÓa and ka~khÈvi-
taraÓa-ÒÈÓa different in meaning as well as in sound (sadda)?

AnswerAnswerAnswerAnswerAnswer — YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa (correct knowledge), sammÈdassana-ÒÈÓa
(right seeing) and ka~khÈvitaraÓa-ÒÈÓa (knowledge of transcend-
ing doubt) are the same in meaning but different in sound.

• Becoming a Junior Stream-winnerBecoming a Junior Stream-winnerBecoming a Junior Stream-winnerBecoming a Junior Stream-winnerBecoming a Junior Stream-winner
The meditator, who has developed NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-ÒÈÓa and

yathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa or the Knowledge of Purification by Transcending
Doubts, has temporarily eliminated two defilements — viz., diÔÔhi
(wrong view) and vicikicchÈ (sceptical doubt).

He now becomes a junior stream-winnerjunior stream-winnerjunior stream-winnerjunior stream-winnerjunior stream-winner, who resembles a full
stream-winner (sotÈpanna). He has found comfort in the Buddha’s
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does not fail to arise.
• The Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas ClearlyThe Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas ClearlyThe Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas ClearlyThe Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas ClearlyThe Benefits of Understanding all Dhammas Clearly
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— NÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaNÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaNÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaNÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaNÈmar|papaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of discern-
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• PaÔisambhidÈmagga StatementsPaÔisambhidÈmagga StatementsPaÔisambhidÈmagga StatementsPaÔisambhidÈmagga StatementsPaÔisambhidÈmagga Statements
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Dispensation; he has found a foothold, he is certain of his destiny. He
will not be reborn in the woeful abode in the next existence.
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• • • • • Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

1 Does mentality-materiality arise without a cause or is it created by a
Creator? (p. 257)

2 How is a baby conceived in a mother’s womb? What are the causes
which give rise to the baby and describe the roles they play with
examples. (pp. 257-258)

3 How should a meditator proceed to discern the causes of mentality-
materiality? (p. 258)

4 Why do living beings have to undergo the round of rebirths? Why
should a meditator penetratively discern the PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal
relations? (p. 259)

5 What are the causes which give rise to the present existence and the
future existence? What are the results they give rise to? (p. 259)
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6 What are the 16 doubts pertaining to three periods of time? How can
a meditator transcend these doubts? (pp. 258, 259, 260-263)

7 What are the causes which are common to all mentality and the
causes which are not common to all mentality? (p. 264)

8 What are the causes which give rise to materiality? How can a medi-
tator discern them? (p. 264)

9 How can a meditator discern the causal relations of PaÔiccasamuppÈda
in the reverse order? What benefits will he attain? (pp. 264-265)

10 How can a meditator discern the causes and conditions of mentali-
ty-materiality by means of the round of kamma and the round of
kamma-result? (pp. 265-266)

11 What are the benefits of seeing that only kamma and kamma-result
exist in three periods of time? (pp. 266-267)

12 What is the knowledge which is called ‘©ÈtapariÒÒÈ’? What does a
meditator with this knowledge understand? (pp. 267-268)

13 Describe with two similes the nature of rebirth-linking of two exis-
tences. (pp. 268-269)

14 What is a Junior Stream-winner? How can we become Junior
Stream-winners? (p. 270-271)
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CHAPTER XVII —CHAPTER XVII —CHAPTER XVII —CHAPTER XVII —CHAPTER XVII — PURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BY
KNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THEKNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THEKNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THEKNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THEKNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THE
RIGHT PATH AND THE WRONG PATHRIGHT PATH AND THE WRONG PATHRIGHT PATH AND THE WRONG PATHRIGHT PATH AND THE WRONG PATHRIGHT PATH AND THE WRONG PATH
(((((MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi)))))

• • • • • The Beginning of VipassanÈThe Beginning of VipassanÈThe Beginning of VipassanÈThe Beginning of VipassanÈThe Beginning of VipassanÈ
After achieving the Purification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of ViewPurification of View (DiÔÔhi-visuddhi) by develop-

ing the knowledge of characterizing mentality and materiality (NÈna-
r|pa-pariccheda-ÒÈÓa) and the Purification by Overcoming Doubts
(Ka~khÈvitarana-visuddhi) by developing the knowledge of discern-
ing of the causes of mentality-materiality (NÈmar|pa-paccaya-parigga-
ha-ÒÈÓa), the meditator is ready to undertake vipassanÈ-meditationvipassanÈ-meditationvipassanÈ-meditationvipassanÈ-meditationvipassanÈ-meditation.

However, he must further clarify his knowledge of the ultimate re-
alities by again defining each consciousness, each mental factor and
each ultimate materiality by its characteristic (lakkhaÓa), function (rasa),
manifestation (paccupaÔÔhÈna) and the nearest cause for its arising
(padaÔÔhÈna) as pointed out in MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta1 and the Com-
mentaries. 2,3

After redefining each citta, each cetasika, and r|pa internally (in
himself) and externally (in others), he finds that his knowledge about
ultimate realities becomes very clear.
• VipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s Way

Some teachers said that just meditating on one materiality or one
mentality will lead to the realization of NibbÈna. This is not correct
and not the Buddha’s Way.

Abhidhamma Commentary4 and Visuddhimagga Commentary5 state
that:
1 meditating on materialities alone will not lead to Path-wisdom;
2 meditating on mentalities alone will not lead to Path-wisdom;
3 meditating on only five internal aggregates will not lead to Path-

wisdom;
4 meditating on only five external aggregates will not lead to Path-

wisdom.
5 According to instructions in Visuddhimagga6, PaÔisambhidÈ PÈÄi7,
Samyutta PÈÄi8, M|lapaÓÓasa Commentary9, one must meditate on all
internal materialities and mentalities, all external materialities and

mentalities, all mundane ultimate materialities and mentalities, which
represent the causal relations of Dependent Origination, pertaining to
the past, to the present, and to the future.

• To Develop the Purification by Knowledge and Vision of theTo Develop the Purification by Knowledge and Vision of theTo Develop the Purification by Knowledge and Vision of theTo Develop the Purification by Knowledge and Vision of theTo Develop the Purification by Knowledge and Vision of the
Path and not-PathPath and not-PathPath and not-PathPath and not-PathPath and not-Path
The critaria of this Purification is Sammasana-ÒÈÓa and the first part

of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa. Sammasana-ÒÈÓaSammasana-ÒÈÓaSammasana-ÒÈÓaSammasana-ÒÈÓaSammasana-ÒÈÓa is the knowledge of defining
mentality-materiality as impermanence, suffering and not-self. It is
the first insight knowledge (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa). Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓa is the
knowledge which distinctly comprehends mentality-materiality at the
genetic moment as well as at the perishing moment together with three
characteristic marks of existence.

To develop this Purification, the meditator should begin with kalÈpa-kalÈpa-kalÈpa-kalÈpa-kalÈpa-
sammasanasammasanasammasanasammasanasammasana, which is the comprehension of all conditioned things
(sa~khÈra or nÈma-r|pa) by groups without differentiating them as
belonging to the past, to the future or to the present. This ‘Compre-Compre-Compre-Compre-Compre-
hension by Groupshension by Groupshension by Groupshension by Groupshension by Groups’ (KalÈpa-sammasana) is the beginning of in-
sight or vipassanÈ. This should be done next to the Overcoming of
Doubts.

Furthermore, when TÊranapariÒÒÈ arises, the Knowledge of discern-
ing the Path and Not-Path also arises, and TÊranapariÒÒÈ arises soon
after ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ has arisen.
• Three Types of Mundane PariÒÒÈThree Types of Mundane PariÒÒÈThree Types of Mundane PariÒÒÈThree Types of Mundane PariÒÒÈThree Types of Mundane PariÒÒÈ

‘PariÒÒÈ’ is the knowledge of comprehending precisely. Three mun-
dane pariÒÒÈs are ÒÈtapariÒÒÈ, tÊranapariÒÒÈ, and pahÈnapariÒÒÈ.
1 ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men-----

tality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full undertality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full undertality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full undertality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full undertality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full under-----
standing as the knownstanding as the knownstanding as the knownstanding as the knownstanding as the known.....’
This knowledge understands fully the various kinds of mentality

and materiality together with their natural characteristics. It understands
that the dhamma which has the characteristic of changing its form,
colour or state owing to adverse physical conditions is ‘materiality’
(r|pa). The dhamma which enjoys the taste of sensation is ‘feeling’
(vedanÈ), etc.
2 TÊranapariÒÒÈTÊranapariÒÒÈTÊranapariÒÒÈTÊranapariÒÒÈTÊranapariÒÒÈ is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the

sensesensesensesensesense     of investigating.of investigating.of investigating.of investigating.of investigating. It is also called ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full UUUUUnderstanding asnderstanding asnderstanding asnderstanding asnderstanding as
IIIIInvestigation.’nvestigation.’nvestigation.’nvestigation.’nvestigation.’
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‘PariÒÒÈ’ is the knowledge of comprehending precisely. Three mun-
dane pariÒÒÈs are ÒÈtapariÒÒÈ, tÊranapariÒÒÈ, and pahÈnapariÒÒÈ.
1 ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men is the Knowledge of Understanding fully the men-----

tality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full undertality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full undertality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full undertality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full undertality-materiality and their causes. It is also called ‘Full under-----
standing as the knownstanding as the knownstanding as the knownstanding as the knownstanding as the known.....’
This knowledge understands fully the various kinds of mentality

and materiality together with their natural characteristics. It understands
that the dhamma which has the characteristic of changing its form,
colour or state owing to adverse physical conditions is ‘materiality’
(r|pa). The dhamma which enjoys the taste of sensation is ‘feeling’
(vedanÈ), etc.
2 TÊranapariÒÒÈTÊranapariÒÒÈTÊranapariÒÒÈTÊranapariÒÒÈTÊranapariÒÒÈ is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the is the Knowledge of Understanding Fully in the

sensesensesensesensesense     of investigating.of investigating.of investigating.of investigating.of investigating. It is also called ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full UUUUUnderstanding asnderstanding asnderstanding asnderstanding asnderstanding as
IIIIInvestigation.’nvestigation.’nvestigation.’nvestigation.’nvestigation.’
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After understading fully the mentalities and the materialities by means
of their respective natural characteristics, the meditator investigates
their common characteristics as: “materiality is impermanent, feeling
is impermanant, etc.” The knowledge which arises by investigating
common characteristics and which focuses on common characteristics
is called ‘TÊranapariÒÒÈ’‘TÊranapariÒÒÈ’‘TÊranapariÒÒÈ’‘TÊranapariÒÒÈ’‘TÊranapariÒÒÈ’.....
3 PahÈnapariÒÒÈPahÈnapariÒÒÈPahÈnapariÒÒÈPahÈnapariÒÒÈPahÈnapariÒÒÈ is the Knowledge of Understading Fully with is the Knowledge of Understading Fully with is the Knowledge of Understading Fully with is the Knowledge of Understading Fully with is the Knowledge of Understading Fully with

Elimination.Elimination.Elimination.Elimination.Elimination. It is also called ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full ‘Full UUUUUnderstanding with nderstanding with nderstanding with nderstanding with nderstanding with EEEEElimination’.limination’.limination’.limination’.limination’.
By means of the knowledge of understanding fully in the sence of

investigating common characteristics the insight knowledge of
understading fully with elimination of wrong perceptions such as the
perception of permanence (nicca-saÒÒÈ) arises by focusing on char-
acteristics.
• The Planes of three PariÒÒÈsThe Planes of three PariÒÒÈsThe Planes of three PariÒÒÈsThe Planes of three PariÒÒÈsThe Planes of three PariÒÒÈs

The Plane or area of ©ÈtapariÒÒÈ  extends from nÈmar|pa-pariccheda-
ÒÈÓa to nÈmar|pa-paccayapariggaha-ÒÈÓa. In this interval the under-
standing of the natural characteristics of the respective mentalities and
materialities predominates.

The plane of TÊranapariÒÒÈ extends from kalÈpa-sammasana-ÒÈÓa
to udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa. In this interval the understanding of the common
characteristics of mentalities and materialities predominates.

The plane of PahÈnapariÒÒÈ extends from ba~ga-ÒÈÓa to higher
wisdoms up to the 4 Path-wisdoms.

Starting from ba~ga-ÒÈÓa, when the meditator contemplates men-
tality-materiality as ‘anicca = impermanent’, he eliminates the percep-
tion of ‘nicca = permanent’. When he contemplates nÈma-r|pa as
‘dukkha = suffering’, he eliminates the perception of ‘sukha = plea-
sant’. When he contemplates formations as ‘anatta = not-self’, he elimi-
nates the perception of ‘atta = self’. In this way the Buddha described
7 anupassanÈs (repeated contemplations) starting from aniccÈ-n|pas-
sanÈ as follows.
• Seven Seven Seven Seven Seven AnupassanÈsAnupassanÈsAnupassanÈsAnupassanÈsAnupassanÈs and the Dhammas Eliminated and the Dhammas Eliminated and the Dhammas Eliminated and the Dhammas Eliminated and the Dhammas Eliminated
1 AniccÈnupassanÈ eliminates nicca-saÒÒÈ (perception of permanent).
2 DukkhÈnupassanÈ eliminates sukhasaÒÒÈ (perception of pleasant).
3 AnattÈnupassanÈ eliminates attasaÒÒÈ (perception of self).
4 NibbidÈnupassanÈ eliminates nandÊ (delighting).
5 VirÈgÈnupassanÈ eliminates rÈga (attachment).
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6 NirodhÈnupassanÈ eliminates samudaya (cause of suffering).
7 PaÔiniccaggÈnupassanÈ eliminates ÈdÈna (grasping).

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: nibbida = boredom, feeling bored with the round of rebirths.
    VirÈga = detachment; nirodha = extinction;
    PaÔiniccagga = abandonment.

• • • • • 1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method
Any materiality whatever, whether past, future or present, internal

or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near — he de-
fines all that materiality as impermanence (anicca), as painful (dukkha),
and as not-self (anatta). This is the sammasana-ÒÈna which arises in
contemplation of the materiality-aggregate (r|pakkhandha).

In a similar way he develops the sammasana-ÒÈÓa in contemplation
of the feeling-aggregate (vedanakkhandha), the perception-aggregate
(sannakkhandha), the formations-aggregate (sa~khÈrakkhandha) and
the consciousness-aggregate (vinnÈnakkhandha).
• 2 • 2 • 2 • 2 • 2 AddhÈna-sammasana MethodAddhÈna-sammasana MethodAddhÈna-sammasana MethodAddhÈna-sammasana MethodAddhÈna-sammasana Method

This method investigates the conditioned things in the 31 planes of
existence by way of duration. He divides the conditioned things into
the past, the present and the future groups. He meditates thus:

“The material group in the past life has all perished in the past
life. It does not pass on to the present life. Because of its nature
of perishing and passing away, it is anicca. Because of its na-
ture of fearfulness, it is dukkha. Because of its nature of ‘not-
self’, it is anatta.”

Then considering the fact that all the material groups in the present
life will perish in this life and will not pass on to the future life, he
again contemplates the present material gorups as anicca, dukkha,
and anatta.

He contemplates the four mental aggregates in the same way, con-
sidering one aggregate at a time.

• • • • • 3 Santati-sammasana Method3 Santati-sammasana Method3 Santati-sammasana Method3 Santati-sammasana Method3 Santati-sammasana Method
This method investigates the conditioned things in the 31 planes of

existence in terms of continuous series. The meditator divides the
material groups in one life as a series of hot materiality, a series of
cold materiality, etc.

He then meditates thus:
“The hot series of materiality has arisen and perished. It does
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After understading fully the mentalities and the materialities by means
of their respective natural characteristics, the meditator investigates
their common characteristics as: “materiality is impermanent, feeling
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The plane of PahÈnapariÒÒÈ extends from ba~ga-ÒÈÓa to higher
wisdoms up to the 4 Path-wisdoms.

Starting from ba~ga-ÒÈÓa, when the meditator contemplates men-
tality-materiality as ‘anicca = impermanent’, he eliminates the percep-
tion of ‘nicca = permanent’. When he contemplates nÈma-r|pa as
‘dukkha = suffering’, he eliminates the perception of ‘sukha = plea-
sant’. When he contemplates formations as ‘anatta = not-self’, he elimi-
nates the perception of ‘atta = self’. In this way the Buddha described
7 anupassanÈs (repeated contemplations) starting from aniccÈ-n|pas-
sanÈ as follows.
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6 NirodhÈnupassanÈ eliminates samudaya (cause of suffering).
7 PaÔiniccaggÈnupassanÈ eliminates ÈdÈna (grasping).

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: nibbida = boredom, feeling bored with the round of rebirths.
    VirÈga = detachment; nirodha = extinction;
    PaÔiniccagga = abandonment.

• • • • • 1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method1 KalÈpa-sammasana Method
Any materiality whatever, whether past, future or present, internal

or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near — he de-
fines all that materiality as impermanence (anicca), as painful (dukkha),
and as not-self (anatta). This is the sammasana-ÒÈna which arises in
contemplation of the materiality-aggregate (r|pakkhandha).

In a similar way he develops the sammasana-ÒÈÓa in contemplation
of the feeling-aggregate (vedanakkhandha), the perception-aggregate
(sannakkhandha), the formations-aggregate (sa~khÈrakkhandha) and
the consciousness-aggregate (vinnÈnakkhandha).
• 2 • 2 • 2 • 2 • 2 AddhÈna-sammasana MethodAddhÈna-sammasana MethodAddhÈna-sammasana MethodAddhÈna-sammasana MethodAddhÈna-sammasana Method

This method investigates the conditioned things in the 31 planes of
existence by way of duration. He divides the conditioned things into
the past, the present and the future groups. He meditates thus:

“The material group in the past life has all perished in the past
life. It does not pass on to the present life. Because of its nature
of perishing and passing away, it is anicca. Because of its na-
ture of fearfulness, it is dukkha. Because of its nature of ‘not-
self’, it is anatta.”

Then considering the fact that all the material groups in the present
life will perish in this life and will not pass on to the future life, he
again contemplates the present material gorups as anicca, dukkha,
and anatta.

He contemplates the four mental aggregates in the same way, con-
sidering one aggregate at a time.

• • • • • 3 Santati-sammasana Method3 Santati-sammasana Method3 Santati-sammasana Method3 Santati-sammasana Method3 Santati-sammasana Method
This method investigates the conditioned things in the 31 planes of

existence in terms of continuous series. The meditator divides the
material groups in one life as a series of hot materiality, a series of
cold materiality, etc.

He then meditates thus:
“The hot series of materiality has arisen and perished. It does
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not pass on to the cold series of materiality. Because of its na-
ture of perishing and passing away, it is anicca. Because of its
fearful and painful nature, it is dukkha. Because of its nature of
not-self, it is anatta.”

Similarly considering the various cognitive series of consciousness,
he meditates that the eye-door cognitive series of consciousness per-
ishes soon after it has arisen and it does not pass on to the ear-door
cognitive series; that the ear-door cognitive series of consciousness
also perishes soon after it has arisen and it does not pass on to the
nose-door cognitive series of consciousness, and so on. So they are
anicca, dukkha and anatta on account of their impermanent, painful
and not-self natures.

• • • • • 4 Kha4 Kha4 Kha4 Kha4 KhaÓÓÓÓÓa-sammasana Methoda-sammasana Methoda-sammasana Methoda-sammasana Methoda-sammasana Method
This method investigates the conditioned things in the 31 planes of

existence by way of momentariness.
The meditator meditates thus: “The material group which was

formed in the past moment has perished after 17 conscious-
ness-moments. It does not pass on to the present moment. Be-
cause of its passing-away nature, it is anicca. Because of its
nature of fearfulness, it is dukkha. Because of its nature of not-
self, it is anatta.
“The mental group (citta and cetasikas) which has arisen at the

moment of past bhava~ga-citta, perishes soon after that mo-
ment and it does not pass on to the moment of vibrating
bhava~ga-citta. Because of its impermanent nature, it is anicca.
Because of its painful nature, it is dukkha. Because of its not-
self nature, it is anatta.”

He meditates in the same way for successive mental groups.
• Practical Vipassana MeditationPractical Vipassana MeditationPractical Vipassana MeditationPractical Vipassana MeditationPractical Vipassana Meditation

After redefining each ultimate materiality and each mentality (citta
and cetasika) by its characteristic, function, manifestation and nearest
cause for its arising internally in himself and externally in others, the
meditator’s knowledge about ultimate realities becomes very clear (as
described on page 273). So he can undertake practical vipassanÈ medi-
tation as practised in International Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centres,
where samatha-meditation and vipassanÈ meditation are being prac-
tised in detail as taught by the Buddha, incorporating the teachings of
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the Buddha on meditation in Visuddhimagga, various Suttas and Com-
mentaries.

• • • • • 1 VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Materialities1 VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Materialities1 VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Materialities1 VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Materialities1 VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Materialities
The meditator can now undertake vipassanÈ beginning with what is

easier, and it is easier to do vipassanÈ meditation with materiality rather
than to begin with mentality.

He first discerns the 18 real r|pas (nipphanna r|pas) in the six sense-
doors and in the 42 body-parts (koÔÔhÈsas), and contemplates the nature
of impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and not-self (anatta),
pertaining to each r|pa in each sense-door and in each body-part as
well as to all r|pas in all the six sense-doors and the 42 body-parts.

He discerns the nature of arising and perishing of each r|pa with his
wisdom and contemplates repeatedly the nature of impermanence as
‘anicca, anicca’, both internally and externally.

He discerns the nature of suffering by being tortured incessantly by
the perishing of r|pas and repeatedly contemplates ‘dukkha, dukkha’,
both internally and externally.

He discerns clearly with his wisdom the absence of a permanent,
imperishable substance that can be called a ‘self’ or ‘soul’ and contem-
plates repeatedly ‘anatta, anatta’, both internally and externally.

In contemplating the three characteristic marks of existence, he
should not focus his mind on tiny particles called ‘r|pa-kalÈpas’ for
they are not ultimate materialities and they will disappear as medita-
tion progresses. Instead, he analyzes the particles to observe ultimate
materialities (pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo, vÈyo, vaÓÓa, gandha, rasa, ojÈ, etc.)
and focuses his attention on the rapid arising and perishing of these
ultimate realities.

Also he should not contemplate three characteristics of existence on
ten unreal materialities (anipphanna r|pas), because these materiali-
ties should not be contemplated in vipassanÈ meditation.

• • • • • 2 Meditation on Foulness (2 Meditation on Foulness (2 Meditation on Foulness (2 Meditation on Foulness (2 Meditation on Foulness (Asubha BhÈvanÈAsubha BhÈvanÈAsubha BhÈvanÈAsubha BhÈvanÈAsubha BhÈvanÈ)))))
The Buddha stated in GirimÈ Sutta and Megiya Sutta that a vipassanÈ-

meditator should practise Asubha BhÈvanÈ to get rid of lust (rÈga).
Worldlings are, as a rule, very strongly attached to their bodies as well
as to others’ bodies with lust, and lust is the greatest lust is the greatest lust is the greatest lust is the greatest lust is the greatest eeeeenemy of medi-nemy of medi-nemy of medi-nemy of medi-nemy of medi-
tation. The best way to suppress lust and the best remedy to curetation. The best way to suppress lust and the best remedy to curetation. The best way to suppress lust and the best remedy to curetation. The best way to suppress lust and the best remedy to curetation. The best way to suppress lust and the best remedy to cure
lust-disease is to practise Asubha BhavanÈ.lust-disease is to practise Asubha BhavanÈ.lust-disease is to practise Asubha BhavanÈ.lust-disease is to practise Asubha BhavanÈ.lust-disease is to practise Asubha BhavanÈ. This meditation was made
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not pass on to the cold series of materiality. Because of its na-
ture of perishing and passing away, it is anicca. Because of its
fearful and painful nature, it is dukkha. Because of its nature of
not-self, it is anatta.”

Similarly considering the various cognitive series of consciousness,
he meditates that the eye-door cognitive series of consciousness per-
ishes soon after it has arisen and it does not pass on to the ear-door
cognitive series; that the ear-door cognitive series of consciousness
also perishes soon after it has arisen and it does not pass on to the
nose-door cognitive series of consciousness, and so on. So they are
anicca, dukkha and anatta on account of their impermanent, painful
and not-self natures.

• • • • • 4 Kha4 Kha4 Kha4 Kha4 KhaÓÓÓÓÓa-sammasana Methoda-sammasana Methoda-sammasana Methoda-sammasana Methoda-sammasana Method
This method investigates the conditioned things in the 31 planes of

existence by way of momentariness.
The meditator meditates thus: “The material group which was

formed in the past moment has perished after 17 conscious-
ness-moments. It does not pass on to the present moment. Be-
cause of its passing-away nature, it is anicca. Because of its
nature of fearfulness, it is dukkha. Because of its nature of not-
self, it is anatta.
“The mental group (citta and cetasikas) which has arisen at the

moment of past bhava~ga-citta, perishes soon after that mo-
ment and it does not pass on to the moment of vibrating
bhava~ga-citta. Because of its impermanent nature, it is anicca.
Because of its painful nature, it is dukkha. Because of its not-
self nature, it is anatta.”

He meditates in the same way for successive mental groups.
• Practical Vipassana MeditationPractical Vipassana MeditationPractical Vipassana MeditationPractical Vipassana MeditationPractical Vipassana Meditation

After redefining each ultimate materiality and each mentality (citta
and cetasika) by its characteristic, function, manifestation and nearest
cause for its arising internally in himself and externally in others, the
meditator’s knowledge about ultimate realities becomes very clear (as
described on page 273). So he can undertake practical vipassanÈ medi-
tation as practised in International Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centres,
where samatha-meditation and vipassanÈ meditation are being prac-
tised in detail as taught by the Buddha, incorporating the teachings of
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the Buddha on meditation in Visuddhimagga, various Suttas and Com-
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easier, and it is easier to do vipassanÈ meditation with materiality rather
than to begin with mentality.

He first discerns the 18 real r|pas (nipphanna r|pas) in the six sense-
doors and in the 42 body-parts (koÔÔhÈsas), and contemplates the nature
of impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and not-self (anatta),
pertaining to each r|pa in each sense-door and in each body-part as
well as to all r|pas in all the six sense-doors and the 42 body-parts.

He discerns the nature of arising and perishing of each r|pa with his
wisdom and contemplates repeatedly the nature of impermanence as
‘anicca, anicca’, both internally and externally.

He discerns the nature of suffering by being tortured incessantly by
the perishing of r|pas and repeatedly contemplates ‘dukkha, dukkha’,
both internally and externally.

He discerns clearly with his wisdom the absence of a permanent,
imperishable substance that can be called a ‘self’ or ‘soul’ and contem-
plates repeatedly ‘anatta, anatta’, both internally and externally.

In contemplating the three characteristic marks of existence, he
should not focus his mind on tiny particles called ‘r|pa-kalÈpas’ for
they are not ultimate materialities and they will disappear as medita-
tion progresses. Instead, he analyzes the particles to observe ultimate
materialities (pathavÊ, Èpo, tejo, vÈyo, vaÓÓa, gandha, rasa, ojÈ, etc.)
and focuses his attention on the rapid arising and perishing of these
ultimate realities.

Also he should not contemplate three characteristics of existence on
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ties should not be contemplated in vipassanÈ meditation.
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compulsory during the time of the Buddha for young monks.

Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-
tionstionstionstionstions to protect meditators from internal and external enemies, espe-
cially from lust and other defilements. So vipassanÈ-meditators should
practise this meditation occasionally.

In Vijaya SuttaVijaya SuttaVijaya SuttaVijaya SuttaVijaya Sutta the Buddha mentioned two kinds of corpses:
(1) living corpse (saviÒÒÈÓaka-asubha), and
(2) dead corpse (aviÒÒÈÓaka-asubha).
(a) Meditation on Foulness with a Living CorpseMeditation on Foulness with a Living CorpseMeditation on Foulness with a Living CorpseMeditation on Foulness with a Living CorpseMeditation on Foulness with a Living Corpse

The living body is made up of 32 parts. If the meditator can see the
disgusting nature of each and every part of his body, his body will
appear to him like a living corpse called ‘saviÒÒÈÓaka-asubha’.

In undertaking Asubha BhÈvanÈ, contemplating the disgusting na-
ture of the 32 parts of the body, there are 2 methods:
(1) the method to develop jhÈna, and
(2) the method to see the disgusting nature of the body called

‘ŒdÊnavÈnupassanÈ’.
The meditator has done the first method when he was developing

‘the Purification of the Mind’ (citta-visuddhi). What he should do now
is the second method, i.e., ŒdÊnavÈnupassanÈ.

The way to do is to take note of the disgusting nature of the 32 parts
of the body. When he can clearly see with his wisdom the nature of
foulness, he meditates repeatedly: “asubha, asubha” (foulness, foul-
ness), both internally and externally.

As the meditator is quite used to meditating on ultimate realities, the
32 parts of the body will soon break down into material groups (r|pa-
kalÈpas) while he is contemplating their repulsive nature. If they do
not break down into material groups, he should intently focus on the
four primary elements in them as he has done previously when he
practised CatudhÈtuvavatthÈna Meditation (p. 210). By the power of
his meditation-knowledge up till now, the body parts will break down
into material groups.

Again he analyzes the material gorups into ultimate materialities as
he has done before (p.210). Then he contemplates three characteris-
tics of existence in these ultimate materialities both internally and ex-
ternally.
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(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse
In Vijaya Sutta the Buddha let bhikkhus, bhikkhunÊs, men and

women meditate on foulness with the dead corpse of SÊrimÈ, who had
been a very beautiful courtesan in RÈjagraha city.

The meditator should develop his right concentration until the wis-
dom associated with it radiates very brilliant, penetrative light. With
the help of this brilliant light he focuses his attention on a dead corpse
he has seen before. If the corpse is rotten with rotten liquid oozing
out, it is better. Observing the disgusting nature of the corpse with his
wisdom, he contemplates ‘asubha, asubha’ repeatedly.

When his meditating mind remains fixed calmly on the disgusting
object, he tries to see his body with wisdom that it also becomes dead,
rotten and disgusting. If he could not see so, he should focus his at-
tention on the external dead corpse again. Then he should focus on
his body again. As he repeats this procedure again and again, the
disgusting nature of his body will become distinct.

When he could see the disgusting nature of his body clearly, he
should meditate on foulness both internally and externally again and
again. Every living being that he could see also becomes disgusting.
After meditating internally and externally for many times, the corpse
will break down into material groups or it will slowly break down into
skeleton and then into bone-powder. At any stage he should contem-
plate: “asubha, asubha”.

If the corpse does not break into material groups easily, he should
intently meditate on the four primary elements in the corpse; it will
break down to material groups. When he could see material groups
both in the internal corpse and in the external corpse, he should ana-
lyze them into ultimate realities and contemplate three characteristics
of existence in the ultimate realities.

After he has contemplated three characteristics of ultimate realities
internally and externally many times, he could give priority to one
characteristic that he could contemplate best. He can devote longer
time to contemplate this characteristic. However, he should contem-
plate all three characteristics. The power of meditating well on one
characteristic is supported by the power of meditating on the other
two characteristics.
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compulsory during the time of the Buddha for young monks.

Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-Even now Asubha BhavanÈ is included in four Guardian Medita-
tionstionstionstionstions to protect meditators from internal and external enemies, espe-
cially from lust and other defilements. So vipassanÈ-meditators should
practise this meditation occasionally.

In Vijaya SuttaVijaya SuttaVijaya SuttaVijaya SuttaVijaya Sutta the Buddha mentioned two kinds of corpses:
(1) living corpse (saviÒÒÈÓaka-asubha), and
(2) dead corpse (aviÒÒÈÓaka-asubha).
(a) Meditation on Foulness with a Living CorpseMeditation on Foulness with a Living CorpseMeditation on Foulness with a Living CorpseMeditation on Foulness with a Living CorpseMeditation on Foulness with a Living Corpse

The living body is made up of 32 parts. If the meditator can see the
disgusting nature of each and every part of his body, his body will
appear to him like a living corpse called ‘saviÒÒÈÓaka-asubha’.

In undertaking Asubha BhÈvanÈ, contemplating the disgusting na-
ture of the 32 parts of the body, there are 2 methods:
(1) the method to develop jhÈna, and
(2) the method to see the disgusting nature of the body called

‘ŒdÊnavÈnupassanÈ’.
The meditator has done the first method when he was developing

‘the Purification of the Mind’ (citta-visuddhi). What he should do now
is the second method, i.e., ŒdÊnavÈnupassanÈ.

The way to do is to take note of the disgusting nature of the 32 parts
of the body. When he can clearly see with his wisdom the nature of
foulness, he meditates repeatedly: “asubha, asubha” (foulness, foul-
ness), both internally and externally.

As the meditator is quite used to meditating on ultimate realities, the
32 parts of the body will soon break down into material groups (r|pa-
kalÈpas) while he is contemplating their repulsive nature. If they do
not break down into material groups, he should intently focus on the
four primary elements in them as he has done previously when he
practised CatudhÈtuvavatthÈna Meditation (p. 210). By the power of
his meditation-knowledge up till now, the body parts will break down
into material groups.

Again he analyzes the material gorups into ultimate materialities as
he has done before (p.210). Then he contemplates three characteris-
tics of existence in these ultimate materialities both internally and ex-
ternally.
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(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse(b) Meditation on Foulness with a Dead Corpse
In Vijaya Sutta the Buddha let bhikkhus, bhikkhunÊs, men and

women meditate on foulness with the dead corpse of SÊrimÈ, who had
been a very beautiful courtesan in RÈjagraha city.

The meditator should develop his right concentration until the wis-
dom associated with it radiates very brilliant, penetrative light. With
the help of this brilliant light he focuses his attention on a dead corpse
he has seen before. If the corpse is rotten with rotten liquid oozing
out, it is better. Observing the disgusting nature of the corpse with his
wisdom, he contemplates ‘asubha, asubha’ repeatedly.

When his meditating mind remains fixed calmly on the disgusting
object, he tries to see his body with wisdom that it also becomes dead,
rotten and disgusting. If he could not see so, he should focus his at-
tention on the external dead corpse again. Then he should focus on
his body again. As he repeats this procedure again and again, the
disgusting nature of his body will become distinct.

When he could see the disgusting nature of his body clearly, he
should meditate on foulness both internally and externally again and
again. Every living being that he could see also becomes disgusting.
After meditating internally and externally for many times, the corpse
will break down into material groups or it will slowly break down into
skeleton and then into bone-powder. At any stage he should contem-
plate: “asubha, asubha”.

If the corpse does not break into material groups easily, he should
intently meditate on the four primary elements in the corpse; it will
break down to material groups. When he could see material groups
both in the internal corpse and in the external corpse, he should ana-
lyze them into ultimate realities and contemplate three characteristics
of existence in the ultimate realities.

After he has contemplated three characteristics of ultimate realities
internally and externally many times, he could give priority to one
characteristic that he could contemplate best. He can devote longer
time to contemplate this characteristic. However, he should contem-
plate all three characteristics. The power of meditating well on one
characteristic is supported by the power of meditating on the other
two characteristics.
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• • • • • 3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities
When he can contemplate three characteristic marks of materiality

quite well and quite rapidly, he contemplates three characteristic marks
of mentality, pertaining to six kinds of cognitive series of conscious-
ness in six sense-doors, both with moral minds and with immoral minds.

Observing the rapid arising and perishing of each cognitive con-
sciousness and its associated mental factors at every consciousness-
moment with wisdom, he contemplates repeatedly: “anicca, anicca.”
He reflects in this way on all consciousnesses and mental factos in six
kinds of cognitive series both internally and externally.

Similarly he discerns the nature of being tortured incessantly by the
rapid perishing of cittas and cetasikas and contemplates: “dukkha,
dukkha”.

Again he discerns with wisdom the absence of a permanent, imper-
ishable substance that can be called ‘self’ or ‘soul’, and contemplates:
“anatta, anatta”.

After he has meditated on each characteristic in turn for several
rounds, he can give priority to one characteristic which he can con-
template best.

• • • • • 3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities
It is described in M|lapaÓÓÈsa TikÈ11 that one can meditate on the

foulness of mentality by observing with wisdom the disgusting nature
of the rotten liquid oozing out from greed (lobha), anger (dosa), igno-
rance (moha) and other defilements present in immoral minds.

According to this statement immoral minds and immoral mental fac-
tors are really disgusting. If on account of wholesome mentalities,
unwholesome mentalities also arise (e.g. performing meritorious deeds
and wishing for human wealth and happiness or celestial happiness),
then the meditator can contemplate both wholesome mentalities and
unwholesome mentalities as repulsive.

One important thing is that while he contemplates mentalities as
anicca, dukkha, anatta, asubha, he should contemplate bhava~ga-cittas
(life-continuum) which arise between cognitive series in the same way;
only then can he develop pure wisdom which can observe mentalities
at ‘momentary present’ (khaÓa-paccupanna).

• • • • • 4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together
Then the meditator contemplates on three characteristic marks of
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materiality and mentality together, pertaining to six kinds of cognitive
series of consciousness. Focusing his mind on each consciousness, its
associated mental factors, the 63 types of materiality associated with
the physical base and the sense-object, which all are arising and per-
ishing rapidly, he contemplates repeatedly ‘anicca, anicca’ on the na-
ture of arising and perishing, ‘dukkha, dukkha’ on the nature of being
tortured incessantly, and ‘anatta, anatta’ on the nature of ‘not-self’ or
‘no-soul’.

He should contenplate three characteristic marks of mentality and
materiality together in pair in accordance with the cognitive conscious-
ness in the cognitive series in six sense-doors, both internally and
externally.

• • • • • 5 Performing Addh5 Performing Addh5 Performing Addh5 Performing Addh5 Performing AddhÈÈÈÈÈpaccupanna VipassanÈpaccupanna VipassanÈpaccupanna VipassanÈpaccupanna VipassanÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ
In discerning the causal relations of Dependent origination to get

rid of 16 kinds of doubt pertaining to three periods of time, the medi-
tator has observed the whole series of mentality-materiality, extend-
ing from the most past existence to the last future existence that he
has discerned clearly (p. 262)

Now he contemplates the impermanent characteristic of materiality
from birth to death of the present existence at least once. He repeats
contemplating the painful characteristic and then the not-self charac-
teristic. He continues reflecting on any of three characteristics that he
likes best both internally and externally.

He contemplates each of three characteristics of mentality from birth
to death in the same way. He should cover all the six types of cogni-
tive series of consciousness in the sense-doors, both internally and
externally. Then he should reflect on mentality and materiality to-
gether in the same way, both internally and externally.

After contemplating anicca internally, he contemplates it externally.
After contemplating dukkha internally, he contemplates it externally.
After contemplating anatta internally, he contemplates it externally.

• • • • • 6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and
tototototo     the Futurethe Futurethe Futurethe Futurethe Future
In all the past existences, the present existence and the future exis-

tences, in which he has discerned the causal relations of Dependent
Origination from birth to death, he contemplates in turn the imperma-
nent characteristic, the painful characteristic, the not-self characteris-
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• • • • • 3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities3 (a) VipassanÈ Meditation on Ultimate Mentalities
When he can contemplate three characteristic marks of materiality

quite well and quite rapidly, he contemplates three characteristic marks
of mentality, pertaining to six kinds of cognitive series of conscious-
ness in six sense-doors, both with moral minds and with immoral minds.

Observing the rapid arising and perishing of each cognitive con-
sciousness and its associated mental factors at every consciousness-
moment with wisdom, he contemplates repeatedly: “anicca, anicca.”
He reflects in this way on all consciousnesses and mental factos in six
kinds of cognitive series both internally and externally.

Similarly he discerns the nature of being tortured incessantly by the
rapid perishing of cittas and cetasikas and contemplates: “dukkha,
dukkha”.

Again he discerns with wisdom the absence of a permanent, imper-
ishable substance that can be called ‘self’ or ‘soul’, and contemplates:
“anatta, anatta”.

After he has meditated on each characteristic in turn for several
rounds, he can give priority to one characteristic which he can con-
template best.

• • • • • 3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities3 (b) Meditation on the Foulness of Mentalities
It is described in M|lapaÓÓÈsa TikÈ11 that one can meditate on the

foulness of mentality by observing with wisdom the disgusting nature
of the rotten liquid oozing out from greed (lobha), anger (dosa), igno-
rance (moha) and other defilements present in immoral minds.

According to this statement immoral minds and immoral mental fac-
tors are really disgusting. If on account of wholesome mentalities,
unwholesome mentalities also arise (e.g. performing meritorious deeds
and wishing for human wealth and happiness or celestial happiness),
then the meditator can contemplate both wholesome mentalities and
unwholesome mentalities as repulsive.

One important thing is that while he contemplates mentalities as
anicca, dukkha, anatta, asubha, he should contemplate bhava~ga-cittas
(life-continuum) which arise between cognitive series in the same way;
only then can he develop pure wisdom which can observe mentalities
at ‘momentary present’ (khaÓa-paccupanna).

• • • • • 4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together4 VipassanÈ meditation on Materiality-Mentality together
Then the meditator contemplates on three characteristic marks of
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materiality and mentality together, pertaining to six kinds of cognitive
series of consciousness. Focusing his mind on each consciousness, its
associated mental factors, the 63 types of materiality associated with
the physical base and the sense-object, which all are arising and per-
ishing rapidly, he contemplates repeatedly ‘anicca, anicca’ on the na-
ture of arising and perishing, ‘dukkha, dukkha’ on the nature of being
tortured incessantly, and ‘anatta, anatta’ on the nature of ‘not-self’ or
‘no-soul’.

He should contenplate three characteristic marks of mentality and
materiality together in pair in accordance with the cognitive conscious-
ness in the cognitive series in six sense-doors, both internally and
externally.

• • • • • 5 Performing Addh5 Performing Addh5 Performing Addh5 Performing Addh5 Performing AddhÈÈÈÈÈpaccupanna VipassanÈpaccupanna VipassanÈpaccupanna VipassanÈpaccupanna VipassanÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ
In discerning the causal relations of Dependent origination to get

rid of 16 kinds of doubt pertaining to three periods of time, the medi-
tator has observed the whole series of mentality-materiality, extend-
ing from the most past existence to the last future existence that he
has discerned clearly (p. 262)

Now he contemplates the impermanent characteristic of materiality
from birth to death of the present existence at least once. He repeats
contemplating the painful characteristic and then the not-self charac-
teristic. He continues reflecting on any of three characteristics that he
likes best both internally and externally.

He contemplates each of three characteristics of mentality from birth
to death in the same way. He should cover all the six types of cogni-
tive series of consciousness in the sense-doors, both internally and
externally. Then he should reflect on mentality and materiality to-
gether in the same way, both internally and externally.

After contemplating anicca internally, he contemplates it externally.
After contemplating dukkha internally, he contemplates it externally.
After contemplating anatta internally, he contemplates it externally.

• • • • • 6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and6 VipassanÈ meditation pertaining to the Past, to the Present and
tototototo     the Futurethe Futurethe Futurethe Futurethe Future
In all the past existences, the present existence and the future exis-

tences, in which he has discerned the causal relations of Dependent
Origination from birth to death, he contemplates in turn the imperma-
nent characteristic, the painful characteristic, the not-self characteris-
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tic of materiality alone, of mentality alone, of materiality-mentality
together, both internally and externally.

At least he should contempate anicca once, dukkha once, anatta
once, asubha once, both internally and externally. Then he should
give priority to contemplate one characteristic that he likes best, but
he should contemplate all the four characteristics.

• • • • • 7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,
Distant-Near Materialities and MentalitiesDistant-Near Materialities and MentalitiesDistant-Near Materialities and MentalitiesDistant-Near Materialities and MentalitiesDistant-Near Materialities and Mentalities
If the meditator can well contemplate three characteristics of mate-

riality alone, of mentality alone, on materiality-mentality together, both
internally and externally, pertaining to three periods of time, those
materialities and mentalities will include gross-subtle, inferior-supe-
rior, distant-near materialities and mentalities.

If he can do it, it is better to contemplate them separately. The five
translucent materialities (pasÈda-r|pas) and the five sense-objects
(vaÓÓa, sadda, gandha, rasa, pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo) can be easily observed;
so they are known as gross materialities (oÄÈrika-r|pas). The remain-
ing 16 materialities are known as subtle materialities (sukhuma-r|pas).

Immoral mentalities, immoral feeling, perception, formations
(sa~khÈra) and consciousness are gross and easily observed; so they
are known as gorss mentalities. Moral feeling, perception, formations
and consciousness as well as resultant and functional (abyÈkata) feel-
ing, perception, formations and consciousness are subtle mentalities.

Gorss materialities and gross mentalities are also known as inferior
(hÊna) and near (santike) materialities and mentalities whereas subtle
materialities and subtle mentalities are also known as superior (paÓÊta)
and distant (d|re) materialities and mentalities.

• • • • • 8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates
He discerns the real materialities in the six sense-doors and the 42

body-parts of the present existence and contemplates their characteris-
tics of impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn, both internally
and externally. This is the contemplation of the materiality-aggregate.

Then he discerns the vedanÈ cetasika in each consciousness of the
six-door cognitive series and, focusing on its arising and perishing,
he contemplates its characteristics of impermanence, suffering and
not-self in turn, both internally and externally. This is the contempla-
tion of the feeling-aggregate.
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He then contemplates on the perception-aggregate, the aggregate of
mental formations and the consciousness aggregate in turn in the same
way.

• 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on PPPPPast, Present, Future Five Aggregatesast, Present, Future Five Aggregatesast, Present, Future Five Aggregatesast, Present, Future Five Aggregatesast, Present, Future Five Aggregates

Any materiality whatever, whether past, present or future, internal
or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near, he defines
all materiality as impermanence, as suffering, and as not-self in turn.12,13

He discerns the real materialities in the six sense-doors and the 42
body-parts of past existences, present existence, and future existences
successively and contemplates their characteristics of impermanence,
suffering and not-self in turn, both internally and externally. This is
the contemplation of the materiality aggregate.

He also contemplates the feeling-aggregate, the perception-aggre-
gate, the aggregate of mental formations, and the consciousness-ag-
gregate in turn in the same way.

• • • • • 10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways
Next, in order to strengthen the comprehension of impermanence,

suffering and not-self in the five aggregates, the meditator also con-
templates the five aggregates in 40 ways.
• (a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics(a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics(a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics(a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics(a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics
(i) AniccatoAniccatoAniccatoAniccatoAniccato — mentality-materiality has arising as the front end and

perishing as the rear end. Because it has these two ends, it is imper-
manent. The meditator focuses on materiality and on mentality in
turn or on each aggregate and contemplates it as impermanent (anicca).

(ii) PalokatoPalokatoPalokatoPalokatoPalokato — because it breaks down tremendously with disease,
ageing and death, it is contemplated as perishable (paloka).

(iii) CalatoCalatoCalatoCalatoCalato — because it trembles with sickness, ageing and death as
well as with gain and loss, etc., it is contemplated as being trembled
(cala).

(iv) Paba~gutoPaba~gutoPaba~gutoPaba~gutoPaba~guto — because it can cause onself and others to be ruined
or because it can break down spontaneously in disarray, it is con-
templated as breakable (paba~gu).

(v) AddhuvatoAddhuvatoAddhuvatoAddhuvatoAddhuvato — because it can pass away at any age or at any mo-
ment and is not firm and not stable, it is contemplated as not firm
and unstable (addhuva).

(vi) VipariÓÈmadhammatoVipariÓÈmadhammatoVipariÓÈmadhammatoVipariÓÈmadhammatoVipariÓÈmadhammato — because it changes to ageing and death,
it is contemplated as subject to change (vipariÓÈmadhamma).
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tic of materiality alone, of mentality alone, of materiality-mentality
together, both internally and externally.

At least he should contempate anicca once, dukkha once, anatta
once, asubha once, both internally and externally. Then he should
give priority to contemplate one characteristic that he likes best, but
he should contemplate all the four characteristics.

• • • • • 7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,7 VipassanÈ Meditation on Gross-Subtle, Inferior-Superior,
Distant-Near Materialities and MentalitiesDistant-Near Materialities and MentalitiesDistant-Near Materialities and MentalitiesDistant-Near Materialities and MentalitiesDistant-Near Materialities and Mentalities
If the meditator can well contemplate three characteristics of mate-

riality alone, of mentality alone, on materiality-mentality together, both
internally and externally, pertaining to three periods of time, those
materialities and mentalities will include gross-subtle, inferior-supe-
rior, distant-near materialities and mentalities.

If he can do it, it is better to contemplate them separately. The five
translucent materialities (pasÈda-r|pas) and the five sense-objects
(vaÓÓa, sadda, gandha, rasa, pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo) can be easily observed;
so they are known as gross materialities (oÄÈrika-r|pas). The remain-
ing 16 materialities are known as subtle materialities (sukhuma-r|pas).

Immoral mentalities, immoral feeling, perception, formations
(sa~khÈra) and consciousness are gross and easily observed; so they
are known as gorss mentalities. Moral feeling, perception, formations
and consciousness as well as resultant and functional (abyÈkata) feel-
ing, perception, formations and consciousness are subtle mentalities.

Gorss materialities and gross mentalities are also known as inferior
(hÊna) and near (santike) materialities and mentalities whereas subtle
materialities and subtle mentalities are also known as superior (paÓÊta)
and distant (d|re) materialities and mentalities.

• • • • • 8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates8 VipassanÈ Meditation on Present Five Aggregates
He discerns the real materialities in the six sense-doors and the 42

body-parts of the present existence and contemplates their characteris-
tics of impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn, both internally
and externally. This is the contemplation of the materiality-aggregate.

Then he discerns the vedanÈ cetasika in each consciousness of the
six-door cognitive series and, focusing on its arising and perishing,
he contemplates its characteristics of impermanence, suffering and
not-self in turn, both internally and externally. This is the contempla-
tion of the feeling-aggregate.
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He then contemplates on the perception-aggregate, the aggregate of
mental formations and the consciousness aggregate in turn in the same
way.

• 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on 9 VipassanÈ Meditation on PPPPPast, Present, Future Five Aggregatesast, Present, Future Five Aggregatesast, Present, Future Five Aggregatesast, Present, Future Five Aggregatesast, Present, Future Five Aggregates

Any materiality whatever, whether past, present or future, internal
or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near, he defines
all materiality as impermanence, as suffering, and as not-self in turn.12,13

He discerns the real materialities in the six sense-doors and the 42
body-parts of past existences, present existence, and future existences
successively and contemplates their characteristics of impermanence,
suffering and not-self in turn, both internally and externally. This is
the contemplation of the materiality aggregate.

He also contemplates the feeling-aggregate, the perception-aggre-
gate, the aggregate of mental formations, and the consciousness-ag-
gregate in turn in the same way.

• • • • • 10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways10 VipassanÈ Meditation in Forty Ways
Next, in order to strengthen the comprehension of impermanence,

suffering and not-self in the five aggregates, the meditator also con-
templates the five aggregates in 40 ways.
• (a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics(a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics(a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics(a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics(a) Ten Impermanent Characteristics
(i) AniccatoAniccatoAniccatoAniccatoAniccato — mentality-materiality has arising as the front end and

perishing as the rear end. Because it has these two ends, it is imper-
manent. The meditator focuses on materiality and on mentality in
turn or on each aggregate and contemplates it as impermanent (anicca).

(ii) PalokatoPalokatoPalokatoPalokatoPalokato — because it breaks down tremendously with disease,
ageing and death, it is contemplated as perishable (paloka).

(iii) CalatoCalatoCalatoCalatoCalato — because it trembles with sickness, ageing and death as
well as with gain and loss, etc., it is contemplated as being trembled
(cala).

(iv) Paba~gutoPaba~gutoPaba~gutoPaba~gutoPaba~guto — because it can cause onself and others to be ruined
or because it can break down spontaneously in disarray, it is con-
templated as breakable (paba~gu).

(v) AddhuvatoAddhuvatoAddhuvatoAddhuvatoAddhuvato — because it can pass away at any age or at any mo-
ment and is not firm and not stable, it is contemplated as not firm
and unstable (addhuva).

(vi) VipariÓÈmadhammatoVipariÓÈmadhammatoVipariÓÈmadhammatoVipariÓÈmadhammatoVipariÓÈmadhammato — because it changes to ageing and death,
it is contemplated as subject to change (vipariÓÈmadhamma).
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(vii) AsÈrakatoAsÈrakatoAsÈrakatoAsÈrakatoAsÈrakato — because it is weak and destroyed automatically, it
is contemplated as having no firm substance (asÈraka).

(viii) VibhavatoVibhavatoVibhavatoVibhavatoVibhavato — because it arises due to craving and wrong view
and perishes after arising, it is contemplated as great loss (vibhava).

(ix) MaraÓadhammatoMaraÓadhammatoMaraÓadhammatoMaraÓadhammatoMaraÓadhammato — because it dies and passes away, it is con-
templated as subject to death (maraÓadhamma).

(x) Sa~khatatoSa~khatatoSa~khatatoSa~khatatoSa~khatato — because it arises due to primary cause and supporting
cause, it is contemplated as being formed by causes (sa~khata).

• • • • • (b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics(b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics(b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics(b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics(b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics
(i) DukkhatoDukkhatoDukkhatoDukkhatoDukkhato — because of being tortured incessantly by the arising

and perishing of mentality-materiality, mentality-materiality is con-
templated as painful (dukkha).

(ii) RogatoRogatoRogatoRogatoRogato — because mentality-materiality is the place where all bodily
diseases and mental diseases occur, it is contemplated as a painful
disease (roga).

(iii) AghatoAghatoAghatoAghatoAghato — because it causes great loss to living beings and it is the
place of bad deeds, it is contemplated as the source of great loss
(agha).

(iv) GaÓÉatoGaÓÉatoGaÓÉatoGaÓÉatoGaÓÉato — mentality-materilaity is associated with various kinds
of suffering; it lets the filth of defilements to ooze out incessantly; it
becomes ripe and swollen with arising, ageing, perishing and ex-
plodes like a boil; because of this nature, it is contemplated as a boil
(gaÓÉa).

(v) SallatoSallatoSallatoSallatoSallato — because it pierces, tortures and is hard to remove, it is
contemplated as a sharp thorn or spike (salla).

(vi) ŒbÈdhatoŒbÈdhatoŒbÈdhatoŒbÈdhatoŒbÈdhato — as a sick person has to depend on others to maintain
balanced posture, it cannot arise alone and has to depend on various
causes; it is the proximate cause of various diseases; because of this
nature it is contemplated as torturing sickness (ÈbÈdha).

(vii) UpaddavatoUpaddavatoUpaddavatoUpaddavatoUpaddavato — because it can give rise to great danger such as
the danger imposed by a monarch or by sickness or by ageing or by
death, it is contemplated as a calamity (upaddava).

(viii) BayatoBayatoBayatoBayatoBayato — because it resembles a danger-well from which all
other dangers spring up, and it opposes NibbÈna, it is contemplated
as great danger (baya).

(ix) ¢tito¢tito¢tito¢tito¢tito — because it gives rise to many destructions, it is contem-
plated as frightening danger (Êti).

(x) UpasaggatoUpasaggatoUpasaggatoUpasaggatoUpasaggato — because it is followed by many disadvantages and
smeared with lust, anger, etc., and because it is unacceptable as an
evil spell, it is contemplated as close disturbance (upasagga).

(xi) AtÈÓatoAtÈÓatoAtÈÓatoAtÈÓatoAtÈÓato — because it cannot be protected not to perish after arising,
and it cannot bring peace, it is contemplated as unprotectable (atÈÓa).

(xii) AleÓatoAleÓatoAleÓatoAleÓatoAleÓato — because it is not worthy to be taken shelter in, and it
cannot give shelter to those who take shelter in it, it is contemplated
as no shelter (aleÓa).

(xiii) AsaraÓatoAsaraÓatoAsaraÓatoAsaraÓatoAsaraÓato — because it cannot give protection to those who
take refuge in it, it is contemplated as no refuge (asaraÓa).

(xiv) VadhakatoVadhakatoVadhakatoVadhakatoVadhakato — because it is an enemy pretending to be a friend,
wins the confidence of an intimate person by deceiving and kills
him, it is contemplated as a murderer (vadhaka).

(xv) Agham|latoAgham|latoAgham|latoAgham|latoAgham|lato — because it is the root cause of evil deeds, it is
contemplated as the root of evil deeds (agham|la).

(xvi) ŒdÊnavatoŒdÊnavatoŒdÊnavatoŒdÊnavatoŒdÊnavato — because it represents the round of suffering with
incessant arising and perishing, and also has faults such as anicca,
dukkha, viparinÈma-dhamma, it is contemplated as a terrible bundle
of faults (ÈdÊnava).

(xvii) SÈsavatoSÈsavatoSÈsavatoSÈsavatoSÈsavato — because it has the cankers (Èsavas) as its nearest
causes for arising, it is contemplated as the fruits of cankers (sÈsava).

(xviii) MÈrÈmisatoMÈrÈmisatoMÈrÈmisatoMÈrÈmisatoMÈrÈmisato — death is called maccumÈra, and defilements are
called kilesÈmÈra. The meditator contemplates mentality-materiality
as mÈra’s bait and food (mÈrÈmisa).

(xix) JÈtidhammatoJÈtidhammatoJÈtidhammatoJÈtidhammatoJÈtidhammato — because mentality-materiality has the nature
of arising, it is contemplated as subject to birth (jÈtidhamma).

(xx) JarÈdhammatoJarÈdhammatoJarÈdhammatoJarÈdhammatoJarÈdhammato — because it has the nature of ageing, it is contem-
plated as subject to ageing (jarÈdhamma).

(xxi) ByÈdhidhammatoByÈdhidhammatoByÈdhidhammatoByÈdhidhammatoByÈdhidhammato — because it has the nature of illness, it is
contemplated as subject to illness (byÈdhidhamma).

(xxii) SokadhammatoSokadhammatoSokadhammatoSokadhammatoSokadhammato — because it has the nature of sorrow, it is
contemplated as subject to sorrow (sokadhamma).

(xxiii) ParidevadhammatoParidevadhammatoParidevadhammatoParidevadhammatoParidevadhammato — because it has the nature of lamentation,
it is contemplated as subject to lamentation (paridevadhamma).

(xxiv) UpÈyÈsatoUpÈyÈsatoUpÈyÈsatoUpÈyÈsatoUpÈyÈsato — because it has the nature of despair, it is contemplated
as subject to despair (upÈyÈsa).
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(vii) AsÈrakatoAsÈrakatoAsÈrakatoAsÈrakatoAsÈrakato — because it is weak and destroyed automatically, it
is contemplated as having no firm substance (asÈraka).

(viii) VibhavatoVibhavatoVibhavatoVibhavatoVibhavato — because it arises due to craving and wrong view
and perishes after arising, it is contemplated as great loss (vibhava).

(ix) MaraÓadhammatoMaraÓadhammatoMaraÓadhammatoMaraÓadhammatoMaraÓadhammato — because it dies and passes away, it is con-
templated as subject to death (maraÓadhamma).

(x) Sa~khatatoSa~khatatoSa~khatatoSa~khatatoSa~khatato — because it arises due to primary cause and supporting
cause, it is contemplated as being formed by causes (sa~khata).

• • • • • (b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics(b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics(b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics(b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics(b) Twenty-five Painful Characteristics
(i) DukkhatoDukkhatoDukkhatoDukkhatoDukkhato — because of being tortured incessantly by the arising

and perishing of mentality-materiality, mentality-materiality is con-
templated as painful (dukkha).

(ii) RogatoRogatoRogatoRogatoRogato — because mentality-materiality is the place where all bodily
diseases and mental diseases occur, it is contemplated as a painful
disease (roga).

(iii) AghatoAghatoAghatoAghatoAghato — because it causes great loss to living beings and it is the
place of bad deeds, it is contemplated as the source of great loss
(agha).

(iv) GaÓÉatoGaÓÉatoGaÓÉatoGaÓÉatoGaÓÉato — mentality-materilaity is associated with various kinds
of suffering; it lets the filth of defilements to ooze out incessantly; it
becomes ripe and swollen with arising, ageing, perishing and ex-
plodes like a boil; because of this nature, it is contemplated as a boil
(gaÓÉa).

(v) SallatoSallatoSallatoSallatoSallato — because it pierces, tortures and is hard to remove, it is
contemplated as a sharp thorn or spike (salla).

(vi) ŒbÈdhatoŒbÈdhatoŒbÈdhatoŒbÈdhatoŒbÈdhato — as a sick person has to depend on others to maintain
balanced posture, it cannot arise alone and has to depend on various
causes; it is the proximate cause of various diseases; because of this
nature it is contemplated as torturing sickness (ÈbÈdha).

(vii) UpaddavatoUpaddavatoUpaddavatoUpaddavatoUpaddavato — because it can give rise to great danger such as
the danger imposed by a monarch or by sickness or by ageing or by
death, it is contemplated as a calamity (upaddava).

(viii) BayatoBayatoBayatoBayatoBayato — because it resembles a danger-well from which all
other dangers spring up, and it opposes NibbÈna, it is contemplated
as great danger (baya).

(ix) ¢tito¢tito¢tito¢tito¢tito — because it gives rise to many destructions, it is contem-
plated as frightening danger (Êti).

(x) UpasaggatoUpasaggatoUpasaggatoUpasaggatoUpasaggato — because it is followed by many disadvantages and
smeared with lust, anger, etc., and because it is unacceptable as an
evil spell, it is contemplated as close disturbance (upasagga).

(xi) AtÈÓatoAtÈÓatoAtÈÓatoAtÈÓatoAtÈÓato — because it cannot be protected not to perish after arising,
and it cannot bring peace, it is contemplated as unprotectable (atÈÓa).

(xii) AleÓatoAleÓatoAleÓatoAleÓatoAleÓato — because it is not worthy to be taken shelter in, and it
cannot give shelter to those who take shelter in it, it is contemplated
as no shelter (aleÓa).

(xiii) AsaraÓatoAsaraÓatoAsaraÓatoAsaraÓatoAsaraÓato — because it cannot give protection to those who
take refuge in it, it is contemplated as no refuge (asaraÓa).

(xiv) VadhakatoVadhakatoVadhakatoVadhakatoVadhakato — because it is an enemy pretending to be a friend,
wins the confidence of an intimate person by deceiving and kills
him, it is contemplated as a murderer (vadhaka).

(xv) Agham|latoAgham|latoAgham|latoAgham|latoAgham|lato — because it is the root cause of evil deeds, it is
contemplated as the root of evil deeds (agham|la).

(xvi) ŒdÊnavatoŒdÊnavatoŒdÊnavatoŒdÊnavatoŒdÊnavato — because it represents the round of suffering with
incessant arising and perishing, and also has faults such as anicca,
dukkha, viparinÈma-dhamma, it is contemplated as a terrible bundle
of faults (ÈdÊnava).

(xvii) SÈsavatoSÈsavatoSÈsavatoSÈsavatoSÈsavato — because it has the cankers (Èsavas) as its nearest
causes for arising, it is contemplated as the fruits of cankers (sÈsava).

(xviii) MÈrÈmisatoMÈrÈmisatoMÈrÈmisatoMÈrÈmisatoMÈrÈmisato — death is called maccumÈra, and defilements are
called kilesÈmÈra. The meditator contemplates mentality-materiality
as mÈra’s bait and food (mÈrÈmisa).

(xix) JÈtidhammatoJÈtidhammatoJÈtidhammatoJÈtidhammatoJÈtidhammato — because mentality-materiality has the nature
of arising, it is contemplated as subject to birth (jÈtidhamma).

(xx) JarÈdhammatoJarÈdhammatoJarÈdhammatoJarÈdhammatoJarÈdhammato — because it has the nature of ageing, it is contem-
plated as subject to ageing (jarÈdhamma).

(xxi) ByÈdhidhammatoByÈdhidhammatoByÈdhidhammatoByÈdhidhammatoByÈdhidhammato — because it has the nature of illness, it is
contemplated as subject to illness (byÈdhidhamma).

(xxii) SokadhammatoSokadhammatoSokadhammatoSokadhammatoSokadhammato — because it has the nature of sorrow, it is
contemplated as subject to sorrow (sokadhamma).

(xxiii) ParidevadhammatoParidevadhammatoParidevadhammatoParidevadhammatoParidevadhammato — because it has the nature of lamentation,
it is contemplated as subject to lamentation (paridevadhamma).

(xxiv) UpÈyÈsatoUpÈyÈsatoUpÈyÈsatoUpÈyÈsatoUpÈyÈsato — because it has the nature of despair, it is contemplated
as subject to despair (upÈyÈsa).
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(xxv) SaÑkilesadhammatoSaÑkilesadhammatoSaÑkilesadhammatoSaÑkilesadhammatoSaÑkilesadhammato — because it is the sense-object of craving
(taÓhÈ), wrong view (diÔÔhi) and bad conduct (ducarita), it is contem-
plated as subject to defilements (saÑkilesadhamma).

(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics
(i) AnattatoAnattatoAnattatoAnattatoAnattato — because mentality-materiality itself is not the owner

of the body-house, etc., it is contemplated as not-self or not-soul
(anatta).

(ii) SuÒÒatoSuÒÒatoSuÒÒatoSuÒÒatoSuÒÒato — because mentality-materiality is devoid of the state of
being, an owner of the body-house (sÈmi), being a permanent resident

in the body-house (nivÈsÊ), being a doer (kÈraka), being an experien-
cer of pain and pleasure (vedaka), being a director (adhiÔÔhÈyaka), it is
contemplated as void of soul or self (suÒÒa).
(iii) ParatoParatoParatoParatoParato — because one cannot wish to be always pleasant and not

to be painful, old, ill and fatal, mentality-materiality is contemplated
as a stranger or alien (para).

(iv) RittatoRittatoRittatoRittatoRittato — because it is devoid of the state of being firm (d|va),
beautiful (subha), pleasant (sukha), and self (atta), it is contemplated
as void of essence and substance (ritta).

(v) TucchatoTucchatoTucchatoTucchatoTucchato — because mentality-materiality is void of essence and
substance, it is contemplated as futile or useless. Although it really
exists by means of arising, existing and perishing, its life-span is
extremely short. Soon after it has arisen, it perishes and disappears.
So also it is contemplated as futile (tuccha).
The meditator should perform the above 40 types of contemplation

(1) sometimes on materiality alone, (2) sometimes on mentality alone,
(3) sometimes on mentality and materiality together, reflecting

(i) anicca, paloka, cala, paba~gu, etc., in turn,
(ii) dukkha, roga, baya, gaÓÉa, etc., in turn,
(iii) anatta, suÒÒa, para, ritta, tuccha in turn.
He should also reflect the above characteristics on five aggregates —

each aggregate at a time.
First he contemplates the materiality aggregate in the six sense-doors

and 42 parts of the body as anicca, paloka, cala, paba~gu, etc., both
internally and externally.

Then he contemplates each mental aggregate in the same way. He
should reflect all the 40 characteristics of each aggregate.
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• • • • • 11 VipassanÈ on the 11 VipassanÈ on the 11 VipassanÈ on the 11 VipassanÈ on the 11 VipassanÈ on the CCCCCauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈda
According to the PaÔiccasamuppÈda first method he discerns the

ultimate realities which represent the causes and the effects of Depen-
dent Origination in the past existences, the present existence and the
future existences, and defines them as impermanent, painful, and not-
self in turn. He should focus his mind on the ultimate realities while
he is reflecting their characteristics.

The examples of meditation are:-
• Because avijjÈ arises, sa~khÈra also arises.

AvijjÈ arises and perishes — anicca;
Sa~khÈra arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because sa~khÈra arises, viÒÒÈÓa also arises.
Sa~khÈra arises and perishes — anicca;
ViÒÒÈÓa arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because viÒÒÈÓa arises, nÈma-r|pa also arises.
ViÒÒÈÓa arises and perishes — anicca;
NÈma-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because nÈma-r|pa arises, saÄÈyatana also arises.
NÈma-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca;
SaÄÈyatana arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because saÄÈyatana arises, phassa also arises.
SaÄÈyatana arises and perishes — anicca;
Phassa arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because phassa arises, vedanÈ also arises.
Phassa arises and perishes — anicca;
VedanÈ arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because vedanÈ arises, taÓhÈ also arises.
VedanÈ arises and perishes — anicca;
TaÓhÈ arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because taÓhÈ arises, upÈdÈna also arises.
TaÓhÈ arises and perishes — anicca;
UpÈdÈna arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because upÈdÈna arises, kamma-bhava also arises.
UpÈdÈna arises and perishes — anicca;
Kamma-bhava arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because kamma-bhava arises, upapatti-bhava also arises.
Kamma-bhava arises and perishes — anicca;
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(xxv) SaÑkilesadhammatoSaÑkilesadhammatoSaÑkilesadhammatoSaÑkilesadhammatoSaÑkilesadhammato — because it is the sense-object of craving
(taÓhÈ), wrong view (diÔÔhi) and bad conduct (ducarita), it is contem-
plated as subject to defilements (saÑkilesadhamma).

(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics(c) Five Not-Self Characteristics
(i) AnattatoAnattatoAnattatoAnattatoAnattato — because mentality-materiality itself is not the owner

of the body-house, etc., it is contemplated as not-self or not-soul
(anatta).

(ii) SuÒÒatoSuÒÒatoSuÒÒatoSuÒÒatoSuÒÒato — because mentality-materiality is devoid of the state of
being, an owner of the body-house (sÈmi), being a permanent resident

in the body-house (nivÈsÊ), being a doer (kÈraka), being an experien-
cer of pain and pleasure (vedaka), being a director (adhiÔÔhÈyaka), it is
contemplated as void of soul or self (suÒÒa).
(iii) ParatoParatoParatoParatoParato — because one cannot wish to be always pleasant and not

to be painful, old, ill and fatal, mentality-materiality is contemplated
as a stranger or alien (para).

(iv) RittatoRittatoRittatoRittatoRittato — because it is devoid of the state of being firm (d|va),
beautiful (subha), pleasant (sukha), and self (atta), it is contemplated
as void of essence and substance (ritta).

(v) TucchatoTucchatoTucchatoTucchatoTucchato — because mentality-materiality is void of essence and
substance, it is contemplated as futile or useless. Although it really
exists by means of arising, existing and perishing, its life-span is
extremely short. Soon after it has arisen, it perishes and disappears.
So also it is contemplated as futile (tuccha).
The meditator should perform the above 40 types of contemplation

(1) sometimes on materiality alone, (2) sometimes on mentality alone,
(3) sometimes on mentality and materiality together, reflecting

(i) anicca, paloka, cala, paba~gu, etc., in turn,
(ii) dukkha, roga, baya, gaÓÉa, etc., in turn,
(iii) anatta, suÒÒa, para, ritta, tuccha in turn.
He should also reflect the above characteristics on five aggregates —

each aggregate at a time.
First he contemplates the materiality aggregate in the six sense-doors

and 42 parts of the body as anicca, paloka, cala, paba~gu, etc., both
internally and externally.

Then he contemplates each mental aggregate in the same way. He
should reflect all the 40 characteristics of each aggregate.
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• • • • • 11 VipassanÈ on the 11 VipassanÈ on the 11 VipassanÈ on the 11 VipassanÈ on the 11 VipassanÈ on the CCCCCauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaauses and Effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈda
According to the PaÔiccasamuppÈda first method he discerns the

ultimate realities which represent the causes and the effects of Depen-
dent Origination in the past existences, the present existence and the
future existences, and defines them as impermanent, painful, and not-
self in turn. He should focus his mind on the ultimate realities while
he is reflecting their characteristics.

The examples of meditation are:-
• Because avijjÈ arises, sa~khÈra also arises.

AvijjÈ arises and perishes — anicca;
Sa~khÈra arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because sa~khÈra arises, viÒÒÈÓa also arises.
Sa~khÈra arises and perishes — anicca;
ViÒÒÈÓa arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because viÒÒÈÓa arises, nÈma-r|pa also arises.
ViÒÒÈÓa arises and perishes — anicca;
NÈma-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because nÈma-r|pa arises, saÄÈyatana also arises.
NÈma-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca;
SaÄÈyatana arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because saÄÈyatana arises, phassa also arises.
SaÄÈyatana arises and perishes — anicca;
Phassa arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because phassa arises, vedanÈ also arises.
Phassa arises and perishes — anicca;
VedanÈ arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because vedanÈ arises, taÓhÈ also arises.
VedanÈ arises and perishes — anicca;
TaÓhÈ arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because taÓhÈ arises, upÈdÈna also arises.
TaÓhÈ arises and perishes — anicca;
UpÈdÈna arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because upÈdÈna arises, kamma-bhava also arises.
UpÈdÈna arises and perishes — anicca;
Kamma-bhava arises and perishes — anicca.

• Because kamma-bhava arises, upapatti-bhava also arises.
Kamma-bhava arises and perishes — anicca;
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Upapatti-bhava arises and perishes — anicca.
• Because upapatti-bhava arises, soka, parideva,

dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa also arise.
Upapatti-bhava arises and perishes — anicca;
Soka, parideva, dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa arise and perish —

anicca.
After meditating internally, he meditates externally in the same-way.

After reflecting anicca characteristic, he reflects dukkha characteris-
tic and then anatta characteristic in the same way.

He also discerns the ultimate realities of the causes and the effects
of Dependent Origination in the series of existence pertaining to the
past, to the present and to the future, and defines them as imperma-
nent, painful and not-self in turn in the same way.

12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad1212121212 ( ( ( ( (R|pa-R|pa-R|pa-R|pa-R|pa-sssssattakaattakaattakaattakaattaka)))))
The meditator comprehends materiality in seven aspects and con-

templates them as impermanent, painful and not-self in detail.

(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method
This method contemplates materiality from birth to death as anicca,

dukkha, anatta in turn, both internally and externally.

(2) Meditation by Vayovu(2) Meditation by Vayovu(2) Meditation by Vayovu(2) Meditation by Vayovu(2) Meditation by VayovuÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉhattha~gama Methodhattha~gama Methodhattha~gama Methodhattha~gama Methodhattha~gama Method
This method comprehends materiality as growth and decline in

every stage of the present existence as follows.
(2-1) Dividing 100 years into 3 parts (33 years each)
(2-2) Dividing 100 years into 10 parts (10 years each)
(2-3) Dividing 100 years into 20 parts (5 years each)
(2-4) Dividing 100 years into 25 parts (4 years each)
(2-5) Dividing 100 years into 33 parts (3 years each)
(2-6) Dividing 100 years into 50 parts (2 years each)
(2-7) Dividing 100 years into 100 parts (1 year each)
(2-8) Dividing 100 years into 300 parts (1 utu = season each)
(2-9) Dividing 100 years into 600 parts (2 months each)
(2-10) Dividing 100 years into 2400 parts (15 days each)

He contemplates the materiality arising in each part as anicca,
dukkha, anatta in turn as it perishes in that part. It does not pass over
to the next part.
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Then he divides the materiality in one dayone dayone dayone dayone day as follows.
(2-11) Dividing into 2 parts by means of day and night;
(2-12) Dividing the day into 3 parts as morning, noon, evening;
(2-13) Dividing the night into 3 parts as the first watch, the second

watch and the last watch of the night;
(2-14) Dividing one day into 6 parts;
(2-15) The materiality arising in moving forward;
(2-16) The materiality arising in moving backward;
(2-17) The materiality arising in looking to the front;
(2-18) The materiality arising in looking sideways.

He contemplates thus: the materiality occuring in the day perishes
there without reaching the night; the materiality arising in the night
perishes there without reaching the day; therefore it is impermanent,
painful, and not-self.

The materiality arising in moving forward perishes there without
reaching the moving backward; the materiality arising in the moving
backward perishes there without reaching the moving forward; there-
fore it is impermanent, painful and not-self.

Again in that one day, during the various stages while he is moving
forward and backward, etc., he contemplates the materiality in each
stage as impermanent, painful and not-self.

He divides a single footstepsingle footstepsingle footstepsingle footstepsingle footstep into 6 parts as follows.
(2-19) lifting up the foot from the ground,
(2-20) shifting forward, i.e., shifting the foot to the front,
(2-21) shifting sideways, i.e., shifting the foot to the side on seeing a

thorn, a stump, etc.,
(2-22) lowering down, i.e., letting the foot down,
(2-23) placing down, i.e., putting the foot on the ground,
(2-24) fixing down, i.e., pressing the foot on the ground while the

other foot is being lifted up.
He contemplates thus: the materiality arising in lifting up perishes

there without reaching the stage of shifting forward; the materiality
arising in shifting forward perishes there without reaching the stage
of shifting sideways and so on; therefore it is impermanent, painful
and not-self.
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Upapatti-bhava arises and perishes — anicca.
• Because upapatti-bhava arises, soka, parideva,

dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa also arise.
Upapatti-bhava arises and perishes — anicca;
Soka, parideva, dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa arise and perish —

anicca.
After meditating internally, he meditates externally in the same-way.

After reflecting anicca characteristic, he reflects dukkha characteris-
tic and then anatta characteristic in the same way.

He also discerns the ultimate realities of the causes and the effects
of Dependent Origination in the series of existence pertaining to the
past, to the present and to the future, and defines them as imperma-
nent, painful and not-self in turn in the same way.

12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad12 VipassanÈ by Means of Materiality-Septad1212121212 ( ( ( ( (R|pa-R|pa-R|pa-R|pa-R|pa-sssssattakaattakaattakaattakaattaka)))))
The meditator comprehends materiality in seven aspects and con-

templates them as impermanent, painful and not-self in detail.

(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method(1) Meditation by ŒdÈnanikkhepana Method
This method contemplates materiality from birth to death as anicca,

dukkha, anatta in turn, both internally and externally.

(2) Meditation by Vayovu(2) Meditation by Vayovu(2) Meditation by Vayovu(2) Meditation by Vayovu(2) Meditation by VayovuÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉhattha~gama Methodhattha~gama Methodhattha~gama Methodhattha~gama Methodhattha~gama Method
This method comprehends materiality as growth and decline in

every stage of the present existence as follows.
(2-1) Dividing 100 years into 3 parts (33 years each)
(2-2) Dividing 100 years into 10 parts (10 years each)
(2-3) Dividing 100 years into 20 parts (5 years each)
(2-4) Dividing 100 years into 25 parts (4 years each)
(2-5) Dividing 100 years into 33 parts (3 years each)
(2-6) Dividing 100 years into 50 parts (2 years each)
(2-7) Dividing 100 years into 100 parts (1 year each)
(2-8) Dividing 100 years into 300 parts (1 utu = season each)
(2-9) Dividing 100 years into 600 parts (2 months each)
(2-10) Dividing 100 years into 2400 parts (15 days each)

He contemplates the materiality arising in each part as anicca,
dukkha, anatta in turn as it perishes in that part. It does not pass over
to the next part.
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Then he divides the materiality in one dayone dayone dayone dayone day as follows.
(2-11) Dividing into 2 parts by means of day and night;
(2-12) Dividing the day into 3 parts as morning, noon, evening;
(2-13) Dividing the night into 3 parts as the first watch, the second

watch and the last watch of the night;
(2-14) Dividing one day into 6 parts;
(2-15) The materiality arising in moving forward;
(2-16) The materiality arising in moving backward;
(2-17) The materiality arising in looking to the front;
(2-18) The materiality arising in looking sideways.

He contemplates thus: the materiality occuring in the day perishes
there without reaching the night; the materiality arising in the night
perishes there without reaching the day; therefore it is impermanent,
painful, and not-self.

The materiality arising in moving forward perishes there without
reaching the moving backward; the materiality arising in the moving
backward perishes there without reaching the moving forward; there-
fore it is impermanent, painful and not-self.

Again in that one day, during the various stages while he is moving
forward and backward, etc., he contemplates the materiality in each
stage as impermanent, painful and not-self.

He divides a single footstepsingle footstepsingle footstepsingle footstepsingle footstep into 6 parts as follows.
(2-19) lifting up the foot from the ground,
(2-20) shifting forward, i.e., shifting the foot to the front,
(2-21) shifting sideways, i.e., shifting the foot to the side on seeing a

thorn, a stump, etc.,
(2-22) lowering down, i.e., letting the foot down,
(2-23) placing down, i.e., putting the foot on the ground,
(2-24) fixing down, i.e., pressing the foot on the ground while the

other foot is being lifted up.
He contemplates thus: the materiality arising in lifting up perishes

there without reaching the stage of shifting forward; the materiality
arising in shifting forward perishes there without reaching the stage
of shifting sideways and so on; therefore it is impermanent, painful
and not-self.
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It is reflecting three characteristic marks in the materialities which
arise during the various stages of iriyapatha sampajaÒÒa in each day.

(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality
Nutriment-born materiality is distinct when the meditator is hungry

and when he has eaten to his full. He discerns the materialities produced
by kamma, citta, utu (heat), ÈhÈra (nutriment) at these two instants
and contemplate them as impermanent, painful and not-self, both in-
ternally and externally.

(4) Meditation on Hea(4) Meditation on Hea(4) Meditation on Hea(4) Meditation on Hea(4) Meditation on Heattttt-born Materiality-born Materiality-born Materiality-born Materiality-born Materiality
Heat-born materiality is distinct by means of hotness and coldness.

He discerns the materialities produced by kamma, citta, utu and ÈhÈra
at these two instants and contemplate them as impermanent, painful
and not-self, internally and externally.

(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality
Kamma-born materiality becomes distinct through six sense-doors.

In the eye-door three kamma-born decads (eye-decad, body-decad,
sex-decad) contain 30 materialities, and three octads produced by citta,
utu and ÈhÈra contain 24 materialities, making up 54 materialities. If
we include 9 materialities from jÊvita navaka, it becomes 63 materiali-
ties.
(5-1) 63 materialities arise in the eye-door.
(5-2) 63 materialities arise in the ear-door.
(5-3) 63 materialities arise in the nose-door.
(5-4) 63 materialities arise in the tongue-door.
(5-5) 53 materialities arise in the body-door.
(5-6) 63 materialities arise in the mind-door (heart).

These materialities arise and perish in the same door without pass-
ing over to another door. He tries to see them clearly with wisdom and
contemplates them as impermanent, painful and not-self, both internally
and externally.

(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality
Mind-born materiality becomes distinct at the times of gladness and

sadness:
(6-1) Materialities produced by four causes at the time of gladness,
(6-2) Materialities produced by four causes at the time of sadness.

He contemplates these materialities as impermanent, painful and not-
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self, both internally and externally.

(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality
Natural materiality is external materiality, which does not associate

with faculties and it exists outside the bodies of living beings. Ex-
amples of natural materiality are iron, copper, tin, lead, gold, silver,
pearl, gem, beryl, conch, shell, marble, coral, ruby, opal, soil, stone,
rock, grass, tree, creeper, and so on.

Focusing brilliant wisdom-light on them, the meditator discerns the
four primary elements in them and breaks them down into material
groups. He analyzes the material groups and contemplates the eight
materialities in heat-born octads as well as the nine materialities in
sadda-navaka kalÈpas as impermanent, painful and not-self.

13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (Ar|pa-sattakaAr|pa-sattakaAr|pa-sattakaAr|pa-sattakaAr|pa-sattaka)))))
The meditator comprehends immateriality or mentality in seven as-

pects and contemplates them as impermanent, painful and not-self.

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) KalÈpaKalÈpaKalÈpaKalÈpaKalÈpa = Meditation by Groups = Meditation by Groups = Meditation by Groups = Meditation by Groups = Meditation by Groups
The materialities which arise in the seven instances of the Materiali-

ty septad given above are comprehended together as groups and con-
templated as impermanent, painful and not-self in turn.

The consciousness together with its associated mental factors which
comtemplated the material groups as impermanent is again contem-
plated with subsequent consciousness as impermanent, painful and
not-self.

Again the consciousness and its associated mental factors which
contemplated the material groups as painful is again contemplated
with subsequent consciousness as impermanent, painful and not-self.

Similarly the consciuousness and its associated mental factors which
contemplated the material groups as not-self is again contemplated
with subsequent consciousness as impermanent, painful and not-self.

The meditating minds of worldlings and sekkha persons are mahÈ-
kusala javana cittas. The whole mind-door cognitive consciousnesses,
consisting of manodvÈrÈvajana and seven javana cittas together with
their associated cetasikas, should be contemplated as impermanent,
painful and not-self.

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) YamakaYamakaYamakaYamakaYamaka = Meditation by Pairs = Meditation by Pairs = Meditation by Pairs = Meditation by Pairs = Meditation by Pairs
The consciousness and its associated mental factors which contem-

plated ÈdÈnanikkhepana materiality as impermanent is again contem-
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It is reflecting three characteristic marks in the materialities which
arise during the various stages of iriyapatha sampajaÒÒa in each day.

(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality(3) Meditation on Nutriment-born Materiality
Nutriment-born materiality is distinct when the meditator is hungry

and when he has eaten to his full. He discerns the materialities produced
by kamma, citta, utu (heat), ÈhÈra (nutriment) at these two instants
and contemplate them as impermanent, painful and not-self, both in-
ternally and externally.

(4) Meditation on Hea(4) Meditation on Hea(4) Meditation on Hea(4) Meditation on Hea(4) Meditation on Heattttt-born Materiality-born Materiality-born Materiality-born Materiality-born Materiality
Heat-born materiality is distinct by means of hotness and coldness.

He discerns the materialities produced by kamma, citta, utu and ÈhÈra
at these two instants and contemplate them as impermanent, painful
and not-self, internally and externally.

(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality(5) Meditation on Kamma-born Materiality
Kamma-born materiality becomes distinct through six sense-doors.

In the eye-door three kamma-born decads (eye-decad, body-decad,
sex-decad) contain 30 materialities, and three octads produced by citta,
utu and ÈhÈra contain 24 materialities, making up 54 materialities. If
we include 9 materialities from jÊvita navaka, it becomes 63 materiali-
ties.
(5-1) 63 materialities arise in the eye-door.
(5-2) 63 materialities arise in the ear-door.
(5-3) 63 materialities arise in the nose-door.
(5-4) 63 materialities arise in the tongue-door.
(5-5) 53 materialities arise in the body-door.
(5-6) 63 materialities arise in the mind-door (heart).

These materialities arise and perish in the same door without pass-
ing over to another door. He tries to see them clearly with wisdom and
contemplates them as impermanent, painful and not-self, both internally
and externally.

(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality(6) Meditation on Mind-born Materiality
Mind-born materiality becomes distinct at the times of gladness and

sadness:
(6-1) Materialities produced by four causes at the time of gladness,
(6-2) Materialities produced by four causes at the time of sadness.

He contemplates these materialities as impermanent, painful and not-
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self, both internally and externally.

(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality(7) Meditation on Natural Materiality
Natural materiality is external materiality, which does not associate

with faculties and it exists outside the bodies of living beings. Ex-
amples of natural materiality are iron, copper, tin, lead, gold, silver,
pearl, gem, beryl, conch, shell, marble, coral, ruby, opal, soil, stone,
rock, grass, tree, creeper, and so on.

Focusing brilliant wisdom-light on them, the meditator discerns the
four primary elements in them and breaks them down into material
groups. He analyzes the material groups and contemplates the eight
materialities in heat-born octads as well as the nine materialities in
sadda-navaka kalÈpas as impermanent, painful and not-self.

13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (13 VipassanÈ by Means of Immateriality Septad (Ar|pa-sattakaAr|pa-sattakaAr|pa-sattakaAr|pa-sattakaAr|pa-sattaka)))))
The meditator comprehends immateriality or mentality in seven as-

pects and contemplates them as impermanent, painful and not-self.

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) KalÈpaKalÈpaKalÈpaKalÈpaKalÈpa = Meditation by Groups = Meditation by Groups = Meditation by Groups = Meditation by Groups = Meditation by Groups
The materialities which arise in the seven instances of the Materiali-

ty septad given above are comprehended together as groups and con-
templated as impermanent, painful and not-self in turn.

The consciousness together with its associated mental factors which
comtemplated the material groups as impermanent is again contem-
plated with subsequent consciousness as impermanent, painful and
not-self.

Again the consciousness and its associated mental factors which
contemplated the material groups as painful is again contemplated
with subsequent consciousness as impermanent, painful and not-self.

Similarly the consciuousness and its associated mental factors which
contemplated the material groups as not-self is again contemplated
with subsequent consciousness as impermanent, painful and not-self.

The meditating minds of worldlings and sekkha persons are mahÈ-
kusala javana cittas. The whole mind-door cognitive consciousnesses,
consisting of manodvÈrÈvajana and seven javana cittas together with
their associated cetasikas, should be contemplated as impermanent,
painful and not-self.

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) YamakaYamakaYamakaYamakaYamaka = Meditation by Pairs = Meditation by Pairs = Meditation by Pairs = Meditation by Pairs = Meditation by Pairs
The consciousness and its associated mental factors which contem-

plated ÈdÈnanikkhepana materiality as impermanent is again contem-
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plated with subsequent consciousness as impermanent, painful and
not-self in turn.

The consciousness which contemplated that materiality as painful,
and also the consciousness which contemplated that materiality as not-
self are again contemplated with subsequent consciousnesses as im-
permanent, painful and not-self in turn.

The consciousnesses which contemplated vayovuÉÉhattha~gama ma-
teriality, nutriment-born materiality, heat-born materiality, kamma-born
materiality, mind-born materiality, and natural materiality respectively
are similarly contemplated as impermanent, painful and not-self in
turn.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) KhaÓikaKhaÓikaKhaÓikaKhaÓikaKhaÓika = Meditation by Moments = Meditation by Moments = Meditation by Moments = Meditation by Moments = Meditation by Moments
The (1) first consciousness (first mind-door cognitive series) which

contemplated ÈdÈnanikkhepana materiality as impermanent is again
contemplated with the second consciousness (second mind-door cog-
nitive series), the (2) second consiousness is again contemplated with
the third consciousness, the (3) third consciousness is again contem-
plated with the fourth consciousness, and the (4) fourth conscious-
ness is again contemplated with the (5) fifth consciousness as imper-
manent, painful and not-self in turn.

The respective consciousnesses which contemplated ÈdÈnanikkhepana
materiality as painful ...... as not-self are again contemplated by sub-
sequent consciousnesses in the same way as impermanent, painful
and not-self in turn.

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) PaÔipÈtiPaÔipÈtiPaÔipÈtiPaÔipÈtiPaÔipÈti = Meditation by Series = Meditation by Series = Meditation by Series = Meditation by Series = Meditation by Series
ŒdÈnanikkhepana materiality was contemplated with a conscious-

ness, and (1) that consciousness is contemplated with a second con-
sciousness, (2) that second consciousness is contemplated with a third
consciousness, (3) that third consciousness is contemplated with a fourth
consciousness ...... (10) the tenth consciousness is contemplated with
the eleventh consciousness as impermanent, painful and not-self in
turn.

This meditation is repeated with the respective consciousnesses which
contemplated ÈdÈnanikkhepana materiality as painful and as not-self.

The meditation is also repeated with the six remaining kinds of ma-
teriality such as payovuÉÉhattha~gama materiality.
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(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) DiÔÔhiugghÈÔanaDiÔÔhiugghÈÔanaDiÔÔhiugghÈÔanaDiÔÔhiugghÈÔanaDiÔÔhiugghÈÔana = Meditation by Removal of False View = Meditation by Removal of False View = Meditation by Removal of False View = Meditation by Removal of False View = Meditation by Removal of False View
Formations or mentality-materiality are contemplated as not-self

many times repeatedly. This contemplation can remove the wrong
view. When anattÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa is supported by aniccÈnupassanÈ-
ÒÈÓa and dukkhÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa, it can remove the wrong view.

(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) MÈnaugghÈÔanaMÈnaugghÈÔanaMÈnaugghÈÔanaMÈnaugghÈÔanaMÈnaugghÈÔana = Meditation by Removal of Pride = Meditation by Removal of Pride = Meditation by Removal of Pride = Meditation by Removal of Pride = Meditation by Removal of Pride
Formations or mentality-materiality are contemplated as impermanent

many times repeatedly. This contemplation can remove pride (mÈna).
When aniccÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa is supported by dukkhÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa
and anattÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa, it can remove pride or conceit.

(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) NikantipariyÈdÈnaNikantipariyÈdÈnaNikantipariyÈdÈnaNikantipariyÈdÈnaNikantipariyÈdÈna = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment
Formations or mentality-materiality are contemplated as painful many

times repeatedly. This contemplation can put an end to mild attach-
ment. When dukkhÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa is supported by aniccÈnupassanÈ-
ÒÈÓa and anattÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa, it can put an end to mild attachment
(nikanti). On account of this wisdom, attachment (taÓhÈ) will no longer
arise.

When the meditator can perform vipassanÈ meditation by means of
materiality-septad and immateriality-septad very skilfully, he has the
ability to perform r|pa-kammaÔÔhÈna and nÈma-kammaÔÔÈna very skil-
fully.

• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax
When the meditator can comtemplate three characteristic marks in

mentality-materiality pertaining to the past, to the present and to the
future very skilfully, he again contemplates present materiality alone,
present mentality alone, present mentality-materiality together as im-
permanent, painful and not-self in turn. He practises to comprehend
mentality-materiality clearly at momentary present (khaÓa-paccupanna).

Then he contemplates (1) materiality alone, (2) mentality alone, (3)
mentality-materiality together from the past to the future as imperma-
nent, painful and not-self in turn for at least one round each.

Then giving priority to the characteristic mark which he can con-
template best, he continues contemplating that characteristic again and
again.

When the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality appears in
his wisdom extremely rapidly, his knowledge of defining mentality-
materiality as impermanence, suffering and not-self has reached the
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plated with subsequent consciousness as impermanent, painful and
not-self in turn.

The consciousness which contemplated that materiality as painful,
and also the consciousness which contemplated that materiality as not-
self are again contemplated with subsequent consciousnesses as im-
permanent, painful and not-self in turn.

The consciousnesses which contemplated vayovuÉÉhattha~gama ma-
teriality, nutriment-born materiality, heat-born materiality, kamma-born
materiality, mind-born materiality, and natural materiality respectively
are similarly contemplated as impermanent, painful and not-self in
turn.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) KhaÓikaKhaÓikaKhaÓikaKhaÓikaKhaÓika = Meditation by Moments = Meditation by Moments = Meditation by Moments = Meditation by Moments = Meditation by Moments
The (1) first consciousness (first mind-door cognitive series) which

contemplated ÈdÈnanikkhepana materiality as impermanent is again
contemplated with the second consciousness (second mind-door cog-
nitive series), the (2) second consiousness is again contemplated with
the third consciousness, the (3) third consciousness is again contem-
plated with the fourth consciousness, and the (4) fourth conscious-
ness is again contemplated with the (5) fifth consciousness as imper-
manent, painful and not-self in turn.

The respective consciousnesses which contemplated ÈdÈnanikkhepana
materiality as painful ...... as not-self are again contemplated by sub-
sequent consciousnesses in the same way as impermanent, painful
and not-self in turn.

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) PaÔipÈtiPaÔipÈtiPaÔipÈtiPaÔipÈtiPaÔipÈti = Meditation by Series = Meditation by Series = Meditation by Series = Meditation by Series = Meditation by Series
ŒdÈnanikkhepana materiality was contemplated with a conscious-

ness, and (1) that consciousness is contemplated with a second con-
sciousness, (2) that second consciousness is contemplated with a third
consciousness, (3) that third consciousness is contemplated with a fourth
consciousness ...... (10) the tenth consciousness is contemplated with
the eleventh consciousness as impermanent, painful and not-self in
turn.

This meditation is repeated with the respective consciousnesses which
contemplated ÈdÈnanikkhepana materiality as painful and as not-self.

The meditation is also repeated with the six remaining kinds of ma-
teriality such as payovuÉÉhattha~gama materiality.
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(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) DiÔÔhiugghÈÔanaDiÔÔhiugghÈÔanaDiÔÔhiugghÈÔanaDiÔÔhiugghÈÔanaDiÔÔhiugghÈÔana = Meditation by Removal of False View = Meditation by Removal of False View = Meditation by Removal of False View = Meditation by Removal of False View = Meditation by Removal of False View
Formations or mentality-materiality are contemplated as not-self

many times repeatedly. This contemplation can remove the wrong
view. When anattÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa is supported by aniccÈnupassanÈ-
ÒÈÓa and dukkhÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa, it can remove the wrong view.

(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) MÈnaugghÈÔanaMÈnaugghÈÔanaMÈnaugghÈÔanaMÈnaugghÈÔanaMÈnaugghÈÔana = Meditation by Removal of Pride = Meditation by Removal of Pride = Meditation by Removal of Pride = Meditation by Removal of Pride = Meditation by Removal of Pride
Formations or mentality-materiality are contemplated as impermanent

many times repeatedly. This contemplation can remove pride (mÈna).
When aniccÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa is supported by dukkhÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa
and anattÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa, it can remove pride or conceit.

(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) NikantipariyÈdÈnaNikantipariyÈdÈnaNikantipariyÈdÈnaNikantipariyÈdÈnaNikantipariyÈdÈna = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment = Meditation by Ending Mild Attachment
Formations or mentality-materiality are contemplated as painful many

times repeatedly. This contemplation can put an end to mild attach-
ment. When dukkhÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa is supported by aniccÈnupassanÈ-
ÒÈÓa and anattÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa, it can put an end to mild attachment
(nikanti). On account of this wisdom, attachment (taÓhÈ) will no longer
arise.

When the meditator can perform vipassanÈ meditation by means of
materiality-septad and immateriality-septad very skilfully, he has the
ability to perform r|pa-kammaÔÔhÈna and nÈma-kammaÔÔÈna very skil-
fully.

• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax• Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Reaches the Climax
When the meditator can comtemplate three characteristic marks in

mentality-materiality pertaining to the past, to the present and to the
future very skilfully, he again contemplates present materiality alone,
present mentality alone, present mentality-materiality together as im-
permanent, painful and not-self in turn. He practises to comprehend
mentality-materiality clearly at momentary present (khaÓa-paccupanna).

Then he contemplates (1) materiality alone, (2) mentality alone, (3)
mentality-materiality together from the past to the future as imperma-
nent, painful and not-self in turn for at least one round each.

Then giving priority to the characteristic mark which he can con-
template best, he continues contemplating that characteristic again and
again.

When the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality appears in
his wisdom extremely rapidly, his knowledge of defining mentality-
materiality as impermanence, suffering and not-self has reached the
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climax.

• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights
When sammasana-ÒÈÓa reaches the climax, the meditator has penet-

rated a part of 18 Principal Insights (MahÈvipassanÈ) and has elimi-
nated their opposites.
1 As he has contemplated mentality-materiality as impermanent re-

peatedly (aniccÈnupassanÈ), he abandons the perception of perma-
nence (niccasaÒÒÈ).

2 As he has contemplated mentality-materiality as painful repeatedly
(dukkhÈnupassanÈ), he abandons the perception of pleasure (sukhasaÒÒÈ).

3 As he has contemplated mentality-materiality as not-self repeatedly
(anattÈnupassanÈ), he abandons the perception of self (attasaÒÒÈ).

4 As he has contemplated mentality-material as signless repeatedly
(animittÈnupassanÈ), he abandons the perception of permanent sign.

5 As he has contemplated mentality-materiality as desirelessness re-
peatedly (appaÓihitÈnupassanÈ), he abandons craving (taÓhÈ).

6 As he has contemplated voidness of self repeatedly (suÒÒatÈnu-
passanÈ), he abandons misinterpretaion as self.

7 As he has developed correct knowledge and vision (the vision of
yathÈbh|taÒÈÓa), he abandons intense delusion.
According to PaÔisambhidÈmagga, aniccÈnuppassanÈ and animittÈ-

nupassanÈ, dukkhÈnupassanÈ and appaÓihitÈ-nupassanÈ as well as
anattÈnupassanÈ and suÒÒutÈ-nupassanÈ are the same in meaning and
different only in the letter.

The meditator has also penetrated part of the remaining Principal
Insights. So he is ready to proceed to UdayabbayaÒÈÓa.

• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa

UdayabbayaÒÈÓaUdayabbayaÒÈÓaUdayabbayaÒÈÓaUdayabbayaÒÈÓaUdayabbayaÒÈÓa — is the knowledge which can discern clearly — is the knowledge which can discern clearly — is the knowledge which can discern clearly — is the knowledge which can discern clearly — is the knowledge which can discern clearly
the arising = the arising = the arising = the arising = the arising = udayaudayaudayaudayaudaya and the perishing =  and the perishing =  and the perishing =  and the perishing =  and the perishing = vayavayavayavayavaya of mentality-materiali of mentality-materiali of mentality-materiali of mentality-materiali of mentality-materiali-----
ty and causes ty and causes ty and causes ty and causes ty and causes ————— effects together with three characteristic marks. effects together with three characteristic marks. effects together with three characteristic marks. effects together with three characteristic marks. effects together with three characteristic marks.

In developing sammasanaÒÈÓa, the meditator has already contem-
plated mentality-materiality as well as causes and effects repeatedly
as impermanent, painful and not-self. Again now he meditates on them
to reach momentary present.

14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present
Momentary means the arising moment, the existing moment and the
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perishing moment of mentality. The meditator penetratively observes
mentality-materiality with wisdom at these moments and contemplates
mentality-materiality with wisdom at these moments and contemplates
mentality-materiality as impermanent, painful and not-self in turn. This
is called vipassanÈ meditation at momentary present.

First he contemplates internal materiality alone as impermanent,
painful and not-self in turn at momentary present. He repeats with
external materiality.

Then he contemplates internal mentality alone as impermanent, pain-
ful and not-self in turn at momentary present. He repeats with exter-
nal mentality.

Next he contemplates internal mentality-materiality as impermanent,
painful and not-self in turn at momentary present. He repeats with
external mentality-materiality.

When he can meditate very well at momentary present, he contem-
plates (1) materiality alone, (2) mentality alone, (3) mentality-materi-
ality together from successive past existences to successive future
existences as impermanent one round, as painful one round, as not-
self one round. He meditates repeatedly giving priority to the charac-
teristic which he can contemplate best. When the arising and perish-
ing of mentality-materiality appears very quickly in his wisdom, he
shifts his meditation to the broad method of vipassanÈ meditation for
developing udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa.

• • • • • 15 15 15 15 15 SamudayadhammÈnupassÊSamudayadhammÈnupassÊSamudayadhammÈnupassÊSamudayadhammÈnupassÊSamudayadhammÈnupassÊ = Meditation on Arising = Meditation on Arising = Meditation on Arising = Meditation on Arising = Meditation on Arising
The meditator observes with wisdom the arising of the causes and

the effects of PaÔicasamuppÈda (fifth method) and meditates as follows.

For material aggregate:For material aggregate:For material aggregate:For material aggregate:For material aggregate:
(i) Because avijjÈ arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(ii) Because taÓhÈ arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(iii) Because upÈdÈna arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(iv) Because sa~khÈra arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(v) Because kamma arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(vi) Because citta arises, cittaja-r|pa arises.
(vii) Because utu (heat) arises, utuja-r|pa arises.
(viii) Because ÈhÈra (nutriment) arises, ÈhÈraja-r|pa arises.

For rebirth feeling-aggregate:For rebirth feeling-aggregate:For rebirth feeling-aggregate:For rebirth feeling-aggregate:For rebirth feeling-aggregate:
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climax.

• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights• Penetrating a Part of 18 Principal Insights
When sammasana-ÒÈÓa reaches the climax, the meditator has penet-

rated a part of 18 Principal Insights (MahÈvipassanÈ) and has elimi-
nated their opposites.
1 As he has contemplated mentality-materiality as impermanent re-

peatedly (aniccÈnupassanÈ), he abandons the perception of perma-
nence (niccasaÒÒÈ).

2 As he has contemplated mentality-materiality as painful repeatedly
(dukkhÈnupassanÈ), he abandons the perception of pleasure (sukhasaÒÒÈ).

3 As he has contemplated mentality-materiality as not-self repeatedly
(anattÈnupassanÈ), he abandons the perception of self (attasaÒÒÈ).

4 As he has contemplated mentality-material as signless repeatedly
(animittÈnupassanÈ), he abandons the perception of permanent sign.

5 As he has contemplated mentality-materiality as desirelessness re-
peatedly (appaÓihitÈnupassanÈ), he abandons craving (taÓhÈ).

6 As he has contemplated voidness of self repeatedly (suÒÒatÈnu-
passanÈ), he abandons misinterpretaion as self.

7 As he has developed correct knowledge and vision (the vision of
yathÈbh|taÒÈÓa), he abandons intense delusion.
According to PaÔisambhidÈmagga, aniccÈnuppassanÈ and animittÈ-

nupassanÈ, dukkhÈnupassanÈ and appaÓihitÈ-nupassanÈ as well as
anattÈnupassanÈ and suÒÒutÈ-nupassanÈ are the same in meaning and
different only in the letter.

The meditator has also penetrated part of the remaining Principal
Insights. So he is ready to proceed to UdayabbayaÒÈÓa.

• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa• Development of UdayabbayaÒÈÓa

UdayabbayaÒÈÓaUdayabbayaÒÈÓaUdayabbayaÒÈÓaUdayabbayaÒÈÓaUdayabbayaÒÈÓa — is the knowledge which can discern clearly — is the knowledge which can discern clearly — is the knowledge which can discern clearly — is the knowledge which can discern clearly — is the knowledge which can discern clearly
the arising = the arising = the arising = the arising = the arising = udayaudayaudayaudayaudaya and the perishing =  and the perishing =  and the perishing =  and the perishing =  and the perishing = vayavayavayavayavaya of mentality-materiali of mentality-materiali of mentality-materiali of mentality-materiali of mentality-materiali-----
ty and causes ty and causes ty and causes ty and causes ty and causes ————— effects together with three characteristic marks. effects together with three characteristic marks. effects together with three characteristic marks. effects together with three characteristic marks. effects together with three characteristic marks.

In developing sammasanaÒÈÓa, the meditator has already contem-
plated mentality-materiality as well as causes and effects repeatedly
as impermanent, painful and not-self. Again now he meditates on them
to reach momentary present.

14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present14 Undertaking VipassanÈ to Reach Momentary Present
Momentary means the arising moment, the existing moment and the
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perishing moment of mentality. The meditator penetratively observes
mentality-materiality with wisdom at these moments and contemplates
mentality-materiality with wisdom at these moments and contemplates
mentality-materiality as impermanent, painful and not-self in turn. This
is called vipassanÈ meditation at momentary present.

First he contemplates internal materiality alone as impermanent,
painful and not-self in turn at momentary present. He repeats with
external materiality.

Then he contemplates internal mentality alone as impermanent, pain-
ful and not-self in turn at momentary present. He repeats with exter-
nal mentality.

Next he contemplates internal mentality-materiality as impermanent,
painful and not-self in turn at momentary present. He repeats with
external mentality-materiality.

When he can meditate very well at momentary present, he contem-
plates (1) materiality alone, (2) mentality alone, (3) mentality-materi-
ality together from successive past existences to successive future
existences as impermanent one round, as painful one round, as not-
self one round. He meditates repeatedly giving priority to the charac-
teristic which he can contemplate best. When the arising and perish-
ing of mentality-materiality appears very quickly in his wisdom, he
shifts his meditation to the broad method of vipassanÈ meditation for
developing udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa.

• • • • • 15 15 15 15 15 SamudayadhammÈnupassÊSamudayadhammÈnupassÊSamudayadhammÈnupassÊSamudayadhammÈnupassÊSamudayadhammÈnupassÊ = Meditation on Arising = Meditation on Arising = Meditation on Arising = Meditation on Arising = Meditation on Arising
The meditator observes with wisdom the arising of the causes and

the effects of PaÔicasamuppÈda (fifth method) and meditates as follows.

For material aggregate:For material aggregate:For material aggregate:For material aggregate:For material aggregate:
(i) Because avijjÈ arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(ii) Because taÓhÈ arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(iii) Because upÈdÈna arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(iv) Because sa~khÈra arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(v) Because kamma arises, kammaja-r|pa arises.
(vi) Because citta arises, cittaja-r|pa arises.
(vii) Because utu (heat) arises, utuja-r|pa arises.
(viii) Because ÈhÈra (nutriment) arises, ÈhÈraja-r|pa arises.

For rebirth feeling-aggregate:For rebirth feeling-aggregate:For rebirth feeling-aggregate:For rebirth feeling-aggregate:For rebirth feeling-aggregate:
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(i) Because avijjÈ arises, vedanÈ arises.
(ii) Because taÓhÈ arises, vedanÈ arises.
(iii) Because upÈdÈna arises, vedanÈ arises.
(iv) Because sa~khÈra arises, vedanÈ arises.
(v) Because kamma arises, vedanÈ arises.
(vi) Because sense-base (vatthu) arises, vedanÈ arises.
(vii) Because sense-object (near-death sign) arises, vedanÈ arises.
(viii) Because contact (phassa) arises, vedanÈ arises.

Meditate on the remaining aggregates in the same way. Meditate on
the mental aggregates of all consciousnesses which arise in the six
kinds of cognitive series in the six sense-doors as well as in bhava~ga-
mental aggregates in the same way.

16 16 16 16 16 VayadhammÈnupassÊVayadhammÈnupassÊVayadhammÈnupassÊVayadhammÈnupassÊVayadhammÈnupassÊ = Meditation on Perishing = Meditation on Perishing = Meditation on Perishing = Meditation on Perishing = Meditation on Perishing
The meditator, who sees and knows clearly with wisdom the arising

of the effects (r|pa, etc.) because of the arising of the causes (avijjÈ, etc.),
can also see and know easily the perishing of the effects due to the
perishing of the causes by looking forward to the future with wisdom.

Both the mentalities and materialities which represent the causes and
the mentalities-materialities which represent the effects are formations
(sa~khÈra) which arise and perish. The incessant momentary arising
and perishing of these formations or “the nature of arising and perish-
ing” is called “““““uppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodha”””””. So long as the causes keep on con-
ditioning continuously, the arising and perishing of the effects will
keep on occurring continuously. The nature of this continuous perishing
is called “““““uppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodha””””” or “““““khakhakhakhakhaÓÓÓÓÓika-nirodhaika-nirodhaika-nirodhaika-nirodhaika-nirodha”””””.

The four Path-wisdoms (maggaÒÈÓa) totally eliminate the respec-
tive defilements. The eliminated defilements will never arise again in
the continuous stream of mentality-materiality. This type of total elimi-
nation is called “anuppÈdanirodha”.

When the meditator sees clearly with wisdom that the effects are
perishing and ceasing continuously due to the continuous perishing
and cessation of the causes, he can continue meditating as follows.

Meditation on material aggregate:Meditation on material aggregate:Meditation on material aggregate:Meditation on material aggregate:Meditation on material aggregate:
(i) Because avijjÈ perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
(ii) Because taÓhÈ perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
(iii) Because upÈdÈna perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
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(iv) Because sa~khÈra perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
(v) Because kamma perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
(vi) Because citta perishes, cittajar|pa perishes.
(vii) Because utu perishes, utujar|pa perishes.
(viii) Because ÈhÈra perishes, Èharajar|pa perishes.

All the above cessations are included in anuppÈdanirodha. The in-
cessant cessation of kammajar|pa, cittajar|pa, utujar|pa and ÈhÈraja-
r|pa in oneself and in others are called uppÈdanirodha. He must be
able to differentiate these two types of cessation. He should meditate
on the mental aggregates in the same way.
• 17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising

and perishingand perishingand perishingand perishingand perishing
According to Visuddhimagga13, MahÈsaÔipaÔÔhÈna Sutta and

AÔÔhakathÈ14, the meditator should observe with wisdom the arising
of the effects due to the arising of the causes and the perishing of the
effects due to the perishing of the causes, and contemplate both the
causes and the effects as impermanence, suffering and not-self. Thus
he relates the cause and the effect and meditate as follows.

Meditation on materiality-aggregate:Meditation on materiality-aggregate:Meditation on materiality-aggregate:Meditation on materiality-aggregate:Meditation on materiality-aggregate:
(i) Because avijjÈ arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because avijjÈ perishes,

kammajar|pa perishes. Avijja arises and perishes — anicca;
kammaja-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(ii) Because taÓhÈ arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because taÓhÈ perishes,
kammajar|pa perishes. TaÓhÈ arises and perishes — anicca;
kammaja-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(iii) Because upÈdÈna arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because upÈdÈna
perishes, kammajar|pa perishes. UpÈdÈna  arises and perishes — anicca;
kammajar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(iv) Because sa~khÈra arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because sa~khÈra
perishes, kammajar|pa perishes. Sa~khÈra  arises and perishes — anicca;
kammajar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(v) Because kamma arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because kamma pe-
rishes, kammajar|pa perishes. Kamma arises and perishes — anicca;
kammajar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(vi) Because citta arises, cittajar|pa arises; and because citta perishes,
cittajar|pa perishes. Citta  arises and perishes — anicca;
cittajar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.
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(i) Because avijjÈ arises, vedanÈ arises.
(ii) Because taÓhÈ arises, vedanÈ arises.
(iii) Because upÈdÈna arises, vedanÈ arises.
(iv) Because sa~khÈra arises, vedanÈ arises.
(v) Because kamma arises, vedanÈ arises.
(vi) Because sense-base (vatthu) arises, vedanÈ arises.
(vii) Because sense-object (near-death sign) arises, vedanÈ arises.
(viii) Because contact (phassa) arises, vedanÈ arises.

Meditate on the remaining aggregates in the same way. Meditate on
the mental aggregates of all consciousnesses which arise in the six
kinds of cognitive series in the six sense-doors as well as in bhava~ga-
mental aggregates in the same way.

16 16 16 16 16 VayadhammÈnupassÊVayadhammÈnupassÊVayadhammÈnupassÊVayadhammÈnupassÊVayadhammÈnupassÊ = Meditation on Perishing = Meditation on Perishing = Meditation on Perishing = Meditation on Perishing = Meditation on Perishing
The meditator, who sees and knows clearly with wisdom the arising

of the effects (r|pa, etc.) because of the arising of the causes (avijjÈ, etc.),
can also see and know easily the perishing of the effects due to the
perishing of the causes by looking forward to the future with wisdom.

Both the mentalities and materialities which represent the causes and
the mentalities-materialities which represent the effects are formations
(sa~khÈra) which arise and perish. The incessant momentary arising
and perishing of these formations or “the nature of arising and perish-
ing” is called “““““uppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodha”””””. So long as the causes keep on con-
ditioning continuously, the arising and perishing of the effects will
keep on occurring continuously. The nature of this continuous perishing
is called “““““uppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodhauppÈda-nirodha””””” or “““““khakhakhakhakhaÓÓÓÓÓika-nirodhaika-nirodhaika-nirodhaika-nirodhaika-nirodha”””””.

The four Path-wisdoms (maggaÒÈÓa) totally eliminate the respec-
tive defilements. The eliminated defilements will never arise again in
the continuous stream of mentality-materiality. This type of total elimi-
nation is called “anuppÈdanirodha”.

When the meditator sees clearly with wisdom that the effects are
perishing and ceasing continuously due to the continuous perishing
and cessation of the causes, he can continue meditating as follows.

Meditation on material aggregate:Meditation on material aggregate:Meditation on material aggregate:Meditation on material aggregate:Meditation on material aggregate:
(i) Because avijjÈ perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
(ii) Because taÓhÈ perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
(iii) Because upÈdÈna perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
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(iv) Because sa~khÈra perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
(v) Because kamma perishes, kammajar|pa perishes.
(vi) Because citta perishes, cittajar|pa perishes.
(vii) Because utu perishes, utujar|pa perishes.
(viii) Because ÈhÈra perishes, Èharajar|pa perishes.

All the above cessations are included in anuppÈdanirodha. The in-
cessant cessation of kammajar|pa, cittajar|pa, utujar|pa and ÈhÈraja-
r|pa in oneself and in others are called uppÈdanirodha. He must be
able to differentiate these two types of cessation. He should meditate
on the mental aggregates in the same way.
• 17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising17 Samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ — Meditation on Arising

and perishingand perishingand perishingand perishingand perishing
According to Visuddhimagga13, MahÈsaÔipaÔÔhÈna Sutta and

AÔÔhakathÈ14, the meditator should observe with wisdom the arising
of the effects due to the arising of the causes and the perishing of the
effects due to the perishing of the causes, and contemplate both the
causes and the effects as impermanence, suffering and not-self. Thus
he relates the cause and the effect and meditate as follows.

Meditation on materiality-aggregate:Meditation on materiality-aggregate:Meditation on materiality-aggregate:Meditation on materiality-aggregate:Meditation on materiality-aggregate:
(i) Because avijjÈ arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because avijjÈ perishes,

kammajar|pa perishes. Avijja arises and perishes — anicca;
kammaja-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(ii) Because taÓhÈ arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because taÓhÈ perishes,
kammajar|pa perishes. TaÓhÈ arises and perishes — anicca;
kammaja-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(iii) Because upÈdÈna arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because upÈdÈna
perishes, kammajar|pa perishes. UpÈdÈna  arises and perishes — anicca;
kammajar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(iv) Because sa~khÈra arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because sa~khÈra
perishes, kammajar|pa perishes. Sa~khÈra  arises and perishes — anicca;
kammajar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(v) Because kamma arises, kammajar|pa arises; and because kamma pe-
rishes, kammajar|pa perishes. Kamma arises and perishes — anicca;
kammajar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(vi) Because citta arises, cittajar|pa arises; and because citta perishes,
cittajar|pa perishes. Citta  arises and perishes — anicca;
cittajar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.
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(vii) Because utu arises, utujar|pa arises; and because utu perishes,
utujar|pa perishes. Utu  arises and perishes — anicca;
utujar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(viii) Because ÈhÈra arises, ÈhÈrajar|pa arises; and because ÈhÈra perishes,
ÈhÈrajar|pa perishes. ŒhÈra  arises and perishes — anicca;
ÈhÈraja-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca.
After contemplating anicca, he should contemplate dukkha and anatta

in turn in the same way. Then he contemplates each mental aggregate
in the same way.

As described in the PaÔiccasamuppÈda fifth method, he discerns the
five aggregates at every consciousness-moment of each of the six
kinds of cognitive series in the six sense-doors, and after relating the
causes and the effects, he contemplates both the causes and the ef-
fects as impermanence, suffering and not-self.

He should also contemplate the rebirth-five aggregates and the
bhava~ga-five aggregates in the same way. Then he should contem-
plate the five aggregates of every consciousness in the series of con-
sciousness, extending from the past successive existences to the present
existence and then to the successive future existences, both internally
and externally.

In contemplating the causes, if they are the first past causes, he
should focus his mind on the mind-door of the first past existence to
see the arisng and perishing of the causes, and contemplates them as
anicca, dukkha, anatta. He contemplates the causes in the same way
in the past successive existences as well as in the future successive
existences.

Avijja, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna for lobha-diÔÔhi group generally arise as fol-
lows.

manodvÈrÈvajjana, javana (7 times), tadÈrammaÓa (2 times)
12 20 12

The numbers indicate the number of mentalities (citta + cetasikas) .
He should contemplate after discerning with wisdom the arising and

perishing of mentalities in the cognitive series at every conscious-
ness-moment.

In performing a meritorious deed sa~khÈra and kammabhava gen-
erally arise as follows.
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manodvÈrÈvajjana, javana (7 times), tadÈrammaÓa (2 times)
12 34 34

In this cognitive series one discerns with wisdom the arising-perish-
ing of mentalities at every consciousness-moment and contemplates
them as impermance, suffering and not-self.

• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava
Visuddhimagga (2, 214-215) describes the difference thus:

(1) The earlier volitions (pubba-cetanÈs) which arise before perform-
ing the meritorious deed are sa~khÈra; the present volitions (muÒca-
cetanÈs) which arise in performing the meritorious deed are kamma-
bhava.

(2) In the mind-door cognitive series which arise during performing
the meritorious deed, the volitions which associate with the first to
the sixth javanas are sa~khÈra; the volition which associates with the
seventh javana is kammabhava.

(3) The volitions which arise during performing the meritorious deeds
are kammabhava, and their associated dhammas are sa~khÈra.
According to this description the javana-mentalities in the mind-

door cognitive series which arise during performing the meritorious
deeds are somehow designated as kammabhava, the meditator should
comtemplate those moral volitions (immoral volitions) and associated
mentalities as impermanence, suffering and not-self.
• The Benefits of Udayabbaya MeditationsThe Benefits of Udayabbaya MeditationsThe Benefits of Udayabbaya MeditationsThe Benefits of Udayabbaya MeditationsThe Benefits of Udayabbaya Meditations

The meditation to discern with wisdom the arising of the effect be-
cause the cause arises, and the perishing of the effect because the
cause perishes, is called “the Meditation to discern the arising and“the Meditation to discern the arising and“the Meditation to discern the arising and“the Meditation to discern the arising and“the Meditation to discern the arising and
perishing by Causes” (perishing by Causes” (perishing by Causes” (perishing by Causes” (perishing by Causes” (paccayato-udayabbaya-dassanapaccayato-udayabbaya-dassanapaccayato-udayabbaya-dassanapaccayato-udayabbaya-dassanapaccayato-udayabbaya-dassana).).).).).

The meditation to discern the arising and the perishing of the cause
(sa~khÈra) at the moments of their arising and perishing is called “the“the“the“the“the
Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”
(khaÓato-udayabbaya-dassana).

If the meditator contemplates on the three characteristic marks of
the causal sa~khÈra (formations), the resultant sa~khÈra (formations)
by the above two methods, the wisdom which knows that “these
sa~khÈra dhammas, although they do not exist previously, abruptly
arise and then abruptly perish” becomes specially pure and active.
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(vii) Because utu arises, utujar|pa arises; and because utu perishes,
utujar|pa perishes. Utu  arises and perishes — anicca;
utujar|pa arises and perishes — anicca.

(viii) Because ÈhÈra arises, ÈhÈrajar|pa arises; and because ÈhÈra perishes,
ÈhÈrajar|pa perishes. ŒhÈra  arises and perishes — anicca;
ÈhÈraja-r|pa arises and perishes — anicca.
After contemplating anicca, he should contemplate dukkha and anatta

in turn in the same way. Then he contemplates each mental aggregate
in the same way.

As described in the PaÔiccasamuppÈda fifth method, he discerns the
five aggregates at every consciousness-moment of each of the six
kinds of cognitive series in the six sense-doors, and after relating the
causes and the effects, he contemplates both the causes and the ef-
fects as impermanence, suffering and not-self.

He should also contemplate the rebirth-five aggregates and the
bhava~ga-five aggregates in the same way. Then he should contem-
plate the five aggregates of every consciousness in the series of con-
sciousness, extending from the past successive existences to the present
existence and then to the successive future existences, both internally
and externally.

In contemplating the causes, if they are the first past causes, he
should focus his mind on the mind-door of the first past existence to
see the arisng and perishing of the causes, and contemplates them as
anicca, dukkha, anatta. He contemplates the causes in the same way
in the past successive existences as well as in the future successive
existences.

Avijja, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna for lobha-diÔÔhi group generally arise as fol-
lows.

manodvÈrÈvajjana, javana (7 times), tadÈrammaÓa (2 times)
12 20 12

The numbers indicate the number of mentalities (citta + cetasikas) .
He should contemplate after discerning with wisdom the arising and

perishing of mentalities in the cognitive series at every conscious-
ness-moment.

In performing a meritorious deed sa~khÈra and kammabhava gen-
erally arise as follows.
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manodvÈrÈvajjana, javana (7 times), tadÈrammaÓa (2 times)
12 34 34

In this cognitive series one discerns with wisdom the arising-perish-
ing of mentalities at every consciousness-moment and contemplates
them as impermance, suffering and not-self.

• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava• The Difference between Sa~khÈra and Kammabhava
Visuddhimagga (2, 214-215) describes the difference thus:

(1) The earlier volitions (pubba-cetanÈs) which arise before perform-
ing the meritorious deed are sa~khÈra; the present volitions (muÒca-
cetanÈs) which arise in performing the meritorious deed are kamma-
bhava.

(2) In the mind-door cognitive series which arise during performing
the meritorious deed, the volitions which associate with the first to
the sixth javanas are sa~khÈra; the volition which associates with the
seventh javana is kammabhava.

(3) The volitions which arise during performing the meritorious deeds
are kammabhava, and their associated dhammas are sa~khÈra.
According to this description the javana-mentalities in the mind-

door cognitive series which arise during performing the meritorious
deeds are somehow designated as kammabhava, the meditator should
comtemplate those moral volitions (immoral volitions) and associated
mentalities as impermanence, suffering and not-self.
• The Benefits of Udayabbaya MeditationsThe Benefits of Udayabbaya MeditationsThe Benefits of Udayabbaya MeditationsThe Benefits of Udayabbaya MeditationsThe Benefits of Udayabbaya Meditations

The meditation to discern with wisdom the arising of the effect be-
cause the cause arises, and the perishing of the effect because the
cause perishes, is called “the Meditation to discern the arising and“the Meditation to discern the arising and“the Meditation to discern the arising and“the Meditation to discern the arising and“the Meditation to discern the arising and
perishing by Causes” (perishing by Causes” (perishing by Causes” (perishing by Causes” (perishing by Causes” (paccayato-udayabbaya-dassanapaccayato-udayabbaya-dassanapaccayato-udayabbaya-dassanapaccayato-udayabbaya-dassanapaccayato-udayabbaya-dassana).).).).).

The meditation to discern the arising and the perishing of the cause
(sa~khÈra) at the moments of their arising and perishing is called “the“the“the“the“the
Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”Meditation on Arising and Perishing at Momentary Present”
(khaÓato-udayabbaya-dassana).

If the meditator contemplates on the three characteristic marks of
the causal sa~khÈra (formations), the resultant sa~khÈra (formations)
by the above two methods, the wisdom which knows that “these
sa~khÈra dhammas, although they do not exist previously, abruptly
arise and then abruptly perish” becomes specially pure and active.
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Moreover, (1) 4 Noble Truths, (2) PaÔiccasamuppÈda principles, (3)
4 methods of causal relations such as ekattanaya, (4) 5 characteristics
become clear in the wisdom of the meditator.

• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear
(1) The meditator, who discerns with wisdom the arising of the ef-

fect because of the arising of the cause can also discern the reproduc-
tive-kamma cause which gives rise to the resultant mentalities-materi-
alities as its effect. So the Noble Truth of the Cause of Suffering
(Samudaya-saccaSamudaya-saccaSamudaya-saccaSamudaya-saccaSamudaya-sacca) becomes clear in his wisdom.

(2) The meditator, who can discern the incessant momentary arising
of cause-effect mentalities-materialities at momentary present, can also
penetratively discern the suffering of becoming (jÈti-dukkha). There-
fore, the Noble Truth of Suffering (Dukkha-saccaDukkha-saccaDukkha-saccaDukkha-saccaDukkha-sacca) becomes clear in
his wisdom.

(3) The meditator, who discerns with wisdom the perishing of the
effect because of the perishing of the cause, also penetratively dis-
cerns that if the cause does not arise, its effect does not arise also.
Therefore, the Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suffering (Nirodha-Nirodha-Nirodha-Nirodha-Nirodha-
saccasaccasaccasaccasacca) also becomes clear in his wisdom.

(4) The meditator who can discern the incessant momentary perish-
ing of cause-effect mentalities-materialities at momentary present, also
penetratively discerns the suffering of death (maraÓa-dukkha). There-
fore, the Noble Truth of SufferingNoble Truth of SufferingNoble Truth of SufferingNoble Truth of SufferingNoble Truth of Suffering again becomes clear in his wis-
dom.

(5) The udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa, which can discern the arising and perish-
ing of mentalities-materialities due to causes and also the incessant
momentary arising and perishing of formations (sa~khÈra dhamma)
at momentary present, is the right view (sammÈdiÔÔhi). In other words
it represents the group of dhammas consisting of sammÈdiÔÔhi, sammÈ-
sa~kappa, sammÈvÈyÈma, sammÈsati, sammÈsamadhi in which
sammÈ-diÔÔhi is predominant.

That group of dhammas is loki-maggasaccaloki-maggasaccaloki-maggasaccaloki-maggasaccaloki-maggasacca (mundane-path-truth).
This loki-maggasacca can eliminate momentarily the darkness of igno-
rance (moha) which covers mentalities-materialities cause-effect for-
mations so that they cannot be known. Therefore, the Noble Truth of
the Path (Magga-sacca) also becomes clear in the meditator’s wisdom.
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• PaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become ClearPaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become ClearPaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become ClearPaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become ClearPaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become Clear
(1) The meditator, who has discerned clearly the arising of the effect

because of the arising of the cause, penetratively knows with wisdom
that if this cause distinctly arises, its effect will also arise. Therefore,
because avijjÈ arises, sa~khÈra arises; because sa~khÈra arises, viÒÒÈÓa
arises, ..... the cause-effect relations of anuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈdaanuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈdaanuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈdaanuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈdaanuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈda
expounded in this manner become clear in his wisdom.

(2) The meditator, who has discerned clearly the perishing of the
effect because of the perishing of the cause, penetratively knows with
wisdom that if this cause perishes, this effect will also perish. There-
fore, because avijjÈ perishes, sa~khÈra perishes; because sa~khÈra
perishes, viÒÒÈÓa perishes, ..... the cause-effect relations of paÔiloma-paÔiloma-paÔiloma-paÔiloma-paÔiloma-
paÔiccasamuppÈdapaÔiccasamuppÈdapaÔiccasamuppÈdapaÔiccasamuppÈdapaÔiccasamuppÈda expounded in this manner become clear in his
wisdom.

(3) The meditator, who has discerned the incessant momentary aris-
ing and perishing of mentalities-materialities consisting of the causal
formations and the resultant formations at momentary present,
penetratively discerns with wisdom the sa~khata characteristics of arising,
existing and perishing. Therefore, the PaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammasPaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammasPaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammasPaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammasPaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammas
consisting of the resultant dhammas which arise depending on and
grasping the causal dhammas become clear in his wisdom.

The sa~khata-dhammas have the nature of arising and perishing.
They depend on and grasp the causes for their arising. As the causes
themselves are anicca, dukkha, anatta dhammas, the PaÔiccasamuppanna-
dhammas which are the resultant dhammas, are also anicca, dukkha,
anatta dhammas. This is the explanation.
• Four Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become ClearFour Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become ClearFour Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become ClearFour Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become ClearFour Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become Clear

(1) Since one can discern with wisdom that because the causal dhamma
arises, the resultant dhamma also arises (paccayato udayadassana),
one can also discern and understand with wisdom that the causal
dhamma and the resultant dhamma, being always related as cause and
effect, arise incessantly in the materiality-mentality series. Therefore,
the eeeeekatta methodkatta methodkatta methodkatta methodkatta method, which understands that there is only one material-
ity-mentality series, becomes clear in the meditator’s wisdom.

If it becomes clear in his wisdom in this way, he can get rid of in a
better way the uccheda diÔÔhiuccheda diÔÔhiuccheda diÔÔhiuccheda diÔÔhiuccheda diÔÔhi which clings to the wrong belief that the
doer is one person and the experiencer is another person.

(2) Since the meditator has discerned with wisdom the incessant
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Moreover, (1) 4 Noble Truths, (2) PaÔiccasamuppÈda principles, (3)
4 methods of causal relations such as ekattanaya, (4) 5 characteristics
become clear in the wisdom of the meditator.

• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear• The Four Noble Truths Become Clear
(1) The meditator, who discerns with wisdom the arising of the ef-

fect because of the arising of the cause can also discern the reproduc-
tive-kamma cause which gives rise to the resultant mentalities-materi-
alities as its effect. So the Noble Truth of the Cause of Suffering
(Samudaya-saccaSamudaya-saccaSamudaya-saccaSamudaya-saccaSamudaya-sacca) becomes clear in his wisdom.

(2) The meditator, who can discern the incessant momentary arising
of cause-effect mentalities-materialities at momentary present, can also
penetratively discern the suffering of becoming (jÈti-dukkha). There-
fore, the Noble Truth of Suffering (Dukkha-saccaDukkha-saccaDukkha-saccaDukkha-saccaDukkha-sacca) becomes clear in
his wisdom.

(3) The meditator, who discerns with wisdom the perishing of the
effect because of the perishing of the cause, also penetratively dis-
cerns that if the cause does not arise, its effect does not arise also.
Therefore, the Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suffering (Nirodha-Nirodha-Nirodha-Nirodha-Nirodha-
saccasaccasaccasaccasacca) also becomes clear in his wisdom.

(4) The meditator who can discern the incessant momentary perish-
ing of cause-effect mentalities-materialities at momentary present, also
penetratively discerns the suffering of death (maraÓa-dukkha). There-
fore, the Noble Truth of SufferingNoble Truth of SufferingNoble Truth of SufferingNoble Truth of SufferingNoble Truth of Suffering again becomes clear in his wis-
dom.

(5) The udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa, which can discern the arising and perish-
ing of mentalities-materialities due to causes and also the incessant
momentary arising and perishing of formations (sa~khÈra dhamma)
at momentary present, is the right view (sammÈdiÔÔhi). In other words
it represents the group of dhammas consisting of sammÈdiÔÔhi, sammÈ-
sa~kappa, sammÈvÈyÈma, sammÈsati, sammÈsamadhi in which
sammÈ-diÔÔhi is predominant.

That group of dhammas is loki-maggasaccaloki-maggasaccaloki-maggasaccaloki-maggasaccaloki-maggasacca (mundane-path-truth).
This loki-maggasacca can eliminate momentarily the darkness of igno-
rance (moha) which covers mentalities-materialities cause-effect for-
mations so that they cannot be known. Therefore, the Noble Truth of
the Path (Magga-sacca) also becomes clear in the meditator’s wisdom.
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• PaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become ClearPaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become ClearPaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become ClearPaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become ClearPaÔiccasamuppada Principles Become Clear
(1) The meditator, who has discerned clearly the arising of the effect

because of the arising of the cause, penetratively knows with wisdom
that if this cause distinctly arises, its effect will also arise. Therefore,
because avijjÈ arises, sa~khÈra arises; because sa~khÈra arises, viÒÒÈÓa
arises, ..... the cause-effect relations of anuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈdaanuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈdaanuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈdaanuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈdaanuloma-paÔiccasamuppÈda
expounded in this manner become clear in his wisdom.

(2) The meditator, who has discerned clearly the perishing of the
effect because of the perishing of the cause, penetratively knows with
wisdom that if this cause perishes, this effect will also perish. There-
fore, because avijjÈ perishes, sa~khÈra perishes; because sa~khÈra
perishes, viÒÒÈÓa perishes, ..... the cause-effect relations of paÔiloma-paÔiloma-paÔiloma-paÔiloma-paÔiloma-
paÔiccasamuppÈdapaÔiccasamuppÈdapaÔiccasamuppÈdapaÔiccasamuppÈdapaÔiccasamuppÈda expounded in this manner become clear in his
wisdom.

(3) The meditator, who has discerned the incessant momentary aris-
ing and perishing of mentalities-materialities consisting of the causal
formations and the resultant formations at momentary present,
penetratively discerns with wisdom the sa~khata characteristics of arising,
existing and perishing. Therefore, the PaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammasPaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammasPaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammasPaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammasPaÔiccasamuppanna-dhammas
consisting of the resultant dhammas which arise depending on and
grasping the causal dhammas become clear in his wisdom.

The sa~khata-dhammas have the nature of arising and perishing.
They depend on and grasp the causes for their arising. As the causes
themselves are anicca, dukkha, anatta dhammas, the PaÔiccasamuppanna-
dhammas which are the resultant dhammas, are also anicca, dukkha,
anatta dhammas. This is the explanation.
• Four Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become ClearFour Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become ClearFour Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become ClearFour Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become ClearFour Methods of Cause-effect Relations Become Clear

(1) Since one can discern with wisdom that because the causal dhamma
arises, the resultant dhamma also arises (paccayato udayadassana),
one can also discern and understand with wisdom that the causal
dhamma and the resultant dhamma, being always related as cause and
effect, arise incessantly in the materiality-mentality series. Therefore,
the eeeeekatta methodkatta methodkatta methodkatta methodkatta method, which understands that there is only one material-
ity-mentality series, becomes clear in the meditator’s wisdom.

If it becomes clear in his wisdom in this way, he can get rid of in a
better way the uccheda diÔÔhiuccheda diÔÔhiuccheda diÔÔhiuccheda diÔÔhiuccheda diÔÔhi which clings to the wrong belief that the
doer is one person and the experiencer is another person.

(2) Since the meditator has discerned with wisdom the incessant
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momentary arising and perishing of mentalities-materialities (sa~khÈra-
dhammas) by cause-effect relations at momentary present (khaÓato
udayadassana), he knows that although the mentality-materiality se-
ries is a continuous series, it is not a continuous series without arising
and perishing; it is a continuous series with arising and perishing of
mentalites-materialities. As the perishing is being observed at momen-
tary present, the ultimate realities respectively exist one each at every
consciousness-moment. The earlier mentality-materiality is different
from the later mentality-materiality; thus his understanding and see-
ing become pure.

As the understanding and seeing become pure, the nÈnatta methodnÈnatta methodnÈnatta methodnÈnatta methodnÈnatta method
also becomes evident and clear. So he can get rid of in a better way
the sassata-diÔÔhisassata-diÔÔhisassata-diÔÔhisassata-diÔÔhisassata-diÔÔhi which clings to the wrong belief that the doer and
the experiencer are the same person.

(3) Because the cause arises, the effect arises, and because the cause
perishes, the effect perishes. The meditator, who discerns this phe-
nomenon, also knows that when the cause clearly exists, the effect
arises, and when the cause does not exist, the effect does not arise.
The cause has no worry that it will cause the effect to arise, and the
effect has no worry that it will arise when the cause arises. This fact
also becomes clear in his wisdom. Therefore, the abyÈpÈra methodabyÈpÈra methodabyÈpÈra methodabyÈpÈra methodabyÈpÈra method
also becomes evident and clear in his wisdom.

Then he can get rid of in the better way the atta-diÔÔhiatta-diÔÔhiatta-diÔÔhiatta-diÔÔhiatta-diÔÔhi which clings
to the wrong belief that the creater ‘parama-atta’ exists and the
created ‘jÊva-atta’ (soul) also exists.

(4) The meditator, who discerns with wisdom the arising of the ef-
fect on account of the arising of the cause, penetratively knows with
wisdom that only the effect which is appropriate to the cause arises.
The effect does not arise without order or discipline. When the effects
due to the causes — avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava — arise,
viÒÒÈÓa, nÈmar|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, which are the effects
appropriate to the causes, will arise.

Then the evaÑdhammatÈ methodevaÑdhammatÈ methodevaÑdhammatÈ methodevaÑdhammatÈ methodevaÑdhammatÈ method, which states that only the ef-
fects appropriate to the causes will arise, becomes evident and clear in
his wisdom. Then he can get rid of in the better way the akiriya-akiriya-akiriya-akiriya-akiriya-
diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi which clings to the wrong belief that no action and no kamma
arises when a person does something.
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• Five CharacteristicFive CharacteristicFive CharacteristicFive CharacteristicFive Characteristicsssss Become Clear Become Clear Become Clear Become Clear Become Clear
(1) Because the cause clearly arises, the effect clearly arises. Be-

cause the cause clearly exists, the effect arises, and it does not arise if
the cause does not exist. Therefore, the creator ‘parama-atta’ and the
created ‘jÊva-atta’ (soul) do not exist. When the meditator knows these
facts clearly, the ‘not-selfnot-selfnot-selfnot-selfnot-self’ or ‘anatta’ characteristic‘anatta’ characteristic‘anatta’ characteristic‘anatta’ characteristic‘anatta’ characteristic becomes clear in
his wisdom.

(2) The meditator, who has discerned with wisdom the incessant
momentary arising and perishing of mentalities-materialities consist-
ing of the causal formations and the resultant formations at momen-
tary present (khaÓato-udayabbaya-dassana), penetratively understands
clearly that the mentalities-materialities do not exist before and after
the three submoments of their arising-existing-perishing; they only
exist during the period of their arising and their perishing. Therefore
the ‘impermanenceimpermanenceimpermanenceimpermanenceimpermanence’ or ‘anicca’-characteristicanicca’-characteristicanicca’-characteristicanicca’-characteristicanicca’-characteristic becomes clear in his
wisdom.

(3) Since the meditator clearly discerns with wisdom that he is inces-
santly tortured by the arising and perishing of mentalities-materiali-
ties, the ‘suffering’‘suffering’‘suffering’‘suffering’‘suffering’ or ‘dukkha’-characteristic‘dukkha’-characteristic‘dukkha’-characteristic‘dukkha’-characteristic‘dukkha’-characteristic also becomes clear in
his wisdom.

(4) Since the meditator penteratively diserns and understands with
wisdom that mentalities-materialities can exist only during the period
of their arising and perishing, and they are delimitted by their arising
and perishing, so this ‘naturalnaturalnaturalnaturalnatural’ or ‘sabhÈva’-characteristicsabhÈva’-characteristicsabhÈva’-characteristicsabhÈva’-characteristicsabhÈva’-characteristic also
becomes distinct in his wisdom in addition to the three natural charac-
teristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self.

(5) When the above natural characteristics of mentalities and mate-
rialities become clear in the meditator’s wisdom, the fact that these
formations can exist only during a very short interval of their arising-
existing-perishing also becomes evident and clear.

The meditator obtains the above special wisdoms as the benefits of
his discerning with wisdom the arising of the effect due to the arising
of the cause (paccayato-udayabbaya-dassana) and the incessant mo-
mentary arising and perishing of mentalities-materialities consisting
of the causal formations and the resultant formations at momentary
instant (khaÓato-udayabbaya-dassana).
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arises, and when the cause does not exist, the effect does not arise.
The cause has no worry that it will cause the effect to arise, and the
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(4) The meditator, who discerns with wisdom the arising of the ef-
fect on account of the arising of the cause, penetratively knows with
wisdom that only the effect which is appropriate to the cause arises.
The effect does not arise without order or discipline. When the effects
due to the causes — avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava — arise,
viÒÒÈÓa, nÈmar|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, which are the effects
appropriate to the causes, will arise.

Then the evaÑdhammatÈ methodevaÑdhammatÈ methodevaÑdhammatÈ methodevaÑdhammatÈ methodevaÑdhammatÈ method, which states that only the ef-
fects appropriate to the causes will arise, becomes evident and clear in
his wisdom. Then he can get rid of in the better way the akiriya-akiriya-akiriya-akiriya-akiriya-
diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi which clings to the wrong belief that no action and no kamma
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(1) Because the cause clearly arises, the effect clearly arises. Be-

cause the cause clearly exists, the effect arises, and it does not arise if
the cause does not exist. Therefore, the creator ‘parama-atta’ and the
created ‘jÊva-atta’ (soul) do not exist. When the meditator knows these
facts clearly, the ‘not-selfnot-selfnot-selfnot-selfnot-self’ or ‘anatta’ characteristic‘anatta’ characteristic‘anatta’ characteristic‘anatta’ characteristic‘anatta’ characteristic becomes clear in
his wisdom.

(2) The meditator, who has discerned with wisdom the incessant
momentary arising and perishing of mentalities-materialities consist-
ing of the causal formations and the resultant formations at momen-
tary present (khaÓato-udayabbaya-dassana), penetratively understands
clearly that the mentalities-materialities do not exist before and after
the three submoments of their arising-existing-perishing; they only
exist during the period of their arising and their perishing. Therefore
the ‘impermanenceimpermanenceimpermanenceimpermanenceimpermanence’ or ‘anicca’-characteristicanicca’-characteristicanicca’-characteristicanicca’-characteristicanicca’-characteristic becomes clear in his
wisdom.

(3) Since the meditator clearly discerns with wisdom that he is inces-
santly tortured by the arising and perishing of mentalities-materiali-
ties, the ‘suffering’‘suffering’‘suffering’‘suffering’‘suffering’ or ‘dukkha’-characteristic‘dukkha’-characteristic‘dukkha’-characteristic‘dukkha’-characteristic‘dukkha’-characteristic also becomes clear in
his wisdom.

(4) Since the meditator penteratively diserns and understands with
wisdom that mentalities-materialities can exist only during the period
of their arising and perishing, and they are delimitted by their arising
and perishing, so this ‘naturalnaturalnaturalnaturalnatural’ or ‘sabhÈva’-characteristicsabhÈva’-characteristicsabhÈva’-characteristicsabhÈva’-characteristicsabhÈva’-characteristic also
becomes distinct in his wisdom in addition to the three natural charac-
teristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self.

(5) When the above natural characteristics of mentalities and mate-
rialities become clear in the meditator’s wisdom, the fact that these
formations can exist only during a very short interval of their arising-
existing-perishing also becomes evident and clear.

The meditator obtains the above special wisdoms as the benefits of
his discerning with wisdom the arising of the effect due to the arising
of the cause (paccayato-udayabbaya-dassana) and the incessant mo-
mentary arising and perishing of mentalities-materialities consisting
of the causal formations and the resultant formations at momentary
instant (khaÓato-udayabbaya-dassana).
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• Three Types of Present and TaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaThree Types of Present and TaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaThree Types of Present and TaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaThree Types of Present and TaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaThree Types of Present and TaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa

(1) AddhÈ-paccupanna (Time-present)(1) AddhÈ-paccupanna (Time-present)(1) AddhÈ-paccupanna (Time-present)(1) AddhÈ-paccupanna (Time-present)(1) AddhÈ-paccupanna (Time-present)
The mentalities-materialities in a life-time from birth to death are

called addhÈ-paccupanna dhammas.
(2) Santati-paccupanna (Continuous-present)(2) Santati-paccupanna (Continuous-present)(2) Santati-paccupanna (Continuous-present)(2) Santati-paccupanna (Continuous-present)(2) Santati-paccupanna (Continuous-present)
The mentalities-materialities in a cognitive series such as eye-door

cognitive series are called santati-paccapanna dhammas or continuous-
present mentality-materiality.

Besides, a series of heat-born materialities (utuja-r|pas) produced
from a heat-element (tejo-dhÈta) present in a material group (r|pa-
kalÈpa) as well as a series of nutriment-born materialities (ÈhÈraja-
r|pa) produced from a nutriment present in a material group are also
called santati-paccupanna dhammas or continuous-present mentality-
materiality.

(3) KhaÓa-paccupanna (Momentary-present)KhaÓa-paccupanna (Momentary-present)KhaÓa-paccupanna (Momentary-present)KhaÓa-paccupanna (Momentary-present)KhaÓa-paccupanna (Momentary-present)
The mentality which exists during three submoments of its arising,

existing and perishing or during one consciousness-moment is called
khaÓa-paccupanna mentality or momentary-present mentality. The
materiality which exists during its arising, existing and perishing is
also called khaÓa-paccupanna materiality (momentary-present mate-
riality).

Herein, in vipassanÈ-meditation, the statement that we should dis-
cern mentality-materiality at the direct-presentdirect-presentdirect-presentdirect-presentdirect-present momentmomentmomentmomentmoment means that
we should discern nama-r|pa first at the santati-paccupanna — con-
tinuous-present moment.

When we see a visible object with the eye, that object is not santati-
paccupanna object. Buddha Abhidhamma describes that when a vis-
ible object appears in the eye, an eye-door cognitive series of con-
sciousness arises first followed by several consequent mind-door cog-
nitive series of consciousness. Only then we know what the visible
object is.

That means that when we see and know a visible object, it is already
a past visible object, not the direct-present visible object. And also it
is not the ultimate mentality-materiality; it is just a concept (paÒÒatti).

Only if we can discern the ultimate mentalities and materialities in
the eye-door cognitive series of consciousness, we can say that we
see the santati-present mentalities and materialities. We can see like
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this with wisdom only if we attain the right concentration (samÈsamÈ-
dhi) and have analyzed each mind and each material group in the
cognitive series into their ultimate components called ultimate men-
talities and ultimate materialities.

In vipassanÈ-meditation, the meditator first discerns with wisdom
the arising and perishing of continuous-present (santati-paccupanna)
mentalities and materialities.

“Because avijjÈ arises, materiality arises; because avijjÈ perishes,
materiality perishes” ... and so on, in this way he contemplates the
arising and perishing of mentalities and materialities by means of the
causes, that is, by paccayato-udayabbaya method. As he contemplates
many times, his meditating wisdom becomes progressively more and
more keen, powerful and penetrative.

Then he stops discerning: “Because the causes like ignorance arise,
the effects like materiality arise”; he discerns the causal aggregate
and the resultant aggregate with wisdom and comtemplates: “Because
avijjÈ arises, materiality arises; because avijjÈ perishes, materiality per-
ishes; avijjÈ arises and perishes — anicca; materiality arises and per-
ishes — anicca, and so on.”

Then giving attention to “paccayato-udayabbaya dessana” = seeing
with wisdom the arising of the effects because of the arising of the
causes and the perishing of the effects because of the perishing of the
causes, he also discerns with wisdom the arising and perishing of
mentalities and materialities at momentary present, that is, by khaÓato-
udayabbaya dassana.

By meditating in this way many times, his meditating wisdom be-
comes purer, keener and more powerful. So he can discern with wis-
dom the incessant momentary arising and perishing of mentalities and
materialities at momentary present.

He now attains taruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓataruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓataruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓataruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓataruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓa which is also called udayabba-udayabba-udayabba-udayabba-udayabba-
yÈnupassanÈyÈnupassanÈyÈnupassanÈyÈnupassanÈyÈnupassanÈ. That meditator is now known as ÈraddavipassanÈÈraddavipassanÈÈraddavipassanÈÈraddavipassanÈÈraddavipassanÈ person. person. person. person. person.

• Ten Kinds of Ten Kinds of Ten Kinds of Ten Kinds of Ten Kinds of UpakkilesÈsUpakkilesÈsUpakkilesÈsUpakkilesÈsUpakkilesÈs (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise) (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise) (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise) (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise) (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise)
While the meditator is undertaking vipassanÈ meditation repeatedly

and continuously by the two methods:
(1) Paccayato-udayabbayadassana = discerning the arising and peri-

  shing of mentalities and materialities by means of the causes, and
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existing and perishing or during one consciousness-moment is called
khaÓa-paccupanna mentality or momentary-present mentality. The
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also called khaÓa-paccupanna materiality (momentary-present mate-
riality).

Herein, in vipassanÈ-meditation, the statement that we should dis-
cern mentality-materiality at the direct-presentdirect-presentdirect-presentdirect-presentdirect-present momentmomentmomentmomentmoment means that
we should discern nama-r|pa first at the santati-paccupanna — con-
tinuous-present moment.

When we see a visible object with the eye, that object is not santati-
paccupanna object. Buddha Abhidhamma describes that when a vis-
ible object appears in the eye, an eye-door cognitive series of con-
sciousness arises first followed by several consequent mind-door cog-
nitive series of consciousness. Only then we know what the visible
object is.

That means that when we see and know a visible object, it is already
a past visible object, not the direct-present visible object. And also it
is not the ultimate mentality-materiality; it is just a concept (paÒÒatti).

Only if we can discern the ultimate mentalities and materialities in
the eye-door cognitive series of consciousness, we can say that we
see the santati-present mentalities and materialities. We can see like
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this with wisdom only if we attain the right concentration (samÈsamÈ-
dhi) and have analyzed each mind and each material group in the
cognitive series into their ultimate components called ultimate men-
talities and ultimate materialities.

In vipassanÈ-meditation, the meditator first discerns with wisdom
the arising and perishing of continuous-present (santati-paccupanna)
mentalities and materialities.

“Because avijjÈ arises, materiality arises; because avijjÈ perishes,
materiality perishes” ... and so on, in this way he contemplates the
arising and perishing of mentalities and materialities by means of the
causes, that is, by paccayato-udayabbaya method. As he contemplates
many times, his meditating wisdom becomes progressively more and
more keen, powerful and penetrative.

Then he stops discerning: “Because the causes like ignorance arise,
the effects like materiality arise”; he discerns the causal aggregate
and the resultant aggregate with wisdom and comtemplates: “Because
avijjÈ arises, materiality arises; because avijjÈ perishes, materiality per-
ishes; avijjÈ arises and perishes — anicca; materiality arises and per-
ishes — anicca, and so on.”

Then giving attention to “paccayato-udayabbaya dessana” = seeing
with wisdom the arising of the effects because of the arising of the
causes and the perishing of the effects because of the perishing of the
causes, he also discerns with wisdom the arising and perishing of
mentalities and materialities at momentary present, that is, by khaÓato-
udayabbaya dassana.

By meditating in this way many times, his meditating wisdom be-
comes purer, keener and more powerful. So he can discern with wis-
dom the incessant momentary arising and perishing of mentalities and
materialities at momentary present.

He now attains taruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓataruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓataruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓataruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓataruÓa-vipassanÈÒÈÓa which is also called udayabba-udayabba-udayabba-udayabba-udayabba-
yÈnupassanÈyÈnupassanÈyÈnupassanÈyÈnupassanÈyÈnupassanÈ. That meditator is now known as ÈraddavipassanÈÈraddavipassanÈÈraddavipassanÈÈraddavipassanÈÈraddavipassanÈ person. person. person. person. person.

• Ten Kinds of Ten Kinds of Ten Kinds of Ten Kinds of Ten Kinds of UpakkilesÈsUpakkilesÈsUpakkilesÈsUpakkilesÈsUpakkilesÈs (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise) (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise) (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise) (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise) (Impurities of VipassaÓÈ Arise)
While the meditator is undertaking vipassanÈ meditation repeatedly

and continuously by the two methods:
(1) Paccayato-udayabbayadassana = discerning the arising and peri-

  shing of mentalities and materialities by means of the causes, and
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(2) KhaÓato-udayabbayadassana = discerning the incessant momen-
  tary arising and perishing of mentalities and materialities at mo-

tary present, until he attains taruÓavipassanÈÒÈÓa, or after he has medi-
tated in this way, as the next step, while he is comtemplating three
characteristics of five aggregates in the past, in the future, in the present,
in the internal and in the external, ten kinds of upakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈs (impuri-
ties of vipassanÈ) arise.

(1) ObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsa = bright body-rays = bright body-rays = bright body-rays = bright body-rays = bright body-rays
The meditating mind, which is associated with keen and powerful

insight wisdom, produces mind-born octad material groups. The visi-
ble object called vaÓÓa in these material groups is very bright. The
tejo or utu present in these material groups produces heat-born octad
material groups, and the vaÓÓa element in these new material groups
is also very bright.

The mind-born octads (material groups) spread out internally only
inside the body whereas the heat-born octads (material groups) spread
both internally and externally, and to far away places if the insight
wisdom is very powerful. So the whole monastery or the whole village
may become bright with body-rays.

Only the meditator can see his body-rays. He can also see the visi-
ble objects which are in contact with the body-rays. He can see only
with his mind-consciousnesses. (MahÈÔÊkÈ 2.429)

According to Pa-auk Forest meditators the body-rays are different
from the wisdom light produced by earlier samatha or vipassanÈ con-
sciousnesses; the body-rays are brighter and more delightful.

(2) ©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa = very pure and quick insight wisdom = very pure and quick insight wisdom = very pure and quick insight wisdom = very pure and quick insight wisdom = very pure and quick insight wisdom
with the ability to discern the arising and perishing of mentalities-

materialities quickly and effortlessly also arises.
(3) PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti = very strong unprecedent = very strong unprecedent = very strong unprecedent = very strong unprecedent = very strong unprecedentededededed joy joy joy joy joy

  It includes all five kinds of rapture with phÈranÈ-pÊti being pre-
dominant.

(4) PassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhi = kÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddhi = kÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddhi = kÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddhi = kÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddhi = kÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddhi
  They make mind and body tranquil and peaceful.

(5) SukkhaSukkhaSukkhaSukkhaSukkha = very pleasant feeling = very pleasant feeling = very pleasant feeling = very pleasant feeling = very pleasant feeling
It is the feeling which associates with insight wisdom giving rise

to mental happiness.
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(6) AdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkha =  =  =  =  = saddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈ = strong faith = strong faith = strong faith = strong faith = strong faith
It clarifies the mind. It has strong faith especially in the Threefold

Training.
(7) PaggahaPaggahaPaggahaPaggahaPaggaha =  =  =  =  = vÊriyavÊriyavÊriyavÊriyavÊriya = strong effort = strong effort = strong effort = strong effort = strong effort

It is not slacking; it supports its associated dhammas very well. It
can drive away idleness in meditation.

(8) UpaÔÔhÈUpaÔÔhÈUpaÔÔhÈUpaÔÔhÈUpaÔÔhÈnnnnnaaaaa =  =  =  =  = satisatisatisatisati = strong mindf = strong mindf = strong mindf = strong mindf = strong mindfuuuuulnesslnesslnesslnesslness
It takes note of the characteristics of mentalities-materialities at

momentary-present and keeps the meditating mind firmly fixed on
the meditation object like a firm pillar, unshakeable by the storm of
hindrances (nÊvaraÓas).

(9) UpUpUpUpUpeeeeekkhÈkkhÈkkhÈkkhÈkkhÈ =  =  =  =  = vipassanupekkhÈvipassanupekkhÈvipassanupekkhÈvipassanupekkhÈvipassanupekkhÈ +  +  +  +  + ÈvajjanupekkhaÈvajjanupekkhaÈvajjanupekkhaÈvajjanupekkhaÈvajjanupekkha
VipassanupekkhÈ is tatramajjattatÈ cetasika which keeps the medi-

tating mind well balanced effortlessly on the meditation object of
mentalities-materialities, causes and effets of PaÔiccasamuppÈda.

ŒvajjanupekkhÈ is the cetanÈ cetasika which associates with mano-
dvÈrÈvajjana and which can reflect the three characteristics of men-
talities-materialities effortlessly and quickly at equanimity.

(10) NikantiNikantiNikantiNikantiNikanti = very mild and subtle  = very mild and subtle  = very mild and subtle  = very mild and subtle  = very mild and subtle tatatatataÓÓÓÓÓhÈhÈhÈhÈhÈ ( ( ( ( (lobhalobhalobhalobhalobha)))))
It is very mild attachment to the insight knowledge (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)

which is accompanied by the nine pleasant dhammas from obhÈsa to
upekkhÈ. It is so subtle that it is very hard to know it. Thus the medi-
tator is very much delighted and happy with his vipassanÈ meditation
without noticing the mild attachement (nikanti). However, he can know
nikanti if he discerns it with his keen and powerful insight wisdom.

• The Knowledge of Differentiating the Right Path and the WrongThe Knowledge of Differentiating the Right Path and the WrongThe Knowledge of Differentiating the Right Path and the WrongThe Knowledge of Differentiating the Right Path and the WrongThe Knowledge of Differentiating the Right Path and the Wrong
Path ArisesPath ArisesPath ArisesPath ArisesPath Arises
The nine dhammas from obhÈsa to upekkhÈ are not really vipassanÈ

impurities (upakkilesÈs); they are only the objects which can give rise
to upakkilesÈs. The eight dhammas from wisdom (ÒÈÓa) to equanimi-
ty (upekkhÈ) are the mental factors which associate with the meditat-
ing consciousness. They are included among the 34 mentalities which
constitute the meditating mind. So they are not upekkilesÈs.

The bright body-rays (obhÈsa) are also not upekkilesÈs; they are the
visible object (vaÓÓa-r|pa) which is included in the mind-born octads
and the heat-born octads.
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(2) KhaÓato-udayabbayadassana = discerning the incessant momen-
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tator is very much delighted and happy with his vipassanÈ meditation
without noticing the mild attachement (nikanti). However, he can know
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ty (upekkhÈ) are the mental factors which associate with the meditat-
ing consciousness. They are included among the 34 mentalities which
constitute the meditating mind. So they are not upekkilesÈs.

The bright body-rays (obhÈsa) are also not upekkilesÈs; they are the
visible object (vaÓÓa-r|pa) which is included in the mind-born octads
and the heat-born octads.
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However, by taking notice of the nine objects from obhÈsa to upekkhÈ,
real defilements (upekkilesÈs) such as craving or attachment (taÓhÈ),
pride (mÈna) and wrong belief (diÔÔhi) arise.

“EtaÑ mama eso hamasami eso me attÈ”“EtaÑ mama eso hamasami eso me attÈ”“EtaÑ mama eso hamasami eso me attÈ”“EtaÑ mama eso hamasami eso me attÈ”“EtaÑ mama eso hamasami eso me attÈ”
“These dhammas are mine, these dhammas are I, these“These dhammas are mine, these dhammas are I, these“These dhammas are mine, these dhammas are I, these“These dhammas are mine, these dhammas are I, these“These dhammas are mine, these dhammas are I, these

dhammas are my self.”dhammas are my self.”dhammas are my self.”dhammas are my self.”dhammas are my self.”
“These bright body-rays, unprecedented joy, intense pleasant feel-

ing, great delight, great happiness, strong religious fervour due to in-
tense faith, quick powerful insight wisdom belong to me (taÓhÈ), they
occur in me (diÔÔhi), they do not arise in others (mÈna).

As the real defilements — taÓhÈ, mÈna, diÔÔhi, etc. — arise by clinging
to obhÈsa, ÒÈÓa, pÊti, passaddhi, sukha, etc., by drawing an analogy to
the effects, the causes (obhÈsa, ÒÈÓa, pÊti, passaddhi, sukha, etc.) are
also named upakilesÈs — defilements of vipassanÈ by way of phal|pacÈra
method.

Some meditators with poor knowledge of dhamma, the teachings of
the Buddha, even think that they attain the path-wisdom (MaggaÒÈÓa)
and its Fruition (Phala) when they have the unusual aura, joy, plea-
sant feeling, tranquillity and happiness, and keep enjoying them. These
people are on the wrong path, deviating from the Middle Path leading
to NibbÈna.

Those meditators who have sufficient knowledge of the dhamma
know very well that the bright body-rays, the unprecedented joy, strong
delight and happiness, the intense faith, the quick, powerful wisdom,
etc., are the objects of taÓhÈ, mÈna, diÔÔhi, and they can give rise to
defilements which will defile vipassanÈ. So developing delight and
attachment to them is the wrong path, not the right path. Understand-
ing them correctly as upakkilesÈs and repeatedly contemplating them
as impermanence, suffering and not-self is the right Path leading to
NibbÈna.

The wisdom which can clearly differentiate between the Right Path
(magga) and the Wrong Path (amagga) is called “MaggÈmagga-“MaggÈmagga-“MaggÈmagga-“MaggÈmagga-“MaggÈmagga-
ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi”ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi”ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi”ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi”ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi” — the “Purification by Knowledge and Vi-“Purification by Knowledge and Vi-“Purification by Knowledge and Vi-“Purification by Knowledge and Vi-“Purification by Knowledge and Vi-
sion of the Right Path and the Wrong Path”sion of the Right Path and the Wrong Path”sion of the Right Path and the Wrong Path”sion of the Right Path and the Wrong Path”sion of the Right Path and the Wrong Path”.15
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7 How can a meditator perform meditation on the foulness of menta-
lities and proceed to vipassanÈ meditation on materiality-mentality
together? (pp. 281-282)

8 How can a meditator perform AddhÈ-paccupanna VipassanÈ and
proceed to vipassanÈ meditation, pertaining to the past, to the present
and to the future? (pp. 282-283)
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udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa? (pp. 297-298)
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21 In developing udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa how does a meditator perform
Samudaya-VayadhammÈnupassÊ — meditation on arising and peri-
shing? (pp. 298-299)

22 How do the four Noble Truths become clear during udayabbaya
meditations? (p. 301)

23 How do the principles of Dependent Origination become clear as
the benefits of udayabbaya meditations? (p. 302)

24 How do four methods of cause-effect relations become clear in
udayabbaya meditations? (pp. 302, 303)

25 How do the five characteristics become clear as the benefits of
udayabbaya meditations? (p. 304)

26 When does a meditator attain Taruna-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa?
(pp. 305- 306)

27 What are upakkilesÈs? When do they arise? (pp. 306-308)
28 Describe ten upakkilesÈs. Are they really kilesÈs? Why are they

called upakkilesÈs? (pp. 307-308, 309)
29 What is Sammasana-ÒÈÓa? When does it reach the climax?

(pp. 274, 294-295)
30. What is udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa? How can it be developed?

(pp. 295-300)
31 What is MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi?

When can a meditator attain it? (pp. 308, 309)
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how does he contemplate the ten impermanent characteristics?

(pp. 284-285)
12 Out of 40 ways of vipassanÈ meditation, describe 5 ways each for

contemplating the painful characteristic and the not-self characteris-
tic. (pp. 285-287)

13 Describe fully how vipassanÈ-meditation is undertaken on the
causes and effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈda. (pp. 288-289)

14 In performing vipassanÈ-meditation by means of Materiality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality Septad,
how does one perform the meditation on the materiality in one day?

 (pp. 290-291)
15 In Materiality Septad vipassanÈ meditation how dose a meditator

contemplate on the materiality in a single foot-step. (p. 290)
16 In performing vipassanÈ-meditation by means of Immaterial Septad,

how does a meditator perform the meditation by pairmeditation by pairmeditation by pairmeditation by pairmeditation by pair (yamaka)?
 (pp. 292-293)

17 In Immaterial Septad vipassanÈ-meditation how dose a meditator
undertake meditation by momentsmeditation by momentsmeditation by momentsmeditation by momentsmeditation by moments (khaÓika) or meditation bymeditation bymeditation bymeditation bymeditation by
seriesseriesseriesseriesseries? (p. 293)

18 When the sammasana-ÒÈÓa of a meditator reaches the climax, what
part of the 18 Principal Insights (MahÈvipassanÈ) has he penetrated?

 (pp. 294-295)
19 In developing Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa how does a meditator undertake

Samudaya dhammÈnupassÊ — meditation on arising? (pp. 296, 297)
20 How does a meditator undertake VayadhammÈnupassÊ to develop

udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa? (pp. 297-298)
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21 In developing udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa how does a meditator perform
Samudaya-VayadhammÈnupassÊ — meditation on arising and peri-
shing? (pp. 298-299)

22 How do the four Noble Truths become clear during udayabbaya
meditations? (p. 301)

23 How do the principles of Dependent Origination become clear as
the benefits of udayabbaya meditations? (p. 302)

24 How do four methods of cause-effect relations become clear in
udayabbaya meditations? (pp. 302, 303)

25 How do the five characteristics become clear as the benefits of
udayabbaya meditations? (p. 304)

26 When does a meditator attain Taruna-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa?
(pp. 305- 306)

27 What are upakkilesÈs? When do they arise? (pp. 306-308)
28 Describe ten upakkilesÈs. Are they really kilesÈs? Why are they

called upakkilesÈs? (pp. 307-308, 309)
29 What is Sammasana-ÒÈÓa? When does it reach the climax?

(pp. 274, 294-295)
30. What is udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa? How can it be developed?

(pp. 295-300)
31 What is MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi?

When can a meditator attain it? (pp. 308, 309)
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CHAPTER XVIII —CHAPTER XVIII —CHAPTER XVIII —CHAPTER XVIII —CHAPTER XVIII — PURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BY
KNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THEKNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THEKNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THEKNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THEKNOWLEDGE AND VISION OF THE
PATH TO NIBBŒNAPATH TO NIBBŒNAPATH TO NIBBŒNAPATH TO NIBBŒNAPATH TO NIBBŒNA
(((((PaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiPaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiPaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiPaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiPaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-Visuddhi)))))

• • • • • Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (VipassanÈÒÈÓasVipassanÈÒÈÓasVipassanÈÒÈÓasVipassanÈÒÈÓasVipassanÈÒÈÓas)))))
The development of nine insight knowledges from the later part of

udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa to anuloma-ÒÈÓa is called "the Purification by Know-
ledge and Vision of the Path to NibbÈna". Soon after anuloma-ÒÈÓa
arises, the Path-consciousness and its Fruition - consciousness also
arise automatically in the path-cognitive series and the meditator realizes
NibbÈna.

The meditator, who has attained "the Purity by Knowledge and Vi-
sion of the Right Path and the Wrong Path", should continue his
vipassanÈ-meditation by contemplating the upakkilesÈs as well as the
mentalities-materialities mentioned as Materiality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality Septad (pp. 289-
292) and Immateriality SeptadImmateriality SeptadImmateriality SeptadImmateriality SeptadImmateriality Septad (pp. 292-294), and the mentalities-
materialities in the six sense-doors and 42 body-parts as imperma-
nence, suffering and not-self in turn repeatedly by materiality-men-
tality method, by five-aggregates-method, by 12 Èyatanas-method,
by 18 elements-method or by any method that he prefers.
• VipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ MethodVipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ MethodVipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ MethodVipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ MethodVipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ Methodsssss

(1) KÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna — In undertaking vipassanÈ-medi-
tation on mentalities-materialities mentioned above by r|pa-nÈma
method, by five-aggregates method, etc., the meditator gives priority
to materiality and contemplates materiality-aggregate first as anicca,
dukkha, anatta in turn. Then he continues contemplating each of the
four mentality-aggregates as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn. This way
of meditation is called """""KÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna""""".

(2) VedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna — In undertaking vipassanÈ-
meditation on mentalities, the meditator must first discern together the
materialities of the base (vatthu-r|pas) and the materiality of the sense-
object. Only after that the meditator gives priority to feeling (vedanÈ),
discerns the mentalities and contemplates them as anicca, dukkha,
anatta in turn. He contemplates the feeling-aggregate first and contin-
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ues with other aggregates. This way of meditation is called
"""""VedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna""""".

The material base arises and perishes — anicca,
the sense-object arises and perishes — anicca,
the feeling arises and perishes — anicca.
(Discern all mentalities associated with feeling and contemplate them

as anicca, dukkha, anatta, in turn.)
(3) CittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna — Again in undertaking vipassanÈ-

meditation on mentalities, the meditator gives priority to conscious-
ness (viÒÒÈÓa), discerns the mentalities and contemplates them as
anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn. He contemplates the consciousness-
aggregate first and continues with other aggregates. This way of medi-
tation is called """""CittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna""""".

The material base arises and perishes — anicca,
the sense-object arises and perishes — anicca,
the consciousness arises and perishes — anicca.
(Contemplate all mentalities led by consciousness)
(4) DhammÈnupassanÈDhammÈnupassanÈDhammÈnupassanÈDhammÈnupassanÈDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaSatipaÔÔhÈnaSatipaÔÔhÈnaSatipaÔÔhÈnaSatipaÔÔhÈna — Again the meditator gives

priority to phassa, cetanÈ, discerns the mentalities and contemplates
them as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn. He contemplates the forma-
tions-aggregate first and continues with other aggregates. This way of
meditation is called """""DhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna""""".

The material base arises and perishes — anicca,
the sense-object arises and perishes — anicca,
Phassa (cetanÈ) arises and perishes — anicca.
Contemplate all mentalities led by phassa (cetanÈ)
Meditate in a similar way for dukkha, anatta, internal, external, the
past and the future formations.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Undertaking vipassanÈ by five-aggregates method, by eighteen-
elements method, etc., are also called DhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna.

• 19 Meditation by 19 Meditation by 19 Meditation by 19 Meditation by 19 Meditation by Iriyapatha-sampajaÒÒaIriyapatha-sampajaÒÒaIriyapatha-sampajaÒÒaIriyapatha-sampajaÒÒaIriyapatha-sampajaÒÒa Method Method Method Method Method
The meditator should practise how to discern the five aggregates

while going, standing, sitting, reclining, bending the hand, stretching
the hand, etc.

In this vipassanÈ-section those five aggregates, which have been
discerned by Iriyapatha-sampajaÒÒa     method (p. 291) as well as by
ÈyatanadvÈra (6 sense-doors) method, will be contemplated:

(1) as materialities, (2) as mentalities, (3) as mentalities-materialities
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PATH TO NIBBŒNAPATH TO NIBBŒNAPATH TO NIBBŒNAPATH TO NIBBŒNAPATH TO NIBBŒNA
(((((PaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiPaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiPaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiPaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiPaÔipadÈÒÈÓadassana-Visuddhi)))))

• • • • • Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (Development of Nine Insight Knowledges (VipassanÈÒÈÓasVipassanÈÒÈÓasVipassanÈÒÈÓasVipassanÈÒÈÓasVipassanÈÒÈÓas)))))
The development of nine insight knowledges from the later part of

udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa to anuloma-ÒÈÓa is called "the Purification by Know-
ledge and Vision of the Path to NibbÈna". Soon after anuloma-ÒÈÓa
arises, the Path-consciousness and its Fruition - consciousness also
arise automatically in the path-cognitive series and the meditator realizes
NibbÈna.

The meditator, who has attained "the Purity by Knowledge and Vi-
sion of the Right Path and the Wrong Path", should continue his
vipassanÈ-meditation by contemplating the upakkilesÈs as well as the
mentalities-materialities mentioned as Materiality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality SeptadMateriality Septad (pp. 289-
292) and Immateriality SeptadImmateriality SeptadImmateriality SeptadImmateriality SeptadImmateriality Septad (pp. 292-294), and the mentalities-
materialities in the six sense-doors and 42 body-parts as imperma-
nence, suffering and not-self in turn repeatedly by materiality-men-
tality method, by five-aggregates-method, by 12 Èyatanas-method,
by 18 elements-method or by any method that he prefers.
• VipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ MethodVipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ MethodVipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ MethodVipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ MethodVipassanÈ-Meditation by Four AnupassanÈ Methodsssss

(1) KÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna — In undertaking vipassanÈ-medi-
tation on mentalities-materialities mentioned above by r|pa-nÈma
method, by five-aggregates method, etc., the meditator gives priority
to materiality and contemplates materiality-aggregate first as anicca,
dukkha, anatta in turn. Then he continues contemplating each of the
four mentality-aggregates as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn. This way
of meditation is called """""KÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna""""".

(2) VedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna — In undertaking vipassanÈ-
meditation on mentalities, the meditator must first discern together the
materialities of the base (vatthu-r|pas) and the materiality of the sense-
object. Only after that the meditator gives priority to feeling (vedanÈ),
discerns the mentalities and contemplates them as anicca, dukkha,
anatta in turn. He contemplates the feeling-aggregate first and contin-
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ues with other aggregates. This way of meditation is called
"""""VedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna""""".

The material base arises and perishes — anicca,
the sense-object arises and perishes — anicca,
the feeling arises and perishes — anicca.
(Discern all mentalities associated with feeling and contemplate them

as anicca, dukkha, anatta, in turn.)
(3) CittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna — Again in undertaking vipassanÈ-

meditation on mentalities, the meditator gives priority to conscious-
ness (viÒÒÈÓa), discerns the mentalities and contemplates them as
anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn. He contemplates the consciousness-
aggregate first and continues with other aggregates. This way of medi-
tation is called """""CittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna""""".

The material base arises and perishes — anicca,
the sense-object arises and perishes — anicca,
the consciousness arises and perishes — anicca.
(Contemplate all mentalities led by consciousness)
(4) DhammÈnupassanÈDhammÈnupassanÈDhammÈnupassanÈDhammÈnupassanÈDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaSatipaÔÔhÈnaSatipaÔÔhÈnaSatipaÔÔhÈnaSatipaÔÔhÈna — Again the meditator gives

priority to phassa, cetanÈ, discerns the mentalities and contemplates
them as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn. He contemplates the forma-
tions-aggregate first and continues with other aggregates. This way of
meditation is called """""DhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna""""".

The material base arises and perishes — anicca,
the sense-object arises and perishes — anicca,
Phassa (cetanÈ) arises and perishes — anicca.
Contemplate all mentalities led by phassa (cetanÈ)
Meditate in a similar way for dukkha, anatta, internal, external, the
past and the future formations.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Undertaking vipassanÈ by five-aggregates method, by eighteen-
elements method, etc., are also called DhammÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna.

• 19 Meditation by 19 Meditation by 19 Meditation by 19 Meditation by 19 Meditation by Iriyapatha-sampajaÒÒaIriyapatha-sampajaÒÒaIriyapatha-sampajaÒÒaIriyapatha-sampajaÒÒaIriyapatha-sampajaÒÒa Method Method Method Method Method
The meditator should practise how to discern the five aggregates

while going, standing, sitting, reclining, bending the hand, stretching
the hand, etc.

In this vipassanÈ-section those five aggregates, which have been
discerned by Iriyapatha-sampajaÒÒa     method (p. 291) as well as by
ÈyatanadvÈra (6 sense-doors) method, will be contemplated:

(1) as materialities, (2) as mentalities, (3) as mentalities-materialities
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as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn, both internally and externally, and
also in the past, in the present and in the future (in three periods). If he
can discern the arising-perishing of mentalities-materialities up to
momentary present, he should reflect on the arising of the effect be-
cause of the arising of the cause as follows with wisdom:

(1) because of the arising of the cause, the effect arises,
(2) because of the perishing of the cause, the effect perishes,
(3) because of the arising of the cause, the effect arises +
      because of the perishing of the cause, the effect perishes.
(4) Again rediscern to see with wisdom the arising-perishing of both

the cause and the effect and contemplate them as anicca, dukkha,
anatta in turn, internally and externally, and also in three periods. Some-
times also contemplate as asubha (repulsive). After contemplating as
anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn precisely and thoroughly, he can con-
template as one characteristic which he prefers.
• 20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method

In contemplating the formations (sa~khÈra) as anicca, dukkha, anatta
repeatedly in the four postures, when the former meditating wisdom
is connected with the latter meditating wisdom, the vipassanÈ-wisdom
becomes very strong, powerful, keen, sharp, and very pure. Then, if
he pays no attention to the arising of formations and focuses his at-
tention on the perishing of formations,

"khaya vaya bheda nirodheyeva satisantiÔÔhati"1

"By the powerful support (upanissaya-satti) of the former
vipassanÈ-wisdom, the latter vipassanÈ-wisdom becomes very
strong. The mindfulness which associates with this strong
vipassanÈ-wisdom remains well established on the nature of
cessation, dissolution, perishing."

This is the time of transition from This is the time of transition from This is the time of transition from This is the time of transition from This is the time of transition from udayabbaya-nÈnaudayabbaya-nÈnaudayabbaya-nÈnaudayabbaya-nÈnaudayabbaya-nÈna to  to  to  to  to ba~ga-ba~ga-ba~ga-ba~ga-ba~ga-
ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way
and perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom calledand perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom calledand perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom calledand perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom calledand perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom called
ba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈ-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa.....

(1) AniccaÑ khayaÔÔhena — according to this instruction, take notice
of (see with wisdom) the dissolution, perishing and cessation of for-
mations and reflect: "anicca, anicca".

(2) DukkhaÑ bhayaÔÔhena — according to this instruction, take no-
tice of (see with wisdom) the dreadful nature of the dissolution, per-
ishing and cessation of formations and reflect: "dukkha, dukkha".
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(3) AnattÈ-asÈrakaÔÔhena — according to this instruction, take notice
of (see with wisdom) the absence of a firm essence and indestructable
self (atta) of formations and reflect: "anatta, anatta".

(4) Occasionally undertake again the Meditation of Foulness with a
living corpse and the Meditation of Foulness with a dead corpse which
are described on pages 279-280. Also meditate on the nature of foul-
ness of ultimate mentalities-materialities.

CautionCautionCautionCautionCaution: In contemplating formations as anicca, dukkha, anatta in
turn, let the nature of dissolution of formations be as fast as possible,
one should contemplate slowly. One may see the dissolution of many
cognitive series of consciousness, one need not contemplate to be in
time with the dissolution of consciousnesses. One should take notice
of the dissolution within many consciousness-moments, and contem-
plate formations as anicca, dukkha, anatta slowly.
• Material Groups now Disappear!Material Groups now Disappear!Material Groups now Disappear!Material Groups now Disappear!Material Groups now Disappear!

Starting from NÈma-r|pa-pariccheda wisdom in DiÔÔhivisuddhi chap-
ter, the meditator has undertaken meditation by breaking down the
lumps of mentality-materiality to get rid of the compactness of men-
tality-materiality. Now he arrives at ba~ga-ÒÈÓa. At the times before
he arrives at ba~ga-ÒÈÓa,

(1) he sees the arising-nature of formations, mentality-mentality,
     causes and effects.
(2) he also sees the existing nature of formations.
(3) he also sees that when the causes such as avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,

sa~khara, kamma clearly arise, the clear-arising of the five resultant
aggregates as the effects which amounts to the nature of the arising of
a new existence (upadinnakappavatti) also takes place.

(4) Although he is meditating to develop the wisdom to see ultimate
realities by breaking down the compactness of mentality-materiality,
sometimes there are some material groups and some mental groups
which he misses to meditate.

However, when he arrives at ba~ga-ÒÈÓa section, his insight wis-
dom (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa) becomes so strong and so sharp that the forma-
tions appear very, very rapidly at his wisdom.

(The formations appear very, very rapidly not only now.
According to their nature they are arising and perishing many billion

times in one wink or a flash of lightning. When the insight wisdom is
not strong and not sharp, the meditator does not know and does not
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as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn, both internally and externally, and
also in the past, in the present and in the future (in three periods). If he
can discern the arising-perishing of mentalities-materialities up to
momentary present, he should reflect on the arising of the effect be-
cause of the arising of the cause as follows with wisdom:

(1) because of the arising of the cause, the effect arises,
(2) because of the perishing of the cause, the effect perishes,
(3) because of the arising of the cause, the effect arises +
      because of the perishing of the cause, the effect perishes.
(4) Again rediscern to see with wisdom the arising-perishing of both

the cause and the effect and contemplate them as anicca, dukkha,
anatta in turn, internally and externally, and also in three periods. Some-
times also contemplate as asubha (repulsive). After contemplating as
anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn precisely and thoroughly, he can con-
template as one characteristic which he prefers.
• 20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method20 Ba~gÈnupassanÈ Meditation Method

In contemplating the formations (sa~khÈra) as anicca, dukkha, anatta
repeatedly in the four postures, when the former meditating wisdom
is connected with the latter meditating wisdom, the vipassanÈ-wisdom
becomes very strong, powerful, keen, sharp, and very pure. Then, if
he pays no attention to the arising of formations and focuses his at-
tention on the perishing of formations,

"khaya vaya bheda nirodheyeva satisantiÔÔhati"1

"By the powerful support (upanissaya-satti) of the former
vipassanÈ-wisdom, the latter vipassanÈ-wisdom becomes very
strong. The mindfulness which associates with this strong
vipassanÈ-wisdom remains well established on the nature of
cessation, dissolution, perishing."

This is the time of transition from This is the time of transition from This is the time of transition from This is the time of transition from This is the time of transition from udayabbaya-nÈnaudayabbaya-nÈnaudayabbaya-nÈnaudayabbaya-nÈnaudayabbaya-nÈna to  to  to  to  to ba~ga-ba~ga-ba~ga-ba~ga-ba~ga-
ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way. The meditator, who sees that the formations arise in this way
and perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom calledand perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom calledand perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom calledand perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom calledand perish in this way, attains the insight wisdom called
ba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈ-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa.....

(1) AniccaÑ khayaÔÔhena — according to this instruction, take notice
of (see with wisdom) the dissolution, perishing and cessation of for-
mations and reflect: "anicca, anicca".

(2) DukkhaÑ bhayaÔÔhena — according to this instruction, take no-
tice of (see with wisdom) the dreadful nature of the dissolution, per-
ishing and cessation of formations and reflect: "dukkha, dukkha".
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(3) AnattÈ-asÈrakaÔÔhena — according to this instruction, take notice
of (see with wisdom) the absence of a firm essence and indestructable
self (atta) of formations and reflect: "anatta, anatta".

(4) Occasionally undertake again the Meditation of Foulness with a
living corpse and the Meditation of Foulness with a dead corpse which
are described on pages 279-280. Also meditate on the nature of foul-
ness of ultimate mentalities-materialities.

CautionCautionCautionCautionCaution: In contemplating formations as anicca, dukkha, anatta in
turn, let the nature of dissolution of formations be as fast as possible,
one should contemplate slowly. One may see the dissolution of many
cognitive series of consciousness, one need not contemplate to be in
time with the dissolution of consciousnesses. One should take notice
of the dissolution within many consciousness-moments, and contem-
plate formations as anicca, dukkha, anatta slowly.
• Material Groups now Disappear!Material Groups now Disappear!Material Groups now Disappear!Material Groups now Disappear!Material Groups now Disappear!

Starting from NÈma-r|pa-pariccheda wisdom in DiÔÔhivisuddhi chap-
ter, the meditator has undertaken meditation by breaking down the
lumps of mentality-materiality to get rid of the compactness of men-
tality-materiality. Now he arrives at ba~ga-ÒÈÓa. At the times before
he arrives at ba~ga-ÒÈÓa,

(1) he sees the arising-nature of formations, mentality-mentality,
     causes and effects.
(2) he also sees the existing nature of formations.
(3) he also sees that when the causes such as avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,

sa~khara, kamma clearly arise, the clear-arising of the five resultant
aggregates as the effects which amounts to the nature of the arising of
a new existence (upadinnakappavatti) also takes place.

(4) Although he is meditating to develop the wisdom to see ultimate
realities by breaking down the compactness of mentality-materiality,
sometimes there are some material groups and some mental groups
which he misses to meditate.

However, when he arrives at ba~ga-ÒÈÓa section, his insight wis-
dom (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa) becomes so strong and so sharp that the forma-
tions appear very, very rapidly at his wisdom.

(The formations appear very, very rapidly not only now.
According to their nature they are arising and perishing many billion

times in one wink or a flash of lightning. When the insight wisdom is
not strong and not sharp, the meditator does not know and does not
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see their original nature. Now he knows and sees, because his insight
wisdom is very strong and very sharp.)

Therefore, in ba~ga-ÒÈÓa section,
(1) he cannot discern the arising nature (uppÈda) of formations with

his wisdom,
(2) he cannot discern the existing nature (ÔhÊti) of formations with
    his wisdom,
(3) he cannot discern upÈdinnakappavatti = the nature of the arising

of existence which is the arising of the effects ( 5 resultant aggre-
gates) because of the arising of the causes such as avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,
upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma.

The reason is that the meditator’s wisdom cannot take notice of the
arising of the causal formations (sa~khÈra) and the resultant forma-
tions and also their existing nature; his wisdom is focused and well
established on the incessant and momentary exhaustion, dissolution,
perishing and disappearance of the causal formations and the result-
ant formations. This kind of incessant, momentary perishing and ces-
sation is called “khaÓika-nirodha”.

(4) Again in this bha~ga-ÒÈÓa section, the meditator’s insight wis-
dom (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa) is very strong and very sharp, so he does not
see any lumps or groups of materialities which have not broken down
into ultimate materialities. Although he does not see lumps or groups
of materialities and mentalities, the nature of ultimate materialities and
ultimate mentalities appears more clearly and more extinctly in his
wisdom than before.2,3

MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation — of the formations in three periods, he contemplates
(1) only materiality (internal, external),
(2) only mentality (internal, external),
(3) both materiality and mentality (internal, external)
     as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn.

• • • • • 21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation
According to the instruction in Visuddhimagga4, when the meditator

sees with wisdom only the dissolution of formations, he contemplates
‘ÒÈta’ and ‘ÒÈÓa’ as anicca, dukkha, anatta.

‘©Èta’ means materialities, mentalities, causes and effects in the past,
in the present, in the future, which exist internally and externally and
which must be discerned and understood with insight wisdom.

‘©ÈÓa’ means the meditation insight wisdom. This meditating wisdom

is the wisdom which associates with the mind-door cognitive series
jÈvana-cittas. This mind-door cognitive series is:

manodivÈvajjana (1) + javana (7) times
12 34   (saddhÈ-paÒÒÈ group)

The wisdom which associates with this mind-door cognitive series
must be contemplated as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn.

Meditation method:Meditation method:Meditation method:Meditation method:Meditation method:
(1) Discern materiality, materiality perishes .......................... anicca,

the meditating wisdom also perishes ................................... anicca,
(2) Discern mentality, mentality perishes .............................. anicca,

the meditating wisdom also perishes ................................... anicca.
(Meditate in the same way as dukkha, anatta)
In meditating in this way in the present -

(1) sometimes — internal, (2) sometimes — external,
(3) sometimes — materiality, (4) sometimes — mentality,
(5) sometimes — the causes, (6) sometimes — the effects,

contemplate the formations as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn,
contemplate the formations in the past and in the future similarly,
contemplate from successive past existences, present existence, to

successive future existences in the same way.

• • • • • 22 Giving-priority Meditation Method22 Giving-priority Meditation Method22 Giving-priority Meditation Method22 Giving-priority Meditation Method22 Giving-priority Meditation Method
In ba~gÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa section, the meditator, as soon as he sits

for meditation, he does not see the dissolution of formations all the
time; he also sees the arising and the existing of formations fairly well
at the beginning. As he keeps on meditating, when his meditating
wisdom becomes keen and sharp, he does not see the arising and
existing of formations; he sees their dissolution only. When the ba~ga-
ÒÈÓa reaches the climax, he will always see with wisdom only the
dissolution of formations.

For the ba~gaÒÈÓa to reach the peak or the climax, the meditator
should undertake vipassanÈ-meditation in various ways according to
the instruction of the Great CommentaryGreat CommentaryGreat CommentaryGreat CommentaryGreat Commentary5.

Therefore, in meditating the dissolution of formations, if the medi-
tator can meditate the dissolution of materiality very well, then he
gives priority to meditate the dissolution of materiality. If he can meditate
the dissolution of mentality better, then he gives priority to meditate
the dissolution of mentality.

Also in mentalities, when the meditating power of the dissolution of
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see their original nature. Now he knows and sees, because his insight
wisdom is very strong and very sharp.)

Therefore, in ba~ga-ÒÈÓa section,
(1) he cannot discern the arising nature (uppÈda) of formations with

his wisdom,
(2) he cannot discern the existing nature (ÔhÊti) of formations with
    his wisdom,
(3) he cannot discern upÈdinnakappavatti = the nature of the arising

of existence which is the arising of the effects ( 5 resultant aggre-
gates) because of the arising of the causes such as avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,
upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma.

The reason is that the meditator’s wisdom cannot take notice of the
arising of the causal formations (sa~khÈra) and the resultant forma-
tions and also their existing nature; his wisdom is focused and well
established on the incessant and momentary exhaustion, dissolution,
perishing and disappearance of the causal formations and the result-
ant formations. This kind of incessant, momentary perishing and ces-
sation is called “khaÓika-nirodha”.

(4) Again in this bha~ga-ÒÈÓa section, the meditator’s insight wis-
dom (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa) is very strong and very sharp, so he does not
see any lumps or groups of materialities which have not broken down
into ultimate materialities. Although he does not see lumps or groups
of materialities and mentalities, the nature of ultimate materialities and
ultimate mentalities appears more clearly and more extinctly in his
wisdom than before.2,3

MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation — of the formations in three periods, he contemplates
(1) only materiality (internal, external),
(2) only mentality (internal, external),
(3) both materiality and mentality (internal, external)
     as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn.

• • • • • 21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation21 ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-Meditation
According to the instruction in Visuddhimagga4, when the meditator

sees with wisdom only the dissolution of formations, he contemplates
‘ÒÈta’ and ‘ÒÈÓa’ as anicca, dukkha, anatta.

‘©Èta’ means materialities, mentalities, causes and effects in the past,
in the present, in the future, which exist internally and externally and
which must be discerned and understood with insight wisdom.

‘©ÈÓa’ means the meditation insight wisdom. This meditating wisdom

is the wisdom which associates with the mind-door cognitive series
jÈvana-cittas. This mind-door cognitive series is:

manodivÈvajjana (1) + javana (7) times
12 34   (saddhÈ-paÒÒÈ group)

The wisdom which associates with this mind-door cognitive series
must be contemplated as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn.

Meditation method:Meditation method:Meditation method:Meditation method:Meditation method:
(1) Discern materiality, materiality perishes .......................... anicca,

the meditating wisdom also perishes ................................... anicca,
(2) Discern mentality, mentality perishes .............................. anicca,

the meditating wisdom also perishes ................................... anicca.
(Meditate in the same way as dukkha, anatta)
In meditating in this way in the present -

(1) sometimes — internal, (2) sometimes — external,
(3) sometimes — materiality, (4) sometimes — mentality,
(5) sometimes — the causes, (6) sometimes — the effects,

contemplate the formations as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn,
contemplate the formations in the past and in the future similarly,
contemplate from successive past existences, present existence, to

successive future existences in the same way.

• • • • • 22 Giving-priority Meditation Method22 Giving-priority Meditation Method22 Giving-priority Meditation Method22 Giving-priority Meditation Method22 Giving-priority Meditation Method
In ba~gÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa section, the meditator, as soon as he sits

for meditation, he does not see the dissolution of formations all the
time; he also sees the arising and the existing of formations fairly well
at the beginning. As he keeps on meditating, when his meditating
wisdom becomes keen and sharp, he does not see the arising and
existing of formations; he sees their dissolution only. When the ba~ga-
ÒÈÓa reaches the climax, he will always see with wisdom only the
dissolution of formations.

For the ba~gaÒÈÓa to reach the peak or the climax, the meditator
should undertake vipassanÈ-meditation in various ways according to
the instruction of the Great CommentaryGreat CommentaryGreat CommentaryGreat CommentaryGreat Commentary5.

Therefore, in meditating the dissolution of formations, if the medi-
tator can meditate the dissolution of materiality very well, then he
gives priority to meditate the dissolution of materiality. If he can meditate
the dissolution of mentality better, then he gives priority to meditate
the dissolution of mentality.

Also in mentalities, when the meditating power of the dissolution of
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formations rises, he can give priority to meditate only the dissolution
of the good-group mentalities. Also in the three characteristic marks,
after the meditator has contemplated all three characteristics of them,
he can contemplate giving priority to one characteristic which he likes
most.

Also in meditation methods for the insight meditation of physical
bases (vatthu), sense objects (ÈrammaÓa) and feelings (vedanÈ), the
dissolution of the meditating wisdom can also be meditated. The medi-
tation method is:
(1) Discern the physical base, the physical base perishes..... anicca,

the meditating wisdom also perishes ................................... anicca.
(2) Discern the sense-object, the sense object perishes ........ anicca,

the meditating wisdom also perishes ................................... anicca.
(3) Discern feeling, feeling perishes ...................................... anicca;

The meditating wisdom also perishes .................................. anicca.
In the meditation-methods of vatthu+sense-object+viÒÒÈÓa, and

vatthu+sense-object+phassa also, meditation can be undertaken in a
similar way. Contemplate dukkha, anatta, internal, external, in turn.

• 23 Meditation 23 Meditation 23 Meditation 23 Meditation 23 Meditation on on on on on PaÔiccasamuppÈda DissolutionPaÔiccasamuppÈda DissolutionPaÔiccasamuppÈda DissolutionPaÔiccasamuppÈda DissolutionPaÔiccasamuppÈda Dissolution
According to PaÔiccasamuppÈda-first method, discern with wisdom

the dissolution of materialities-mentalities, causes-effects, formations
in three periods, internally and externally, and contemplate them as
anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn. The meditation-method is:
(1) AvijjÈ perishes ............. anicca, meditating wisdom also perishes

..... anicca.
(2) Sa~khÈra perishes ........ anicca, meditating wisdom also perishes

..... anicca.
(3) Kammabhava perishes ...anicca, meditating wisdom also perishes

..... anicca.
(4) Upapattibhava perishes ... anicca, meditating wisdom also perishes

..... anicca.
(JarÈ, maraÓa, soka, parideva, dukkha, domanassa and upÈyÈsa are

perishing dhammas; so they are not meditated.)
Also contemplate as dukkha, anatta, asubha in turn. They should be

contemplated continuously until the Path-consciousness arises.

• • • • • Knowledge of Appearance of Formations as TerrorKnowledge of Appearance of Formations as TerrorKnowledge of Appearance of Formations as TerrorKnowledge of Appearance of Formations as TerrorKnowledge of Appearance of Formations as Terror
(((((BhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓaBhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓaBhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓaBhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓaBhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa)))))

The meditator, who sees with wisdom continuously the incessant
dissolution of past-future-present-internal-external-materiality-mentali-
ty-cause-effect-formations, sees very clearly the nature of suffering
for being tortured repeatedly by the incessant dissolution of sa~khÈra
dhamma (materiality-mentality). Even the fine material existence and
the immaterial existence which are said to be peaceful and blissful
appear as the dreadful nature of suffering.

Then all the formations, which exist in three planes of existence,
four kinds of becoming (yoni), five kinds of destiny (gati), seven
stations of consciousness (viÒÒÈÓaÔhiti) and nine abodes of beings
(sattÈvÈsa) and which are perishing every moment incessantly, appear
as great dreadful danger or as terror.

For example, lions, tiger, bears, giants, ogres, wild bulls, wild ele-
phants, poisonous snakes, thunder, cemetery, battle-ground, red-hot
live-coal pits, etc., will appear as great dreadful danger to a timid man
who wants to live peacefully.

“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-
ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-
tor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, thesetor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, thesetor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, thesetor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, thesetor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, these
things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “bhaya-bhaya-bhaya-bhaya-bhaya-
ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa”, also known as ”, also known as ”, also known as ”, also known as ”, also known as bhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa, arises in him, arises in him, arises in him, arises in him, arises in him.....

• • • • • Knowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in FormationsKnowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in FormationsKnowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in FormationsKnowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in FormationsKnowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in Formations
(((((ŒŒŒŒŒdÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓadÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓadÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓadÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓadÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)))))
The meditator also sees and understands clearly that those past, fu-

ture, present, internal, external, materiality, mentality, cause and ef-
fect formations are impermanent (anicca), painful (dukkha), not-self
(anatta) and suffering due to change of condition (viparinÈma).

In all formations, which exist in three planes of existence, four kinds
of becoming, five kinds of destiny, seven stations of consciousness
and nine abodes of beings, there is no single formation where we can
take shelter; there is nothing to long for; there is nothing to be wrongly
viewed as I. Three kinds of existence are like three pits full of flameless
burnning charcoal; the four primary elements are like four fearful
snakes with strong poison; the five aggregates of clinging are like
five murderers wielding sharp swords. The six internal bases are like
a ruined village without people; the six external bases are like robbers
who destroyed the village. The seven stations of consciousness and
the nine abodes of beings seem to be burning bright and brilliant red
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formations rises, he can give priority to meditate only the dissolution
of the good-group mentalities. Also in the three characteristic marks,
after the meditator has contemplated all three characteristics of them,
he can contemplate giving priority to one characteristic which he likes
most.

Also in meditation methods for the insight meditation of physical
bases (vatthu), sense objects (ÈrammaÓa) and feelings (vedanÈ), the
dissolution of the meditating wisdom can also be meditated. The medi-
tation method is:
(1) Discern the physical base, the physical base perishes..... anicca,

the meditating wisdom also perishes ................................... anicca.
(2) Discern the sense-object, the sense object perishes ........ anicca,

the meditating wisdom also perishes ................................... anicca.
(3) Discern feeling, feeling perishes ...................................... anicca;

The meditating wisdom also perishes .................................. anicca.
In the meditation-methods of vatthu+sense-object+viÒÒÈÓa, and

vatthu+sense-object+phassa also, meditation can be undertaken in a
similar way. Contemplate dukkha, anatta, internal, external, in turn.

• 23 Meditation 23 Meditation 23 Meditation 23 Meditation 23 Meditation on on on on on PaÔiccasamuppÈda DissolutionPaÔiccasamuppÈda DissolutionPaÔiccasamuppÈda DissolutionPaÔiccasamuppÈda DissolutionPaÔiccasamuppÈda Dissolution
According to PaÔiccasamuppÈda-first method, discern with wisdom

the dissolution of materialities-mentalities, causes-effects, formations
in three periods, internally and externally, and contemplate them as
anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn. The meditation-method is:
(1) AvijjÈ perishes ............. anicca, meditating wisdom also perishes

..... anicca.
(2) Sa~khÈra perishes ........ anicca, meditating wisdom also perishes

..... anicca.
(3) Kammabhava perishes ...anicca, meditating wisdom also perishes

..... anicca.
(4) Upapattibhava perishes ... anicca, meditating wisdom also perishes

..... anicca.
(JarÈ, maraÓa, soka, parideva, dukkha, domanassa and upÈyÈsa are

perishing dhammas; so they are not meditated.)
Also contemplate as dukkha, anatta, asubha in turn. They should be

contemplated continuously until the Path-consciousness arises.

• • • • • Knowledge of Appearance of Formations as TerrorKnowledge of Appearance of Formations as TerrorKnowledge of Appearance of Formations as TerrorKnowledge of Appearance of Formations as TerrorKnowledge of Appearance of Formations as Terror
(((((BhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓaBhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓaBhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓaBhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓaBhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa)))))

The meditator, who sees with wisdom continuously the incessant
dissolution of past-future-present-internal-external-materiality-mentali-
ty-cause-effect-formations, sees very clearly the nature of suffering
for being tortured repeatedly by the incessant dissolution of sa~khÈra
dhamma (materiality-mentality). Even the fine material existence and
the immaterial existence which are said to be peaceful and blissful
appear as the dreadful nature of suffering.

Then all the formations, which exist in three planes of existence,
four kinds of becoming (yoni), five kinds of destiny (gati), seven
stations of consciousness (viÒÒÈÓaÔhiti) and nine abodes of beings
(sattÈvÈsa) and which are perishing every moment incessantly, appear
as great dreadful danger or as terror.

For example, lions, tiger, bears, giants, ogres, wild bulls, wild ele-
phants, poisonous snakes, thunder, cemetery, battle-ground, red-hot
live-coal pits, etc., will appear as great dreadful danger to a timid man
who wants to live peacefully.

“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-“The past formations have perished; present formations are per-
ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-ishing; the future formations will perish similarly” — to the medita-
tor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, thesetor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, thesetor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, thesetor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, thesetor, who sees like this in every thing and in every place, these
things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “things will appear like great dreadful danger or terror, and “bhaya-bhaya-bhaya-bhaya-bhaya-
ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa”, also known as ”, also known as ”, also known as ”, also known as ”, also known as bhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa, arises in him, arises in him, arises in him, arises in him, arises in him.....

• • • • • Knowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in FormationsKnowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in FormationsKnowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in FormationsKnowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in FormationsKnowledge of Seeing Fault and Unsatisfactoriness in Formations
(((((ŒŒŒŒŒdÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓadÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓadÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓadÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓadÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)))))
The meditator also sees and understands clearly that those past, fu-

ture, present, internal, external, materiality, mentality, cause and ef-
fect formations are impermanent (anicca), painful (dukkha), not-self
(anatta) and suffering due to change of condition (viparinÈma).

In all formations, which exist in three planes of existence, four kinds
of becoming, five kinds of destiny, seven stations of consciousness
and nine abodes of beings, there is no single formation where we can
take shelter; there is nothing to long for; there is nothing to be wrongly
viewed as I. Three kinds of existence are like three pits full of flameless
burnning charcoal; the four primary elements are like four fearful
snakes with strong poison; the five aggregates of clinging are like
five murderers wielding sharp swords. The six internal bases are like
a ruined village without people; the six external bases are like robbers
who destroyed the village. The seven stations of consciousness and
the nine abodes of beings seem to be burning bright and brilliant red
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with eleven kinds of fire; the whole formations appear like a big flame.the whole formations appear like a big flame.the whole formations appear like a big flame.the whole formations appear like a big flame.the whole formations appear like a big flame.
The whole formations are also like an open sore, like an incurable

disease, like a sharp thorn which has pierced through flesh, and also
like an evil deed and a long disease. They are void of taste, delight
and pleasure. They appear like a bundle of heinous guilts.

How is it? A timid man wishes to live happily. Although he is in a
pleasurable place, he seems to be in a forest where there are wild beasts;
he seems to be in a cave where there is a tiger; he seems to be in water
where there is a crocodile or an ogre; he seems to be on a road where
there are thieves and robbers; he seems to be in a burning house; so he
would be very scared and frightened.  In all directions he sees only
frightening situation.

In the same way, by the power of In the same way, by the power of In the same way, by the power of In the same way, by the power of In the same way, by the power of ba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈ which dis- which dis- which dis- which dis- which dis-
cerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as thecerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as thecerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as thecerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as thecerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as the
meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,
he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.
Thus the meditator is said to attain Thus the meditator is said to attain Thus the meditator is said to attain Thus the meditator is said to attain Thus the meditator is said to attain ÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓa, which is also, which is also, which is also, which is also, which is also
known as known as known as known as known as ÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of seeing fault — the knowledge of seeing fault — the knowledge of seeing fault — the knowledge of seeing fault — the knowledge of seeing fault
and unsatisfactoriness in formations.and unsatisfactoriness in formations.and unsatisfactoriness in formations.and unsatisfactoriness in formations.and unsatisfactoriness in formations.
• Knowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with FormationsKnowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with FormationsKnowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with FormationsKnowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with FormationsKnowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with Formations

(((((NibbidNibbidNibbidNibbidNibbidÈÈÈÈÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)))))
When the meditator sees fault and unsatisfactoriness in all forma-

tions repeatedly, he feels bored and disgusted with all formations which
exist internally and externally in 31 planes of existence in all three
periods. He feels bored, unhappy and sluggish in all formations which
are dissolving and perishing at every moment incessantly.

As a simile, the golden bird called Brahming duck (haÑsÈ in PÈÄi),
which is happy at the foot of the CittakuÔ hill, is not delighted to be in
the small lake near the door of the beggars’ village; the lion, which is
the king of animals, is not happy to be in the golden cage; King Saddan,
which was the king of elephants which could fly in the sky, was not
happy to be in the middle of a city; so in the same way the meditator meditator meditator meditator meditator
is not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seenis not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seenis not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seenis not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seenis not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seen
in all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every momentin all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every momentin all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every momentin all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every momentin all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every moment
incessantly.incessantly.incessantly.incessantly.incessantly.

The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-
tions in this way is called tions in this way is called tions in this way is called tions in this way is called tions in this way is called nibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa. The ancient. The ancient. The ancient. The ancient. The ancient
teachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the twoteachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the twoteachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the twoteachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the twoteachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the two

former wisdoms,former wisdoms,former wisdoms,former wisdoms,former wisdoms, that is, that is, that is, that is, that is, bhayatupaÔÔhÈnabhayatupaÔÔhÈnabhayatupaÔÔhÈnabhayatupaÔÔhÈnabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa and  and  and  and  and ÈdÊnavÈdÊnavÈdÊnavÈdÊnavÈdÊnavÈnu-Ènu-Ènu-Ènu-Ènu-
passanÈpassanÈpassanÈpassanÈpassanÈ-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa.....

“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names. As it sees all formations as
terror, it is called “bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”“bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”“bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”“bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”“bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”. As it also sees all formations
to be with fault and unsatisfactoriness, it is called “ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ“ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ“ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ“ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ“ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ-----
ÒÈÓa”ÒÈÓa”ÒÈÓa”ÒÈÓa”ÒÈÓa”. Again, because it feels bored and disgusted with all formations,
it is called “nibbidÈnibbidÈnibbidÈnibbidÈnibbidÈ-----nununununupppppassanÈ-ÒÈÓaassanÈ-ÒÈÓaassanÈ-ÒÈÓaassanÈ-ÒÈÓaassanÈ-ÒÈÓa”.

• • • • • Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance from FormationsKnowledge of Desire for Deliverance from FormationsKnowledge of Desire for Deliverance from FormationsKnowledge of Desire for Deliverance from FormationsKnowledge of Desire for Deliverance from Formations
(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)
The meditator, who feels bored and disgusted with all formations,

which are dissolving at every moment incessantly, is not adhered, not
attached, not clung to any formation (sa~khÈra) among all formations
in three periods in the 31 planes of existence.

How is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’sHow is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’sHow is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’sHow is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’sHow is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’s
mouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in themouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in themouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in themouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in themouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in the
noose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from thenoose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from thenoose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from thenoose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from thenoose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from the
bondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’sbondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’sbondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’sbondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’sbondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’s
mind wishmind wishmind wishmind wishmind wisheseseseses to escape from all formations. to escape from all formations. to escape from all formations. to escape from all formations. to escape from all formations.

Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-
mations” (mations” (mations” (mations” (mations” (muÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.

• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance
from Formationsfrom Formationsfrom Formationsfrom Formationsfrom Formations     (PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)(PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)(PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)(PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)(PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)
The meditator, who wishes to attain liberation from all formations

which are dissolving at every moment incessantly, again contemplates
those formations as aniccca, dukkha, anatta in turn as follows with
paÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.

He contemplates all mentality-materiality, cause-effect formations
in three periods in 31 planes of existence as anicca (impermanence)
because:

(1) they cannot pass over the end of dissolution,
(2) they exist for a very short period,
(3) they are demarcated by their arising and perishing,
(4) they are dissolving at every moment,

   (5) they are trembling, (6) they dissolve easily,
(7) they are not strong and firm,
(8) they have the nature of changing for the worse,
(9) they have no essence, (10) they are void of prosperity,
(11) they are formed by several causes collectively,
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with eleven kinds of fire; the whole formations appear like a big flame.the whole formations appear like a big flame.the whole formations appear like a big flame.the whole formations appear like a big flame.the whole formations appear like a big flame.
The whole formations are also like an open sore, like an incurable

disease, like a sharp thorn which has pierced through flesh, and also
like an evil deed and a long disease. They are void of taste, delight
and pleasure. They appear like a bundle of heinous guilts.

How is it? A timid man wishes to live happily. Although he is in a
pleasurable place, he seems to be in a forest where there are wild beasts;
he seems to be in a cave where there is a tiger; he seems to be in water
where there is a crocodile or an ogre; he seems to be on a road where
there are thieves and robbers; he seems to be in a burning house; so he
would be very scared and frightened.  In all directions he sees only
frightening situation.

In the same way, by the power of In the same way, by the power of In the same way, by the power of In the same way, by the power of In the same way, by the power of ba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈba~gÈnupassanÈ which dis- which dis- which dis- which dis- which dis-
cerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as thecerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as thecerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as thecerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as thecerns only the dissolution and perishing of all formations, as the
meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,meditator sees all formations as terror and great dreadful danger,
he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.he also sees only fault and unsatisfactoriness in all formations.
Thus the meditator is said to attain Thus the meditator is said to attain Thus the meditator is said to attain Thus the meditator is said to attain Thus the meditator is said to attain ÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnava-ÒÈÓa, which is also, which is also, which is also, which is also, which is also
known as known as known as known as known as ÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓaÈdÊnavÈnu-passanÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of seeing fault — the knowledge of seeing fault — the knowledge of seeing fault — the knowledge of seeing fault — the knowledge of seeing fault
and unsatisfactoriness in formations.and unsatisfactoriness in formations.and unsatisfactoriness in formations.and unsatisfactoriness in formations.and unsatisfactoriness in formations.
• Knowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with FormationsKnowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with FormationsKnowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with FormationsKnowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with FormationsKnowledge of Feeling Bored and Disgusted with Formations

(((((NibbidNibbidNibbidNibbidNibbidÈÈÈÈÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)))))
When the meditator sees fault and unsatisfactoriness in all forma-

tions repeatedly, he feels bored and disgusted with all formations which
exist internally and externally in 31 planes of existence in all three
periods. He feels bored, unhappy and sluggish in all formations which
are dissolving and perishing at every moment incessantly.

As a simile, the golden bird called Brahming duck (haÑsÈ in PÈÄi),
which is happy at the foot of the CittakuÔ hill, is not delighted to be in
the small lake near the door of the beggars’ village; the lion, which is
the king of animals, is not happy to be in the golden cage; King Saddan,
which was the king of elephants which could fly in the sky, was not
happy to be in the middle of a city; so in the same way the meditator meditator meditator meditator meditator
is not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seenis not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seenis not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seenis not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seenis not happy and feel bored with all formations which he has seen
in all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every momentin all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every momentin all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every momentin all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every momentin all aspects to be with fault and to be dissolving at every moment
incessantly.incessantly.incessantly.incessantly.incessantly.

The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-The knowledge which feels bored and disgusted with all forma-
tions in this way is called tions in this way is called tions in this way is called tions in this way is called tions in this way is called nibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓanibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa. The ancient. The ancient. The ancient. The ancient. The ancient
teachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the twoteachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the twoteachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the twoteachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the twoteachers said that this wisdom has the same meaning as the two

former wisdoms,former wisdoms,former wisdoms,former wisdoms,former wisdoms, that is, that is, that is, that is, that is, bhayatupaÔÔhÈnabhayatupaÔÔhÈnabhayatupaÔÔhÈnabhayatupaÔÔhÈnabhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa and  and  and  and  and ÈdÊnavÈdÊnavÈdÊnavÈdÊnavÈdÊnavÈnu-Ènu-Ènu-Ènu-Ènu-
passanÈpassanÈpassanÈpassanÈpassanÈ-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa-ÒÈÓa.....

“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names“BayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa” has three names. As it sees all formations as
terror, it is called “bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”“bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”“bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”“bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”“bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa”. As it also sees all formations
to be with fault and unsatisfactoriness, it is called “ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ“ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ“ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ“ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ“ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ-----
ÒÈÓa”ÒÈÓa”ÒÈÓa”ÒÈÓa”ÒÈÓa”. Again, because it feels bored and disgusted with all formations,
it is called “nibbidÈnibbidÈnibbidÈnibbidÈnibbidÈ-----nununununupppppassanÈ-ÒÈÓaassanÈ-ÒÈÓaassanÈ-ÒÈÓaassanÈ-ÒÈÓaassanÈ-ÒÈÓa”.

• • • • • Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance from FormationsKnowledge of Desire for Deliverance from FormationsKnowledge of Desire for Deliverance from FormationsKnowledge of Desire for Deliverance from FormationsKnowledge of Desire for Deliverance from Formations
(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)(MuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa)
The meditator, who feels bored and disgusted with all formations,

which are dissolving at every moment incessantly, is not adhered, not
attached, not clung to any formation (sa~khÈra) among all formations
in three periods in the 31 planes of existence.

How is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’sHow is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’sHow is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’sHow is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’sHow is it? Just as the fish caught in the net, the frog in the snake’s
mouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in themouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in themouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in themouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in themouth, the forest cock in the cage, the deer ensnared firmly in the
noose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from thenoose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from thenoose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from thenoose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from thenoose, the man surrounded by enemies, wish to escape from the
bondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’sbondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’sbondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’sbondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’sbondage and the great danger, so in the same way, the meditator’s
mind wishmind wishmind wishmind wishmind wisheseseseses to escape from all formations. to escape from all formations. to escape from all formations. to escape from all formations. to escape from all formations.

Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-Thus “the knowledge of the desire for deliverance from all for-
mations” (mations” (mations” (mations” (mations” (muÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈÒÈÓa) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.

• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance• 24 Meditation with the Knowledge of Exertion for Deliverance
from Formationsfrom Formationsfrom Formationsfrom Formationsfrom Formations     (PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)(PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)(PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)(PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)(PaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)
The meditator, who wishes to attain liberation from all formations

which are dissolving at every moment incessantly, again contemplates
those formations as aniccca, dukkha, anatta in turn as follows with
paÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.

He contemplates all mentality-materiality, cause-effect formations
in three periods in 31 planes of existence as anicca (impermanence)
because:

(1) they cannot pass over the end of dissolution,
(2) they exist for a very short period,
(3) they are demarcated by their arising and perishing,
(4) they are dissolving at every moment,

   (5) they are trembling, (6) they dissolve easily,
(7) they are not strong and firm,
(8) they have the nature of changing for the worse,
(9) they have no essence, (10) they are void of prosperity,
(11) they are formed by several causes collectively,
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(12) they are subject to death or perishing.
He contemplates all formations as painful or He contemplates all formations as painful or He contemplates all formations as painful or He contemplates all formations as painful or He contemplates all formations as painful or dukkhadukkhadukkhadukkhadukkha for the for the for the for the for the

following reasons:following reasons:following reasons:following reasons:following reasons:
(1) they are oppressed continuously,
(2) they are hard to bear, (3) they are the basis of pain,
(4) they are similar to inflicting disease,
(5) they are like an open sore,
(6) they are like piercing spike,
(7) they are like a wicked deed,
(8) they are like a disease, (9) they are like a menace,
(10) they are a calamity, (11) they are like danger,
(12) they are like afflicting disturbance,
(13) they give no protection, (14) they are no shelter,
(15) they are no refuge, (16) they are with fault,
(17) they are the root of evil deed,
(18) they are like murderers, (19) they are Mara’s bait,
(20) they are the subject of defilements,
(21) they are subject to birth, (22) they are subject to ageing,
(23) they are subject to illness, (24) they are subject to sorrow,
(25) they are subject to lamentation, (26) they are subject to despair,
(27) they are the subject of clinging for defilements.

He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:
(1) Formations are loathsome, (2) they have bad smell,
(3) they are disgusting, (4) they are repulsive,
(5) they are unbecoming as if not adorned with ornaments,
(6) they are not beautiful, (7) they are hideous, and so on.

He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;
(1) they are alien, (2) they are void of self (atta),
(3) they are vain, (4) self is extinct in them,
(5) they are ownerless, (6) they are amenable to control,
(7) they do not happen as he wishes, and so on.
The meditator meditates strenuously as above in order to fulfil the

conditions to gain deliverance from all formations.
Here is a good simile.Here is a good simile.Here is a good simile.Here is a good simile.Here is a good simile. A fishermanA fishermanA fishermanA fishermanA fisherman uses a bell-shaped bamboo-

basket with a wide opening at the bottom and a small opening and a
handle at the top. He lowers the basket into water in a lake or creek
until it touches the bottom. He puts his hand into the basket from the
narrow mouth at the top and stirs the water with his hand. If some-

thing like a fish touches his hand, he will catch it. If not, he lifts the
basket and lowers it again and again a few steps forward.

Now his hand touches something like a fish. He grasps it, and, think-
ing it to be a fish, pulls it out of water. When the upper part of the
animal comes above the surface of water, he sees three stripes around
its neck and knows it to be a water-cobra.

Then, being frightened and knowing that the snake can kill him if it
has the chance to bite him, he no longer feels happy to hold the snake
and wants to let it go. Well, if he let it go without exerting the effort, it
will have the chance to bite him. So to get away from the danger,
despite his desire, he grasps the snake firmly, unwraps its coils from
his hand, lifts it above his head, swings three times round his head
and flings it away. Then he runs quickly to the high ground, and stood
looking back from where he has come, thinking: “Goodness, I have
been delivered from the danger of the water-cobra!”

HereinHereinHereinHereinHerein, grasping the snake at the neck under the water, the fisher-
man was happy, thinking it to be a big fish. This is similar to the time
when the meditator was glad at the outset to get his body and his
person.

The time when the fisherman saw three stripes on the neck of the
snake is similar to the time when the meditator, after breaking the
compactness of mentality-materiality, saw three characteristic marks
of formations.

The arising of fright in the fisherman’s mind in knowing the snake
to be a water-cobra is similar to the time when the meditator sees all
formations as terror due to the arising of bhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa in
him.

The fisherman’s seeing fault and dangerous nature in the snake is
like the meditator’s seeing fault and unsatisfactoriness in the forma-
tions when he attained ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.

The fisherman’s becoming unhappy and feeling bored is like the
arising of nibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa and feeling bored with formations
in the meditator.

The fisherman’s desire to escape from the danger of the poisonous
snake is similar to the arising of muÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa in the meditator
when he desires for deliverance from all formations.

The fisherman’s action to free himself from the danger of the water-
cobra is similar to the exertion for deliverance from formations and
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(12) they are subject to death or perishing.
He contemplates all formations as painful or He contemplates all formations as painful or He contemplates all formations as painful or He contemplates all formations as painful or He contemplates all formations as painful or dukkhadukkhadukkhadukkhadukkha for the for the for the for the for the

following reasons:following reasons:following reasons:following reasons:following reasons:
(1) they are oppressed continuously,
(2) they are hard to bear, (3) they are the basis of pain,
(4) they are similar to inflicting disease,
(5) they are like an open sore,
(6) they are like piercing spike,
(7) they are like a wicked deed,
(8) they are like a disease, (9) they are like a menace,
(10) they are a calamity, (11) they are like danger,
(12) they are like afflicting disturbance,
(13) they give no protection, (14) they are no shelter,
(15) they are no refuge, (16) they are with fault,
(17) they are the root of evil deed,
(18) they are like murderers, (19) they are Mara’s bait,
(20) they are the subject of defilements,
(21) they are subject to birth, (22) they are subject to ageing,
(23) they are subject to illness, (24) they are subject to sorrow,
(25) they are subject to lamentation, (26) they are subject to despair,
(27) they are the subject of clinging for defilements.

He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:He also contemplates all formations as repulsive as follows:
(1) Formations are loathsome, (2) they have bad smell,
(3) they are disgusting, (4) they are repulsive,
(5) they are unbecoming as if not adorned with ornaments,
(6) they are not beautiful, (7) they are hideous, and so on.

He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;He also contemplates all formations as not-self as follows;
(1) they are alien, (2) they are void of self (atta),
(3) they are vain, (4) self is extinct in them,
(5) they are ownerless, (6) they are amenable to control,
(7) they do not happen as he wishes, and so on.
The meditator meditates strenuously as above in order to fulfil the

conditions to gain deliverance from all formations.
Here is a good simile.Here is a good simile.Here is a good simile.Here is a good simile.Here is a good simile. A fishermanA fishermanA fishermanA fishermanA fisherman uses a bell-shaped bamboo-

basket with a wide opening at the bottom and a small opening and a
handle at the top. He lowers the basket into water in a lake or creek
until it touches the bottom. He puts his hand into the basket from the
narrow mouth at the top and stirs the water with his hand. If some-

thing like a fish touches his hand, he will catch it. If not, he lifts the
basket and lowers it again and again a few steps forward.

Now his hand touches something like a fish. He grasps it, and, think-
ing it to be a fish, pulls it out of water. When the upper part of the
animal comes above the surface of water, he sees three stripes around
its neck and knows it to be a water-cobra.

Then, being frightened and knowing that the snake can kill him if it
has the chance to bite him, he no longer feels happy to hold the snake
and wants to let it go. Well, if he let it go without exerting the effort, it
will have the chance to bite him. So to get away from the danger,
despite his desire, he grasps the snake firmly, unwraps its coils from
his hand, lifts it above his head, swings three times round his head
and flings it away. Then he runs quickly to the high ground, and stood
looking back from where he has come, thinking: “Goodness, I have
been delivered from the danger of the water-cobra!”

HereinHereinHereinHereinHerein, grasping the snake at the neck under the water, the fisher-
man was happy, thinking it to be a big fish. This is similar to the time
when the meditator was glad at the outset to get his body and his
person.

The time when the fisherman saw three stripes on the neck of the
snake is similar to the time when the meditator, after breaking the
compactness of mentality-materiality, saw three characteristic marks
of formations.

The arising of fright in the fisherman’s mind in knowing the snake
to be a water-cobra is similar to the time when the meditator sees all
formations as terror due to the arising of bhayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa in
him.

The fisherman’s seeing fault and dangerous nature in the snake is
like the meditator’s seeing fault and unsatisfactoriness in the forma-
tions when he attained ÈdÊnavÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.

The fisherman’s becoming unhappy and feeling bored is like the
arising of nibbidÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa and feeling bored with formations
in the meditator.

The fisherman’s desire to escape from the danger of the poisonous
snake is similar to the arising of muÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa in the meditator
when he desires for deliverance from all formations.

The fisherman’s action to free himself from the danger of the water-
cobra is similar to the exertion for deliverance from formations and
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the arising of paÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa in him.
Just as the fisherman grasps the snake firmly, swings it three times

above his head to weaken it and flings it away to set it free, so in the
same way the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-
teristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so thatteristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so thatteristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so thatteristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so thatteristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so that
their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (niccaniccaniccaniccanicca),),),),),
happiness (happiness (happiness (happiness (happiness (sukhasukhasukhasukhasukha), comeliness (), comeliness (), comeliness (), comeliness (), comeliness (subhasubhasubhasubhasubha) and self or person () and self or person () and self or person () and self or person () and self or person (attaattaattaattaatta)))))
will never appear again.will never appear again.will never appear again.will never appear again.will never appear again.

With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-
edge of exertion for deliverance from formationsedge of exertion for deliverance from formationsedge of exertion for deliverance from formationsedge of exertion for deliverance from formationsedge of exertion for deliverance from formations
(((((paÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa) arises in the meditator.) arises in the meditator.) arises in the meditator.) arises in the meditator.) arises in the meditator.

• • • • • Arriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds FormationsArriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds FormationsArriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds FormationsArriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds FormationsArriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds Formations
(Sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)
When the meditator contemplates the mentality-materiality, cause

effect formations in three periods and in 31 planes of existence col-
lectively and repeatedly as impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha),
repulsive (asubha) and not-self (anatta) in turn, internally and exter-
nally, the characteristic of impermanence of formations becomes very,
very extinct and very rapid. The dissolution of formations may even
become very violent. That dissolution-characteristic should be medi-
tated in terms of three characteristics in turn continuously.

Slowly his meditating mind becomes detached and free from forma-
tions, his worry or delight in formations is cut off, and he can keep an
equally balanced mind at equanimity on formations. The meditating
mind remains calm and still on the sense-object of the dissolution of
formations.

When the meditating mind becomes calm and still in this way, the
five-door cognitive series of consciousness which take notice of the
colour, the sound, the smell, the taste and the tangible object, do not
arise. Only mind-door cognitive series of consciousness are arising.

Then while the meditator is contemplating three characteristics of
formations in turn, internally and externally in turn, on materiality
and mentality in turn, he switches to Meditation Method 25 as follows.

• 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of Sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa
If the meditating mind remains calm and still while he is contemplat-

ing internal formations, he should continue contemplating internal
formations on materiality and mentality in turn.

If the meditating mind remains calm and still while he is contemplat-

ing external formations, he should continue contemplating external
formations on materiality and mentality in turn.

In three characteristics of formations, he should give priority to one
characteristic which he can contemplate better in his vipassanÈ-medi-
tation.

Special CautionSpecial CautionSpecial CautionSpecial CautionSpecial Caution — While the meditating mind taking notice of the
dissolution of formations is contemplating internal formations and
remains calm and still on the dissolution of internal formations, then
if he directs his meditating mind to the dissolution of external forma-
tions, his calm and still concentration may be destroyed.

Similarly while the meditating mind taking notice of the dissolution
of external formations remains calm and still on that meditation-object,
then if he directs his meditating mind to the dissolution of internal
formations, his calm and still concentration may by destroyed.

At this stage of meditation, faith (saddhÈ) and wisdom (paÒÒÈ), ef-
fort (vÊriya) and concentration (samÈdhi) should be specially balanced
by mindfulness (sati). Only when these five powers (balas) and five
faculties (indriyas) are balanced, can the meditation progress to the
Path-wisdom (Magga-ÒÈÓa) and its Fruition-wisdom (Phala-ÒÈÓa).

Another precaution to be taken is, in undertaking vipassanÈ-medita-
tion, while contemplating three characteristics of the dissolution of
formations in turn, starting from the time of almost reaching the equani-
mity-stage, only wholesome mind-objects should be discerned in pri-
ority.

For example, after developing jhÈnas step by step in white-kasiÓa
meditation, the dissolution of those jhÈnas is contemplated as anicca,
dukkha, anatta in turn. Then the meditator contemplates the dissolu-
tion of only one jhÈna which he likes best in terms of three characteris-
tics.

In meditating in this way, the meditating mind will remain calm and
still on the dissolution of formations. At that time, the external sound
will not be heard and known. Without hearing the external sound in
that way, if the meditating mind is so firmly and calmly established
on the dissolution of formations that it is unshakeable, the meditating
power becomes specially strong.

The meditator stops meditating sometimes internally and sometimes
externally for a short time; if the meditating mind remains calmly on
the internal, he meditates the internal formations; if the meditating
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the arising of paÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa in him.
Just as the fisherman grasps the snake firmly, swings it three times

above his head to weaken it and flings it away to set it free, so in the
same way the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-the meditator contemplates formations as three charac-
teristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so thatteristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so thatteristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so thatteristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so thatteristics to weaken the formations, and set them free well so that
their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (their wrong and opposite characteristics of permanence (niccaniccaniccaniccanicca),),),),),
happiness (happiness (happiness (happiness (happiness (sukhasukhasukhasukhasukha), comeliness (), comeliness (), comeliness (), comeliness (), comeliness (subhasubhasubhasubhasubha) and self or person () and self or person () and self or person () and self or person () and self or person (attaattaattaattaatta)))))
will never appear again.will never appear again.will never appear again.will never appear again.will never appear again.

With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-With the progress of meditation-work up to this stage, the knowl-
edge of exertion for deliverance from formationsedge of exertion for deliverance from formationsedge of exertion for deliverance from formationsedge of exertion for deliverance from formationsedge of exertion for deliverance from formations
(((((paÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa) arises in the meditator.) arises in the meditator.) arises in the meditator.) arises in the meditator.) arises in the meditator.

• • • • • Arriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds FormationsArriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds FormationsArriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds FormationsArriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds FormationsArriving at the Knowledge of Equanimity towrds Formations
(Sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)
When the meditator contemplates the mentality-materiality, cause

effect formations in three periods and in 31 planes of existence col-
lectively and repeatedly as impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha),
repulsive (asubha) and not-self (anatta) in turn, internally and exter-
nally, the characteristic of impermanence of formations becomes very,
very extinct and very rapid. The dissolution of formations may even
become very violent. That dissolution-characteristic should be medi-
tated in terms of three characteristics in turn continuously.

Slowly his meditating mind becomes detached and free from forma-
tions, his worry or delight in formations is cut off, and he can keep an
equally balanced mind at equanimity on formations. The meditating
mind remains calm and still on the sense-object of the dissolution of
formations.

When the meditating mind becomes calm and still in this way, the
five-door cognitive series of consciousness which take notice of the
colour, the sound, the smell, the taste and the tangible object, do not
arise. Only mind-door cognitive series of consciousness are arising.

Then while the meditator is contemplating three characteristics of
formations in turn, internally and externally in turn, on materiality
and mentality in turn, he switches to Meditation Method 25 as follows.

• 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of 25 Meditation Method for the Arising of Sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa
If the meditating mind remains calm and still while he is contemplat-

ing internal formations, he should continue contemplating internal
formations on materiality and mentality in turn.

If the meditating mind remains calm and still while he is contemplat-

ing external formations, he should continue contemplating external
formations on materiality and mentality in turn.

In three characteristics of formations, he should give priority to one
characteristic which he can contemplate better in his vipassanÈ-medi-
tation.

Special CautionSpecial CautionSpecial CautionSpecial CautionSpecial Caution — While the meditating mind taking notice of the
dissolution of formations is contemplating internal formations and
remains calm and still on the dissolution of internal formations, then
if he directs his meditating mind to the dissolution of external forma-
tions, his calm and still concentration may be destroyed.

Similarly while the meditating mind taking notice of the dissolution
of external formations remains calm and still on that meditation-object,
then if he directs his meditating mind to the dissolution of internal
formations, his calm and still concentration may by destroyed.

At this stage of meditation, faith (saddhÈ) and wisdom (paÒÒÈ), ef-
fort (vÊriya) and concentration (samÈdhi) should be specially balanced
by mindfulness (sati). Only when these five powers (balas) and five
faculties (indriyas) are balanced, can the meditation progress to the
Path-wisdom (Magga-ÒÈÓa) and its Fruition-wisdom (Phala-ÒÈÓa).

Another precaution to be taken is, in undertaking vipassanÈ-medita-
tion, while contemplating three characteristics of the dissolution of
formations in turn, starting from the time of almost reaching the equani-
mity-stage, only wholesome mind-objects should be discerned in pri-
ority.

For example, after developing jhÈnas step by step in white-kasiÓa
meditation, the dissolution of those jhÈnas is contemplated as anicca,
dukkha, anatta in turn. Then the meditator contemplates the dissolu-
tion of only one jhÈna which he likes best in terms of three characteris-
tics.

In meditating in this way, the meditating mind will remain calm and
still on the dissolution of formations. At that time, the external sound
will not be heard and known. Without hearing the external sound in
that way, if the meditating mind is so firmly and calmly established
on the dissolution of formations that it is unshakeable, the meditating
power becomes specially strong.

The meditator stops meditating sometimes internally and sometimes
externally for a short time; if the meditating mind remains calmly on
the internal, he meditates the internal formations; if the meditating
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mind remains calmly on the external, he meditates the external forma-
tions, sometimes on materiality and sometimes on mentality; chosing
the one that he likes and meditates on it in priority.

In meditating in this way, some meditators prefer to meditate on
materiality-mentality collectively; some prefer to meditate on materi-
ality alone; and some prefer to meditate on mentality alone. Some
prefer to meditate contemplating anicca; some prefer to meditate con-
templating dukkha; and some prefer to meditate contemplating anatta.

The meditator can meditate on the sa~khÈra-dhamma which he can
meditate better, contemplating the characteristic which he can con-
template better. As the meditator continues his meditation thus, some
meditators do not totally see the dissolution of materiality; they see
only the dissolution of mentalities. In such cases, they should con-
template only on the dissolution of mentality in terms of three
characteristcs. They should not search for the dissolution of materiali-
ty which can no longer be seen.

In such cases, the dissolving mentalities are generally the mind-door
cognitive javana consciousnesses which are undertaking vipassanÈ-
meditation and the bhava~ga-cittas (life-continuum). Undertake
vipassanÈ-meditation by meditating again the former consciousness
with the latter consciousness.

Some meditators see the dissolution of both materiality and mentali-
ty. In such a case, take notice of the dissolution of sometimes materi-
ality alone, and sometimes mentality alone, or the dissolution of both
mentality and materiality together, and contemplate in terms of one
characteristic.

The meditator, who is meditating as above, can develop detachment
and indifference towards the formations in the 31 planes of exis-
tence, and the nature of equanimity and mental-balance is well estab-
lished in his mind.

BhayaÒca niÒdiÒca vippahÈya sabbasa~khÈresu udÈsino hoti
majjhatto.6

The meditator, who sees well the faults of formations, and with
the intention and desire for deliverance from formations, un-
dertakes vipassanÈ meditation by reflecting on the dissolution
of formations, does not see any formations (sa~khÈra) which
he should cling to as “mine....I...my self”

Seeing formations as terror (Seeing formations as terror (Seeing formations as terror (Seeing formations as terror (Seeing formations as terror (bhayabhayabhayabhayabhaya) is one extreme; developing) is one extreme; developing) is one extreme; developing) is one extreme; developing) is one extreme; developing

craving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoidingcraving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoidingcraving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoidingcraving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoidingcraving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoiding
these two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifferencethese two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifferencethese two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifferencethese two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifferencethese two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifference
towards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in thetowards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in thetowards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in thetowards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in thetowards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in the
middle arises.middle arises.middle arises.middle arises.middle arises.

The knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the KnowThe knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the KnowThe knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the KnowThe knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the KnowThe knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the Know-----
ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” (Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)(Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)(Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)(Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)(Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa).....

An appropriate simileAn appropriate simileAn appropriate simileAn appropriate simileAn appropriate simile is this: at one time a man had a very beautifula man had a very beautifula man had a very beautifula man had a very beautifula man had a very beautiful
wife.wife.wife.wife.wife. As he loved her very much, he worked very hard to support her
with everything she needs.

Now this woman was not loyal to her husband. She went out with
another man while her husband was away. When the husband knew
about her guilt of adultery, he was very angry and very sad. When he
was depressed many times, he saw the fault in his wife and wanted to
be free from her. So he divorced her. Starting from that time, when he
heard that she was going out with other men, he was no longer angry
and not sad. Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-
more, he developed detachment and indifference towards her andmore, he developed detachment and indifference towards her andmore, he developed detachment and indifference towards her andmore, he developed detachment and indifference towards her andmore, he developed detachment and indifference towards her and
maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.
In the same way, as the meditator wishes to liberate himself from all

defilements, contemplates all formations in terms of three characteris-
tics with paÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa, sees nothing to be taken as ‘I’ or
‘mine’, relinquishes the concept of terror and delight, and becomes
indifferent and neutral towards all formations.

In this way “the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”“the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”“the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”“the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”“the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”
(((((sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa))))) arises in him.arises in him.arises in him.arises in him.arises in him. This knowledge has the same
meanings as its two former knowledges according to the statement of
ancient teachers.
• Three Names of Three Names of Three Names of Three Names of Three Names of Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa

“Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa is one knowledge with three names. In the
beginning it is called muÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa; in the middle it is called
paÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓa, and at the end it is known as sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa.”.”.”.”.”
If that sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa sees the peaceful NibbÈna element as

peaceful, it will abandon all the series of formations, and enters only
into the peaceful NibbÈna element. If it does not see the peaceful
NibbÈna element as peaceful, it will only take formations as its object
and keeps arising repeatedly.7

For exampleFor exampleFor exampleFor exampleFor example, in incient times traders travelled to oversea countries
by sailing ships. When traders boarded the ship, sailors took some
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mind remains calmly on the external, he meditates the external forma-
tions, sometimes on materiality and sometimes on mentality; chosing
the one that he likes and meditates on it in priority.

In meditating in this way, some meditators prefer to meditate on
materiality-mentality collectively; some prefer to meditate on materi-
ality alone; and some prefer to meditate on mentality alone. Some
prefer to meditate contemplating anicca; some prefer to meditate con-
templating dukkha; and some prefer to meditate contemplating anatta.

The meditator can meditate on the sa~khÈra-dhamma which he can
meditate better, contemplating the characteristic which he can con-
template better. As the meditator continues his meditation thus, some
meditators do not totally see the dissolution of materiality; they see
only the dissolution of mentalities. In such cases, they should con-
template only on the dissolution of mentality in terms of three
characteristcs. They should not search for the dissolution of materiali-
ty which can no longer be seen.

In such cases, the dissolving mentalities are generally the mind-door
cognitive javana consciousnesses which are undertaking vipassanÈ-
meditation and the bhava~ga-cittas (life-continuum). Undertake
vipassanÈ-meditation by meditating again the former consciousness
with the latter consciousness.

Some meditators see the dissolution of both materiality and mentali-
ty. In such a case, take notice of the dissolution of sometimes materi-
ality alone, and sometimes mentality alone, or the dissolution of both
mentality and materiality together, and contemplate in terms of one
characteristic.

The meditator, who is meditating as above, can develop detachment
and indifference towards the formations in the 31 planes of exis-
tence, and the nature of equanimity and mental-balance is well estab-
lished in his mind.

BhayaÒca niÒdiÒca vippahÈya sabbasa~khÈresu udÈsino hoti
majjhatto.6

The meditator, who sees well the faults of formations, and with
the intention and desire for deliverance from formations, un-
dertakes vipassanÈ meditation by reflecting on the dissolution
of formations, does not see any formations (sa~khÈra) which
he should cling to as “mine....I...my self”

Seeing formations as terror (Seeing formations as terror (Seeing formations as terror (Seeing formations as terror (Seeing formations as terror (bhayabhayabhayabhayabhaya) is one extreme; developing) is one extreme; developing) is one extreme; developing) is one extreme; developing) is one extreme; developing

craving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoidingcraving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoidingcraving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoidingcraving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoidingcraving with delight for formations is another extreme; avoiding
these two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifferencethese two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifferencethese two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifferencethese two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifferencethese two extremes, the nature of detachment and indifference
towards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in thetowards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in thetowards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in thetowards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in thetowards all formations or the nature of equanimity keeping in the
middle arises.middle arises.middle arises.middle arises.middle arises.

The knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the KnowThe knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the KnowThe knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the KnowThe knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the KnowThe knowledge which gives rise to the above nature is “ the Know-----
ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” ledge of Equanimity towards Formations” (Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)(Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)(Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)(Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa)(Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa).....

An appropriate simileAn appropriate simileAn appropriate simileAn appropriate simileAn appropriate simile is this: at one time a man had a very beautifula man had a very beautifula man had a very beautifula man had a very beautifula man had a very beautiful
wife.wife.wife.wife.wife. As he loved her very much, he worked very hard to support her
with everything she needs.

Now this woman was not loyal to her husband. She went out with
another man while her husband was away. When the husband knew
about her guilt of adultery, he was very angry and very sad. When he
was depressed many times, he saw the fault in his wife and wanted to
be free from her. So he divorced her. Starting from that time, when he
heard that she was going out with other men, he was no longer angry
and not sad. Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-Thinking that she was not concerned with him any-
more, he developed detachment and indifference towards her andmore, he developed detachment and indifference towards her andmore, he developed detachment and indifference towards her andmore, he developed detachment and indifference towards her andmore, he developed detachment and indifference towards her and
maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.maintained equanimity, keeping in the middle.
In the same way, as the meditator wishes to liberate himself from all

defilements, contemplates all formations in terms of three characteris-
tics with paÔisa~khÈnupassanÈ-ÒÈÓa, sees nothing to be taken as ‘I’ or
‘mine’, relinquishes the concept of terror and delight, and becomes
indifferent and neutral towards all formations.

In this way “the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”“the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”“the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”“the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”“the knowledge of equanimity towards formations”
(((((sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa))))) arises in him.arises in him.arises in him.arises in him.arises in him. This knowledge has the same
meanings as its two former knowledges according to the statement of
ancient teachers.
• Three Names of Three Names of Three Names of Three Names of Three Names of Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa

“Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa is one knowledge with three names. In the
beginning it is called muÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓamuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa; in the middle it is called
paÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓapaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓa, and at the end it is known as sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa.”.”.”.”.”
If that sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa sees the peaceful NibbÈna element as

peaceful, it will abandon all the series of formations, and enters only
into the peaceful NibbÈna element. If it does not see the peaceful
NibbÈna element as peaceful, it will only take formations as its object
and keeps arising repeatedly.7

For exampleFor exampleFor exampleFor exampleFor example, in incient times traders travelled to oversea countries
by sailing ships. When traders boarded the ship, sailors took some
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crows to be used as land-finding crows (disÈkÈka) with them. Be-
cause of storms, the ship went to some place where they had never
gone before, and they could not see the land. Then the sailors re-
leased a crow. The crow flew up to the sky, explored all quarters, and
if it saw land, it flew straight in that direction. If it did not see land, it
returned to the ship repeatedly and alighted on the mast-head.

In the same way, if the knowledge of equanimity towards forma-
tions sees the peaceful NibbÈna element as peaceful, it will abandon
all the series of formations and enters only into the peaceful NibbÈna
element. If it does not find the peaceful NibbÈna yet, it will arise re-
peatedly, taking the series of formations as its object. If it is so, to
make sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa matured, the meditator meditates as follows.

• 26 Meditation Method for Making 26 Meditation Method for Making 26 Meditation Method for Making 26 Meditation Method for Making 26 Meditation Method for Making Sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa matured matured matured matured matured
The meditator contemplates all formations as anicca, dukkha, anatta

in turn (1) sometimes on present formations, (2) sometimes on past
formations, (3) sometimes on future formations, (4) sometimes on
internal formations, (5) sometimes on external formations, (6) some-
times on materialities, (7) sometimes on mentalities, (8) sometimes on
causes, (9) sometimes on effects.

• The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (Anuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓa)))))
When the meditator contemplates formations as above repeatedly

with the knowledge of equanimity towards formations, faith and decision
— adhimokkha (saddhÈ) — becomes very strong. The effort or exertion
which gives good support — vÊriya — becomes keen and strong. Mind-
fulness (sati) appears well distinct. The consciousness is very clear
and calm. Especially the knowledge of equanimity towards forma-
tions is sharp and strong. Then, when the wisdom changes its sense
object and attention —

(1) from the dissolution nature of formations — pavatta
(2) to the not-formed and not-dissolved nature — apavatta

(of peaceful NibbÈna element)
the following Path-cognitive series of consciousness occurs.

(Manda-paÒÒÈ) “ Na-Da-Ma-Pa-U-Nu-Go-Magga-Phala-Phala”-Bh-

(Tikkha-paÒÒÈ) “Na-Da-Ma-U-Nu-Go-Magga-Phala-Phala-Phala”-Bh

When the annica, dukkha or anatta sign of formations taken by the
last sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-vipassanÈ apears at the mind-door, the life-con-
tinuum vibrates two times as bhava~ga-calana (Na) and bhava~gu-

paccheda (Da) and is cut off. Then taking the characteristic sign which
appears, manodvÈrÈvajjana (Ma) arises once, followed by kÈmÈvacara-
javana three times as parikamma (Pa), upacÈra (U), anuloma (Nu).

Then taking NibbÈna as its object, gotrabhu (Go) arises once as
kÈmÈvacara-javana. After that taking the peaceful element of NibbÈna
as their object, Magga-citta arises once and Phala-citta arises two times.
After that, bhava~ga cittas (Bh) sink into life continuum.

This first Path-cognitive series is for slow-witted meditators (manda-
paÒÒÈ). For quick-witted meditators (tikkha-paÒÒÈ), parikamma is
omitted and Phala-citta arises three times as shown in the second Path-
cognitive series.

In the above cogntive series “Pa-U-Nu-Go” are mahÈkusala-
ÒÈÓasampayutta javana-cittas (sense-sphere moral consciousnesses
associated with wisdom). The functions they perform are:
Pa = parikamma = preparation for the arising of Path-consciousness,
U = upacÈra = proximity of Path-consciousness,
Nu = anuloma = conformity between the lower preparatory javana-

   cittas and the upper appanÈ-javana-cittas.
These three These three These three These three These three javana-cittasjavana-cittasjavana-cittasjavana-cittasjavana-cittas, namely, , namely, , namely, , namely, , namely, parikammaparikammaparikammaparikammaparikamma, , , , , upacÈraupacÈraupacÈraupacÈraupacÈra and and and and and

anuloma,anuloma,anuloma,anuloma,anuloma, conform the former  conform the former  conform the former  conform the former  conform the former dhammasdhammasdhammasdhammasdhammas with the latter  with the latter  with the latter  with the latter  with the latter dhammasdhammasdhammasdhammasdhammas.....
The knowledge associated with them is called “The knowledge associated with them is called “The knowledge associated with them is called “The knowledge associated with them is called “The knowledge associated with them is called “anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa”,”,”,”,”,
that is, “conformity-knowledge.”that is, “conformity-knowledge.”that is, “conformity-knowledge.”that is, “conformity-knowledge.”that is, “conformity-knowledge.”
That conformity-knowledge conforms to the function of truth of the

former eight vippasanÈ-knowledges beginning with udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa.
It also conforms to the function of truth of the 37 enlightenment-
factors (bodhipakkhiya) which associate with the Path-consciousness.

Gotrabhu-cittaGotrabhu-cittaGotrabhu-cittaGotrabhu-cittaGotrabhu-citta cuts the worldling-lineage to form the holy (ariya)
lineage. It is correct. This consciousness is the last sense-sphere con-
sciousness in the Path-cognitive series of consciousnesses. Up to the
arising of this consiousness, the meditator is still a worldling. Soon
after the dissolution of gotrabhu-consciousness, sotÈpattimgga-citta
arises, and the meditator becomes a noble person (ariyÈ).

Thus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts theThus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts theThus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts theThus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts theThus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts the
worldling lineage to form the noble (worldling lineage to form the noble (worldling lineage to form the noble (worldling lineage to form the noble (worldling lineage to form the noble (ariyÈariyÈariyÈariyÈariyÈ) lineage. As it is the) lineage. As it is the) lineage. As it is the) lineage. As it is the) lineage. As it is the
precursor of precursor of precursor of precursor of precursor of sotÈpattimagga-cittasotÈpattimagga-cittasotÈpattimagga-cittasotÈpattimagga-cittasotÈpattimagga-citta, pointing out , pointing out , pointing out , pointing out , pointing out NibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈna, it is also, it is also, it is also, it is also, it is also
regarded to resemble regarded to resemble regarded to resemble regarded to resemble regarded to resemble ÈÈÈÈÈvajjana-cittavajjana-cittavajjana-cittavajjana-cittavajjana-citta.....
The knowledge associated with gotrabhu-citta is called gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa.

The knowledge associated with magga-citta is called magga-ÒÈÓa.
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crows to be used as land-finding crows (disÈkÈka) with them. Be-
cause of storms, the ship went to some place where they had never
gone before, and they could not see the land. Then the sailors re-
leased a crow. The crow flew up to the sky, explored all quarters, and
if it saw land, it flew straight in that direction. If it did not see land, it
returned to the ship repeatedly and alighted on the mast-head.

In the same way, if the knowledge of equanimity towards forma-
tions sees the peaceful NibbÈna element as peaceful, it will abandon
all the series of formations and enters only into the peaceful NibbÈna
element. If it does not find the peaceful NibbÈna yet, it will arise re-
peatedly, taking the series of formations as its object. If it is so, to
make sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa matured, the meditator meditates as follows.

• 26 Meditation Method for Making 26 Meditation Method for Making 26 Meditation Method for Making 26 Meditation Method for Making 26 Meditation Method for Making Sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa matured matured matured matured matured
The meditator contemplates all formations as anicca, dukkha, anatta

in turn (1) sometimes on present formations, (2) sometimes on past
formations, (3) sometimes on future formations, (4) sometimes on
internal formations, (5) sometimes on external formations, (6) some-
times on materialities, (7) sometimes on mentalities, (8) sometimes on
causes, (9) sometimes on effects.

• The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (The Arising of Conformity Knowledge (Anuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓa)))))
When the meditator contemplates formations as above repeatedly

with the knowledge of equanimity towards formations, faith and decision
— adhimokkha (saddhÈ) — becomes very strong. The effort or exertion
which gives good support — vÊriya — becomes keen and strong. Mind-
fulness (sati) appears well distinct. The consciousness is very clear
and calm. Especially the knowledge of equanimity towards forma-
tions is sharp and strong. Then, when the wisdom changes its sense
object and attention —

(1) from the dissolution nature of formations — pavatta
(2) to the not-formed and not-dissolved nature — apavatta

(of peaceful NibbÈna element)
the following Path-cognitive series of consciousness occurs.

(Manda-paÒÒÈ) “ Na-Da-Ma-Pa-U-Nu-Go-Magga-Phala-Phala”-Bh-

(Tikkha-paÒÒÈ) “Na-Da-Ma-U-Nu-Go-Magga-Phala-Phala-Phala”-Bh

When the annica, dukkha or anatta sign of formations taken by the
last sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-vipassanÈ apears at the mind-door, the life-con-
tinuum vibrates two times as bhava~ga-calana (Na) and bhava~gu-

paccheda (Da) and is cut off. Then taking the characteristic sign which
appears, manodvÈrÈvajjana (Ma) arises once, followed by kÈmÈvacara-
javana three times as parikamma (Pa), upacÈra (U), anuloma (Nu).

Then taking NibbÈna as its object, gotrabhu (Go) arises once as
kÈmÈvacara-javana. After that taking the peaceful element of NibbÈna
as their object, Magga-citta arises once and Phala-citta arises two times.
After that, bhava~ga cittas (Bh) sink into life continuum.

This first Path-cognitive series is for slow-witted meditators (manda-
paÒÒÈ). For quick-witted meditators (tikkha-paÒÒÈ), parikamma is
omitted and Phala-citta arises three times as shown in the second Path-
cognitive series.

In the above cogntive series “Pa-U-Nu-Go” are mahÈkusala-
ÒÈÓasampayutta javana-cittas (sense-sphere moral consciousnesses
associated with wisdom). The functions they perform are:
Pa = parikamma = preparation for the arising of Path-consciousness,
U = upacÈra = proximity of Path-consciousness,
Nu = anuloma = conformity between the lower preparatory javana-

   cittas and the upper appanÈ-javana-cittas.
These three These three These three These three These three javana-cittasjavana-cittasjavana-cittasjavana-cittasjavana-cittas, namely, , namely, , namely, , namely, , namely, parikammaparikammaparikammaparikammaparikamma, , , , , upacÈraupacÈraupacÈraupacÈraupacÈra and and and and and

anuloma,anuloma,anuloma,anuloma,anuloma, conform the former  conform the former  conform the former  conform the former  conform the former dhammasdhammasdhammasdhammasdhammas with the latter  with the latter  with the latter  with the latter  with the latter dhammasdhammasdhammasdhammasdhammas.....
The knowledge associated with them is called “The knowledge associated with them is called “The knowledge associated with them is called “The knowledge associated with them is called “The knowledge associated with them is called “anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa”,”,”,”,”,
that is, “conformity-knowledge.”that is, “conformity-knowledge.”that is, “conformity-knowledge.”that is, “conformity-knowledge.”that is, “conformity-knowledge.”
That conformity-knowledge conforms to the function of truth of the

former eight vippasanÈ-knowledges beginning with udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa.
It also conforms to the function of truth of the 37 enlightenment-
factors (bodhipakkhiya) which associate with the Path-consciousness.

Gotrabhu-cittaGotrabhu-cittaGotrabhu-cittaGotrabhu-cittaGotrabhu-citta cuts the worldling-lineage to form the holy (ariya)
lineage. It is correct. This consciousness is the last sense-sphere con-
sciousness in the Path-cognitive series of consciousnesses. Up to the
arising of this consiousness, the meditator is still a worldling. Soon
after the dissolution of gotrabhu-consciousness, sotÈpattimgga-citta
arises, and the meditator becomes a noble person (ariyÈ).

Thus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts theThus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts theThus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts theThus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts theThus gotrabhu-consciousness is the consciousness which cuts the
worldling lineage to form the noble (worldling lineage to form the noble (worldling lineage to form the noble (worldling lineage to form the noble (worldling lineage to form the noble (ariyÈariyÈariyÈariyÈariyÈ) lineage. As it is the) lineage. As it is the) lineage. As it is the) lineage. As it is the) lineage. As it is the
precursor of precursor of precursor of precursor of precursor of sotÈpattimagga-cittasotÈpattimagga-cittasotÈpattimagga-cittasotÈpattimagga-cittasotÈpattimagga-citta, pointing out , pointing out , pointing out , pointing out , pointing out NibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈna, it is also, it is also, it is also, it is also, it is also
regarded to resemble regarded to resemble regarded to resemble regarded to resemble regarded to resemble ÈÈÈÈÈvajjana-cittavajjana-cittavajjana-cittavajjana-cittavajjana-citta.....
The knowledge associated with gotrabhu-citta is called gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa.

The knowledge associated with magga-citta is called magga-ÒÈÓa.
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The knowledge associated with phala-citta is called phala-ÒÈÓa.
• Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the PathKnowledge leading to the Emergence of the PathKnowledge leading to the Emergence of the PathKnowledge leading to the Emergence of the PathKnowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path

(((((VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaVuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaVuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaVuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaVuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)))))

(1) The knowledge of equanimity ((1) The knowledge of equanimity ((1) The knowledge of equanimity ((1) The knowledge of equanimity ((1) The knowledge of equanimity (sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa) which) which) which) which) which
has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa),),),),),
and (3) change of lineage knowledge (and (3) change of lineage knowledge (and (3) change of lineage knowledge (and (3) change of lineage knowledge (and (3) change of lineage knowledge (gotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓa) are collec-) are collec-) are collec-) are collec-) are collec-
tively called "tively called "tively called "tively called "tively called "VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa."""""
The knowledge of equanimity and the conformity-knowledge take

the characteristics of formations as their sense-objects; so they should
be called vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas (insight knowledges). Gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, how-
ever, does not take the characteristics of formations; it takes NibbÈna
as its sense-object. So, in reality it should not get the name of vipassanÈ-
ÒÈÓa. Nevertheless, as it resembles the climax of insight-knowledges,
it is included in insight-knowledge (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa).

The above three insight-knowledges reach the exalted state called
the climax; they are said to reach the climax = sikhÈpatta.

As they emerge to lead to the Path, they are said to be
"emergence leading to the Pathemergence leading to the Pathemergence leading to the Pathemergence leading to the Pathemergence leading to the Path =  =  =  =  = vuÔÔvuÔÔvuÔÔvuÔÔvuÔÔhhhhhÈnagÈmini.ÈnagÈmini.ÈnagÈmini.ÈnagÈmini.ÈnagÈmini."
The Path-consciousness does not take the object of formations; it

takes NibbÈna as its object. Moreover, as it passes the series of result-
ant aggregates and the current of defilements, it is called vuÔÔhÈna =
emergence.

Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, sa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓa, , , , , anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa and  and  and  and  and gotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓa
collectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and leadcollectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and leadcollectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and leadcollectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and leadcollectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and lead
to the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "theto the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "theto the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "theto the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "theto the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "the
Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-
vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa).).).).).
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10. "Visuddhimagga AÔÔhakathÈ" by Baddantacariya Buddhaghosa,
translated into Myanmar by Ven. NandamÈlÈ, Vol. III, pp. 398-491.
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translated into Myanmar by MahÈsÊ SayÈdaw, Vol. IV, pp. 360-436.

12. "The Path of Purification", Visuddhimagga AÔÔhakathÈ translated
into English by Bhikkhu ©Ènamoli, Singapore Buddhist Meditation
Centre Publication, pp. 745-784.

• Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

1 Describe "KÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔana" and "VedanÈnupassanÈ-
satipaÔÔhÈna." (pp. 313-314)

2 What is the difference between "CittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna" and
"DhammÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna"? (p. 314)

3 How should a meditator undertake Ba~gÈnupassanÈ-meditation?
Why doesn't he see the arising of formations? (pp. 315-317)

4 In ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-meditation, explain the terms "©Èta" and
"©ÈÓa" and describe how the meditation is conducted.

(pp. 317-318)
5 According to the instruction of the Great Commentary how should a

meditator undertake vipassanÈ-meditation for ba~ga-ÒÈÓa to reach
the climax. (pp. 318-319)

6 As a meditator undertakes ba~gÈnupassanÈ-vipassanÈ, at what time
the formations appear as terror and what insight knowledge arise at
the time? (pp. 319-320)

7 All worldlings are very fond of their bodies. At what state of medita-
tion will a meditator see fault and unsatisfactoriness in formations
and how does he see them? (pp. 320-321)

8 The Buddha said that everyone is fond of his or her body most. At
what stage of vipassanÈ-meditation does a meditator becomes bored
and fed up with his body and why? (pp. 321-322)
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The knowledge associated with phala-citta is called phala-ÒÈÓa.
• Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the PathKnowledge leading to the Emergence of the PathKnowledge leading to the Emergence of the PathKnowledge leading to the Emergence of the PathKnowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path

(((((VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaVuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaVuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaVuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaVuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa)))))

(1) The knowledge of equanimity ((1) The knowledge of equanimity ((1) The knowledge of equanimity ((1) The knowledge of equanimity ((1) The knowledge of equanimity (sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa) which) which) which) which) which
has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (has reached the climax, (2) conformity-knowledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa),),),),),
and (3) change of lineage knowledge (and (3) change of lineage knowledge (and (3) change of lineage knowledge (and (3) change of lineage knowledge (and (3) change of lineage knowledge (gotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓa) are collec-) are collec-) are collec-) are collec-) are collec-
tively called "tively called "tively called "tively called "tively called "VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa.VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa."""""
The knowledge of equanimity and the conformity-knowledge take

the characteristics of formations as their sense-objects; so they should
be called vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas (insight knowledges). Gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, how-
ever, does not take the characteristics of formations; it takes NibbÈna
as its sense-object. So, in reality it should not get the name of vipassanÈ-
ÒÈÓa. Nevertheless, as it resembles the climax of insight-knowledges,
it is included in insight-knowledge (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa).

The above three insight-knowledges reach the exalted state called
the climax; they are said to reach the climax = sikhÈpatta.

As they emerge to lead to the Path, they are said to be
"emergence leading to the Pathemergence leading to the Pathemergence leading to the Pathemergence leading to the Pathemergence leading to the Path =  =  =  =  = vuÔÔvuÔÔvuÔÔvuÔÔvuÔÔhhhhhÈnagÈmini.ÈnagÈmini.ÈnagÈmini.ÈnagÈmini.ÈnagÈmini."
The Path-consciousness does not take the object of formations; it

takes NibbÈna as its object. Moreover, as it passes the series of result-
ant aggregates and the current of defilements, it is called vuÔÔhÈna =
emergence.

Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, sa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈÒÈÓa, , , , , anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa and  and  and  and  and gotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓagotrabhu-ÒÈÓa
collectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and leadcollectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and leadcollectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and leadcollectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and leadcollectively reach the culmination of insight knowledge and lead
to the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "theto the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "theto the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "theto the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "theto the emergence of the Path-consciousness. So they are called "the
Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (Knowledge leading to the Emergence of the Path" (vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-
vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa).).).).).
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8. "Certainly Attain the Noblest Goal", Vol. 2 (in Myanmar language),

by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 283-303.
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9. “The only Path to go to NibbÈna” by Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw,
pp. 804-818 (in Myanmar Language).
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10. "Visuddhimagga AÔÔhakathÈ" by Baddantacariya Buddhaghosa,
translated into Myanmar by Ven. NandamÈlÈ, Vol. III, pp. 398-491.
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translated into Myanmar by MahÈsÊ SayÈdaw, Vol. IV, pp. 360-436.

12. "The Path of Purification", Visuddhimagga AÔÔhakathÈ translated
into English by Bhikkhu ©Ènamoli, Singapore Buddhist Meditation
Centre Publication, pp. 745-784.

• Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

1 Describe "KÈyÈnupassanÈ SatipaÔÔana" and "VedanÈnupassanÈ-
satipaÔÔhÈna." (pp. 313-314)

2 What is the difference between "CittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna" and
"DhammÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna"? (p. 314)

3 How should a meditator undertake Ba~gÈnupassanÈ-meditation?
Why doesn't he see the arising of formations? (pp. 315-317)

4 In ©Èta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ-meditation, explain the terms "©Èta" and
"©ÈÓa" and describe how the meditation is conducted.

(pp. 317-318)
5 According to the instruction of the Great Commentary how should a

meditator undertake vipassanÈ-meditation for ba~ga-ÒÈÓa to reach
the climax. (pp. 318-319)

6 As a meditator undertakes ba~gÈnupassanÈ-vipassanÈ, at what time
the formations appear as terror and what insight knowledge arise at
the time? (pp. 319-320)

7 All worldlings are very fond of their bodies. At what state of medita-
tion will a meditator see fault and unsatisfactoriness in formations
and how does he see them? (pp. 320-321)

8 The Buddha said that everyone is fond of his or her body most. At
what stage of vipassanÈ-meditation does a meditator becomes bored
and fed up with his body and why? (pp. 321-322)
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9 Describe three names of bayatupaÔÔhÈna-ÒÈÓa? At what stages of
vipassanÈ-meditations do these knowledges arise?
(pp. 322, 320, 321)

10 Why does a meditator have a wish to liberate himself from all
formations? What is the name of this insight knowledge and when
does it arise? (pp. 322)

11 In patisa~khÈnupassanÈ how does a meditator contemplate on all
mentalities-materialities? Describe 5 ways of contemplation for each
characteristic. (pp. 322-323)

12 Compare the feelings and actions of a meditator exerting to gain
liberation from all formations with those of a fisherman who had
grasped a water-cobra under water (pp. 324-325)

13 How should a meditator, who has attained paÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓa, under-
take vipassanÈ-meditation so that the knowledge of equanimity arises
in him? (pp. 325-328)

14 Describe an appropriate simile to show why a meditator can de-
velop equanimity towards formations? (p. 328)

15 Describe three names of Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa, At what stages of
vipassanÈ-meditations do these knowledges arise?

(pp. 328, 322-324, 325-328)
16 How does conformity-knowledge arise in a meditator? Why is it

called conformity knowledge? (pp. 329-330)
17 Describe the knowledges which are collectively called

VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa. What are the objects taken by these
knowledges? Why are they called "VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-
ÒÈÓa"? (p. 331)
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CHAPTER XIX —CHAPTER XIX —CHAPTER XIX —CHAPTER XIX —CHAPTER XIX —     PURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BY
 KNOWLEDGE AND VISION KNOWLEDGE AND VISION KNOWLEDGE AND VISION KNOWLEDGE AND VISION KNOWLEDGE AND VISION
     (((((©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi)))))

• • • • • The Last Stage of Purification of the MindThe Last Stage of Purification of the MindThe Last Stage of Purification of the MindThe Last Stage of Purification of the MindThe Last Stage of Purification of the Mind
The effort to purify the mind stage by stage begins with SÊla-visuddhi.

When conformity-knowledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓa) is attained, the first six
stages are completed. On attaining the first Path-wisdom and its Frui-
tion-wisdom, the last stage of purification called "Purification byPurification byPurification byPurification byPurification by
Knowledge and VisionKnowledge and VisionKnowledge and VisionKnowledge and VisionKnowledge and Vision" (©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi) is reached.

The fourfold Path-wisdom, systematically eliminates all defilements
including latent defilements from the mind, and the total purification
of the mind is attained.

The fourfold Path-wisdom, which associates with SotÈpattimagga
citta, SakadÈgÈmimagga citta, AnÈgÈmimagga citta and Arahattamagga
citta, eliminates completely the darkness of defilements (kilesÈs) and
enlightens the mind to see and understand the four Noble Truths clearly
and comprehensively to become noble persons (ariyÈs), who can en-
joy the unique eternal bliss of NibbÈnÈ forever.

The Noble path-wisdom performes four functions simultaneously:
(1) comprehension of the truth of suffering precisely,
(2) eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering,
(3) realization of NibbÈna and the cessation of suffering,
(4) full development of the eight constituents of the Path.

Thus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by KnowThus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by KnowThus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by KnowThus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by KnowThus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by Know-----
ledge and Visionledge and Visionledge and Visionledge and Visionledge and Vision (©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi)

• Review Consciousness and Review WisdomReview Consciousness and Review WisdomReview Consciousness and Review WisdomReview Consciousness and Review WisdomReview Consciousness and Review Wisdom
Soon after the Path-cognitive series of consciousness, a few

bhava~ga-cittas and five review cognitive series normally arise. By
these cognitive series, the meditator reflects on:
(1) the Path-consciousness and the Path-wisdom which have arisen,
(2) the Fruition-consciousness and the Fruition-wisdom which have

   arisen,
(3) the NibbÈna which has been realized,
(4) the defilements which have been annihilated, and
(5) the defilements which still remain to be annihihated.
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take vipassanÈ-meditation so that the knowledge of equanimity arises
in him? (pp. 325-328)

14 Describe an appropriate simile to show why a meditator can de-
velop equanimity towards formations? (p. 328)

15 Describe three names of Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa, At what stages of
vipassanÈ-meditations do these knowledges arise?

(pp. 328, 322-324, 325-328)
16 How does conformity-knowledge arise in a meditator? Why is it

called conformity knowledge? (pp. 329-330)
17 Describe the knowledges which are collectively called

VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa. What are the objects taken by these
knowledges? Why are they called "VuÔÔhÈnagÈmini-vipassanÈ-
ÒÈÓa"? (p. 331)
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CHAPTER XIX —CHAPTER XIX —CHAPTER XIX —CHAPTER XIX —CHAPTER XIX —     PURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BYPURIFICATION BY
 KNOWLEDGE AND VISION KNOWLEDGE AND VISION KNOWLEDGE AND VISION KNOWLEDGE AND VISION KNOWLEDGE AND VISION
     (((((©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi)))))

• • • • • The Last Stage of Purification of the MindThe Last Stage of Purification of the MindThe Last Stage of Purification of the MindThe Last Stage of Purification of the MindThe Last Stage of Purification of the Mind
The effort to purify the mind stage by stage begins with SÊla-visuddhi.

When conformity-knowledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓa) is attained, the first six
stages are completed. On attaining the first Path-wisdom and its Frui-
tion-wisdom, the last stage of purification called "Purification byPurification byPurification byPurification byPurification by
Knowledge and VisionKnowledge and VisionKnowledge and VisionKnowledge and VisionKnowledge and Vision" (©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi) is reached.

The fourfold Path-wisdom, systematically eliminates all defilements
including latent defilements from the mind, and the total purification
of the mind is attained.

The fourfold Path-wisdom, which associates with SotÈpattimagga
citta, SakadÈgÈmimagga citta, AnÈgÈmimagga citta and Arahattamagga
citta, eliminates completely the darkness of defilements (kilesÈs) and
enlightens the mind to see and understand the four Noble Truths clearly
and comprehensively to become noble persons (ariyÈs), who can en-
joy the unique eternal bliss of NibbÈnÈ forever.

The Noble path-wisdom performes four functions simultaneously:
(1) comprehension of the truth of suffering precisely,
(2) eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering,
(3) realization of NibbÈna and the cessation of suffering,
(4) full development of the eight constituents of the Path.

Thus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by KnowThus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by KnowThus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by KnowThus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by KnowThus the fourfold Path-wisdom is called "Purification by Know-----
ledge and Visionledge and Visionledge and Visionledge and Visionledge and Vision (©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi)

• Review Consciousness and Review WisdomReview Consciousness and Review WisdomReview Consciousness and Review WisdomReview Consciousness and Review WisdomReview Consciousness and Review Wisdom
Soon after the Path-cognitive series of consciousness, a few

bhava~ga-cittas and five review cognitive series normally arise. By
these cognitive series, the meditator reflects on:
(1) the Path-consciousness and the Path-wisdom which have arisen,
(2) the Fruition-consciousness and the Fruition-wisdom which have

   arisen,
(3) the NibbÈna which has been realized,
(4) the defilements which have been annihilated, and
(5) the defilements which still remain to be annihihated.
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The knowledge associated with paccavekkhaÓa-javana cittas (review
cognitive consciousnesses) is called review wisdom.

So there are 16 knowledges which the meditator has attained up till
now, namely, ©Èma-r|pa-pariccheda-ÒÈÓa, Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa,
ten vipassanÈÒÈnas from Sammasana-ÒÈÓa to Anuloma-ÒÈÓa,
Gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, Magga-ÒÈÓa, Phala-ÒÈÓa and PaccavekkhaÓa-ÒÈÓa.

• The The The The The AAAAArising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entryrising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entryrising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entryrising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entryrising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entry
(SotÈpatti magga-ÒÈÓa)
The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-

cation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledgescation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledgescation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledgescation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledgescation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledges
(((((vipassanÈnÈÓasvipassanÈnÈÓasvipassanÈnÈÓasvipassanÈnÈÓasvipassanÈnÈÓas), he has done everything for the arising of the), he has done everything for the arising of the), he has done everything for the arising of the), he has done everything for the arising of the), he has done everything for the arising of the
Path of Stream-entry (Path of Stream-entry (Path of Stream-entry (Path of Stream-entry (Path of Stream-entry (SotÈpattimaggaSotÈpattimaggaSotÈpattimaggaSotÈpattimaggaSotÈpattimagga).).).).).

The last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminatesThe last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminatesThe last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminatesThe last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminatesThe last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminates
the darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths bythe darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths bythe darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths bythe darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths bythe darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths by
its power. The change of lineage wisdom (its power. The change of lineage wisdom (its power. The change of lineage wisdom (its power. The change of lineage wisdom (its power. The change of lineage wisdom (gotrabhuÒÈÓagotrabhuÒÈÓagotrabhuÒÈÓagotrabhuÒÈÓagotrabhuÒÈÓa), which), which), which), which), which
follows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna asfollows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna asfollows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna asfollows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna asfollows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna as
its object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as theits object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as theits object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as theits object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as theits object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as the
sign of the incessantly arising sign of the incessantly arising sign of the incessantly arising sign of the incessantly arising sign of the incessantly arising khandhakhandhakhandhakhandhakhandha stream, crosses over the stream, crosses over the stream, crosses over the stream, crosses over the stream, crosses over the
worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-
eage (eage (eage (eage (eage (ariya-lineageariya-lineageariya-lineageariya-lineageariya-lineage) and the holy plane.) and the holy plane.) and the holy plane.) and the holy plane.) and the holy plane.

Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-
tion in time, the path of stream-entry (tion in time, the path of stream-entry (tion in time, the path of stream-entry (tion in time, the path of stream-entry (tion in time, the path of stream-entry (SotÈpattimagga-cittaSotÈpattimagga-cittaSotÈpattimagga-cittaSotÈpattimagga-cittaSotÈpattimagga-citta) arises) arises) arises) arises) arises
once, followed by its fruition consciousness (once, followed by its fruition consciousness (once, followed by its fruition consciousness (once, followed by its fruition consciousness (once, followed by its fruition consciousness (SotÈpattiphala-cittaSotÈpattiphala-cittaSotÈpattiphala-cittaSotÈpattiphala-cittaSotÈpattiphala-citta)))))
two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (magga-magga-magga-magga-magga-
vÊthivÊthivÊthivÊthivÊthi) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter
as follows.as follows.as follows.as follows.as follows.

The man, who wants to jump across a big drain, runs quickly with
great momentum, grasps a pole or a rope tied to a branch of a tree on
this side of the drain, and jumps over the drain. When his body is over
the other side of the drain, he lets go the pole or the rope as it is no
longer necessary. Then his body, shaking somewhat, falls on the other
shore. Then he stands firmly on that shore.

In the same way the meditator is first on this shore, which refers to
three planes of existence (bhava), four kinds of becoming (yoni), five
kinds of destiny (gati), seven stations of consciousness (viÒÒÈÓaÔhiti)
and nine abodes of beings (sattÈvÈsa). He wants to jump over to the
other shore which refers to NibbÈna. So he runs quickly on this shore
by developing ten insight-knowledges, beginning with sammasana-

ÒÈÓa, udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa up to conformity-knowledge, and grasping
the rope of materiality tied to a branch of the body-tree or the pole of
mentality-aggregates with the hand of conformity-knowledge, jumps
over the big drain of defilements. When his body is over the other
shore, he lets go the sign of formations by the dissolution of confor-
mity-knowledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓa) and falls down with change-of-lin-
eage consciousness (gotrabhu-citta) onto the shore of NibbÈna. How-
ever, as the consciousness does not get the support of the repetition-
condition (Èsevana-paccaya) with the same sense-object, his body falls
shaking somewhat. When he reaches the shore, he can stand firmly
with the Path-wisdom of stream- entry.

The difference between anuloma-ÒÈÓa and gotrabhuÒÈÓa is thus:
Anuloma-ÒÈÓa can eliminate the darkness of defilements which cov-
ers the noble truths, but it cannot see NibbÈna. Gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa can see
NibbÈna, but it cannot eliminate the darkness of defilements which
covers the Noble truths.

Therefore gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa is called "the the the the the ÈÈÈÈÈvajjana of Maggavajjana of Maggavajjana of Maggavajjana of Maggavajjana of Magga". It is
correct. Although gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa is not Èvajjana, it takes the place of
Èvajjana and it arises as if giving the perception sign to magga: "you
arise this way", and perishes. The magga-citta also takes that percep-
tion sign and, without letting it free and, following gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa in
series without cutting the series of consciousness, arises once, piercing
and breaking the block of defilements which it has never pierced and
broken before.

The noble path (ariya-magga) not only breaks down the block of
defilements but also dries up the ocean of suffering of the beginningless
cycle of rebirths. It also closes all the doors of the woeful abodes. It
furnishes the meditater with seven kinds of noble person's posses-
sion. It destroys the wrong path called 'micchÈmagga'. It pacifies all
dangers and all enemies. It endows the meditator, who attains it, with
the status of the real son or the real daughter of the Buddha. More-
over, it also gives many other benefits to the noble person who attains it.

The wisdom associated with the path-consciousness of stream-en-
try, which can give so many benefits, is called the "Path-wisdom""Path-wisdom""Path-wisdom""Path-wisdom""Path-wisdom"
(((((maggaÒÈÓamaggaÒÈÓamaggaÒÈÓamaggaÒÈÓamaggaÒÈÓa) of stream-entry) of stream-entry) of stream-entry) of stream-entry) of stream-entry.
• The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)

The meditator, who is entering the port of NibbÈna, is a "SotÈSotÈSotÈSotÈSotÈ-----
paÔÔimaggathapaÔÔimaggathapaÔÔimaggathapaÔÔimaggathapaÔÔimaggatha person person person person person" or the "first Noble first Noble first Noble first Noble first Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson" while the sotÈ-
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The knowledge associated with paccavekkhaÓa-javana cittas (review
cognitive consciousnesses) is called review wisdom.

So there are 16 knowledges which the meditator has attained up till
now, namely, ©Èma-r|pa-pariccheda-ÒÈÓa, Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa,
ten vipassanÈÒÈnas from Sammasana-ÒÈÓa to Anuloma-ÒÈÓa,
Gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, Magga-ÒÈÓa, Phala-ÒÈÓa and PaccavekkhaÓa-ÒÈÓa.

• The The The The The AAAAArising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entryrising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entryrising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entryrising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entryrising of the Wisdom of the Path of Stream-entry
(SotÈpatti magga-ÒÈÓa)
The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-The meditator exerts effort step by step starting from the purifi-

cation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledgescation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledgescation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledgescation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledgescation of morality and when he has developed ten insight knowledges
(((((vipassanÈnÈÓasvipassanÈnÈÓasvipassanÈnÈÓasvipassanÈnÈÓasvipassanÈnÈÓas), he has done everything for the arising of the), he has done everything for the arising of the), he has done everything for the arising of the), he has done everything for the arising of the), he has done everything for the arising of the
Path of Stream-entry (Path of Stream-entry (Path of Stream-entry (Path of Stream-entry (Path of Stream-entry (SotÈpattimaggaSotÈpattimaggaSotÈpattimaggaSotÈpattimaggaSotÈpattimagga).).).).).

The last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminatesThe last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminatesThe last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminatesThe last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminatesThe last insight knowledge, conformity-knowledge, eliminates
the darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths bythe darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths bythe darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths bythe darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths bythe darkness of gross defilements which covers the noble truths by
its power. The change of lineage wisdom (its power. The change of lineage wisdom (its power. The change of lineage wisdom (its power. The change of lineage wisdom (its power. The change of lineage wisdom (gotrabhuÒÈÓagotrabhuÒÈÓagotrabhuÒÈÓagotrabhuÒÈÓagotrabhuÒÈÓa), which), which), which), which), which
follows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna asfollows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna asfollows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna asfollows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna asfollows conformity knowledge automatically, taking NibbÈna as
its object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as theits object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as theits object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as theits object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as theits object, which is void of the sign of formations as well as the
sign of the incessantly arising sign of the incessantly arising sign of the incessantly arising sign of the incessantly arising sign of the incessantly arising khandhakhandhakhandhakhandhakhandha stream, crosses over the stream, crosses over the stream, crosses over the stream, crosses over the stream, crosses over the
worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-worldling-lineage and the worldling-plane to reach the holy lin-
eage (eage (eage (eage (eage (ariya-lineageariya-lineageariya-lineageariya-lineageariya-lineage) and the holy plane.) and the holy plane.) and the holy plane.) and the holy plane.) and the holy plane.

Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-Soon after the dissolution of gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa, without any separa-
tion in time, the path of stream-entry (tion in time, the path of stream-entry (tion in time, the path of stream-entry (tion in time, the path of stream-entry (tion in time, the path of stream-entry (SotÈpattimagga-cittaSotÈpattimagga-cittaSotÈpattimagga-cittaSotÈpattimagga-cittaSotÈpattimagga-citta) arises) arises) arises) arises) arises
once, followed by its fruition consciousness (once, followed by its fruition consciousness (once, followed by its fruition consciousness (once, followed by its fruition consciousness (once, followed by its fruition consciousness (SotÈpattiphala-cittaSotÈpattiphala-cittaSotÈpattiphala-cittaSotÈpattiphala-cittaSotÈpattiphala-citta)))))
two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (two or three times. The arising of the Path-cognitive series (magga-magga-magga-magga-magga-
vÊthivÊthivÊthivÊthivÊthi) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter) is compared with a man jumping across a big drain or gutter
as follows.as follows.as follows.as follows.as follows.

The man, who wants to jump across a big drain, runs quickly with
great momentum, grasps a pole or a rope tied to a branch of a tree on
this side of the drain, and jumps over the drain. When his body is over
the other side of the drain, he lets go the pole or the rope as it is no
longer necessary. Then his body, shaking somewhat, falls on the other
shore. Then he stands firmly on that shore.

In the same way the meditator is first on this shore, which refers to
three planes of existence (bhava), four kinds of becoming (yoni), five
kinds of destiny (gati), seven stations of consciousness (viÒÒÈÓaÔhiti)
and nine abodes of beings (sattÈvÈsa). He wants to jump over to the
other shore which refers to NibbÈna. So he runs quickly on this shore
by developing ten insight-knowledges, beginning with sammasana-

ÒÈÓa, udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa up to conformity-knowledge, and grasping
the rope of materiality tied to a branch of the body-tree or the pole of
mentality-aggregates with the hand of conformity-knowledge, jumps
over the big drain of defilements. When his body is over the other
shore, he lets go the sign of formations by the dissolution of confor-
mity-knowledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓa) and falls down with change-of-lin-
eage consciousness (gotrabhu-citta) onto the shore of NibbÈna. How-
ever, as the consciousness does not get the support of the repetition-
condition (Èsevana-paccaya) with the same sense-object, his body falls
shaking somewhat. When he reaches the shore, he can stand firmly
with the Path-wisdom of stream- entry.

The difference between anuloma-ÒÈÓa and gotrabhuÒÈÓa is thus:
Anuloma-ÒÈÓa can eliminate the darkness of defilements which cov-
ers the noble truths, but it cannot see NibbÈna. Gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa can see
NibbÈna, but it cannot eliminate the darkness of defilements which
covers the Noble truths.

Therefore gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa is called "the the the the the ÈÈÈÈÈvajjana of Maggavajjana of Maggavajjana of Maggavajjana of Maggavajjana of Magga". It is
correct. Although gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa is not Èvajjana, it takes the place of
Èvajjana and it arises as if giving the perception sign to magga: "you
arise this way", and perishes. The magga-citta also takes that percep-
tion sign and, without letting it free and, following gotrabhu-ÒÈÓa in
series without cutting the series of consciousness, arises once, piercing
and breaking the block of defilements which it has never pierced and
broken before.

The noble path (ariya-magga) not only breaks down the block of
defilements but also dries up the ocean of suffering of the beginningless
cycle of rebirths. It also closes all the doors of the woeful abodes. It
furnishes the meditater with seven kinds of noble person's posses-
sion. It destroys the wrong path called 'micchÈmagga'. It pacifies all
dangers and all enemies. It endows the meditator, who attains it, with
the status of the real son or the real daughter of the Buddha. More-
over, it also gives many other benefits to the noble person who attains it.

The wisdom associated with the path-consciousness of stream-en-
try, which can give so many benefits, is called the "Path-wisdom""Path-wisdom""Path-wisdom""Path-wisdom""Path-wisdom"
(((((maggaÒÈÓamaggaÒÈÓamaggaÒÈÓamaggaÒÈÓamaggaÒÈÓa) of stream-entry) of stream-entry) of stream-entry) of stream-entry) of stream-entry.
• The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)The Stream-winner (SotÈpanna)

The meditator, who is entering the port of NibbÈna, is a "SotÈSotÈSotÈSotÈSotÈ-----
paÔÔimaggathapaÔÔimaggathapaÔÔimaggathapaÔÔimaggathapaÔÔimaggatha person person person person person" or the "first Noble first Noble first Noble first Noble first Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson" while the sotÈ-
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paÔÔimagga-citta is arising. But he lasts just for a consciousness-mo-
ment while the sotÈpaÔÔimagga-citta is existing, and when that conscious-
ness perishes and its resultant or fruition-consciousness, i.e., sotÈ-
pattiphala-citta arises, he becomes a "sotÈpattiphala person" or "sotÈsotÈsotÈsotÈsotÈ-----
panna personpanna personpanna personpanna personpanna person" or "stream-winnerstream-winnerstream-winnerstream-winnerstream-winner", who is the "second Noble second Noble second Noble second Noble second Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson".

"SotÈpanna" means a person who enters the water-current of ariya-
magga which stands for the noble eightfold path. He will never be
reverted back to a worldling. He can be reborn for at most seven exis-
tences in the human realm and the deva-celestial realms, i.e. blissful
sensuous realms, always as a noble person. After that he may be born
in brahma realms, enjoying the brahma-happiness as well as the unique
bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes for many world cycles.

By the power of his meditation to attain the first Path-wisdom and
its Fruition-wisdom, he will attain the higher Path-wisdoms and their
Fruition-wisdoms  automatically in due course during these existences.
So he will finally become an Arahant, a perfect person, and enters
NibbÈna for ever after his passing-away or parinibbÈna.

SotÈpattimagga-ÒÈÓa totally eliminates diÔÔhi (wrong view) and
vicikiccha (sceptical doubt) together with their roots or latent defile-
ments. It also eliminates the gross aspects of the remaining eight de-
filements, that is their properties which can cast a worldling to woeful
abodes. So the doors of the four woeful abodes will be closed for ever
for a stream-winner.

SotÈpattimagga-ÒÈÓa also totally eliminates three fetters — viz., diÔÔhi-
samyojana (false views), sÊlabbatta-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojana (adherence
to false practice that one becomes pure by bovine or canine morality
or by rites and ceremonies) and vicikicchÈ-samyojana (sceptical doubt).
Fetters bind beings to the wheel of existence and to the rounds of
misery.

As a stream-winner is totally free from wrong views and sceptical
doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma, the SaÑgha and the Noble Train-
ing, the five immoral consciousnesses, comprising four lobham|la
diÔÔhigatasampayutta cittas and vicikicchÈsampayutta citta will never
arise in him.

As he has got rid of personality-beliefpersonality-beliefpersonality-beliefpersonality-beliefpersonality-belief, he is no-longer selfish. Also
as he has no doubt about the reality and noblety of the Buddha, the
Dhamma and the SaÑgha, his faithfaithfaithfaithfaith (saddhÈ) in the Triple Gem is
very strong and unshakeable. According to the Buddha's statement,
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among all our possessions, faith (faith (faith (faith (faith (saddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈsaddhÈ) in the Triple Gem is the) in the Triple Gem is the) in the Triple Gem is the) in the Triple Gem is the) in the Triple Gem is the
noblest and most precious.noblest and most precious.noblest and most precious.noblest and most precious.noblest and most precious. SaddhÈ is the leader of beautiful mental
factors. As soon as it arises in the mind, it purifies and calms down the
mind, developing moral minds to perform meritorious deeds and ac-
quiring blillions of moral, wholesome kammas, which produce un-
countable good results including blissful existences.

Again as gross defilements will never arise in a stream-winner, he
will never perform immoral actions (ten d|caritas) which can develop
billions of immoral or unwholesome kammas with their potent energy
to cast down to woeful abodes again and again. So a stream-winner
keeps five moral precepts of PaÒca-sÊla very pure. The purity of mo-
rality also gives rise to the highest happiness to a house-holder ac-
cording to ŒnÈÓaya Sutta of the Buddha.

There are three types of stream-winners.
(1) EkavÊjÊ-sotÈpanna — one who will be reborn in the blissful sensu-

ous realm for just one existence.
(2) KolaÑkola-sotÈpanna — one who will be reborn in the blissful

sensuous realms for two to six existences.
(3) Sattakkhattu-sotÈpanna — one who will be reborn in the blissful

sensuous realms for seven existences.
When a stream-winner is born in a blissful sensuous realm, he or

she will live with his or her family, can be married, producing chil-
dren and enjoying sensual pleasure. But he or she will keep paÒca-sÊla
very well, and will possess very strong and unshakeable faith in the
Triple Gem. He or she can also enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as
much as he or she likes.

Knowing very well that one is fully guaranteed that one shall never
be reborn in the woeful abodes will produce the greatest happiness in
a human or celestial existence.
• The Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of OnceThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of OnceThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of OnceThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of OnceThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Once-r-r-r-r-returningeturningeturningeturningeturning

(SakadÈgÈmimagga-ÒÈÓa)

The stream-winner, with the intention to reduce sensuous attach-The stream-winner, with the intention to reduce sensuous attach-The stream-winner, with the intention to reduce sensuous attach-The stream-winner, with the intention to reduce sensuous attach-The stream-winner, with the intention to reduce sensuous attach-
ment (ment (ment (ment (ment (kÈmarÈgakÈmarÈgakÈmarÈgakÈmarÈgakÈmarÈga) and illwill () and illwill () and illwill () and illwill () and illwill (vyÈpÈdavyÈpÈdavyÈpÈdavyÈpÈdavyÈpÈda) further and to go up to the) further and to go up to the) further and to go up to the) further and to go up to the) further and to go up to the
second noble realm, i.e., to become a once-returner, undertakessecond noble realm, i.e., to become a once-returner, undertakessecond noble realm, i.e., to become a once-returner, undertakessecond noble realm, i.e., to become a once-returner, undertakessecond noble realm, i.e., to become a once-returner, undertakes
vipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈ-meditation again. He unites harmoniously the faculties-meditation again. He unites harmoniously the faculties-meditation again. He unites harmoniously the faculties-meditation again. He unites harmoniously the faculties-meditation again. He unites harmoniously the faculties
(((((indriyasindriyasindriyasindriyasindriyas) and the path-factors () and the path-factors () and the path-factors () and the path-factors () and the path-factors (bojjha~gasbojjha~gasbojjha~gasbojjha~gasbojjha~gas) and contemplates the) and contemplates the) and contemplates the) and contemplates the) and contemplates the
formations (formations (formations (formations (formations (sa~khÈrasa~khÈrasa~khÈrasa~khÈrasa~khÈra) as mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five) as mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five) as mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five) as mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five) as mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five
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paÔÔimagga-citta is arising. But he lasts just for a consciousness-mo-
ment while the sotÈpaÔÔimagga-citta is existing, and when that conscious-
ness perishes and its resultant or fruition-consciousness, i.e., sotÈ-
pattiphala-citta arises, he becomes a "sotÈpattiphala person" or "sotÈsotÈsotÈsotÈsotÈ-----
panna personpanna personpanna personpanna personpanna person" or "stream-winnerstream-winnerstream-winnerstream-winnerstream-winner", who is the "second Noble second Noble second Noble second Noble second Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson".

"SotÈpanna" means a person who enters the water-current of ariya-
magga which stands for the noble eightfold path. He will never be
reverted back to a worldling. He can be reborn for at most seven exis-
tences in the human realm and the deva-celestial realms, i.e. blissful
sensuous realms, always as a noble person. After that he may be born
in brahma realms, enjoying the brahma-happiness as well as the unique
bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes for many world cycles.

By the power of his meditation to attain the first Path-wisdom and
its Fruition-wisdom, he will attain the higher Path-wisdoms and their
Fruition-wisdoms  automatically in due course during these existences.
So he will finally become an Arahant, a perfect person, and enters
NibbÈna for ever after his passing-away or parinibbÈna.

SotÈpattimagga-ÒÈÓa totally eliminates diÔÔhi (wrong view) and
vicikiccha (sceptical doubt) together with their roots or latent defile-
ments. It also eliminates the gross aspects of the remaining eight de-
filements, that is their properties which can cast a worldling to woeful
abodes. So the doors of the four woeful abodes will be closed for ever
for a stream-winner.

SotÈpattimagga-ÒÈÓa also totally eliminates three fetters — viz., diÔÔhi-
samyojana (false views), sÊlabbatta-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojana (adherence
to false practice that one becomes pure by bovine or canine morality
or by rites and ceremonies) and vicikicchÈ-samyojana (sceptical doubt).
Fetters bind beings to the wheel of existence and to the rounds of
misery.

As a stream-winner is totally free from wrong views and sceptical
doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma, the SaÑgha and the Noble Train-
ing, the five immoral consciousnesses, comprising four lobham|la
diÔÔhigatasampayutta cittas and vicikicchÈsampayutta citta will never
arise in him.

As he has got rid of personality-beliefpersonality-beliefpersonality-beliefpersonality-beliefpersonality-belief, he is no-longer selfish. Also
as he has no doubt about the reality and noblety of the Buddha, the
Dhamma and the SaÑgha, his faithfaithfaithfaithfaith (saddhÈ) in the Triple Gem is
very strong and unshakeable. According to the Buddha's statement,
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noblest and most precious.noblest and most precious.noblest and most precious.noblest and most precious.noblest and most precious. SaddhÈ is the leader of beautiful mental
factors. As soon as it arises in the mind, it purifies and calms down the
mind, developing moral minds to perform meritorious deeds and ac-
quiring blillions of moral, wholesome kammas, which produce un-
countable good results including blissful existences.

Again as gross defilements will never arise in a stream-winner, he
will never perform immoral actions (ten d|caritas) which can develop
billions of immoral or unwholesome kammas with their potent energy
to cast down to woeful abodes again and again. So a stream-winner
keeps five moral precepts of PaÒca-sÊla very pure. The purity of mo-
rality also gives rise to the highest happiness to a house-holder ac-
cording to ŒnÈÓaya Sutta of the Buddha.

There are three types of stream-winners.
(1) EkavÊjÊ-sotÈpanna — one who will be reborn in the blissful sensu-

ous realm for just one existence.
(2) KolaÑkola-sotÈpanna — one who will be reborn in the blissful

sensuous realms for two to six existences.
(3) Sattakkhattu-sotÈpanna — one who will be reborn in the blissful

sensuous realms for seven existences.
When a stream-winner is born in a blissful sensuous realm, he or

she will live with his or her family, can be married, producing chil-
dren and enjoying sensual pleasure. But he or she will keep paÒca-sÊla
very well, and will possess very strong and unshakeable faith in the
Triple Gem. He or she can also enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as
much as he or she likes.

Knowing very well that one is fully guaranteed that one shall never
be reborn in the woeful abodes will produce the greatest happiness in
a human or celestial existence.
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aggregates, twelve bases, eighteen elements, which exist in threeaggregates, twelve bases, eighteen elements, which exist in threeaggregates, twelve bases, eighteen elements, which exist in threeaggregates, twelve bases, eighteen elements, which exist in threeaggregates, twelve bases, eighteen elements, which exist in three
periods of the past, the present and the future, internally and exter-periods of the past, the present and the future, internally and exter-periods of the past, the present and the future, internally and exter-periods of the past, the present and the future, internally and exter-periods of the past, the present and the future, internally and exter-
nally, as impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.nally, as impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.nally, as impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.nally, as impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.nally, as impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.

He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations into ulti-He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations into ulti-He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations into ulti-He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations into ulti-He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations into ulti-
mate realities and developing wisdom repeatedly to understandmate realities and developing wisdom repeatedly to understandmate realities and developing wisdom repeatedly to understandmate realities and developing wisdom repeatedly to understandmate realities and developing wisdom repeatedly to understand
their true nature compehensively. He enters the right path oftheir true nature compehensively. He enters the right path oftheir true nature compehensively. He enters the right path oftheir true nature compehensively. He enters the right path oftheir true nature compehensively. He enters the right path of
vipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈ-meditation.-meditation.-meditation.-meditation.-meditation.

He again develops the insight knowledges one after another fromHe again develops the insight knowledges one after another fromHe again develops the insight knowledges one after another fromHe again develops the insight knowledges one after another fromHe again develops the insight knowledges one after another from
sammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓa to  to  to  to  to sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓasa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa and, through one ap- and, through one ap- and, through one ap- and, through one ap- and, through one ap-
prehending consciousness (prehending consciousness (prehending consciousness (prehending consciousness (prehending consciousness (avajjana-cittaavajjana-cittaavajjana-cittaavajjana-cittaavajjana-citta), develops conformity), develops conformity), develops conformity), develops conformity), develops conformity
knowledge (knowledge (knowledge (knowledge (knowledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa) and ) and ) and ) and ) and gotrabhugotrabhugotrabhugotrabhugotrabhu or  or  or  or  or vodÈna-cittavodÈna-cittavodÈna-cittavodÈna-cittavodÈna-citta, which is, which is, which is, which is, which is
followed immediately by followed immediately by followed immediately by followed immediately by followed immediately by sakadÈgÈmisakadÈgÈmisakadÈgÈmisakadÈgÈmisakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness. The wis--path-consciousness. The wis--path-consciousness. The wis--path-consciousness. The wis--path-consciousness. The wis-
dom associated with dom associated with dom associated with dom associated with dom associated with sakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittasakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittasakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittasakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittasakadÈgÈmi-magga-citta is called  is called  is called  is called  is called sakadagÈmi-sakadagÈmi-sakadagÈmi-sakadagÈmi-sakadagÈmi-
magga-ÒÈÓamagga-ÒÈÓamagga-ÒÈÓamagga-ÒÈÓamagga-ÒÈÓa — the path-wisdom of once returning. — the path-wisdom of once returning. — the path-wisdom of once returning. — the path-wisdom of once returning. — the path-wisdom of once returning.

The meditator becomes the "third Noble person" called "sakadÈgami"sakadÈgami"sakadÈgami"sakadÈgami"sakadÈgami-----
magga-puggala" — "once-returning-path-person.magga-puggala" — "once-returning-path-person.magga-puggala" — "once-returning-path-person.magga-puggala" — "once-returning-path-person.magga-puggala" — "once-returning-path-person."""""
• The The The The The OOOOOnce-returner (nce-returner (nce-returner (nce-returner (nce-returner (SakadÈgÈmSakadÈgÈmSakadÈgÈmSakadÈgÈmSakadÈgÈmÊÊÊÊÊ)))))

In the sakadÈgÈmi-magga vÊthi (cognitive series of the path of once
returning) sakadÈgÈmi-magga-citta arises just once followed by two
or three sakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittas. As soon as sakadÈgÈmi-phala-citta
arises, the meditator becomes a once-returner (sakadÈgÈmÊ) — the
"fourth Noble personfourth Noble personfourth Noble personfourth Noble personfourth Noble person" (sakadÈgÈmiphala puggala).

SakadÈgamimagga does not eliminate any defilement (kilesÈ), but it
reduces the remaining defilements. Especially it reduces sensuous crav-
ing and attachment (kÈmarÈga) and ill will (anger).

So a once-returner has less defilements than a stream-winner. Since
he still has sensuous craving, he still enjoys sensual pleasure, but less
than a stream-winner. He also has less anger and less worry than a
stream-winner. He will be reborn in a blissful sense-sphere (human
realm or deva-realm) for only one more existence. Then he can be
born in brahma realms, become an Arahant in due course and pass
over to NibbÈna.

There are six kinds of once-returners.
1. Those who become once-returners in the human realm, become

arahants here and attain parinibbÈna here.
2. Those who become once-returners in the human world and attain

parinibbÈna in a heavenly realm.
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3. Those who become once-returners in a heavenly realm and attain
parinibbÈna there.

4. Those who become once-returners in a heavenly realm and attain
parinibbÈna in the human world.

5. Those who become once-returners in the human realm and, after
being born once in a heavenly realm, attain parinibbÈna in the hu-
man realm.

6. Those who become once-returners in the human realm, and after
being born once in the human world, attain parinibbÈna in a
heavenly realm.

• The Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returningThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returningThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returningThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returningThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returning
(AnÈgÈmimagga-ÒÈÓa)
The once-returner, with the intention of eliminating sensuous at-

tachment (kÈmarÈga) and ill will (vyÈpÈda) and to go up to the third
noble realm, i.e., to become a non-returner, undertakes vipassanÈ medi-
tation again. He unites harmoniously the faculties (indriyas), the pow-
ers (balas), the path-factors (bojjha~gas) and contemplates the forma-
tions as mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five aggregates, twelve
bases, eighteen elements, which exist in three periods, internally and
externally, as impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.

He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations into ultimate
realities and developing wisdom repeatedly to understand their true
nature comprehensively. He enters the right path of vipassanÈ-medi-
tation.

He again develops the insight knowledges one after another from
samasana-ÒÈÓa to sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa, and through one apprehen-
ding consciousness (avajjana-citta), develops conformity-knowledge
(anuloma-ÒÈÓa) and gotrabhu or vodÈna-citta, which is followed im-
mediately by anÈgÈmi path-consciousness. The wisdom associated
with anÈgÈmimagga-citta is called anÈgÈmimagga-ÒÈÓa — the path-the path-the path-the path-the path-
wisdom of non returningwisdom of non returningwisdom of non returningwisdom of non returningwisdom of non returning.

The meditator becomes the "fifth Noble fifth Noble fifth Noble fifth Noble fifth Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson" called "anÈgÈmi-anÈgÈmi-anÈgÈmi-anÈgÈmi-anÈgÈmi-
magga-puggalamagga-puggalamagga-puggalamagga-puggalamagga-puggala" — "non-returning-path person.non-returning-path person.non-returning-path person.non-returning-path person.non-returning-path person."

• The Non-returnerThe Non-returnerThe Non-returnerThe Non-returnerThe Non-returner (AnÈgÈmÊ)
In the anÈgÈmi-magga vÊthi (cognitive series of the path of non-

returning), anÈgÈmimagga citta arises once followed by two or three
anÈgÈmi-phala cittas (non-returning fruition-consciousness). As soon
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magga-ÒÈÓamagga-ÒÈÓamagga-ÒÈÓamagga-ÒÈÓamagga-ÒÈÓa — the path-wisdom of once returning. — the path-wisdom of once returning. — the path-wisdom of once returning. — the path-wisdom of once returning. — the path-wisdom of once returning.

The meditator becomes the "third Noble person" called "sakadÈgami"sakadÈgami"sakadÈgami"sakadÈgami"sakadÈgami-----
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• The The The The The OOOOOnce-returner (nce-returner (nce-returner (nce-returner (nce-returner (SakadÈgÈmSakadÈgÈmSakadÈgÈmSakadÈgÈmSakadÈgÈmÊÊÊÊÊ)))))

In the sakadÈgÈmi-magga vÊthi (cognitive series of the path of once
returning) sakadÈgÈmi-magga-citta arises just once followed by two
or three sakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittas. As soon as sakadÈgÈmi-phala-citta
arises, the meditator becomes a once-returner (sakadÈgÈmÊ) — the
"fourth Noble personfourth Noble personfourth Noble personfourth Noble personfourth Noble person" (sakadÈgÈmiphala puggala).

SakadÈgamimagga does not eliminate any defilement (kilesÈ), but it
reduces the remaining defilements. Especially it reduces sensuous crav-
ing and attachment (kÈmarÈga) and ill will (anger).

So a once-returner has less defilements than a stream-winner. Since
he still has sensuous craving, he still enjoys sensual pleasure, but less
than a stream-winner. He also has less anger and less worry than a
stream-winner. He will be reborn in a blissful sense-sphere (human
realm or deva-realm) for only one more existence. Then he can be
born in brahma realms, become an Arahant in due course and pass
over to NibbÈna.

There are six kinds of once-returners.
1. Those who become once-returners in the human realm, become

arahants here and attain parinibbÈna here.
2. Those who become once-returners in the human world and attain

parinibbÈna in a heavenly realm.
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3. Those who become once-returners in a heavenly realm and attain
parinibbÈna there.

4. Those who become once-returners in a heavenly realm and attain
parinibbÈna in the human world.

5. Those who become once-returners in the human realm and, after
being born once in a heavenly realm, attain parinibbÈna in the hu-
man realm.

6. Those who become once-returners in the human realm, and after
being born once in the human world, attain parinibbÈna in a
heavenly realm.

• The Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returningThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returningThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returningThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returningThe Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of Non-returning
(AnÈgÈmimagga-ÒÈÓa)
The once-returner, with the intention of eliminating sensuous at-

tachment (kÈmarÈga) and ill will (vyÈpÈda) and to go up to the third
noble realm, i.e., to become a non-returner, undertakes vipassanÈ medi-
tation again. He unites harmoniously the faculties (indriyas), the pow-
ers (balas), the path-factors (bojjha~gas) and contemplates the forma-
tions as mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five aggregates, twelve
bases, eighteen elements, which exist in three periods, internally and
externally, as impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.

He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations into ultimate
realities and developing wisdom repeatedly to understand their true
nature comprehensively. He enters the right path of vipassanÈ-medi-
tation.

He again develops the insight knowledges one after another from
samasana-ÒÈÓa to sa~khÈr|pekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa, and through one apprehen-
ding consciousness (avajjana-citta), develops conformity-knowledge
(anuloma-ÒÈÓa) and gotrabhu or vodÈna-citta, which is followed im-
mediately by anÈgÈmi path-consciousness. The wisdom associated
with anÈgÈmimagga-citta is called anÈgÈmimagga-ÒÈÓa — the path-the path-the path-the path-the path-
wisdom of non returningwisdom of non returningwisdom of non returningwisdom of non returningwisdom of non returning.

The meditator becomes the "fifth Noble fifth Noble fifth Noble fifth Noble fifth Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson" called "anÈgÈmi-anÈgÈmi-anÈgÈmi-anÈgÈmi-anÈgÈmi-
magga-puggalamagga-puggalamagga-puggalamagga-puggalamagga-puggala" — "non-returning-path person.non-returning-path person.non-returning-path person.non-returning-path person.non-returning-path person."

• The Non-returnerThe Non-returnerThe Non-returnerThe Non-returnerThe Non-returner (AnÈgÈmÊ)
In the anÈgÈmi-magga vÊthi (cognitive series of the path of non-

returning), anÈgÈmimagga citta arises once followed by two or three
anÈgÈmi-phala cittas (non-returning fruition-consciousness). As soon
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as anÈgÈmiphala-citta arises, the meditator becomes a non-returner
(anÈgÈmÊ) — the "sixth Noble sixth Noble sixth Noble sixth Noble sixth Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson" (anÈgÈmiphala puggala).

AnÈgÈmimagga totally eliminates sensuous attachment (kÈma-rÈga)
and ill will (vyÈpÈda) as well as the two fetters — viz., kÈmarÈga-
samyojana and vyÈpÈdasamyojana. So a non-returner will not enjoy
sensual pleasure any more. He may live together with his wife, but
only as brother and sister. He will never become angry and has no
worry and no fright about anything. He keeps ten moral precepts and
takes food only before noon. He takes no delight in money and gold.
We can know a person to be a non-returner by these criteria.

His mind will always be peaceful. He can enjoy the unique bliss of
NibbÈna whenever he wishes by developing anÈgÈmi-phala-samÈpatti
(fruition attainment of non-returning). If he attains all the eight jhÈnas,
he can also enjoy nirodha-samÈpatti (extinction-attainment) during
which all consciousness and mental activity are temporarily suspended.

When a non-returner dies, he will not be reborn in a blissful sensu-
ous realm as he does not enjoy sensual pleasure; he will be born in a
brahma realm by spontaneous rebirth, become Arahant in a brahma
realm and pass over to NibbÈna.

There are five types of non-returners.
1. Those who attain arahatship within the first half of the life of the

Pure Abode (SuddÈvÈsa heaven) where they are reborn.
2. Those who attain arahatship within the second half of the life of the

Pure Abode where they are reborn.
3. Those who attain arahatship (become arahants) without having to

struggle very hard.
4. Those who attain kilesÈparinibbÈna (attain arahatship) after strug-

gling very hard.
5. Those who do not attain kilesÈparinibbÈna in the four lower Pure

Abodes and attain arahatship in the highest fifth Pure Abode (i.e.
AkaniÔÔha heaven).

• The The The The The Arising of the Arising of the Arising of the Arising of the Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of ArahatshipWisdom of the Path of ArahatshipWisdom of the Path of ArahatshipWisdom of the Path of ArahatshipWisdom of the Path of Arahatship
(Arahattamagga-ÒÈÓa)
The once-returner, with the intention of totally eliminating r|parÈga,

ar|parÈga, mÈna, uddhacca, avijjÈ (i.e. the remaining defilements) and
to go up to the fourth Noble realm, i.e., to become an Arahant, under-
takes vipassanÈ-meditation again. He unites harmoniously the facul-
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ties, the powers, the path-factors, and contemplates the formations as
mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five aggregates, twelve bases,
eighteen elements, which exist in three periods, internally and exter-
nally, as impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and not-self
(anatta) in turn.

He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations as ultimate re-
alities, and developing wisdom repeatedly to understand their nature
penetratively and comprehensively. He enters the right path of vipas-
sanÈ-meditation.

He again develops the insight knowledges one after another from
sammasana-ÒÈÓa to sa~kharupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa and through one apprehend-
ing consciousness (Èvajjana-citta) develops conformity-knowledge and
gotrabhu or vodÈna-citta, which is followed immediately by arahatta-
magga-citta (arahatta-path consciousness). The wisdom associated with
arahattamagga-citta is called arahattamagga-ÒÈÓa — the path-wisdomthe path-wisdomthe path-wisdomthe path-wisdomthe path-wisdom
of Arahatshipof Arahatshipof Arahatshipof Arahatshipof Arahatship.

The meditator becomes the "seventh Noble Personseventh Noble Personseventh Noble Personseventh Noble Personseventh Noble Person" called "arahattaarahattaarahattaarahattaarahatta-----
maggaÔÔha-puggalamaggaÔÔha-puggalamaggaÔÔha-puggalamaggaÔÔha-puggalamaggaÔÔha-puggala" — "arahatta-path-personarahatta-path-personarahatta-path-personarahatta-path-personarahatta-path-person".
• The ArahThe ArahThe ArahThe ArahThe Arahaaaaantntntntnt (Arahatta-phalaÔÔha-puggala)

In the Arahatta-magga vÊthi, arahattamagga-citta arises once followed
by two or three arahatta-phala cittas (arahatta-fruition consciousness).
As soon as arahatta-phala arises, the meditator becomes an Arahant (a
perfect person) — the "eighth Noble eighth Noble eighth Noble eighth Noble eighth Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson" (ArahattaphalaÔÔha-
puggala).

Arahattamagga-ÒÈÓa eliminates totally all the remaining seven de-
filements — viz., lobha, moha, mÈna, thina, uddhacca, ahirika and
anottappa. It also totally eradicates all the remaining five fetters,
namely, r|parÈgasamyojana, ar|parÈgasamyojana, mÈnasamyojana,
uddacca-samyojana, and avijjÈsamyojana.

As his mind is totally pure, being free from all kilesÈs (defilements)
and fetters, he no longer has any greed, ill will, delusion, conceit,
wrong views including personality-belief and other bad mental fac-
tors. He has no attachment to anything, so he is free from all entangle-
ments. He does not regard anything to be his own; so he has no bad
feeling even when something is taken or stolen from him. No moral
minds and immoral minds arise in him.

He has laid down the heavy burden of misery. He has reached the
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as anÈgÈmiphala-citta arises, the meditator becomes a non-returner
(anÈgÈmÊ) — the "sixth Noble sixth Noble sixth Noble sixth Noble sixth Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson" (anÈgÈmiphala puggala).

AnÈgÈmimagga totally eliminates sensuous attachment (kÈma-rÈga)
and ill will (vyÈpÈda) as well as the two fetters — viz., kÈmarÈga-
samyojana and vyÈpÈdasamyojana. So a non-returner will not enjoy
sensual pleasure any more. He may live together with his wife, but
only as brother and sister. He will never become angry and has no
worry and no fright about anything. He keeps ten moral precepts and
takes food only before noon. He takes no delight in money and gold.
We can know a person to be a non-returner by these criteria.

His mind will always be peaceful. He can enjoy the unique bliss of
NibbÈna whenever he wishes by developing anÈgÈmi-phala-samÈpatti
(fruition attainment of non-returning). If he attains all the eight jhÈnas,
he can also enjoy nirodha-samÈpatti (extinction-attainment) during
which all consciousness and mental activity are temporarily suspended.

When a non-returner dies, he will not be reborn in a blissful sensu-
ous realm as he does not enjoy sensual pleasure; he will be born in a
brahma realm by spontaneous rebirth, become Arahant in a brahma
realm and pass over to NibbÈna.

There are five types of non-returners.
1. Those who attain arahatship within the first half of the life of the

Pure Abode (SuddÈvÈsa heaven) where they are reborn.
2. Those who attain arahatship within the second half of the life of the

Pure Abode where they are reborn.
3. Those who attain arahatship (become arahants) without having to

struggle very hard.
4. Those who attain kilesÈparinibbÈna (attain arahatship) after strug-

gling very hard.
5. Those who do not attain kilesÈparinibbÈna in the four lower Pure

Abodes and attain arahatship in the highest fifth Pure Abode (i.e.
AkaniÔÔha heaven).

• The The The The The Arising of the Arising of the Arising of the Arising of the Arising of the Wisdom of the Path of ArahatshipWisdom of the Path of ArahatshipWisdom of the Path of ArahatshipWisdom of the Path of ArahatshipWisdom of the Path of Arahatship
(Arahattamagga-ÒÈÓa)
The once-returner, with the intention of totally eliminating r|parÈga,

ar|parÈga, mÈna, uddhacca, avijjÈ (i.e. the remaining defilements) and
to go up to the fourth Noble realm, i.e., to become an Arahant, under-
takes vipassanÈ-meditation again. He unites harmoniously the facul-
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ties, the powers, the path-factors, and contemplates the formations as
mentality-materiality, causes-effects, five aggregates, twelve bases,
eighteen elements, which exist in three periods, internally and exter-
nally, as impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and not-self
(anatta) in turn.

He contemplates repeatedly, crushing all formations as ultimate re-
alities, and developing wisdom repeatedly to understand their nature
penetratively and comprehensively. He enters the right path of vipas-
sanÈ-meditation.

He again develops the insight knowledges one after another from
sammasana-ÒÈÓa to sa~kharupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa and through one apprehend-
ing consciousness (Èvajjana-citta) develops conformity-knowledge and
gotrabhu or vodÈna-citta, which is followed immediately by arahatta-
magga-citta (arahatta-path consciousness). The wisdom associated with
arahattamagga-citta is called arahattamagga-ÒÈÓa — the path-wisdomthe path-wisdomthe path-wisdomthe path-wisdomthe path-wisdom
of Arahatshipof Arahatshipof Arahatshipof Arahatshipof Arahatship.

The meditator becomes the "seventh Noble Personseventh Noble Personseventh Noble Personseventh Noble Personseventh Noble Person" called "arahattaarahattaarahattaarahattaarahatta-----
maggaÔÔha-puggalamaggaÔÔha-puggalamaggaÔÔha-puggalamaggaÔÔha-puggalamaggaÔÔha-puggala" — "arahatta-path-personarahatta-path-personarahatta-path-personarahatta-path-personarahatta-path-person".
• The ArahThe ArahThe ArahThe ArahThe Arahaaaaantntntntnt (Arahatta-phalaÔÔha-puggala)

In the Arahatta-magga vÊthi, arahattamagga-citta arises once followed
by two or three arahatta-phala cittas (arahatta-fruition consciousness).
As soon as arahatta-phala arises, the meditator becomes an Arahant (a
perfect person) — the "eighth Noble eighth Noble eighth Noble eighth Noble eighth Noble PPPPPersonersonersonersonerson" (ArahattaphalaÔÔha-
puggala).

Arahattamagga-ÒÈÓa eliminates totally all the remaining seven de-
filements — viz., lobha, moha, mÈna, thina, uddhacca, ahirika and
anottappa. It also totally eradicates all the remaining five fetters,
namely, r|parÈgasamyojana, ar|parÈgasamyojana, mÈnasamyojana,
uddacca-samyojana, and avijjÈsamyojana.

As his mind is totally pure, being free from all kilesÈs (defilements)
and fetters, he no longer has any greed, ill will, delusion, conceit,
wrong views including personality-belief and other bad mental fac-
tors. He has no attachment to anything, so he is free from all entangle-
ments. He does not regard anything to be his own; so he has no bad
feeling even when something is taken or stolen from him. No moral
minds and immoral minds arise in him.

He has laid down the heavy burden of misery. He has reached the
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highest and noblest goal of arahatta-phala and NibbÈna. He can enjoy
the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes by developing Arahatta-
fruition attainment (arahattaphala-samÈpatti). If he also attains the eight
jhÈnas, he can also enjoy extinction-attainment (extinction-attainment (extinction-attainment (extinction-attainment (extinction-attainment (nirodha-samÈpattinirodha-samÈpattinirodha-samÈpattinirodha-samÈpattinirodha-samÈpatti)))))
up to seven days at a time.

He understands the four noble truths truly in all aspects, and truly
gains deliverance from all suffering and the causes of suffering. He
is truly the happiest man. He is truly a noble person, worthy of accept-
ing the noble offering of men and gods. When he passes away, he
will attain NibbÈna, the cessation of and deliverance from suffering
for ever.

There are five types of Arahants.There are five types of Arahants.There are five types of Arahants.There are five types of Arahants.There are five types of Arahants.
1 PaÒÒÈvimutta-arahat — one who is emancipated through wisdom.
2 UbhatobhÈgavimutta-arahat — one who is emancipated in two ways,

namely, by ar|pajjhÈna and ariyÈmagga.
3 Tevijja-arahat — arahant with three supernormal knowledges.
4 ChalÈbhiÒÒa-arahat — arahant with six supernormal powers.
5 PaÔisambhidhÈpatta-arahant — arahant who possesses the four

sambhidhÈs, i.e., the knowledge of the meaning of each word, the
knowledge of the PÈÄi text, the knowledge of the origin of the words,
and the determinate knowledge together with the accurate discrimi-
nation of the first three knowledges.

• Enjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna withEnjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna withEnjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna withEnjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna withEnjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna with
Fruition AttainmentFruition AttainmentFruition AttainmentFruition AttainmentFruition Attainment
Fruition-attainment (Phala-samÈpatti) means arriving at NibbÈna,

where all defilements cease to arise, by ariya-phala cittas, or in other
words it is perceiving the peaceful elements of NibbÈna with a series
of fruition-conciousnesses while enjoying the unique bliss of NibbÈna.

Only noble persons can develop fruition-attainments. The stream-
winner can develop only sotÈpatti-fruition attainment, which he has
attained. He cannot develop higher fruition-attainments, which he has
not attained yet. Once-returners, non-returners and arahants enjoy their
respective fruition-attainments, which they have attained.

They cannot develop the lower fruition-attainments, which no longer
concern with them.

To explain this point further, a worldling, when he attains sotÈpatti-
phala-citta, becomes a stream-winner. He is no longer a worldling.
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Similarly, when he attains sakadÈgÈmi-phala-citta, he becomes a once-
returner; he is no longer a stream-winner. So sotÈpatti-fruition con-
cerns only with a stream-winner; it does not concern with a once-
returner.

To give an example, the bhavÈ~ga-cittas which arose in our past
existences do not concern with us when we die and become new per-
sons. They do not arise any more.

Therefore, once-returners can develop only sakadÈgÈmi-fruition-
attainment; he cannot develop sotÈpatti-fruition-attainment. Similarly,
non-returners can develop only anÈgÈmi-fruition-attainment, and
arahants can develop only arahatta-fruition attainment.
• Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?

They develop fruition attainments to live peacefully and happily in
the present existence with the present body. For examples, kings en-
joy their possessions and happiness and celestial beings enjoy their
possessions and happiness; and so too noble persons enjoy their pos-
sessions and happiness, which is supramundane happiness. Thus they
develop fruition-attainment to enjoy the supramundane happiness,
which is the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna.
• How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?

The occurrence of fruition-attainment takes place for two reasons —
viz., to bear in mind no sense-object other than NibbÈna and to bear in
mind only NibbÈna. Fruition-attainment is also called animitta-
cetovimutti, meaning "deliverence of the mind from all defilements
and void of the sign of formations".

Noble persons can determine in advance the period of fruition-at-
tainment they like to develop. They make resolution to remain in the
fruition-attainment for one hour, two hours, etc., up to seven days at a
time, before they develop the fruitoin-attainment.

They enter a quiet place, stay alone, and undertake vipassanÈ-
meditaion again by the power of udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa (the wisdom of
comprehending the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality to-
gether with the three characteristic marks of existence), etc. After de-
veloping vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas one after another up to conformity-know-
ledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓa), the fruition-attainment cognitive series (phala-
samÈpatti-vÊthi) arises as follows in slow-witted person.

"Na-Da-Ma-Pa-U-Nu-Vo-Phala-Phala-many times"-Bh-
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highest and noblest goal of arahatta-phala and NibbÈna. He can enjoy
the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes by developing Arahatta-
fruition attainment (arahattaphala-samÈpatti). If he also attains the eight
jhÈnas, he can also enjoy extinction-attainment (extinction-attainment (extinction-attainment (extinction-attainment (extinction-attainment (nirodha-samÈpattinirodha-samÈpattinirodha-samÈpattinirodha-samÈpattinirodha-samÈpatti)))))
up to seven days at a time.

He understands the four noble truths truly in all aspects, and truly
gains deliverance from all suffering and the causes of suffering. He
is truly the happiest man. He is truly a noble person, worthy of accept-
ing the noble offering of men and gods. When he passes away, he
will attain NibbÈna, the cessation of and deliverance from suffering
for ever.

There are five types of Arahants.There are five types of Arahants.There are five types of Arahants.There are five types of Arahants.There are five types of Arahants.
1 PaÒÒÈvimutta-arahat — one who is emancipated through wisdom.
2 UbhatobhÈgavimutta-arahat — one who is emancipated in two ways,

namely, by ar|pajjhÈna and ariyÈmagga.
3 Tevijja-arahat — arahant with three supernormal knowledges.
4 ChalÈbhiÒÒa-arahat — arahant with six supernormal powers.
5 PaÔisambhidhÈpatta-arahant — arahant who possesses the four

sambhidhÈs, i.e., the knowledge of the meaning of each word, the
knowledge of the PÈÄi text, the knowledge of the origin of the words,
and the determinate knowledge together with the accurate discrimi-
nation of the first three knowledges.

• Enjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna withEnjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna withEnjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna withEnjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna withEnjoying the Peace and Bliss of NibbÈna with
Fruition AttainmentFruition AttainmentFruition AttainmentFruition AttainmentFruition Attainment
Fruition-attainment (Phala-samÈpatti) means arriving at NibbÈna,

where all defilements cease to arise, by ariya-phala cittas, or in other
words it is perceiving the peaceful elements of NibbÈna with a series
of fruition-conciousnesses while enjoying the unique bliss of NibbÈna.

Only noble persons can develop fruition-attainments. The stream-
winner can develop only sotÈpatti-fruition attainment, which he has
attained. He cannot develop higher fruition-attainments, which he has
not attained yet. Once-returners, non-returners and arahants enjoy their
respective fruition-attainments, which they have attained.

They cannot develop the lower fruition-attainments, which no longer
concern with them.

To explain this point further, a worldling, when he attains sotÈpatti-
phala-citta, becomes a stream-winner. He is no longer a worldling.
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Similarly, when he attains sakadÈgÈmi-phala-citta, he becomes a once-
returner; he is no longer a stream-winner. So sotÈpatti-fruition con-
cerns only with a stream-winner; it does not concern with a once-
returner.

To give an example, the bhavÈ~ga-cittas which arose in our past
existences do not concern with us when we die and become new per-
sons. They do not arise any more.

Therefore, once-returners can develop only sakadÈgÈmi-fruition-
attainment; he cannot develop sotÈpatti-fruition-attainment. Similarly,
non-returners can develop only anÈgÈmi-fruition-attainment, and
arahants can develop only arahatta-fruition attainment.
• Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?Why do Noble Persons develop Fruition-Attainments?

They develop fruition attainments to live peacefully and happily in
the present existence with the present body. For examples, kings en-
joy their possessions and happiness and celestial beings enjoy their
possessions and happiness; and so too noble persons enjoy their pos-
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develop fruition-attainment to enjoy the supramundane happiness,
which is the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna.
• How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?How do they develop Fruition-Attainments?

The occurrence of fruition-attainment takes place for two reasons —
viz., to bear in mind no sense-object other than NibbÈna and to bear in
mind only NibbÈna. Fruition-attainment is also called animitta-
cetovimutti, meaning "deliverence of the mind from all defilements
and void of the sign of formations".

Noble persons can determine in advance the period of fruition-at-
tainment they like to develop. They make resolution to remain in the
fruition-attainment for one hour, two hours, etc., up to seven days at a
time, before they develop the fruitoin-attainment.

They enter a quiet place, stay alone, and undertake vipassanÈ-
meditaion again by the power of udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa (the wisdom of
comprehending the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality to-
gether with the three characteristic marks of existence), etc. After de-
veloping vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas one after another up to conformity-know-
ledge (anuloma-ÒÈÓa), the fruition-attainment cognitive series (phala-
samÈpatti-vÊthi) arises as follows in slow-witted person.

"Na-Da-Ma-Pa-U-Nu-Vo-Phala-Phala-many times"-Bh-
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In quick-witted person, parikamma (Pa) is eliminated.
Vo = VodÈna, meaning "purificationpurificationpurificationpurificationpurification" stands for gotrabhu. Both

vodÈna and gotrabhu represent the same consciousness. As gotrabhu
has to cut off the worldling lineage to form ariya-lineage only once in
Sotapatti-magga cognitive series, and a noble person will not be re-
verted back to a worldling again; so vodÈna is used in place of gotrabhu
in all higher magga-vÊthis as well as in the phala-samÈpatti-vÊthis.

In developing fruition-attainment, as the meditator inclines his mind
to develop fruition-consciousness, only fruition consciousness arises
and the higher path-consciousness does not arise.
• What What What What What aaaaare the re the re the re the re the CCCCCauses for the auses for the auses for the auses for the auses for the SSSSStability of tability of tability of tability of tability of FFFFFruition-attainment calledruition-attainment calledruition-attainment calledruition-attainment calledruition-attainment called

AAAAAnimittacetovimutti?nimittacetovimutti?nimittacetovimutti?nimittacetovimutti?nimittacetovimutti?
There are three causes for the stability of fruition-attainment.

They are: (i) Taking no notice of all sa~khÈra signs,
(ii) Taking notice of the NibbÈna element which is void of sa~khÈra

signs,
(iii) Preparation in advance, which means making resolution in advance

for the duration of fruition-attainment that he wishes to develop.
That is the reason why the fruition-attainment is stable for the whole
period of his predetermination.

• What are the What are the What are the What are the What are the RRRRReasons for easons for easons for easons for easons for CCCCComing out of oming out of oming out of oming out of oming out of FFFFFruition-attainment?ruition-attainment?ruition-attainment?ruition-attainment?ruition-attainment?
There are two reasons for coming out of fruition-attainment. They

are: (i) taking notice of all sa~khÈra signs, and
(ii) taking no notice of the NibbÈna element which is void of sa~khÈra
signs. Thus at the end of the predetermined period, the meditator comes
out of fruition-attainment. The series of fruition-consciousness, which
takes NibbÈna as its object, terminates and life-continuum (bhava~ga
citta), taking the near-death sign of the past existence, arises.

The noble fruition (ariya-phala), which has spat out craving (taÓhÈ),
is very calm and peaceful. It is the peaceful noble fruition of the
calmly, noble path-consciousness, which has pacified and eliminated
the fire of defilements and has the unique NibbÈna as its object.

"The noble fruition is the most valuable possession of noble
persons. Its unique bliss and peaceful happiness can be enjoyed
by wise people who develop vipassanÈ-wisdom. Therefore, that
unique fruition-happiness is truly the fruit and result of wis-
dom-meditation (paÒÒÈ-bhÈvanÈ) which is development of
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vipassanÈ-wisdom"
• Development of Extinction AttainmentDevelopment of Extinction AttainmentDevelopment of Extinction AttainmentDevelopment of Extinction AttainmentDevelopment of Extinction Attainment     (((((NirodhasamÈpattiNirodhasamÈpattiNirodhasamÈpattiNirodhasamÈpattiNirodhasamÈpatti)))))

Enjoyment of the unique peaceful bliss of the noble fruition is not
the only fruit and result of wisdom-meditation. Development of ex-
tinction attainment is also the fruit and result of wisdom-meditation.
• What is What is What is What is What is EEEEExtinction-attainment (xtinction-attainment (xtinction-attainment (xtinction-attainment (xtinction-attainment (NNNNNirodha-samÈpattiirodha-samÈpattiirodha-samÈpattiirodha-samÈpattiirodha-samÈpatti)?)?)?)?)?

Extinction attainment is the extinction of consciousness, mental fac-
tors and consciousness-born materiality for one hour, two hours, etc.,
up to seven days at a time as predetermined by the person who develops
extinction-attainment.
• Who can Who can Who can Who can Who can DDDDDevelop evelop evelop evelop evelop EEEEExtinction-attainment?xtinction-attainment?xtinction-attainment?xtinction-attainment?xtinction-attainment?

All worldlings, stream-winners, once-returners, sukkhavipassaka
(who do not attain jhÈna) non-returners and arahants cannot develop
extinction-attainment. Only non-returners and arahants who attain eight
jhÈnas (four-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas) can de-
velop extinction-attainment.

In which In which In which In which In which RRRRRealms can ealms can ealms can ealms can ealms can EEEEExtinction-attainment be xtinction-attainment be xtinction-attainment be xtinction-attainment be xtinction-attainment be DDDDDeveloped?eveloped?eveloped?eveloped?eveloped?
Extinction-attainment can be developed only in sensuous blissful

realms and r|pa-brahma realms, called paÒcavokÈrabhava, which have
five aggregates. The reason is that the eight jhÈnas have to be devel-
oped in order. In ar|pa-brahma realms, called catuvokÈrabhava; where
there are only four mental aggregates, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas cannot be
developed; so extinction-attainment cannot be attained.
• What is the What is the What is the What is the What is the RRRRReason for eason for eason for eason for eason for DDDDDeveloping eveloping eveloping eveloping eveloping EEEEExtinction-attainment?xtinction-attainment?xtinction-attainment?xtinction-attainment?xtinction-attainment?

The reason for developing extinction-attainment is to live happily
and peacefully with the present body in the present existence with the
extinction of mentality and consciousness-born materiality (breathing
is also extinct), arriving at the cessation-element NibbÈna, as they are
fed up with formations.
• How is How is How is How is How is EEEEExtinction-attainment xtinction-attainment xtinction-attainment xtinction-attainment xtinction-attainment DDDDDeveloped?eveloped?eveloped?eveloped?eveloped?

The noble person, who wishes to develop extinction-attainment,
performs the prior work (pubba-kicca) to be done, develops the eight
jhÈnas one after another, undertaking vipassanÈ on each of them, and
finally develops the nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana jhÈna and let it cease.
At that moment extinction-attainment arises.

It is correct. By the power of samatha-bhÈvanÈ (tranquillity-medita-
tion), he can develop the eight jhÈnas one after another, and stay at
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nevasannÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna. By the power of vipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ
(insight-meditation), he can develop ten insight knowledges step by
step and stay at fruition-attainment.

Only by exerting effort step by step with the power of both samatha-
meditation and vipassanÈ meditation, can he develop extinction-at-
tainment.

It will be explained further. The bhikkhu, who wishes to develop
fruition-attainment, takes food, cleans the bowl, hands and legs, en-
ters a quiet, secluded place, sits down cross-legged with upright body
and mindfulness directed towards the meditation-object.

He develops the first jhÈna-attainment, comes out of it, and contem-
plates the formations in the jhÈna as anicca, dukka, anatta in turn.
Then he develops the second jhÈna-attainment, comes out of it, and
contemplates the formations in it as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn.

Similarly he develops step by step the third jhÈna, the fourth jhÈna,
ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana-jhÈna, viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana-jhÈna, ÈkincaÒÒÈyatana-
jhÈna, comes out of the respective jhÈna-attainment, and contemplates
the formations in each jhÈna as anicca, dukkha, anatta in turn.

Then he performs the prior work to be done. He makes the follow-
ing resolutions (adhiÔÔhÈna).
1 May I remain in extinction-attainment for one day, two days, ... or

seven days (the period must not exceed his life-span which he can
know.)

2 May my life and body, my robes and utensils, my monastery, etc.,
be neither harmed nor destroyed by any means. (He can demarcate
the area as much as he likes.)

3 May I come out of extinction-attainment as soon as the congrega-
tion of monks wishes my presence.

4 May I come out of extinction-attainment as soon as the Buddha
wishes to see me. (This is done when the Buddha is alive.)
Then the bhikkhu develops nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna. Soon

after that jhÈna occurs two times, the mental stream is cut off. Con-
sciousness, mental factors and consciousness-born materiality cease
to arise and extinction-attainment takes place.

The bhikkhu does not breathe during extinction-attainment. He does
not move and he does not know anything. Kamma-born materiality,
heat-born materiality and nutriment-born materiality, however, keep
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on arising. So the person does not die. In the human realm one can
remain in extinction-attainment for up to seven days. A r|pabrahmÈ
can remain for long periods in the r|pabrahma-realm.

When the predetermined period is over, cittas and cetasikas rearise,
and the person is said to come out of extinction-attainment. In coming
out of extinction-attainment, anÈgÈmi-phala citta arises once in a non-
returner (anÈgÈmÊ), or arahatta-phala citta arises once in an arahant.
Then life-continuum (bhava~ga-citta) keeps arising as usual.
• The Noblest Goal in LifeThe Noblest Goal in LifeThe Noblest Goal in LifeThe Noblest Goal in LifeThe Noblest Goal in Life

The noblest goal in all our lives is to swim across the wide ocean of
the cycle of rebirths (saÑsÈra), to gain deliverence from all sufferings,
and to land on the eternally peaceful and blissful shore of NibbÈna by
the attainment of the Fourfold Path-wisdom and their Fruition-wisdom.

The thing to do starting from now is to keep pure morality and to
undertake samatha-vipassanÈ meditation as taught by the Buddha. This
is the only and sure Path known as the Middle Paththe Middle Paththe Middle Paththe Middle Paththe Middle Path (MajjhimapaÔipadÈ)
or the Noble Eightfold PathNoble Eightfold PathNoble Eightfold PathNoble Eightfold PathNoble Eightfold Path as it consists of eight factors, which can
be classified as the Noble Threefold TrainingNoble Threefold TrainingNoble Threefold TrainingNoble Threefold TrainingNoble Threefold Training — viz., the Training of
Morality (the Path-foundation), the Training of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of ConcentrationTraining of Concentration (sama-
tha-meditation) and the Training of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of WisdomTraining of Wisdom (vipassanÈ-meditation).

* The only path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the
overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain
and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-
zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.

         (MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)
The Perfect PathThe Perfect PathThe Perfect PathThe Perfect PathThe Perfect Path

* Free from pain and torture is this path, free from groan-
ing and suffering is this path; it is the perfect path.

(Majjhima NikÈya 139)
* Among all paths this noble eightfold path, which leads to
the ageless, painless, deathless Nibbana, and which is free
from danger, is the Noblest Path.

This wonderful path is now in front of us very clearly and amaz-
ingly. We are most lucky to come across the teachings of the Buddha
and to know about this path very vividdly and comprchensively in
this very life.

We should make hay while the sun shines.
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Millions of Arahants have trodden along this path and
reached NibbÈna.

As soon as we undertake the training of morality, abstaining from
all evil actions and causing no harm to any living being, we are al-
ready living most happily in the world.

When we undertake the training of concentration and attain jhÈna
concentration, well, we shall be enjoying the highest mundane bliss
like heavenly brahmÈs.

When we enter vipassanÈ-meditation and develop the insight wis-
doms one after another, we shall enjoy greater bliss and greater hap-
piness. When we can develop ten insight knowledges (vipassanÈ-
ÒÈÓas), the first path-consciousness and its fruition-consciousness will
arise automatically through gotrabhu and we shall become stream-
winners — noble persons!

* Far better than a hundred years in the life of an immoral per-
son who has no control over his senses is a day in the life of a
virtuous person who cultivates meditation. (Dh. 110)

* Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sover-
eignty over two celestical realms, that is, far better than to be a
universal Monarch or the celestial king Sakka, is to be a Stream-
winner.

As a stream-winner, we can live on with our family, doing the work
we should do, and keep paÒca-sÊla very purely. As we have totally
eliminated sceptical doubt and the wrong view including personality-
belief, we are no longer selfish and self-centred. As our faith in the
Triple Gem is very strong and unshakeable, we shall revere the Triple
Gem and radiate loving kindness to all living beings most of the time.

Also we have eliminated the gross aspects of the remaining defile-
ments; so we shall not be burnt badly by eleven fires which burn
worldlings badly most of the time. The eleven fires are the fires ofThe eleven fires are the fires ofThe eleven fires are the fires ofThe eleven fires are the fires ofThe eleven fires are the fires of
greed, anger, ignorance, birth, ageing, death, worry, lamentation,greed, anger, ignorance, birth, ageing, death, worry, lamentation,greed, anger, ignorance, birth, ageing, death, worry, lamentation,greed, anger, ignorance, birth, ageing, death, worry, lamentation,greed, anger, ignorance, birth, ageing, death, worry, lamentation,
pain, grief and despair.pain, grief and despair.pain, grief and despair.pain, grief and despair.pain, grief and despair.

To live on with the full understanding that we shall not be born in
woeful abodes after death, that we shall be reborn in sensuous bliss-
ful realms up to seven existences if we wish, that we can still be born
in brahma realms enjoying the great brahma-happiness and the unique
NibbÈna-happiness for ever, we shall live most happily starting from

this very life.
To become a stream-winner is not very difficult if we undertake the

Noble Threefold Training as taught by the Buddha consistantly and
steadfastly with wisdom and understanding.

To find a teacher who teaches meditation as taught by the Buddha is
very important. At present there are International Pa-auk Forest Bud-
dha SÈsana Meditation Centres in Mawlamyine, Yangon, Mandalay
and other cities in Myanmar, and also in Singapore, Malaysia, Indone-
sia, Taiwan, South Korea, U. S. A. in Sanfrancisco, etc., where medi-
tation is taught in detail according to the teachings of the Buddha.

Everyone is welcome to come and meditate in these meditation cen-
tres at any time.

So you have the golden chance to undertake meditation as taught by
the Buddha to attain the highest goal in this very life. If there is a will,
there is a way!

May you attain enlightenment soon, and
may you be happy and well always!

1.4.2015    Dr. Mehm Tin Mon
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• Review QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview QuestionsReview Questions

1 What is the "Purification by Knowledge and Vision"? What are the
four functions performed by the noble Path-wisdom simultaneously?
(p. 334)

2 Mention the 16 knowledges which a stream-winner has developed.
Can a stream-winner know that he has become a stream-winner?
Give reasons. (pp. 335, 334)

3 Explain the arising of sotÈpattimagga-ÒÈÓa by comparing with a
man jumping across a big drain. (pp. 335, 336)

4 Describe the properties of sotÈpattimagga-ÒÈÓa and the benefits it
gives to a stream-winner. (pp. 337, 338)

5 How should a stream-winner undertake vipassanÈ-meditation to
become a once-returner? (pp. 338, 339)

6 What are the differences between a stream-winner and a once-
returner? (pp. 337-338, 339-340)

7 For what reasons does a once-returner undertake vipassanÈ-medita-
tion again? What benefits will be gain on attaining anÈgÈnimagga-
citta? (pp. 340, 341)

8 Describe briefly how can a non-returner become an Arahant. What
are the defilements and fetters eliminated totally by Arahattamagga-
ÒÈÓa? (pp. 341, 342)

9 Describe the qualities of an Arahant and the five types of Arahants.
  (pp. 342-343)

10 How do noble persons enjoy the peace and bliss of NibbÈna? Why
do they develop fruition-attainments? (pp. 343-344)

11 How do noble persons develop fruition-attainments? Why do they
come out from fruition-attainments? (pp. 344-345)

12 What is extinction-attainment (nirodha-samÈpatta)? What is the
reason for developing it? (p. 346)

13 How is extinction-attainment developed? How can one come out
of it? (pp. 346-348)

14 What is the noblest goal in life? Can we attain it in this life? How
can we attain it? (pp. 348-350)
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